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GOOD degree of attention lias been given to the architecture

of suburban and country houses, within the last ten or twelve

years. The late Mr. Downing was the first to make any real

^ impression on the public mind, concerning it. With his graceful

and powerful pen he appealed to the good sense, the domestic feel-

ings, and national pride of his countrymen. He directed their

attention, in the most persuasive manner, to the superior comfort of

good, well-planned houses, and to the influence of the beautiful on

minds and morals of the people. In the preface to his Country

Houses^ he says

:

"There are three excellent reasons why my countrymen should have good houses.

"The first, is because a good House (and by this I mean a fitting, tasteful, and significant

dwelling) is a powerful means of civilization. A nation, whose rural population is content

to live in mean luits and miserable hovels, is certain to be behind its neighbors in education,

the arts, and all that makes up the external signs of progress. With the perception of propor-

tion, sj-mmetry, order and beauty, awakens the desire for possession, and with them comes that

refinement of manners which distinguishes a civilized from a coarse and brutal people. So

long as men are forced to dwell in log huts and follow a hunter's life, we must not be sur-

prised at lynch law and the use of the bowie knife. But, when smiling lawns and tasteful

cottages begin to embellish a country, we know that order and culture are established.

And, as the first incentive towards this change is awakened in the minds of most men by
the perception of beauty and superiority in external objects, it must follow that the inter-

est manifested in the Rural Architecture of a country like this, has much to do with the

]>rogress of its civilization.

"The second reason is, because the individual home has a great social value for a people.

Whatever new systems may be needed for the regeneration of an old and enfeebled nation,

we are persuaded that, in America, not only is the distinct family the best social form, but

those elementary forces which gave rise to the highest genius and the finest character may,

for the most part, be traced back to the farm-house and the rural cottage. It is the sol-

itude and freedom of the family home in the country which constantly preserves the

purity of the nation, and invigorates its intellectual powers. Tlie battle of life, carried on

in cities, gives a sliarper edge to the weapon of character, but its temper is, for the most

part, fixed amid those communings with nature and the family, where individuality takes

its most natural and strongest development.

"The third reason is, because there is a moral influence in a country home—when,
among an educated, truthful, and refined people, it is an echo of their cbai'acter—which
is more powerful than any mere oral teachings of virtue and morality. That family

whose religion lies away from its threshold, will show but slender residts from the best

teachings, compared with another where the family heartli is made a central point of tlie

Beautiful and the Good. And much of that feverish unrest and want of balance between
the desire and the fulfdment of life, is calmed and adjusted by the pursuit of tastes which
result in making a little world of the family home, where trutlifulness, beauty and order

have the largest dominion.
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"The inoro scntinioiit of home, witli its thousand associations, lias, hkc a stronjj nnclior,

saved many a man from shipwreck in tlie storms of life. How nnieii tlie moral intliience

of that sentiment may be increased, hy making the home all that it shonld he, and how
mnch an attachment is strengthened hy every external sign of beauty that awakens lovo

in the young, are so well understood, that they need no demonstration here. All to

which the heart can attach itself in youth, and the memory linger fimdly over in riper

years, contributes largely to our stock of happiness, and to the elevation of the moral

character. For this reason, the condition of the family home, in this country where

every man may have a home, should bo raised, till it shall symbolize the best character

and pursuits, and the dearest affections and enjoyments of social life."

Quickly after the ai)pearancc of Mr. Downinci's works, tlie architecture of tlie country,

and especially in the suburbs of cities and villages, assumed an entirely new aspect.

Taste was aroused, but not cultivated ; and thousands of variously fashioned cotta^^es and

villas started up as if by magic,—some tasteful and beautiful, many ugly, and not a

few ridiculous ; but all, even the worst, an improvement on the meagre, monotonous

structures of tlie olden time. Travelers noted the change, and spoke of it with agree-

able surprise. Mr. Dowxixo himself was encouraged with the evidences of Lis influ-

ence, and plied his pen industriously ;
so that in a few years his works fonned several

Tolumes. Others entered the same field, and so Wueelek's ^^ Bural Homes" and

Allen's ^^ Farm House" came to the rescue. These works have all contnbuted their

mite; and to-day we see improvements going forward in all directions. There is no

lono-er an universal apathy on the subject, but nearly every man seems to desire to

make his dwellings, and even his out-buildings, not merely comfortable and convenient,

but to his mind, at least, in some degree beautiful. This is well. Our writers on this

subject have not labored wholly in vain. Such an impulse has been given to the public

mind as will eventually lead to a thorough reformation, and place our domestic archi-

tecture in a position worthy of a people so enlightened, prosperous, and independent.

Much, however, has yet to be done. It can not be denied but that there is a voiy

general ignorance among the masses of the people, in regard to architecture. Much

as the works referred to have accomplished, in the way of arousing taste and feeling

on tho subject, they have done little, very little, to disseminate a knowledge of the

rudiments and details of architecture. They have portrayed the advantages of com-

fortable and convenient houses, the moral and social influence of tasteful and beautiful

homes, and they have laid before our eyes handsome pictures for us to imitate ; but

the piinciples of beauty and fitness, the details of structure, are as badly understood

as ever, and plans and elevations are scarcely intelligible to one in a thousand. This

is positively the case among even the well-read and most intelligent and refined por-

tion of the community ; and our belief is, that while such ignorance exists, we shall

continue to witness, as we do now, a large number of the attempts to build tasteful

houses resulting in blunders and deformities.

AVhat we want, then, is a popular knowledge of architecture, and a cultivated pop-

ular taste. " Good sense," observes an eminent writer, " may exist without good taste
;

yet from their intimate connection, many persons are as much oftended at having their

taste as their understanding disputed. Hence, the most ignorant being generally the

obstinate, I have occasionally found that as a little learning is a dangerous

e taste is a troublesome one. Both taste and understanding require cultivation



and improvement. Natural taste, like natural genius, may exist to a certain deo-ree;

but without study, observation, and experience, they lead to error." " The requisites

of taste," says another distinguished writer, " are, first, a lively imagination ; second,

the power of distinct apprehension ; third, the capacity of being easily, strongly, and

agreeably affected with sublimity, beauty, harmony, and correct imitation, (fee; fourth,

sympathy, or sensibility of heart ; and, fifth, judgment, or good sense, which is the

principal thing."

Every day we witness what vagaries " men of taste," without knowledge or expe-

rience can perpetrate in the way of building. They desire to erect a tasteful and

beautiful house,— something that will arrest attention as well as excite admiration.

They call in the service of an architect, perhaps, to give advice and draw a " plan."

This architect may be a very competent man, and give sound and excellent advice

;

but the chances are otherwise. When his plan is drawn and submitted for examina-

tion, the misfortune is, his patron does not comprehend it ; the size alone is intelligible

to him. Yet he has some cherished notion of his own, which, right or wrong, must

be carried out ; and so some addition or alteration is made, and whatever proportion

and harmony existed in the design before, is probably destroyed, the whole structure

deformed, and very likely made ridiculous. There are others, again, who dispense

entirely with the services of an architect. They have searched and found some
building which they take as a model : but some of its parts are not quite to their

taste, and they and their builder adopt some improvement; and this spoils the whole.

It takes but a very trifling alteration or addition to make an excellent design a lauo-h-

ing-stock, just as the finest portrait may, with the slightest touch of the brush, be

converted into a disgusting caricature.*

Thus the architecture of the country suffers the moment that any thing beyond the

plainest and simplest structures are attempted. Out of the large cities it is difficult

to find really skillful, tasteful, well-trained architects. Indeed, there is little use for

them, because most of the country people design and superintend the building of

their own houses, with such aid as they can get from a master builder • and the few

who do employ an architect, are scarcely willing to pay enough to compensate an

artist for the mechanical execution of the drawing, to say nothing whatever of the

mental labor performed in studying the design. Hence it is that so many of our

country houses are without harmony and proportion in their parts, simply rectangular

boxes, destitute of a single feature that can impart an idea of the beautiful.

On all these accounts, therefore, and regarding architecture as of great importance,

not merely in an economical point of view, but as calculated to exercise a great influ-

ence on the aspect of the country, and on the taste and habits of the people, we desire

to see it studied and taught in our common schools and academies. Drawing is

wofuUy neglected in the course of ordinary education, and yet is one of the most

useful and delightful acquirements;— useful in all pursuits that men engage in; and

delightful, as aftbrding in all places an opportunity ^o take accurate notes of objects

which we wish to preserve in our memory. If people generally possessed some know-

ledge of drawing, they would be vastly more competent to examine and understand

of the most conspicuons and costly private dwellings in a city not far from where we write—a square

as a dome large enough for a cathedral, and a light iron veranda, that has the appearance of wire
cuted caricature that every body laughs at. Yet, every man to his taste.
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ircliitcrtuial plans an.1 dosijjns, aiiil liny would also be more competent to desi<rn and

punerintond the erection of tlioir own buildings. There is B.-arcely an hour in the

dav in which persons encjai^ed in rural or mechanical pursuits do not feel the neces-

sity of bcini; able to sketch with tl.c pencil. lUit what proportion can do it? Not

one in ten thousand 1

Let us urge upon parents the jiroinl-ty. yoa, the necessity, of looking to the matter.

Let us also urge it on the attention ot" trustees and directors of schools, and school

teachers too. Wo would particularly invite the attention of directors of the agricul-

tural schools which are now about being founded in various parts of the country.

^^'e look to them with the greatest hope. The study of drawing, both geometiical

and perspective, in connection with the study of the rudiments of architecture, must

I'V all means be included in their course. It may, perhaps, be difhcult to get a prftper

architectural text-book; we have not met with any that we should consider adapted

to schools
;
yet there may be some. Our readings and researches in this department

we confess to be not very extensive. We do not wish to be understood as hoping or

desiring to make every person an architect. I'rofessional architects must not suspect

us of any such malicious or foolish design, as that of robbing them of their bread.

The information we seek to have disseminated would be a direct aid to tlie profession

;

for people would know Avhat architecture is, and as they would be competent to exam-

ine and appreciate a good design, and a good drawing, so they would place a jtroper

estimate on the labors and services of talented and tasteful architects.

We \irge upon every person to study the face of nature ; leani the names, liabits,

and qualities of trees and plants, that they may enjoy and appreciate the beauty of

gardens and beautiful scenes or objects in nature— not that they should all be land-

scape gardeners. Popular ignorance of any art or profession, is sure to be a dead weight

upon it. If landscape painting were better understood among us, artists in that way

would be more extensively employed, and much better paid than we believe they are.

It is to the ediication of youth— the rising generation, that we must look for a gen-

eral and radical refonn in architecture. The circulation of such books as Dowxing's,

is comparatively limited, falling into the hands of such persons only as have become

interested in the subject. Besides, essays on the general subject of architecture, its

importance, influence, <fec., however useful in awakening interest on the subject, are not

calculated to impart elementary instruction. Those who are capable of fully under-

standing plans, elevations, &c., are the fewer number ; they may be pleased or displeased

with the picture, but are totally unfit to go into an examination of the details— the

rudimentary knowledge is Avanting. We wish some entei-]")rising publisher wou!<l at

once start the publication of a cheap illustrated architectural monthly or quartei'ly

journal, under the direction of one or more competent editors ; and, instead of present-

ing pretty pictures to the public, such as most of our contributions on this subject are,

let them begin at the beginning, and teach first of all the very alphabet. Wc had par

tially decided upon devoting a portion of this journal to such a purpose ; but, on reflec-

tion, on examining the field which we now occupy, and which is legitimately that of the

Horticulturiist, we saw clearly that one or both branches must suffer, and so w^e shall go

on as we have done. But we do feel the utter ineflliciency of what the press is now doing

is country, to disseminate knowledge and cultivate taste on the subject of architecture,

hall, however, do all we can to impart knowledge on this subject
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By way of showing, in this connection, the estimate placed by writers upon the pop'

ular knowledge of architecture in England, at this time, we quote from a capital paper

which appeared in a late number of the London QuarterIij, entitled "The Present

State of Architecture
:"

"The language whicli architectural design of necessity employs to express its concep-

tions, though easy to be acquired, is an unknown tongue to people in general. Those wlio

would smile if they were asked whether they could understand a map, would think it

unreasonable to be expected to comprehend a plan. A 'section' is a mystery which they

would at once throw aside in despair, and even an 'elevation' is considered to be

only an awkward, formal, and disagreeable kind of picture. It is by no means easy to

make them see the relative nature and value of geometric and perspective representations,

and that both are indispensable for complete illustrations of a structure. Geometrical

delineation gives the exact forms and dimensions of objects; perspective shows the images

of them,—not as they are in themselves, but as they appear to the eye, according to the

direction and distance from which they are viewed. The latter mode does not need an

interpreter, for habit has caused it to speak intelligibly to all ; and the simplicity of the

other would make it equally intelligible if a very little instruction on the subject were to

form a portion of general education. To say nothing of the value, under almost any cir-

cumstances, of some acquaintance with a study which trains the eye to accuracy of obser-

vation, and which is the copious source of so pure an enjoyment, as to be utterly incapable

of any taint of sensuality, it would plainly be to the advantage of the art itself, and of

those who practice it— supposing them to practice it worthily— if the public were able

to read its productions. Its professors would then be compelled to keep pace with the

increased information of their patrons; and would be stimulated to diligence by the

encouraging assurance that superior talent would be competently appreciated even when

displayed upon paper. Designs would thenceforth be regarded as works of art in them-

selves, instead of being looked upon as mere patterns, because they neither are, nor assume

to be, pictures also. There is nothing, we will venture to affirm, to hinder any one, with

taste for the study, from understanding and relishing architectural plans quite as thor-

oughly as those who belong to the profession."

SIX VARIETIES OF EARLY PLUMS.

The Peach Plum. Prune Pkhe, of Noisette.— This Plum, though rather coarse,

and ranking not more tlian good as to quality, is yet worthy of much more general

culture than it has received, on account of its great size, beautiful appearance, and

earliuess. We certainly regard it as one of the most magnificent of all Plums— as

large as a good-sized Peach, and of a rich brownish-red, covered with a thin azure

bloom. It bears large crops with us. The tree is stout, a good grower, and quite

hardy. It ripens here from the 1st to the 15th of August*— only a few days behind

the Jaune Hative. Chas. H. Tomlinson, Esq., of Schnectady, who brought this fruit

before the late Mr. Downing, some nine years ago, says that at Schenectady the ends

of the young shoots sometimes get killed, as also the fruit-buds in severe winters. It

has also proved tender in Maine. We copy below, the account and description given

at that time in the Horticulturist

:

* Noisette describes it as ripening in France from tlie 10th to the 20tl) of July.
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"There is a French Plum of largo size and very beautiful appearance, deacribed by

NoisETTK, PoiTKAU, and other Frencli potnologists, as the Prune J'ic/ie^ or Teach I'linn. It

is nK)st probably very little known out of France, since it is not recognized or described

as a distinct variety, by any English or American jjonioldgist down to the present time.

"Ti'.OMi'soK, in the last edition of the London llnrticultural Society's Catalogue, as well

as in tiie I'omological Magazine, gives the Prune i'<V/«7a.s synonymous with the Nectarine.

l.iNDi.EY follows the latter work in his 6^n"</<; to the Orchard. In our work on Fruits,

never having been able to find the true Peach Plum, we also placed it lus a synonym of tho

Nectarine. But, at the sanwj time, we added the following paragrajih :

" 'Mr. RiVKits has lately sent to this country, trees of the Piach IMam, which, ho says,

is the Prune Pechc of Brittany, superior to and quite distinct from tho Nectarine.''

"Singularly enough accident made us accpiainted with tho fact that, in the city of Sche-

nectady in this State, the genuine Peach Plum has been considerably cultivated for more

than twenty years, in the greatest perfection. Mr. Ciiahles II. Tomuxson of that place,

desirous of clearing up some doubts in relation to the Plum known as Dunne's I'urple,

brought us at tho close of July, some very remarkable looking Plums, strikingly dillcrent

from any other variety. Having excellent colored drawings and descriptions of tho

Prune PecJie, both in the Jardin Fruitier of Noisette, and the Pomologie Franfaise of

PoiTEAU, we recognized the specimens immediately as tho genuine old Peach Plum of

France, which is scarcely at all known to cultivators, from its having been confounded with

the Nectarine Plum.

"This true Peach Plum is a superb fruit. It could never have been received correctly

in the garden of the London Horticultural Society, for a single glance at the external

ajipearance of the fruit is sutlicient to distinguish it from all other Plums. Its color, as is

correctlv shown in the colored plates of the two French authors just mentioned, is a dark

salmon-red, while that of the Nectarine Plum, as every one knows, is a (Yi^tiucUj purpUi^h-

red. Again, the Peach Plum, ripens here ten days before the Washington, making it

the earliest of Plums. (Noisette says, in France it rijiens from the 10th to tliC 2(ith

of July.) The Nectarine Plum does not ripen here till the middle or last of August—

a

week or ten days after tho Washington, and three yeeks later than tho Peach Plum.

" Considering its large size, its early maturity, and agreeable flavor, we think the Peach

Plum will be a valuable acquisition to our fruits. Mr. Tomi.ixson showed us some pjjeci-

mens when we were at Schenectady on the first of August, one of which measured six

inches and a half in circumference. We have prepared an outhno of this variety, and

made the following description with the fruit

before us.

"Peach Plum. Prune Peche, Noisette,

Poiteau.—The tree is a pretty strong grower,

Avith stout smooth shoots. Fruit very large,

shaped more like a Peach than a Plum, being

usually wider than its depth ; regularly

formed, roundish, much flattened at both

ends; suture shallow, but strt)ngly marked

;

apex much depressed, with a jiunciured mark

at the point. Skin, light brownish-red,

nearly a salmon color in the lightest portions,

sprinkled with obscure dark specks, and cov-

ered with a delicate pale bloom. Stalk very

short, rather stout, set in a shallow narrow
Flesh pale yellow, a little coarse-

ained, but juicy and of pleasant sprightly
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flavor when fully ripe ; it separates freely from

the stone. Stone nearly round, verj^ fiat, and

much furrowed. Ripe fi-om tlie 20th to the

last of July, It is certainly the largest early

Plum, and is well worthy of cultivation. A
moderate bearer."

Bradsiiaw.— This is a very large and

beautiful Plum ; a free, vigorous grower, and

a most prolific bearer. Highly valuable.

We received it from Wm. Kenrick, in 1839,

under the name of Large Black Imperial

;

but it has been described in Ilovey's Maga-

zine as Bradshaw, and we have adopted that

name in our catalogues. It is of foreign

origin.

Fruit— very large, nearly or quite equal

to the Yellow Egg^

or Magnum Bonum.

Form—oval-obovate
BRADSHAW.

^J^}^ ^ sHght SUtUfC

on one side only. Color—dark violet-red, with an azure bloom.

Stalk— half to three-fourths of an inch long. Flesh—yellow-

ish-green, a little coarse, but juicy and sweet; adheres to the

stone. Tree—remarkably vigorous, erect, and regular in

growth, equalling the Smith''s Orleans. Shoots— smooth,

reddish. Buds— short and pointed. Foliage— large, glossy,

serrated, and wavy at the edges. Ripe middle of August

—

immediately succeeding the Peach Plum. We described this

variety three or four years ago, in the Genesee Farmer.

Jaune Hative. Early Yellow.— This is the earliest Plum

in our collection. It is not very popular, on account of its small size ; but among a

collection of a dozen sorts, we regard it as worthy of a place. Fruit— small, obovate,

largest at the apex, with a shallow suture on one side.

Stalk—quarter to half an inch long, slender. Skin—
pale yellow, covered with a pretty thick whitish bloom.

Flesh—pale-yellow, juicy, sweet, not high-flavored, but

pleasant
;
parts freely from tlie stone, which is long

and naiTOw. Tree— a good, erect grower, with gray,

woolly shoots. Leaves— small, oval. Bears young and

abundantly. Ripe here 1st of August; in some sea-

sons, latter end of July ; last season, about the 25th of

July. Th^ Frecoce de Bergthold is said to be as early,

and better. We have not yet fruited it.

Royal de Tours.— This is a handsome and excellent

early variety, of French origin. Fruit— medium size,

roundish, with a well-marked suture, and one side royal db tours.

JAUNE HATIVE.



MAMKLONt

Inrtr<^r tliaii tli** otlior. Stalk—sliort, slii;litly sunk, and a sli<rlit dcprfssidri at the aj.»ox.

Skin—rc<Misli-piiqilo in the sliadi', dark vioh-t in tho sun, with a thick white bloom,

ami tliickly ovei-sprcad with snmll yellow or

troldon dots, which ^ve the surface a very heau-

tiiul a]ii)earancc. Flesh— amber colored, finn,

juicy, Hn<l rich ; adheres to the stone, which is

lari^c, flat, oval, and rouj^h. I'he tree is a stout

grower, low ainl spreading, with stout, smooth

shoots. Kipe here middle of August.

Mamelone'.— This is a somewhat remarkable

IMuiu, from its shape— having a nock like some

I'ears, and a small knob, or inamelone^ as the

French terra it, at the base of the stalk. It is of

excellent quality, hardy, and prolific, and therefore well deserving of cnltivation even

in moderately large collections. "We received it from France eight or ten yeare ago.

Fruit— medium-sized, oval, tapering toward the apex, and a well-marked suture on

one side. Stalk—small, inserted without depres-

sion. Skin— color of the Green Gage, gi-eenish-

yellow, marbled in the sun with red. Flesh—
greenish-yellow, sweet, juicy, and rich

;
parts

freely from the stone, which is very small. Tree

—a vigorous, but not rapid grower, having some-

what the habit of the Green Gage. Ripe middle

of August.

Giusborne's Early.— This handsome early

variety we received from England. It is of

me<lium size, oval, with a distinct suture, and one

side enlarged. Stalk— shoil, and rather deej)ly

inserted. Skin— greenish-yellow, marbleJ with

red next the sun, covered with a whitish bloom, and dotted over with gi'ay specks.

Flesh— greenish-yellow, sweet, juicy, and pleasant. Stone— very large, flat, oval.

Tree— vigorous and productive. Shoots— vigorous, downy. Described in the London

Horticultural Society's Catalogue as a great bearer.

OmSBORNES £ARLT.

DAHLIAS.

Never have we enjoyed so fine a display of this queen of autumn flowers, as during

the whole month of October last. The summer was, as we all know, excessively dry,

and remained so up to the early part of September. Then we had fine rains, and the

stunted Dahlias burst into a vigorous new growtli. Toward the first of October the

nights became cool and refreshing, and the rays of the sun by day less scorching.

Then thousands of flowers w^ere expanded in rapid succession, and we had a magnifi-

lisplay, lasting into November ; enough to repay us amply for all the regret we

ienced on accoimt of this lateness.



The follo^v^ng list, prepared carefully wliile the plants were in the best condition,

shows the best of a collection of upwards of 100 sorts, embracing many of the best

English prize varieties of the last three or four yeers. Every one may be relied upon

as fine ; but we have noted a few ourselves, as worthy of particular distinction, and

place them in small capitals. We wiJi thank cultivators of the Dahlia to hand us

lists of their best varieties.

Agnes—pure white, full size, and fine form.

George Olenny—bright yellow, full size, occasionally with a few red lines.

George VilUers—dark velvetty purple, medium globular shape.

Gem (Oakley's)—white and lavender, full size, with a dark lavender center.

Mr. Francois—orange-scarlet, large and fine form.

/. Sickman—creamy-white center, tinged with lilac, the largest yet known.

Clara—blush-white, tinged and tipped with crimson.

FoRGET-ME-xoT—white and regular, striped with crimson.

Elegantissima—rosy-purple, striped and tipped with white, curious and pretty.

Boh—\'ivid orange-scarlet, double petals, with creamy-white stripes inside.

Beauty of the Grove—salmon-buff, striped and tipped with purple, full and fine.

Unanimity—scarlet, tinged with yellow, full size.

Claudia—violet purple, tipped with white, free bloomer.

Mrs. Hansard—bright yellow, tipped with white.

Belle de Paris—pale lilac, edged and tipped with lavender-purple, very constant.

Queen of Fairies—rosy-crimson, tipped with white.

Queen of Beauties—blush-white, tipped and tinged with rosy-purple.

Barmaid—creamy-white, tinged with purple.

Queen of Primroses—primrose yellow.

Grand Duke—bluish-lilac, full, of fine form.

Coquette de Dugney—rosy-lilac, tinged with salmon, a very constant bloomer.

Miss Caroline—white, slightly tipped and tinged with purple.

General Faucher—fawn color, very large and full.

Sir John Franklin—buff, with rosy-salmon at the base, high center.

Blanche Fleur—pale lilac, regular and fine.

Nil Desperandum—vivid scarlet, large and full.

Beauty of Osborne—mottled orange, tipped with purple, large and full.

Earl of Clarendon—orange-buff, and double and striped petals, globular and fine.

We extract the following account of new varieties, from the report of the National

Floral Society's show, in London Gardeners' Chronicle :

Septenler 7.—Several seedling Dahlias were produced; Mr. Dodds, of Salisbury, had

Miss fferlert, bronzy-pink, with light tip ; Lord Maglan, a flower like Sir John FranHin,

but lighter; and Mrs. Stowe, briglit lilac-pink, to which a Certificate of Merit was awarded.

Mr. Wheklek sent blooms of Lord Bath^ a deep maroon, good in form and substance, and

Primrose Peerless., a promising flower. Mr. Keynes sent Eitly Queen., a well-formed me-

dium-sized flower, to which a first-class Certificate was awarded ; Comet., pale yellow and

pink, shghtly striped with crimson, which received a Certificate of Merit; and Lady

Folkeston., yellowish-buff tipped with bright rosy-purple, which also received a Certificate

of Merit. Mr. Rawlings sent 3fiss Frampton., deep red ground with shaded wlate tip

form and substance, and well deserving the first-class Certificate which was awarded
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ifr. Pope, of Piinlico, exhibited Omer Pacha., scarlet, and Mrs. JToward, light yellow,

shaded and tii)i)ed witli deep salmon ; a Certificate of Merit was awarded to tlie latter

variety. Mr. Kawunos also exhibited his seedling Dahlias, iJr. Jieid, dark puriile, and

J/r. Critchett, deep scarlet.

'^'^ September 21.— Dahlias were again exhibited in considera])le numbers. Tlic Kov. C.

Fei.i.owks, of Shottishan; liect<iry, near Norwich, sent eight varieties, consisting of Cossacl;

a brilliant carmine, full-sized tlower, with close, well-formed center; tlie Ni(j>jer^ which is

perhaps the darkest flower grown, K-ing nearly black, and smaller in the petal than Eaaex

Trhuitph. Tliree blooms of eacli of the above two varieties were shown, and both hail

certiticates awarded them. Mr. Fem.owes also sent twelve blooms of his I'ree'ninent, a

largo deep purple, and very constant, but not in a condition to receive any award. Tlie

other five were— Tdsso, dark shaded puce, rather small, but fine in petal and form; Por-

tntit^ a light orange-scarlet; Harbinger an improved Shylocl; a very deep flower; Agin-

court^ bright purple, and very promising; and GlcnJyon and General Washington; the two
latter not good. Mr. C. J. Perry, of Birmingham, was awarded a first class Certificate

for his seedling fancy Dahlia, Baron AlJerson, orange, tij)ped with white. Mr. J. S. Pkock-
TEU, of Bermondsey, sent three varieties

—

Fanny Russell, Ewpres's, and Miss liusscll. The
first named is a pretty fancy flower, of good shape and medium size, salmon-buff, tipjiod

with pale flesh-color ; this is a neat, smooth flower, and had a Certificate awarded to it.

Empress is a pretty light kind, something like Annie Salter. Miss Jiussell, lilac, is all that

can be desired in form, but has a loose imperfect center, the petal stjinding upright instead

of incurving. Lollipop, exhibited by G. Holmes, Esq., is a large reflexed flower, with a

liigh center ; the outline is very good, being nearly half a globe, of a curious pinkish-buff

color. Three blooms were exhibited, and a Certificate was awarded to it, although a seed-

ling of 1854:. A first class Certificate was e,warded to Mr. C. Turxer, of Slough, for

Espartero, a flower of great substance, smooth, and of good form ; the center is close and
high

; the petals small, close, and well-arranged, nine blooms of this variety were exhibited.

Z^r. Peed, a dark maroon Dahlia, was exhibited by Mr. Kawlixgs, and has some good
points, but as exhibited there was not enough of it. There were also nine blooms of

Holmes' Eingleader, exhibited in excellent condition. Mr. Holmes sent twelve blooms of

named varieties, in which we noticed a fine bloom of Sir John FranHin, Avhich, when
large, is without an equal in form ; this bloom was deservedly admired."

BUDDED ROSES.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GEEMAXTOWN, PHILADELPniA, PA.

Fasiiiox is very capricious;— now it is on the verge of a precipice, engaging every

6y6— threatening, as it were, by its extravagance, to ruin its votaries, and end its very

existence,— and now again disappearing in the caverns of obscurity, till we almost

speak of it as we would talk of an Indian tale. Still we Lave to follow. Society

commands ; 'tis ours to obey, " If we are out of the fashion, we might as well be
out of the world."

The little world of Horticulture, like our every-day world, has also its fashions

;

less perceptible, perhaps, but little less imperious;— fashions in style and in varieties,

and fashions in even abstract ideas. We must not think of planting this tree, because

nobody would plant that thing;" nor do this, because "every body says it will

It wont do to say that every one is a fool : apart from its impoliteness.



would be manifestly unjust ; for probably no customary usage originated otherwise

than in some considerable degree of sound observation. Still, when it hits us too

severely, and in justification presents the Ciceronian doctrine, that "a firm agreement

among men is the voice of nature, an argument of truth," we may at least be allowed

the privilege of a downright, thorough, horticultural grumble.

This privilege I now claim against a prevailing fashion in particular. ^^ Budded
Hoses soon die out ;" '-we couldn't think of planting budded Roses." This is as com-

mon as Uncle Tom, and, like weather compliments, is in every body's mouth. We
want the Rose on its own roots ; the whole Rose, and nothing but the Rose, with-

out the degenerating influence of a briar in its nature. This is the new style of talk-

ing— the latest freak of floral fashion.

Before formally demurring to tliis innovating creed, I would invite attention to the

advantages budding offers to the Rose-grower, and to the lover of Roses ; and if these

advantages do not actually cover the objection that "budded Roses soon die out," they

will be the more highly valued when that objection is shown to have only an imagin-

ary existance. Necessity is the mother of invention, and utility is probably a sister,

or near relative, capable of being the parent of a similar child. Let us, therefore,

illustrate our subject by a sketch from the pomological world, the utility of that

branch helping us probably to a clearer idea.

Every body knows why a Pear is grafted on the Quince. The Quince is naturally

a shrub, ten or fifteen feet in height, and of the same natural family of plants as the

Pear, which will "take," or bud or graft, freely on it; but in so doing, loses its ten-

dency to become a tree, and while thus assimilating in size to the Quince, gains an

additional power to flower and bear fruit. This is in accordance with the physiologi-

cal doctrine, that what tends to check the wood-forming principle of vegetation,

increases its power to blossom and bear. The Rose can be, and is, budded for the

same reason, though not for that reason alone. The two principal kinds used for

stocks— the Dog Rose, or Eglantine of the poets, Rosa canina (not the Sweet Briar,

Rosa rubiginosa), and the Manetti variety of the Noisette Rose—are not such vigorous

growers as numerous varieties of most of the many classes of Roses, such as Hybrid

China, Hybrid Perpetual, many Bourbons and Noisettes. All these, when grafted on

stocks of weaker gi'owth than themselves, flower earlier, more abundantly, and, if judi-

ciously pruned, produce as large blossoms as if on their own roots ; Avhile, on the other

hand, kinds of weaker growth than these stocks, such as the varieties of Provence,

Perpetuals, some Bourbons, Teas, Chinas, and some other classes, though they do not

flower quite as freely when budded on them, grow more luxuriantly and vigorously,

produce larger and finer specimens, and the flowers they do produce are most superb

in comparison with those produced by the same varieties on their own roots. Those

who have never seen Souvenir de la Malmaison on the Dog Rose stock, frequently as

they may have seen it on its own roots in very varied circumstances, have yet to see

the perfection of Rose-culture— not to say floriculture of any kind.

I have said that this is not the only reason why Roses are budded. The finest por-

tion of a perfect floricultural establishment, is its rosarium. In the formation of tliis

peerless department, how lost should we be without Roses budded standard high

!

What vases are to French terraces, so are these in the hands of the designer,

th«n there are so many pretty effects in multitudinous positions and circumstances.
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to l>o obtained only l»y biulded Roses, that if even the system liad a fault or two,

I can not comprehend the heart or the head that could devise or utter a complaint

against it, instoad of striviiii; to forgive and fortjet. It is now many years since I

saw a specimen of Noisette Lamarqiic, budded on a six feet high Z'o// liose, trained

on an umbrella trellis in the center of a large circular bed of Salvia jxtlais, witli

I'rojHvolum Canarlense trained on wires led from the circumference of the bed to and

around the circumference of the trellis. The light color of the magnificent Hoses, th<'

rich yellow of the Tropa'olums, and the deep blue of the Salvias in their character

of base to the cone, formed a picture I shall not soon forget. I remember, too, observ-

ing, in a milder clime, the whole south side of a building covered by a great variety

of Roses growing from one root planted in a sort of cylinder built up in an area, and

where only one plant could be grown. The kind jdanted was the While Uaitksic.n.

One main stem seemed to have been carried along horizontally the whole length of

the building at the ground line, and at about every three or four feet a bud of a sepa-

rate kind of Rose had been inserted, and the shoots led up, at the time I saw them, to

the top of the building. Strong-growing kinds being selected for putting nearest the

root of the lianksian, and the weaker ones at the distance, one kind had no power to

outgrow and rob the other, and the effect was highly pleasing. I have never since

seen a Jaune des Prez flowering in such luxuriant profusion as it did on that wall.

There is yet another good and proper reason why budded Roses should be anything

but disgraced by the oLl "mad dog" cry. To a real lover of Roses, a new and distinct

kind, fully up to the points of a good Rose, is a priceless treasure, which he is anxious

to possess. In one season from the hud lie has an opportunity of beholding his antici-

pated gem ; and oh ! worse than Vandalism is it in those who have any conception

liow such "things of beauty" to the Rose-grower "are joys for ever," to nip his pleas-

ures in the bud, by discarding one of the best means whereby to produce them.

But budded Roses are so short-lived ! And is this indeed the case ? Sometimes it

is ; but, like modern insurance of goods, it is, after all, often at the risk of the owner,

lie can guard against this, if he chooses ; it is his neglect if they die, provided they

are on the Dog Rose or Manetti stocks.

There are three fruitful sources of failure in preserving the lives of budded Roses.

The variety of stock is of great importance, in the first place. Every one is aware

that the stems of the Raspberry (a species of Rubus) die back every two years ; while

the commonest English Blackberry (another species of Ruhus— R. fruticoms or dis-

color) often retains its stems ten or a dozen years. The species of Roses have, in a

great measure, the same difference in the natural duration of their stems. The

branches of the Sioeet Briar, for instance, are short-lived in comparison with the Dog

Rose, and those of the Maiden's Blush in comparison with the Manetti Rose ; and yet

these are often substituted the one for the other, to the manifest injury of the real

simon pure. If we get a Rose budded on the Maidens Blush stock, and with proper

care, it still dies on our hands, we still believing it to be the Manetti, Ave are naturally

enough prejudiced against "budded Roses," and want "to have no more to do with

them." If we are shown Roses on the Manetti or Dog Rose stocks that have died out

in the course of a year or so, we can point to others which have stood unscathed for

over a quarter of a century.

Another cause of failure is, transplanting budded Roses the first season after



operation. If we remove any tree, tlie follownng season the strongest shoots will be

from its base ; the branches at the extremities frequently put out only leaves, and

often die entirely ; and so a newly budded Rose, the bud being the extremity, fre-

quently dies out after transplanting, not because it is a "budded Rose," but because it

has been injured like the before-mentioned tree. Such Roses, therefore, require more

care than Roses on their own roots, in these operations. And again, in transplanted

trees, the strong base shoots have to be taken ofi" to strengthen the top ; and, in like

manner, all suckers and base shoots from the Roses must receive similar attention.

Suckers will grow, and so will weeds. By the "sweat of our brows" we must raise

Roses, as well as " earn our bread all the days of our lives."

The chief material for the tables of mortality on budded Roses, however, consists of

imported stocks. The roots become so enfeebled and injured by the voyage, that they

are unable to impart vigor to the stem; the bark becomes "hide-bound"; the course

of the sap weak, weaker, and weaker, till "pulsation entirely ceases, and affords

another theme "whereon to moralize." All imported stocks are naturally less fitted

to stand our climate, than such as have been raised here, and inured to it from in-

fancy. Those who have had any experience in Weeping Sophoras, Laburnums, and

similar things, will readily bear me out in this position.

The fact is, budded Roses are not essentially short-lived. "With properly selected

stocks, care in transplanting, and watchfulness in removing suckers as they appear,

we may have them to live as long as Pears on Quinces, or anything else.

COLOR IN NATURE AND ART.*

Nature is no mere utilitarian. That so-called utility which regards only the lower half

of human nature,— which cares for bodily wants and pecuniary profits, but which

ignores the higher emotions from the regulated play of whose fountains proceeds all

that is worthy of the name of joy,— finds nothing in the economy of nature to support

its materialistic exclusiveness. If the utilitarians had had the making of our world,

they would doubtless have made it very fertile and free of weeds, and Quaker-like have

dressed it in shapes and hues savoring strongly of the sombre and the useful ; but alas

for the beautiful! That cream of life and bloom of nature, what is it to them?

\Vorking unseen upon the spirit, and only revealing itself by the lighting of the eye

and the beaming of the countenance,— exciting an emotion which, though brilliant

and elevating, and full of the divine, seems to produce nothing, and rather to lessen

men's devotion to materialistic pursuits. Utilitarians ignore it, and in the world of

their own devising, would have flung aside flowers as cumberers of the ground, and

looked upon Roses as but painted weeds. They

"Could strip, for aught the prospect yields

To them, their verdure from the fields,

And take the radiance from the clouds

"With which the sun his setting shrouds."

From BlacJcicood's MarjazlM for November, we shall give another extract from this excellent article next month



Not so, however, has mlt\\ the Divine Makku. All that is useful is indeed around us,

but how mueh luoro is there beside. We stroll out of a morning, and lo ! birds are

singing, and waters iniirnniring, and the sun is rising with a cool brightness tliat makes

evervthing look young,— dancing like dazzling silver on tlic wavelets of the brook,

and filling the skies witli a joyous splendor, and the heart witli an ethereal merriment.

Who has not felt in the bright hours of all seasons, but especially in the radiant days

of summer, what the poet has well called

"The strange, superfluous glory of the uirl"

as if, beside all tlie combined gasses needful for our respiration, there were present

some ethereal nectarine clement, baffling the analysis of the cliemist, yet revealing its

power in the thrill of exuberant life whieh it excites in the human frame,— a true

elixi)' vitce, a " superfluous glory " added for the sole purpose of producing joy ? Enter

the garden, and fortliwith the eye is charmed with the sight of flowers,— the nostrils

tJirill with the scents floating on the morning air,— and Peaches and all manner of

fruit are there, pleasing both eye and palate fur more than utility demands. The very

hedgerows and woody dells of nature's own planting are full of beauty,— bright and

sweet with the Ilawthom, the Sweetbrier, and the Honeysuckle. Hill and valley meet

each oilier by picturesque gradation ; and brooks and rivers leap and run in courses

which please all the more because dissimilar from the rectilinearism of utility. All

things proclaim that the Divine Auchitect, while amply providing for tlie wants, has

not forgotten the enjoyment of his creatures ; and having implanted in the human soul

a yearning after the beautiful, has surrounded us with a thousand objects by whose

presence that yearning may be gratified.

Perhaps the most striking example of this Divine care for human enjoyment is to be

seen in the lovely mantle of color in which the earth is robed. Like all things very

common, we do not half prize this robe of beauty which nature puts on for our gratifi-

cation. It is in such complete harmony with our visual sense, that— like musical har-

mony also, when long continued— its sweetness fails to impress us if not broken at times

by a discord. But suppose the case of a man born blind, and to whom the aspect of the

outer world— nay, the very meaning of the word "color" has remained a mystery until

he has reached the years of reflection. Fancy such a man's eye at length released

from darkness, and endeavor to imagine his impressions. A thrill passes through him

as the colored beams first rush in, and awaken the emotions of a new sense. Ail around

he beholds a tinted mass ; earth and sky, land and water, are seen by him only as

expanses of varied color. Everything is colored, and the forms of nature are to him

but tinted smfaces, whose outline consists simply of the bordering of one color upon

another. Below and around him is a far-reaching expanse of green,— above him, a

miti-litv canopy of blue; and he feels that nothing could suit so well, for wide and per-

manent beholding, as this lively green of the earth, and the cool, calm azure of the

skies.* But variegating those vast surfaces of blue and green, he sees spots and

• Lord Jeffrey held that mankind liked blue and green simply because we see them everywhere in nature, instead

of perceiving the great truth, that it is because these colors are agreeable toman's nature that the Creator ha^ clothed

with them the earth and sky. Jeffrey's idea of cosmogony evidently was, that the earth is a haphazard creation,

made without any particular regard to the tastes of its tenant, man, and to whose phenomena we get accustomed by

sheer dint of habit ; instead of perceiving (what would have knocked his fallacious theory of beauty to pieces)

earth and man are made ex-jtressly for each other, and that our beniflcent Maker has caused the general aspect

world around us to give us pleasure by being in harmony with our physical and mental constitution.



shadings of all diverse hues ; the purple of the heath-clad mountains, the golden bloom

of the furze upon their lower slopes, the rich mosaic of the autumnal woods, the gray

of rocks and ruins, or the yellow of the waving corn-fields. Above, by night, he sees

the dark-blue expanse sparkling all over with the light of stars, or decked with a silvery

veil by the radiance of the moon;— by day, he sees it checkered and sailed over by

clouds, ever changing in aspect, and at length bursting into the gorgeous magnificence

of sunset, when clouds and sky are alike filled with richest coloring, with brilliant ever-

shifting hues, which at once dazzle and mock the gaze. All this is new to him. He
has walked the earth for years, tasted its fruits, fell and understood many of its forms,

—he has known how useful it is, but not till now does he comprehend its beauty. He
stands amazed at the spectacle which his new-born vision reveals to him ; the sights

are all strange, but not so the emotion which they produce in him. The same name-

less pleasure, the same indescribable sensation of enjoyment which now swells and

thrills within him, he has felt before, when listening to the strains of music, or when
some love-born joy has set the chords of his heart a-vibrating. It is a joyous excite-

ment; he nor any man can tell you more ; but he knows from previous experience that

it is a sign of the soul having found something in rare harmony with itself.

A garden— or those graceful crystal pavilions which are now devoted to the culture

and display of fine exotic plants and flowers— is the place where beauty of color may
be seen in the greatest variety and perfection. There color is seen in peculiar gor-

geousness, and combined with so much else that is attractive, as to constitute flowers

but another name for the beautiful. The most distinguished of transatlantic writers,*

in a burst of enthusiasm, styles them "earth's raptures and aspirations— her better

moments— her lucid intervals." Certainly they are the lovely offspring of earth's

brightest hours ; and so ravishing are they, from the blended charms of brilliant color,

graceful form, and exquisite odor, that no one need wonder that they should be chosen

for so many sweet purposes of life, or to symbolise in the poetic regions of the South

the language and emotions of mankind. "The greatest men have always thought

inuch of flowers. Luther always kept a flower in a glass on his writing-table ; and

|When he was waging his great public controversy with Eckins, he kept a flower in his

hand. Lord Bacon has a beautiful passage about flowers. As to Shakspeare, he is

a perfect Alpine valley,— he is full of flowers; they spring, and blossom, and wave in

every cleft of his mind. Witness the Midsummer Night's Dream. Even Milton,

cold, serene, and stately as he is, breaks forth into exquisite gushes of tenderness and

fancy when he marshals the flowers, as in Lycidas and Comus.f

Whatever be the subsidiary sources of attraction in flowers, color unquestionably is

the supreme one. Men often talk disparagingly of this kind of beauty, as if it were

something far lower in its nature than the beauty of form and sound, and indeed hardly

worthy of our regard at all. This is a great mistake, and is owing to the circumstance

either that the vast majority of mankind are little sensitive to any kind of beauty, or

because a certain fashion of speaking has led them insensibly to disregard this particular

manifestation of it. " Such expressions," says Mr. Ruskin, are used for the most part

in thoughtlessness; and if such disparagers of color would only take the pains to

imagine what the world and their own existence would become if the blue were taken

the sky, and the gold from the sunshine, and the verdure from the leaves, and the

* Mrs. H. B. Stowb. t Mrs. H. B. Stowe. Sunny Mcmoriet.
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crimson from the blood wliioh is tlie life of man, the flush from the cheek, the darkness

from the eve, the radiance from tlie hair,— if they could hut see for an instant white

human creatures living; in a white world, they would soon feel what they owe to color.

The fact is, that of all (iou's gifts to the sight of man, color is the holiest, the most

divine, tlie most solemn. We s].oak rashly of gay color and s.ad color, for color can

not at once be good and gay. All good color is in some degree pensive, tlie loveliest

is melancholv ; and the purest and most thoughtful minds are those which love color

the most."

Mr. RrsKiK is not a correct thinker. Eminently sensitive to the impressions of

external nature and art, be is destitute of the analytic power to ascertain the real char-

acter of those impressions. lie lacks the turn of mind by which a man is enabled to

"know himself;" and lience, when he comes to expound his views founded upon those

impressions, he not seldom arrives at most absurd conclusions. Kight as to his feelings,

he is far wrong as to the inferences he draws from them. Thus, iiustead of understand-

ing the feeling of repose which symmetry tends to produce in the beholder, he roundly

charges Greek architecture, whicli is of all others most symmetrical, with Ijcing "dead''

and "atheistic" in its spirit; while Gothic architecture, which is eminently irregular

and expressive in its style, he quite as absurdly discovers to be .symbolic of all the

Christian graces. In the sentences upon color which we have quoted, he falls into a

similar error. In speaking of the "sacredness" and "holiness" of color, and in express-

ing his comnction that all artists who were fine colorists (i. e., dealing in pure and bright

colors) were good religious men, he falls into another of his fantastic mistakes, although

in this case his misintei-pretation of his feelings does not lead him very wide of the

mark. Gifted with a fine sensibility, he feels, when pure, bright colors are liarmoniously

presented to his eye, a thrill of elevated pleasure, calm and pure, because free from all

tincture of passion, and felt all the more divine because nameless, indefinite, and mys-

terious,— because baftling language to describe, or the mind to analyse it. But this

sensation is not occasioned by the "holiness" of color,— it is produced by its beauty.

True, the emotion of the beautiful is in one sense sacred and holy ; because it arises

from our being brought face to face with perfection,— with ol)iects whicli bear most

deeply impressed upon them the siguet-mark of their Maker, and which the soul, mad<'

in that Maker's image, yearns towards and w^elcomes with delight. It is a noble and

divine feeling, but not the one for which Ruskin here mistakes it. It is physical beauty,

not the "beauty of holiness" which charms us in color, just as it does in music or the

chefs-d'oBuvre of form. And when Ruskin goes on to say that color " can not be at

once good and gay," that " all good color is pensive, and the loveliest, melancholy," he

is again treading upon ground which he does not fully understand. lie enunciates

only a half truth. In so far as his remark is true, it refers not to color only, but to

every other embodiment of the beautiful. For we have ever felt ourselves, and believe

that the feeling is common to all persons of ordinary sensibility, that the beholding of

high beauty, whether in nature or art, excites a sentiment of joy which is ever mingled

with pensiveness, if not with melancholy. It is not a depression— on the contrary, it

is an elation of spirits. It is not painful, but pleasing. The heart clings to it, and feels

as if elevated and purified by its presence. It is a " divine sadness," occasioned by the

ence of some object so beautiful, so divinely perfect, so native in character to the

et so rarely met with, that the spirit yearns towards it as to a visitor from a

-1^^



higher sphere from which, we are exiles, and for which in such moments, our heart is

pining, it may be unconsciously, as does the wandered mountaineer for his native hills.

It is this perfect harmony between beautiful objects and the soul,— it is this strano-e

tender delight at the presence of anything supremely lovely, that made Plato account

for earthly love by the romantic theory of reminiscence,—by the supposition that lovers,

and especially lovers at first sight, are attracted to each other not, as is really the case,

by a congeniality of nature, on the world-wi.le principle of " like draws to like," but

because their souls existed together as twins in a prior and higher state of existence,

and long to reunite and blend themselves together again when they happen to meet on

earth. A fancy so beautiful, that we willingly say with Cicero, " Malbn cum Platone

errare quam desqoere alas !"

THE WI>'D-MILL PUMP, AGAIN".

BY M. B. BATEHAM, EDITOR OHIO CULTIVATOE, COLUMBUS.

In the November number of the Horticulturist^ I notice that our mutual friend, Dr.

KiRTLAyn, has been at some pains to combat an opinion expressed in the Ohio Culti-

vator, in reference to the utility of a kind of wind-mill described by him in the Horti-

culturist, Vol. III., p. 227 ; and as some readers may infer that the difierence between

my statement and that of Dr. K. is greater than it really is, I will here insert a copy

of the pai-agraph from the Ohio Cultivator, of August 15th, 1854, which w^as the

concluding portion of a long article on wind-mill pumps,— in which the importance

and utility of such contrivances, if rightly constructed, was fully admitted

:

" Our opinion has been asked respefting a simple kind of wind-mill and pump, figured

and described in the Horticulturist and a number of other papers, about a year ago, as seen

in operation some years since on a farm near Ashland, in this State. We liad occasion to

pass the farm alluded to, and noticed that mill four different times within three years after

its erection. The first and third times passing, it was idle for want of wind. The second

time it was running well, and the fourth time it was blown down. A farmer who lived

close by, in answer to an inquiry by us, said it had never done enough service to pay for

the cost of building and keeping in repair. This we have no doubt will prove the result

with all that may be constructed after that model. The wheel is too small to work with a

slight breeze, and the whole affair too frail to endure a strong gale."

Now, as far as i\\Q facts stated are concerned, it appears that my informant was mis-

taken in supposing that the machine was blown down ; but as the owner admits that

its construction wa.s defective, we may infer that it was taken do\\Tito save it from being

blown down. In regard to the amount of work it performed, I could only judge

from having seen it going once only in four times ; and my informant who testified

unfavorably, may nave been prejudiced, or poorly informed in regard to the work per-

formed, and the expense of the machine. Hence, I cheerfully correct this part of my
statement.

But I am sony to say that the testimony adduced has not changed my own opinion

ard to the general utility of this contrivance for pumping water, although

would give me real pleasure to agree in opinion with my friend the Doctor, on this,
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well as I do on most questions pertuining to rural affairs. And in order to decide who
was nearest right, I would luuko the request that any readers of the Horticulturist who
may have made, or shall hereafter make, a wind-mill jnunp after the plan described,

shall, after the same has been tested by one summer's use, give the results in detail

through the pages of this journal. If the facts show that my opinion is at fault, I

t^hall rejoice in the opportunity of correcting the impression upon the minds of others.

TluTc is one item in the testimony of Mr. Anderson which has much weight on my
mind, but seems to have been overlooked by Dr. K. It is the fact that his well was

only seven feet, or less than half the average depth of wells, from the surface of the

ground to the water; consequently the amount of power required to xoork thepump was

not half as great as will ordinarily be necessary.

GRAPES IN MASSACHUSETTS.

BY W. C. STRONG, NEWTON, MASS.

The subject of obtaining new, hardy varieties of Grapes, which Avill mature in our

climate, has occupied the attention of our cultivators for a number of years. Probably

in no State in the Union are so various experiments being tried at the present time, as

in this. Many of these are of the toss-up-a-copper stamp— sowing seed at random,

hoping that good luck will follow. In other cases, men are engaged in searching for

every marked variety in field, wood, or cultivated ground ; a successful instance t f

which is ^[r. Brackett, the well known sculptor. Among those who are trying care-

ful experiments in hybridizing, Mr. Allen, of Salem, probably stands foremost. It may
not be uninteresting to the widely scattered readers of the Horticulturist to see a state-

ment of results for the past year.

On the 12th of September, the first day of the annual exhibition of the Massachu-

setts Horticultural Society, the famous Concord Grape, made its first appearance for

the season. As it has already been noticed in your pages, it is unnecessary to say more

than this— that in appearance it was " superior," and to the taste it was nearly, if not

quite ripe. At the same time and place, Mr. Geo. B. Cutter exhibited several dishes

of "superior" Graj)es, marked '^ Isabella.^^ Who shall decide Avhen doctors disagree?

By some it was affirmed that it was the Concord, by others, Isabella, and others said it

was neither the one nor the other. It was asked, if this is the Isabella, how happens

it that these specimens, wliich are equal to any ever ripened in the State, should come

from Wc«ton, and not from city vines protected by brick walls? It was noticeable

that no specimens of Isabella of any merit, excepting these, nor even Diana, were to

be seen on the tables. Mr. Cutter obtaineil his vine from the Messrs. Winship, some

years since, from which, I am informed, he lias obtained quite a vineyard. He has

been known in our market for two or three years, as the producer of very fine and

early Grapes. I have heard of two or three other instances of vines obtained from

the same source, which have produced Grapes which were thought to be earlier and

different from the Isabella. Is it presumption in me to doubt the unanimous opinion

of so many good judges from the Pomological Convention, wlio pronounced upon this

•^
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this Grape? Its appearance was, in my judgment, slightly different from the Isabella,

its time of ripening quite different, its flavor slightly inferior, I am well aware that

difference of soil and culture may have caused all this seeming difference, but may it

not also be— is it not the more probable that, in the course of propagation by the

Messrs. WiNSHip, a chance seedling has been produced, which has sailed under false

colors until now ? Is it easier to believe that with no extraordinaiy culture or advan-

tao-es, Mr. Cuttkr has ripened the same variety of Grape at least ten days or a fortnight

earlier than all others ! It may be, yet I still doubt.

After the annual exhibition, the fii'st weekly exhibition was held on the 30th of

September, at which time a remarkably fine display was made of Concord, Isabella,

Diana, Cataivba, Pond's Seedling, Stetson's No. 4, and the "-Breck Grape," also, Black

Hamburg, perfectly ripened from open culture. For Isabella exhibited at this time,

Mr. Cutter took the first premium.

At a session of the Fruit Committee, held October 7th, Mr. Samuel Downer presented

a seedling called the Grape, and said to come from the Catawba. It, however,

bore a nearer resemblance to the Isabella, though its bunches and berries were much

larger, and its flavor more than equal to it.

On the 14th of October, Mr. Joseph Breck exhibited Wyman's Seedling, as to the

origin of which no reliable statement is given. In size, appearance, and flavor, it was

decidedly superior, and received the unanimous award of the Fruit Committee, as the

best new variety of the season. Its time of ripening is not fully ascertained, but it is

asserted to be the same with the Isabella, if not earlier. If this is the case, all who

have seen it will agree it is a decided acquisition.

In addition to the above, Mr. Allen sent to the Society, about the 1st of September,

a few berries of a hybrid Grape grown under glass, which has the true foliage of our

native Grapes, the fruit of which, however, resembles the White Chassclas. It was

not tested. Mr. Allen is very sanguine it will prove to be hardy and a great acquisition.

On the 9 th of December, Mr. Allen exhibited from his retarding-house, two other

hybrids; one of which was free from pulp and foxiness, and somewhat resembled

Miller's Burgundy. In the other case, Mr. Allen has not dogged the fox.

These results of the past year are a certain proof that we shall soon be a " Grape-

growing State," and the end is not yet.

In concluding, will you allow me, Mr. Editor, in expressing my obligations for your

favorable comments upon my crop of foreign Grapes, to correct an error in the amount.

In the year 1853 my crop was 5,000 pounds, and is but little less this year. I should

call myself a poor cultivator, if I had not averaged over 3,000 pounds for the past five

years. I state this, because, having large graperies, the amount is no more than nnglit

be reasonably expected.

[We are much obliged to Mr. Strong for the information he has communicated in

regard to new Grapes. Massachusetts is taking the lead in this matter, and we wish

her cultivators that success which their taste and energy so justly merit.

In regard to Mr. Cutter's Grape, we must say, in deference to Mr. Strong's good

judgment in such matters, that we entertain no doubt as to their being Isabellas. Here,

ochester, and indeed, in all localities, there are weeks of difference between

iods of ripening of this Grape in diflerent soils and exposures. Mr. Pai
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Lockpoi-t, has for many ycai-s ripened Imhcllas long before his nciglibore, and so

uniformly, that many were induced to believe it a distinct sort, and it has been sold as

such. Cases of this kind are not rare, as all experienced fruit-growers know ; and it

is not only so with Grapes, but with other fruits. Mr. SruoNd may have ])crhaps seen

one vine in his houses ripen its fniit souncr than another of the same varictv, without

being able to see clearly why.— Eu.J

MASSACHUSETTS FRUIT RETORT FOR 1854*

In common with the whole country, the State of Massachusetts lias severely suffered

from the long continued drouth that has prevailed during the summer, materially

affecting both the quantity and the quality of the fruit crop. In consequence, the

Fruit Committee for this State have not been able to perform their duty in a manner

at all satisfactoiy to themselves; for, while a few fruits may have withstood the trial,

or even improved under it, a large majority— and among them many of our new

varieties— are more or less injured in size or flavor.

The Committee, however, have availed themselves of all accessible facilities to

prepare a report that may add— though it be but little— to the common stock of

pomological knowledge; and they feel bound to acknowledge their especial obliga-

tions to the President of this Society (Col. Wilder) for the information derived from

the examination of the unequaled collection of Pears contained in his gardens, and

for the many detailed results of his experience, which he generously placed at the

disposal of the Committee. From the Chainnan of the General Fruit Committee,

we are indebted for constant assistance and advice, which has materially aided our

deliberations.

The Committee would call tlie attention of the Society to the following fruits

:

PEAKS.

Rostiezci\ Tyson, Brandywine— always good. Until we can get as good a summer

Pear as these, no other ought to be recommended for general cultivation.

Beurre iVAnjou— sustains its previous good reputation. On the Pear stock it proves

a thrifty, hardy variety. We pronounce it best.

Buffam— a most valuable old sort, from its vigorous growth and prolific character;

if the fruit is gathered early, nearly first rale— very yood.

Alpha— hardy, and a great bearer. Col. Wilder pronounces it to be among the

most desirable. Very good.

Hoioell and Dallas— these Pears are uniformly fair and handsome, and of excellent

quality. Very yood.

JVouvcau Poileau— a remarkable tree for vigor and beauty of growth. Fruit large,

but rather too buttery. This vai-iety possesses all the characteristics of a perfect tree,

and perfect fruit, (except the feult alluded to,) which, it is hoped, may be overcome by

early gathering and proper ripening.

* From the rroceedings of the Third Session of the American Tomological Socitty,



Zejihirine Gregoire, Pie IX., Alexandre Lambre, General Butilleul and Comte dc

Flanders— promise well as autumn Pears,

Fondante de Noel.—A seedling of Passe Cohnar, ripening earlier than the latter

and of similar flavor, proves to be an excellent late autumn sort,

Grossc Cah'hasse of LangUer— proves identical with Bcurre Van Marum, (of the

Belgians ?) Triomphe de Hasselt, Triomphe de JVord, and Boutclle. A fruit of mon-
strous size, but poor quality ; rots badly,

Charles Van Hooghtcn— large, prolific, possessing good characteristics.

Beurre Sterhnan— maintains its excellent character.

Fondante de Malines— improves, and will probably be a fine sort for o-eneral culti-

vation.

Bcurre Supcrfin.— Col. Wilder says of this variety: "Very handsome, if not the

best imported for years ; it will take a high rank."

Theodore Van Mons— hardy, profuse bearer, persistent fohage. Very good.

Jalouise de Fontenay Vendee— pretty good.

St. Michael Archangc— tree remarkable for vigor and hardiness, and beautiful in form,

Soldat Lahoreur— a splendid tree, fruit large, not fully proved.

Sterling— a fine grower, good early sort.

Lawrence— a general favorite.

Kinsessing— recommended for further trial.

Grand Soleil— is a moderate grower, but a great bearer; its quality is good; fruit

fair ; for orchard cultivation, a desirable variety. Promises well. v

J)e Spoclherg— seems most successful in a dry soason,

Walher— very good,

^3me Dumas.— "This Pear," Mr. Walker says, "improves in my estimation."

Ananas or Henry IV,— This Pear is pronounced by many to be nearly equal to the

Scckel in quality,

Columbia— not uniformly good.

Abbott— of this handsome Pear we have not had enough exq^erience,

Bifchesse d'' Orleans— there are various opimons as to its merits. By some it is

considered very good.

Flise d^Heyst— has proved poor.

CHERRIES.

Of Dr. Kirtland's Cherries, of which several kinds have been fmited by Col.

Wilder, Governor Wood^ Kirtland's Mary^ and Black Hawk, have proved very fine
;

and most of the sorts seem hardy here.

WalsKs Seedlings— No.'s 1 and 2 have proved uniformly good.

Hovey Cherry— has proved unifoiTnly good,

Coe''s Transparent— is a fruit of great beauty and excellence.

A Cherry raised by Messrs. Hyde, of Newton, called Pierce's Late, as a very late

Cherry, promises to be valuable.

RASPBERRIES.

Of the several new varieties raised by Dr. Brinckle', which promise to be valuable

acquisitions, we may name the Orange, French, and Walker.



VILLA rOU A I'.OC'KY HILL SITE.

8TEAWBERKIE8.

Wdlfi-tr's ScaUiiir/— (s(aniiiiato) is a rrreat acquisition; lii^,'li flavored; l>ear9 well.

Jdini/ Lind Seedling — in llie liaiuls (>( the origiuator, (Mr. Fay,) ha.s proved good,

;;> a \erv early variety. Eukn Wight, Chairman.

FIRST.

VILLA FOR A ROCKY HILL SITE.

BY A. J. DAVI3, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK.

This design has more of architec-

tural pretension than the "Artist's

Villa," given in the last number of

the HorticuUnrijit^ and it will be

recognized as partaking of the

character seen in the castles of the

Rliine ; and therefore will be al-

lowed by the lovers of the pictur-

esque to be adapted to many a site

upon the Hudson and elsewhere,

—

no less fitting for a comfortable

American summer retreat. It may
seem wanting in a veranda, whicli

could be added upon the right, but

tlie trees in many cases would serve

for shelter and shade.

This design was also a study for

the artist, and the plan will be seen

to furnish a similar accommoda-

tion. The parts in outline could be

added at a future time if other

rooms should be required, thus ma-

king a very commodious habitation.

From the more ornate character of

this design, with its multiplied an-

gles, oriel, and battlement, it would

not be so easily constructed with

the surface rock, and would cause

a more elaborate workmanship,

and higher cost than the "Artist's

Villa," the latter being estimated at three thousand, and the other, upon the same

locality, at four or five thousand dollars, with the addition.

SECOND



FARMING AND FARM BUILDINGS ESTHETICALLY CONSIDERED.*

BY GEORGE JAQUES, WOECESTEE, MASS.

By farming and kindred terms, we and the reader, this present writing, will consent to

understand what pertains to the useful, not the amateur cultivation of the earth. A
farmer, we will agree to consider as one who relies chiefly or solely upon the products

of his farm for his support. An income, derived from other sources, and lavished upon

land in the country, does not constitute a man a farmer, at least not in any sense that

we intend now to employ the term—no more than the firing (blank cartridges) (with

white kid gloves) on Boston Common constitutes "grim-visaged war!"

The conditions and circumstances, the outgoings and the incomings of the life of

the New England farmer, of whom and for whom we write, are of such a nature, that

he cannot devote much time to the cultivation, or much money to the gratification of

his taste. The short summers and long winters of a rigorous climate, the unproduc-

tiveness of a stubborn soil, the high prices of field-labor, militate strongly against a life

of elegant leisure. The New England farmer must work too much, to study much

;

he must build cheaply, rather than elegantly ; he must take more care for convenient

cart-paths, than for gracefully curving drives ; he must interest himself in patches of

Com and Potatoes, rather than in ornamental plantations ; his artificial water must

relieve the necessities of quadrupeds, whether it pleases the eye of bipeds or not, and

so of the rest.

His esthetic operations should, therefore, hardly extend beyond tlie aim to avoid

giving offence. The few hints which follow may afford some idea of what may be

accomplished, even within such apparently straightened limits, and without exceeding

that rigid economy which, in order to be successful, it seems necessary that a New
England farmer should observe.

The position of the house, &c., is one of the veiy first, and most important consid-

erations. The group of buildings, (meaning the house and all subordinate out-buildings,

as the bam, the granary, &c.,) should by all means be upon one side of the public

high-way. The house may stand anywhere from fifty to three or four hundred feet

from the road, according as a good site may be found for it. The frontage should be

towards the south or south-east ; or otherwise so that the most important rooms shall

look out upon the finest prospect ; but the front of the house should not be governed

at all by the lines of the highway upon which it may be erected ; for it is not of the

slightest consequence— except in little fifty-by-hundred feet lots— whether the lines of

the house and street are "square with one another" or not. The out-buildings should,

as much as practicable, be so located, that the house may serve as one of the objects

by which they are screened from the street; they should always be as much in the

rear of the house as convenience ^\^ll admit of. If the public road is so little traveled

that it does not essentially differ from a private drive-way or approach, the buildings

may be located quite near to it, perhaps within twenty-five or fifty feet. But, in all

other cases, five or six times those distances is near enough for comfort or convenience
;

a closer proximity to the street serving no other purpose than to jeopardize the proprie-

reputation for good taste.

* From the Pracii-cal Fanner.



r.VUMlNO AXD FARM BUILDINGS.

From a t;reeily desiro to soo and bo seen, or for some other reasons, tlio Yankee has

always had an inveterate liahit of squatting, with liis buildings, close by the way-side.

Not content indocil with lliis, he often spreads liiniself out (or straddles) quite across

the road— planting his house upon one side of it, and his barn upon the other. The

passing stninger is thus compelled to make his way directly tlirough the group of

buildings, an<l elonathan's household gods are every day invaded by the noise and dust

and gawky-eves of public travel. This arrangement of farm-buildings would doubt-

losslv have long ago fallen into disrepute, were it not for the excellent opportunity

which it affords for gratification of a hopelessly insatiable curiosity. Indeed a true

Yankee will often put himself to still greater inconvenience and exposure for the sake

of lindin-T out the business of the stranger wlio passes his door ! and the curiosity is of

a nature to grow hungry by feeding. Until this idle inquisitiveness is somewhat over-

come, it is not worth while to attempt to cultivate a taste for what is most beautiful in

rural life.

The architecture of a New England farm-house should be plain, solid, and substan-

tial. The buildings ought not to be piled up story above story, like a block of city

buildings, but rather spread out and resting upon the ground in quiet repose, like a

group of haymakers taking a lunch beneath the friendly shade of a wide-spreading

oak. The expression of the architecture should be in a high degree indicative of that

comfort and unobtrusive independence, which God seems to have intended as the

reward of those who labor in this, the most ancient, most ennobling of all industrial

pursuits. The frail ornaments and gingerbread work stuck upon so many modern

sti'uctures, are widely out of place upon a farmers home, which beauty, no less than

convenience, requires to rest broadly upon the ground, "expressing in its leading forms

the strength, honesty, frankness, and sterling goodness of the farmer's character." The

oniaments should be fevr, simple, and bold ; rustic, rather than delicate ;
strong, rather

than highly finished. The best two styles are the plain bracketed, or the rural yothk ;

and the effect of the whole place is greatly heightened by a quiet unobtrusive tone of

color for all the buildings.

Of the interior, the thing most essential is that it should be convenient for those who

do the housework. Some dwellings are so awkwardly arranged— with so much of the

useful sacrificed to the genteel— that two females can with ditliculty perform the labor

which one would accomplish in a house of more convenient construction.

For small families, a sufficient number of sleeping apartments, a living-room, and

kitchen are abundantly sufficient. For Very large families with more wealth, it may

be well to add a parlor; but what are called suits of rooms, are extravagances in

which a fanner's family should not desire to indulge.

The ornamental grounds, (let not the reader be started,) may next be considered.

Surely it is no great piece of extravagance that the grounds immediately between the

buildings and the public road should be studded with ornamental trees and shrubs.

The hay cut from this lawn is as good as that obtained elsewhere, and the trees once

planted, require but trifling care. From a quarter of an acre to two or three acres may

be kept in this way at an expense less than is often bestowed on many useless aiticles

of interior furniture. So important do we regard this dress-ground, that without it, all

arms of a nu'al residence appear, to us, to be wanting. It is indeed altogether

spensable. No country-place can possibly be beautiful without it. Some of the



plcasantest reminiscences of oiu' life are associated witli an old fashioned farm-liouse,

half-buried among fruit and ornamental trees. It was situated nearly in the center of

a twenty-acre mowing field, with no fence near it, except that upon the line of the

public road, (some twenty rods off in front,) and upon the sides of the lane which leads

from the rear of the buildings to the fields aiid back parts of the estate. Although in

the immediate vicinity of a large inland city, and upon one of the main avenues lead-

ing into it, this place was as quiet, as still, and as full of repose as the most retiring

disposition could desire. Nor did it cost one cent more to cany on the farm, nor was

there any inconvenience felt from the distance of the building from the public high-

way. Such a lawn need never be plowed, but only occasionally dressed with com-

post-manure, and the groups of trees, once set, will almost take care of themselves.

Without a la'WTi, of some extent, in front of the house, it is not worth while to have

any regard whatever to the appearance of the place ; for all attempts at ornament,

where this foundation is wanting, will prove miserable failures.

The usual gi'ounds, or the farm proper, are by some eiToneously deemed to be

without the limits of esthletic science. Sir Uvedale Pkice and some others, as we
have stated in a former article, have aflSrmed that what is called an ornamental farm,

(a/crme omee,) is an impracticability, inasmuch as the useful element and the beauti-

ful element were mutually destructive of each other. This idea, however, rests upon

a mere shadow of a foundation ; for men everywhere recognize a beauty of utiliti/, a

beauty of adaption to puriwse^ a beauty in what promises to afford comfort or pleasure

to man. More or less of this beauty appears in whatever ministers to the happiness

of the human race. It waves upon the golden wheatfields, inviting the reapers sickle.

It blushes upon the sunny cheek of ripening fruit. The white milk in the pail, and

the yellow butter poured from the churn are beautiful ; and not less so are a group of

cows, grazing in the fields, or reposing beneath the shade of the forest. A fine field

of Potatoes or Corn, a yoke of oxen, at the plow, a stack of hay, are often admired,

even by careless observers; nor is the term beautiful misapplied to such objects; for

there are different styles of beauty. A fine race-horse is beautiful in one way, a fine

draught horse in another, and a carnage horse, or palfrey, in still another style. A
cun-e equally useful with a straight line, is the most beautiful of the two ; but let there

be an obvious necessity for comfort and convenience that the lines should be straight,

and they become beautiful ; this is well illustrated by the walls of a parlor, the surface

of a table, etc. Both for beauty and economy, there should be as few fences as possi-

ble upon a farm. In these days, when small farms are more profitable than large ones,

when soiling cattle has been proved, in many instances, to be better husbandry than to

pasture, there is less necessity to defoim a farm with numerous costly fences. Of such

fences as are indispensable, the beauty consists mainly in their being in good repair,

and not choked up with brush or weeds. Where there are but few rocks, the beauty

of a field will be greatly enhanced by removing them so that they shall not appear

above the surface.

The beauty of the out-buildings of a farm consist veiy much in their adaption of

2xur])ose, and in their convenience of location with reference to the houses, to which they

should appear to be as servants, each designed not for itself, but as accessories or

ppendages of the mansion, in which the human tenants of the farm have their

have written huniedly, and in a very desultory manner, omitting much
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iiiiLrlit liavc been sfiid more in detail. The comfort and profitable nianafrement of a

t'ann— to sav nntliintj of its beauty— are intimately di-poiideiit upon the cunstruetion,

i!i.' location, anil the interior arranijement of the farni-bwildinu^s. A ])uiiip of soft

water at the kitchen sink is uorth twt) out in the yard. A pile of diy wood near the

k'iclicii stove, saves a world of steps for the farmer's wife during the year; and so of

a tiiousand other thinp^, many of which are ))ropor subjects for estlielic criticism.

The embellishment of the homes of rural life in New EujL^land will be, hereafter,

V hat the education of tlie common schools sliall make them. If the faculty by which

wo perceive the beautiful lie cultivated by instruction in drawinj^ and in other ways,

he tastes of the people will improve and the whole countiy will be rendered more

jileasinpr to the eye of the traveler; the stem architectual abominations, which tlie

I'uritans first erected here, will cease to be imitated, and an improved taste will be

attended by a higlier refinement, and an increased amount of happiness. If tliese

thinfjs be neglected, other results will follow, and the Yankees of fifty years hence will

be the people of the least taste, as those of to-day are the people of the least politeness

within the boundaries of the civilized world.

[We have transferred this article to onr pages, because it offers some excellent hints

and suggestions on points of great importance. Reform in the arrangement and archi-

tecture of farm houses and out-buildings, and in the embellishment of grounds, is

greatly needed. We have given our views on this subject in this and previous num-

ber of tliis Journal, and we shall continue to m-ge its importance on the attention of

our readers.

—

Ed.]



Hardiness of Xox-ooniferotts plants in England.—The following information,

although in reference to an English climate, "will not be without interest to collectors of

new and rare plants in this country, as it indicates what may reasonably be expected here

:

" "We resume our remarks upon the effect of the past winter on non-coniferous plants.

"Much was hoped from Daphne Foriuni, a beautiful species from China, but it can only be now
considered as a green-house plant ; the whole of the Daphnes must, indeed, be regarded as unfit

for the winters of this country, except D. Cneorum, pontica, laureola.

"The Deutzias, with the exception of crenata, the young wood of which was cut l^ack near

London, seem as hardy as Syringas. There is, however, less evidence as to D. staminea than

scahra and gracilis.

" Dichjtra sprcfabilis requires no further trial ; it bears cold as well as a Pteony ; but when in

full growth and flower, its succulent tender shoots are apt to suffer from the frosts of spring.

"Such experience as had been gained respecting the beautiful and graceful Tikapu, Dracaena

(or Cordyline) indivisa, of New Zealand, seemed to justify the expectation that it would endure

our winters— at least as far north as London ; and this was rendered the more probable in con-

sequence of its forming part of the natural vegetation of Dusky Bay: but the illusion is very
effectually dispelled. It is indeed reported to have suffered no injury in Messers. Veitch's nur-

sery, Exeter; and we can add, from pe sonal observation, that the four graceful specimens deco-

rating the beautiful terrace-gardens at Osborne are also quite safe, although facing the north;

but Chiswick, Shiffual, and Congleton, to say nothing of Ashbourne in Derbyshire, bear witness

to the hopelessness of growing it, except in some favored southern locality.

"Durauas seems to be tolerably hardy; about as much so as a narrow-leaved Phillyrea.

"The evidence as to Edwardsias remains unaltered by our present experience; they are hardy
enough to be worth training on south walls for the sake of their handsome winter flowers, but
their possessors must expect te find their beauty destroyed in every rigorous winter, although

their general health may suffer no material injury.

"Of the Mediterranean Heaths, belonging to the arborescent breed, we scarcely know what to

say, except that they are not to be depended upon north of London. Even in the south they

are injured here and there ; and yet even arborea, the tenderest of all, experienced no inconven-

ience in such situations as the north of the Isle of Wight.

"The glorious Bscallonia macrantha must rank in hardiness with the Arbutus and Bay; and
like those plants will doubtless be universally cultivated wherever they will stand, even at the

risk of what may happen with the thermometer at 4°. After such a summer as this has been,

we should expect the plant to be as hardy as a Laurel ; because its wood will doubtless have
ripened. But when it remains soft, as it is apt to do in consequence of the disposition of the

species to grow late, it must necessarily lose the ends of its shoots. Where this occured last

winter, the wood that was ripe still survived and broke freely in the spring. We fear, how-
ever, that it cannot be called hardy in the northern counties. Of the other Escallonias, pul-

verulenfa proved the tenderest, and 7nont€vidensis the hardiest; rosea and its varieties are about
as hardy as a Gum Cistus.

"From what we have now learned, it is certian that experiments with the New ITolland Gum
Trees (Eucalypti) should be multiplied in every direction. It is true that K robusta, (/lobuhcs,
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and otlurs, have generally perished; but they are among the tenderer kinds, and even glohulni

is growing unharmed on the terrace at Osborne. On the other hand, E. coccij'ira can scarcely

bo said to have felt the cold again.^t a south wall in the garden of the llorticultural Society, and

there are many that exist in a wild state in still colder stations. Among these are some that the

gold diggers of Mount Alexander might easily send home from the Australian Aljis. AVe ven-

ture to prophecy that E. alp'nia, for instance, found by Sir T. Mitcuell on the summit of Mount
William, will be as hard as a Holly.

" Ei(genia Ugnioi which we subjoin a sketch, is apparently as hardy as a Myrtle, and consid-

ering its great value as a fruit-bearing bush, deserves special mention. What experience has

been gained about it amounts to this,

that it was unhurt against a north-west

wall, at Exeter, by the winter frost,

though injured by the sudden fall of

temperature in April ; we also know
that it is nearly allied to the common
MjTtle, and that it is found wild on the

hills near Valparaiso, as well as in

Chiloe. "Were it merely as an ornamen-

tal bush we should have passed it by
without special notice, although its

graceful habit, fine evergreen leaves,

and numerous delicate blush flowers,

render it no mean decoration of a gar-

den. But it is the fruit of the species

which gives it its true value ; this con-

sists of a jet black delicate juicy berry,

as large as a black Currant, and pro-

duced in the utmost profusion; so that

in the private gardens of Valparaiso the

plant is grown as a common article of

dessert, and is highly esteemed; as it

well may be, for it is no exaggeration

to say that it ranks in merit with the

Peach and Greengage Plum. Upon this

point, however, we shall have more to

say hereafter. Mention is made of it

now with reference merely to its power

of resisting cold.

"With the exception of Euonymus

japonicus, all the recently introduced

species of that genus proved too tender

for general use, and must be regarded as

suitable to the south and west alone.

"As to Fahiana imbri-.ata, what we

have seen of it leads us to believe that

it perishes from dryness of the air rather than from cold ; for even in the most favorable

stations, temperature alone being regarded, it dies, while iu gardens near London a very little

shelter 6uifiee9 to preserve it. More experience is however wanted as to this.

" That Fagus Cu7ininghamia, the beautiful little Van Diemen's Land Evergreen Beech, is hardy
up to the latitude of London we now hold to be perfectly well ascertained, for although it

is returned from Kew as killed to the ground, we are inclined to suppose that the instance

alluded to was owing to some local accident, or to its roots having been within reach of water,

In the report upon which these notes are founded it is said that behind a heap of stones at

Greene, a very low situation in heavy clay, but in a position a little raised above the grov

EUGENIA UGJO.
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was hurt to the level of the stones, though uninjured below. "We are now in a position to say

that the 'hurt' alluded to proved to be confined to the leaves, and that the shoots themselves

produced new branches as usual.

WniTLAViA GRAXDiFLORA. Harvcy in London Journal of Botany, vol. v. t. 11. Bot. Mag., t. 4813.

—A specimen of this fine plant was exhibited last summer at Chadwick, by Messrs. Veitcu, and
it is certainly the gem of the season in the

class of hardy annuals. It will no doubt

be as hardy as a Phacelia or Eutoca, the

latter of which it resembles in its foliage,

but then its brilliant blue flowers are as

large as those of a Campanula, and much
finer than anything else of the kind. Mr.

W. LoBB found it in California, on the

mountains of S. Barnardino ; but it was
originally discovered in that country by
the late Dr. Coulter. Dr. IIarvey, who
first described the plant, naming it after

Francis Whitla, Esq., distinguished two
supposed species, grandiflora, and minor

;

but we entertain no doubt that they are,

we do not say varieties, but states of the

same plant. We had both of them in

flower on our table from ^Messrs. Veitcii,

at the same time. The fact seems to be

that the plaut when in great health is

grandiflora, and when weak, from a shady

place, is minor. Dr. Harvey thought they

might difi"er in the form of the scales

which stand at the base of the stamens

;

but we found those scales varying in form

from being acutely bifid to being entire

and wedge-shaped with the angles rounded

ofl:

SoNERiLA margaritacea.—For tnis most

beautiful novelty we are indebted to

Messrs. Veitch, who obtained it from some

part of India, through Mr. Thomas Lobb.

It forms a compact branching brittle tuft

from nine to twelve inches high, con-

spicuous for its polished crimson stems

deep rich green leaves closely marked
with white oval spots, and a profusion of

bright rose-oolored flowers resting upon
crimson stalks. A specimen was exhibited on the Yth instant, at the Horicultural Society's

meeting, and excited the admiration of every body present. No doubt it will be a stove

plant of the easiest cultivation ; and among the variegated races, now becoming so much
the fashion, it stands without a superior. The little oval white spots upon the leaves suggest

the idea of the foliage being sown with pearls. "We can find no trace of the species in books.

It seems to approach S. secunda, of Wallich, but it is very different in the form of its leaves,

which in outline and veining resemble those of S. picia ; and in outline, but not in veiuing, may
be compared to S. grandiflora, the structure of whose coronet is qiiite dissimilar, a part

organization of these plants which has not received the attention it seems to deserve,

Wnm.ATU GRANDIFLORA,
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TuKra AMI Plants in the New CiinYsxAL Palace at Sydknham, England.— With regaril to

the phlnl^« in the interior of tlie palnco, concerning which wo Imvo liitlierto l)ceii nileiit, weliftve

now to Stnte tliut wlion we hist saw thoni they gftve prcat promise of a fine effect, and Uiat they

were all 'n a satirfaotory state of hcallli. The nohlo Orange treoe, and fur more noble Pome-

granate;, from Neiiilly, were most especially deserving of notice. But we have no intention of

examining this branch of the great woik until after the succeeding winter. In the meanwhile

the reader must rest satisfied with Mr. Piiillh-s' description, which we quote entire:—
'And first let us speak of those trees and plants which are common to the whole length of this

splendid avenue— the Orange and Pomegranate trees— of which there are altogether 110, form-

ing a bright perspective of converging green, giving additional effect to the long vista of the

nave. Tliese trees, some of which are ton years old, were originally selected from the different

palaces of the Orleans family by Louis Phillipe, in order to decorate Neuilly, his favorite resi-

dence. When the property of the Orleans family was sold by public auction, this fine collection

wa-< purchased by Sir Jo.sErii Paxton for the Crystal Palace Compan}-, much to the regret of his

Maje:^ty, the Kmperor of the French, who greatly desired to preserve the beautiful and match-

less natural productions for his countrj*. Siispended above the lower galleries, the visitors will

notice long lines of baskets filled with fl wera. From these ornamental and floating vases, of

which there are uj)wards of 300 in the palace, fall trailing plants. Around and across the col-

unms creepers are planted, which in course of time will clamber over every part of the build-

ing and line with grateful shade the great arches of nave and transept. Among these creepers

will be found the Bignonia, Wistaria, and Tacsonia.

"Tiie south end of the palace and the south transept contain a selection of plants, consisting

chiefij" of Rhododendrons, Camellias, Azaleas, and other choice conservatory plants, most care-

fiill\- selected; in the south transept, especially, are arranged the finest specimens of these

plants that can be seen. Opposite the Pompeian Court are placed two fine specimens of Aloes,

and, conspicuous o[)posite the Birmingham Industrial Court, are two Xorfolk Island Pines

Opposite the Stationery Court are two specimens of Moreton Bay Pine, as well as several speci-

mens of Ttlopca speciosissima from Australia. Under the first transept may be noticed two

remarkably fine ?vorfolk Island Pines, presented by his Grace the Duke of Devonshire.

"The garden facing the Egj-ptian Court is principally filled with Palms; and on either side of

its entrance are two curious plants (resembling blocks of wood) called 'Elephant's Foot;' they

are the largest specimens ever brought to Europe, and were imported from the Cape of Good

Hope by the Crystal Palace Company. This plant is one of the longest lived of any vegetable

product, the two specimens before the visitor being supposed to be 3000 years old. Before this

court will be noticed also two fine Indian-rubber plants— a plant that has lately acquired con-

siderable interest and value, on account of the variety and importance of the uses to which its

sap is applied. Here will also be noticed an old conservatory favorite, though now not often

met with, the Sparmannia Africana. Amongst the Palms will be remarked manj- of very ele-

gant and beautiful foliage, including the Seaforthia ehgans, one of the most handsome plants of

IS'ew Holland, and the ChamaJorea clcgans of Mexico. On the left of the entrance to the

Egyptian Court will be seen perhaps.the largest specimen in Europe of the RhipidodenJron plica-

tile from the Cape of Good Hope. Opposite the central entrance to the Greek Court, and in

front of the beds, are two veriegated American Aloes. The beds are filled with a variety of

conservator}' plants, and have a border of Olive plants. In front of the Roman Court will be

observed, first, on either side of the second opening, two large Norfolk Island Pines, presented

by her most gracious Majesty, and Ilis Royal Highness Prince Albert. The beds, like those before

the Greek Court, are principally filled with Camellias and Rhododendrons, and are also bordered

by several small specimens of the Olive plant. Between the two foremost statues, at the angles

of the pathway leading to the second opening, are placed two specimens of the very rare and

Biiall plant, which produces the winter bark of commerce, and which is called Bnjmui Wmteri.

The garden in front of the Alhambra is devoted to fine specimens of the Pomegranate. Having

passed the Alhambra, we find the garden of the whole of this end of the building devoted to

tropical plants, including a most magnificent collection of different varieties of Palms.

"Between the sphinxes are placed 16 Egyptian Date Talms, {F/ianix dactyHftra,) r



imported from Egypt, and -which owe their present unfloiirishing appearance to the delay that
• took place in their transmission, on account of the steamer in which they were conveyed having

been engaged, on her homeward passage, for the transport of troops. Amongst the different

varieties of Palms, the following may be noted, either for their large growth or beautiful foli-

age: an immense specimen of the Sabal pahnetla from Florida, and a fine SabaJ Blackburniana;

also several fine specimens of the Cocos, among which is the Cocos phnnosa, reaching the height

of 35 feet; numerous specimens of the Wax Palm {Ccroxylon andricola), natives of Columbia,

and the curious Calamus maximus, which, in the damp forests of Java, grows along the ground
to an immense length, and fcrms with its sharp prickles an almost an impenetrable underwood,
are also here. Sag^icras saccharifera of India, noted for its saccharine properties, and the ve^'e-

table Ivory Palm [Phytdephas macrocarpa), deserves attention. The specimen of Pandanus odor-

atissimus, from Tahiti, is also remarkable, on account of its sweet smell.

" Opposite the Byzantine Court, the garden is filled with different varieties of Palms brought

from South America, Australia, and the Isle of Bourbon. Before the Mediaeval Court may be

noticed two Norfolk Island Pines, and close to the monument at the entrance of the English

Medireval Court, are two Funeral Cypresses, brought from the Yale of Tombs, in North China.

Close to the Norfolk Island Pines, on the right, facing the court, is a small specimen of the grace-

ful and beautiful Moreton Bay Pine. The garden in front of the Renaissance Court is filled

with conservatary plants, consisting of Camellias, Azaleas, ttc. On either side of the entrance

to the Italian Court are two very fine American Aloes, the beds here being filled with Olives,

and other green-house plants. In the garden in front of the Foreign Industrial Court, wiU be

noticed two fine Norfolk Island Pines."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

Old Londox Doorways and Cartings.—Many of the doorways of Old London, put up about

the time of Charles I. and Charles II. and Queen Anne, have remained with but little altera-

tion. The old window-frames have been replaced with others of a more modern and convenient

description—plastering and other matters have disguised the stjde of the brickwork—cornices

and moldings have been removed, and in other ways so much change made, that often the door-

way is all that remains to show the antiquity of many London houses. Even the oldest of the

doorways of domestic dwellings, which have come imder our notice, do not go back to a very

remote period. This, in a great measure, is the effect of increased traffic, and the movement of

fivshion rendering it necessary that the basement of hoiises, formerly of a better sort, should be

converted into shops or ofiices ; this, together with the ravages of the " Great Fire," seem to

have caused the destruction of every London house-door prior to the date of the reign of Queen
Elizabetu, with the exception of a few broken fragments. It is curious to notice the decline oi

the use of carving in our residences, in proportion to the extent and style of its application in

the churches. At the beginning of the reign of Henry VIII. the carver's art was applied more
or less to every useful article. The ships of war and the spinning wheels, knitting sheaths,

handles of knives, and daggers, were alike carefully wrought.

—

The Builder.
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The Coxookd Grape Again.—Mr. ITovet, in tlie December number of bis Ma^aziue^

says, "It is Avith some liositation that wo again notice this fine Grape," and be goes on and

covers six entire pages in liis usual captious style. This we would not take the trouble to

mention, were it not that he has dragged iis in, with a view, very evidently, of making it

appear that we have not spoken fairly and candidly of tlie Grape, but that we are one of

a i>arty who oppose it from jealousy of Mr. Bull's success. Tliis is Mr. IIovey's ainn,

clearly enough, and be should be ashamed of it,— ashamed to range every man wlio Avili

not endorse his exaggerated discription of this fruit, as a jealous enemy to it and to its

originator. If be was not blind as a bat, (made bo by selfishness,) he would see that such a

course must lower him in the estimation of candid, intelligent men.

We spoke of the Concord Grape according to the best of our judgment, and in a manner

which we shall have no reason to regret, we think. "We did not allow ourselves to be in

the least influenced by overwrought descriptions on one hand, nor by what this or that com-

mittee said or did. "We formed our judgment deliberately, after a careful examination and

corapariion of the fruits. After quoting our remarks, Mr. IIovey says

:

"Here are two or three errors. In the first place we never 'very positively asserted' that

the Isabellas he alludes to were Concords. We did, however, positively assert, and we do now

positively assert, that the Isabellas, so called, exhibited from Weston, were not Isabellas. In the

second place we have never changed our opinion ; and what is more, we have never been to Wes-

ton to see the vine from which the Isabellas were gathered. We did, however, pay the owner if

it, Mr. Cutter, one dollar for a little pdant to set out in our collection, which he duly brouglit

to na

"And now, as Mr, Baru»' did not tell only half of the story about the Concord, we will fiiiith

it. Mr. Barky was one of the Committee of the Pomological Society to examine American fruits.

This committee attended to their duty, and after tasting the Coticord examined the Isabella; but

although there were fine specimens grown in Boston, where they are always two weeks earlier

than in the country, there were none ripe enough to eat. Fortunately for the committee, Mr.

Cutter, of Weston, Mass., had just tliat moment brought in some Grapes which he called Isabellas,

(this was the 14th of September,) splendid specimens, fally ripe. The committee tasted tliem,

and pronounced them better than the Concord, and quite as early, as they were as sweet as the

veritable Concords of Mr. Bull. It so happened that we were absent at our residence in Cam-

bridge at the time, but upon our visit to the Society's pavilion, we found quite an excitement,

and the welcome news that the Lobelia was not only better, but earlier than the Concord. These

Grapes we had not seen, as they were not on the table the day previous ; we proceeded to exam-

ine them, and at once pronounced them not to be Isabellas ; so certain were we that they were

not that old and well-known variety, that we invited Mr. J. F. Allen, of Salem, to examine tliein,

and give us his opinion. He at once concurred wilh us, and further stated that if they were

Isabellas 'he did not know what an Isabella was.' It is needless to say that Mr. Allen's judgment

about Grapes will not be called in question. But, to confirm his opinion, he offered to send the

:p^
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next day a bunch of his Isabellas, grown in his cold Grapery. They were duly received, and the

Chairman of the Fruit Committee invited gentlemen to examine the Weston Isabellas, Mr.

Allen's Isabellas, and the Concords together. But, sorry as we are to state it, not one of the per-

6 ins present, including Mr. Barry, ventured to express an opinion, so fearful that they might

say something that would derange the tactics of the ojiposition. And thus, after all Mr. Allen's

pains to enlighten the pomologists present, in regard to the identity of the labellas from Wes-

ton, no information was elicited. Why could not Mr. Barry have expressed an opinion, able as

he wa^ to give it, with the Grapes before him, and not wait until his return home to tell what

'we thi'ik,' and what 'we believe,' and finally, 'on the whole, to congratulate Mr. Bull on his

successful attempt at raising seedling Grapes,' not equal to the Isabella! This is what we should

term 'progressing backward.' This is the whole story. It is hard work to sit on two stools."

In regard to the errors alluded to, we will state, that when Mr. Gutter's Isabellas were

brought forward, Mr. IIovey asserted that they were not Isabellas
;
several other gentle-

men asserted the same, much to the surprise of nearly all disinterested parties present,

among whom were Dr. Brinckle, Samuel Walker, Charles Downing, H. E. Hooker,

John B. Eaton, and many others, every way as competent to judge of the genuineness of

an Isabella Grape as either Mr. Allen, Mr. Hotey, or any others could be— a fruit they

had known from infancy. When Mr. IIovet was asked "What is it, if not Isabella .?" he

replied, "I believe it is the Concord-^'''' at least so we understood him, and so did several

others. Mr. Bull and Mr. Breck were botli quite sure it was the Goneorcl\ but Mr. Bull

wrote us, shortly after, that he went to Weston on purpose to see the vine, and ''•found it

to be an unmistakable Isabella.''^

W. W. Whieldon, Esq., Editor of the BunTccr Hill Aurora^ also paid it a visit, and gave

a very full and interesting account of it in Hotey's Magazine^ for October, and he pro-

nounced it " the undoubted Isal)ella variety.'''' Mr. Cutter bought it and cultivated it as

an Isabella-^ and after all this, Mr. Hovey asserts it is not tux Isabella ; and to show us how

sincere he is, he tells us he bought a plant from Mr. Cutter, and paid a dollar for it I We
may expect to hear of another new Grape very soon— on that dollar's worth will hang a

tale, or we shall be mistaken.

We were informed that Mr. IIovey did go to Weston, and then and tliere acknowledge

Mr. Cutter's Grape to be Isabella ; but it appears we were misinformed, and we admit

this serious error.

Mr. IIovey complains that we did not proclaim our opinions in the Committee-room at

Boston, rather than go home and do it through the Horticulturist. A reasonable complaint,

surely. We were invited by Mr. Wight into the Committee-room, when several gentle-

men were conversing on Grapes, and had various specimens there ; but it did not occur to

us that they meant to have our opinion, and we took care not to insult them with thrust-

ing it in their faces. We think we took a more fitting opportunity.

We described the Concord as a large handsome Grape, ripening full two weeks earlier

than the Isabella, but not quite equal in quality to that variety. We considered it, and

now consider it an acquisition, and therefore congratulate Mr. Bull on his success. This

Mr. IIovey elegantly describes as " sitting on two stools." What's to be said next about

the Concord?
•

Opinions of the Press on the Concord Grape.—It will be recollected, by those familiar with

our pages, that, at page 3*7 of our last volume, we made some remarks in relation to this newly

introduced fruit, questioning somewhat its vaunted equality to the Itahella and Cutawba in flavor;

and suggesting that the trial of another season should be given, before the public receive it with

A 3
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perfect eonfiilence, in all Hie good qualities claiinctl by its propagnfori The eeuBon lia* now

iias^^u 1 ; ami we liail the gratilieation of te.~tiiig the fruit for ourselves, at the siiow of the State

A"rieulturiil Society, receutly held in thi- city. Mr. IIovky, of lioston, the pelling agent for the

Concord Grape, had .*everal fino-giosvii bunches on exhibition, nrnong the fruits in the Poniologi-

cal department, which we examined, and we iirc free to give our opinion of its merits as wc

found them.

In appearance, it has a well-developed, large-shouldered bunch, well filled with full, roundish,

oval berries, with a fine bloom, like the Isabella, and of about equal tize to that fruit Thb wo

call groat praise, thus far. Its flavor is good, sweet, with a slightly vicious, Catawba flavor, nn.l

a dash of the foxy taste of its parent. (It originated from the seed of a good New-England Fox

Grape, crossed, probably, by the pollen of a Catawba, near which it giew.) Th« ]>ulp is soft,

and not objectionable. On the whole, an excellent Grape. Its great merit, however, and that

whicii will give it precedence over other native Grapes for out-of-door culture in the northern

States, is its early ripening, which is said to be two or tliree weeks before the Isabella, and quite

four weeks before the Catawba ; for neither of these will ripen uuifonnly, and witli certainty,

above latitude 42° North. Grape-growers above that degree, have hitherto had no really good

variety on which they could rely, for neither the Clinton nor Liana can be called truly fine

Grapes. Here, then, is one presented to them, which, if we are right in our premises, is to supply

the desideratum.

A Avord as to the flavor of the Concord, in comparison with the Isabella and Catawba. It has

been claimed to be equal to either of tJiese delicious fruits. But we think that is claiming a little

too much. These fruits, although of quite different and distinct flavor, are peerless in their kind,

as native Grapes. The Concord lacks the luscious sweetness of the one, and the delicious cham-

pagne aroma of the other, which nothing short of the long, continuous sunny summer of their

own climate will give them. Yet it is rich and sweet ; and those who can not mature either ot

the others, may be well content that so good a f;uit as this is at last offered to their cultivation.

It may, indeed, be quite possible that, when the Concord shall have obtained greater age, or be

grown on more mature vines, or further south, its flavor may improve to an equality with either

of the others. It is a strong, rapid grower, with hardy W' od, and we see no difiieulty in cidtiva-

tin<T it in the garden of every farmer north and ca^t of Pennsylvania. We wish the Concora

Grape every possible success; but we still opine that the asking-price, of five dollars for a single

plant, is above the mark ; and that, in the long run, its owners will be quite as well compensated,

in its increased sale, at a dollar or two for a plant. Many would pay this price cheerfully, while

they will never purchase it at eo exorbitant a sum as the other. At a dollar, five men would

send for a plant each, while at five dollars they will not touch it at all; or they will club the

five dollars and send for a single vine, preferring to wait a year or two till they can multiply it

for themselves, by layers or cuttings."

—

Anierica7i Agriculturist.

"No horticultural production has excited a greater interest of late years among pomologists,

than this new seedling Grape. Its hardiness, productiveness, large size, and reputed earliness of

ripening,—nearly a month before the Isabella,—have given it very strong claims, at least for a

thorough trial.

"In consequence of the repeated inquiries which have been made of us as to its quality, we

recently made applicati<m fur a specimen of the fruit, and have been politely furnished by K "W.

Bull, its originator, with a box of beautiful bunches, which came in fine condition, notwitliatand-

ing a railway ride of several hundreds of miles.

"Although the largest bunches had been previously selected for the difi'erent horticultural

exhibitions, and the drouth of the season had sensibly affected their growth, these were the most

showy of any native Grape we have met with. The berries measured about three-fourths of an

diameter, and were almost perfect spheres ; the bunches were nearly as large as

dy figured in the horticultural journals, sufficiently compact, and handsomely should



neai'ly resembling a well ripened bunch of the Black Hamburgh externally. We have been

informed by some of our cautious friends, that they had seen bunches at the exhibitions this

season, that were decidedly larger than the figured representation.

"The dense bloom which covers the berries adds much to the showy appearance of this Grape.

" Of the quality and flavor, we cannot speak so highly. We consider it as rather inferior to

Ihe IsabeUa, so far as we could judge from specimens conveyed a long distance in a close box.

The skin is lemarkably thin and tender, and the exterior portion of the berry more juicy and

freer of pulp than the Isabella, but the central portion or core holding the seeds, is larger than

in the Isabella, Diana, and most other American sorts. Tlie flavor is good, but not of the highest

quality. Of the time of ripening, we cannot judge of course, although it is reputed to be much
earlier than even the Diana.

" As to the real merits of this variety, we are inclined to consider it a valuable acquisition,

although we esteem fine flavor when placed against fine appearance, much more highly than

many pomologists. As a hardy vine, and an early, large and showy fruit for market, we shall

not probably find anything to compete at the north with the Concord Grape; but those who
desire a sweet, delicately flavored variety, for home use, without regard to size, appearance, or

productiveness, will choose the Diana; which is only about one fourth the size of the Concord,

in beriy and bunch."

—

Country Gentleman.

Weather Gossip, &c.—We have had a most delightful autumn in Western New YorK.

Tlie dry summer shortened the growing season, and ripened the wood quite early. Trans-

planting was perfectly safe in the latter part of September, and was in many of the nur-

series commenced vigorously the first week in October. We had just rain enough to make
digging and transplanting safe and easy, hut not so much as to be in the least disagreeable.

In about seven Aveeks that have elapsed from the time digging and packing commenced,

until the present date, (Nov. 22,) we believe there has not been one entire day unfit for

out-door work. We had no frost severe enough to kill the most delicate border flowers

until the first week in November ; and in the neighborhood of Brockport, some twenty

miles west of Rochester, Dahlias were in full bloom as late as the middle of the month.

Roses in the open borders are here now in full bloom—not injured in the least; and so are

Ten Week Stocks and many other tender things.

Westward, cold has set in unusually early. As early as the 14th or 15th of November,

hard frosts were experienced in Illinois, and considerable snovi had fallen. This we believe

is unusual in that region. At Buffalo, some twelve inches of snow fell about the 20th, and

the weather was cold ; while at Rochester it was mild and beautiful as Indian summer.

Our first shower of snow, about two inches deep, fell last night, but has nearly all disap-

peared in a thaw to-day. Such an autumn as we have had is appreciated by all who have

garden operations, or landscape improvements to perform ; but nurserymen in particular

feel the benefit of it. The vast amount and variety of labor they have to accomplish in a

short period of time, give a great value to every hour of working weather. They have

their sales to make, their trees to dig and pack, their old grounds to clear, new ones to

prepare, their stocks for grafting and next spring j)lanting to be taken up and stored away

;

seeds are to he planted, and young and tender things protected against the winter.

Those who have green-houses, have still a wider range of operations,—the repairing of

glass and shutters, cleaning and repairing flues and furnaces, or such other heating struc-

ture or apparatus as may be in use ; the cleaning, housing, and arranging plants
;
prepar-

ing i-its and cold frames for wintering half hardy plants, &c. &c. All these things, and
many more, come on at once; and our northern climate, where we expect winter in earnest



before the close of November, is not to be trifled with. Timely and thorough i)rci)arations

lunst be made for it by those who wish to escape loss.

Tlie dry summer lias produced sonic effects on vegetation that have been considered very

wonderful. Many of the newspapers have recorded the flowering of fruit and other trees

late in the autumn. The dry summer wjis a jieriod of almost entire rest to many trees i

and when the fall rains came, accomiianied with mild spring-like weather, the fully matured

llower-buds expanded as though it were April. Many trees, both fruit and ornamental,

iiave flowered in our own grounds during the months of September and October. The

Spiraa pruni/oUa bloomed quite jirofusely.

They get two or throe crops of Strawberries, in the south, because their warm and long

seasons bring early runners—young plants, formed in March or April—to a fruiting condition

in July. In our climate it takes the whole summer. Our drouth illustrates the principle of

growth on which the ever-bearing character of the Strawberry in the south depends. If

we were eight or ten degrees further south, we might get two crops of Strawberries in one

season. But to sui)pose that water will make up for this difference of climate, is a singular

delusion.

The weather during the past summer, in the west and southwest, generally, excepting a

portion of Wisconsin, was the dryest ever known. lu many cases the earth was dry as

powder several feet down ; and notwithstanding pretty abundant rains, it has hardly been

possible to plant trees in many places. The rivers, up to this time even, are unusually low.

A gentleman writes us from Marietta, Nov. 8, that " the Ohio is confined to its bed, and

has been all summer, and boots are now passing up and down the Muskingum dry." In

some parts of the southwest, as in Iowa, Missouri, Tennesee, &c., the drouth set in early,

and was quite disastrous. We have heard of two or three instances where persons who
had commenced the nm-sery business lost all they had, and were compelled to abandon

their enterprize ; their whole stock, in which their means were invested, having been

totally ruined by the drouth ! Young nurserymen should always bear in mind the contin-

gencies of the trade, and provide for them as far as may be in their power. People are

now talking more seriously than ever, of irrigation, and of providing appliances for raising

and distributing water. Experience is a good teacher, though often expensive.

Those who hold that an equilibrium of moisture must be maintained, are predicting

heavy falls of rain or snow, or both, during the ensuing winter. We may as well prepare for

it whether it come or not.

The year 1854 is about closing; and, as we look bade, we feel that, all in all, it Las been

a prosperous and important year for American horticulture. With all the drouth, the

fruit crop has generally been abundant and fine. In a few circumscribed localities only has

it failed. The exhibitions from Maine to Texas, and we might say to the far-ofT Pacific,

have been numerous and successful
;
giving ample proof that we are making rapid progress.

The Pomological meeting at Boston was a great affair ; and the doings of that body, and

the reports which will appear in its proceedings, will show what a fruit-growing spirit has

been awakened in the United States. Ornamental gardening, too, is brightening up.

Landscape gardening is written about, and talked and read about, with increasing interest,

and professors of that most useful and delightful of arts,— fine arts, if you please— are

becoming numerous, as our advertising pages will show. All this omens well for our

country.

preceding notes were intended for tlie December number, but were, in company

other items ot more importance, crowded out. Between that date (November 22d)
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and the present (December IGth) we have had a very heavy fall of snow. The weather con

tinned open and fine up to the evening of the 2-ith of November. On the 25th it was cold

and freezing; on the 2d of December it commenced snowing, and continued for four or five

days, until it was between two and three feet deep. Heavy falls of rain took the place of

snow eastward. On the 14th or 15th December, a thaw came, and a good portion of the

snow has disappeared, the ground is yet quite free from frost, and well covered with snow.

The Flore des Serves* for October last, has an unusually interesting set of plates

:

1. The Hexacentris Mysorens is, var. lutea—A magnificent plant, with large clusters of

golden flowers.

2. Ti'opical Palms, Oncosperma Jilamentosa, and Licula spinosa, from the Islands of

Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

3. A hardy Alpine plant, Soldanella alpina—A low plant like a Primrose, with round

leaves and pretty fringed blue flowers. It flowers in the spring and requires the same

treatment as other Alpine plants.

4. The Rhododendron, ariorea Amhroisle—A superb variety, with flowers white in the

center, bordered and pencilled with vermilhon—quite a novelty. Eaised by Mr. Dallieee,

horticulturist at Ledeberg.

5. The Habrothamnus aurantiacus of Kegel, or Oestrum Eegeli of Plaxchon. Plan-

onoN, after Danal, regards the Habrothamnus as a section of the genus Oestrum, and as

there has been a Oestrum aurantiaca a long time in the gardens, adopts the name Oestrum

Eegeli. It is a fine plant, with racemes of brilliant orange flowers, in habit like the well-

known R. elegans.

6. The Gentiana Fortuni—A handsome plant, with blue bell-shaped flowers, like our

native species Sa2)onaria, &c. It is from the North of China, and it is supposed will stand

the climate of England and Belgium in the open air. We think it will stand here too.

Y. Tecoma spectaliUs, from New Genada, has bright yellow flowers as large as those of

the Bignonia radicans, introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels, through his collector M.

SCHLIM.

8, Green-Houses and Aquarium of Mr. Oppenheim, at Cologne. The aquarium is devo-

ted to the Victoria regia and a few NympTimas., N^elumiiums, and other interesting aquatics.

The houses are said to have cost $3,000 ; the heating cost $600. The aquarium is nearly

fifty feet in diameter ; the basin in the middle, thirty-three feet, said to be the largest that

has yet been built in Europe.

The lonantopliyllum miniatum—A large and beautiful Amaryllis, has bee* noticed as

Vallota miniata in the Gardeners'' Chronicle. Flowers yellow in the center, bordered

with rose.

In a note Mr. Yan Hotjtte says, that, "the Spiraa callosa (Fortuni) is at this moment
literally covered with large corymbs of purplish flowers. It is a fine plant, and perfectly

hardy."
« •

TuE Revue JSorticole for ICth of September, has a notice of the Cahjcanthus occidentalism

or macrojihylla, of California, by PLANcnoN. He says it is easily distinguished from the

floridus by its larger and more oval leaves, and by its flowers being larger and lighter

colored. The odor is less agreeable than in the others. "We have the plant, but it haa not

bloomed yet.
* This work is received with great Irregularity,
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I
L. PEiiCKMANs.— It is doubtless known to many of our readers, that L. Bekckmans,

Esq., a distinj^uislied Belgian poinologist, has taken up his residence pernianeiilly in this

country, near Phxinfield, N. J. He lias there purchased a tract of land, which, so far as

lio is able to judge from two seasons' growth, is well adapted to fruit tree culture. Ho
has in his possession the entire stock of new varieties and untested seedlings of the celebra-

ted EsrEUEN, whose intimate personal friend he was. lie was also a pupil and friend of

Van' Mons, and has, througli these associations and along course of carefully conducted

experiments of his own, acquired not merely new and valuable varieties, but a vast fund

of poniological informat"ion. He has the correct nomenclature and authentic history of the

Belgian fruits, to the most minute circumstance, on his tongue's end. He is, moreover,

an artist of very superior taste and ability. He has been associated with Bivort in the

preparation of his well known work, and we have had an opportunity of examining a

superb volume of colored drawings executed by himself exclusively. In the prime of life,

and of a temperament that gives him wonderful activity and enthusiasm, this gentleman

will bo a great acquisition to the Society of American fruit-growers and pomologists.

Possessed of ample means to carry forward his experimenting schemes with vigor, we look

to hira and to his garden with no ordinary interest. "We had the pleasure of spending

some time in his company during the pomological meeting at Boston, in September last

;

and since that time he has very kindly sent us scions of some valuable new varieties, to be

tested in our section—a favor we shall reciprocate as far as in our power. We rejoice that

such a man has settled among us, and bid him a hearty welcome, which, though late, is

none the less sincere, and we trust will be none the less acceptable.

Dr. Kihtlaxd's Cherries.—We are asked for the result of another year's experience

Avith Dr. Kirti.and's Cherries. We have had no results from other parties, and for our

own part we have nothing to add to what we have already said in regard to them, not

having had any other varieties in bearing. The Gov. Wood, Doctor, Cleveland Bigarreau,

lioclport Bigarreau, and Ohio Becnity, are all wo havts tesvted, and they are all good; the

first the best, and one of the very best of all Cherries. We will be glad to hear from

cultivators who may have tested them, or other varieties.

Appi.es IX Iowa.—Iowa, as well as most of the Western States, produces the most mag-

nificent Apples. Last year we noticed a superb collection, sent us by Hexry Avert, Esq.,

of Burlington, a well-known nurseryman, and one of the most extensive fruit growers of

that young State. A friend has just written us from Muscatine, and, among other things,

says, a neighbor of his has an orchard of forty trees, twelve years old, that last year (1853)

bore 400 bushels of fruit. This, in that rich western soil, Avhere growth is so rapid, is cer-

tainly a great produce for trees of that age.

To Readers axd Corp.espoxoexts.—A large amount of matter ])repared for this number,

besides many valuable communications, are necessarily laid over till next month. "Xotes

on Foreign Grapes," by A. Messer, Esq., of Geneva, should have appeared in this number,

but was accidentally overlooked.

Influexce of Lake Erie upon Climate.—It is believed that the climate on the southern shore of

Lake Erie is rendered mild by the atmospliere of that great body of water. While at Columbus

ji tlie approach of winter has been made evident by the freezing of the Scioto, in Cleveland

/t< Geraniums, Crvsanthemums and Verbenas are still in bloom in open grounds.

—

Dcm., Ni

;%
&^
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ARCHirECTURAL CRITICISM.

—

Iq jour November number you give a very pretty picture of a

"Symmetrical Cottage," offered as a model of "good proportion, tasteful form, and chaste orna-

ment."

Of what style is this cottage, that it may claim to be chaste ? The porch is meant to be (car-

penter's) Gothic, while the windows are, in fashion and shape, Italian, though with Gothic hoods.

The chimney is Italian ; the cornice and pitch of roof, Swiss. This latter style seems to prevail,

making the pointed arches, pinnacles and hoods, at variance with the common sash windows,

chimney top, and " horizontal sheathing." The plan is wholly Swiss ; but is it not an objection

that the veranda, or arcade, is made to cross the entire front, so as to divide the same into two

parts, leaving no i-elief or margin on the sides? This is a very common fault in front porches,

or verandas ; being both too much, and at the same time too little! Is not the outside door af»l

its opposite window thrust into the esctreme corner? How would this appear under the "piazza?"

The house, I presume, is to be warmed by hot air, as the parlor is the only room in the house,

excepting the kitchen, having a fireplace ; and this seems awkwardly placed close to the door of

the dining-room, and unnecessarily so. We very much wish that houses of this capacity could

be built about Xew York and Hudson I'iver for $2,000. D.

Our correspondent lias very cleverly answered his own questions, as to the style of

Messrs. Austin & Warxer's " Symmetrical Cottage," as given in our November number.

It is a mixed style, as the majority of our modern houses are ; not purely this or that. We
approve of this mixture, provided, always, it be done in a masterly manner. We admit

that tliere is considerable discordance between some of the parts of the " Symmetrical Cot-

tage." The chimney scarcely looks as though intended for it. The horizontal sheathing

is less objectionable, as it is intended to be sanded and blocked to resemble stone. The

ground plan exhibits a good deal of comfort and convenience; and these are important

points. A friend writes us, that he would prefer to draw the ground plan of his house

tirst; have that to suit him exactly ; let the elevation go as it would. The aAs^kward situ-

ation of the parlor fireplace, close to the dining-room door, is owing to the main building

having but one smoke flue, and that in the center. There is economy in thus ])hicing tlie

chimney ; and if the house be not heated with a furnace, the dining-room and nursery

could be heated with stoves, the flue being accessible to both. As to cost, from what little

experience we have had in building, we should think $2,000 is at least fifty per cent, too

low for this cottage, even at Rochester. This we apprehend is a common failing of archi-

tects. Give them an order for a design to cost $2,000, and in nine cases out of ten, $4,000

will scarcely complete it. People are led into serious difSculties on this account.

IIosENSHE-NK Pear.— In August last, we forwarded to you, as an act of courtesy usual among

nurser3-men, two specimens of the Hosenshenk Pear, just then received by us from Doct. J.

Garber, of Pennsylvania. We accompanied Uhem with a hurried note, which you published in

September, but which was evidently not intended for publication, because, if for no other reason,

of the quotation it contained from Dr. Garbek's letter to us. In tliis quotation, connecting the

statement made by you ia the Horticulturist for July, that "there is a variety of opinions [of the

Hoscnshcnk] among those who know it bed," he says, "This is not the fict. I have nevt-r heard

any person dissent from placing it as the best Pear of the season, except Dr. Eshleman, (f Down-

ington, Pa., and he, I think, from his own admission, had not tasted a true specimen in full per-

fection." Kow, strange as it may appear, this quotation contains the only "assertion" which

can be found in our note, and it has reference to your statement alone! The reference to D
E. was simply the expression of an opinion, in courteous terms, that he had not, from h

admi.-sion, tasted a true specimen, &c. And yet, in your Oc'ober number, you suffer tM
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iiiatlo the subjoi-t* of n coarse and ill-inanneieJ attack by " E. K. Esiilkman," who revels in

ecstacv over the "dignitieJ coolness" with which you receive our "bold assertions;" who charpjea

us with liavini? now "boldly asserted" that which by ini]>lication we hail saicl before, to wit,

that he is not acquainted with the Tear about which he presumed to give an opinion, which

char'^o is here shown to be untrue ; •who perpetrates upon himself the exquisite conception, tin?

succe.-sful gestation, and the safe parturition of a taunt in reference to our "acute discrimina-

tion" in a matter entirely foreign to the subject in question, but as to which we will try to take

care of ourselves when there is a proper occasion for it ; who returns thanks, in complacent

self satisfaction, for the great blessings he has enjoyed as the recipient of the benefits of an

unlimited experience ; and who finally ends with a lively essay on modesty. In view of all

this, permit us. Sir, in turn, to give utterance to our admiration of that "dignified coolness"

with which an editor publishes an offensive attack upon his correspondent on account of the

contents of a letter which he has taken upon himself the responsibility to make public ; sees

" assertions" ascribed to them which it does not contain; and gives currency to impertinent

flings at their business and opinions, without one word of rebuke, or at least without correcting

their assailant in his mis-understanding. Is this the entertainment to which your friends are

invited? T. S. 11. <k Co.

—

Syracuse Nurseries.

If the note winch we received from Messrs. T. S, II. & Co., with some specimens of

Pears, was intended, to be private, we regret having pubhshed it ; and the more so, since

it has been the cause of some unpleasant remarks. We take no llame to ourselves in the

matter however, as it came to us as all otlicr items of information. "We take it for granted

that any remarks sent us with siiecimens of fruits, are to be used as we think proper, unless

marked private, which the communication referred to was not. As for the other points

touched upon in this note, we must allow Dr. Eshleman and Messrs. T. S. H. & Co., to

settle among themselves ; remarking, however, tliat no flings have been made at the busi-

ness of any individual or company in the pages of this journal. If there have been, we

will be thankful to any one who will point them out. Our correspondents are at liberty

to discuss the merits of any horticultural commodity, as well as the soundness or accuracy

of the judgement or opinions of those who describe and recommend articles to the public.

The xs'ew Curculio Remedy.— I would ask you how soon we may look for the report of the

committee, on Mathews' remedy for the Curculio's depredations on the Plum tree? I have seven

or eio'ht fine Plum trees, and cannot get as many Plums in a season, although the trees blow

full and the fruit sets well. If he has found out a r(medy against the attacks of the Plum

weevil so that we can be sure to save our Plums, if made known to the public, or to every

person who will apjdy for it, I will be willing to contribute my mite for a knowledge of it.

—

A Subscriber.— West Brldgewatcr, Mass.

"We have many inquiries of this kind. It is Qierhaps no more than due to the public, and to

the Associations who have appointed committees to test the remedy in question, to Fay that

those committees have concluded to give it another year's trial, although some of them felt fully

prepared to report now. The members of the committees have no liberty at present to speak of

the mode of applying this remedy, and it may be that they were not expected to divulge their

opinions as to its merits. In the mean time we would recommend to our correspondent the old,

excellent and well tried remedies combined, of the confinement of pigs and geese under the

trees, and jarring down on sheets and destroying the insects while laying their eggs in the fruit.

— Country Otntlcman, Nov. \f>lfi.

It may be proper to add that tlie Editor of the Country Gentleman is one of the com-

mittee appointed by the N. Y. State Agricultural Society to test Mr. Matuews' remedy.
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"We are pleased to learn, from the proceed-

ings of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, which -we publish this month, as reported

in Hovet's Magazine, that the difficulty respecting the award of premiums to Messrs.

HoYEY & Co., has been settled by a sort of compromise. The vote of censure passed upon
Mr. HovEY in May last, is rescinded ; but it strikes us, that if it has been found to be an

unjust vote, it should be expunged from the record. Mr. IIovey has a right to demand
this ; but that is none of our business. The Society has adopted a resolution to prevent

similar difficulties in future.

Grapes from California.— I send you by express two bunches of Grapes, just received from

"W. B. OsBORN, Esq., Los Angelos, California. The Grapes were packed iu "Red-wood" sawdust,

as Mr. OsBORN had exhausted all his hard wood dust in a box he shipped me by the Yankee Blade
which was lost. They are a little affected by the saw dust. He says :

" The Grape season com-

menced in August and will soon close (Oct. 26). An ocean steamer has been freighted every

week with Grapes to San Francisco market. Prices have averaged about thiee cents a pound in

the vineyard. Our people are busy making wine and brandy. Those who are judges, say no
better is made than from those of Don Louis Vignes, Dr. Uoover, and Mr. Wolfskill. One
thing is certain, the California wines made at Los Angelos are pure juice of the Grape. I ;hall

send you a box of the wine after vintage."

I think this is a very good Grape, but whether it will succeed here may be doubtful, e cept

in hot-houses. Several of the bunches weighed two and a half pounds. When the wine comes
I will advise you. B. P. Johnson.— State Agricultural Rooms, Albany.

The Grapes accompanying this note are undoubtedly foreign—European Grapes which
were introduced there by the early Spanish settlers.

The bunch is very large; berry large, round, dark purple, with a white bloom; crisp

juicy, sweet, but the flavor totally spoiled by the Hed-tcood saw dust in which they were
unfortunately packed. We are greatly obliged to Col. JonNSOx for the opportunity he has

offered us of seeing these Grape?, but we hope next seasjn ihat he wld secure samples

packed so that the flavor may be saved.

New Seedling Grapes.—Two new varieties have been produced by that well-known \me ul-

turist, J. F. Allen, Esq., of Salem. One is a white Grape produced by a cross of some exotic

variety on the Isabella. This has been exhibited at the meetings of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society this year, and its quality has been unanimously pronounced delicious. The s in

is thin and tender, the seeds few and small, with no hardness of j)ulp, and the flavor very sweet
and luscious, without any foxiness. It is about the size of the Isabella. Mr A.'s other seed-

ling is purple. It is not so sweet as the former, but sweet enough for many jjalates, and of a
very high, vinous flavor. It is of medium size, and globular form.

Tliese varieties have been produced in a cold vinery. Either of them are ten days or t ' o

weeks earlier than the Isabella grown in the same situation. The}' are now to be tried in the

open air, and should they succeed here, they will be a great acquisition.

—

Boston Cultivator,

November ith.

We had the pleasure of seeing those varieties here referred to, and regarded them at the

time as likely to be valuable. They appeared (one of them at least) to bo in reality a cross

between the native and foreign Grape. We have also heard of some other new sorts that

have recently turned up around Boston, and of which we expect soon to hear something.

The prospect now is a rush of seedling Grapes.

Allen's Hybrid Grape.— The horticultural friends of Mr. J. F Allen have been for some years

aware that he has been experimenting, to produce a hybrid Grape, possessing the requisites



which no one liitherto has comhineil, of sure nn<l enrlj riponinp, ricli fliivor, an<l nlnimlant crop,

and freedom from foj-incss. All lovers of i^ood fruit will be ^'ratified to leiirn, (Imt his lonp

and patient elforts for this ohjcet liavo at lengtli been crowned witli complete «uceei-8. He has

obtained a white Grape of the full size of the Jxabd/a, of a flavor unsurpassed bj- the best hot-

house Grapes, total!}' free from the foxi/ ta-te and smell, and which rijicns securely by the mid-

die of September. He has also a purple Grape, possessing similar (jiiulities, but not quite m
early.— Salem Gazette.

A very superior seedling Grape from the Catawha, presented by J. BraicK. Thin skin, swe<ti

high flavor— test used, the Isabella. A round, red berry, as highly colored as the Imbiila usu-

ally. The first bunches were ripened some three weeks previous.— Extract from rrjjortcd pro-

ocedivgs of Massuchncetts Horticultural Society Meeting of Oct. lith, 1854.

A Small Expekimext ix GRAPE-CrLTUKE.—A correspoudeut at Meadvillc, Pa., writes

us a'? follows

:

"I liave an old frame, seventeen feet long, facing the south, with tlio other three sides bli;nk

wall, glas^ thin and somewhat broken, in which I have a Black Hamburgh vine. Last year it

produced seventy bunches; and by dusting the fruit and leaves liberally with sulphur, the crop

ripened pretty well. Tliis year 1 thought I would experiment, to see how little culture would,

answer. The top sash was dropped four inches on the 7th of April (when the vine was taken

np), and nailed in its place. This, with a broken pane or two of glass, gave constant ventilation,

The door was opened for a few days when the thermometer stood above 94° out of doors. The
Grapes were thoroughly thinned on the Mth of June, and the floor and border dusted with

sulphur for several weeks, beginning as soon as the Grapes were formed. The crop was one hun-

dred and two bunches, of which all ripened perfectly sweet, fine, and black, except two bunche->.

which were eatable but not fully colored. I have been troubled before, in this house, with mil-

dew, and think that the difficulty was, the suli)hur was not applied early enough, and the heat

applied not sufficient. I had a good deal of misgiving several times this year, that I would spoil

tlie crop when I opened the door and foniid how hoi it was, but in the end everything came out

finely. The bunches were moderate, none of them exceeding a pound ; but the fruit large, fine

and fully black.

"I had but a moderate crop of Peaches this year. The varieties which produced best were
the Yellow Rareripe, Tillotson, Morris White, and Large Early York. This last is certainly

one of the best Peaches grown. Either the dry weather or the small crop made the quality

very good.

" It is interesting to note the effict the dry season has had on different fruits. Broadside Apples

are not as juicy and fine as usual. Rambos on the contrary, are much larger than usual.

" We had no frost to kill even Tomatoes, until the 20th of October."

Mulching Dwarf Pears.—In reading over your leader of the December number, I was struck

with a remark you made on mulching dwarf Pear trees. In former years, I have been much
troubled with mice girdling young trees in my fruit garden. Four years pgo, on the approach of

winter, I commenced putting a conical mound, about one foot high, around all, but particularly

dwarf Pear trees. This mound has generally been of rich earth from the woods. I have near!}'

four hundred Pear trees, mostly on Quince stock. Xone have been hurt by mice since that time

;

and last winter, probably the most frying in many years, but one was injured, and that was a

beautifu'. BeurreDiel, fifteen feet high; the leaves were small, and of a sickly hue, and I was fearful

it would die. On the first of June, I gave this tree a thorough watering with weak guano water,

one pound of guano to twenty gallons of water. In about two weeks it began gradually to

improve; its leaves put on a healthy hue, the Pear began to swell, and finally ripened

M.

—

Oneida County, N. Y.



EDITOE'S TABLE.

Horticultural Notes.— The horticultural season in "Western Massachusetts has been prolific

bej-ond our anticipations, and consequently of a nature to call for more vigorous action.

Peaches.—The freezing and thawing of last winter we siipposed, at the time, to be fatal to

our Peach buds
;
yet, as frequent as these variations of temperature were, they produced no

unfavorable effect. Every Peach tree which came under our observation was loaded to its

utmost capacity. One farmer in this place, where a dozen j^ears ago planting Peach trees was

thought an act of folly, after supplying his family and remembering his neighbors with kind

libera'ity, had a surplus of forty bushels for market. At the horticultural exhibition in Septem-

ber, the display of this fruit from Central and Southern Berkshire, would, for quality, challenge

competition with any section of our country. An individual in Stockbridge exhibited twer.ty-

two varieties of Eeedlings, which were all fine, and of which three-fourths were worthy of

general cultivation. So there is no mistake but that Western Massachusetts, as rough as her

soil and as severe as her climate is, may raise at least a good sujiply of Peaches for her own

consumption.

Pears.—As long as Pears have grown in our country, how many of our population, think ye,

have yet to learn what a real delicious, melting Pear is? More than one half, we believe, are yet

wholly ignorant of this fact, and will remain so as long as they are satisfied with the crabbed,

bitter, puckery things that grow on the old self-planted tree in the corner of the garden ; or

are afraid to invest a few shillings for a choice tree, because somebody thinks that nurserymen

may palm off a fictitious article. Yet it is a matter of rejoicing that public opinion is improv-

ing in the former, and mere confidence is being felt in the latter case. Every fall and spring

an increasing number of trees is planted, and each autumn shows the benefits of doing so. The

past season, Pears have grown in perfection, and in proportion to the number of trees growing,

of liberal quantity.

Apples, too, have been abundant and very fair; yet the price has in no way diminished, nor

will it, probably, whatever number of trees may be set, for half a centwry to come. And when

we see a farmer selling $300 worth of apples from a fonr-acre orchard, which has a few months

preN'ious given a good crop of grass, we wonder that more attention is not given to orchards.

The Louise Bonne de Jersey Pear.—We never deemed that this Pear would fail upon the

Quince, until we saw your notice in the last Horticulturist.* Our experience with it is limited,

to be sure, but we are able to say this in its favor. From a tree planted in 1853, we had the

last spring a profusion of blossom, and some two dozen of fruit set. Eleven of these Pears

seemed determined to grow. We allowed them to remain on the tree iintil the latter part of

June, when in mercy to the tree we removed all but four. These all attained a large size, and

were beautiful specimens of the variety. The tree also, made a good growth, and now exhibits

a very healthful appearance. The soil is a clay loam on a stiff subsoil The manure was

thoroughly decomposed chip and rotten yard manure.

Injects.—With regard to insects, they have been very sparing in their ravages the past season^

We have heard of no instance where the Peach has suffered at all. The only mischief to the

Apple has arisen from the borer ; and the only remedy we know of, is to "cut out" the mischief-

maker. With proper care, we believe the insects peculiarly injurious to the three named

varieties of fruit may be kept in tolerable subjection. W. Bacon —Uickmond, Mass.

Apples laid upon Straw.—In June, 1853, I sent to a neighbor a basket of fine IIovci/'s Sfedling

and Bishop's Orange Strawberries, thinking to give them a pleasant surprise. The bearer, how-

ever, gave me quite as much of one, on his return, when he handed me the basket full of Apples.

They were of the Pound Apple of Pennsylvania ; the proper name I believe is Fallen Waldcr,

and in better condition I never ate that kind at any season. How those apples were kept was

* We do not remember having s.iid anytliing about the failure of the Lmiifse Bonne on Quince —we have

known it fail. Arc you not mistalceii ? Terhaps you mean Fltmish Beauty.



the next question ; a matter very easily nscertaincd, but liko many othors, not inquiri'd after.

Tlie thing might have forever cseiiped my memory, had I not by accident got into tliat neighbor's

cellar a few months since, and seeing about two inches thick of clean rye straw lying on the

ground, with some fall Apples lying thereon, looking very nice and clean, I o^kid whether they

were in the habit of keeping their Apples in that way; to which he replied that they were, and

that in that way those had been preserved which so surprised me the year before in June. But

the most surprising part (to me) is yet to tell. In the latter part of that winter and early in tlie

spring, there was much rain ; in consequence whereof, the cellar had water standing in it, so as

nearly to swim the straw and Apples; notwithstanding which, they ke])t till the middle of June.

The cellar is dark and deep, with limestone soil. Whether this plan will ahvaj-s prove a good

one or not, I would not pretend to say, but the thing is certainly worth trying. S. M.

—

Cahndale,

Lebanon, Pa.

NotittS of Books, ^amptltts, ^t.

Victoria Eegia; or Tna Great Water Lily of Amkuica, with a brief account of its discovery and Introduction

into cultivation, with illustrations by Wa. Suarp, from specimens gFown at Salem, Mass. By John Fisk Allen.

Boston: Dirri^N iSc Wbntwobtii. 1S54.

This wonderful and magnificent "Water Lily, Victoria regia, whose leaves are six feet

in diameter and flowers three feet in circumference, has bloomed finely with Mr. Allen,

of Salem, Mass. ; and it must be gratifying intelligence to those who feel an interest in the

wonders and beauties of tlie vegetable kingdom, that this gentleman has seized the oppor-

tunity to prepare and publish a complete description of it, and an account of its history

and introduction, with ample and beautiful illustrations of both the plant and its flowers

in their various styles of growth and development. The volume is a superb one, not

unworthy of this peerless Queen of Water Lilies, and is appropriately dedicated to Caleb

Cope, Esq., ex-President of the Pennsylvania Hort. Society, to whose zeal in horticulture

we are indebted for the introduction of many rare and beautiful plants, and to whom
belongs the honor of first cultivating and flowering the Victoria regia in the United States.

Teansactio.vs or the Worcester (M.vs3.) IIouticcltueal Societt fob the Tear 1S54, containing Annual Re-

ports of the Committees, list of Premiums awarded, List of Officers for 1S54, and a list of the new members.

The transactions show a most prosperous and efficient state of the Society. The Com-

mittee on Apples, of which Col. Geoege Jacques is Chairman, is a carefully prepared and

instructive document. It states that about 900 dishes of Apples were offered. Among

varieties of merit growing obscurely in that County, mention is made of the Forbush, Sut-

ton Beauty, Harvey, HunVs Rmset, CaproTi's Pleasant. Samuel H. Colton, of the Wes-

cott Nursery, had 40 varieties ; Job C. Stone, Shrewsbury, 40 varieties ; T. W. Ward, 33

varieties; Geo. A. Chambeelin, 33 varieties; Silas Allen, 28 varieties; and Joel Knapp,

of Sutton, 23 varieties.
m

Transactions of the New IlAMPSmRE Statb Agricultural Sooiety, foe 1853. Compiled by the Secretary,

James O. Adams.

This is the second volume issued by the Society, and it does it much credit. The ad-

dresses, reports, and statistics afford much valuable instruction. The book is well printed,

and illustrated with drawings of animals, implements, &c. We have marked for insertion

an article on " The Cultivation and Preservation of Forest Trees," by F. B. Eaton,

subject is one of growing importance, and we are glad to see it attract attention.



The Illttstbated Annual Kegibteb op Eukal Affaies, and Cultivator Almanac, foe 1855, embellished with

one hundred and twenty engravings. Luthee Tuckek, Albany, N. Y., oflBce of the Cultivator.

This, instead of being an "Almanac," is a miniature encyclopedia of rural affiairs. It

contains a vast amount of matter, selected and prepared withgood judgment, and arranged

and illustrated with excellent taste. John J. Thomas has the credit of its preparation; and

this is a guarantee of its value. Every farmer and cottager should have it ; the price will

place it within the reach of the humblest means and the most rigid economy. "We pre-

sume it can be had through any bookseller, or direct from the publisher.

Teansactioxs of the New Yoek State Ageicultueal Society—1853

For this volumne we are indebted to the Secretary, B. P. Jonxsox. From a slight exam-

ination of the book, we are led to believe it is the best ever issued by the Society. The

Reports from County Societies are more practical than in some previous volumes, and we
notice some excellent papers on agricultural subjects, among them one from 0. N. Bement,

on the culture of Indian Corn. "We have marked some passages, and shall refer to this

volume again.

Eeceived.— Catalogue of Fruits of the Downing Hill Ifursery, Atalanta^ Georgia. By
William H. Thuemond.

An Address "before the Crawford County (Penn.) Agricultural and Horticultural Society.

By Alfred Huidekoper, Esq. This is a well written, practical Address, and abounding in

excellent suggestions, touching both Farming and Gardening.

Slcetch of Proceedings of the Industrial Education Convention.^ held at College Hill,

Hamilton County, Ohio, on the 13th of September last. Hon. Thomas McLean, of the

Supreme Court of the State presiding. The Resolutions, Speeches, Addresses, &c., are all

to be published in detail in pamphlet form.

Address delivered before the Agricultural Society of FranTclin County
.^
Missouri^ at their

second Annual Fair, held at Union, October 12tli, 185-4. By Thomas Allen, of St. Louis.

List of Officers and Committees.^ Constitution.^ Rules and Regulations.! c6c., of the Albany
and Rensselaer Horticultural Society.

Catalogue of the Corporation., Officers and Students of Hamilton College., for 1855. A
beautifully printed pamphlet, with a fine steel-plate view of the buildings and grounds.

Twelfth Annual Catalogue and Circular of the Jonesville Academy., Jonestille, Saratoga

Co., N. Y. IIiEAM A. Wilson, Principal ; Miss Magaket CLEirENT, Preceptress.

Snjsbofrjs to Corrtsponlrtnls.

(T. F>. J., Greencastle, la.) Tue Melon Apple.—You can obtain it at any of the nurseries.

See advertisements.

(R. L. Gazley, South Edmeston, Otsego County.) Your R. I. Greening is correct. Goldrn

Pijipin is the Fall Pippin. Gohlen Ritsset is not that known as such. We found this variety in

an orchard in Pe'rrinton, in this State, some ten years ago, and called it Orange Ritsset, to distin-

guish it. Long lAmhed Sweet we do not know. Suieet Pcarma'ni is not true; it is a good, rich,

Apple, but wanting in juice. White OilUflowcr Ye^icmXAaa the Orl'eu ct ]]^iite Pell lower,

e think is different. The Pear is Spanish Bonchrdien— a good keeping baking Pear.



KOITUirs TAlil.K.

(J. II., St Clttirsville, O.) RunsoiL Plow.—Wo use Rujrglos, Nourse, nnd Mnson's No. 2. Price

here, $14. We work it with four horses, following in the furrow of the cominon plow, which is

drawn hy two horses.

Soiu—Your strong limestone clay will be excellent for all the more important nursery trees'.

Work it deeply— thoroughly.
. »

WiM. ynii plenpc inrortn mc if any varieties of tlip Calypanllms lias wood, leaves, and fruit, swocl-socnlcd ? I)

ni>l, isllio Curiii'lian t'luTry (('orniig miisciilii) so'/ There is a i-hruli in tlie woinis Iktc, aiiswi-ring tlie descriidion

uf CoriK'lian Clicrry (wliicli is considered to be a native of Kiiniix-), Imt swect-soonted wood and fruit. Tlic fruit is

an oval scarlet berry, about the size of a Clierry. I would also ask if you are acquainted with a variety of the Tania-

rack haying briglit orange (lowers, foliage Iriglit jica pretn, nnd n.ii« h longer lluin the red-fiowen d >ariely.

Would it not be serving the end of horliculture,or at Ica.M arboriculture, if J//<7i(N/.;'«yl7//fr/(f/» ,*>'/,7rrt could liepul)-

lished in monthly numbers at two dollars each, so that it n)ight come within the reach of all? Many who would

endeavor to pay two dollars a month for such a work, could ill spare twenty-four dollars or forty-flve dollars at once.

S.A.Q.— GtUi, a W.

The Calj'canthus has spicy wood, but we suspect that the shrub j-ou refer to is a species of

Laurus, perhaps benzo'm, closely related to the Sassafras.

VThat is the yalue of the ParU or Fontenay Quince stock, found in the late catalogue of AxDp.r. Lf.rot, as coni-

pare<l with the Angers Quince 1 (1)

A Laurence on Quince, received three years ago, has made very little growth— merely lived indeed— while

Pii)\i<Use d'Automne (double-worked), Ti/son, LouUe Bonne <Je Jersey, Grey Doyenne, ic, have grown finely in the

same garden. Is the former incorrect, or on the wrong stock, or what can be the matter with it ? B.

—

Perry County,

Ohio. (2)

(1.) We consider the Paris or Fo7iicna>/ Quince as good a stock for the Pear as the Angers. It

does not grow quite so late in the season, but is more hardy.

(2.) Your Lcncrenre is very likely correct; for, although it succeeds pretty well on the Quince,

a single specimen might get stunted, just as trees will occasionally on any stock.

Will you be kind enough to inform me hoic Easpberries are propogated by cuttings of the roots? When should

these cuttings be taken? How long, and how thick? When and how should they be planted and cultivated? I

have looked in vain through all the books and periodicals, to flnJ the ihtailn of the operation, and now lake the

privilege of a subscriber, to ask you. D. Leet Suiblbs.—Sewickly Bottom, Alleghany Co.,Ptnn.

If you will examine the roots of Raspberries, you will find on them numerous buds or eye-;

and every piece of root, if but an inch long, having an eye, will make a plant. Besides these

conspicuous eyes, there are others in a latent state that will push if the roots are jdaced in a

slight bottom heat. The cuttings may either be planted in pots or boxes of light sandy soil, and

placed in a cool green-bouse, or a mild hot-bed ; or they may be planted in the open ground in

spring. A little bottom heat will cause may eyes to push that will lie dormant in the o; en

ground.
•

Peachts r>i>ER Glass.— I am anxious to try the cultivation of the Peach under glass in houses similar to the

orchard house of Mr. Rivers. Mr. K. suggeated the idea in the JfiirticuHurixt in August, IS.M. You made no

remark thereon. Will you kindly inform me if you have had any practical experience upon the subject? If not,

will you favor me with your opinion of the project— whether or not you would plant Grape vines, say to every sec-

end or third rafter, to act as a partial shade to the Peach trees? Would you recommend the jdanting in a well pre-

pared border, or in boxes? Would a lean-!o, or a span roof be most desirable? I have thought the Stunwiik >'ec-

tarine, and some late Peaches, would ripen in such a structure, and bring a good price in market My object in

growing them would be for that purpose. Tou are undoubtedly aware the Peach seldom ripens in our location
;

consequently good Peaches are a rare commodity in our city.

Will you also state the price of trees adapted for such a purpose, when they would come into bearing, wl:h any other

suggestions you may choose to offer. Daxiel Baekee,— UtUa, N. Y.

We have had no experience with such houses as those of Mr. Rivers. For growii'g Peaches

under glass in this country, in a cheap way, we would make a wall like a tight boaid fence, eay

ten feet l.igh, wi h a gocd bcrder at its bottom, for the trees. In fiOLt of ibis ws.ll wewoildfix

sashes, as for a cold vinery. A few Grapes might be advantageously grown on bhe roof, but not

so many as to obstruct the light to an injuiious degree. Y'enrling trees, such as are sold at the

ies for tv/enty-five cents each, are suitable for wall training. Y'ou will find some remarks

subject in the "Fruit Garden.'"



I AM anxious to learn farther particulars from Mr Feakman, of Hamilton, Canada West, concerning that new
Graj)e that is mentioned in the Iforticultitrist for November. If it is hardy enough to stand the climate at Canada
West, and is to he compared to the Sweetwater, let us have them passed round in a hurry ; the quicker the better ! I

hope Mr. F. will favor us with a particular account of the vine, how trained, exposed, ic, &c.

Tliat Read's ^«!7/o American Apple, that ought to be big to sustain such a tall name, and that is to make such a

stir among that usually quiet class kno^n as "Fruii-growers," when it i/sirought out, I have a curiosity to know fur-

ther of. Wouldn't it be a good notion for Mr. W. H. E. to send a few to you, and so let us have your opinion too.

Two heads are said to be better than one, and as one naturally has a partiality for his own productions, it might be as

well to have the opinion of a stranger who is also an adept.

Are you acquainted with the Delaicare Grape ? I believe it is an Ohio seedling, from Delaware County. What
are its merits and demerits, if you are acquainted 1 Hopeful Eeadee.—Randolph, {Mass.)

We have hoped to get further information respecting the Hamilton Grape, but have not suc-

ceeded. "We have described the Delaware or given some account of it in a previous volume. It

is not claimed as a native ot Ohio, but has been traced to Kew Jersey, we believe.

Jllortttultural Sotiitt'ts, ^t.

Massachusetts Hoeticultueal Society.— October 7.— The stated quarterly meeting of the Soci-

ety was held to-day,— the President in the Chair.

The first business being the choice of oiEcers for 1855, the Society proceeded to ballot for the

same, and the following gentlemen were elected :

—

President— Joseph S. Cabot. Vice Presidents— Benjamin Y. Feench, Cheevep. Newhall, Edwakd M. Eioh-
ARDS, JosiAH Sticknet. Treasurer— Wm. E. Austin. Corresponding Secretary— Eben Wight. Recording
Secretary— W. C. Strong. Professor of Botany and Vegetable Physiology— John Lewis Eussell. Professor

of Entomology— T. W. IIap.eis. Professor of Jloriicultural Cliemistry— E. N. Horsfokd.

Standing Committees. —On Fniits.—E. Wight, Chairman ; Joteph Breck, C. M. Hovey, W. E. Austin, F. L.

Winship, W. C. Strong, A. W. Stetson. On Flowers.— Joseph Breck, Chairman ; A. McLennan, E. A. Story, Thos.

Paae, Azell Eowditch, G. Evers, F. Burr. On Vegetables.— il. Bradlee, Chairman ; D. T. Curtis, A. C. Bowditch,

Peter Lawson, J. B. Moore. On Library.— C. M. Hovey, Chairman ; Azell Bowditch, W. S. King, Samuel Knee-
land, Jr.; E. M'Cleary Copeland, Librarian. On Synonyms of Fruit.— M. P. Wilder, Chairman ; P. B Hovey, B.

y. French, S.Walker, Eben Wight. Executive Committee.— 3. S. Cabot, Chairman; W. E. Austin, M. P. Wilder,

S. Walker, P. B. Hovey. For Establishing Preiniums.— 'E. Wight, Chairman; J. Breck, H. Bradlee, F. L. Win-
ship, P. B. Hovey. On Finance.— M. P. Wilder Chairman; J. Stickney, O. Johnson. Of Publications.— E.

Wight, Chairman ; J. Stickney, Joseph Breck, U. Bradlee, C. M. Hovey, W. C. Strong, F. L. Winship. On Gar-
dens.— Samuel Walker, Chairman ; W. E. Austin, F. L. Winship, T. Page, E. Wight, J. Breck, H. Bradlee, ex officio

members.

The thanks of the Society were presented to F. L. Winship, Chairman of the Committee of

Arrangements, and to each of the members of the Committee, for the satisfactory manner in

which they h.id discharged their duty.

On motion of W. C. Strong, a committee of three was appointed to consider the expediency

of emploA'ing competent individuals to deliver a course of lectures before the Society. Messrs.

Walker, Stickney, and Strong were appointed the Committee.

E. S. Rand, Esq., Chairman of the Special Committee appointed in July last to investigate

the Report of the Select Committee and the doings of the Fruit Committee for 1853, with the

award of premiums to Messrs. Hovey & Co., spoke at some length upon the subject, and the

great injury which had resulted to the Society from the course which had been pursued. The
Committee had not yet done anything in relation to the matter, and he woidd, therefore, on his

own responsibility, as a member of the Society, to prevent any further agitation of the sul ject,

make the following motion, viz.: That the A^ote of Censure upon Mr. C. M. Hovey, adopted at

the meeting in May last, be rescinded.

On motion of Mr. Rand it was then voted that the Special Committee be discharged from the

further consideration of the subject, and a new Committee appointed to draw up a vote a:.rree-

able to the recommendation of Mr. Rand. Messrs. Rand, Stickney, and Sleeper were appointed

the Committee.

Mr. Rand read a draft of a by-law which he had drawn up to prevent any future cause of



trouble in relation to the nWftrJs of proniinms. Ami tliis wns referred to the ('onimitteo hivv-

inc the revision of the by-liiwo under con!>ideratiun. The President and E. S. Rand were added

t > that Committee.

Mr. Joseph Breck, who had been recdeetod Chnirnmii of tlie Flower C'oinniiltee, declined to

serve another 5-ear, and Mr. F. Burr wa^ chosen in his place. Mr. J. F. C. Hyde was then added

to the Committee to fill tlie vacancy.

Kxh'h'itcd— Fruit:—Only a small display of fruit was made to-day. W. C. Strong had very

fine Grapes, and Stephen Driver, Salom, superior Beurru Bosc pears. Mr. James Swan sent a

samjile of a Grape— evidently a new variety, and probably an accidental seedling— which the

Committee pronounced "extra large, fine flavored, and very juicy." Mr. Shepard, of Dorches-

ter, also sent seedling Pears, which the Committee state were "large, fine appearance and flavor,

slightly gritty."

October 1-i. Exhibited— Fruit:—J. Breck & Son made a fine show of Grajics in variety, and

a few excellent Pears were shown by other contributors.

October ^\.—An adjourned meeting of the Society was held to-day,— tlie President in the

chair.

Mr. Walker, from the Committee appointed for that purpose, reported that it was expedient

to have a course of lectures by competent persons before the Society— an J the report was

lecepted, and the same Committee were authorized to procure lectures, <fec.

Mr. R. M. Copeland, of Lexington, moved that the Report made by him, as Chairman of a

Committee on Scraping Trees, be taken from the table and discusssed, two weeks from to-day.

Adopted.

Mr. C. M. Ilovey alluded to the doings of the meeting, October "7, when he was absent in New

York, and suggested that the records be so amended as to correspond with the report of what

had been done, and they were properly amended.

E. S. Rand, Esq., then submitted the following preamble and resolutions:

Whtrea.%, The Massachusetts Ilortioultural Society, at a mcotinR held on the 27lh day of May last adopted <he

Koport of a Committee appointed to examine into all the circumstances attending the award of certain premiums or

gratuities to Messrs. Hovey & Co., which Report, made by the said Committee in the discharge, as they deemed it, of

the duty imposed upon and adopted by the Society, charged a member of the Fruit Committee with irregular and

improjier comluct in procuring tor himselt such "award, and formally censured him therefor;

And, u/icreas, the said Keport is also considered as indirectly censuring all the members of the said Fruit Com-

mittee; ^
And, ichereas, the Messrs, Ilovey, as well as all the members of the said I'ruit Committee, deny that their conduct

has been in any respect irregular or improper, or in any manner contrary to the usages of the Society

;

And, whereds, the Society is desirous of avoiding even the appearance of injusliee to any of its members, and it is

believed that if any irregularity did occur, the recurrence thereof will be prevented by the action of the Society in ILe

present case, and by the enacting of suitable by-laws; therefore,

liesolved. That the resolutions hereinbefore named, passed on the 27th day of May last, be and the same are here-

by resci7id^d.

Resolved, That the foregoing preamble and resolutions be entered at length on the records of the Society.

Unanimously adopted.

Mr. Rand then moved that the words, "Rescinded, October 22, 1854," be written on the mar-

gin of the record, against the Report of the Select Committee, and the vote of censure. This

was unanimotish/ adopted.

The meeting was one of the largest ever coayened in the Society's room.

-^<^P^>^
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Irtstrljatiott at t\t W&Qa^s m)i |artsts.

HE questions, how long, at the present rate of waste and

consumption, will it be before the woods and forests of the

United States will have disappeared, and what will be the

consequences, seem to us well worthy of attention at the

present time.

Ten years ago, good "hai\i wood"— Beech, Maple, Hick-

ory, &c.— sold in the market here for $2.50 to $3 per cord.

At the present time, it commands $5 to $6 ; and that, too,

while a very large portion of the population is using coal instead of wood for fuel.

The stoves now offered for sale throughout the city, are nearly all constructed for coal

burning; and were it not for the general prejudice against coal as fuel, among those

who have never used it, the use of wood would be totally abandoned. In a very few

years it will be so. The wood-market in Rochester was formerly a great feature in

its street commerce ; now it is scarcely noticeable. Under these circumstances, the

high price wood commands shows most conclusively how scarce it has become.

So it is with timber for the arts. In ten years the price has advanced at least one-

half; and many kinds— such as Oak, AValnut, WhiteAvood, &c.— formerly, and but a

short time ago, abundant, are now obtained with difficulty and in limited quantities.

Pine lands in the southern part of the State of New York, that less than ten years ago

were utterly valueless, are now held about as high as the finest wheat-soil of the Gen-

esee valley. And while this increased value of timber has taken place, railroads have

penetrated the country in all directions, and opened the way to vast lumber regions

that were before inaccessible. The most remote and secluded forests in the State have

been invaded by the railroad and the steam sawmill ; and yet prices are advancing

rapidly. This afibrds unmistakable evidence that it can not be long before our woods

and forests will have totally disappeared.

Not very long ago, farmers were careful of their wood lot— indeed, it was regarded

as the most precious portion of their farm ; now, as a general thing, its value consists

chiefly in the dollars and cents it will command in market. The high price of wood

for fuel, the increasing value of farming land, and the facility for obtaining coal by

means of railroads, are inducing farmers to prosecute the work of clearing vigorously

;

and so the country is laid bare at a rate that persons who have not taken some note

of these matters can scarcely credit. And if this has been so in the past, what will it

be in the future, with a greatly increased population— doubling every twenty or

twenty-five years ?

It is the right and the duty of every man to manage his aff"airs in such a manner as

may to him appear the most advantageous ; and he who has had Pine lands in his pos-

session for perhaps half a century, without realizing a dollar from them, is but too glad

that at last they are available; and so he loses no time in converting them into money

Fkbruart 1, 1865. b 1



as fost as circumstances may require or justify. So it is with the man who has valu-

able farming land covered with wood that commands a high price for fuel ; with fann

crops at the present high prices, he regards it true economy to clear his land as (piickly

as possible,— and so it may be, looking only at the present. AVe are not finding fault

with this; we should probably do the same thing, if wc were placed in similar circum-

stances ; but what are to be the results ? This is the point to which we desire to call

attention. In this fast age of ours, we are all too apt to become so absorbed with pres-

ent engagements as to forget the future, and changes are eftucted with such rapidity

that the most thrifty and sagacious are behind in their calculations. Our progress

outruns the most sanguine expectations ; and so every day, unexpected results overtake

us. Beside, we are all for money-making ; we value everything by the dollar. So

many acres of woodland will make so many cords of wood, and by deducting the cost

of chopping and carrying to market, we have its exact value. So many acres of Oak^

or Pine, or Hemlock forest, will make so many thousand feet of timber that will yield

so much per thousand ; and there's the value of that, and the onbj value. This is the

way in which the importance of our woods and forests is estimated. Few they are,

indeed, who stop to inquire, or to reflect for a moment, how the next or succeeding

generations will procure a supply of timber,—how the face of the country will be

shorn of its beauty, or the climate aftected by clearing oft" the forests. The new States

offer such inducements to emigrants, that very few persons calculate upon their child-

ren or children's children succeeding them in the occupation of their premises ; the

population— a great portion of it, at least— is always on the move; and so there is

no stron'T inducement to look far ahead, in the way of improvements. Then, among

the larger portion of the agricultural population, there has not yet grown up much

sensibility to the beauties of nature— the poetic element has scarcely taken root at all.

The circumstances of new countries—stern necessities and arduous labors—subdue the

more delicate attributes of the mind ; hence we seldom hear a regret uttered at the

wreck of our beautiful rural landscapes. The noblest Oaks, that the contemplative

mind would associate with majesty and strength, and with a long chain of events that

have transpired during the period of their existence, are worth just so much per foot

for ship-timber, and are remorselessly cut down ; and so our finely-wooded hills and

groups of forest trees, that now mingle with cultivated fields and green meadows,

formino- a charming landscape, \vill soon disappear, and the face of the country will

become as bare and bald as an Illinois prairie. Would this not be a sad thing ?

We have no doubt there are men who will call us foolish for offering such an argu-

ment against the clearing process, but we trust there are not many such. Few men

can be so destitute of feeling and of common patriotism, as not to prefer that his coun-

try should be beautiful as well as prosperous. Men who reside in cities, take a pride

in beautifying them, and vie with each other in erecting tasteful buildings, and making

other improvements calculated to excite atttention and admiration. Their interest, as

well as patriotism, dictates such a course ; and why not so in the countiy ? Why can

not neighborhoods of farmers cooperate in plans of improvement,— in preserving por-

tions of their woodlands,— in making good roads,— in planting avenues of trees,

—

and in such other works as are calculated to augment their own comforts, and beautify

neighborhood. Men engaged in such works as these, would experience a

satisfaction that the most successful money-seekers never know. Beside



improvements as these never fall to yield a profitable return in tlie increased value of

land. We could point out farms in many parts of the country that have actually been,

doubled in their market value by tasteful and judicious though inconsiderable expendi-

ture. Men seeking a habitation in the country, whether to engage in profitable agri-

culture or to enjoy retirement, turn their backs upon treeless districts. Indeed, without

an afliuence of trees and woods, no landscape can please or attract people to it. Down-
ixG says, in his Landscape Oardening

:

" Among all the materials at our disposal for the embellishment of country residences,

none are at once so highly ornamental, so indispensable, and so easily managed, as t^ees or

wood. We introduce them in every part of the landscape,— in the foreground as well as

in the distance, on the tops of the hills and in the depths of the valleys. They are, indeed,

like the drapery which covers a somewhat ungainly figure, and while it conceals its defects,

communicates to it new interest and expression,

"A tree, undoubtedly, is one of the most beautiful objects in nature. Au-y and delicate

in its youth, luxuriant and majestic in its prime, venerable and picturesque in its old age, it

constitutes in its various forms, sizes and developments, the greatest charm and beauty of

the earth in all countries. The most varied outline of surface, the finest combination of

picturesque materials, the stateliest country house would be comparatively tame and spir-

itless, without the inimitable accompaniment of foliage. Let those who have passed their

whole lives in a richly wooded country,— whose daily visions are deep, leafy glens, forest

clad hills, and plains luxuriantly shaded,— transport themselves for a moment to the desert,

where but a few stunted bushes raise their heads above the earth, or those wild steppes

where the eye wanders in vain for some "leafy garniture,"— where the sun strikes down
with parching heat, or the wind sweeps over with unbroken fury, and they may, perhaps,

estimate by contrast, their beauty and value."

Will our country friends read this carefully, and learn from it to appreciate their

Avoodlands, and hereafter think not of laying the axe to their roots, but rather how
they may best preserve and improve them. If they fail to do this, most likely they

will live to regret it ; and if they do not, their successors surely wll.

But there are other arguments in favor of preserving our trees and woods, beside

that of butifpng the landscape ; if there were not, we should have less hope for them

than we have.

No man who has ever lived in the coimtry, need be told what an influence is exer-

cised upon the chmate by scattered groups of forest trees. Any one who has traveled

across an open prairie in cold, blustering, winter weather, and then through a well-

wooded region, can not have failed to discover the difterence. The most disagreeable

feature, both to man and beast, in our northern climate, is cold, cutting winds ; and

where their fury is unbroken, as in treeless or prairie regions, no living thing can resist

them. The most hardy of our domestic animals will seek shelter, if within their reach,

and, like drowning men, who seize the most frail support, they may often be seen clus-

tering around a solitary tree, a fence corner, or wherever they can discover even the

appearance of shelter. Men might learn from this, if not from their own feelings, how
grateful is the shade and shelter of trees, and how important it is to preserve and culti-

vate them.

Is it not well known that the climate of all those portions of the country once well

Avooded but now in a great measure cleared, is greatly changed for the worse. In

Central New York, Peaches were grown successfully for the first twenty years or so
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after tlie sottlomont of the country ; now tliey fail entireiy. We have less snow, more

sovere coKl winds, anJ winter wheat :m<l other such crops are much more uncertain

llian fonnt'rly. Our summers, also, are marked by extremes of heat and drouth to a

far "-reater extent. Very nmch of tliis eliaiiLje is unquestionably owing to tlie absence

of the extensive forests that formerly covered a large portion of the country ; and wo

sliall feel it yet woi"se tlian now, unless the existing remnants of them be carefully

managed.

Not long ago, we saw it stated in a French journal, that the population of certain

districts had made application to the government, to aid in establishing plantations of

trees, as the cutting down of the forests had so aflected their climate as to render culti-

vation diflicult and unprofitable. Emerson, in his Trees of Massachusetts, brings for-

ward several facta bearing on this point, lie says

:

" Anotlicr use of forests is to serve as conductors of electricity between the clouds and

its great reservoir, the earth ; thus giving activity to the vital powers of plants, and leading

the clouds to discharge their contents upon the earth. A few tall trees on the sunmiit of

a hill are sufficient to produce this etTect. A charged thunder cloud, which passes unbro-

ken over a bare hill, will pour down its moisture, if its electricity is drawn oft' by these

natural conductors. The dry sterility of some parts of S[)ain, anciently very fertile, is

probably owing, in a great degree, to the improvident destruction of the forests, and the

absurd laws whicli discourage their renewal. The forests also coat the earth and keep it

warm in winter, shutting in the central heat which would otherwise more rapidly radiate

iftto space and be lost. If you go into the woods at the end of a severe winter, you may
any where easily drive down a stake without impediment from the frost; while in the open

field by their edge, you find a foot or more of earth frozen solid. Forests act not less

favorably as a protection against the excessive heat of the summer's sun, which rajjidly

evaporates tlie moisture and parches up the surface. The first Mahogany cutters in Hondu-

ras found the cold under the immense forests so great, that they were obliged, thougli within

16" of the equator, to kindle fires to keep themselves warm.* The rain, falling on the

woods of a hill-side, is retained by the deep and spongy mass formed by the roots and the

accumulated deposit of leaves, instead of rushing down, as it otherwise woidd, in torrents,

carrying with it great quantities of loose soil. Protected also from rapid evaporation, it

remains laid up as in a reservoir, trickling gradually out and forming perennial streams,

watering and fertilizing the low country through the longest summers, and moderating the

violence of drouths by mists and dews. All along the coast of New England, numerous

little streams, which were formerly fed by the forests, and often rolled a volume of water

sufficient to turn a mill in summer, are now dried up at that season, and only furnish a

drain for the melting snows of spring, or the occasional great rains of autumn.
" Forests thus ecjualize the temperature and soften the climate, protecting from the ex-

tremes of cold and heat, dryness and humidity. There is little doubt that, if the ancient

forests of Spain could be restored to its hills, its ancient fertility would return. Now there

is nothing to conduct electricity, nothing to arrest the clouds and make them pour their

treasures upon the earth, no reservoirs to lay up the winter's rain in store against the

drouths of summer.

"Forests protect a country from the violence of winds. The lively author of 'Life in

Mexico' writeSjt ' M. de Uumboldt, who examined the will of Cortes, informs us that the

* "
' Xt Oiiiana, In South America, within five degroes of the line, the inhabitants living amid immense forests, a

century ago, were obliged to alleviate the severity of Jhc cold by evening fires. Even the duration of the rainy sea

•b«tn shortened by the clearing of the country, and the warmth is so increased, that a fire now w
an annoyance.'— L're's Dictionary of ChemiaU-y, — article, Climate."

olume H., p. 52.



conqueror had left sugar plantations near Cuyoacan, in the valley of Mexico, where now,

owing, it is supposed, to the cutting down of the trees, the cold is too great for sugar cane

or any other tropical production to thrive.' And a most intelhgent gentleman in Worcester

tells me, that he attributes the greater difficulty now experienced in the cultivation of the

more delicate fruits in that town, to the fact that the encircling hills, formerly crowned

with trees, are now, to a considerable degree, laid bare. The laws of the motion of the

atmosphere are similar to those of water. A bare hill gives no protection. The wind

pours over it as water pours over a dam. But if the hill be cai)ped with trees, the windy

cascade will be broken as into spray. Its violence will be sensibly diminished. We are

not aware, on the now protected and irregular surface of New England, how important

are the screens furnished by the forests. Travelers from Illinois tell us, that on the vast

prairies in that and some of the other Western States, the wind is almost always fresh, and

often blows a gale, before which men can hardly stand. The new settlers are glad to shel-

ter their habitations under the lea of the spurs of forest which stretch like promontories

into the prairie lands. A forest near the coast in any part of New England, protects those

further inland from the chilling east winds ; and, while such winds prevail, a person passing

towards the sea, experiences a marked change of temperature upon crossing the last wood,

and especially the last wood-covered hill. One who would have his house screened from

the northerly winds, must take care to have behind it a hill crowned with trees, or at least

to have a wood stretching from the north-west to the north-east. A garden surrounded by

tall trees admits the cultivation, even in our severe climate, of plants almost tropical.

" Forests not only protect from winds, they must prevent their formation. The air rest-

ing over a broken surface cannot be rapidly heated to a uniformly high temperature, so as

to rise upwards in great masses and create a violent wind."*

Now, if forests or plantations of trees exercise such modifying influences upon

climate, should not every man who cultivates the soil, take a lively interest in pre-

serving them, and even in creating them where none or a too scanty supply exists at

present ? Next to the soil itself, the climate is the most important consideration to

agriculture and horticulture. It is the subject of continual apprehension and remark.

The dread of intense cold, excessive heat or dryness, high winds, &c., haunt the anxious

cultivator from one end of the year to the other ; and in the most favorable seasons, he

can not hope to escape without loss. Look back to the winter of 1853 and '54, and

to last summer. Who could estimate the total loss from extremes of cold and drouth

in that single season ? We trust that in these days of improvement, when everything

pertaining to the rural arts is undergoing an intelligent scrutiny, that the climatic

influence of trees will not be overlooked. We have little hope of reaching directly,

with one word of warning, a very large number of those who wield the destinies of the

" A writer in the 6th volume of the 2^. E. Farmer, gays, ' It is not merely in forests, nor as supplying firewood

and timber that trees are valuable. ' Considered agriculturally,' says an Knglisli writer, 'the advantages to be derived

from subdividing extensive tracts of country by plantations are evidently great, whether considered in the light of

alTording immediate shelter to the lands, or in that of improving the local climate.' The fact that the climate may be

thus improved, has, in very many instances, been sufficiently established. It is indeed astonishing how much better

cattle thrive in fields even but moderately sheltered, than they do in an open, exposed country. In the breeding of

cattle, a sheltered farm, or a sheltered corner in a farm, is a thing much prized ; and in instances where fields are

taken by the season for the purpose of fattening cattle, those most fchellercd, never fail to bring the highest rents.

* * Dr. Deane has observed, ' pasture lands should be well fenced in small lots, * * * and these lots should

be bordered at least, with rows of trees. It is best that trees of some kind or other should be growing scattered in

every point of a pasture, so that cattle may never have far to go in a hot hour, to obtain a comfortable shade.' "

"
' Small lots, thus sheltered, are not left bare of snow so early in the spring as larger ones lying bare ; since fences

and trees cause more of it to remain on the ground. The cold winds in March and April hurt the grass much
the ground is bare; and the winds in winter will not suffer snow to lie deep in land that is too open to the

winds and storms.'—^. E. Farmer,\l., 860."
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woods, but WO liopo tlio roarliTs of the Horticulturist will become missionaries in this

causo, and do whatever lies in their power to stay the axe.

Hereafter we shall have somethinj^ to say on the reariiiLi; of plantations in thinly-

wooded, or prairie regions.

THE TYSON AND OTIIIvR SUMMER TEARS.

In looking over the list of Suniiner I'ears now in cultivation in this country, we find

the native sorts occupying a prominent position. Contining our present view to those

]>retty well known and ranking as best, we have the Ti/son, Brandt/wine, Olt, and

Moi/amemin^^, of Pennsylvania ; the Dearboni's Seedling and Andrews, of Massachu-

setts ; and the Bloodgood and OsbcauVs Summer, of New York. Here are eiglit vari-

eties all ripening in the climate of New York between the first of August and middle

of September, beginning with the Bloodgood, and ending with the Andrews. We are

yet in want of very early American Pears competing with the Madeleine and Doijenne

d'Ete, and we would suggest to those whose attention is directed to the production of

seedling varieties, to make special efibrts to obtain such. An early native Pear as

good as the Doyenne d'Ete, and twice as large, would be a great gain. This may soon

be produced ; in view of our present success, it is by no means unreasonable to hope

for it. A cross between the Amire Joannet and Barilett might give us what we want,

and at any rate is worthy of trial. We must not rely wholly upon chance seedlings.

Of the native summer varieties named above, the Bloodgood, Tgson, Olt, and Bran-

dywine, are destined, we think, to be permanently valuable, whatever our future acqui-

sitions may be. The Dearboni's Seedling may soon be placed among the rejected

;

for although it is a handsome and good Pear, a free grower and good bearer, yet its

small size and want of high flavor, as compared with the Tgson or Brandgwinc, will

lessen its value, and as people's tastes become critical, and the best more abundant, it

will scarcely be considered worthy of general cultivation. At the late meeting of the

] 'omological Society, Samuel Walker, Esq., whose intelligence, good taste, and sound

judgment in pomological matters, entitle his opinions to great weight, named the

Rostiezer, Tgson, and Brandgwine, as the three best Summer Pears ; and we believe

that most cultivators who have had experience enough to form a correct opinion, will

not hesitate in assenting to this. Yet, if we were asked to recommend three Summer
I'ears to ripen in succession, we Avould not name these, because they are too nearly ot

one season ; we should rather name the Madeleine or the Dogenne d''Ete, the Tgson,

and the Bartlctt.

The Tyson,* which is more particularly the subject under notice now, is an acci-

dental seedling, found in a hedge row on the farm of Mr. Jonathan Tyson, of Jenkin-

town, near Philadelphia, some sixty years ago, and we believe the original tree is yet

living. It has not yet been extensively disseminated, or at least has not yet borne in

many localities. The oldest trees we know of in AVestern New York, are on the

grounds of Asa B. Smith, of Macedon. We saw these trees some eight or nine years

and they had then just commenced bearing full crops. It is rather a tardy

* See Frontispiece.
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on Pear stock ; we have trees eight or nine years old that have not yet fruited, but Ave

have had fine crops from young trees on the Quince stock. A small pyramidal tree,

only four years old, was last season covered from top to bottom with fruit. The tree

was healthy and vigorous, and the fruit of full size and highly colored, making alto-

gether the most beautiful object of the kind we have seen. We think we have seen it

stated that it comes into bearing the fourth or fifth year on Pear stock ; but this must

be a mistake, unless forced by summer pruning or some other operation calculated to

subdue its naturally vigorous and rapid growth. The habit of the tree is erect and

pyramidal. Young shoots— vigorous, dark brown, darker than the Seckel. Leaves

—

dark green, above medium size, finely serrated, and remarkably persistent. Fruit

—

medium size, two to two and a half inches long and one and a half to two inches wide,

pyramidal, tapering regularly to the stalk. Skin— dull yellow, becoming clear at full

maturity, with a dark red cheek. Stalk— nearly two inches long, rather slender, and

inserted Avithout depression. Calyx— large, open, in a shallow basin. Flesh— fine-

grained, melting, sweet, and aromatic, like the Seckel. Ripens from the middle to the

end of August ; should be picked ten days to a fortnight before maturity. Last sum-

mer our best specimens Avere gathered on the 14th of August, and eaten on the 23d.

It succeeds particularly Avell on the Quince, judging from trees of seven or eight years'

growth. This variety appears to us to be a cross between the Madeleine and the

Seckel ; it has the form of the first, Avith the color and somcAvhat of the flavor of the

latter, and the growth of the tree partakes of the characteristics of both. Possibly it
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IS a st'etUinjj from the Rousselet de Bheims, an old widely-disseminated variety, and

said to 1)6 the jwirent of the Seckel. At all events it lias secured the reputation of

heiiii,' one of the best if not the ver\' best of American Summer Pears, and we can

sjifi'lv recommend it to a jilace in every collection, large or small.

There are several new summer varieties of native origin that give promise of excel-

lence, aniong which the Sterlin/;, from "Western New York, is prominent AVe have

not seen the fruit, but the tree is a vigorous and beautiful grower, and this is not a

Irifliiig roconunoiulation. The Westcott, of lihode Island, also promises well. It ripens

in August, and in size and fonn resembles the Madehine.

Among Summer Pears of foreign origin, the Doyenne d'Ete, Beurre Giffard, and

Rostiezer are great acquisitions. Portraits and descriptions of these three will be found

in the two last volumes of the Horticulturist.

The (rijfard is decidedly the largest and finest Pear of its season, following close

upon tJie earliest varieties. Doyenne d''Ete and Madeleine. The tree is not so robust a

grower as we would desire, but this defect can very well be borne, in view of its

excellence.

The Roxtiezcr is a rampant grower, like the old Jargonelle, making long, stout,

naked, very dark shoots
;
quite at home on the Quince, and is not a tardy bearer on

tlie I'ear stock. The fruit is not large enough to suit some people, but for a nice

dessert Pear, it is as large as we would desire. Very few persons would wish to eat

an entire Pear that would weigh half a pound. Dealers who seek a profit by retail-

ing, are not very partial to large

Pears, as they buy by the measure

and sell by count. As taste be-

comes cultivated, there will be less

importance placed upon the size of

such fruits as Pears and Apples.

The Beurre Gouhault is of com-

paratively recent introduction. It

is a remarkably vigorous grower,

arid an early and abundant bearer.

Fruit—medium size to large, round-

ish. Skin—thick, green. Flesh

—

soft, juicy, melting, sweet, but not

high flavored. Both tree and fruit

so much resemble the Summer
Francreal as to show a close rela-

tionship. Ripe about the first of

September, almost the same season

as the Dartlett, and this detracts

from its value.

Manning's Elizabeth is a very

beautiful and excellent variety, bkumk ooubault.

medium size, obovate. Skin— pale yellow or straw-color in the shade, streaked and

mottled with bright red in the sun, and sprinkled with small red dots. Flesh

—

coarse, but melting, sweet, juicy, and highly perfumed. Ripe about the middl
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August. This variety has been recommended by the Pomological Society. A good

grower, and productive.

The Rousselet Stuttgart is an excellent Pear, but little known. The tree is hardy,

an erect, beautiful grower, and a prodigious bearer, succeeding equally well both on

Pear and Quince stocks. The wood is dark, like the Seckel, Tyson, and others of the

Rousselet stamp. Fruit—medium size, obovate, often pyramidal, slightly necked,

greenish-yellow in the shade, dull brownish-red in the sun, with carmine dots thickly

sprinkled over it. Flesh— half-melting, juicy, sugary, and aromatic. Ripe latter end

of August and first of September. Should be picked a week before ripe, but is often

found in very good condition on the tree.

The old English Jargonelle is almost abandoned ; for although it is a fine tree, a

great bearer, and a sprightly, refreshing Pear, it is diflBcult in our climate to get it from

the tree before it is gone at the core.

The Julienne has been underrated. It is a strong grower, very hardy and prolific,

and if picked in proper season, a good fruit. At the west and south it succeeds

remarkably well, and is very justly held in high esteem. It will not soon be struck

from the lists of good, profitable Pears.

The Summer Francreal is not best in quality, but is so productive and so good as to

be highly valuable. "When taken from the tree at the proper time, it is as juicy as a

Peach. A friend of ours regards it as the best substitute for a Peach of any Pear he

knows; and he is pretty well informed.

Duchess of Berry {Duchesse de Berry d'Ete) is a handsome an<l very

ripening in the latter end of August and first of September.



form, W\uix gonorally roundisb, with Ji

short, stout stalk. Color— bright yel-

low. It frO(]ueiitly varies from this

form, being somewhat pyramidal, with

a longer and more slender stalk, and

has occasionally a blush on the sunny

side.

The Summer Calchasse, [Ccdchasse

cVBte), ripening also latter end of Au-

gust, is likely to prove good. It is

distinct in form, resembling the Louf/

Green.

The Jalousie Fontenay Vendee ri-

pens about the same time as the Bart-

lett, and is a very excellent Pear, a

good grower, and remarkably produc-

tive, succeeding well both on Quince and Pear.

"We iniglit mention several other Summer Pears which are in American collections,

but these are the most important.

The " Revue Horticole " for November last, gives a drawing and description of a

new variety— Brlffunt— which resembles the B. Giffard^ and ripens first of August.

It has been originated by Mr. Briffant, gardener at the Sevres porcelain manufjxctorw

The varieties we have mentioned, might be classified, for convenience, as follows:

Best, axd wortiiv of general cultivation.— Madelaine, Doyenne d'Ete, B.'ood-

good, Beurre Giffard^ Rosfiezer, Tyson, Ott, Brandyivine, Manniny's Ulizabet/t, Jalousie

Fontenay Vendee, and Bartlett.

Very good, valuable for their productiveness, vigor, etc.— Dearhorn^s Seed-

liny, Moyamensi)iy, Julienne, Summer Francreal, Rousselet Sluttyart, Beurre Gun-

bault, Andrews.

Not sufficiently tested.— Westcott, Duchess of Berry, Summer Calebasse.

DUCHESSE DE BERRT D ETE.

NOTES ON THE CULTURE OF THE FOREIGN GRAPE.

BT A. MESSEE, GENEVA, N. T.

At the end of the Grape season, I feel inclined, from habit, or a better reason, to make
a few comments on the past, but not to put on airs of importance, for I have but a

small vinery, and nothing to recommend my speculations to the public but a love for

the study of veyetahle xHiysioloyy, and a habit of careful obseiTation. It is well, also, for

gardeners in difierent latitudes, and with difierent facilities for producing fruit, to "com-
pare notes." Sucli opportunities have been useful to me, and I suppose to others also.

In my house are ten or eleven fruit-bearing vines, on which about one hundred clus-

ters were alloAved to mature. A part of these vines are six years old from the bud,

and others only four years. The number of bunches was regulated by the age

strength of the vine. In 1853 some of them were over-cropped, and therefore care



was taken not to fall into the same eiTor again. If, by reason of a deficient border, or

unskillful management, or deficient sunlight, the vines have made but a slow growth

the first two or three years, there is groat danger of over-cropping.

With some, it has been a question whether it be expedient to use artificial heat, even

in a slight degree. The grower of Grapes for tlie market will consult his pecuniary

interest by pursuing one course or the other, or perhaps both by using two different

vineries— one of them to be a forcing-house ; but with the amateur, who studies the

gratification of himself and family, the case may be difterent. AVe speak of a gentle

forcing in April and May, by the cheapest mode, which is any old stove with a boiler,

to produce constant evaporation, and thus supply moisture.

The advantages of thi-s hastening of vegetation are as follows : Tou \\iri gain some

two or three weeks in time. Your Muscadines, or Chasselas, will be fit to cut early in

Aiig-ust, when no others are ripe ; the Hamhurghs \d\\ be ready early in September
;

and the White Muscats about the middle of the same month. Being ripened in hot

summer weather, they will be very sweet, having their peculiar aroma well developed

;

and this is a luxury which can not be enjoyed under other circumstances. I have seen

this favorite variety, which, on the first of October, was said to be ripe, but the flavor

was deficient, and the color green.

b>ut again, there may be another contingent advantage of a little fire heat. It some-

times happens that in the latter part of May, when the \'ines are in bloom, there will

occur two or three successive days of disagreeably cold and wet weather ; the temper-

ature will get too low, especially for the Muscats, and the impregnation will be imper-

fect. Whether it be owing to an immature state of the pollen, or to some other cause,

is immaterial, the result will be Grapes badly set. At that critical time, let the temper-

ature be raised from fifteen to twenty degrees, and all will go well.

If it be objected that loarming is expensive, and we may as well leave it all to

nature, we reply, What is the expenditure of two or three dollars for a cord of ordinary

wood, in comparison with Grapes well set, and ten days acceleration of the fruit ?

The roots, also, running into the outside border, may be stimulated by laying over

them some old sash, which can often be bought for half the customary price.

We are here led to say a few words on the operation of heat and moisture, the two

chief stimulants of vegetation.

The business of watering will be a light labor until June, as the soil is saturated

in winter, and the evaporation proceeds slowly till the middle of June ; but then, as

the days are long, and the solar heat becomes ^^owerful, there should be no lack of

moisture. No doubt many vines throughout the country, during the past summei',

sufi'ered for the want of water. .The result was, a limited growth ; but when the fi-uit

matured, it was found to be of an excellent qualitv. Very different was it the previous

year (1853). Very fine showers fell in August, and did no injury; but heavy rains

continued to fall at short intervals throughout September, and the outside border

became completely saturated and prematurely cold. The result was, the Grape juice

was too much diluted, and the flavor comparatively tame. The peculiar sugar of the

Grape was developed and concentrated last year much beyond what is usual ; so what

Ave lack in quantity is compensated for in quality. We learn from tliese facts, that

when we have too much rain, we must contrive some way to shed the water

About the first day of Julv, when the clusters should be thinned out, the shower



slio\il.l he fliininished, ami care be taken not to wet tlie (Jrapes, Their heauty will he

ijrcutlv injured hy destroyinij their hloom. I niiule such a mistake in 1«53.

The use of sulphur to prevent mildew, is supposed to be well understood and appro-

ciatod. The dan<;er wiU commonly be in the month of Auj^ust. Near the last of the

month we had, in this locality, two succesKive days of cloudy, damp, liot weather.

The ^fltsca( Alexandria were full j^rown, and be<rinnini; to change color on the sunny

side. On the opposite side there was, on some few berries, a beginning of mildew.

At oiu-e I separated them a little, and applied a little sulphur. From that day the

plague ceased; and when the Grapes were rij)e, and cut from the vine, the tarnished

spots were of a rustv appearance, and not of large size, but the Grapes were good.

Such has been my treatment ; and what of the results ? They have been, in a great

measure, satisfactory. It is indeed a delicate matter for me to speak; but I venture to say

that some specimens of Black Hamburgh^ White Muscat, and Cannon Hall, which were

shown at our town Fair, were much admired for their rich color, full maturity, and per-

fect beauty. Some berries of the Cannon Hull measured three inches in circumference.

Care should be taken, that water for the border be of a proper temperature when

applied. A fnend sent me a load of water from the lake, in the midst of the drouth,

and after stowing the greater part, some buckets were thrown upon the outside border.

The next morning I observed a few of the Muscats, then full grown, were discolored,

and beginning to shrivel. At first I was surprised ; but a little reflection indicated the

cause. The check had been too great ; for, howsoever grateful a tepid bath may be,

the cold hath is a part and form of hydropathic treatment which they repudiate.

I have just read the November number of the Horticulturist, and am highly

delighted with the account furnished by "Amateur." I hope to give, this year, some

statements of progress in Mr. King's grapery, built on the same model.

I conclude by saying, that I fully i-ipened some Catawhas last season, by protecting

them in the spring, and then, on the first of June, tying them up to a trellis in the

open air. Early in October they were again laid down under glass; and on the 25th

of the same month they were fully mature,— so said my neighbor, who last year was

treated to the same vaiiety in Mr. Buchanan's vineyard at Cincinnati. At a con-

venient time I should like to say a few words more about protecting the Catawba.

NEW FRUITS,

[In Rivkrs' ''^Supplement to Catalogue of Fruits" published last November, we find

the following commentarj' on fruits which he has recently tested. Such information is

looked for by those who are in search of novelties. We are surprised that the Beurre

Clairyeau, the finest of all new Pears, has proved rather inferior for two years. We
believe it has so far been invariably first rate in this country. It seems that our Amer-

ican Peaches are proving fine in Mr. IIiveu's "orchard-houses."

—

Ed.]

APRICOTS.

There are no very new varieties of this fruit ; but as two or three lately introduced

shown their characters this summer in a more marked manner than heretofore,

deserve a more particular description than that given in the catalogue.



St. Ambroise,—This is evidently a seedling from the Large Early
.^
and is one of the

best large early Apricots known. In size it approaches verj' nearly to the Moor Park ;

is very much compressed or flattened ; its flesh is juicy, rich, and sugary, mucli supe-

rior to the Large Earhj ; and it ripens fully a fortnight before the Moor Park, The
tree is remarkably vigorous and healthy, and it is a profuse bearer.

Kaisha.—This is also an early Apricot, not so large or so early as the preceding, but

follows closely upon it. Its flesh is high-colored, very juicy, rich, and agreeable. It

succeeds admirably as a pot-tree for the orchard-house, and bears abundantly.

Beauge.—This is a new variety of the Moor Park race, and has the valuable quality

of ripening ten or twelve days after it. Its fruit is large, juicy, and rich ; and the tree

is very hardy and productive.

Tardive cf Orleans.—This is still later than it at first appeared to be, and this season

ripened in the orchard-house more than a fortnight after the Moor Park, hanfnno- on

the tree till the middle of September, shriveling and becoming very rich.

Peach, or Peche of the French, or Gros Peche.—Although the Moor Park has for

many years been reckoned the standard of excellence in England, this is a larger and

better fruit ; in fact, it is the best of all Apricots, and is often confounded with the

Moor Park. Its leaves are larger and more round ; its buds are more prominent than

those of that variety; and one great difference exists— it will not grow when budded
on the same Plum stock as that used for the Moor Park. Its habit is most robust, and

it bears profusely either as a wall-tree, or in pots in the orchard-house.

Alberge de Montgamet is a small but useful and agreeable early Apricot either for

the wall or orchard-house.

CHERRIES.

The Belle Agathe Cherry, figured and described in the Album de Pomologie as a full-

sized, sweet, and good variety, hanging on the tree till the end of October, proves to be

no better or larger than Tardive de Mons—a small, hard, late Cherr}'. For trees of this

'^^ Belle Agathe''^ I paid a Belgian nurseryman one guinea each. Some American Cher-

ries, raised by Dr. Kirtland, of Ohio, have proved of great excellence. Of these. Gov-

ernor Wood, Rockport Bigarreau, Cleveland Bigarreau, and Ohio Beauty, are the best

CURRANTS.

La Versaillaise, La Hative, and La Fertile, three varieties comparatively new, are

well worthy of cultivation. The first is the largest Currant known— larger, even, than

the Cherry Currant : its bunches are very long. The second and third are well named,

for La Hative is as early as KnigMs Early Red, but with berries much larger, and

La Fertile is a most prodigious bearer, so that its leaves are hidden by its fruit.

Tranqxirent White proves a most excellent sort. Its fruit is more amber-colored

than any other White Currant.

PEACHES.

The orchard-house has the past season been of great assistance in developing the

qualities of Peaches which might otherwise have remained unknown for some years.

The Bourdine is one under this category, for it has been confounded with the Late

— r^^



Ki:w FiaiTS.

Adtnirahle, wlioroas it is iniicli lari^cr, ript'ii.s ji week or ten «]ays after it, an<l is a most

exci'lloiit late Peach for the orchard-lioiise.

The ^XjTierican Peaches, hitherto thouglit lightly of in this country on account of oui-

climate being too humid for tliem when cultivated on walls in the oi)en air, are of the

liighest excellence in the orchard-house. ScotCs Early Rnl^ ripening about the middle

of Au<Tust, and Oeorr/e IV, ripening the second week in Soplenibcr, were this season

juicv, vinous, and lich beyond any other varieties. The Early York was also very

good, and the Large Early York equal to Oeorge IV. These Peaches are more

piquant and racy in their flavor than the European varieties.

A new late Grosse Mignonnc Peach [Mignomie grosse tardive), gained by Monsieur

Lepere, of Montreuil, from a sporting branch of the Grosse Mignonne, is a most excel-

lent variety. It ripens a fortnight later than its parent, and is equally good.

Monstreuse de Doue, a seedling raised from Heine des Vergers, is a new French

varietv, like its parent in excellence of flavor, but very large, and more deep in color

than most Peaches. Its skin is entirely of a deep crimson.

. The Angers Large Purple is one of the largest and finest of Peaches, and ripens

about the same time as the Chancellor, or rather just after, forming a capital succus-

sional Peach.

Gregory's Peach, raised from seed in Gloucestershire, is a very hardy late Peach,

melting and veiy good. It closely succeeds the Late Admirable, and is a most abund-

ant bearer.

PEAKS.

There are more new Pears than can ever be brought into general cultivation.

Among them some will probably prove more hardy and yet equally as good as oui-

well-known varieties ; and in such instances they will be valuable.

Beurre Clairgeau.—This large and very handsome Pear was not of first rate quality

last year, which was imputed to the cool, moist season ; but this season it has also

proved of inferior quality— its flesh tender and juicy, with a slight perfume, but flat

and watery, and very inferior to that standard of perfection in autumn Pears, the

Marie Louise.

Bergainotte Dussart.—This, a medium-sized Pear, ripening in December and Jan.!-

ary, is a most delicious melting Pear, with a peculiar aroma. It is hardy, and ripens

well as a pyramid, but does not appear to grow very freely on the Quince stock.

Prevost.—This very handsome and prolific variety requires a warm soil and situation

as a pyramid. It is not melting, but becomes soft late in spring, and has a highly per-

fumed flavor. My specimens of 1853 kept till last June, but they did not ripen- so well

as usual.

Prince Albert (Van Mons).—This is a vaiiety likely to be very valuable. It is in

shape like Beurre Ranee, and usually keeps longer, often till April and May, which

that variety rarely does. Its flesh is half-melting, juicy, and rich. The tree is very

hardy, and grows well on the Quince stock, and will form a handsome, prolific pyramid.

It may be planted against walls with south-east, east, or west aspects, with advantage.

Surpusse Crassane (Van Mons).—This is the Crassane in quality and shape, which

is enough. No finer Pear has ever yet been raised than that old favorite variety, large

trees of which may often be found in the gardens of our old coimtry mansions, bearing



Pears few and far between. The habit of tliis seedling Crassane is very vigorous and

healthy. It grows well on the Quince stock, and seems inclined to bear well as a

pyramid or bush, and also well deserves a south-east or east wall.

PLUMS

Belle dc Septemhre.—This proves to be a useful variety. It is large, oval, of a bright

red color. In England it does not ripen till the middle of October, and is a very hardv,

excellent kitchen fruit.

Cloth of Gold (Esperen) proved this season of excellent quality from a southeast wall.

Shape— roundish-oval. Color— bright golden-yellow. Size— as large as the Wash-

iiv/fon, or larger, and very juicy and rich. It ripened just before Coe's Golden Dro]).

Diamond.—This large and magnificent Plum can not be too highly recommended

for preser\nng or kitchen use ; its agreeable acid is never killed ; and it is quite equal

if not superior to the W'mesour of Yorkshire, and, like that well-known variety, it is a

most disagreeable Plum to eat.

Frost Gage.—This should be called the American Damson^ as it is a Damson in

eveiy respect, and tlie best of all. Its fruit is round, or very slightly inclined to oval

;

of a deep purple ; will hang on the tree even to the end of October, and is always

brisk in its flavor, juicy, and agreeable. It bears most profusely either as a standard

or p\Tamid.

Prince Englebert.—This is a Plum from Belgium, of the same race as the Diamond.

V is of the same deep purple color, but in a tart it is more sugary. It fonns a hand-

some pyramid, and bears abundantly. It ripens about a week before the Diamond.

KASPBEEEIES.

The Black Raspberry proves to be a most distinct and useful variety, its brisk acid

serves so well to correct the cloying sweetness of jam made of the common sorts.

The Belle de Fontenay is a dwarf-growing variety, with large and deep green leaves.

Bears large fruit all the autumn, of good flavor, but requires a warm soil and exposure.

The Merveille de Quartre Saisons is, of all the autumnal Raspberries, the most

abundant bearer ; its spikes of fruit are often two feet long, and produced till the end

of October.

The Merveille de Quartre Saisons with yellow fruit is a new variety raised from the

above. It bears abundantly in the autumn, and its fruit is sweet and well flavored.

STEAWBEEEIES.

New varieties of this favorite fruit are by far too numerous, both on the Continent

and in England. With many of them, their name is the only distinguishing character-

istic. The following are French and Belgian Strawberries

:

1. Belle de Palnaii. 7. Due de Brabant, 13. Lorio.

2. Comtesee de Marne. 8. Ferdinand. 14. Marquise dc Latouv Mauboiu-g

3. Comtesse Zamoisky. 9. Honneur de la Belgique. 15. lileneUle.

4. Comte de Flandre. 10. La Reine. 16. Merveille de Flandro.

5. Cremont. 11. Leopold. 17. Reine dee Belgoa.

6. Ducliesse de Trevise. 12. Louise Marie (Lorio). 18. Triomphe de Gaad.

19. Triomphe de Liege. 20. Vicomtcsse Herioart de Thury.

—P^^^



Of tliese, altliougli their nanicB are so expressive, scarcely any are remarkable for

their qualities. They are all red and handsome, except No. 10, which is a large, white

I*^tr;iwl>orrv, apparently the s;ime as the Bicton Pine ; a variety of that very old sort

the Uliite Otroliiid.

No 6 has been called a perpetual Strawberry. It is not so; but it forces well.

No. 4 appears to be hybndised with the Alpine Strawberry, and beare a very late

crop. The fruit is too acid. This cross will probably give us, one day, some good late

varieties, as one is now advertised from Liege, under the name of Delices (TAutomne ;

aii.l another from Bordeaux, La Belle Bunlelaise, "tres grosse, gout exquis." These

sorts will probably be found too acid for our taste, but they will undoubtedly be the

•parents of some autumnal varieties, more sweet and rich, and thus prolong the season

of this channing fruit

The American Stra\vV)erries do not seem to be adapted to our climate. The best of

them, and, according to American pomologists, the best vanety they have, Hove>/s

Seedling, grows most vigorously, but is a shy bearer. Its fruit last season was better

than usual, of a bright red color, medium size, and of a brisk agreeable flavor, but not

at all rich.

Mvatt's seedlings seem to be of a peculiar breed, and, with the exception of Surprise,

which, like Prince Arthur, is very large, with no other redeeming quality, have more or

less the British Queen aroma. Three of his seedlings, given to a friend to prove, about

three years ago, are perhaps as fine as any of our new Strawberries, or finer. They

were numbered by the gentleman they were sent to, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. No. 3 is as

laro-e as the British Queen, of a unifonn bright crimson to its extreme point, and rich

and most excellent in flavor. Tliey are all remarkably hardy and great bearers.

Nimrod has proved here so like Eleanor as not to be distinguished from it, either in

size, flavor, or the habit of the plants.

The new Strawberries from Yorkshire

—

Ajax, Captain Cook, Fillhasket, and Ruhy—
are hardy, productive varieties, and give large and handsome fruit ; but, in common

with nearly all the new sorts, they lack that flavor which now ought to be reckoned

essential in every new kind of Strawberry ; I mean either the delicious aroma of the

British Queen or the piquancy of the Old Pine.

now TO CUT WILLOWS.
BY JOIIN SAUL, W.\5niNGT0N, D. C.

If the reader will turn to page 1*72 of the last year's volume, he will find an admirable

article on "Willow-Culture," by Mr. Chas. Downing, of Newburgh, N. Y., in which

the subject is so plainly discussed that the merest tyro in Willow-growing can not fail,

if its directions are carried out. I question much if a better treatise on the subject

ever appeared, though many have been more elaborate. Every Willow-grower, how-

ever experienced, should read it, and may read it a second time to advantage. On the

nature and preparf>tion of the soil, culture, (tc., nothing can be added. Follow Mr. D.'s

instructions, and success is certain. I will, however, oflTer a few remarks on the dis-

tances at which Willows should be planted, and how cut in after years, though

former is a consequence of the latter.



HOW TO CUT WILLOWS.

Willow sets, as commonly planted, would have tlie appearance of fig. 1. It will

be perceived that one eye is above the ground, and more frequently there are two. At

the end of the first summer's growth, it has the appearance of fig. 2. These, we will

suppose, are cut back, as shown at fig. 3.* It will be seen that a "snag" is left on the

old stem, which will increase at all subsequent cuttings, leaving a short stem of it, per-

haps a few inches, between them and the surface of the ground. At the end of the

second year, we have a plant like fig. 4 ; and at the end of the third year, like fig. 5.

At this and subsequent ages, many of the "stools" will be getting one-sided, from the

breaking off of "snags" by carelessness or accident; and when the stools stand close

together, many shoots will be weak and worthless. This is a veiy bad system of cut-

ting, yet in England it is the general one. A much better system is practiced by a few

Fig. 10.

good growers. "When the cutting is planted, it has the appearance of fig. 6— the top

bud level with the surface of the ground. It will be found that the shoots given the

first summer, as shown at fig. 7, will be much stronger than that shown at fig. 2. The

reason is obvious : as soon as the shoots fairly commence growing, roots are emitted at

the base of the pushing buds, which, being near the surface, greatly assist their growth,

Yv'hen these are cut back, it must be done close to the surface of the ground, as seen

at fig. 8. The next summer the stools will give a luxuriant growth of "rods," as at fig.

9, showing a great contrast to stools of the same age, as at fig. 4. Persons unac-

quainted with Willow-growing must not think this overdrawn, as I can answer for it;

* It is much bettor not to head tlictn back until the end of the second year, as it materially strengthens the

Many good growers occasionally let tlieir old plantations stand two ycirs, to give them greater vigor.

tyy^^-
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the contrast in the Willow beils will be still greater than on jtajier. Little explanation

is necessary on this point. The rols given by a stool like tig. 4 hnve to draw all their

nonrishnient throngli the stem, and will, as a conseiiueiice, be weak in contrast with

those given by a stool like fig. 9. Where the whole stool, to the very top, is in the

ijround, roots are emitted from every point, and the stools swell accordingly ; and when

growth commences in spring, slioots will be thrown up all around the stool, from the

under side oi the lieaded down branches. These shoots sjtringing out of the soil, as

soon as fairly growing, also emit roots in every direction, from the point of junction

with the previous year's wood. It will be clearly seen, under circumstances such as

these— a stool from which roots ramify in every direction, witli the young rods rooting

into the soil as well— the rods must, as a consequence, be of superior growth to the

other system. From tlie system of cutting back, the stool spreads to a considerable

distance; three feet in diameter will soon be common in a good soil and under good

culture. I have seen them much wider. The rods having more distance, and deriving

the same nourishment from the parent stool, are not only long, but uniform in size.

If out on the other system, many weak shoots will be given, for want of room, air,

nourishment, &c. This system of cutting close to the ground must be adhered to at

all subsequent cuttings. It will be plainly seen, that under this mode the stools must

be planted at a considerable distance apart,— on no account should they be closer than

three feet each way ; three and a half feet will be a still better distance ; and on favor-

able soils, with the very strongest Willows, four feet each way will not be too much.

I am happy to be able to endorse all that Mr. Downing says of the Willow imported

by Dr. Grant. It is now twelve years since I became acquainted with that variety

and so superior to all other varieties of Osier was it found, that ten years since, a Wil

low plantation under my charge, planted with inferior varieties, I had cleared, prepared,

and planted exclusively with that The principal points of its excellence consist in its

very vigorous growth, annually giving rods of great length and uniform thickness ; but

the great quality of all, is its extreme toughness. Nurserymen in Europe use Willows

largely for sewing their bundles of trees. This variety, from its length, slightness (in

proportion to length), the facility with which it can be twisted, bent, sewed, or drawn,

like a piece of twine, without cracking in the least, recommends it before any variety I

have ever seen. I need not remark that basket-makers like this quality quite as well

as nurseiyraen. This is an old variety, though not generally grown in England. In one

or two places in Gloucestei-shire it is admirably grown, to the exclusion of all others.

I can not help regretting that this variety should have been given a new name on its

introduction here. It has no particular name where grown, but I conceive it would be

better to designate it the Gloucestershire Willow, or the Tockington, from the village

near which it is extensively grown. New names have had their bad effects on fruits in-

troduced into this country, and it will lead to as much confusion if applied to Willows.

[We are greatly obliged to Mr. Saul for his excellent hints on the treatment of

Willows. People who suppose that any sort of cutting will do "well enough," will

find themselves as much mistaken as those who consider any sort of pruning good

enough for fruit trees. Willow-culture is said to offer ami)le remuneration in a suitable

soil, and not a few are at this time engaging in it. The cutting is a point of much
portance, and we trust what is here said concerning it, will command attention.

—



COLOR IX NATURE AND ART*

Is point of richness and gorgeousness of color, flowers are unrivalled. If we may be

allowed the simile, the ethereal phenomenon of color in them gains as much by a

union with earthly substance, as the spiritual nature of man is rendered more rich and

beautiful by the action of the sensuous emotions. But if we would see color in its

native purity and brilliance, even flowers must be put aside as too gross and earthy in

their structure. We must turn to gems, and fire, and light itself. Throw a few grains

of chemical stuff into a bright-burning fire, and see how the flame shoots aloft in a

wavy pyramid of purest emerald,— or change the substance, and lo ! undulating S2:)ires

of loveliest ruby or amethyst,— burning with so celestial a brilliance and transparency

as if freed from every tinge of earthy matter, and re-shining with the splendor of its

native skies. Or take the living light itself, and refract it through prisms of ciystal,

and see how the dissevered tremors of the ray reapper on the screen in a band of

many-hued light— red, blue, orange, green, yellow, and violet, blending into each

other by most delicate gradations, and all glowing with a richness which no mortal

pencil can copy. Substitute for this crystal prism, one of diamond,— suppose the

Koh-i-noor, that "mountain of light," used as a refractor of the sunbeams— as a

breaker-up of the symmetry of the solar ray,— and then imagine how brilliant would

be the spectral colors thus produced. The lustre of the diamond, the topaz, the ruby,

the emerald, the amethyst, is well known ; but how comes that lustre which so distin-

guishes them from other substances ? It is because they, of all earthly substances, are

the most ethereal in their structure, and hence vibrate and sparkle most readily in

unison with the solar rays. Take a diamond out of the sunlight into a dark room, and

you will see it still lustrous for a few moments, because its particles are still vibrating.

All substances— air, water, wood, and rock— consist of identically the same atoms,

only variously arranged, each possessing different qualities according to the closeness

and form in which the particles of their molecules arrange themselves. Thus, carbon,f

when in its amorphous state, is charcoal ; when crystalised in prisms, it becomes black

and opaque graphite ; and when crystalised in octohedrons, it is etherealised into the

limpid and transparent diamond. Gems, in truth, are of all earthly substances the

most similar in atomic structure to the ether— to that pure and subtle fluid pervading

all space, which gives birth to the lightning, and whose vibrations are heat and light.

They are formed in the veins of the rock by the slow and continuous action of electric

currents, which, in the lapse of ages, gradually alter the arrangement of the ultimate

atoms of the rock, crystalizing them in forms congenial to their own ethereal structure.

Science can imitate in some degree this rarest and most beautiful of nature's processes.

"There is strong presumptive evidence," says Mrs. Somerville, "of the influence of the

• From Blacl-irof^d''s Magazine.

t We do not think that the truth of the Atomic Theory admits of argument. It is irrefragably demonstrated Ijy

the pure light of reason, and it has now been all but demonstrated according to the Baconian system of experi-

ment Already some of our most positive and practical inquirers confess themselves within an ace of acce])ting Uie

doctrine. Professor Faraday says: "The philosopher ends by asking himself these questi 'iis,— in what does

chemical identity consist?— whether the so-called chemical elements may not be, after all, mere allotropic condi-

tions of purer universal essence?— whether, to renew the speculations of the alchemist, metals may be > : ly so many
mutati ns of each other, l>y the power of science naturally convertible ? There was a time when this fuiidamcntul

doctrine of the alchemists was oppose I lo known (fancied ?) analogies ; it is now no longer opposed to them, but only

8 m stages beyoud their present development."

—

Lectures, p. 105-6.



electric an.l innfjiu'tic currents on tlio formation und <Urection of tho mountain masses

and niinoral vfins; but their slow pei-severini; action on the ultimate atoms of matter

lias heen placed beyond a doubt by the formation of rubies and other gems, as well as

other mineral substances, by vtdtaic electricity." AVliat tlowers are to the ve^^etable

Avorld, gems are to the mineral, lioth of them are embodiments of the beautiful ; but

the latter are of a piuvr substance, and, if slower of growth, only the more imperishable.

A science of color must bo based upon a correct theory of light. We believe the

foundations of such a theory already exist. The carefully-conducted though much con-

tested experiments of Von Reichexbacii tend to show that all polarised bodies— such

as magnets, crystals, and the like— give off a subtle liglit of their own, which becomes

visible in a dark room to persons of a sensitive nervous organisation. We certainly

know that the earth radiates a light of its own, as exhibited in the beautiful corusca-

tions of the aurora-borealis and the zodiacal light;— the explanation of this phenom-

enon being, that our planet is a large magnet, through which, as in all polarised bodies,

there is a constant passage to and fro of electrical currents, which ray off in light from

tlie poles. It will ere long be discovered that every planet is luminous, although its

light maybe overpowered by that of some larger orb— even as a taper's light is unno-

ticed in the full blaze of the sunlight ;* and one of the most fundamental canons in

optics will be, that every body radiates more or less of light when its particles are in a

state of electrical vibration. The sun and its planets being in opposite states of polar-

ity, a constant magnetic efflux is flowing from each to the other,— this efflux occasions

a thrill, or vibrating motion, in the ether which fills the interstellar spaces,— and the

result of this nbratory motion on the eye is light
;
just as a spark, or continuous stream

of light, is the concomitant of a similar flux from an electric machine.

Under the full blaze of the sunlight, the earth throbs as with a million pulses

Those substances which are most ethereal in their atomic structure, such as glass and

crystals, vibrate most readily and most powerfully ; but all things, even the most

amoiphous in structure, join more or less in the electrical pulsation— transmitting,

reflecting, and modifying into colors, the limpid light which streams from the sunny

skies.f When the sun sets, tins vibratory motion of the earth's surface to a great

degree ceases, is feebly kept up by the cold radiance of the moon, or fades into almost

quiescence beneath the tremulous light of the stars. Put out the stars, and all seems

absolute darkness. But is it so ? We trow not. Draw the thickest curtain of cloud

over the sky,— let neither moon nor star, nor feeblest glimmer of the violet-colored

skies of night break the darkness ; and yet, while men grope and stumble, and call to

their aid the appliances of luciferous art, myriads of the lower creation— birds of the

air, fish of the sea, and prowling and creeping things without number, ply their life as

easily as if with them it were not night blit day. What does this show, but that liglit

and darkness are but relative terms,— that what is night for man, is day for other

The great Herschel expressly admits the correctness of this important and self-obvious, though littlc-thoiighl-of

truth, -when speaking of the systems of Double Stars, and of the revolution of sun round sun, he 8.iys—"Each accom-

panied with its train of planets and their satellites, closely shrouded from our view by the splendor of their respec-

tive suns."

—

Otit/ineg of Astronomy, Chap. xvi. §S47.

tThis vibriitory action is indispensable in the processor vegetation; and. in regard to the prodigious effect of this

vibratory influence of the solar rays, Prof. Gkf.gory says: " It has been calculated that the mechanical force exerted by

upon tlie amount of wood growing on one square foot of surface, in the course of a year, correspond

be r<-quired to raise a weight of 4SC,00(l pounds to the height of one foot ; and this is only 1-11 th of the whole effect

sun'sTays, of which only l-6th reaches the plant, and half of that is \osi."—Handbook of Organic Chem



creatures ; and that even in niglit-time the surface of the earth is vibrating, far too

feebly, indeed, to excite vision in man, but sufficient for a vastly wide range of animal

life, to whom eyes have been given extremely susceptible to the ethereal vibrations.

The great Creator has furnished each class of his creatures with visual organs fitted

for their peculiar sphere of action ;
and man, made for the day and the sunshine, has

eves whose rano-e of discernment is limited to the diurnal phenomena. His organ of

sight is adapted for a certain degree of light, more or less than which tends equally to

blindness. He is not more baffled by the shadows of night than by a superabundance

of the illuminating rays. Light itself may become darkness. The eagle gazes undaz-

zled on the orb of day ; but to us, the sun in its noontide splendor is an invisible spot

in the sky ; and " dark from excessive bright," is a phrase not more poetic than true.

Since, then, our range of vision is thus limited, let us beware of dogmatising as if light

were a word of absolute instead of relative significance ; and although we may not be

able to see what Reichenbach's sensitives saw, still less to walk by the feeble rays

which suffice for the lower creation, let us confess that the auroral and zodiacal lights,

as well as all sound reasoning, show that Earth has a light of her own, by which it is

as seemly that some orders of creatures should walk, as we, children of light and of

the day, by the nobler radiance of the sun.

It is known to men of science that every part of nature, even the hardest and most

solid, is in a state of molecular motion, so subtle, as in most cases to defy occular

scrutiny, yet indubitably revealing itself in its eftects.'* It is only when tho^e vibra-

tions grow strong and frequent that they become perceptible to our senses ; and then

they do so in the fonn of those ether-born twins, heat and light. Let us examine the

spectrum, and see how this vibratory motion exhibits itself in the production of color.

To the ordinary eye, the spectrum, produced by refracting or breaking up the symmetry

of the solar beam, is merely a series of hues, beginning with red, brightening into

yellow, and then fading away through violet into darkness. But if you examine it

scientifically, you will find that those bright hues are produced by a series of tremors

or vibrations of the broken ethereal ray ; the strongest and slowest of which vibratoiy

rays are least refracted, and form the red, and the feeblest and most rapid are most

refracted and form the violet. But the whole of the broken rays are not represented

by the colors which meet the eye in the spectrum ; for at either extremity, where the

red and violet fade out of sight, a succession of rays spread out, invisible to our eyes,

but which might be to some extent discernable had we the night-eyes of some of the

lower animals. The invisible rays at the red end are the strongest and rarest in the

spectrum, only showing themselves by giving out heat, and an electricity which is

positive; those at the violet end are the feeblest and densest,— only showing them-

selves by their chemical or actinic properties, and by an electricity which is negative.

Thus the spectrum exhibits a complex phenomenon. Firstly, we have a series of rays

steadily increasing in rapidity and weakening in force of vibration, from one end to the

"Nothing can be more certain," says Mrs. Somkrville, "than that the minute particles of matter are constantly

in motioQ, from the action of heat, mutual attraction and electricity. Pri.smatic crystals of salts of zinc are changed
in a tew seconds into crystals of a totally Uifferent form by the heat of Uie sun ;— casts of shells are found in rocks,

from which the animal matter has been removed, and its place suiiplied by mineral :— and the excavations made in

rocks diminish sensibly in size, in a short time, if Uie rock be soft, and in a longer time when it is hard : cireum-

stnncca which shew an intestine motion of the particles, not only in their relative positions, but in space, which there

is every reason to believe is owing to electricity,— a power which, if not tjie sole agent, must at least have co-oper-

ated cssentiall/ in the formation and flUing of mineral veins."

—

Physical Geography, I, Chapt. xv. p. 288-9.



OOLOU IN NATUKE AND ART.

Other: (similar in tliis respect to tlio atmos])lionc vibnitions which produce sounds

which enu'rjjiiig from silence .is the spectral colors emerge from darkness, run through

the scale of the musician, getting quicker and feebler in their vibrations, until they

again become inaudible,— the ear liearing sounds as the eye sees colors, only so long

as the vibrations continue within a certain range of velocity and force, \«Tiic,h varies

somewhat in difierent individuals and animals,— the savage Indian, for instance, hearing

pounds and seeing objects where we can see or hear nothing ; and dogs and the lower

creation exhibiting the same powers to a still greater extent).* ]5ut superimposed upon

this steadily ascending gamut of vibrations, we have another jdienomenon, namely, that

one-half of the rays of the spectrum are electrically positive, and give out heat, and that

the other half are negative, and produce chemical action
; f and that in the center, those

opposite influences neutralise each other. Tlie varjnng plienomena of color, then, are not

owing to a mere ditfcrence in the vibratoiy speed of the rays of tlie spectrum, but also

to the electric difterence of these rays, which, positive at the red end, and negative at

the blue, flash up into yellow or white light in the center where they meet.

In considenng, then, the impression made on our eye by the colors of the spectrum,

there are two points to be considered. In regard to illuminating power, the strongest

point of the spectrum is the yellow,— in point of vibratory power, it is the red ; and

the color which makes the strongest impression on our visual sense is the red-orange,

or scarlet, which, lying between the red and yellow, combines in fullest force the illu-

minating and vibrating powers. Hence it would appear that color is a vibratory phe-

nomenon of the ethereal rays,— intermediate between heat on the one hand, and

actinism on the other, and attended by an overlapping of the electro-positive and

electro-negative rays, of which heat and actinism are the representatives. But whether

heat and actinism are not themselves the necessary products of a certain rate of vibra-

tion in the ether, and so the whole phenomenon of color be practically reducible to

one of ratio of vibration, we do not profess to say. Men will get at the root of all

those things by-and-by. Meanwhile, it is instructive to observe, from the paper upon

radiant heat, lately read before the British Association, by Professor Powell, that heat

rays, or rays emanating from a hot body, when refracted, present identically the same

phenomenon as those of light, namely : that the rays of the heat-spectrum which

vibrate most slowly have a heating but not an illuminating power; those of greater

velocity, a luminiferous property also ; and those of the greatest velocity, little heating

or luminiferous, but higher chemical power. The reflected rays from the moon form

a curious illustration of these and our preceding statements,— the strong electro-posi-

tive heat-rays of the solar beam being absorbed by the lunar orb, while the feebler

and more rapidly-vibrating rays are reflected to our planet, and bring us a certain

amount of illumination combined with a strong chemical influence ; which Jatter

shows itself, inter alia, (especially in tropical countries), by the well-established fact of

the rapid decomposition of butcher-meat, &c., when exposed to the lunar beams.

* There is a Bosjesman tribe in South Africa, who exhibit in a remarkable manner the phenomenon call NycUilo-

phin,— sleeping and resting during the day, when their eyes, either from natural or acquired orgunizallon, cannot

bear the light ot the sun, and carrying on their main pursuits during the nighU

t It is this difTerenec in the chemical action of the various rays which produce color that constitutes the greatest

stumbling block in the way of photography,— the colors at the blue end of the spectrum making an undue iniprcs-

the chemical surface compared with the others. This difficulty is being obviated, but much as photography

achieved, we believe the art is still in its infancy.



LIFE m THE COUNTRY.

Us fife in iU €nx\\ix^:

OR, CHRONICLES OF OAKLAND HOME.

BY FRANK HAZLETON.

CHAPTER I.

DETERMINES TO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY.

Our large cities are enlarging their borders and daily becoming more crowded by

the industrious and earnest pursuers of wealth
;
yet there are few in this eager crowd

who are not looking forward to the happy time when the accumulations of skill and

toil shall enable them to possess a home in the country, where they can enjoy their

well earned treasures. The merchant, confined to his counting-room, his mind ab-

sorbed and wearied by business cares, longs ardently for the time when he can leave

stocks and markets, to other and younger heads and hands, and breathe once more

the pure air of the country, and drink again at the bubbling brook, as in earlier and

happier days. This thought lightens his toils by day, and fm'nishes pleasant dreams

by night. Even now, in imagination, he walks the green fields, climbs the hill-side,

and reposes in shadowy groves, where gentle zephyrs cool his heated brow.

"Mid the crowds I need must linger,

Aye, and labor day by day;

But I send my thoughts to wander,

And my fancies far away.******
Little wot you, looking upward

At the smoke wreaths low'ring there,

That my vision is not bounded

By this dull and murky air

;

That those thick, close streets and alleys

At my bidding vanish quite.

And the meadows ope before me,

And the green hills crowned with light."

Many, impatient of delay, are possessing themselves of suburban residences, near

enough to the city to allow them to attend in a measure to daily business. Here they

can enjoy most of the pleasures of country life. Many more are compelled "'mid

the crowds" to "labor day by day" with little prospect of release; yet the imagin-

ation is free— hope is still in the ascendant;— there is an earnest waiting for the

" good time coming."

All who are thus eagerly longing to enjoy the pleasures and endure the toils of a

country life have not a very perfect idea of the former, and of the latter their notions

are not more clear. Few who desire a country residence are prepared to enjoy a

COUNTRY HOME. If the relation of my experience in adapting myself to such

home, and in forming a place to meet somewhat my wants and wishes, shall



LU'K IN THE COUNTUY.

service to tlie great army who have their faces set country-ward, my Iiopes will bo

realizt'.l.

It was on one of those very warm days common in Auj^ust tliat I determined to

oomnicnco life in the country. 1 was walking leisurely from my oflice, in the business

part of one of our commercial cities, to my home in the upper part of the town. The
stages rolled by, and as the drivers cast inviting glances toward me, I mentally dis-

cussed the advantages to be gained by the outlay of a six-pence in this way, and

soon rejected the idea of packing myself into a crowded omnibus, as suffocation under

such circumstances, on such an afternoon, seemed almost certain: so choosing the

coolest side of the street, I summoned my flagging energies for the walk before me,

comforting myself with the tliought that of the two evils I was choosing the least. I

fear my statement that it was a very wann day will give my readere who are so happy

as to live in the country, surrounded by cool groves and nppling streams, and where

the pure air sweeps unobstructed, but a faint idea of the state of the weather, or the

amount of sulTering necessary to drive me to the resolution to leave the city. For two

weeks, each succeeding day had surpassed its predecessor, and the tliermometer con-

tinued to rise, and the energies of the people to fall, until "every thing that had life"

languished. The usual health salutation was forgotten, and as friend met friend, " bow
hot 1"' was to be heard on every side. Man and beast sutiered alike. The horse fell

down before his load, to rise no more ; the driver fell from his seat ; and the laborer

expired in the midst of bis labors.

I had taken my family to the country a week previous, for a little relaxation, and

although my children were blessed with tolerable good health, I became seriously

alarmed when I contrasted their delicate complexions,— the white skin so transparent,

the blue veins so visible,— with the rugged, vigorous appearance of their countiy

cousins, whose every look and action spoke of ov^erflowing liealtb and happiness.

After becoming familiar with the healthy faces of my friends, I did not feel very well

satisfied on viewing my own countenance in the mirror, although in my more youthful

days I had derived some satisfaction from this source.

On the previous day I had returned to the city, and enjoyed by the way, for the first

time in many years a moon-light nde in the country. The cool breezes, the beautiful

prospects, the illuminated sea of glass, as sud<lenly an opening through the trees, or a

turn in the road gave a view of the river—all this may be felt but can not be described.

Now, the streets seemed narrower and dirtier— the houses higher and more compact

— the air more impure and suffocating— the heat less endurable than before my visit

to the country. The bill of mortality for the last week seemed more terrible than

ever. The city seemed to me to be fast becoming the great slaughter-l)ouse for chil-

dren. Women, " weeping for their children, and would not be comforted because they

were not."

My mind was busy with such reflections, and before I readied my home, I had

resolved to seek a home among the green fields. I would no longer sacrifice health

and comfort in the pursuit of wealth. "I am not rich," I said half-aloud, "but I have

something, and with care, enough to make me a comfortable, tasteful home in the

countrv."



OAKLAND HOME, AS I FIRST SAW IT.

CHAPTER II.

PURCHASES A "PLACE.'

The matter settled, I began to prepare myself for my new occupation, by purchas-

ing such books and papers as would be likely to render assistance. I soon added to

my library Doionin(j''s Landscape Gardening, and other works by the same author

;

Barry's Fruit Garden, the Horticulturist, and other books and journals, and com-

menced their study in good earnest, supposing that I could fit myself in " a few short,

easy lessons," to accomplish wonders in the country.

It may be as well for mo to remark at once that I knew nothing of ftirming. After

leaving school I had taken a clerkship in the village store, and after learning all the

arts and mysteries of country " store" keeping, I removed to the city from which I

had now resolved to take my exodus. My wife was much better fitted for our new

vocation, as she was one of our customers at the old country store— a daughter of a

farmer in the neighborhood; and although I can not say as much for others, we cer-

tainly had one customer who made some veiy desirable bargains— as I had good

reason to know, and my employer didn't.

The announcement of my determination caused no small joy in my family, as I had

every reason to believe it would. The children began to anticipate a feast of good

things. Pure milk and bread, and new butter; fresh Strawberries and cream— real

cream; and honey gathered "from every opening flower," was to be free as water

farm, like the promised land, was to " flow with milk and honey." Littl



Iciskf'ts that h:v\ hud for yoars anioiior noi^Icclcd toys, afjain saw the li^^bt. These

were to he filled with Strawberries arul IMackberries, Tlie boys were makiiig whips;

the horses and cow were named, and the ownership satisfactorily divided among the

yoiiiiLj and zealous members of the family.

My lii-st business, of course, was to select and purchase a " place," and I carefully

examined tlie advertisements in the daily papers, particularly the columns headed
'' For Sale,^'' and made several journeys to examine some " Mare Chances,^'' and

a number of " The most desirable bargains in Real Estate ever offered^ At last, after

becoming somewhat wearied in the search, I found a small farm, the owner of which

was anxious to go West to buy a larger one, and made a purchase.

The extent of the domain was about thirty acres. The land was said by the

neighboi-s whom I consulted, to be " pretty good, but rather hard runP At this time

I had but little idea of the meaning of these simple words, "rather hard run." The

land I ])urchased had formerly been part of a large farm, owned by a person in a

distant city, and had been "rented out" as long as "the oldest inhabitant" could

remember. A few years since, the thirty acres constituting ray purchase was sold to

my predecessor. The land was beautifully level, and almost entirely free from trees

and stumps. On one part of the farm was a little uneven land— a pretty ravine,

—

and here a few trees had been allowed to remain. This spot had been selected by the

former occupant as the site for his house, more, I imagine, for the convenience of pro-

curing logs for its erection, than from any appreciation of the natural beauty of the

place. He exhibited but little love of the beautiful in destroying so many fine trees

to make so poor a house.



The Nkw Fuchsias of 185-1.—Birmingham has hitherto been justly celebrated for the intro-

duction of new Fuchsias of first-rate quality, but I regret that this season there has been a sad

departure from so wholesome a rule, and that their three new ones, Duke of Wellington,

Trentham, and Fanny Webb, do not merit a position side by side with the Queen oj Hanover,

Telegraph, Vanguard, and other new ones. The public was led to expect a Fuchsia of first cla-s

excellence in the Duke of Wellingfon, but with me as well as with others where I have seen it,

it is coarse and deficient in color— the sepals are dull in color but well reflexed, tube rough and

fluted, and corolla not deep enough in color, even in the young state; it is however a free

bloomer and of good habit. I cannot class this as by any means a first-rate Fuchsia. Trentham

is a coarse monstrosity, tube and sepals dull scarlet, coarse, and does not reflex. Corolla pale

blue purple, with scarlet vein, extending from the base of each division of the corolla, which in

almost every flower is a malformation. The plant is long jointed and of bad habit. Fanny
Webb has a pinkish white tube and sepals, with a green tip and rose colored corolla, flower

small and not attractive. I shall not grow either of these three varieties again, as the two lat-

ter are really worthless ; and the Duke, although so free a bloomer, is so deficient in color and

quality that I shall reject it. Clio is a large, bold, free-flowering variety, in the way of Eng-

land's Glory, with each flower large and well proportioned, and reflexing, although not so

gracefully as some other varieties. It has waxy light tube and sepals, with a bright scarlet

corolla, and being a dense bloomer, of good habit, with large flowers, it will please all. The
gem of the season, however, is Queen of Hanover, which in my opinion has every good point a

Fuchsia should possess. The tube is well formed, pure white, with gracefully reflexed sepals

of the same color— the corolla is bright scarlet, close and well formed. In habit it resembles

Pearl of England, and is a very free bloomer. StandisKs Perfection has a large light waxy tube

with pale pink corolla, the sepals having too much pink color in them, and do not reflex well.

It is a very free blooming variety, but does not please me, and I think will disappoint many.

Elrgans is a gem, having a profusion of flower, with but moderate foliage, and is of excellent

habit. The flower is of medium size, tube and sepals glossy scarlet, the latter reflexing most

gracefully to the top of the tube, corolla exceedingly well closed and of a dense piu-ple color.

This is a great improvement on King Charming. Monarch has n.ot bloomed yet, so that I cannot

remark on it. Vanguard is a short-jointed variety, of excellent habit, tube short, of a glossy

scarlet color, sepals broad and of the same color, and reflexing, although not gracefullj-; corolla

rich purple, well closed, but a little stained with scarlet close to the sepals; notwithstanding, it

is a first class variety. Autocrat is well named, as it is a bold assuming variety with exceed-

ingly large flowers, which, however, are more striking than handsome. The tube is of medium
length, thin, and very smooth— sepals long, stout, smooth on the outer side and rough inside,

reflexing almost perpendicularly to the foot-stalk; corolla in the young state dense purple,

changing as it ages to a deep chocolate color. This is a very distinct and striking variety.

Telegraph is a very good flower, scarlet tube and sepals, the latter a little too close upon the

dark well formed corolla. This variety reflexes well and is of very good habit. Charmer is a

well reflected light variety, with a white tube, and sepals of the same clear color, rosj'-purjjle

corolla, a very fiee bloomer, and of good habit, and very dissimilar to existing varieties. Mag-

nifca has a well formed tube, with gracefully reflexed sepals, both of a bright scarlet color, and

rich blue purple; well formed corolla, a very free blooming and distinct variety, of excellent

habit. There is in the corolla of Omega a beautiful bright slate blue color that I have



obiierveJ in any other variety ; tho tube and eepal.s well formed, glossy scarlet, and well formed
corolla, a very pleasing rellexed variety. Othrllo is a sinuU flowered variety, short tube and
sepals, bright glo:<sy scarlet, and of good substance, reflexing moderately— email purjde corolla,

changing to rosy purple as it ages; short vigorous growth and a very free bloomer, and will

make a capital bedding variety. Mint Haidrry has a largo stout tube, the sepals stained with
]>ink and mo lerately rotloxed, well formed liglit scarlet corolla, very free, and a good second-rate

llower. Jfacbeth is a free growing variety, in the way of Glonj, with intense scarlet tube and
well reflexed sepals of tho same color, deep blue corolla stained with scarlet. Of last year's

varieties. Glory is one of the best dark kinds, reflexing well. Lady Franklin, waxy white tube
and sepals, reflexing moderately, rosy-violet well formed corolla, a large, distinct, and handsome
variety. Lady Montague is a large reflexed flower with pinkish white tube and sepals and rosy-

purple corolla, which is rather coarse, still it is distinct and efi"ective in collections. King
Ok inning reflexes most gracefully, tube and sepals scarlet, blue purple corolla, and is a veiy
pretty variety. Dr. Lindlcy is good— bright scarlet tube, and sepals stout and smooth— thick,

well formed, close blue purple corolla. Duchess of Lancaster is a great favorite, as it is an excel-

lent bloomer and very distinct, flower large, wa.xy clear white tube and sepals, well reflexed,

corolla soft rose color but badly formed. It is, however, a very striking variety and should be
in every collection. England's Glory is also a bold, striking, light variety. I am aware that

the varieties I have described will not answer the descriptions in some places, but when the

plants are well cultivated they will be found correct. Observer.

[Our own experience fully confirms the facts expressed above. Perhaps we should have more
strongly condemned one or two of the new varieties. In the list of old kinds, Bonks' Perfection

deserves a place as a good free-flowering dark variety, and is particularly fine in a large plant,

as must have been observed by those who saw Bray's plant at the Eegent's Tark.—Editor.]

—

Florid, London.

Ro5ES OF 1851.— Never since Roses have been cultivated in England to any extent has such a

fatal season as the past been experienced bj^ the growers. The severe frost in winter killed

nearly all the buds of the Tea-scented and other delicate Roses, and numbers of the plants. The
dry weather in March and April destroyed from half to two-thirds of the stocks planted in

December; and the frost on the 25th of April so injured the young and tender shoots, which
were soon after smothered with aphides, that scarcely any Roses bloomed at their usual season
in June and July. It was not till August that the Hybrid Perpetuals showed themselves in

character, and after that they flowered satisfactorily. As usual with a favored class of Roses
like the above, we are inundated with so-called novelties from France, plenty of variety in

names, lacking, however, difference in character ; but there are some few really good and dis-

tinct, and quite worthy of a few words of praise, and so I will endeavor to describe them.

Hybrid Perpetuals are the Roses of the day; they seem destined to supply all out-door wants at

least, and one is never tired of their varied beauties. There were forty or more Roses of this

class alone, with new names introduced last winter and spring, most of them of the same unva-
rying tints of "rose," "pale rose," and so on; many of them really good, but not difi'erirg

enough from well established varieties to make them acceptable to the amateur. There arc,

however, few and a very few, distinct, good, and acceptable to all lovers of Roses; and who is

not? Holding a first rank among the few is Jules Margottin, which is quite worthy of its des-

criptive English name. Perpetual Brcnnue; its very vigorous habit, and large finely-shaped light

vivid crimson flowers, remind us much of that very fine old Hybrid China Rose, Brenims. For
growing on its own roots, and pegging down, for a pillar Rose, and as a standard, it is equally
Well adapted, and will soon be in every Rose garden. Sir John Franklin and Oloirc de la

Franco are of tho race of the Giant des Batailles, and two fine robust growing Roses; the
former b: ight red, the latter more approaching to deep crimson ; they are two fine varieties.

General Jaqueminot is, like the above, one of our new Roses, and most striking, from the size of
j,

its flowers, which are of rich sh^ided crimson. It has, however, two faults— its flowers

sufliciently double, and its habit of growth is rather slender and delicate. "We now



Roses perfect in all points; large and double flowers, opening freely, fine healthy foliage, and a

vigorous hardy habit. Duchess of Norfolk will probably form a nice pillar Rose. Kow we
come to a host of new names applied to Roses, with shades of rose color and pink, such as

A/pJionse de Lamartine, Coloriel de Rowjemont, Madame Damage (both varieties of the race of

Baronuc Frevost), Ceres, Glorie de Parthenay, La Ville de St. Denis, Lady Milsom, Madame Hec-

tor Jacquin, a large and vigorous growing Rose. Madame Harriet Stowe, Aline Gilbon, Made-
moiselle Qicetel, Marie do Bourses, Scphora, Triomplie en BeaiUe, James Veitcli, Leon Flee, and sev-

eral others, all pretty enough— for what Rose is not? — but with very little distinction in their

characters. Gcrvaise Rouillard is a cheat ; it is the old Hybrid China, General Lamoricere.

i^otne few of the Roses among the Hybrid Perpetv.als introduced, in 1858, have bloomed this sea-

son in great perfection, and have proved themselves worthy of a place in every Rose garden.

Such are Prince Leon Hotschoubey, or simply Prince Leon, which is a shorter and better name
and Paul Dupuy, two charming Roses. Alexandrina Bachmeteff, with its brilliant carmine

flowers, is also a great acquisition, as is another Rose, with a tiresome Russian name Prince Chi-

petauzikoff, with brilliant deep flowers; Adame Paul is too doable and large to open well in our

climate. Souvenir de Leveson Gower is a magnificent crimson and first-rate Rose, and Tri&mphe

de Paris, very dark crimson, has also bloomed beautifully. Lady Stuart, of the same color, is

not equal to Madame Rivers. Victoria has not opened well, and seems tender, as it suffered

much by the winter. Archimede, Volta, and Ferdinand Deppe, are good rose-colored and pink

Roses, but not distinct enough. Among Bourbon Roses we have but one this season really

worthy of attention, viz., La Qxdntinie ; this is most superb, its deep crimson flowers are of the

most perfect shape ; but it has one fault, it is delicate in its habit, and requires the highest cul-

vation. Francois Henrica, also a new Rose of this class, is too much like Prince Albert and Surpasse

Cornice de Seine et Marnc. In Tea-scented Roses, we have one really fine and distinct, viz.,

Gloire de Dijon; in its foliage, habit, and shape, and size of its flowers, it is almost an exact

resemblance of the Bourbon Rose, Souvenir de la Malmaison, and, like that fine Rose, it requires

di'y warm weather to open its flowers in perfection. Its perfume is Tea-like and powerful, and
in color it is quite unique, being tinted with fawn, salmon and rose, and difficult to describe.

Auguate Vaclter is also a new Tea Rose, perhaps too much like Noisette Ophirie in color and
habit to be highly esteemed. It is long since we have had any new and good Koisette Roses;

but this season a new variety called Augusta has been sent from America, which has bloomed
in great perfection ; it is of the race of Solfaterre, and resembles it closelj' in habit ; its flower."*

are, however, more double and globular, remarkably elegant in shape, and in the center of its

flower it is a little deeper in color. Another new ^Noisette Rose is Marie Charge, of the Ophirie

class ; its flowers are larger, more brilliant in color than that well-known Rose, and its habit

seems very vigorous and hardy.

—

T. Rivers, in Gardeners' Chronicle,

M'Glashan's Transplantiijo Apparatus.—We read in the Moniteur as follows:—Some new
experiments with a machine for transplanting trees, invented by Mr. Stewart M'Glashan, took

place at St. Cloud, by the de-ire of his Majesty the Emperor, who wished the first trial to be
made in the Bois de Boulogne, in order that her Majesty the Empress might honor it with her

presence. M. Mathieu, head of the gardens of St. Cloud, directed these experiments, which
were as successful as tlie preceding one. It was tried upon a tree of about thirty feet high,

and more than twenty inches in circumference, which even a force of twenty horse power could

scarcely have raised from the ground, supposing the preliminary operations all complete, such

as removing the earth from around the roots, in order to facilitate the transplanting of the tree.

The tree in question was an Acacia, naturally firmly fixed in the soil, its straight roots off'ering

a great resis'.ance, which must liave subjected the machine to a very hard trial. Twenty min-
utes sufficed to uproot and replace the Acacia \n its former hole. The principle of Mr. Stewart
M'Glasiian's machine was so powerful that with an apparatus of reasonable dimensions it would
be possible to remove the largest trees, such for example as the Elms and ancient Chesnuts of

our public promenades. A third experiment was tried under the direction of M. Matuieu at

neuve I'Etang near St. Cloud, upon an Apple tree, which was very difficult to tran

e attempt proved perfectly successful.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.



Covering for Frames axd GREKNnorsEs.—In the report of the meeting of tlio Lon-

don IlorticuUural Socictj for Doceinbcr 5tli, we find the following:

"Tbc Joarth of Russin mats lias caused podple to look for other kinds of winter jirotoetions

to supply thoir places, and among other things the old kind of coverings made of long AVhcat

straw woTen together with tar twine has been found to he a cheap and good suljstitute. These

were wont to be made on a floor or bench ; but it occurred to Mr. Bhewer of Pine Ajiple I'lace,

that a better way of making them than that might be devised. He accordingly invented a con-

trivance for the purpose, a model of which he exhibited. It resembles a small clothes-horse with

upright spars iu it, to which was fastened a slight wooden frame by means of moveable [)in8.

Bitween these two frames the covering is woven, each succeeding tier of straw being thus kept

in its place till it has been tied by the tar twine, and when the frame has been filled with made-

covering the moveable pins are withdrawn and the covering allowed to slip down, leaving the

frame empty and ready to be filled again. The advantage of the contrivance is that it allows

the operator to stand upright and thus to work with greater case and speed. In this way it

was stated that a straw covering four feet wide and six feet in length, and equal, as far as pro-

tection from frost is concerned, to a double mat, could be made for 9d., including labor and

material A Certificate of Merit was awarded to Mr. Bkewkr for his contrivance."

PuoPAGATiox OF Fancy Pelargonttms.—About the beginning of February is as good a time ofl

any for taking cuttings ; select some good tops from the very best sorts that are out
;
get as

many thumb-pots as you will require for the purpose; fill them with rich turfy mould, and put

one cutting into each pot; but previous to filling the pots let them be well drained with broken

charcoal or potsherds ; then with a piece of roimd stick make a hole an inch deep, fill it with

silver sand, and then put in the cutting, giving the pot a slight tap on the potting-board to set-

tle the soil ; dip a piece of stick into some water, and hold it downwards, in order that three

or four drops miy fall close to the side of the cutting; this will settle the whole together, and

tlie quantity of water will be quite sufficient for three or four days ; after that add a little more
iu a similar way, or with a fine-rosed watering pot as ma}' be thought needful. When you hare

finished this part of the work, let all the pots be plunged in a slight bottom-heat, say from 65°

to 70o
;
give a little air in the daytime, to prevent the cuttings from damping oflF.

—

Jt., in

Oardeners^ Chronicle.

Waite's Dan O'RofRKE Pea.—I quite agree with the writer of your Calender that this is an

invaluable early Pea. In January last I purchased two quarts of it, which I sowed on the 3d

of February; on the 12th of April they were one mass of bloom; by the 1st of May I gathered

pods fit for table, and by the 24th the forward pods were too old for use. I have been accus-

tomed to consider the 24th of May early, even for the first gathering, to say nothing of having

them spoiling for want of using. The flavor of this Pea is excellent, the pods are large and
full, and universally admired.—//. Arnold, in Gardenem' Chronicle.

ge^=^"



Apples for Illinois and Adjoining States.—At the meeting of the Northwest

Pomological Society, held afc Chicago in October, 1853, a resolution was passed "That

each member should hand to the Secretary a list of such fruits, over his own name, as

have been tested is his neighborhood, and liave proved positively good." In compliance

with this resolution, twenty-two members handed in lists. These we published in our last

volume. An examination of these lists, with a view to ascertain the relative popularity

of the different varieties of Apples, gives the following results. It may be proper to state,

however, that of the twenty-two members who reported, fourteen were from Illinois, three

from Iowa, two from Indiana, and three from Michigan. The numbers following the

names in the list, denote the number of members who recommended the variety:

Rhode Island Greening—12, Am. Summer Pearmain—

9

Maiden's Blush— 11, White Bellflower—8,

Fameuse—10, Swaar—Y,

Roxbuiy Russet—9,

Yellow Bellflower—15,

Spitzenburgh— 1 2,

Baldwin—11,

Winesap—10,

Early Harvest—20,

Carolina June—1-1,

Rawles' Janet—12,

Sweet Bough—11,

Summer Queen—10,

Vandervere—9,

Rarabo—lY,

Fall Pippin— 14,

Winter Pearmain (white)—5,

Sweet June—Y,

Summer Rose—6,

Golden Russet— 6,

Am. Golden Russet—5,

Newtown Pippin—5,

Keswick Codlin—5.

This list comprises those only which were recommended by not less than five of the

twenty-two members. Many other varieties were on three or four lists— such, for

instance, as Belmont^ Tolman Sweety Jonathan^ Jersey Sweety Northern Spy, Gravenstiev,

Fall Wine, Dominie, Willow Twig, Fulton Milam, Westjield Seeh-no-farther, Pomme Gris,

Roman Stem, Ladies' Sweet, &c., <Cc.

It is veryevident, however, that although the varieties, selected by nearly all the members
— such as Early Harvest, Sweet Bough, Carolina June, Eawles' Janet, Yelloio Bellflower,

White Bellflower or Ortley, Ramho, Fall Pippin, &c.,—have proved beyond a doubt well

adapted to this section, yet the fact that many of the varieties with low numbers attached

are comparatively unknown, renders the decision unsatisfactory as far as they are con-

cerned. We have not the slightest doubt but that among these there are many destined to

be the most valuable and popular fruits for western culture. In the meantime, however,

until they are well tested, our list above gives very important information to persons who
are about to plant in that region. Those who have liad to buy their experience dearly, can

appreciate the value of such hints as may be gathered from the figures.

The annual meeting of the New York State Agricultural Society will be held at Albany

14th of the present month. There is to be an exhibition of winter fruit, grain,

Liberal premiums are offered.



Ohio Men looking Wkstwakd.—The Hon. James Mathews, Coshocton, Ohio, removes

in the spring to Knoxville, Marion county, Iowa. M. L. Spllivant, Esq., the great land

priii)rictor of Columbus, has purchasod upwards of sixty thousand acres of land in Illinois,

mostly prairie, and is setting about hedging it and planting timber trees for shelter and

fencing. Ex-Governor Bkub has settled on an extensive tract of fine land in Winnebago

county, Illinois; and he and his sons are at work vigorously iinjtroving it. Messrs. Stuii-

GKS and BiGELOW, bankers, of Zanesville, have purchased, and are now improving, a tract

of about one hundred thousand acres, we believe in Illinois, some twenty or thirty miles

south of Chicago. These are all men of taste, and great energy, and will render impor-

tant service in converting the vast prairies of Illinois into fruitful farms and gardens.

Success to them, and to all like them.

Mercantile Biography.—The subject of the article "Mercantile Biography," in the

January number of Ilunt^s Merchants^ Magazine, is the Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, of

Dorchester, Mass. "We have read the sketch with great pleasure. It is well written, and

shows a correct appreciation of the various talents and traits of character which have ren-

dered Mr. Wilder so distinguished and so useful a member of society. The life of such a

man is an example which it is well to lay before the youth of the country, no matter in

what profession tliey may be engaged. To American horticulturists the life and character

•f Mr. Wilder is of peculiar interest, and we hope soon to present a sketch, amoig others

of a similar character, now in the course of preparation expressly for the Horticulturist.

A \nsTAKE ABOUT TiTK Beuere Superfin Peae.— M. DE JoNGiiE, of Brussels, who has

for some months past fornlshed a series of pomological articles for the English Garden-

ers^ Chronicle, stated in tJiat journal, December 2, that thoVGarknovn:! as Beurre Superjin,

was originated by Van Mons, fruited by him in 1827, and named Cumberland, "in honor

of his Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland ;" and M. de J. added that Belgians were

surprised that none of the English pomologists recognized it. We think this altogether a

mistake,— that the Cmn'jerland referred to is our native Rhode Island variety of that

name,—and that the Beurre Superjin, as is generally believed, did originate at Angiers,

with M. GoxTBAULT. and is a distinct variety. M. dk Jonqhe must be careful. We see

that he enumerates the Cuniberlarhd among the best of Van Mons' seedlings.

Isabella Grapes.—E. A. MoKat, Esq., of Naples, Ontario County, N. Y., sent us a

box of Isabella Grapes on the 18th of January, as fresh in appearance and perfect in flavor

as they were when taken from the vines. We have never tasted better Grapes at this

season of the year. Mr. MoKay says :
" They have been kept in a cool, dry cellar, with-

out the proximity of sawdust, cotton, or any other foreign substance. I hope you will

receive them in good order. My crop the past season amounted to over five and a half

tons, or 11,000 lbs. ; extent of vineyard, one acre."

The Spie^a Graxdiflora.— The October number of The Flore des Serres has a colored

drawing of this new and very remarkable Spii-cpa. It has snow-white flowers, about as

large as those of an Almond. It was sent to England by Mr. Fortune, from China, as an

Amelanchier \ but on examination by Sir Wii. Hooker, was found to be a Spirata, but it is

regarded as the type of a peculiar section. It will most likely prove hardy here. W
hope to receive some plants in the spring.



The New York Pabk.—Hon. Fernando Wood, the present Mayor of New York, and

by far the most efficient one that New York has had for many a year, refers to the Park

in his late Message as follows :

"Central Paek.—The commissioners appointed to open the Central Park are progreseing with

tlie work — since the organization of the Board, it has collected and examined evidence of title

to the lands to be taken for the Park; in causing the necessary surveys, maps of blocks and pro-

files of grades to be made ; in personal view of the lands to be taken, and in procuring such in-

formation in regai'd thereto, as may serve to guide to a just valuation of the same; also in deter-

mining the area of assessment for special benefit, and procuring maps of the same, and in pro-

curing evidence of the value of the improvements on the land to be taken ; and are now engaged

in the valuation of the lands themselves. It will be remembered that this Park is to be bounded

south by Fifty-ninth street, north by One Hundred and Sixth street, east by the Fifth Avenue, and

west by the Eighth Avenue; and will comprehend an area of seven hundred and seventy-six acre?,

from which deduct State Arsenal, fourteen; Croton Reservoir, thirty-eight; proposed do., one

hundred and twelve ; Streets and Avenues, one hundred and ninety ; belonging to the city

thirty-four— three hundred and thirty-eight ; leaving to be paid for, three hundred and eighty-

eight; which, by estimating at sixteen lots per acre, makes six thousand two hundred and eight

lots to be paid for by the city, and by assessments upon contiguous property. The import^int

question of the valuation of these lots has not as yet been positively fixed by the commissioneis.

Tlie subject is now before them, and I advise all who are interested to appear at their office.

Another question of much public interest, in connection with this matter, is the territorial lin it

to which the commissioners shall extend their assessments upon property of individuals, and

what proportion of the whole cost shall be made a tax upon the city.

"These questions are entirely under the control of the commissioners. I am informed, unoffi-

cially, that the disposition of the Board is to extend the area of assessments three blocks east

and west, and a greater distance north and south; and to make two-thirds of the whole cost

payable by the city. If this be the determination, it can be easily ascertained about what sum

the Park will cost. Estimating the average value of the land at five hundred dollars per lot — a

liberal estimate— the whole cost would be three millions one hundred and four thousand dollars
;

deduct one third to be paid by imdividuals whose property is supposed to be benefitted, it will

leave two millions sixty-nine thousand dollars to be paid for by the city— a smaller sum than

was anticipated at the time of passing the act. The commissioners expect to close their duties

early in the ensuing summer. There can be no doubt as to the necessity of some such Park, con-

veniently located on this island. In my opinion, future generations, who are to pay this

expense, would have good reasons for reflecting upon the present generation, if we permitted

the entire island to be taken possession of by population, without some spot like this, devoted to

rural beauty, healthful recreation, and pure atmosphere."

The "WniTLAViA gr.vndiplora.— "We are glad to learn that Messrs. Joseph Breok &
Son, of Boston, have received a small quantity of the seeds of this beautiful blue-flowered

annual, figured and described on page 37 of our last number, and will be able to furnish

amateurs with it, Mr. Breok writes us that he has no doubt, judgii>g from dried speci-

mens of the flowers, that it will be a great acquisition to our list of bedding-out annuals.

Kirtland's Mart Cherry.—During U>e Cherry season, I discovered that a graft labelled Kirt-

land'o Mary proved by its fruit to be the Elton. From it have been distributed, during the lost

two years, grafts to horticulturists in various parts of tlie country. The error is no doubt one

of my own, but how it occurred I do not know. It would be well for all cultivators of fruit

having the first named grafts from me, to test them before they propagate any number.

KiRTLAND.

—

East Jtockport, Ohio.
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Rkport on GiurBS.—The following is a very interesting reiiort, by J. Yixk Ai.len, to

the Truit Comniittce of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

To the Chairman of the Fruit Committee of the Maasaehusctts Jlorticnllural Society:—Sir—In

answer to your note of the 16th instant, received ye'terday, I will eay that, generally speaking,

the past season has been one peculiarly favorable for ripening Grapes. I shall refer only

to such varieties as have ripeneil thiir fruit U!iJer my own care. The old established varie-

ties, such as Jlamburr/t, Chasselas, and ^fHScal.•t, have fully sustained their reputatii)ns. The

seedlings from the Jlttinbnr'j, Wilinot's X<>. ](\ and the Victoria, have proved fully equal to their

parent in respect of bearing qualities, with proper cultivation ita superior.

Wilmot's new Black- JInmburrj is variable in quality and bearing, and requires full sunshine and

a free circulation of air to make it set it^ blossoms. It s-hould hang upon the vine long alter the

color has become black, before it is fully ripe and fit for the table. "When grown in this manner,

it is quite equal to either of the other Hamhurgs. The Cainwn Hall, the eeedling of the Musc<il

of Alexandria, has likewise proved every way equal and probably superior to that variety. Tlu'

oilier sorts in common cultivation, so far as I am aware, have not varied from the usual method

or condition at ripening, and may still be recommended to cultivators seeking a number of kinds.

Several seedlings have fruited in my collection; the largest proportion of them proving small,

(although of good flavor) have been discarded. One, a very sweet, rich Black Grape, is reser\-cd

for further trial, for cultivation under glass.

Tlie Bronze Grape, introduced by the Mayor of Boston, Dr. Smith, from Syria, who brought

the seeds with him from that country, has fruited for the first time this year. The fruit closely

resemble? the Queen of Nice. It ripens sooner, and docs not keep as well. Two or three sea-

sons should be given before giving a complete description. At present it promises well.

The seedling referred to in a former communication, raised from Wilmot's Kcw Black J/am-

burg, has been this year discarded, having proved too sour.

Of the recently imported varieties said to be seedlings, I have fruited the Gross Bleu, and can

not distinguish any difference between it and the old Black Hamburg, Cambridge Botanic Gar-

den Grape is like the Black Prince, and not worthy of being considered a distinct variety.

Gross Gromier du Canial, is nothing but the He Candolle. These vines were received from the

best sources, and it is presumed they are correct. Perce Rose is another name for the same

variety.

For early forcing, the Pitmaston White Cluster, and Musque Verdcl yet remain the best. The

Macready Early White is inferior in flavor and uncertain in bearing. The new White Grape,

which I call Allen's Hybrid, promises to be at the head of the list for early forcing.

For retarding I find a ditTerence in the ripening and keeping of the same varieties from year

to year. By comparing the list now given, with that of last year, this may be seen. At the

head of the list, (and as they are named the one for the other, may be considered as most valua-

ble for their keeping or hanging in a fresh condition,) is the Worthy Hall Seedling, the same as

last year.

Prince Albert, generally a poor bearer, but as it becomes old bears Tvell, this year has a

great crop.

Poiteau Noir, large berry, lacks flavor.

Queen of Nice, very handsome and good.

Syrian, when fully ripe, a rich Grape.

Black Lombardy. There is an uncertainty about this Grape. It has been said that West's St.

Peters and this are identical. I have the two, both late kinds, and are very unlike. The Black

Lombardy has a larger berry, and is not so black. It is a valuable sort.

WesCs St. Peters. Part of the bunches have dried some, and part are fresh; has not done as

in the previous years, in respect to keeping.

•s, or White Nice, this year has kept well It is however uncertain.



Muscat of Alexandria, and the Cannon Hall, both of them have dried somewhat ; but the

flavor of both, if anything, is improved by the process; the berriea being large. This drying is

not so objectionable as in small Grapes.

Fcrrar or Black Portugal. A large part of the bunches have this year decayed or dried. Some

bunches remain fresh and full.

The old Black Hamburg never has kept so well. Some vines have the entire crop yet on, fresh

and full, while on the other vines the fruit is much dried.

Wilmcfs New, and the Victoria Hamburg have not kept so well as the old. In previous years

they have kept rather the longest and the freshest.

IIardt Geapes for cultivation in the open air, have had several seedlings added to the list this

year. The most beautiful one undoubtedly is the Concord Grape. I do not cultivate it myself,

and can only speak of specimens as they have come under my observation. In flavor it ranks

in my estimation after the Isabella. For Massachusetts I should place Diana first, and Isabella

next. Further south, Catawba first, and the others in same order.

Hybrid Graphs.—The past season I have fruited several Hybrid vines. Some of them have

given fruit of fine flavor, and free of pulp. Several of these have been shown at difi"erent Hor-

ticultural exhibitions. As early as 1848 it was stated in print that I had planted an Isabella in a

grapery, for the purpose of impregnation, with the expectation of obtaining a variety that would

mature early and be an improvement upon the kinds of hardy Grapes which we already had in

cultivation. At that time the seedlings, between forty and fifty in number, were growing, and

presented such a marked variation of foliage, as to give good hope of success. Had this been

otherwise, further trials by impregnation would have been made. Being aware of the incredu-

lity of many, in the certainty of the origin of a seedling, particularly when it presented a great

change from the parent, every means were taken to make the case certain. Tlie parent vine

was the only one at the time in the house, it being occupied with Peaches and Nectarines; part

of these have since been removed and vines substituted. To be sure that bees or no external

cause could eff"ect the impregnation and thus defeat my efforts, the vine was forced in January

and blossomed before vegetation commenced in the open air. When the embryo bunch

approached the time of blossoming, a few of the strongest were selected and the others, at least

all near those bunches, were cut away. Before the blossoming the buds were thinned out,, leav-

ing only one fourth part of the strongest and best placed of them. As they expanded, they were

constantly watched and the anthers at once cut away with sharp scissors. With a soft brush the

pollen from the European kinds was applied. This was collected from a forcing house and was

mixed together in a box, having been taken from Chasselas, Black Prince and Black Hainbitrg_

When the impregnation took effect, the embryo swelled at once; when otherwise, it remained as

it was. Thus I was assured that any seed obtained must produce a Hybrid vine. When the

fruit ripened, the seed was collected and planted in soil which I felt certain could not have any

other seed of Grapes sown accidentally. The young vines have always been under my care. I

potted them and repotted them, and planted them out. Those already fruited have proved black

'n color, all but one, and this being so remarkably early and a very sweet fine fruit, th:>t I at

once considered it an acquisition. The seedlings were exposed to the winter, after they had

become somewhat grown. The tender ones were killed out, leaving over twenty that have

proved sufficiently hardy to withstand our winters, with a slight covering of straw around tluir

roots. This Grape has been named Allen's Hybrid. It must be proved now in exposed sittia-

tions before it can be fully known that it is adapted to culture in the open air in our climate.

The vines that have fruited have all been under glass, not forced however, and in a very

favorable situation, fronting north of east, and shaded by large trees. It is questioned if Black

Hamburgs or Chasselas would ripen in this house. There is no doubt of this Grape provinir a

able one for early forcing and the cold grapery. It has been questioned that this is tl

this variety, and the fact that a white Grape can be produced from a black Grape
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It is said that a seed of some European variety must have been in the soil and produced tliis

Tine. I cannot deny that this may be the fact. I do not think so, however, and the foliage

shows every indication of a Hybrid. N. Lonoworth, ICsq., of Cincinnati, has raised white Eced-

liiitp from our natives, and a fine white from the Catawba. He tliinks so at least; the doubters

)iri)li(iMy will siiy in his case, also, that he is deceived. The foliage of American kinds is fo

unlike tho European, that the charge of a Chassclas or Sweetwater seed having been in the soil,

can not apply in his case.

It will require two or three seasons yet before those Hybrid seedlings will be so tested as to

warrant their introduction into cultivation in the open air.

If you consider these remarks relative to Grapes to be of any public value, you can make

what use you please of them. Respectfully Yours, John Fisk Allen.

List of Fruits for Ohio.
—"We take from the published report the following discussion

on Apples, at a joint meeting of the Ohio Pomological Society and the State Agricultural

Convention, at Columbus, "Wednesday evening, December 6th, 1854; A. II. Ernst and J.

K. Green in the Chair; M. B. Bateiiam, Secretary:

Tlie object of the meeting was stated by Dr. "Warder and M. B. Batkham, viz : to agree upon

a list of Apples to be recommended for general cultivation throughout the State of Ohio.

On motion, it was agreed to take up the several kinds of Apples in the order of their season,

as Summer, Fall, and Winter varieties.

EarlII Harvest was reported as good in all parts of the State— not a profuse bearer, but fair in

most localities ; does best in rich or well manured soil. Highly approved wherever known.

Recommended unanimously.

Early Strawberry.—Highly approved in south and center of the State, also in north-west and

north-east. Not much known in some of the northern counties, but does well wherever known.

Recommended unanimously.

Large Ydlow Bough or Sweet Bough.—Gen. "WouTniNGTON had grown this extensively for many

years in Ross County, and approves it very highly. Was reported good in all parts of the State.

Not a great bearer. Dr. Warder proposed to recommend it only for limited cultivation. Recom-

mended with one dissent

American Summer Pcarmain.—Proposed by Dr. Jones, and highly recommended by all who

know it, but passed as not sufficiently known.

Golden Siceet.—Generally known in different parts of the State, and highly recommended,

especially for baking, for apple butter, and for stock. Recommended with one dissent.

Maidens Blush—Commended by numerous gentlemen, especially for its fine looks and for mar-

ket Some like it for cooking and for the table; does well in all parts of the State— is larger

and of less flavor south than nortL Recommended with several dissents.

Fall Pippin or Golden Pippin.—Well known and highly approved in all parts of the State.

Keeps best and has best flavor at the north, but is largest at the south. Recommended with one

dissent.

Cooper.—Dr. Hempsted said he believed the history of this Apple had not yet been lully stated.

The grafts were brought from Boston to Marietta by Mr. Adams, of Zanesville, who called it a

French Apple, the original trees having been imported, as he believed, from France. All present

who knew the Apple called it first rate; but some gentlemen though it not sufficiently known

to warrant its recommendation for general cultivation, especially in the northern part of the

State. Recommended with one dissent.

Ramho.—Was pronounced first rate, especially in central parts of the State. Dr. Warder said

good at the south, but ripens early, becomes dry, and does not keep aa well as

Recommended unanimously.



American Golden Russet.—Gens. Worthington and Green said it was first rate when in per-

fection, but with them it soon perishes, and is not generally of fair and healthy growth. Mr.

Steele finds it first rate, good size, and trees healthy, considers it the best of winter Apples for

the table. Other gentlemen said it was not of attractive appearance, and not good for market;

though persona who knew it would buy it. Dr. Cone said trees were not healthy with him. Dr.

Warder considers it first rate— tree of slender growth. Recommended unanimously.

Yellow Belljlower.—Much approved in most parts of the State; not so large and handsome at

the north as in central Ohio. Recommended with several dissents.

Wliite Belljlower or Ortley.—Mr. Ernst and others from southern Ohio approve it highly; and

all agree that it is a good Apple, and adapted to most parts of the State. Recommended with

several dissents.

Newtown Spitzenberg.—Very highly approved at Cincinnati, and also in other parts of the

State wherever known, for table and for market. Recommended.

Wi7iesap.—Well known and every where approved. Recommended unanimously.

Tahnan Sweeting.—Recommended by Mr. Bateham and several others as very excellent for

baking, and as a great bearer, profitable for stock. Passed, as not snfticiently known.

Roxhury Russet'—Condemned by many as uncertain, and liable to speck and rot. Passed as

not worthy general commendation.

NewtoKn Pippin.—Highly commended generally, but Gen. Worthington and several others

found it speck with them. On sandy soils not generally good, also on Beech clay soils at the

north. Professor Mather thought it was good only on limestone soils. General Wortuington

thought this and some other old kinds are losing their health and vitality. Recommended with

several dissen-ts.

Rmoles' Janette or Oeneting.—^Dr. Warder said this was the winter Apple of southern Ohio,

Kentucky, Ac, but he was afraid it was not generally known through the State, especially in

the north. Several gentlemen from different parts of the State said they knew it, and approved

it highly. Recommended unanimously.

Winter Sweet Paradise.—Specimens presented by Mr. Brush, who commended it very highly,

especially for baking; read Downinq's description. Has been grown by Wm. Merion, near Colum-

bus, for ten or twelve years. Said to have came from Pennsylvania. Mr. Bateham thought

it was identical with the Wells Sweeting, of Rochester, N. Y. All agreed that it was a first rate

sweet Apple. Recommended for general trial.

Broadwell Sweet was highly commended by Mr. Ernst and others from Cincinnati, near which

city it originated. Elliott's description was read, and his commendation seconded. Recom-

mended for general trial.

Belmont or Gate.—Mr. Humrickhouse said this Apple was considered indispensable in his

region; thinks the tree rather tender. Gentlemen from central and northern Ohio spoke of it as

very excellent, and deserving general cultivation. Recommended for general cillivation in

northern half of the State.

New Use for Guano.—Some time last summer, while budding some young Peaches, I found

that ants had taken possession of some ten feet in one row. They very earnestly resisted my
attempts to innoculato the trees, inflicting many unpleasant wounds on my hands and arms. In

order to disperse the warlike little nation, I sprinkled near a pint of fine guano along the little

ridges. This threw them into immediate consternation. I noticed little collections of winged

ants huddled close together, and seeming to be quiet, while those without wings ran about in

great agitation. The following day not a single insect could be found where the day previoiis

they appeared to be innumerable. A. B. Lawrence.— Woodville, Miss.



KDITOK'S TAHLK.

Camfoujjia Items— for most of wiiich ato ftro iiulobtod to tlio California Farmer, an

excellent weekly journal, publislied at San Francisco, by Messrs. Warhen & Sox:

"Apples of Gold in Pictl'rks ok Silvkr." IIow shall thfij he preserved?—We were shown one

of the nio~t splendid specimens of tlie GoUhn I'i})])iu, from Oregon, that we jircsume has ever

vet been grown. It was brought to o«r oflice by I. C. Woods, Ksq., received by him from 0:e-

u'.in. We note the weight, one pound and fourteen ounces— fair and very beautiful. It was

Mr. Woods' desire to preserve this noble specimen and send it forward to the Great Exhibition

at Paris, if it could be done; we are satisfied, liowcver, of the impossibility of its being done—
fruit being perishable in its own nature. However perfect the covering upon the outside, decay

would commence within, and in a brief time it would fall to pieces by the decay and pressure of

the atmosphere. If the covering were thick, the beauty and origin.ility of the fruit would )>'

lost. The only way of preserving its size, color, and form, is to have a perfect fac simile in

wax. In this manner a perfect resemblance can be had, so perfect as to deceive the eye. Such

specimens of our best California and Oregon fruit we have now on exhibition at our rooms. We
are rejoiced to see the house of Adams & Co. thus interested in Pomology; we consider it an

express favor done to the science in general, for which all should rejoice.

Str-^wberrie.?.—Visions of happy times long gone were recalled to our mind yesterday, when

a moderate sized hamper, presented to us witli the compliments of Mr. J. L. Rankord, was opened.

Tliere, heaped in different bowls, were varieties of some of the most fragrant, the largest and

finest Strawberries we have seen in California. Tlie Boston Pines were the sweetest, perhap-,

but all were delicious. Besides these were heaps of Burr's Xew Pines, Crimson Cones, Prohjic

]Iauiboys, Rival Hudsons\ Early Scarlets, and the famous Big Bugs, which last were the darkest in

hue, the plumpest and sweetest smelling. They liad all been grown by Mr. Sanford in the Sli.

U

Mound Nurseries and Fruit Gardens, near Pan Antonio, in Alameda County. The plants fit ni

which the berries were taken had continued to bear fruit for months. It is something unusu.'d to

find berries on them, full grown and ripe, at tliis late day of the season. Jlr. Santord will

receive our best acknowledgemeits for so pleasant an offering as his Strawberries were.

—

Cali-

fornia Chronicle, San Francisco, November 1.

FiN'E Vegetables.—We h.ive received from the farm and garden of Judge McIIbnrt, at Oak-

land, some of the finest vegetables we have yet seen grown in this State. They were not so

very large, but yet full size, well and handsomely grown; fine grain and smooth skin, finely

formed, and giving evidence by their appearance of having been grown in fine, deep, well-cul-

tivated soil. The variety shown us were Beets, Parsnips, and Carrots, as samples of several

acres, all of the same quality ; finer specimens can not be had. For these, and the kind invita-

tions to visit the grounds we return our thanks, and we already anticipate much pleasure from a

ramble over that beautiful spot. We rejoice that our citizens are thus turning their attention to

the cultivating and beautifying our bright spots— this, this will make California prosperous.

Apples im Oreook.—The Portland Oregonian of the 21st ult., states: "Thomas Pritchard, Esq.,

of this city, has shown us the finest specimens of Apples we have ever seen in any country;

many of them measured fifteen and sixteen inches in circumference, and weighed twenty-eight and

twenty-nine ounces. Fifteen or sixteen fill a half bushel measure. These Apples was raised by

N'athan RonixsoN, of this county, (not by Lewellen' of Clackamas county,) on trees of only three

years' growth. Mr. P. has several bushels of them which he is going 1o ship to San Franci:=co by

the next steamer. Oregon can beat the world in fruit growing, as a few years will demonstiate."

Who— Beets!—We have received a fine large 5a«5a«o Beet, from Xapa city, through the

kindness of H. Dudley, Esq.,which weighs 31 pounds. We feel indebted to our friend for the

t manifested in forwarding this specimen. Tlie Beet was grown on the farm of Mr. A
', one mile from Xapa City, and without irrigation the entire season



EDITOR'S TABLE.

Pretty Fine Cabbage.—W. C. Hoff, Esq., has sent us from his fine gardens at the Mission

Dolores, a very compact and finely grown Cabbage, of the Flat Dutch variety, weighing thirty-

two and a-half pounds. If any of our cultivators can beat this, we should like they would

bring along their specimens.

Generous Price For Frcit.—Two splendid Oregon Pippins, weighing two and a-half and two

and a quarter pounds, and one splendid Pear weighing one and three-fourths pounds, were sold

by Mr. Weaver, at Number 1, Washington street, at ten dollars each. What will our fruit

growers in Massachusetts say to this ?

. ^

Best Plants for Hedges.—A gentleman of Skaneateles, IST, Y., writes to the Country

Gentleman as follows

:

"In the Country Gentleman of the first instant you state 'there is no thorn, properly so called,

that can be relied on for hedges,' because ' it is occasionally liable to a sort of disease or blight,

that may destroy it after it is grown to a hedge.' This is an old prejudice revived, I fear. In

Onondaga, we are practical men— we like proof, and think it preferable to mere theory; accor-

dingly our attention has been for years directed to find the best plant for hedges, and from

experiment pronounced the White Hawthorn most suitable. More than thirty years test ought

to be conclusive. The Buckthorn has been tried and proved a failure, notwithstanding the

puffing of agricultural writers. The Osage Orange is strongly recommended by theorists, but let

us see a hedge that will answer the purpose, taking double the time that the White Thorn does,

and we may be convinced. In its formidable Thorns the Osage Orange, we are candid to

acknowledge, has few competitors; but it is unsuited for farm or country use, being too tender

for our rigorous climate. This we state from experience— dearly bought experience.

"Tliere are White Thorn hedges in this section, more than thirty years old, and as sound and

good as ever— the older they got, the better fence do they make. The main cause that White

Thorn hedges do no better generally, is because improperly managed. We can not state the course

we pursue in this respect, as we are guided by circamstanees and soil; but we never dig deep for

planting."

Osage Orange Hedges in Illinois.— The editor of tlie Prairie Farmer, traveling

between Springfield and Alton, says

:

"The Madura Hedge here not only lines the track of the road on either side, but forms, or

will soon, the dividing line between fields. They are of all ages, from the iiret season's setting,

to a standing of four or five years. Many of these larger pi<^ces are now the only fence, and no

farm animal ventures the trial of jiassing them. Cattle, horses, mules, sheep, and hogs, al' dread

them as they would a bed of serpents, and are glad to keep their own side. One or two of the

new set pieces are properly cut back ; but of the larger ones scarcely a single piece has been

suitably Uiickened at bottom. Tliis is a matter of great importance, and some of them will yet

have to be cut to the ground, and thickened over anew. This may be easily done with any

poorly grown Madura Hedge. The cutting should be in the spring before the plants start"

Architectural Criticism.—In reference to doubts expressed in your January number, in

regard to the cottages being erected for the prices given, permit us to state, that we will guar-

anty to have them built in the vicinity of Rochester, by some of our most competent contractors,

for the several prices mentioned,— not getting thera up expressly for publication, but in every

instance being built, or are now in the course of erection. Austin & Warnkr, Architects.

We see by the last number of the London Gardeners Chronicle, that Mr. Thomas' recent work

arm Implements, and the Principles of their Constmction and Use— has been republished in

n with all its illustrations.— Country Gentleman.



Skkdliso Potato.— Accompanying thU note, you will receive a few Potntoes,— raised from

seed bv iny!«i'lf. As you will perceive, they resemble in color and general npi)earance the Car-

ter, a seedling from which variety,—grown near the vicinity of Die Mtrcer,— it is. Its edible

(lualitv is fully cijual to that of its parents, and its character as a yielder is far better than that

of either of them, being in this particular better than any white variety with which I am

acquainted. Its history I will give you as briefly as possible.

Seven jears ago last spring I sowed forty seeds, all from the same parentage; in the autumn,

I saved the province of those which gave promise of being superior; this culling left me twenty-

five varieties for further experiments. In the succeeding spring I selected such of those as had

kept well, and were free from disease. I continued this course each season, selecting such only

as were of superior edible character, as well as great yielders, and free from disease. This

severe test left mo three years since but this one variety, which I shall call the Wendell Potato.

I have cultivated it since, in order to try it fully, in juxtaposition to the Mercer, Pinkeye,

Yatn, June, Merino, and a few others, and it has proved itself a far more prolific variety than

either of them— except the last, which you are aware is red in color and of inferior character,

and has never shown the least indication of disease, even during the season of 1853, when every

one of the other varieties were seriously affected by it. I am thus particular in giving you the

whole historj' of this seedling, not only because I am convinced that it is a valuable acquisition,

but because I feel a little vain of nxj success. Yours very truly. lltRiiAN Wkxdell, M. D.—
Albany, October 'SOth.

P. S. I shall place in the care of K. II. Pease— successor to Emery & Co.— of this city, a

few of the Potatoes for sale, from which they may be obtained by those wishing to give it a

triaL— Country GeyitlemoH.

We are glad that occasionally an effort is made to originate new and improved vari-

eties of the Potato,— an article that plays such an important part on every man's dinner

table should surely not be overlooked.

TuE Augusta Rose.—"With respect to the Rose Augusta, although not so deep in color as I hoped

and wished for, still I will honestly confess that I have been pleased with it. It differs from

Solfatare in having leaves narrower and more pointed, and its flowers are decidedly of a finer

shape than those of that variety, and deeper in color in the center. The flowers of Solfatare are

much reflexed and flat in hot weather, which is its great fault. Those of Augusta are (as it ha^

bloomed here) incurved, and more inclined to be globular in shape. It is in my opinion a step in

the right direction : but I hope it will soon be improved, for in your Northern States it might be

crossed with the bright yellow, but flaccid-petalled Rose, Vicomtcsse Dccazes, and something much

more decided in color be produced. Over propagation, change of climate (in your different States

remarkable), and the weather of peculiar seasons, have much effect on the color of Roses, more

particularly on those of the Tea-scented and Noisette class. The first two seasons after I intro-

duced the Cloth of Gold Rose from Angers, it bloomed in England, to my great vexation, of a

dirty white. I could scarcely believe that it was the same Rose I had seen at Angers, and I made

a journey to that place expressly to have another look at it. On again seeing it, I felt assured

that all would be right in the end ; so that I dare say when the Augcuita Rose is well established

it will show more its proper character. Thomas Rivers.—Sawbridgeworth, England.

The distinctness of the Augusta Kose having been questioned by many cultivators in

this country, wo requested Mr. Kiveks to give us his opinion on the subject, and be has

given it as above.



The Concord Grape.—In answer to your inquiry, relative to the Concord Grape, I would

state tliat it is not in my collection, consequently can not give you the result of my experience

in its cultivation. When exhibited, it has passed under my notice for two or three seasons; tlie

past autumn being the only year in which the fruit has been tested by me.

The fruit is handsome, some bunches being quite large, Grapes very black, covered with a rich

bloom and measuring from two to three inches in circumference. Where the Isabella will not

ripen, it promises to be valuable, as it matures its fruit in less time. The Diana also does this.

Which is to be preferred, must be decided by individual taste. The Concord has a decided fox-

flavor. The Diana, like the Catawba, has less. In Massachusetts the Catatvba rarely will mature

its fruit and then only in favored positions. Tlie Isabella under proper cultivation and not in a

wet cold soil, will always ripen its fru't. When neglected and suffered to be overloaded wth
fruit, it can not fully do this. The Diana will ripen the crop in imfavorable positions and under

circumstance when tlie Isabella will not. For Massachusetts, I consider the Diana and Isabella

the best in flavor— the Concord the handsomest and the largest Grape and bunch, but inferior in

flavor to the two previously named. Where the Cataicba will ripen, (and this Grape requires

fifteen days longer season than the Isabella,) many will prefer it to the Isabella and it should

head the list, as being the most desirable. Under this climate, however, it may be desirable to

prolong the Grape seasonby planting the kinds that mature both early and late. It may be assumed

that the Diana under the best circumstances and best cultivation will mature its fruit in four

months and fifteen days; the Concord m the same time; the Isabella in five months; the Catawba

in five months and fifteen days.

The all important consideration in the culture of the Grape in the open air, in this country

is severe pruning out of the bunches as soon as formed. Two, three, and four bunches will usu-

ally appear on a shoot; cut away all but the best one on each shoot. Then you will ripen the

fruit rich in flavor, in Massachusetts, every year, as surely as the Apple crop.

Mr. Amos W. Stetson, of Braintree, has several hardy Grapes of fine promise, one in particu-

lar, quite early. Vines of this, it is presumed, will soon be offered for sale. It closely resem-

bles the Isabella. I have seen specimens of this fruit fully colored when the Isabella had just

began. J. Fisk Allen.—December 2&th, 1854, Salem, Mass.

It gives U9 pleasure to make public Mr. Allen's opinion of the Concord, as lie is emi-

nently qualified to judge correctly of the quality and value of Grapes. It will be seen

that Mr. Allen's estimate very nearly corresponds with ours. We said that it would be

two weeks eai-lier than Isabella, Mr. Allen says fifteen days; we stated that it was more

foxy than Isabella, Mr. Allen says it has " a decided fox flavor." That the Diana, which

ripens at same time, is greatly superior to the Concord as a table Grape, no one we think

will deny, but it is neither so large nor so prolific.

The JSIew England Farmer gives the following editorially

:

"Cranberries ON High Land.—Mr. Elias Needham, of West Danvers, has shown us some

Cranberries grown on high land, which are of good size, and which, he says, he produces, with

good success, having raised some one or two hundred bushels a year, and selling them for three

dollars and four dollars a bushel. We have heard his experiments favorably spoken of by his

neighbors, and can have no doubt but that he finds an ample reward in the crops for all cost and

labor. Here, then, is the example ; why can not others copy it, and produce this wholesome and

palatable food, so that it shall become common on every table ?"

Wo have seen it stated by the Committee of an Agricultural Society, who had examined

the subject carefully, that Cranberries can not be Qvoyvn j^rofitabhj on dry ground.

r^'-



Notes ipos Aitlm.—In my selection of Apples for my family's use, I have founJ the following

kimls not only very choice but forming a succo.^siun of ripe one.''. Conmieneing with the J/avln/,

ti>e very Prince of Full Apples, ftiid one combining all tlie gooil qualities for dessert as well as

for cooking, I have found the FamniK an excellent suecep-sor, then the Scolloped Coruinh or 7i''</

OiUiftowcr, whieh in all nspects is a most superior Apple, in eating from November to January;

next the /(>H<i^/«i»i, a most beautiful medium sized, high colored, red fruit, fresh, spicy an<l juicy
;

after that the Green Swcrtinr/, ripening in January, and continuing gooil for two months; to bo

followed by the Red Canada, which is a nwst delicious Apple, very mild 6ub-aci<l, and juicy,

agreeable in every respect, lasting till my .Vor/Zt'?/-/! Spi/a begin to ripen, say the first of JIarch,

which continue? good as long as it is i)()?sible to keep one's hands off them. Could J liave inter-

spersed with the Rambo, a place would have been found in niy cellar for a barrel of them. It is

an uncertain fruit, the tree never bearing oftencr than every other year. It is so choice that it is

not wonderful that it takes two seasons for production.

For cooking, the Tu'cnii/-ou7icc can not be excelled while it lasts. Then comes ihe Rhode Idand

Greening, a true and abiding Appde, which most all Ameiicans have known as a choice dessert

Api>lo as well as a most profitable one for pies and sauce. For a sweet Apple in its season (early

fail), I much admire the Bailey Sweeting; it is a great favorite with us. I wis-h ])roducer8 would

be sure to raise all the good varieties, for you have to look to different orchards for a selection of

twelve varieties of choice fruit. Some are better grown than others, and I Avould like to have

mine from such persons as take the best care of liLa trees to ensure the best fruit. J. 11. Watts.

—Rochester, N. Y.

"With this note we received from 'Mr. "Watts some very beautiful specimens of Jonathan

and Ucd or Scolloped GiUiJlower— fine varifties of Apples, not extensively grown. The

Jonathan is a frnit of the very first quality, having the aromt.tic flavor of the Spitzenhura,

and greater tenderness, but the tree is a crooked, irregular grower when young.

HoimcuLTURAL Ite-ms.—Milder on, Grape Vines.—The cold vinery of Prof. IIuiDEKOrEB, <A

Meadville, is entirely exempt from mildew. His success is attributed to the use of sulphur

sprinkled on the ground.

Strawberries.—The McAvoiJs Superior flourishes here with surprising luxuriance— vines, ber-

ries, and all, nearly double the size of Hovey's, which does not seem to thrive here as it is said to

in other places. Burr's New Pine, medium, and of the highest flavor. We have an insect here

which destroys the roots of Strawberry vines, leaving only the dusty particles.

Fruits from Seed.—I have devoted about an acre of laud to experiments in fruits from seed,

and have about sixteen hundred of various fruits, among them over a hundred native Grapes two

years old, and promising. Introductory to my experiments, I cut down all worthless fr^it trees,

and beirig happily situated at a respectable distance from any vitiating influence from neighbor-

ing orchards, think myself prepared for favorable I'csults. I have an accidental variety of Peach,

a perfect dwarf, so distinct in foliage and habit, as to be seldom recognized as Peach by visitoi-s.

Wlicn situated properly, it produces itself from seed. I have budded some of them, as also,

A. pitmila plena, with Peach.

Seedling Potatoes.—This season I have assorted from a lot of seedling Potatoes of various ages,

about one hundred, as being worthy of further trial. They are all the produce of new varieties

raised here, and are now in the fourth generation in direct line. From some of my first seed-

lings, now ten to twelve years old, I select one which I call White Imperial. If any of the

Rochester ten-dollars-a-bushel Potatoes exceed these in quality, the purchaser's money has not

been wasted on " humbugs."

Fruit Garden.—I have near a hundred varieties of Pear, mostly dwarf, one, two and three

years planted, and many of thern are literally crowded with fruit-buds. To this mute, but edifying

assemblage from the "Nations," I intend to add by scores, and hope, if my life is spared, to be

able to furnish "rough" but truthful and worthy notes for the friends tf horticulture. 0. T.

II.

—

Riinddph, Penn,

^^ ~
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To Elsie.—That was a most ungenerous thrust of the Editor of the Horticulturist, which he

makes about the length of your last letter. Ladies' pens or tongues should not be "easily tired"

in any good work. While your correspondence the past year has furnished the spice to season

his paper, and to make its visits doubly welcome, our friend has failed to appreciate its value
;

but we would have him understand that it is not so with his readers ; and the fear that he may

drive you away from his pages, has caused me to address you, and invite a continuance, if not

of your correspondence with others, at least of some favors on rural life and pleasures which

your ready pen so happily describes. And now, when on that visit to Atticus, may we not hope

that some other homes at the east may be gladdened wi'.h your cheerful presence, and enjoy the

of exercisino^ toward you, true western hospitality. I know that wife would delight in the privilege

acquaintance and the little ones' eyes would shine brighter, even from a brief interview. May

we not then have the happiness of welcoming you to our home. Cbeah Hill.

We beg to say, in our own behalf, that we liave not failed to appreciate the value of our

excellent Elsies' contributions. Our remark (perhaps ungallant indeed) was intended to

hint that enougli had been said on one topic. We trust we are not done with Elsie, but

it is possible that just at this time some extra household duties have laid the pen on the

shelf for the present. How is it Elsie ? Speak for yourself.

Noluts of 33oo]fi5, ^3amp^Itts, $(t.

An Address Jelivered before tlie Brooklyn Ilorticultural Society by the President, .J. "W. Degkaw, Esq., December

7th, 1S54 ; also, the reports of the Treasurer and Executive Committee.

The Brooklyn people have made an excellent beginning; the society was organized but

one year ago, and now the list of members exceeds 450, and that, too, while the price of

membership is three dollars yearly in advance. The exhibitions of the season were good

—

some of them excellent— considering the ill effects of a very dry summer on all garden

products ; and on the whole, we should judge from the receipts, were well attended by the

citizens. It is no longer doubtful whether Brooklyn can or will sustain a Horticultural

Society. She has given proof tliat she both can and will. President Degraw has proved

liiinself to be a most faithful and efficient officer, and we are glad to see that he has con-

sented to a re-election. We have read his address with much pleasure.

PEOCEr.DixGS OF TfTF. Thikd Sessiox OF TiiE AMERICAN PoMOLOGicAL SOCIETY, and fifth mcetiug of this national as-

Bociation, held in the city of Boston, on the 13lh, 14th and 15th of September, 1S54.

These proceedings, ft-om which we have already given some extracts, form a thick pam-

phlet of 258 pages, printed on fine paper, and every way in excellent style. Every nurse-

ryman and fruit-grower, and every man who desires to be well informed in respect to the

progress of pomology in this country, should have it. It has already been sent to all

members who have paid their biennial subscription of two dollars; those who have not

paid, and who desire to do so and receive the work, can remit their money and address

to tlie President, Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, of Boston, or to the Treasurer, Thomas P.

James, Esq., of Philadelphia.

Transactions of the Ohio State roMOLOCiCAL Society, Si.Tth Session, held at Columbus, December 5th and 6th,

1S54.

Wo find these proceedrags eminently practical and nsefid. We give an extract this

month— "List of fruits recommended for Ohio"— and shall return to them in our next.



EUlTOIl'S TAllLE.

Patknt Okfice Kki'obt—Pari 2, 1S58.

Wo are iiulobtod to the lion. II. L. Stevens, M. 0. from Michigan, for a copy of this

report, a vuhiino containing innch valuuhlo information concerning agricultuniL atVairs,

gleaned from all parts of the country. "Wo regret to see it disgraced by some paltry draw-

ings of fruit, corn, &c., printed in colors. Such things should either be let alone, or execu-

ted in a manner creditable to the state of art in this country, and to the taste and intelli-

gence of the people for whom the book is printed, and who pay for it. We regard thr

expense of printing over 100,000 of these plates as much worse than thrown away. Will

the commissioner look to this ?

Tkaxsactions of tue Essex, Mass., Acbicultueal Society, for 1S54.

In addition to the very interesting reports of committees, we find in this document an

address by Riciiakd S. Ray, Esq., and the premium essay by Dr. E. G. Kei.ley, of Ever-

greens, Xewburyport, Mass. We have read Dr. Kei.ley's essay with great pleasure. The

subject is one of equal importance to the farmer and gardener— Deep Tillage. We shall

bo able to notice it more fully in our next.

TwESTV-FouETH AxNTJAL Eepoet OF THE New IIaven IIobticultueal SoctETY for the year 1S54.

We are happy to see, by the report, that this society is in a prosperous condition. The

tax-paying members for ISo-t numbered over 300. Weekly meetings have been held during

the season ; and a balance remains in the treasury after defraying all expenses.

aitHintrjer to C^arrtflponlitntjs.

A Correspondent desires us to give a plan of a greenhouse or conservatory for professioual

men or the better class of farmers. We shall do so as soon as possible.

(W. C. L., Lowell, N. Y.) The Angers Quince.—We cannot answer respecting the value of

this variety to I e grown for market, not having fruited it sufficiently. We doubt its being equal

to the Orange or Apple variety in general cultivation now; and rather than run the risk of plaut-

iug the Angers, would graft the Orange on it.

(J. W. G., Hillsborough, Ohio.) Insects.—The insect inclosed was crushed, and not in a fit

state to be identified We tliink it cannot be the "Apple Borer" known as such. Send iis

another specimen in a small box, so that it will not be crushed. You will find descriptions of

the Apple and Peach borers in all tlie fruit books.

(.J. P., Neersville, Virginia.) Orchard Giiound.—Before replanting your old orchard ground,

we would advise you to manure it well with stable manure, and seed it with clover and phjw

this down green. This will put it in good condition in as short a time as it is possible for it to

be done well. In breaking it up you should use the subsoil plow.

(J. G. R. R., Lovettsville, Virginia.) Insects on the Roots of Apple Trees.—The insect you

describe is the Wooly Aphis—a troublesonae pest either on roots or branches, but worse when on

the roots. We cannot suggest any effectual remedy. The course we would advise would be to

get yonr nursery trees out of tlie soil they are in as soon as possible, and plant in new ground,

ave rarely seen roots affected in good fertile soil and under good cultivation, and if affected

not 80 Eeriously as to injure the trees.



(D. E. G., Haviland Hollow, N. Y.) Transplanting Evergreens.—We prefer the spring for all,

when the groimJ is diy and warm, and the season of growth near at hand. The "Common Wood
Laurel," by wliieh we suppose you mean the Kalmia, can be transplanted very well. You will

see some hints respecting it in our last volume.

Scions or trees of the American Weeping Willow can be had in most of the nurseries now.

(W. B., Salem, Wis.) Aspauagus.—We will have an article soon, that will give you the desired

information; meantime we will say, that to have it '^ early without forcing, hardy and produc-

tive," you must have a deep, rich, dry and warm soil. It should be trenched eighteen inches or

two feet deep, and highly manured; cold manure is the best. The plants should be a foot apart

each way, and the beds should be about four feet wide, with a path between. The plants should

be one or two years old from the seed, and when planted should be covered about four inches

deep with fine surface soil. Details will be given hereafter.

(P., Hamilton county, Ohio.) Evergreens.—As we have answered another correspondent, we
should prefer spring for transplanting, when the ground is dry and warm and growth about to

commence. Where they can be moved with a ball of earth, it may be done at any convenient

time, except the very hottest of mid-summer weather. For a belt of evergreens to shelter a fruit

garden, we would advise Norway Spruce, White Pine, Austrian Pine, and Hemlock, one half to

be Norway Spruce, the others in equal numbers, or as near that as might be convenient. Plant

in double and tripple rows, placing the trees in one row opposite spaces in the other, and mix-

ing the sorts so as to produce pleasing contrasts between their various shades. You might plant

ten or twelve feet apart, and thin out afterwards, as growth would render it necessary. European

Larch, though deciduous, might be mixed in to advantage.

(J. G., Clark county, Ohio.) Remedy for the Peacr Worm.—Lay around each tree, early in

spring, say April, half a peck to a peck of air-slaked lime, or wood-ashes. Spread them over

the ground in the fall and it will make a good dressing. Renew again in the spring. Besides

this, examine the trees several times during the season, and if the grub has made its way into

any of tlie trees, cut it out. Covering tlie tree with muslin at the time the fly lays her eggs,

might be effectual, as you say. The point attacked is generally at the suriace of the ground.

Six most Valuable Hardy Peaches.—Early York, Crawford Early, Crawford Late, Cooledge

Favorite, Old Mixon Free, Red Cheek Melocoton, or Morris White.

Six most Valuable Orcuard Winter Apples.—Ramho, Yellow Bellflower, Vandcrvere, {Newtoien

Spitr.enburg, in Ohio,) Winesap, Newtoivn Pippin, Talmaris Sweeting. These all succeed well in

your locality— should not recommend such a list for New York or Eastern States.

Five most Profitable Cherries—May Duke, Black Tartarian, Napoleon Bigarreau, Monstreuse

de Mezcl, Tradcscaxt's Black Heart.

Five MOST Profitable Winter Pe^vrs.— Vicar of Winkficld, Lawrence, Easter Beurre, Olout Mor-
ccau, and Princess St. Germain.

For Cooking.—Pound or Cattillac. The first is the best keeper. Chaptal and Easter Bergamot

are both very profitable cooking Pears.

Tour correspondent IIoettcola touched on an interesting and important subject, in the December number, when
he spoke of hardy J^uropean shrubs. Cannot some one give us the light we so much desire on this point ? The com-
mon Privet tries liard to be an evergreen here, but has to give it up about mid-winter. The Mahonia, Box, Savin,

and a few other low plants, help the matter a little, but our poverty in this line is very ai)parent. Have not the

Chinese a method of dwarfing trees, as well as the feet of their fair ones? If there is such a method, (consisting

chiefly, I believe, in a scries of root-prunning,) can wo not apply it to evergreen trees, and thus provide ourselves

with a class of dwarfs as substitutes for shrubs ? (1.) The Hemlock, English Yew, Ked Cedar, Swcedish Juniper, and
some of the Arbor Vities are bciutiful when young ; and if art can make them permanently small, would they not

in some measure compensate for the absence of the Hollies, Laurels, and Ehododendrons, the charm of the English
country landscape ?

1 have a cast-iron article standing on my lawn, which was bought for a vase. It is painted white, in imitation of

marble. On visiting a cemetery in a neighboring city, shortly after this purchase, I observed several of the articles,

precisely like mine, standing .at the head of graves, and I was told ihat they were called urns. Will you tell

ditference between a vase and an urn ? (2.) Is a vase an urn when it stands in a burial-ground, and an urn



^

EDITOU'S T-VBLE.

wliPii It (loooratL's n lawn ? And oiiglil ono of Ibcse artii-los, wlion uscil as a garden oniainrnl, to sinnd eniply, or to

b«- niU'd Willi tMirtli and planted with small trailing vini'.t nr flnwcrs? Urns were used anciently, nil know, an de|Kislla

for llie aMiios of the dead ; and thorefore, when employed in coinctoriea at the present day, should not contain flowers.

Hut ns wo wish to suggest very ilitforent ideas by our garden decorations, should wc not enliven our vases or urns,

(whichever they l«e,) with flowers?

I hLve a Norway Spruce which was decapitaleil a year ago, but which I now wish to grow erect Can its leading

shoot be restored? And if so, how can it be done ? (:).) A. I>. O.

(1.) Tlie Uemlocks, Red Cediir, Arbor Vit;i's, all the Junipers, and even the Norway Spruce,

may be kept quite low by shcariiig or pruning the tops only; but none of these compensate for

the want of broad leaved evergreens, such as Hollies, Rhododendrons, Kulmias, <tc. Au article

from Mr. Munn, on this subject, will be given in our ne.xt number.

(2.) All urn is quite a different thing from a vase. The former lias a covered top, and was

formerly used as a receptacle for the ashes of the dead after the bodies were burnt. It is not

ill actual use at the present day, except as a mere ornament in cemeteries. Large, classic vases,

such as the Warwick, Borghese. and Florence, are in themselves beautiful works of art, and as such

are placed in gardens or on lawns without plants; but all small vases, cast-iron, rustic, ttc., should

be filled with plants; they are evidently intended for that purpose. A small, enijity cast-iron

vase on a lawn is a paltry piece of affectation.

(3.) Take the most vigorous shoot in the best position for a leader, and fasten to a stake,

attached below to the stem of the tree.

VTii.i, you have the goodness to enlighten me a little on the management of the Manetii Eose. Some three years ago

I purchased a few dozen plants, with a view to increase them by cuttings, which I understood would grow almost as

readily as a Willow. The next autumn I headed all the plants down, making as many cuttings as possible, allowing

three or four buds to each. These were planted carefully, and to secure them against the clTects of the winter, about

two inches of chopped thatch was spread over the surface. The cuttings appeared bright in the spring, but not one

of them rooted ! Since this experiment I have grown them by layers, but when it is desirable to pro|)agate them

rapidly, cuttings are preferable. Having a few strong plants, I should like to ascertain if I can use their tops suc-

cessfully in the open ground, for cuttings. Please inform me at what time they should be planted, and in what sort

of sr>il, Ac. Another difflcuKy I have experienced is, that, although I have had some little experience in budding,

and find no diflicully when I use Siceet Briar, or Boursault stocks, I do not succeed at all when the Jfant-tfi is used.

Can you also tell ine how I can succeed in getting seed of Linden, Cornu-s niasculti, and I[alexi<t tetruiiUra, to grow ?

I have sowed them in the autumn, but could never succeed in getting one of either of them to grow. Tlic Cornna

jnu'culu I have managed according to the direction giien for managing Haws, and at other times planted them in

autumn. The Ilalesin I have sowed entire as it was taken from the tree, and sometimes cut in so as to expose the

kernel ; but they wouldn't grow. A Reader.

The Manetii Rose grows from cuttings as freely as Willows. We cannot xrnderstand the cause

of your failure, because we succeed in the same way. We plant in spring generally; just as we
would Currant cuttings, and bud the same season. The buds take rather better late in the sea-

son, say l^t September when the strongest growth is over.

About seeds— the Linden rarely grows well ; the others should succeed by keeping them In a

rot-heap one season. We treat them in this way successfully.

Allow me to prepare a little matter for your consideration, or that of those of your subscriber? learned in pome-
logical nomenclature. Unde deriiiatus Passk Cohnart That the above is almost universal orthography I have no

doubt, but it has always sounded to mo unmitigated nonsense. I have a copy of 77<# Gardener'H /lemf-mhrunrff.,

published at Glasgow in 1S19, by .James Maci'iiaii, in which he lists a Pear as Colmar. About 1S34 I added three

or four varieties to this list upon the recommendation of Mr. Joiix Page, Gardener to Sir .John Delvrs BKOucnrfix,

Bart., of Doddington Park, Cheshire, England, among which is Percy Colmnr. Tliis list I afterwards (in 1S41)

re'orred to in conversation with a Mr. Joubekt, a somewhat lf>cally noted orchardist and vine-grower at Verton. in

Brittany, and I perfectly remember his recognizing the cognomen as there written. The book alluded to has been

out of my possession for many years, until within a few weeks past, when I received it with other portions of a fam-

ily library from France, and the entries above alluded to happening to catch my eje, I deemed the matter, though

trivial, at any rale worth a moment's consideration. If any inquiry on the subject is merited, there is no fitter arena

f r the disquisition than the increasingly valuable pages of the Horticulturist. Ze.vas.— West Brighton, 111.

The Passe Colmar is one of those Pears to which a score of synonyms have been given. Tlie

word Passe is of various significations in French; in this case it appears to indicate a superiority

to the old Colmar, once a popular variety all over Europe. We take this to be the true nomen
We have Passe tardive, a very late Pear, in the same way. Surpass in English would

the same meanintr.



In this climate, -where winter may be said to "linger in the lap of spring " till almost summer, there is hardly time,
without extra help, which every one is not able to have, or which can not always be got of the kind wanted to per-
form all the operations necessary to a complete garden of flowers, fruit, and vegetables. I would like to know, if

many things, such as sowing seeds in pots, planting of summer flowers, bulbs and tubers— Gladiolus, Dalilias, and
the like, and many other things of a kindred nature, may not be done at any time after winter sets in, and without
much risk, provided the pots are kept in a cool dark cellar until a hot-bed or the open ground is ready to receive
thom. (1.)

As I desire to set out some Hoses in spring, I would like also to know the names of a dozen or so of most har.Iy
ever-blooming kinds, which will stand our winter with least protection, and give me the most constant bloom. I do
not care about the size or kind of bush, or even if it dies to the ground in winter, provided it will come up again in
spring and give me buds and blossoms for boquets in summer. (2.)

What kinds of tender Roses, such as must be taken up in fall and kept in cellar in winter from frost, for the front
of a border, or elsewhere, will give me the most constant and various bloom with the ordinary cultivation a general
flower border receives in a tolerably well kept garden. (3.)

I take the liberty of asking these questions, believing your replies will give others information as well as myself. A
SirnscEiBBR.— Utica, N. Y.

(1.) "We cannot venture to advise much to be done in thifl way, because many buds and
bulbs are very easily injured by moisture when placed in the earth and kept dormant. A^ a
general thing, it is better not to pot or plant until heat sufficient for vegetation can be given.

Considerable may be done in the way of forwarding annuals, bulbs, <tc., in frames during the

early spring, so as to bring them into bloom in the open ground at an early period of the season.

Dahlias should never be planted before the first of June, or thereabouts.

(2.) A dozen of the best hardy perpetual Roses, free growers and good bloomers— Baron Pre-
vost, Baron Halles, Buchesse de Nemours, Geaiit dcs Batailles, La Rehf, Marquise Boccella, Madame
Lamoricicre, Madame Laffay, Pius IX, Caroline de Sansal, Victoria, and William Jesse.

(3.) BouRBoxs—such as Souvenir Malmaison, Lcveson Gower, Hermosa, Ifrs. Bosanquet, and
Ju2^iter.

Noisettes—such as Clolh of Gold, Amie Vibert, Solfatare, Caroline Marinessr, and Fellcmherfj.

Teas—Bougere, Lady Warrendcr, La Pactole, Devouiensis, Souvenir d\m ami, <te.

Bengals— White Daily, Cds, Sanyuinea, Madame Breon.

IIbre have I been reading your Magazine from the first number, and have never dropped a word of acknowledge-

ment. Republics, they say, are ungrateful. Can it be that the spirit of the mass so infects the minute particles ? But
how can I express ray gratitude? " Certainly not," I fancy I hear you exclaim, " by a long-winded exordium. If

you have any thing to say, out with it." Consider yourself, then, most heartily thanked for the Magazine. No more
welcome periodical makes its advent to my library.

And now as I know you love to answer questions, I am going to ask you a few. Do you know I find it exceedingly

difficult to ripen perfectly, so that they shall have any flavor, both the autumn and winter Pears? There is, for

instance, the Bnurre Diet. Some specimens, it is true, ripen very well, with a fine rich taste; but others again are

not worth the eating. Moreover, the books say, "In eating from September to December, if ripened in the house."

Now, wrap them up in as soft paper, and put theni in as cold a place as I please (barring an ice honse), they won't keep
with me longer than through Oclober. There are the Beiirre cVAremherq and Vicar of Winl-Jield,— why, as

ripened by mo, a pig of good taste would turn up /'is nose at them. In fact, if my pig would'nt, I should doubt the

purity of his breed. Now, what secre* do you genuemen, the Wilders and other eminent Pomologists, who boast you

can make a Vi' ar of Winkjield eatable — I say, what secret (valuable as that the lion. Mr. Mathkws', who has been

engineering at the curculio, says ho possesses, and, proh pudor ! wont, without a consideration, communicate to the

public), do you possess? Don't refer me to what has been written ; if you do, you drive me to despair. Is it so that

a bountiful Providence has furnished winter Pears, and then, as the condition of ripening them and the price at

which they may be eaten, required us to build houses stuffed with charcoal ?—or is it that my climate and soil are

bad ? or do I pick them too soon or too late ? (I let thera hang on the trees till hard frosts sot in,)—or am I unreason-

able, and demand a higher flavor than can be obtained ? for, upon my word, I never saw one that was flt to be eaten.

Speak ! "Let me not burst in ignorance."

Again, will you not do me and many another ignoramus, the good service to name the kinds of Pears which should

be picked before maturity ? Tbo Secktl and Avtumn Melting should, I believe, bo left to mature ; the Burthtt, not.

But liow is it with the /r;«/.5« 5(5n7i« dej'rxry, Beurre Goubaiilt, Henry JV, JM.F, Osbaiid's Summer, Otwer/o

Benrre, Beurrc Base, Beurre d''An}ou, Urbiinifiti'. JTeathcot, and as many others as you please!

So much for my questions. And now, in pre-paymcnt, or rather a small installment toward the payment for the

answers I expect, and in order to Vw w— not my widow's mite, for I am no widow — but my equally humble con-

tribution into your treasury, I give you a couple of items from my experience and reading.

I find tliat Garlic planted round the butt of a tree is an effectual protection against the borer. I have tried it some
years, and know it answers the purpose. Once planted, there it is, and continuei, and is no trouble. I do dl

ave seen this antidote mentioned in the Jlorticulturisi, or elsewhere. You may be surprised at my 1

I ask no reward for the discovery.



A French publlcotlon I was rondingr the olner day, contains something Interesting. A horticulturist In the neiRl*-

borhoo<l of Vor«aille5, n diliRfiil Mudcntof vccolnblo physiology, concciveJ the iiloa that Ihf (limiriiilivcnossof cer-

tain plant;*, for instnnoo Iho Vicilot, was nltribiilablo tu the pn-s.^iire of the ntmosphcro, a weight too jfrcnl for llilii, fee-

ble orpaiiN Tlio idea hiivinp once M-ciirccl a UMlpnoiit in his lirain, he sought means to confirm it. This i» the expe-

dient he resorted to : Having obtained a little ball<Min, he attached to it like a imrachulo, a |>ot in which were planted

a number of Violets, ( ViuMtf df I'annf,) an<l anchored it to the ground by a nilken string nl the height of some
8,^00 feeL At the end of two months Violets wite obtained of the liize of Kengal Koses. It would be a pleasure to

have some of tlie .sp"'cimens at oiir next Horticultural Kxhibilion. 'WouM not some amiable and i>atriutic French-

man, "jeabus of his country's fame,"' bo willing to furnish them ? Ignouamus.

"Wc pity our Connecticut friend wlio can not ripen sucli Pears as Bcurrv Did and Bcurrc d'Ar-

emberg, tliat need only be picked from tlio trees when frost come?, and placed on ihelves in a

good dry cellar, where they will soon ripen and be delicious. Tlioao are two Pears that can

scarcely be niBmanaged in ripening. The Vicar needs to be ripened in a temperature of 60°

or 70°. Winter Pears are worth ripening just as Potatoes are wortli boiling or baking. We
know of no variety of Pear that is improved by ripening fully on the tree, not excepting Scckel

or Autumn Melting. All the Pears you name arc much better ripened in the house,— the tempe-

rature of a living-room is good for fall varietiea

A correspondent at "Waukesha, "Wisconsin, writes to us as follows:

" The TmheUa and CudiKha Grape vines are not perfectly hardy in this portion of the West They are li.iblc to

be killed to the ground, unless protected through the winter. I usually care for them by laying down in the fall and

covering with a few inches of earth. I sometimes question the excellence of this plan,— the vines becoming so

th oroughly impregnated with moisture, rre they not thereby made tender, and mere liable to the action of late frost

after uncorering 7

Will you, when convenient, give some advice through the irorticuUuriM as to the best mode of proceeding in

planting a vineyard of several hundred vines, with express reference to the necessity of protection? also simple and

explicit directions as to the training and pruning such a vineyard in a climate thus unfavorable.

The Clinton is hardy and productive, but its flavor is not fine enough for a table Grape, in my estimation. Among
the many new seedlings yearly produced may we not hope for a variety .is hardy as the Clinton and as good as the

Isabella f»

TVnicn are rnn Best Eosrs?—Tn some of the former volumes of yourjonmal, your readers were treated with the

experience of many extcn.sive florists, by naming the best twenty-live Itoses, the best 'welve, the best six, Ac., for

out-door culture. "SVe would like to hear from tlwm again, to know rf their opinions remain unchanged. Such

information is highly valuable to persons unacquainted with the blooming properties of the different kinds. I am
about to stock a new yard, the coining spring, with shraljbery, mostly Roses, and desire to make such purchase as

will not disappoint me. Good bloomers, fine forms, distinct colors, dwarf habit, or at least swh as can easily be pro-

tected if needful, and good foliage, are tlii; characteristics for them to possess. The selection to be made from per-

petuals, or fall-blooming Boses. The Eoses figured in the last two numbers will undoubtedly take their place among
the favorite few. A Fabhek'b "Wife.

Verbenas.—In the November number, page 514, is an article on wintering Verbenas in small pots. I can not see

what is meant by wintering them in small pots, when it is distinctly said they are placed in boxes early in August, in

which they remain all winter. lam so much troubled with the i)lant louse attacking the roots of my Verbenas,

German Asters, Dahlias, and some oliier plants, that I am nearly discouraged. 1 can find no remedy laid down in

any work that I have consulted for the louse that attacks the roots. Will some one five the desired information and

oblige? ScBSCBiBBE.

—

Jfechanicerille, 2f. T.

JHoitttuItural .Socittttjs, ^t.

Genesee Valley Horticultural SoaETV.— The annual meeting of the Genesee Valley ITorti-

cultural Society will be held in the city of Rochester, on Saturday, the 10th day of February, at

10 o'clock, A. M. There will be a show of winter fruit.

-^<^p^y^











lomological ^QtkWts ani) i\m Infiiitnce.

N" the month of September, 1848, the first general meeting

of fruit growers was held at Bufialo, in connection with and

under the auspices of the New York State Agricultural Soci-

ety, of which Lewis F. Allen, Esq., of Butialo, was then

President. This gentleman was one of the principal movers

in the matter, and participated actively in the proceedings of

that meeting. Delegates were present from fifteen States

and the Canadas ; large collections of fruit were presented

;

and the discussions, which continued during three days, were

quite as interesting and instructive as those of any subsequent meeting of the kind.

The delegates and all who took a part in the proceedings were pleased ^nth the result,

and felt perfectly satisfied that association and assemblage for the interchange of

N-iews and opinions, and to compare specimens as well as experience, were to be the

most effectual means of advancing the science of pomology, in all its branches. In

October, of the same year, the "x\mencan Pomological Congress" assembled at New
York under the auspicies of the American Institute. This was a large meeting

—

some twelve States were represented by the most intelligent and active cultivators in

the Union. The display of fruits was magnificent, and the proceedings passed off to

tlie entire satisfaction of all who were present or participated in them. Here we had

two societies, each claiming to be national in their scope and purposes, and both

well organized.

Next year (1849), the Buffalo organization met at Syracuse, and there adopted the

title, "North American Pomological Society." This meeting was well attended, and

the discussions of the session, together with the State and local reports presented to it,

formed a very valuable pamphlet. At the close of that session, a committee with Dr.

Wexdell of Albany, as Chairman, was appointed to confer with the American Pomo-

logical Congress in regard to a union or consolidation. On the following month this

latter society met in New York, and the union was there effected. Thenceforward we

have had but one national organization— the "American Pomological Society." It

has held five sessions: two in New York, one in Cincinnati, one in Philadelphia, and

one in Boston; and the next will be held in Rochester, in 1856. There is not at this

day in the world an organization of this kind so eflicient, or that extends its influence

over so wide a range of territory as this. It has its committees and gathers its reports

from the most northern limits of the United States to the shores of the Pacific.

Besides this great national society, we have others of a nearly local or sectional

character; such, for instance, as the Society of Ohio; the Northwest, embracing Illinois,

Iowa, (fee; and the Wisconsin Society. All are powerful auxiliaries, and are really exert-

great influence. Confining their investigations to sections or territories having

nearly similar climates, and where culture is influenced by the same causes, they are

JSIap.ch 1, 1S55. c 1 No. 111.
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able to enter into prreator detail than tlie national society can. Thus we see the

Northwest an«l Ohio Societies discuss the comparative merits of different modes of

proi)n:fation, the iiifluonoe of certain soils or particular varieties, comparative success

of buiUlini^ at various seasons, &c. "We therefore desire to encourage the organization

of local and sectional societies of this kind. Eveiy State should Ijave one, and every

district of a State even, where a sufficient difference of climate and s<jils exists to give

it a peculiar character. Horticultural Societies are too general in their purposes to be

efficient in collecting pomological JTiformation. Such a Society as that of Massachu-

setts or Pennsylvania can accomplish much, because they have ample means; yet even

these seldom do more than offer premiums for particular objects, they do not induce

iuvestio-ations over the whole State. The influence of small, local lloi-ticultural Soci-

eties is frenerally limited to the towns or villages in whit.-h they are located. Socie-

ties formed for the sole purpose of advancing fruit culture can operate effectually with-

out great loss of time in exhibitions; they can have a common center to which speci-

mens, repoi-ts, &c., can at all times be transmitted, and the work can go on through

the members and committees at all seasons and ever}- day in the year. It is very plain

that these local Societies will be more thorough in their work than State Committees

of the National Society can be.

All these societies will be so many aids to the National Society, and will enable it

to carry for\vard its great plans with much greater rapidity, and will render them infi-

nitely more reliable. So far we appreheu.l that our State reports have been too local

and have not conveyed an accurate idea of the whole territory represented. AVith the

cooperation of local societies, this evil would be obviated.

The information which has already been collected within the space of seven years,

is of great value to all classes of cultivators. So far the investigations have been

chiefly directed to ascertain the best varieties,— the discussions of our Narional Society

have scarcely touched upon anything else. But this is one of the most important

points, and it is well to give it early attention. When the fiuestion is asked, What are

the most popular varieties of fruits under culture in the United States? are we able to

return a tolerably accurate reply ? In our last number we gave a list of the most

popular varieties in Illinois, Iowa, «fec., according to the reports of the Northwest Asso-

ciation, and also a list recommended for Ohio by the Ohio Society. Now we have

examined all the reports that have appeared, and have made out the following list.

To each variety we have affixed the States in which they have been recommended by

fruit committees, and we enumerate those only which have been recommended by at

least three States, our object being to make a list of such as have proved successful

over a wide area. We had this arrangement prepared for our own information and

convenience, and we believe that as a table of reference it will be found valuable to

all who are engaged in fruit culture, or who are collecting information on that subject:

APPLES.

iJaZJwm—New York, Del., N. J., Vermont, Neiv Ilampsliire, Maine, Olno, Missouri, HI

noxhury Ensset—J^ew York, N. J., Vermont, Maine, Micli., Ohio, Missouri, Ind., Ill

Korthem Spy—New York, New Jersey, Vermont, Maine.

Rhode Island Greening—^. Y., Penn., N. J., Vt., Maine, Mich., Iowa, Ohio, Ind.,

Swaar—New York, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois.
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Esoput Spitsenburg—New York. Pennsylvania, Vermont, N. II., Mich., Ohio, Mo., HI.

Early Hardest—Xew York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Vermont, New Ilampsliire, Vir-

ginia, Ohio, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Delaware, Michigan, Iowa.

Sweet Bough—New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Maine, Illinois, Delaware, New Jer-

sey, Virginia, Missouri, Indiana, New Ilampshire, Ohio.

Summer Rose—New York, Pennsylvania, Del., New Jersey, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois.

Fall Pippin—New York, Penn., Del., New Jersey, Mich., Virginia, Ohio, Missouri, HI.

Belmont—New York, Michigan, Ohio.

Hiiblardson Ifonsuch—^ew York, New Jersey, Vermont, Massachusetts, Maine.

Golden Sweet—New York, Maine, Missouri.

Hed Astracan—New York, Vermont, New Ilampsliire, Maine, Iowa, Ohio, Missouri, lU.

Jonathan—New York, Ohio, Missouri.

Early Strarrlerry—New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio.

Da7iver''s Winter Sweet—New York, Delaware, Vermont, Massachusetts, Maine, Ohio.

WilUam''s Favorite—New York, New Hampshire, Maine.

American Summer Pearmain—New York, Delaware, Illinois.

Summer Queen—New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri, Indiana, Hlinois.

Maiden's Blush—New York, Delaware, New Jersey, Ohio, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois.

Porter—New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Maine, Ohio, Missouri.

Graveiistein—New York, New Jersey, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Ohio.

Yandenere—New York, Maine, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois.

Yellow Belljlower—New York, Penn., Del., N. J., Vt., Mich., Iowa, Va., 0., Mo., la,, HI.

Fameuse—New York, New Jersey, Vermont, Massachusetts, Maine, Illinois.

Newtown Pii^pin—New York, Del., N. J., Mich., Iowa, Va., Oliio, Missouri, Ind. 111.

Pambo—New York, Penn., Delaware, Mich., Iowa, Ohio., Missom-i, Indiana, Illinois.

Smokehouse—Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, Indiana.

Fallenwalden—Pennsylvania, Delaware, Ohio.

Golden Russet—Pennsylvania, New Hampsliire, Ohio. Hlinois.

Winesap—Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Ohio, Hlinois.

White BeUJlower—Pennsylvania, Missouri, Illinois.

Holland Pi2)pin—^Michigan, Missouri, Indiana.

Rawle^s Janet—Iowa, Virginia, Illinois.

Lady Apple—^Delaware, Ohio, Missouri.

PEAES.

Bloodgood—Conn., Vermont, New Jersey, Delaware, Penn., Georgia, Oliio, Mississippi.

Doyenne d'Ete—Conn., New Jersey, New York, Maine, Mass., Ohio, Indiana, Mississippi.

Tyson—Conn., New Jersey, Penn., New York, Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio, Mississippi.

Dearlorn'i Seedling—Conn., Vermont, N. J., Del., Penn., N. Y., Maine, Geo., Ohio.

Julienne—Conn., Delaware, Penn., South Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Mississippi.

Bartlett—Conn., Vermont, N. J., Del., Penn., N. Y., Maine, Geo., Iowa, Ohio, Mo., Ind.

Beurre Bosc—Conn., Vermont, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Indiana, Mississippi.

Beurre Diel—Conn., New Jersey, New York, Georgia, Ohio, Missouri, Mississippi.

Golden Beurre of Bilhoa—Connecticut, New Jersey, Maine, Georgia, Mississippi.

Flemish Beauty—Conn., Vermont, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Georgia, Ohio, Miss.

Louise Bonne de Jersey—Conn., Vt., N. J., Del., Pa., N. Y., Me., Mass., Geo., O., la.. Miss.

Fondante d^Automne—Conn., New Jersey, Penn., New York, Mass., Geo., Ind., Miss.
Serl-el—Conn., Vermont, N. J., Del., Penn., N. Y., S. C, Geo., Ohio, Mo., Ind., Miss.

Van Mons Leon le Clerc—Connecticut, New York, Georgia,

chcsse d'Angoulemc—Conn., N. J., Del, N. Y., Maine, S. C, Geo., 0., Mo., Ind
re d'Aremberg—Conn., Vermont, New Jersey, Del., New York, Maine, Ohio^



Vicar of WinlcfieUL—Conn., Vermont, New Jersey, Del., Mass., Maine, Indiana.

'Winter Kelis—Conn., Vermont, N. J., Del., Tenn., N, Y., Maine, Geo., Ohio, InJ., Miss.

Madeleine—Conn., N. J., Del., Penn., N. Y., Geo., Oliio, Missouri, Indiana, Missisgij)i)i.

'

Andrcic8—Qonn.^ Vermont, New Jersey, New York, Mass., Georgia.

Beurre Brown—Connecticut, New York, Georgia, Indiana.

^^/^aJf^/i—Connecticut, New Jersey, iMassacliusctts.

Jleathcot—Connecticut, Vermont, Maine, Oliio.

Beurre G^o!/Z»a»?<—Connecticut, New Jersey, Mississi[)pi,

Beurre d'Amalis—Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Georgia, Mississippi.

Onondaga—Connecticut, New York, Ohio.

Marie Louise—Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Georgia, Ohio, Mississippi,

Ducliessc d' Orleans—Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts.

Kapoleon—Connecticut, New York, Maine, Ohio, Missouri.

St. Ghuslain—Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine, Georgia, Ohio.

Frederick of Wirtemburg—Connecticut, New York, Maine, Georgia, Ohio.

Urlaniste—Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri.

Faster Beurre—Conn., New Jersey, Delaware, New York, Georgia, Ohio, Indiana.

Beurre Giffard—Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine, Indiana, Mississippi.

Doyenne BoussocJc—Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts.

Biv—Connecticut, New York, Georgia, Ohio, Mississij)pi.

Paradise d''Automne—Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts.

White Doyenne—Conn., Vermont, N. Y''., Maine, S. C, Geo., Ohio., !N[o., Miss., Penn., 111.

Glout Morccau—Conn., Vermont, N. J., Del., N. Y., Maine, Geo., Indiana, Missis-sijipi.

Basse Cvbnar—Conn.^ New Y'ork, Maine, Georgia, Mississippi.

Bostiezer—Yermont, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Mass., Indiana, Mi-ssissippi.

Beurre d''Anjou—New Jersey, Delaware, Massachusetts, Mississippi.

Lmorence—New Jersey, Massachusetts, Ohio.

Washington—New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Ohio.

Brandywine—Delaware, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Mississippi.

Doyenne Gris—Pennsylvania, Georgia, Mississippi.

Steven''s Genesee—New York, Georgia, Ohio.

Fulton—New Y'ork, Maine, Massachusetts, Soutli Carolina.

Buffurn—New York, Maine, Massachusetts.

PEACHES.
RECOMMENDED BY AT LEAST TWO STATES.

Yellow Alberge—Ohio, New York,

Farhj Tillotson—Ohio, Georgia, New York, New Jersey.

Morris^ Bed Bare Bipe—Ohio, Missouri.

Farly Yorh—Ohio, Missouri, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York.

Malta—Ohio, Georgia.

Earlg Ann—Ohio, New York.

Bed Bare Bipe—Ohio, Georgia, New Jersey, New York
Yellow Bare Bipe—Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey.

George IV.—Ohio, Georgia, New Jersey, New York,

Grosse Mignonne—Ohio, Missouri, Georgia, New York.

Late Heath Cling—Ohio, New Jersey, Kentucky, Missouri, Georgia.

Coolidge's Favorite—Ohio, New York, Massachusetts.

Late Admiraltle—Ohio, Georgia, Missouri.

wford'^s Early—Ohio, ^Missouri, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York,

irford''s Late—Ohio, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New Y'ork.
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Morns' White—Ohio, Missouri, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York.

Kew Torh Rare Ripe—Ohio, New Jersey.

TroWs Early—Missouri, New Jersey.

Early N'ewington—Missouri, New Jersey.

Lemon Cling—Missouri, Georgia, New York.

OlctMixon Free—Georgia, New Jersey, New York, Ohio.

Royal Oeorge—Georgia, New York.

Tippecanoe—Georgia, New Jersey.

Large Early TorTc—New Jersey, New York.

Red CTieelo Melocoton—New Jersey, New York.

PLUMS.
EECOMMENDED BY AT LEAST TWO STATES.

Green Oosge—^New York, Conn., New Jersey, Delaware, Penn., Maine, Georgia, Ohio.

Jefferson—-New York, Connecticut, Maine, Georgia, Ohio.

Lawrence''s Favorite—New York, Pennsylvania, Maine, Georgia.

Purple Gage—New York, Maine.

Bleeclcer''a Ga^e—New York, Connecticut, Maine, Ohio.

Coe''s Golden Drop—New York, New Jersey, Georgia, Ohio.

Columlia—New York, Maine.

Drap d'' Or—New York, New Jersey, Maine, Ohio.

Hiding''s Superi—New York, Georgia, Ohio.

Imperial Gage—New York, Connecticut, Maine, Georgia.

Smitli's Orleans—New York, Conn., New Hampshire, New Jersey, Maine, Geo., Ohio.

Washington—New York, Conn., New Hampshire, New Jersey, Maine, Georgia, Ohio.

Frost Gage—New York, Connecticut, Maine, Georgia.

Emerald Drop—New York, Connecticut,

Reine Claude de Bavay—New York, Maine.

Yellow Magnum Bonum—New York, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Maine.

Yellow Gage—New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ohio.

Lomlard—Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine.

Bingham—New Hampshire, Georgia.

Duane's Purple—New York, Ohio.

CHERRIES.
EKCOMMEXDED BY AT LEAST THREE STATES.

Belle de Choky—New York, Conn , New Jersey, Maine, Ohio, Indiana, Mass.

Blaclc Eagle—New York, Conn., New Hampsliire, Penn., Maine, Mich., Ohio, Missouri

Blacli Tartarian—New York, Conn., N. J., Del., 0. W., Mich., Obio, Mo., Ind., Miss.

Bigarreau {Yellow Spanish)—N. Y., N. J., Del., 0., Mo,, Ind., N. II., Mich., Miss.

Downer''s Late—New York, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Maine, Ohio, Mississippi.

Elton—New York, Conn., New Jersey, Del., Penn., Maine, C. W., Mich., Ohio, Mo.

Knighfs Early Black—New York, New Jersey, Ohio.

Kap>oleon Bigarreau—New York, Connecticut, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri, Mississippi.

Belle Magnijique—New York, Pennsylvania, Canada "West.

May Dul-e—New York, Conn., N. II., N. J., Del., Maine, Mich., Geo., Ohio, Ind., Miss.

White Bigarreau—New York, Conn., New Hampshire, Del., Mich., Oliio, Mississippi.

Black Heart—New York, Delaware, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri.

Early Purple Guigne—New York, Mississippi, New Jersey, Canada "West.

glish Morello—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Georgia, Missouri.

tish Morello—Connecticut, Maine, New Jersey, Georgia, Indiana.
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Jloney ITeart—Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts.

Coe'i Transparent—Connecticut, New Jersey, Massacliusetts.

Got. Wood—Massachusetts, Ohio, New Yorlc.

American Amher—^Michigan, Ohio, Missouri.

APEICOTS.

Peach—Ohio, Mississippi, Georgia, New Jersey.

Moorpark—Ohio, Mississippi, Georgia, New Jersey, New York.

Jireda—Oliio, Mississippi, Georgia, Now Jersey, New York.

Large Early—Ohio, Mississippi, New York.

NECTARINES.

Elriige—Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New York.

Early Violet—Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New York.

QUINCES.

Orange Apple—Ohio, New Jersey, New York.

Portugal—Ohio, New Jersey.

UAKDT GRAPES, FOR OUT-DOOR CULTURE.

Catawla—Ohio, Missouri, Iowa, Geo., 0. "W., Mass., Del., New Jersey, Conn.

Isnlella—Ohio, Mo., Iowa, Geo., Mich., C. W., Mass., Del., N. J., Vermont, Conn.,

Clinton—Michigan, Canada West.

Elsihloro—Delaware, New Jersey.

CURRANTS.

Bed Dutch,—New York, Delaware, Massachusetts, C. "W., Missouri, Ohio.

Knighfs Sweet Red—New Y'"ork, New Jersey.

White Dutch—New Y'ork, New Jersey, Delaware, Mass., Canada "West, Missouri, Ohio,

White Grape—New York, Canada "West.

Black Napiles—New Jersey, Massachusetts, Canada West.

May 8 Victona—Massachusetts, New York, Canada West.

RASPBERRIES.

Ped Antwerp—New Y'ork, Connecticut, New Jersey, Canada West, Mississippi, Ohio.

WJitte {or Yellow) Antwerp—New York, Canada West, New Jersey, Massachusetts.

Fastolff-—New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Oliio.

Franconia—New York, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey, Maine, Massachusetts.

KnetetVs Giant—New Y^'ork, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio.

STRAWBERRIES.

Eovey^a Seedling—O., Miss., Ind., Mo., C. W., Mass., Maine, Del., N. J., Conn., N.Y.

Iowa—Ohio, Missouri.

McAvoy^t Superior—Ohio, Indiana.

Hudson—Ohio, Canada West, New York,

Jenney''s Seedling—Ohio, Maine, Connecticut, New York.

Durr^s Neio Pine—Ohio, Missouri, Canada West, New Y^ork.

Black Prince—Mississippi, Canada West, New York.

rge Early Scarlet—Mississippi, Missouri, C. W., N. Y., Mass., Maine, Delaware.

ton Pine—Indiana, Maine, Connecticut, New York.
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MARSHALL PINCKNEY WILDER, of Doeoiiester, Mass.

Few men enjoy a more desirable and extensive fame than tlie subject of this narrative.

For a long course of years, he has been favorably known on both sides of the Atlantic,

on account of his zealous and persevering efforts to promote pomology and the rural

arts. His indefatigable labors, aside from his mercantile pursuits, have contributed

largely for the advancement of American horticulture aud agriculture. For many of

the facts in this article, we acknowledge our indebtedness to biogi-aphical sketches,

recently published in the American Portrait Gallery, and in the Merchants' Magazine.

Marshall Pinckney Wilder was born September 22, 1798, in Rindge, N. 11., a

town which has given many worthy citizens to the republic, and many devoted disci-

ples to the church. Among these may be noticed Rev. Edward Patson, D. D., of

Portland, Me., whose praise is in all our churches; Hon. Addison Gardner, of Roch-

ester, late Lieutenant Governor, and at present Judge of the Supreme Court; and Hon.

George P. Barker, recently Attorney General, of New York; all nurtured in the same

district school with Mr. Wilder ; all consecrated at the same baptismal fount. This

town is situated in Cheshire County, twenty miles south-east of Keene.

He was the eldest of ten children. His father, Samuel Loch Wilder, Esq., who
derived his christian name from an uncle, one of the Presidents of Harvard College,

was a worthy merchant and farmer, who, in boyhood, moved to that place from Lan-

caster, Mass.,* and who has there been honored with many municipal aud State offices,

and still hves in a green old age. His paternal ancestors performed valuable services

in the suppression of Shay's insurrection, in the Lidian and Revolutionary wars, and in

the formation of the American government. "Of all the ancient Lancaster families,''

says the Worcester Magazine,\ "there is no one that has sustained so many important

offices as that of the Wilders."

His mother was Mrs. Anna Siierwin Wilder, a lady of good natural endowments,

nervous temperment, lively imagination, quick sensibility, and devoted piety. She was

passionately fond of rural life ; and early took him with her into the garden to dress

and keep it. There she infused into him the spirit, and nurtured in him the taste which

has subsequently honored her memory and distinguished her first-born. Nor did she

neglect his intellectual, moral, and religious culture. In all these, she was a help

meet to her husband.

Having given their son the advantages of the district school, his parents sent him, at

the age of twelve years, to the Academy in New Ipswich, in the hope that he might

seek a public education, and prepare for one of the learned professions. But he pre

ferred more active life ; and after a period spent in this institution, and under a classical

teacher at home, a period during which he nearly completed his preparation for admis-

sion to college, they gave him his choice to continue his studies, to enter the store with

his father, or to labor on the farm.

these three pursuits, he at once relinquished the idea of professional life

* Book of the Lockes, pp. 81, 99, 19S. t Vol. ii, p. 45.
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jiftiT coiisidoraMe doliboration between incrcantilc business anil aiji'ietiltiiro, lie cliose

tho latter. 15ut ho liail not been long oeciipied therein, when his i'atlier's business

(KMnanded his sen-ices in the store; and he reversed his decision, and resolved to be a

nn'rehant. His father assiifiied him the ])h'ee of the youniji'st apprentice, with tlie

])r<)inise of advancement as ho grew in age and wisdom. This was a severe trial to his

youthful ambition. lUit it was necessary, in order to give him a thorough knowledge

of business, to form in him a habit of endurance and j)erseverance, to qualify him to take

a leading part in a large mercantile establishment, and to make him the arbiter of his

own fortune. Humiliating as this assignment may have been to his pride, yet it exjilo-

ded his boyish and anti-republican theories of distinction by birth and ancestry of inher-

iting rather tlian earning a fortune, and of accitlental and favorable turns of fortune

which have no enduring subjective basis, and which therefore the storms and the flood

carry away.

Having served liis apprenticeship under the watchful eye and the approving smile of

liis father, fonned a good character, tlie best part of a young man's ca,pital, and obtained

his majority. In 1820 he was admitted junior partner in tlie finn, which was denomi-

nated "Samuel L. Wilder & Son," and which from that time to 1825 transacted an

extensive and prolitable business. Duiing a part of that period, he acted as post mas-

ter in the town.

On the last evening of the year 1820, he married Miss Tkyi'HOSO Jewett, daughter

of Dr. Stephen Jewett, of that place, an amiable and intelligent lady, by whom he had

six children, and who died suddenly, August 1, 1831.* By a second inaiTiage, August

29, 18:33, he was united to Miss Abby Baker, of Franklin, Mass., daughter of Captain

David ]5aker, an accomplished and devoted lady, by whom he had six children, and

who died of consumption April 4th, 1854. Of his twelve children, seven still survive

to mourn with him over the afflictions which have so often interrupted the family circle

and overwhelmed them with sorrow.

Colonel Wilder naturally partakes of that military passion which distinguished his

ancestors. This was early developed. When he was but eighteen years of age, lie

received an appointment in the staff of the twelfth regiment of N. H. Militia. ^Vhen

he was twenty-one, he received a commission as Adjutant in the same body, an office

which he soon resigned to take the command of tlie Kindge Light Infantry. This

company he did much toward raising and equiping in the best military style. After

two years, he was elected Lieutenant Colonel ; and the next year, at the age of twenty-

five. Colonel of the regiment. The latter of these offices he resigned at the close of

the year on account of his removal to Boston, being then in the line of rapid promo-

tion. In the city of his adoption, he joined tlie ancient and honorable Artillery Com-

pany, which consists of commissioned officere either in actual service, or whose term has

expired, and of which he is still a member.

, Mr. Wilder's business and militar\- offices in his native State made him favorably and

extensively known there, and secured him a large number of valuable customers in lies-

ton, where he transferred his business and family in 1825. At present his firm is Parker,

er &, Co., one of the most active, responsible, and respectable commission houses <

^

* Book of the Lockes, pp. 108, 19S.



in that city, owning and doing the business of a large number of cotton and woolen

mills in different parts of New England.

In this extensive mercantile house, Mr. "Wilder is one of the senior partners,

acquainted with all the branches of the business, and ready to cooperate with the mem-
bers of the firm, but of late years specially devoted to its financial department.

He speedily took rank among the merchants of Boston, and was tendered various

offices in its monetary institutions. He has been a Director in the Hamilton Bank and

National Insurance Company for more than twenty years ; and also in the New Eng-

land Life Insurance Company, and other kindred institutions. The Boston Atlas, in

1851, says, "Mr. Wilder has for nearly thirty years been one of those 'solid men of

Boston'— we mean one of those enterprising, public spirited, and upright merchants,

whose virtues have a practical existence, benefiting and ennobling the community of

which they are jnembers. But though engaged in the mercantile profession, he has

devoted much time to the pure and elevating pursuits of horticulture and agriculture.

His name, as the zealous patron and promoter of the noblest of sciences, will fill a

luminous page in the history of human progress and improvement— a page that will

suffer no detriment by the lapse of years, and which will have its interpreter on every

hill side and in every valley where rural taste and refinement are found."

If you would see him at his private desk, call on him at his place of business in the

city. If you inquire after Mr. Wilder, you will be conducted to his private counting

room, at one corner of which, by the window, sits the subject of our narrative.

Observe the books and pamphlets in his favorite departments of thought and action on

your left, and the files of papers on your right. Look at his desk— what a quantity

of letters to be read, their contents noted, and answers rendered! Read his memoran-

dum of business to be transacted for the day— enough, you imagine, to employ half a

dozen men. He is intensely occupied; but he catches the first sound of your voice,

and rises to greet you in as cordial a manner as if you were his familiar friend, and he

had been long expecting you. After mutual salutations, and when you are seated, you

feel as much at home as if you were in your own dwelling. If he is too intent on

business to devote to you the time and attention which you desire, he frankly avows

the fact, and asks you to postpone the subject of your interview to a specified hour.

At the time appointed you find that his business has been disposed of; his letters

answered; and that he is in readiness to resume your subject, and to devote to it

requisite time and attention. It relates, we will suppose, to a branch of horticulture.

His habit of conversation you find free and unreserved. He communicates with ease

and affability the results of his reading, observation, and ripe experience.

When you have accomplished the object of your mission and taken your departure,

reflection suggests the inquiry how a gentleman engaged in a mercantile business so

extensive, can have acquired a fund of information so varied and extensive, a know-

ledge so profound of the sciences of horticulture, agriculture, and kindred arls. A
more familiar acquaintance with Mr. Wilder's natural endowments and private habits,

discloses the manner in which he has been enabled to make so extensive attainments,

and to pursue objects so various.

sudden death of his first wife led him to seek the retirement of the countiy,

he could gratify his native taste for rural life. He purchased and moved into



his pre'^nt residence in Jiine, 1832. It is (lie fii-st liouse in Durcla'stor, on Wasliiii;;-

ton Strwt, loading from the M:iin Street, in Koxbury, tx) the Old South (.'hurrh, in the

former town. I lis place is called Hawthorn Grove, and is the next residence south of

Grove Hall. Ilis dwelling stands back from the street, and is surrounded with grate-

ful shades in variety. His gardens, extensive nurseries, and green-houses, rank anictiig

tln^ best furnished in the country. All his buildings are tasteful and convenient. His

fruit room, which gives him the control of the temperature, of the air and light, is con-

structed upon scientific and original principles, and enables him to regulate, at pleasure,

the npening process. His grounds are tastefully laid out and adorned; his nursencs,

which c»jver about ten acres, contain many thousands of young fruit trees, particularly

the I'oar. For the last species of fruit his grounds are as distinguished as his green-

houses are for the best varieties and the most extensive collection of Camellias.

His library of well selected, rare and valuable w^orks on his favorite arts of horticul-

ture and agriculture, affords evidence of a well cultivated mind, and of a habit of

thorough investigation and study.

Blessed by nature with quick perceptive faculties, and witli unusual vereatility of

mind, he acquires with ease and rapidity; and being of a practical turn, he readily and

and wisely appropriates his knowledge to his daily pursuits. He is a rigid economist

of time, and a strict adlierent to system. The early hour of morning he devotes to the

planning of the labore of the day. This prepares him to give wise direction to the

workmen when they are ready for their employments. After breakfast and family

duties, he goes forth to see that each man is at his post, to drop a word of encourage-

ment to the industrious and faithful, and by his own exarnple to encourage and instruct

them, now training a vine or giving a finishing touch to a boquet, then wielding the

spade or the pruning knife, hybridizing a Camellia, planting a tree, inserting a bud,

sketching a flower, or gathering the first fruit of a new variety of Pear for subsequent

study, delineation, and description. At ten o'clock, or thereabout, he doffs his garden

robes, and is attired— in his carnage— and on his way to Boston, where the remain-

der of the day is devoted to his mercantile business. The evening he devotes to study.

This system he has steadily pursued for a long course of years ; and in his strict adhe-

rence to it lies the secret of his success, and of his elevation to the distinguished posi-

tion which he holds as a merchant, a horticulturist, and an agriculturist.

In the early history of the ^lassachusetts Horticultural Society, we find him honora-

bly associated with the lamented Dearborn, Puixney, Coleman, Fessenden, Lowell,

Manning, Perkins, Story, Everett, Webster, and others of fair fame who still live.

The object of this association was the promotion of horticulture. As instruments in

their favorite work, its members early contemplated the publication of its transactions,

the formation of a library, exhibitions of fruits and flowers, an experimental garden,

and a rural cemetery. Of these objects the two latter were sought by the purchase of

Mount Auburn, for a garden and cemetery; the ground for this Pere La Chaise of

America was bought, laid out, consecrated, and the sale of lots commenced in 183L

But the proprietors, many of them, felt but little interest in horticulture. They valued

chiefly the liberty of free access to the grounds of the cemetery, and the exclusive title

their respective family lots and tombs. Their interest in Mount Auburn was

from the commanding object of the Horticultural Society, that with sucb
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members as were more closely allied to them in taste, they sought to form a separate

oro-anization. The subject was discussed, and at the motion of Mr. Wilder, was

referred to a joint committee, of which Judge Story was Chairman. Mr, Wilder was

also a leadino- member. The committee made many unsuccessful attempts to agree

upon the terms on which the society should transfer to the proprietors of the Cemeteiy

the exclusive title to its grounds and appurtenances, and to the fund which had been

created and would be increased by the sale of lots.

To Mr. Wilder's foresight is to be accorded the honor of suggesting the resolutions

which harmonized these conflicting interests, by providing that one fourth part of the

o-ross proceeds from the annual sale of lots, after abating certain expenses, should be

paid, year by year, to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. The adoption of this

resolution, in 1835, has proved highly beneficial to both organizations. It has brought

a large sum into the treasury of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, for the

enlargement of its library, for the erection of its Hall in School Street, and for the

encouragement of cultivators by premiums. It has enabled the Cemetery Association

to prosecute its object with more energy and singleness of purpose, to adorn its gi-ounds,

and to erect its beautiful Temple and Observatory.

Five years from the date of this transaction, Mr. Wilder was elected President of the

Massachusetts Hoi-ticultural Society, an office which he held for eight years, and the duties

of which he discharged with distinguished ability and success. During his administra-

tion, its number of members, its library and funds increased, and it erected its commo-

dious Horticultural Hall— at the laying of the corner-stone and the dedication of

which he delivered appropriate addresses reported in its transactions and in the journals

of that date. Its triennal festivals ranked among the most popular gala-days in tliat

metropolis, assembUng from city and country, persons of all professions, and of both

sexes in the " Old Cradle of Liberty," and crowding it to its utmost capacity. Taste-

fully decorated on these occasions, it seemed like the temples of Flora and Pomona,

where these goddesses vied with each other for supreme control over their devotees.

These occasions will long be remembered for their luxurious entertainments, and for

their soul-stirring addresses from Webster, Everett, and other chief masters of elo-

quence. Mr. Wilder's speeches and sentiments at these festivals ennce a perfect self-

control, and a dehcate sense of propriety and practical wisdom which characterize him,

and admirably qualify him for a presiding officer. When he retired from the Presi-

dency of that society, its members expressed their sense of obligation for his long and

valuable semces by a vote of thanks, which they accompanied with an elegant silver

service. Both before and since that period, he has contributed largely for the advance-

ment of pomology, by the annual importation of fruit trees from the chief European

cultivators, by the encouragement of nurserymen, by the cultivation of trees and plants

in variety in his own grounds, by his extensive correspondence with fruit growers, and

by his addresses and communications devoted to this interest. His skill and success in

the cultivation of fruits and flowers is well known, particularly of the Pear, of which

he has exhibited, at one show, more than three hundred varieties, and also of the

Camellia, of which he has raised several superb seedlings. Of these. Camellia Wil-

derii and Camellia Mrs. Ahhy Wilder deservedly rank among the finest varieties of

jueen of flowers,

ur readers are already aware of the prominent part which be *^ok in the organi-



zation of tlie National Socic-ty of Fruit Growers, now the Anu'rican IVmiuloo^ical Sooi-

etv, and of whidi he was elected I'resideut at its first nieetinj^ in the city of New York,

At its session in I'hiladelphia, September, 1852, he delivered, by appointment, a most

eloiiuont euloixy on the life, labors, and death of his intimate friend, Andkkw Jackson

l)owNiNG, the tjreat rural architect and landscape gardener of America, who perished

ill tlie conflagration of the steamer Henry Clay, on the 28th of the preceding July, a

gentleman who was an honor to his country, and was honored by her; and was dis-

tinguished on both sides of the Atlantic for his numerous publications and valuable

services. With him he had enjoyed a long, most cordial, and mature friendship; and

he executed the trust in a manner which secured the eommendatiou of that body and

of a large assembly. The closing paragraph of that production we will quote as an

illustration of the force of Mr. Wh.der's diction, and the beauty of his style:

Downing is dead ! Yet how little of such men can perish! The clayey tenement may
indeed fall and crumble; but to hlui who dwelt in it, a [«lace is assigned in the firmament

of American genius, far above tlK; storms and convulsions of earth, in that clear upper sky,

where ho shall sliino forever to illumine tlie path of intelligence, enterprise, and virtue, and

henceforth to enkindle in the human mind a love of order, taste, and beauty. "We rank

liim with those who start improvements which advance ages after they are dead, and who
are justly entitled to the consideration and gratitude of mankind. Wabhington and his

illustrious associates are dead ; but tlie liberty which they achieved still lives and marches

in triumph and glory through the earth. Feanklin is dead; but the spark which his

miraculous wand drew from heaven speaks with tongues of fire, and electrifies the globe.

FuLTox is dead; but he awoke the spirit of invention which turns the machinery of man
— aye, he awoke also the genius of navigation—

'And heaven inspired

To love of useful glory, roused mankind,

And in unbounded commerce mixed tlie world.'

Downing also is dead; but the principles of artistic propriety and ornament, of rural econ-

omy and domestic comfort, which he revealed, await a more full and perfect development

;

and as they advance toward their glorious consummation, grateful millions will honor and

cherish his name. His memory shall lite forever.

J»Ir. Wilder is now President of this National Society for the third biennial term.

At its recent meeting in Boston, September last, he delivered an address which evinced

a thorough acquaintance with the object it seeks to promote, and of which some account

has already been given to our readers. This address embodies a great amount of

experience, and of scientific and practical knowledge, and will richly reward those who

diligently study it and reduce its principles to practice.

During its session, which continued for three days, Mr. Wilder gave a splendid

levee to the members of the Society; about one hundred and fifty were present,

including His Excellency the Governor, His Honor the Mayor, and other distinguished

guests. At the close of the session, Hon. Mr. Benson, M. C. from Maine, proposed

the following resolution

:

Resolved^ That the thanks of the Society are most cordially presented to the President,

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, for the prompt, able, and impartial manner in which

presided over ita deliberations; and we hereby assure him that the members will



clierish a lively recollection of the pleasure enjoyed at his bountiful and brilliant festive

entertainment with vrbich he complimented the Society.

Mr. Lines of Connecticut, said he was unwilling that this resolution should pass with

a silent vote. It was due to the gentleman who has presided over the discussions of

the Society with so much dignity and ability. He considered that the position in

pomology which the President had reached, conferred more honor upon him than the

rresidency of the United States could do. A gentleman who confers such immense

benefits upon the whole country— he might s-ay the Avorkl— as Hon. Mr. Wilder
does, is entitled to distinguished honors. He hoped this resolution would be passed by
a standing vote. Several other gentlemen offered remarks in the highest degree com-

plimentary.

The resolution was unanimously adopted, every delegate rising in his seat.

This Society has already accomplished much, and promises to do still more to

improve and perfect the fruits of the country.

The prominent part which Mr. Wilder has been called to take, for many years, in

enterprises and associations for the promotion of horticulture, well qualified him for a

leader in efforts for the advancement of American agriculture. For years, with lively

interest, he watched the improvements made in the mechanic arts, in manufactures

and commerce, and his desire kindled to witness in Massachusetts, and throughout the

country, a corresponding progress in husbandry.

In this noble cause, he commenced his efforts at home, where every reform should

begin. He signed a call for a convention of husbandmen in Dedham, which, resulted

in the organization of the Norfolk County Agricultural Society, and of which he was

elected President, an office which he still holds. At its first exhibition he delivered an

oration, characterized by elegance and force, on agricultural education, in which he

was nobly sustained by such men as Lincoln, Briggs, Winthrop, Quincy, Everett,

Webster, and others, who together constituted a galaxy of genius seldom witnessed.

Many thousands were present, and the county was carried in favor of the cause by
acclamation.

This address was followed with speeches by the distinguished gentlemen above

named, whose thrilling appeals swayed the assembled thousands, and awoke a new
interest in agriculture. On this and subjects pertaining thereto, Mr. Wilder subse-

quently addressed similar associations in the counties of Bristol, Hampshire, and Berk-

shire, in Massachusetts, and also the State Society of New Hampshire.

On the latter of these occasions he concluded in these patriotic words

:

""When I consider my country's vast extent of territory, her agricultural resources, her

thriving arts, and manufactures, her rapid growth in intelligence, wealth, and power, the

hundred millions of human beings who will inhabit her at the close of the present cen-

tury, I can but exclaim

—

my country, my country ! glorious prospects are before thee!

Union, wealth, and power; intelligence, virtue, and immortal renown!"

These efforts were successful— they awoke a deeper and more general interest in

the cause of agriculture. This appears in the appeals made in its behalf the next

winter to the Agricultural Committee of the Legislature for govermental aid in its

behalf. Mr. Wilder was then President of the Senate. He presented the cause to

the Legislature; and a bill was passed authorizing the Governor, with the concurrence
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of the Exccutivo Council of Mas-sachusetls, to appoint a special board of coniniis.sion

ei"s to examine the subject and to report to the next Legislature. Mr. Wii.dkr Avas

appointed Chairman of this Board; and the next year he, in connection with the Kev.

1M-. Hitchcock, then President of Amherst College, made an elaborate report, show-

ing the advantages to European countries from their agricultural schools and colleges.

In 1851, Mr. AV^ildeii, with otliers, called a convention of delegates from local agri-

cultural societies in the State, to meet them in the State House, in Boston, and of that

body he was chosen President Tliis, with the preceding action, lead to the creation

of a permanent Board of Agriculture by the Legislature, sustaining a similar relation

to this industrial art as the Board of Education does to the system of common instruc-

tion— having its own laws and secretaiy, and constituting a coordinate branch of State

government. Of this Board lio has been a member from the beginning, and has taken

a prominent part in all its deliberations and actions. It has a department in the Cai)i-

tol, with a secretary, who superintends the farm connected with the State Reform

School in "Westborough, exerts a salutary influence upon the agriculture of the Com-
monwealth, and promises to do stiJl more for its advancement.

Next he sought to extend this reformation through the country. lie united with

others in a call for a National Convention, composed of delegates from State Agricul-

tural Societies, to meet in the city of Washington, on the 24th day of June, 1851, a

call which was cheerfully responded to. The meeting was fully attended by persons

from various parts of the country, and by members of Congress, the President of the

United States and Heads of Departments, and resulted in the formation of the United

States Agricultural Society.

Having finished the business for which they had assembled, tlie members of the asso-

ciation resolved upon a visit to the Executive, and invited their presiding officer to

accompany and introduce them. They called upon President Fillmore and Damel
Webster, Secretary of State, to each of whom he tendered their congratulations and

whose aid he invoked in appropriate speeches, to which they responded.

Of this Convention and also of the Society, Mr. Wilder was chosen President. The

latter office he has held for three years. At its first annual meeting, February 2, 1852,

he delivered an address, in which he specified the objects of the Association and the

means of accomplishing them. He presided at the first exhibition of the Society,

which was restricted to that noble animal, the horse, and was held in Springfield,

Mass., October, 1853. It was attended by twenty thousand people, and many thousand

dollars were awarded in premiums. Never before were so many rare specimens of tlie

difi"erent breeds of that noble animal brought together. The sight of them, mounted

or driven in the vast amphitheatre, was truly a sublime spectacle, and the occasion was

pronounced by the journals of the day one of the most imposing ever witnessed in

America.

At the festive board there were seated nearly two thousand persons, among whom
were Hon. Abbot Lawtience, late Minister to England, Governor Setmoub of New York,

ex-Goveraor Floyd, of Virginia, and other distinguished guests.

The next exhibition of tliis Society was held in Springfield, Ohio, October, 1854, and

was confined to neat cattle. It was attended by thousands, from all sections of the

Union, from the Canadas, and from England. Several thousand dollars were awarded

in premiums, and the show of animals surpassed in quality any that had been previ
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ously witnessed. Mr. Wilder delivered an address, and presided at the agricultural

banquet, announcing with aptness and dignity a number of appropriate sentiments.

To these, responses were offered by Hon. Mr. Campbell of Ohio, Cassius M. Clay of

Kentucky, Governor Wright of Indiana, the Presidents of State Agi-icultural Societies,

and other gentlemen of distinction. Of his speech the papers remark: "He addressed

the assembled host in dignified and eloquent style. Ho spoke, as may readily be

imagined, cheered in heart, at the spiiit manifested in the great cause of agriculture,

by the hardy yeomanry who had come up hither, and joined in the pleasures as well as

exercises of the occasion. His remarks were received with interruptions of applause,

and demonstrations of great approbation." This association is largely indebted to

him for its progress and prosperity.

Though he is emphatically a citizen of the ivhole country, truly American in senti-

ment and feeling; yet he possesses strong local attachments, an ardent love to the

State of his nativity and to that of his adoption. From the first he took an active part

in the association called "The Sons of New Hampshire;" a society which consists of

the male offspring of that State resident in Boston and vicinity, a society of which the

Hon. Daniel Webster was the first President, and Mr. Wilder the second. One pre-

sided at its first festival, the other at the second. On the form-er occasion, Mr. Wilder,

who answered for the Governor's Council, closes his speech with the following illusion

to New Hampshire:

"She has raised men— great men— and had she performed no other service, this alone

were sufficient to associate her name with Sparta and Athens, in the lustory of mankind.

Iler Stark, to whom you have so happily alluded, Mr. President, was a modern Leoxidas;

and, among her orators (pointing to Mr. Webster), no one would hesitate to point out a

Demosthenes."

He was a great admirer of Mr. Webster, and when the great expounder of the

Constitution died, there was no more sincere mourner than Mr. Wilder. He noticed

the melancholy event on four distinct public occassions. The first was on the 30th of

November, 1852, the day of the celebration of the obsequies of Mr. Webster in Bos-

ton, when at the head of many hundreds of the sons of New Hampshire, residents in

that city and its suburbs, he received the Executive and Legislature of his native State,

escorted them to the Capitol, and introduced them to the Executive and Legislature of

Massachusetts, where he said:

"A mighty one has fallen! Car elder brother. New Hampshire's favorite son, is no

more. All that was mortal of Daniel Webster, the great expounder of constitutional

authority, and national rights, has been consigned to the bosom of his mother earth. The

loss to us, to the country, and to the world, is irreparable. The whole nation mourns.

Our city is hung in the drapery of woe, and the mourners go about the streets.

The second was at the anniversary of the United States Agricultural Society in the

city of Washington, February 2, 1853, when he thus introduced the subject:

" Tlie Marshfield farmer is numbered with the mighty dead. He was a farmer— the son

of a farmer— and the noblest product of American soil."

And concluded with this beautiful apostrophe

"Yes sainted patriot! Therc^ in those celestial fields, where the sickle of the Great
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Reaper sliall no more cut down the Avisc and tlic pood, wo hope at last to meet tlice—
thi-n\ in tliose pure realms, Avliere the rainbow never fades, where thy brilliant star shall

shine with pure effulgence, and where the high and glorious aspirations of thy soul shall

be forever realized."

The third was a nioeting of the Sons of New Hampshire, October 1853, when he

was elected to succeed Mr. Wedster, as President of that body:

''My heart will never cease to raise in praise and thanksf^'iving to the Giver of all good

for the immaculate mind of "NVkhsteij— a mind towering like the heavcn-jnercing summits

of his native hills— but unlike them, never clouded. Ills intellect shone clear as the blue

ethereal of the upper sky."

The fourtb was at the second festival of that body in Boston, wlien having rendered

a just tribute to the memory of Judge Woodburv, and others, whom death had

removed from tliat brotherhood; and referring to his illustrious and lamented prede-

cessor as President of the Association, he said

:

"Zrt!?f, but not least, on the star-sprangled roll, is the name of Daniel "Webster, whose
official relation to this body demands a grateful tribute to his memory. "Who of us can

forget his majestic form and mountain brow, as he then stood before us, the very imper-

sonation of greatness and power

—

' Like some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,

Swells from the vale and midway leaves the storm,'

And in view of the closing hour of his life, fringed with the rosy tints of a fairer to-mor-

row, in view of his serenity of mind, his Cliristian resignation, and his h(tpe of a glorious

immortality— may we not add, with little modification, the other lines of this beautiful

stanza—
'Though round his breast the rolling clouds were spread,

Eternal sunshine settled on his head.'"

Over the Norfolk County Agricultural Society, tlie United States Agricultural Soci-

ety, and the American Pomological Society, Mr. AVildeh still presides, lie has also

been honored with diplomas of membership in most of the American and European

Horticultural Societies, and is the Commissioner of Pomology for the Belgian Govern-

ment, in America.

He is yet in the vigor of manhood, and on the flood tide of success. lie lias, wo
are inforaied, works in the course of preparation on his favorite arts, which promise to

be of great value to the world. Ilis numerous speeches and addresses, if collected and

published in a unifonn edition, would make a large and valuable volume. None have

contributed more to promote American horticulture and agriculture. Ilis affable, yet

dignified manners, his a[)propriateness on all occasions, and his long and valuable ser-

vices, render him a favorite with the common people, and also with the elite of society.

lie is now on life's meridian, and the public have elevated expectations from his future

labors. Long may it be before his sun shall decline ; and when it sets, may it go

down shininij in its strenofth.



CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

THE POMPONE OR DAISY CHPtYSANTHEMUMS.

The Daisy Chrysanthemums continue to grow in favor; they now occupy a prominent

position in the English and French autumnal shows. New varieties are brought out an-

nually, chiefly by the French florists, as seeds ripen there much better than in England.

Two years ago we gave a plate of colored drawings of seven varieties, forming a

very beautiful boquet, and we have now the pleasure of offering another, not of the

newest varieties, but of such as proved distinct, free growers, and profuse bloomers,

taken from a collection of sixty sorts.

Solfatare, Sacramento^ and A])})oUon, are three supurb yellows, blooming in the

greatest profusion, and resisting mildew, which is often severe upon the more delicate

growers.

La Vogue is a fine yellow, marked mth crimson.

Criterion— buff, marked with red.

Asmodee— orange-red.

Beniettianum— dark rosy-purple, quite distinct.

Heien—deep rosy-purple.

Valeda— cream-white.

Mo dele— white.

Grand Sultan— deep orange-red.

Lais— very dark crimson.

Bouquet Parfaite— rosy -purple, with a white center, quite distinct and pretty.

La Roupe— reddish-buff.

The following extract from the report of the London Horticultural Society's exhibi-

tion of November Y, 1854, will show the prize sorts there in 1854:

" Of Chrysanthemums there were several beautiful exhibitions. The best was that from

Mr. EoBiNsox, gardener to J. Simpson, Esq., of Thames Bank, Pimlico. It consisted of

the Pompones Drine^ Model^ Poudiletfe, Autumnum^ Rose Pomijone^ Stnyrise, Solfatare^

Delicatum^ and a beautiful large-flowered yellow kind called Ghemlier. These were

dwarf, medium-sized, beautifully-flowered plants, and were awarded, as they well deserved,

a Silver Knightian Medal. The next group in point of merit was furnished by Mr.

MocKETT, gardener to J. Allnutt, Esq., of Clapham. This consisted of Sacramento^

Adonis^ Surprise^ Fenella^ and Solfatare. A Banksian Medal was awarded. Messrs.

Veitch also had a nice set of Porapone varieties, among which were large and beautifully

flowered plants of Surprise^ Delicatum., Le Naine^ Pehe, Sacranento^ and Model. Finally,

Messrs. CnAXDLER, of Vauxhall, furnished plants of the following: Model, Sacramento,

Adonis, Argenteum, Ninon, Solfatare, Swyrise, Ilendersoni, P'.qwnt de VEure, a brown

sort tipped with yellow, Gerelda, white with a brownish center and very pretty, Pannn-

cule, and Bixio. The above were all finely in flower, and made, as might be expected, a

grand display."

ITendersonl, which is mentioned in Chandler's colle(;tion, is an early and very pro-

fuse-flowering variety— quite a valuable acquisition. The color is pale yellow; form

beautiful. We see that the French growers are making it a point to gain early-

ing sorts. Belle d'Aoiit is a pretty rose-colored, early sort. Surprise is another;

tipped with blush. The following are mentioned among the best new ones:
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"Poinponos: Jiujuiqui, deep plum color; Pluie iVOr, dwarf yellow; Doctor Dural^

reddish chestnut; Madame iioi/Sitc/oH, delicate peach; Hector^ dark oraiij,'e huff; Covute

Vlaicr, palo buff; Mdlle. Elhiugton., lino white; Rose Puinpone, quilled pale lilac; Jieine

Ji'S Anemonet^ tine white; Co/isuolo, yellow; Jkrrol, sulphur, sulViised with rose; John

Salter dark reddish orange; Brilliant, reddish scarlet; Bayardiere, butl", suffused with

silverv markings; Eosita, blush lilac; Precoce, deep rose; 3fon. Bijou, jialo fawn, shaded

with lilac. Hybrids, i. e. crosses between the Pompones and large-flowered kinds: Mara-

bout, fringed white; Ccdo Nulli, white, with brown center, a pretty kind ; Marccau, lilac-

tipped white; Bernard de Jienncs, d&rk fawn; Oolden Drop, yellow Anemone-flowered

sort; La Radieuse, rose with white center; Madmne Fimij, rose, shaded with lilac;

Aurare Boreale, yellowish buff; Berthile, lilac bordered white. These in general have

larger flowers than the Pompones."

TR()r.Er)LUM PEREGRINUM AS A WINTER-FLOWERING PLANT.

BY EDGAR SxVNDERS, GARDENER TO J. F. RATRBONE, ALBANY.

Last year, I troubled you with a few remarks on the Tro2)oeolum Lohhianum as a win-

ter-flowering grecn-housG climber, and now beg to add a few more on another of the

same family

—

T. peregrinum, or Canary-Bird Flower, as it is commonlv called. Planted

in the open ground during summer, neither of tliese lovely httle gems flower to perfec-

tion, and scarcely at all till towards fall, when winter soon stops that little. They both

o-row witJi extreme vigor, and form immense foliage in summer, while the flowers are

scanty. In winter, the reverse takes place— leaves small, flowers abundant. The T.

Lohhiayiian is well known to flower splendidly during winter, but we do not remember

havin"- seen any notice of the other. From a trial this winter, we have every reason

to believe it is scarcely inferior; and if so, as yellow is a scarce color during winter, it

Avill form an acquisition. The two potted, and placed near a wall or other place, where

they can ha\ e an abundance of light, and allowed to mingle together, would form an

agreeable contrast in color and foliage, and both useful to cut from for boquets.

Cuttings may be struck any time after mid-summer, so that strong healthy plants

can be secured by fall, when they should be potted into 8-inch pots, using turfy loam and

decayed manure— one-third of the latter to two of the former. A little sandy peat

mixed with it will be found beneficial, as also some charcoal. But little attention will

be requisite after, except regulating the shoots occasionally, and going over at least

weekly to cut out all decayed leaves and flowers, which would otherwise soon become

unsightly from their constantly becoming yellow. Plants raised from cuttings will be

found to flower sooner, and more profusely than if from seed.

The temperature of the house should not fall below 45° at any time, while 50° will

be found to suit better— the flowers in a low temperature being mmh duller in color,

and the plants growing less, do not produce so many of them. Water should be given

liberally, whenever they require it; and when the plants have progressed sufficiently

to fill the pots with roots, should be occasionally watered with liquid manure water.



EVERGREEN SHRUBS
BY B. MUNN, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, NEW YOEK.

While I fully agree with "IIorticola" in his admiration of evergreens, as being

indispensabl)'- requisite to the perfection of shrubbery plantations, I can assure him he

is much mistaken in supposing thai they receive but " little attention." On the con-

trary, it is a branch of my profession that has occupied a large share of study and

experiment, with myself, at least, for a long time past. Well may you lament, Mr.

Editor, over the "veto" which the climate of the Northern and some of the Midland

States presents to our enjoyment of the Hollies, Laurels, and Rhododendrons of Eno--

land. Although the really hardy evergreens now available either in the nurseries or

in their native habitat, are very limited, yet I have managed in a pretty extensive busi-

ness to make shrubbery plantations, which certainly, whatever their artistic pretensions

in other respects may be, do not present the "cheerless" aspect at this season which

"IIorticola" so justly regrets. The artist who is familiar with his subject can, un-

doubtedly, with the materials at present available, create much of picturesque, or of

graceful beauty even, for the winter scenery of the country residence. The Coniferce

must to a great extent be relied upon for the background of shrubberies of moderate

width, and for the center of those which from their situation present a double face, or

which may be viewed from either side. And much care and some experience is

required so to place these species of evergreens as to admit of their being ultimately

thinned out without detriment to the general effect. It is not possible to do more in a

short paper than to allude to this very important branch of the subject. To reply to

"Horticola's" inquiry so far as regards evergreen shrubs which have been found

sufficiently hardy for the latitude of New York and northward, I fear, (with the excep-

tion of the Coniferae, which, strictly speaking, are trees, although used to supply the

want of shrubs), the number at present to be met with is very limited. You ask, I see,

if the Hollies and Rhododendrons of Europe will not succeed. I much fear that for

the purpose we are now discussing, I mean for general shrubbery plantation, the Holhes

will not. I have seen some few specimens which have lived through a few winters

near New York, but they remain so stunted and shabby that they are but miserable

representatives of their noble relatives in England. I do not mean to say (and I see

you name an example) that in particular situations the European Holly will not suc-

ceed ; on the contrary, I have no doubt it will. But to do so, it should not be planted

in the open ground until it is of size and strength to make a good strong growth the

fiist year, (being planted immediately on the breaking up of the winter), and for the

next two winters it should be slightly protected with straw (1) lightly thrown over it

and fastened by strings, but riot so covered as to prevent some light and air getting to

the leaves. And beyond these precautions it should be planted in a northern aspect,

but in a protected situation. (In such a situation I saw the other day a European

Laurel, in Westchester county, N. Y., which has stood out near a bouse for three win-

ters past without any covering).

lUit although the European Holly must, I fear, be always scarce liere, the American

/. opaca., which is very beautiful, is neglected and forgotten. Why do not nurserymen

raise this from seed, which" they can collect in the woods, and grow it by the thousand?

^^ =
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I li.-iw iiiiiuiivd for it at miniberU'ss nurseries witliout ever fimliiii; nmre than a stray

iilant or two. And I can only say, it" this meets the eye of any one who lias a slock

for sale, I think he will linJ uie a good customer.

Rhododendrons you are quite rij,'ht in supposing may be introduced with much

advantao-e. Mr. Saunders, I remember, in a recent number of the Horticulturist^

gave some excellent advice upon planting the native varieties ; and where they fail,

(as I have heard some persons allege they often do), the circumstance is to be (gener-

allv) attributed to the want of a little more knowledge in the planter of the laws of

veo-ettible physiology ; some of which can not be disregarded with impunity.

The gloi-ious Kalmia latifolia of this country, so little esteemed because so common,

is in itself a host, if properly used. Perhaps with the exception of the Camellia and

Kho<lodondron, it is not too much to say that it is the most beautiful of flowering

evergreens indigenous to the temperate zone.

With regard to the hybrid varieties of Rhododendron which have multiplied so

laro-ely in Europe of late years, there is httle doubt that many of them will be found

eligible for our purpose here (2) ; but the misfortune is that these can only be intro

duced very gradually ; the price and the comparatively slow rate at which they can be

propagated, forbidding their rapid introduction except for the puqiose of experiments.

With this latter view, the efforts of Messi-s. Parsons & Co., the well known firm at

Flushino-, L. I., deserve mention, for they have succeeded in wintering in their open

grounds several of the newer kinds, and a visit to them in May and June will well

repay the admirer of one of the most gorgeous families of shrubs. The Uimalaya

varieties of the Rhododendron, Avhich Dr. Uooker has introduced recently, are also

now to be met with at some of the largest nurseries ; and as some of them produce

seeds freelv, it will not be difficult to test their capacity to flourish here. I am not,

however, sano-uine as to their doing well ; for although the altitude of their native

habitat would indicate their enduring the rigors of this winter, it is doubtful whether

the absence of the excessive moisture which is a leading characteristic of the Sikkini

country, in which they were discovered, will not be fatal to them. This, nevertheless, is

bv no moans a problem to be decided theoretically. Some years ago I made a series

of experiments with this family of plants, that satisfied me that their powers of endu-

rance are very great.

The Prinos glahcr is a native plant which might with advantage be extensively used,

and I am not aware that it possesses any quality that unfits it for the shrubbery. Too

many people suppose that beautiful results in ornamental planting can only bo effected

with nncominon, and consequently, expensive plants. There can be no greater mistake

than such a supposition. It is the arrangement and the knowledge of the materials

employed (as to their color of flower, time of blooming, and habit of growth, &o.) that

produce the pleasing result, and not the rarity of the plants made use of; and very

much may be done in renewing and ornamenting an old, neglected place, by a skillful

hand, simply by the re-arrangement and regulation of the materials on the premises

with such additions as the surrounding woods afford.

Of exotic evergreeni; that appear best adapted to the purpose under consideration there

are two, that may be found at moderate prices in most nurseries ;—the one is the Ber

aqnif(jUum^ or Mahonia ; the other the Euonymus Japonicus. The Mai

rtunately, in many situations suffers in the leaves during the winter, from h



them injured by the frast, but its early bloom and rapid growth in early summer render

it a very beautiful object for the greater part of the year. There are three or four

other varieties of this shrub, which, although not equally desirable, are still sufficiently

so to become valuable additions to the limited list of hardy evergreens. These are

J/", repens, M. facicularis^ and M. nervosa. (3) The EuoHymus Japoniais is undoubt-

edly the most desirable and the least known of all the hardy evergreen shrubs. There

are three varieties : one with larger leaves and more robust growth than the other two
;

the latter having variegated leaves, the one green and white, the other green and yel-

low. The first named is the most desirable ; the leaves are a very deep, but bright,

shining green, and the shrub is of pretty rapid growth. It stiikes readily in the open

ground from cuttings, in a shady aspect. This plant forms by far the best substitute

that is at present known for the Poi'tugal Laurel and Sweet Bay in New York; and

from my knowledge that a very small plant in an exposed situation stood the severe

winter of 1851 and 1852, I have little doubt that it will stand in Connecticut and

Massachusetts, although I have not yet used it in my plantations in the latter States.

The English and the Irish Yews (4) are of such slow growth that they are useful

and ornamental when used as shrubs. The Box also lends its humble but useful aid,

and can often be introduced in the foreground with effect.

The Arbor Vitse is an evergreen of which North America may justly boast, and

which is most valuable in the formation of shrubberies. Of this there are also many
foreign species, all of which are handsome, and the Chinese, one of the best, can be

bought at a reasonable price. The value of this shrub arises in a two-fold maimer

—

from its individual beauty, and from its distinct and peculiar outline, which makes it

valuable for separating other shrubs of kindred character ; and thereby keeping up

that continuous variety of expression which should prevail in a well-arranged shrub-

bery plantation.

The Swedish Juniper is equally useful with the Arbor Vitse, and for the same rea-

sons ; and were it not for the paucity of the broad-leaved families of evergreens, they

would, with the Conifers, and Rhododendrons, leave little to be wished for beyond the

fitting proportion of well-chosen deciduous plants to enable the landscape gardener to

produce a finished scene of artistic beauty.

Upon the subject of the hardy or tender nature of evergreen trees and shrubs of

recent introduction in difierent localities, I would caution your readers against forming-

hasty opinions, or relying too implicitly upon those of others. One winter or one

plant is no criterion by which to judge. I was told I'ecently by a very clever horticul-

turist at some distance north of New York, that he had twice tested the Cedrus Dco-

dara, and found it impossible to preserve it in tolerable health in his locality, and he

felt positive it was useless to plant it there. An hour afterwards I accidentally met

with two specimens of it at a nursery within a mile of his grounds in perfect health,

which had stood out three winters ! As a general proposition it Avill bo found that

evergreens that are tender will bear a northern aspect better than any other. (5) The

physiological reason of which is that their hybernation is less disturbed by the changes

of tempei'ature during the winter months, because they are less exposed to the action

of the sun's rays ; and the slight difierence in the degree of severity of temperature is

less consequence to their vitality than the avoidance of frequent alternations of

atures during the twenty-four hours. The same indications are furthered in



cases by llie greater protection from excessive cold aftorded by the covering of enow

which in northern exposures remains less influenced by the temporary thaws occasioned

bv a mid-day sun.

I had intended to make some remarks upon the families of plants, (such as the

Andromodas and some others), from wliich, so far as analogy goes, it is fair to presume

an attempt to introduce them would be successful. But my i)apcr is already, I fear,

longer than you will desire. Many useful suggestions might be made as to the situations

and climates from which new evergreens sliouW be sought by travelers, on whi(di, if you

tliink it would be useful, I will, on some future occasion, send you some remarks. (G)

[ 1. "We prefer evergreen boughs, whenever they can be obtained ; straw is nnsightlv,

and can scarcely be used unless when laid on rather thickly. We once saw rare and

tender Conitera; protected with evergreens in the grounds of II. W. Sargent, Esq., of

Fishkill, and it struck us then as a very decided imi)roveinent on straw. Every day we
see the winter effect of gardens marred by numerous straw coverings, hke so many
miniature straw stacks.

(2.) The Catawbiense varieties are the most hardy. Indeed, they stand quite well on

Mr. Sargent's grounds. This gentleman has groups of them that would not discredit

an English lawn. With us, as far north as 43°, they stand too, especially in situations

facing north. We usually throw a few leaves over them on the setting in of winter.

(3.) The Mahonias we regard as by far the most valuable low-spreading evergreen.

It is of free, rapid growth, and succeeds in all places. The leaves do get browned

slightly in winter, where exposed to the sun, but not in shaded places. There is verj'^

little practical difference in the general appearance of those named— the distinctions

are botanical. The Euonymus Japonicus Avill not stand here without protection—
none of the varieties— they get cut to the ground. We have to take up the nursery

plants and winter them in frames.

(4.) The English Yew stands well in almost every part of this countiy, and though

of slow growth makes a fine bush in a few years, and is always improving.

(5.) This is quite correct. On the north side of a gentleman's dwelling in this city,

stand two of the most beautiful Deodars of their size (some five or six feet high) that

we remember having seen anywhere ; and they have had no protection. In other

places about town this tree has generally suffered from the winter.

(6.) We shall be very happy to hear from Mr. Munn further on this subject.

THE BEAUTY OF NEGLECTED THINGS.

BY A YA2JKEE BUB3CRIBEE.

"Far fetched and dear bought" is an old maxim; the pertinency of its application

is seen in many of our social phases ; but in none where its force is more evident, or its

rebuke more deserv-ed, than in our arboriculture and landscape gardening. And in my
first tenn I would include every thing which bears leaves and branches— like the

irious knowledge of wise King Solomon, "from the Cedar of Lebanon ev

Hyssop that springeth out of the wall." As we are prone to send across the
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for our fashions, our luxuries, and— alas ! that it should be— sometimes a little tincture

of our morals, too, so we must needs go there for the arboreal adornment of our

homes and the beautifying of our lawns. The " Schottisch," the "Polka" et id genus

omne, being received upon trust as the perfection of grace and social enjoyment, why
should not our gardening beauties need the same approval ? Trees and shrubs must

smack of the salt-water and have a foreign and traveled air, to be appreciated by us

Yankees. And it seems— so we learn from competent authority— that some of our

rustic aboriginals, as the Kalmia, uncared for, when its wealth of laurel-like foliage and

crowns of dazzling bloom were found in every wood, are imported in hot haste by our

discriminating countrymen, now that their beauties and claims are appreciated and

recognized in foreign courts of taste. Just as our Connecticut tobacco, being too vul-

gar to grace the lips of our careful smokers, is exported to the AVest Indies and comes

back without breaking bulk, stamped as genuine Havana by the seal of the custom

house, and the approval of delighted connoisseurs.

This arises from our careless ignorance of the beauties patent in our woods and

fields, and our indolence in allowing others to furnish our judgment of nature, as they

do in some degree, our standards of literature and art. But the signs of the times are

plain to be seen ; indifference is vanishing ; a wide-awake spirit (I speak not as a

Know-Nothing) is abroad in the land, and our modest natives, content to bide their

time, are beginning to be appreciated as they deserve. The day has come when beau-

tiful things shall not be condemned because common, nor ugly strangers be welcomed

because they are foreigners.

Why, my dear Mr. Editor, need you lament and say, " Oh ! for the Hollies, and

Laurels, and Rhododendrons that flourish so gaily in England, and give such chai-ms

to the country landscape" ? Have we not IloUies,* and Laurels,} and Rhododendrons J

as good as the best Englishman of them all .'— that are natives, too, of our frozen and

thawed northern climate ? (1) Let us be convince;! that we cannot grow the Wads-

worth Oaks in the time of a cucumber vine, nor the Elms of New Haven like Ailan-

thuses, and that Nature, care, and time, will work wonders. "Let patience have its

perfect work," and all will be well.

To deduce a practical conclusion from the above, we will discourse awhile anent

some of our favorites, and try to show what can be done with common things. An I

first, I will mention the Red Cedar, [Juniperus Virgiuiana^ which grows abundantly

in many of our Northern States, seeming to seek as of preference the driest and most

sterile soils along our road-sides and in our neglected pasture-fields, which latter I have

seen almost covered in a few years by a luxuriant growth of this desirable evergreen.

Although its native habitats are generally sterile, no tree will show more quickly the

effects- of a deep and moderately rich soil, in which it will grow with great rapidity.

It is beautiful as a single tree. It seems to sport from seed into almost innumerable

varieties, of every habit of growth and every shade of green;— some throw out long

and sparsely-foliaged branches at stiff right-angles with the trunk,— some have the

loose and airy appearance of the Hemlock, that queen of evergreens,— and others

are as closely conical as an Arbor Vitae. Their shades of color vary as their forms,

from the liveliest green to the most sombre mixture of that color and blackishness

(excuse the word— none other can express my idea so well). I have one now on

* Ilex opaca. t Kalmia latifolia. $ Ehodoilendron maximum,



lawn, of that iriaucous frreen so niiicli admired in the ])codar; it is almofit perfectly

conical, and its foliago more resembles the Hemlock than the Cedar, making as beau-

tiful a little everi>;reen as yoii would wish to see.

As a hedgd or a screen it is e(|ual to almost any of its fellows. I sjx-ak fntm expe-

rience^ having thoroughly tried it. Its great hardiness and thrifty growth insure success,

if the least care is used in its transplantation. If the ])lants are set about a foot or

eighteen inches ajiart in a continuous line and sutiered to grow untouched by the

sheai-s, they will in a few years fonn an impervious and picturesque screen, whose

beauty is exceeded by few evergreens. But it bears trimming as well as the Buckthorn,

and you may make of it as trim and beautiful a verdant wall as you may desire. It loses

somewhat of its brightness in the winter, but not near as much as the Arbor Vitje

;

and withal, it is not that dead, yellowish, Russia-leather look, which belongs to the

latter, but rather a sober and becoming livery. It has an evanescent and borrowed

beauty, for which it is well worth cultivating— a single specimen, if no more. When
the first still snow-storm of winter comes, its dark branches become spriTikle<l over

with a fleecy burden, which gradually increases until they be<id beneath it, and the

tree looks like a foiry chandelier, prepared for Titania's revels. I have a long, irregular

screen of them in front of my drawing room windows, separating the lawn from the

street, which it is right pleasant to look upon through the white veil of a snow-storm,

its branches bending with their weight of beauty.

But to secure all these things— if you live where Cedars are not— you may have

recourse to the nursei'les ; but if you live as I do, where they grow by thousands, you

may obtain them more to your liking and the benefit of your purse, by going into the

fields, spade in hand. I am not what would be called an expert, but my experience

may be of use to some one, so herewith it is presented : I find an old pasture or road-

side where they are abundant, and selecting those which have a thrifty, bushy habit ot'

growth, from one to four feet high, according to circumstances— though of coui-se the

smaller ones are more easily removed. I drive a sharp spade down as deep as I can

on four or more sides of the plant at six to eighteen inches from the trunk ; then, by

carefully prying around with the spade, I loosen the young tree, when it may be easily

pulled up, bringing its ball of earth with it, which will be held firm by the grass and

Cedar roots. You may pack your spring-wagon fidl ot them thus, and carry them as

far as you please with safety.

The great hardiness and tenacity of life of this tree, are some of its recommenda-

tions. It is almost as patient of bad usage as an Elm. Within the last two years, I

have set a hedge of nearly sixty plants, and have lost only two, which were carelessly

transplanted by a servant in my absence. During the last spring, a half-dozen of these

trees, with their balls of earth attached, lay in my yard upon the surface of the grounil,

exposed to a week of diy, sunshiny weather. A\'hen I returned, with many misgivings,

I set them out, and somewhat to my surprise, they grew as thriftily as if never moved,

and promise soon to be an ornament to the homestead.

I would say something in praise of the Hemlock, but it has had abler advocates

than I, and can well aftbrd to do without my humble advocacy. At another time I

may do what I can to aid the claims to notice of some other denizens of our woods

lome-fields, for I am fond of rambling in out-of-the-way places, and sometimes

lings worth looking at. But to all who are not yet aware of the beauty of this



neglected tree, I would say, plant the Red Cedar, for it is easily obtained, it -will grow
in a poor soil, it is hardy and easily transplanted, it is beautiful, either singly or in

groups, or better yet, as a screen or hedge. Haud inexpertus loquor.

[ (1) We regi'et not that we have no Hollies, or Laurels, or Rhododendrons, for we
have all these in abundance, but that it is so difficult to succed with them on our open

lawns. It can not nor need be denied that our northern climate is exceedino-ly

severe upon all broad-leaved evergreens, and we never expect to see them as under

the cloudy sky, equable temperature, and humid atmosphere of Great Britain.

—

Ed.]

GRAPE MILDEW.
BY WM. SAUNDERS, LANDSCAPE GAEDENEE, GEEMANTOWN, PHIL^VDELPHIA, PA.

Several mouths ago, I observed in the Horticulturist an inquiiy relative to the mildew

on Grapes, and as the subject is one of great importance, I had anticipated seeing some

light thrown upon it by some of your correspondents. I now refer to the matter again

for the double purpose of recording my own ideas on the subject, and to solicit others

of more experience to favor us with their views; by this means we may hope to gain

information that will enable us to arrive at some definite knowledge in regard to

the origin and cause of the malady. To many the inquiry may seem of little moment,

since its ravages are so easily arrested, but prevention is said to be better than cure,

and as the whole question of cultivating foreign Grapes in the open air rests upon their

exemption from this disease, the subject becomes of vast import, and demands our

serious attention.

My own experience in Grape culture leads me to the belief that the true source of

this disease has not been fully recognized. It is well known that fungoid attacks are

a consequence of disordered organism, and not a cause. The germs of parasite fungi

are constantly present in the atmosphere, ready to develop wherever they find a pro-

per medium. This medium is found in decomposing organic substances, and such arc

seized upon, although decomposition is so incipient as not to be visible to the naked

eye. The question then is— what occasions this disorganism in the fruit of the Grape?

The answer will show the cause of mildew. Grape cultivators appear to agree on one

point, viz : that an unequal distribution of the elejnents of growth predisposes to mil-

dew. Hence we find its appearance attributed to stidden fluctuations of the atmos-

phere from heat to cold, and the reverse, a humid atmosphere, roots in wet, cold soil,

and similar conjectures. In a recent article in a horticultural journal on this subject,

the writer attributes its appearance to damp, warm air suddenly brought in contact

with the fruit, causing a deposition of dew. I cannot practically conceive the condi-

tions necessary for this occuiTence ever taking place in a grapery during the summer
months. Mildew is so often associated with dampness, that in the absence of practical

observation such a conclusion seems very plausible. I am of opinion that in this case

we must refer it to a deficiency rather than an over-supply of atmospheric moisture.

LiNDLEY, in his Theory of Horticulture^ remarks that " mildew is often produced by a

dry air acting upon a delicate surface of vegetable tissue," and we can readily suppose



that the excessive and loiii;-contimicd lieat of our Miimners would, by f^ro.it and con-

stant evaporation, weaken and tend to jjenerai debility, more especially in re-^^anl to

exotics, 'i'liis supposition is further strengthened by the fact that all our native Grapes

have thick skins and are thus enabled to resist evaporation from tlieir surfaces. Karly

forced Grapes that are ripe before the dry season, are never troubled with mildew.

The Gooseberry attains greatest perfection in cool, moist climates; with us it is useless,

because of the aridity of the climate. The leaves of many plants, not natives, as the

English Hawthorn, Lilacs, &c., are frequently white with mildew in the hottest and

dryest seasons. I have long ago satisfied myself that mildew may be prevented by

juilicious airing. Admitting currents of dry air to come in contact with the young

fruit will certainly produce mildew. I consider front ventilators quite unnecessary in

graperies, and indeed, they could be dispensed with in green-houses, also. A few years

ago it was rare to find a green-house with plants in it during summer ; the general

impression being that nothing but Cactuses, or such hke, could live there, owing to

heat and aridity. Shading and limited ventilation has now been adopted, and green-

houses invite and repay a visit in summer as well as in winter-; they are now put to

their legitimate use, instead of being lumber repositories the gayest part of the season.

I have no means at hand of ascertaining whether the vine mildew so prevalent of

late in Europe, has its origin in aridity. It would be interesting to know whether the

seasons there have been dryer than usual. I recollect reading an extract from a foreign

paper, where the writer in detailing the progress of the disease on his vines, incident-

ally remarked that "the first notice taken of the disease was about the middle of June;

previous to that, the weather was excessively dry." His subsequent remarks, however,

tended to show that he traced no relation between the dryness and the disease.

It may be necessary to observe that I do not by any means sujipose that aridity is

the cause of every kind of mildew. On the contrary, that is only one of many known

causes, and I submit that it is the most likely in the present case.

I may state that I have gathered from open air culture, as perfect fruit of B. Ham-

burffk, Sweetwater, Frankcnthal, and other varieties of foreign Grapes, as I ever saw in

a grapery ; and further, I have seen fruit beautifully ripened and colored, and bunches

completely covered with mildew at the same time on the same plant: those mildewed

were elevated and exposed, wliile the others were shaded with the foliage, and within

a few inches of a box kept full of water. I could quote many examples corroborative

of my views as expressed above, but will reserve them for the present.

CULTURE OF THE TOMATO.

BY WILLIAM CnORLTON, NEW BRIGUTON, 8TATEN ISLAND.

It is vary likely that many of your numerous readers will consider it very superfluous

to be writing about so common a subject as the Tomato,— the more common and

often more needed,— so, at the risk of being thought out of matter, I will venture to

ofl;er a few remarks on this generally accepted edible.

The Tomato was originally a native of South America, but it may now be consid-

ered as indigenous to all warm or temperate regions ; for, like the Grape, it has been



introduced to all countries where there has been any prospects of its flourishing,

Wherever the climate is sufficiently suitable to perfect the fruit, it seems to be univer-

sally a favorite ; and yet there is perhaps no other vegetable which is dressed in the

kitchen, that represents so nearly the normal condition. From a small, bitter tuber, as

the Potato is in its aboriginal state, there has been obtained the good-flavored farinace-

ous product we often feed upon; by the same care and skill in improving the loose, open-

leaved Kale— a mere weed in some places, has produced the burly, close-headed Cabbage

and the tender Cauhflower ; the nutricious and sugary Carrot has emanated from one of

the farmer's most troublesome weeds ; and Giant Asparagus, from a comparatively

mere pigmy of its own character, found on the sea shore; while the Tomato,

because nature was more lavish in her bounty, has been almost left to itself, to improve

by accident. It is true that there are a few varieties of good merit, but there is much
room for improvement. Why should a hollow Tomato be recognised as worth cul-

ture, so long as the same care which has been bestowed on other things would accom-

plish solidity?—and why tolerate those of unequal surface, when they may be shaped

like the Pippin Apples? The flavor likewise, notwithstanding the present acknow-

ledged excellence, may become considerably better.

How to bring about this improvement, is a question that is easily answered. Let

every one who has a Tomato plot,— and who that has a garden has not,— notice

the plants when in fuU bearing— and one or more will show more excellence than the

i>thers— pick from the very best, the most desirable fruit, and save them for seed.

Repeat this each season, always having^ an eye to form, color, productiveness, flavor,

and size; and if no improvement takes place, then consider the writer an ignoi-amus.

I have followed the above plan for several years, and the result is quite satisfactory

;

and so it will be to others if adopted. Let this be more generally done by private

growers; let them raise their standard of excellence, and the awarders of prizes at the

public exhibitions follow suit, and the large growers for market will soon be forced to

take a better sample to the city, instead of the thick skinned, hollow subjects, which

are too often seen on the huckster's stall, and which "bounce" like a foot-ball. We
shall then have weight and quality, in return for good money.

There is no vegetable that requires less care than the Tomato, where a general crop

only is wanted; but to have it fresh all the year round, which is no difficult matter,

there will have to be succession stocks of young plants, and the convenience of a hot-

house, or glazed pit for winter fruiting. To show how this perpetuity of bearing is to

be accomplished, will be the object of the following paragraphs.

General Crop.—To get the general summer supply, and likewise as early as pos-

sible in the open ground, it is advisable to have strong and healthy plants ready to be

turned out in a warm aspect, so soon as all danger of frost is over; or where there is

the convenience of glass box frames, a portion may be planted therein two or three

weeks earlier, some at the distance apart that it is intended they should remain. A
good start is a great advantage, and fine plants will furnish fruit much earlier, and in

more abundance through the summer, than those which are weak and stunted to begin

with; consequently the little extra trouble required, is more than repaid. The com-

mon plan of sowing on a hot-bed, and leaving the plants to crowd each other up till

ilanting time, and then removing, almost without roots, only partakes of the "

and dollar foolish" action that is too often jiracticed, and always ends in k
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the ]>or confage profits small. Yet we see pereons -who oni;ht to know better, still

drawinjT along in the old way; and when things go wroi>g, blaming everything but

their own want of observation and foresight. All kitchen vegetables, without excep-

tion, are of the best quality when well grown, and nothing deteriorates this quality

more than starving the young plants in the seed bed. Do not be in too great hurry

to begin, but when started, take care that there is no check until ready for use, is

abvice that all vegetable growers ought continually to act up to. AVhere a large

stock is required, this advice will seem to the "laggard" somewhat out of place;

but is it not much more profitable to obtain double produce by one-fourth more labor

and a little foresight, than to be grumbling about short crops and cheap prices? In the

present instance, the seed may be sown about the middle of February, on the surface

of a gentle hot-bed, upon which is three or four inches of good friable mold, and

covered over with a box frame; or in boxes in a hot-house, where a temperature of 50°

to 65° by night is obtained. When the plants are two or three inches high, trans-

plant, either into another or the same bed, or into boxes about six inches apart. "Where

the required supply is not large, they may be put singly into pint pots; and after

planting, give a light watering, to settle the soil around the roots. Admit all the light

possible, and in mild days, let in a good supply of fresh air, but avoid cold winds and

frost; the object being to keep a moderate temperature, without checking the progress

of growth, and yet not so Avarm as to draw plants up weak. As the weather milds

off the glasses may, in fine days, be entirely removed. Pots or boxes are only neces-

sary when the hot-house is used; and in the foni>er case, when they become filled with

roots, the plants ought to be moved into those of a larger size,— say two quarts. By

the first week in April, both may be removed into a cold frame, and kept close for a

day or two; after which air should be freely admitted during warm days, and gradually

increased, until the glasses are entirely pushed down, but be careful to cover at night

when frost is apprehended.

It is often amusing, and sometimes even anoying, at the beginning of summer, to

see our neighbouring cottagers scouring over the country in search of Tomato plants.

Almost everybody who has a patch of ground wants them, and in many cases they are

not to be had "for love or money;" yet they have the means at command to raise for

themselves ; every house has its window, and the only space required, is enough room

for a box two feet long by six inches wide and four inches deep, and anybody of ordi-

nary ingenuity can fix a little glass frame over this, to counteract the dry atmosphere

of a dwelling room ; such a simple contrivance will accommodate as many plants as

will be required, and be less expense, than the loss of time and shoe leather, that is

expended in troubUng other persons, who too often have only time and convenience for

their own stock.

Almost any kind of soil will answer for the Tomato; but it prospere the best, and

produces fruit of a finer quality, in a well-drained, tolerably fertile, but not over rich

loose mold. So soon as all danger of frost is past, begin to plant out; loosen up

tlie soil well, dig holes four feet apart, six inches deep, and as many across ; lift each

plant with a ball of earth, do not keep the roots exposed longer than is necessaiy, and

in fixing the plants in the holes, let them be placed about the same depth as they were

iously ; cover up, and press the soil somewhat around the neclc, and lift a little extra
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up to it, whicli vn^l encourage fresli roots and strengthen the plant. K the weather

be dry, give a good soaldng of water; and so far all is finished.

A few words may be said about training. The most comrdon mode is to spread out

the branches, and let them trail along the ground, in which case, if cleanhness be cared

for, there ought to be a covering of marsh hay or straw placed over the surface. Some-

times brush-wood is laid flat, and the branches allowed to lay over the top of it, which

elevates the fruit above the soil, and prevents it from rotting, if the season should hap-

pen to be wet ; but there is no other advantage in the method, and it is inconvenient

when gathering. The neatest and cleanest plan, and one which may be adopted in all

private estabUshments, is to sink poles in an upright position along each row, leaving

the tops five feet above ground, (if placed four yards apart, it will be close enough,) and

fasten wires horizontally to them, which will form a cheap trellis to train upon. As the

branches elongate, they may be tied loosely to these wires, and a kind of hedge-row is

formed with veiy little labor, the fruit is free to the action of air and light, and is

unquestionably of much better flavor.

Succession Crop.—Notwithstanding the extreme fmitfulness of the Tomato, it often

happens that the earliest planting becomes exhausted before the end of summer, and

only produces a decreased quantity of inferior fruit, when a succession becomes useful.

In this case, it is only necessaiy to spw in the open ground about th-e middle of April,

and transplant as recommended above. The plants from this stock wall continue to

yield with certainty until cut down by frost ; and if covered over at night, may be kept

bearing longer than if unprotected.

Growing through Winter.—There is no difliculty in growing and fruiting the

Tomato through the winter and spring months, where such is desired. Indeed, no

fruit-bearing plant is more easy to manage thus artificially, with the possession of a suit-

able structure. A close and sheltered glazed pit is the best and most economical,

although a moderately warm plant-house is nearly equally convenient; but there must

be a full exposure to the sun, or the blossoms will not fertilize. The seed may be sown

the last week in August, and when large enough for transplanting, remove the plants

into the house, ha\ing previously prepared for their reception. A suitable provision

may be made by fixing boards, with the sides upright, along the inside front of the

house, and three feet from it ; fill in one foot deep with good fresh mold, and place

the plants three feet asunder in the bed so formed. If this arrangement can not be

adopted on account of some peculiarity in the house, large boxes filled with rich earth

will answer the purpose to almost equal advantage. As the plants continue to grow

upward, train them near the glass, in the same way as a Grape vine, only allow the

side shoots to spread out, so as to cover the whole surface so far as they extend. This

may be done very simply, by stretching copper wires horizontally along on the under

side of the roof, and eight inches from it. After planting, give plenty of air till cold

nights come on, when a little fire heat is necessary. The most suitable temperature

through the niglit, is from 55° to 60°
; and this ought to be maintained pretty regu-

larly. In the day time it may be allowed, with sun heat, to rise to 75° or 80°, always

admitting air on eveiy suitable opportunity. In cloudy or foggy weather, it is well to

keep close, or to give air very carefully, as the plants, if exposed to too much damp
old, are subject to be attacked by a black mildew, which destroys the leav^

ens the blossoms, renderiug them abortive. If such should occur, sprinkle a
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siilplinr upon the coolest parts of the heatiiiji^ apparatus, and f,nve a trifle more heat fur

a tow days, wlieii the pest will disaj>pear. As the blossoms continue to expand, go

over the whole once a day, when the sun shines, and give them a sudden but light flirt

with the finger, which will liberate the pollen and gi-eatly assist impregnation ; and

nip out the end of each shoot, a leaf or two above the flowers, to help the embryo fruit

to swell. I have never been troubled with insec-ts, in forcing this fruit, but if Ived Spider

(^Acarm) should appear, the sulphur will destroy it; and Green or Black Fly (Aphis)

may be got rid of by fumigating with tobacco. No further care is requisite, than occa-

sionally removing suj)erfluous or weak branches, withered leaves, and such like ; and

the crop, with attention, will continue to produce frojn Christmas until those in the

open ground are ready for use.

COLOR IN NATURE AND ART*

We do not generally make a sufficient use of color as a beautifier of our dwellings.

This is partly owing to the fact that the physical organization of northern nations is

not so susceptible to the impressions of color as is that of southern nations, even though

these latter be intellectually our inferiors. It is in tropical countries, where light is

most dazzling, that color is most gorgeous and abundant. These are tlie native

climes of the sapphire, the diamond, and the emerald,— of sunsets unspeakably gor-

geous, and of night-skies, through the azure of whose transparent depths the eye wan-

ders upwards until it loses itself as if on the threshold of other worlds. The savan-

nahs there are covered with perennial flowers ; the pillareil forests arc linked in a maze

of beauty by the scarlet and other brilliant blossoms of the trailers that hang in festoons

from tree to tree ; and the green mantle of earth flashes everywhere into colors beneatli

the flood of sunshine which keeps all nature a-pulsing to the rythm of its subtle and

inconceivably rapid vibrations. Color, like its parent light, dies away towards the

poles ; and as the constitution of nations is ever in harmony with the region where

they dwell, the susceptibility of us hyperboreans to color is far inferior to that of the

race who produce the magic dyes of India, or the still nobler one who built the glow-

ing walls of the Alhambra. Even our next-door neighbors, the French, beat us hollow

in the art and use of color ; and we do not think we overstate the case when we sav,

that there is no civilized people on the earth who do not etjual or excel us in a taste and

passion for color.

We are too fond of paleness, colorlcssness, in our interiors. We shrink from bright

colors, because we do not know how to use them, and believe we show taste when we

have produced an effect which is simply commonplace. With M. Ciievheul for our

guide, let us ofier a word or two upon this subject. We shall begin with the more

grand and artistic parts of a mansion, and then come quickly down to remarks which

may be as interesting to tlie single gentleman with his triplet of rooms in the Temple,

as to the more stately occupants of palatial edifices. Enter a gallery of sculpture, and

see wliat hints about color there suggest themselves. Here we have our old friend the

Venus dc Medici, showing the perfection of physical beauty, but with as little as possible of

• From UlacitDorcTs Magazine.



the divine either in her head or attitude. Next to her, in not uncongenial contiguity, is

Dannecker's Ariadne on the Panther— exhibiting a vokiptuousness of position, com-
bined with an exquisite charm in the undulating contour of the picturesquely posed

figure. Here also is Kiess's Amazon in bronze— by no means a material for ropresent-
' ing the soft figures of the female sex, but appropriate in this case, owino- to the o-reater

part of the composition being occupied by the rearing horse and attackino- wild beast

and to the circumstance of the attitude of the female rider representing nolhiuo- bul

masculine energy and daring. Finally, we shall say, we ha^ e that divinest of statutes

the Apollo Belvidere, in which life and noble power ray from every limb. Now if

those various pieces of sculpture are placed together, of course they must all be viewed

against the same background— namely, that of the wall of the room in which they

stand. But suppose— in order to bring out the peculiar qualities of various colors as

backgrounds— it were proposed, to us to take each of these sculptures by itself, and
as&ign to it a wall of such a color as would show it off" to the best advantage. Then
we would remark, in the first place, that whatever may be the case when a piece of

cloth is hung immediately around a statue, the walls of a gallery must be considered

as giving rise to effects, not of reflection, but of contrast. Accordingly, it will be

found that statues of white marble or stone, as well as plaster casts, stand out well in

a gallery whose walls are of a pearly-gray color. But suppose we wish to attain effects

not generally aimed at, with the several pieces of sculpture above named— then it will

be found that if you place the Venus de Medici against a wall of blue-gray, the statue

of the Cyprian goddess forthwith acquires a warm color, which many sculptors prize

so highly. Take the Ariadne, and place her in a room painted green, and forthwith

the deserted of Bacchus flushes all over with a faint rosy tint, such as she is seen in

her chamber at Frankfort, where the light is let in upon her through rose-colored glass.

For the divine Apollo, such tinting would be inadmissible. He must stand forth in the

simple majesty of pure white ; and in order to produce this effect, the color of the wall

should be chamois or orange-gray, which tends to neutralise any redness of hue in the

marble or plaster of the statue. As to the tone of color used upon the walls, cceteris

l)aribus, it ought to be lower the brighter we wish the sculptures to be. Finally, com-

ing to deal with Kiess's Amazon, and bronzes in general, it must be remembered that

the metallic alloy of which they are composed, yields two very different tints,— one

green, which the metal acquires by exposure to the action of the atmosphere ; the

other, the peculiar golden tint v/hich it possesses when not oxidised. If we wish to

heighten this green tint, the color of the walls of the gallery must be red ; while, if

we wish to bring out the golden tint of the bronze, the walls must be blue.

Let us turn now to a picture-gallery. Here the first thing that strikes us is, how
badly paintings look when thus crowded together. Even supposing that they have

been arranged by a man of taste, and that they are not too numerous to compel him

frequently to do violence to his artistic feelings, still the ubiquitous melange of color

and the dazzling headachy effect of the multitude of gilt frames produces an impress-

sion upon the spectator by no means favorable to his appreciation of the pictures. In

truth, it is only the intelligent connoisseur who, in such a case can experience the effect

which the artist has wished to produce ; and this he does, not only by knowing the

best point of view, but by fixing his attention so wholly upon the work as to be

unconscious of the surrounding pictures, or even of the very frame. In fact, frames



in pfoneral are no better than necessary evils; for if tliey are requisite to isolate a pic-

ture from surrounding ohjetta, yet it must be confessed that the contiguity of the frame

to the picture is exceedingly detrimental to the illusion of perspective. It is this which

explains the difference between the effect of a framed picture, and the cflect of the

same picture when viewed through an opening which allows of our seeinn- neitlier

frame nor limits. The effect tlvcn produced recalls all the illusion of the diorama. In

the case of not a few pictures, taste is best shown in knowing hoio little frame is neces-

sary. The color of the wall, and nature of surrounding objects must be considered in

judging of this. "VVe once saw a painting by a Geniian artist, representing the interior

of a Gothic ruin, with a snowy landscape visible through the open archway of the

door, and some snow, drifted in, lying upon the steps and stone floor inside. The per-

spective was exquisite— magical; and the drifted snow upon the steps and floor

seemed as if you could lift it off with a knife. The picture was in the possession of

an able connoisseur— and how had he treated it? Most people would have put round

it a frame proportionate to the value of the picture ; that seems to be the usual way

—

so many inches of frame to a £20 picture, and so many more to one worth £lOO, Not
so with this connoisseur. When we saw it, this gem of a painting had round it a sim-

ple, narrow bead of gilding, and was hung upon a wall of an orange-cream color

—

the unobtrusive frame allowing the exquisite perspective to appear to advantage, while

the peculiar color of the wall served to bring out, in all its brilliance, that other fine

point in the piece, the snow.

With this warning against having too much frame— which we cannot, of course,

shape into any definite axiom, but which will answer the purpose if it makes people

think at all upon the subject— we proceed to consider the relation of color which

ought to exist between a frame and the picture which it surrounds. Gilt frames are,

of all othei-s, the handsomest and most generally applicable, and are especially suited

for large paintings in oil. There is but one exception to the use of gilt frames, and

that arises when the picture represents gildings, at least, if so near the frame as to

provoke the eye to compare the painted gold with the metal itself. For instance, there

is a Gobelins tapestry, after Laurent, representing a genie, armed with a torch, near

which is a gilt altar ; but the yellow silk and wool in which this altar is executed, are

entirely ecHjJsed by the gilt bronzes profusely spread over the mahogany frame by

which the tapestry is enclosed. Bronze frames on the contrary, which have but little

yellow brilliancy, do not injure the effect of an oil-painting which represents a scene

lighted by artificial light, such as that of candles, torches, a conflagration, &c. When
black frames, such as ebony, detach themselves sufficiently from an oil-painting, they

are favorable to large subjects ; but when they are used, it is necessary to see if the

contiguous browns of the painting or drawing do not lose too much of their vigor.

ilany landscape-paintings in oil are well set off by a gray frame, particularly if we
take a gray tinted with the complementary (or opposite) of the dominant color of the

picture. For black engravings and lithographs, gilt frames suit perfectly, provided

a certain breadth of white paper be left round the subject. Frames of yellow Avood,

such as BirdVeye Maple, <tc., likewise accord Avell with lithographs ; and it is possible

greatly to modify the appearance of the drawing by mounting it on tinted paper, when

not desire the effect of a white margin,

to the hanging of pictures in a room, we only repeat the general canon when
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say, that engravings and plain lithographs should not be placed beside oil-paintings or

colored drawings. When we wish to place pictures upon a papered wall, the latter

ought to be of a single color, if possible— if not, of two tones of the same color

—

and with a simple pattern. Also, the dominant color of the paper-hangings ought tc

be complementary to the dominant color of the picture. Pearl-gray, or normal gray

a little deeper, is a good tint to receive engravings and plain lithographs in gilt or

yellow-wood frames. Yellow hangings can receive with advantage, landscapes in which

greensward, and leaves, and a blue sky predominate ; and the most suitable frames in

this case are those of violet-colored ebony, [palixandrc), ov yvood painted gray or black.

Oil-paintings, in gilt frames, are effective on walls of olive-gray ; upon which ground

the flesh-colors of the picture, and the gold of the frame, assort well. Papers of a

deep green, and even of a deep blue, may hkewise be advantageously employed in

many cases. We know one artist, whose drawing-room wall, covered with oil-paint-

ings in gilt frames, has a flock-paper of deep green, the velvet pattern being of nearly

equal extent with the smooth ground, but of a darker shade. The eft'ect is very good.

Had it been a picture-gallery, the paper would have been unquestionably better if of

a perfectly uniform color ; but by having it patterned, and of two shades of the same

color, the requirements of a drawing-room are answered with the least possible detri-

ment to the eft'ect of the pictures.

So much for the mechanical accessories of the Fine Arts, whether these be exhibited

in a noble gallery, or in the houses of our middle classes. In coming to the furniture

of our dwellings, it must be confessed that, so innumerable are the possible comltinn-

tions of color, it is impossible to lay down many laws of general application. In large

rooms, bright, contrasting colors may be employed ; whereas, in small rooms, the har-

mony should be not of contrast, but of analogy ; in other words, the furniture of small

rooms should in general have but one predominant color, and the contrasts exhibited

be only those of tone. On this principle, hangings with varied and brilliant colors,

representing flowers, birds, human figures, landscapes, &c., may be employed in the

decorating of large rooms ; whereas, chintzes are only suitable to small rooms, such as

cabinets, boudoirs, &c. In bed-rooms, the window-curtains and those of the bed should

be similar ; and if there be a divan, it may be similar also ; for we may remark, that

it is conformable with the object of boudoirs and similar places, to diminish their extent

to the eye, by employing only one material for the hangings and chairs, instead of

seeking to fix the eye upon many separate objects.

Of hangings—and our remarks are almost equally applicable to the general tone of a

room—we may saj^ that in consequence of an apartment never being too light, since we can

diminish the day-light by means of blinds and curtains, it is best that the hangings be

of a light and not of a dark color, so that they may reflect light rather than absorb it.

Dark hangings, therefore, are proscribed, whatever be their color. Pied curtains are to

be met with very frequently in this country
;
yet it must be said that red and violet,

even in their light tones, ought to be proscribed, because they are exceedingly unfa-

vorable to the color of the skin. Orange can never be much employed, it fatigues the

eye so much by its intensity ; and indeed, among the simple colors there is scarcely

any which are advantageous, except yellow, and the light tones of green and blue,

ow is lively, and combines well with mahogany furniture, but not generally with

g. Light-green is favorable, both to gilding and to mahogany, and also to com

fOL. V. c 3



plexions, wliether pale or rosy. L';^lit-blue is less favorable tliiiii green to rosy com-

plexions, especially in day-light; it is particularly favorable to gilding, associates better

tlian green with yellow or orange-colored woods, and does not injure mahogany.

AVliito hangings, or hangings of a light gray, either normal, or tinged with green,

blue, or yellow, uniform, or with velvet patterns, similar in color to the ground, are also

good for use.

In regard to the draping of flooi-h, it must be borne in mind, that for a carpet to

produce the best possible etlect, it is not enough that it is of the best manufacture and

of excellent colors and pattern; it is also requisite that its pattern be in harmony with

tiie size, and it5 colors with the decorations of the room. It is important for manufac-

tiirers to know how to produce carpets which will suit well with many different stylos

of room furniture ; and in our opinion, the best mode of attaining this end is, to make
the light and bright coloring commence from the center of the caii)et; for it is there

(that is to say, in the part most distant from the chairs, hangings, (fee.) that we can

employ vivid and strongly-contrasted colors without inconvenience. And if we sur-

round this bright central portion with an interval of subdued coloring, we shall be able

to give to the framing colors (those around the margin of the cai-pet) a great appear-

ance of brilliance, without injuring the color of the chairs and hangings. With respect

to the carpets of small or moderately-sized rooms, we may lay down the rule, that the

more numerous and vivid the colors of the furniture, the more simple should be the

carpet alike in color and pattern— an assortment of green and black having, in veiy

many cases, a good effect. On the other hand, if the furniture is of a single color, or

if its contrasts consist only of different tones of the same color, we may, without detri-

ment, employ a cai-pet of brilliant colors, in such a way as to establish a harmony of

conti'ast between them and the dominant hue of the furniture. But if tlie furniture is

of mahogany, and we wish to bring out its peculiar color, then we must not have

either red, orange, or scarlet, as a dominant color in the covering of the floor.

The covering of cliairs may present either a harmony of contrast or a harmony of

analogy with the hangings, according as the room is large or small ; and a good effect

may be produced by bordering the stuff at the parts contiguous to the wood with the

same color as the hangings, but of a higher tone. Nothing, we may add, contributes

so much to enhance the beauty of a stuff' intended for chairs, sofas, ttc, as the selec-

tion of the wood to which it is attached; and, reciprocally, nothitig contributes so

much to augment the beauty of the wood, as the color of the stuff in juxtaposition

with it. In accordance with the principles of coloring which we laid down in a i)re-

ceding part of this article, it is evident that we must assort rose or red-colored woods,

such as mahogany, with grten stuffs; yellow woods, such as citron, ash-root, majile,

satin-wood, &c., with violet or blue stuffs; while red woods likewise do well with blue-

grays, and yellow woods with green grays, liut in all these assortments, if we would

obtain the best possible effects, it is necessary to take into considei'ation the contrast

resulting from height of tone; for a dark bhie or violet stuff will not accord so well

with a yellow wood as a light tone of these colors does; and hence, also, } el low does

not assort so well with mahogany as with a wood of the same color, but lighter. Theie

is no wood more generally used by us than mahogany, and no covering for sofiis and

more common than a crimson woolen stuff; and in this we are intluonced not

ch by any idea of harmony, as by the two-fold motive of the stabilitv of the



crimson color and the beauty of the mahogany. In assorting these, we will often do

well to separate the stutf from the wood by a cord or narrow galloon of yellow, or of

golden-yellow, with gilt nails ; or better still, a narrow galloon of green or black,

according as we wish the border to be more or less prominent. The red woods always

lose a portion of their beauty when in juxtaposition with red stuffs. And hence it is

that we can never ally mahogany to vivid reds, such as cherry-color ; and more par-

ticularly to orange reds, such as scarlet, nacarat, and aurora ; for these colors are so

brio-ht that, in taking away from this wood its peculiar tint, it becomes no better than

oak or walnut. Ebony and walnut can be allied with brown tones, also with certain

shades of OTcen and violet.

llg fifi hx iht C0untrs:

OR CHRO^'ICLES OF OAKLAND HOME.

BY FRANK HAZLETON.

CHAPTEH III.

BUILDS A HOUSE AND BUYS EXPERIENCE.

The next thing of course was to build a siiitable house. I well remembered the old

maxim that " fools build houses and wise men buy them." I think, however, that the

fools must be a very useful class of community; for if they did not build, the wise ones

must go houseless. But this wise saying, though very good perhaps for cities, will no

'answer for the countiy. In the city, if the house is satisfactory, and the neighborhood

good, all is right. It matters not whether the " seven-by-nlne" lot is high or low, rich

or poor. But in the purchase of a fann—even a thirty acre farm—there are other

considerations vastly more important than the value or convenience or beauty of the

house. The nature and fertility of the soil—the convenience to market—the varieties

of fruit in the orchard—is of the first consideration ;—even a running brook, is of

more value to many fanns than would be a costly house. These are facts I have

learned by observation and expeiience, and I have no doubt they will be of ser\ice to

s me of my readere.

In searching for a plan for my house, I visited many residences I had previously

noticed as being remarkable for their beauty or novelty; but finding nothing that came

\i[) to my ideas of what my house should be, I applied to an architect, stating the sum

of money I wished to expend. In a few days I had a beautifully colored picture of a

house that all said was very pretty, and I concluded it was about what I wanted.

Some time after, on examining the ground plan, which I had almost forgotten in my
admiration of the pretty picture, I found it lacked many conveniences. Some changes

were made for the better, and I now regret that I did not make other and more impor-

tant modifications. I have too much parlor, and too Httle kitchen and diningr-oom;

too much show, and too little comfort Downing remarked that the garden is the
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countrv parlor. We residents of the country liave but little company in tlie winter,

ai\il in the summer the parlor is deserted for the lawn and the garden.

My drawings and specifications I presented to several builders, but to my udrr

astonishment I found them to be a set of sharpers, as all of them wanted to chai'i;''

me double the price tbe architect declared the house could be built for. In this

dilemma I applied to Mr, Arcuitrave—the celebrated architect I had. employed

—

who confirmed my suspicions as to the character of builders generally, by stating tliitl

as a class, they were always really to impose upon the inexperienced, and in such cases

would charge double a fair and remunerative price. He advised me to hire men by

the day, employ a good mechanic as foreman, and in this way he assured me I could

build mv house for less than the estimate. This plan pleased me, as by it I should not

only get my house built at a fair price, but eftectually circumvent the men who were

endeavoring to take advantage of my inexperience.

I acted upon this advice, but sad to relate, my house was not half finished, and tlie

money I had appropriated to this purpose was exhausted. This was my first hard

lesson. The house unfinislied was useless, worse than useless—an unsightly object—

a

monument of folly. It must be finished. So I continued to advance cash, as required,

and vhen the building was completed it had cost more than double the architect's

estimate, and one-fourth more than the proposed contract price of the builders, which

I had believed so exorbitant. But the house was done, and I thought myself prclty

well done for. There was some satisfaction, however, in knowing the last day's work

to be done, and the last bill paid, as my funds had been sufiering from a rapid decline

ever since the commencement of the work,

I always endeavor to derive some benefit even from my mistakes and misfortunes,

and having taken some lessons in the high school of experience, I feel competent to

give advice. My knowledge cost me a trifle, but my readers are welcome to it without

charge.

If you are about to build, first determine on the number of rooms you need, their

size and arrangement, and then build the house to suit the rooms. Don't first deter-

mine the size and form of the house, and arrange the rooms to suit it. This is as fool-

ish as building a good house on a poor foundation. Arrange the rooms so as to be

convenient to each other. It is a poor plan to place the kitchen in one comer of the

house, and the dining-room in another.

Never build a house in a hurry, or you will repent it at your leisure.

Don't think yon can build a large house for a small price ; or that you have any

particular faculty that will enable you to build much cheaper than your neighboi-s, or

you will be deceived. You may be quite a genius, but genius will not pay for bricks

and mortar.

Arrange your plan thoroughly and satisfactorily, even to the smallest details, before

you commence building. Changes afterwards are troublesome and expensive.

After you have obtained an estimate from two or three competent, reliable builders,

be assured that your house will cost you the sum estimated. Don't try to beat them

at their own trade. The experiment will make you a wiser, and perhaps a sadder man.

If you can not aflbrd to build so costly a house, change your plan



The "Winter, and its effects on Vegetation.—The winter througli which we have

just passed will not soon be forgotten. It seems to have been altogether remarkable in

almost every part of the country. In many of the Southern and Western States there has

been a severe drouth in the depth of Avinter— rivers, streams, and springs so low that

water for ordinary purposes could scarcely be had ; and we have heard of cattle dying for

want of it. Until raid-winter the Western rivers were too low for navigation. Then

came the wonderful snow storms of February, covering up entire trains of railroad cars on

the Western prairies, and blocking up railway travel in nearly all parts of the country.

Close upon this came the intense cold of the 6th and 7th of February, when the mercury

sunk 26" below zero in the usually mild lake counties of Western New York, where is

reckoned very cold, and is seldom experienced. In New England we hear of earthquakes in

various localities. The atmosphere of our continent is surely in a most extraordinary state

.

We have strong fears that the fruit crop of 1855 will be very small. Here our Peaches

are gone; not only are the fruit-buds killed, but we fear the trees themselves ssq frozen to

death down to the very roots. In cutting through the bark, we find the wood quite dis-

colored, and to all appearance completely disorganized. We had, for a time, some hopes

that the trees were safe, because the cold slackened off gradually and without sunshine

;

but om* hopes are small now.

We have not yet dared to make a close examination to see how serious the injuries are,

but we see evidences of suffering on all sides. A beautiful young Cedar of Lebanon on the

lawn, that has stood many years unprotected, is as brown, or rather as red, as dead ever-

greens usually are in midsummer. We fear we shall have a long catalogue of misfortunes

to chronicle by and by.

Biographies of distinguished Hoetiotjltiieists.—^We have commenced in this number

a series of articles under this heading. We think this an improvement that will be very

acceptable to our readers. Each article will be accompanied with correct portraits. We
commence the series, we think very appropriately, with the biography and portrait of

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder. VTe are now preparing a beautiful portrait of the late Thomas

Hogg, of YorkviUe, which will appear soon, accompanied by an interesting biograpliy.

Deferred Articles.—We have a large number of articles prepared for this number,

which we are compelled to omit— enough, our printer informs us, for another number.

Among the deferred articles are the following, with many others we have not space to

mention: "Green-houses and their Management," by D. K. R. ; "Curculio Remedies,"

by Wm. Adair, Detroit; "Notes on Pears," by John B. Eaton, Buffalo; "The Diller

Pear," by Samuel Walker, Roxbury, Mass. ;
" Evergreen Shrubs," by Wm. Saunders,

Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. ;
" Deep Digging," by William Bacon, Richmond, Mass.

;

" Rural Cemeteries," by A. D. G., Clinton, N. Y. ;
" Village Cemeteries," by,W. H. Scott,

Adrian, Mich. We shall give all in due season.
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The American Bmoiit ok Wooi.y Aimiis.—A correspondent of the London Gardener's

Chronicle asks a roiuotly for tliis jiost, and receives the follt)wing reply:

"Prune your tree bard in, then pnint it over down ns far helow the ground as you cnn pit

with the following mixture, viz., half a peck of quick lime, Imlf a pound of flour of sulphui,

and a quarter of a pound of lamp black, mixed with boiling water till of the coneistcncy of

paint First of all scrape off loose bark, which burn."

Prof. IIaruis says the following will be likely to prove as successful as any remedy that

has been recommended:

" Scrape off all the rough bark of the infected tree and make them perfectly clean and smootli

early in the spring; then rub the trunk and limbs with a stiff brush wet with a solution ot

potash in the proportion of two pounds to seven quarts of water; or, a pickle consisting of a

quart of common salt in two gallons of water. Small limbs and such parts as may not be

withiu reach of the api)lication, should be cut awaj- and burned.

Imposition.—A correspondent from Germantown, Ohio, writes us as follows:

"There has been a man here, taking orders for the Northern Muscadine Grape, at $3 per plant.

He has a showy handbill, with a drawing of said Grape, representing it to be as large and shov y
as the Concord, and earlior and better than any Grape in cultivation. He is also selling the

Augusta Rose at $3 per plant, and describes it as a constant bloomer, very hardy, a strong

grower, covering a veranda or front of a medium-sized house in one season, and making a disj^lay

of flowers that will continue the whole season through, Ue is also selling Peach trees as being

worked on imported stocks of a kind exempt from the attacks of the Borer or Peach-Worm ; and

Apple trees which he asserts are grafted so low that the graft takes root; that then the trees are

taken up, the remaining portion of the stock or old root cut away, and tlie trees replanted. Now
this is all deception ; and yet, strange as it may appear, many peo[ile are induced to believe

these false representations."

This fellow undoubtedly believes that the fools are not all dead yet.

A New Sekdldtg Strawbeuiit.—I send j-ou a description of a new Strawberry, the most pro-

lific I have ever known. This berry fruited about five years since, in my father's garden. Its

history is this: My mother was in the habit of planting yearly, seeds from her best berries;

most, of course, proved worthless, but this being distinct from all others, was fullj' tested ai.d

found on trial to be truly valuable. We gave it her name, and call it Lticy Fitch's Prolijic.

It is a pistilate plant, and appears to be a cross between tlie Alpine and Jlovcy's Seedling. It

resembles the former in foliage, although much more rank, the leaves being large and growing

on strong long stalks. The fruit is of medium size, light scarlet, and in flavor resembles, though

sweeter, the best wild Strawberries when fully ripe. It is borne in large trusses on etrorg

stems, so long as to keep the fruit entirely from the ground. It parts from the calj'x verj-

freely, and continues in bearing much longer than JIovcijs Seedling or Burrs New Pine. It is

also very hardy, bearing our open winters well, and protecting so fully the flowers by its leaves

as to seldom or ever be injured by the spring frosts, even when others are nearly cut off. I can

not tell whether this will prove as fine a fruit east and south as it does west, but if it should it

will prove a great acquisition to the Strawberry cultivator. We have one serious draw back

here in the culture of Strawberries, which is the havoc made with them by the larva of the May

bug. Perhaps some of your readers may know of a remedy ; if so, I hope we may hear from

them.

I would like also to ask how we may prevent the Borers from dc^stroying our Currants. Mas

E. F. H.

—

Monroe, Michigan
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Letter from Ohio.—Throughout the West this has been a remarkable eeason for drouth, having

had less rain in the same length of time than I have known for a number of years, and th^ pres-

ent month (December) being more regularly cold than usual. The mercury has fluctuated

between 46 "^ and 30 -
, on two occasions falling to 10 ® , and witli all this, but little or no snow.

Our wells, springs, and cisterns have not yet recovered from the drouth of the summer and fall

—

scarcity of water at this season being a very unusual thiug.

The Apple crop with me has been pretty abundant, but for the last four years the fruit, from

so-rae unaccountable cause, has been scabby, and the larger proportion, consequently, unsaleable.

To what this is owing is beyond me to say ; but I suppose it to be mainly attributable to the

cold rains we have had for the last four years, during the period of inflorescence. The impreg-

nation being imperfect, the fruit, of course, becomes knotty and one-sided. The Illinois theory

of its being caused by the orchard being in grass, or " grass-fed," as they term it, is, as far as my
experience goes, entirely fallacious; fori have been unable to discover the slightest difi"erence

between the trees thus treated and those in cultivated soil. Neither can it be traced to the want

of manure, mulching, or trimming, all of which I have thoroughly tried. If we are so fortunate

next year as to be favored with pleasant weather while the trees are in bloom, with an after crop

of fair fruit, I shall be pretty well confirmed in the above named supposition. I have asked the

opinion of many fruit-growers, but they appear to be as much in the dark as myself.

The "Borer" is also becoming fearfully destructive; for the last year or two I have observed

a great many young trees almost entirely destroyed. He does not, with me, confine his depreda-

tions to the collar of the tree, but entei's from six inches to two feet from the ground, and some-

times into the limbs. He is veiy severe on the Quince, and almost always attacks it on the south

side. It is truly astonishing to see how rapidly they will work with their small forceps, the

power enabling tliem to do this, residing, #s I conceive, in their immense head, which is about

three times the size of the body. The largest one I ever caiiglit was ojily about three-eighths of

an inch in length— many not being more than one-eiglitli of an inch, of which I have found up-

wards of thirty on one tree. I suppose this is the Sajjperda. I have never been so fortunate as

to see the beetle, which, it is supposed, travels at night, and know of no remedy for this jiest,

unless scrubbing the trees once or twice with soft-soap during the month of June will do.

Downing says they may be destroyed by inserting a flexible wire into their holes when Wioy have

retired into the body of the tree to hybernate ;
— but tlieir course is so tortuous that 1 find them

not easy to reach. A friend once told me that greasing the trees would prevent the beetle from

depositing her eggs ; but, having once killed a number of j'oung Apple trees by greasing to keep

off the Rabbits, I have been afraid to make the experiment. I am now trying the remedy recom-

mended by Professor Harris, viz : putting a small piece of gum camphor into their holes, and

plugging them up. They have been fearfully destructive during the present drouth.

The Woolly Aphis {Aphis lavginera) is increasing rapidly in this country, being worse on the

roots than on the branches and causing them to become knotty and almost as brittle as glass. I

generally apply a few unleached ashes to the roots when transplanting, which stops their progress

for a time at least. Diluted suljihuric acid is recommended, but I fear if it is made strong enough

to kill the insect, it may destroy the tree. I fear, moreover, that this insect is going to be very

troublesome and hard to eradicate ; for they appear to be getting worse every year. We have

had little or no Canker-worm for several years ; nor have we been much troubled with Caterpil-

lars. The Curculio and Applc-moth have been quite as bad as ever—about one-half of the Apj)le

crop being usually injured by the moth— Plums (and Apricots and Peaches when we have them)

never escaping the Curculio. If there is a remedy for saving Plums, why is it kept so long from

the public? I am sure that of all the fruit-growers in the United States— and their name is

legion— there is not one who would not cheerfully contribute five or ten dollars for Mr. Mat-

uEw's benefit, should his remedy prove eff"cctive. Here liave I been cultivating Plum trees for

last thirteen years, without gathering as much as a peck of fruit from nearly forty trees in
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all tbftt time. I have been planting lately in my chickcn-yarJ, hoping thereby to save some,

and am !»i)mc\vliat encouraged by the fact of one young tree ripening its entire crop of fifty

riiims; wiiich, however, may have been accidental. I will bo better able to judge next season,

a^ several others will then come into bearing. I had intended saying something about Strawber-

ries, grafting, A'c., but as I dislike long articles, will defer it to some other occasion.

Since writing the above, we have had an abundance of rain and a considerable quantity of

enow. T. V. rETicoL.\9.

—

Moimt Cannel, Clermont Co., Ohio., Jan., 1855.

Notifts of 33oot5, |3ainpf)Ittj5, t(t.

OcT-DOOits AT Idlewild. By N. P. "Willis. Now York. 1S55.

Rural neighborhoods ought to be very much indebted to Mr. "Willis for tins sprightly

and enlivening book, consisting of the letters published originally in the Home Journal,

The author possesses more tlian the average knowledge of the duties of a country villa,

for he has once before resided on the Susquehanna. But we may as well say at once, tliat

the horticulturist will learn very little from the city editor and poet, in the way of either

planting or raising fruit ; but he may become more genial in his feelings, and have a keener

relish for the society of trees, and water, and scenery, and the numerous etceteras of

changing landscapes ; l^e avIII love nature better, and perhaps solitude more. Are not

these great attainments? The failures that are so often experienced by citizens retiring to

the country, may be attributed to a lack of that natural education which can extract from

a changing cloud, the ever-varying aspect of rural Scenes, and especially from rural work,

the means of employment of the mind and hand. Something to do is too often felt to be

absent. An observer of the new comer to the country too frequently sees a resort to

occupations for which the country was never fitted. "Where preparations for a country life

has not been made by a study of its enjoyments and pursuits, how often do we find the

experiment of removing from Broadway and Wall street an utter failure, and return inev-

itable. Good excuses are soon found— the children cannot be educated, or it is too lone-

some ! Let no one attempt rural life till these and other considerations have been fully

weighed. Life itself is but a rainbow of fitful changes, to which it is vain to attempt to

give permanence ; but the man who does not enjoy the growth and the results of a kitchen

garden or grapery, who has no pleasure in the study of the habits of insects, and who can

not enjoy the frolics of a favorite dog and the attachment which should grow up between

himself and his domestic animals, had better stay nearer to the theatre and the bank.

These reflections are elicited by the privilege our author has indulged us with, of an inti-

mate acquaintance with his out-door doings at his seat near to the residence of our late

friend Downing on the Hudson. The descrijjtion of his demesne is highly graphic and

charming; the capabilities of his farm must be every way such as would deliglit tlie

improver and the lover of landscape. The mind to enjoy, and the rarer talent to describe,

the love of country scenes are happily combined in the sketcher ; and we are free to say

that a more agreeable volume of its kind has not for many a day been laid on our table.

Take the following and study it, all ye pent up denizens of a crowded city:

''April, 1853.
—

"We are not particular about the coming of spring, at Idlewild. It is impa-

tiently waited for among shrubberies and fruit trees, and on gravel walks only shaded in sum-

mer. But, lose yourself (as you may) in our waterfall wilderness, and you would not know

April from June. It is a little seventy-acre world of rocks, foam, rapids, and pathless woods,



the ground carpeted with interchanging mosses and ferns, and the thousands of evergreen trees-

Hemlocks and Cedars, White Pines and Yellow Pines, Balsam Firs, Laurels and Cypresses— in such

majority that falling leaves are scarce missed. "What with this, and a labyrinth of glen-depths,

whei'e the windy gusts never reach, we only know winter by the snow— late autumn and early

spring differing little from summer, or mainly in temperature more inspiriting. * * * The

eye needs its medicine. Surrounded by evergreen woods, we look out upon perpetual summer,

as to foliage. * * * Live but near a sheltered Fir-grove, where the sun draws the perfume

from the resinous bark, and the air is unreached by the wind, and, though a delicate invalid,

you may pass half your January hours out of doors. Yet most persons choose exposed situations

for country residences, and surround the house with Elms, Oaks, and Maples,— trees naked half

the year. Witli a latitude of too many wintery months, but with a capricious climate, whose

summer days, departed by the almanac, may be, any morning, back at our door, it is surely best,

if possible, to be ready, at short notice, to realize them— to let it look as well as feel like sum-

mer— to see verdure and breathe perfume, as well as glow with the warm air that commonly

keeps perfume and verdure company."

To have such scenes, many of us will have to wait a little, and call in the aid of ever-

green shrubbery.

But to our book, IIow happy is the following little bit of word-painting, speaking to

the mind

:

"Spring is a beautiful piece of work, and not to be in the country to sec it done, is the not realizing

what glorious masters we are, and how cheerfully, minutely, and unflaggingly, the fiiir fingers of

the season broider the world fur us. Each April morning, to drop the reins upon the neck of

your horse, and look, charmed, around, seeing that nature did not go to bed, used up and tired,

the night before, as you did, but has been industriously busy upon the leaves and blossoms while

you were asleep— so much more advancedly lovely than yesterday— is somehow a feeling that

has in it the bliss of ownership. The morning seems made for you* the fields and sky seem

your roof and grounds; the air and sunshiue, fresh colors and changing light— all new and not

a second-hand thing to be seen— nothing to be cupboarded and kept over for to-morrow, or for

another guest— gives a delicious consciousness of being the first to be waited on, the one it was

all made and meant for. A city April, in comparison, is a thing potted and pickled, and retailed

to other customers as well."

This, if we are not greatly mistaken, was never half so well said before, and bespeaks a

mind capable of the highest enjoyment of nature's beauty. His description of the Hem-
lock is poetry concentrated into prose. Observe—"tlie child-blossom and its predecessor

are heightening graces, each to the other— neitlier so beautiful alone, and both finding

room enough, and enjoying the same summer together. Parent and child are one glory. ^^

"May, 1853.—With this fertilizing May— the best mixed succession of rain and sunshine for

many a year— the deciduous trees so jumped into leaf, and were, all of a sudden, so prodigaly

massive and shady, that I began to think I had over-valued our wilderness of Firs, declaring Idle-

wild, as I did, to be independent of changing foliage in the preponderance of its woods of

evergreen. The Maples and Clie?tni;ts, Oaks, Dogwoods, and Willows, quite smothered us with

their spring-burst, I must own. But June, with its new dress for my slighted Hemlocks, has

brought me round ag;iin, and (till taken again by surprise, at least) I shall be inconstant no more.

Hemlocks are our pride at Idle wild. How wonderfully beautiful they are now— every finger-

tip of their outspread palms tliimbled with gold, and every tree looking as if all the sunsets

that had ever been steeped into its top were oozing out of it in drops. Of all Nature's renewals,

k this is the fairest. The old foliage forms such an eflFective contrast for the new. Tlie

blossom and his predecessor are heightening graces, each to the other— neither so beauti-
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fill ill.mo and botli finding room enough and enjoying the same eummer together. Parent and

child are one glory. The home tree was not stripped and deserted for the new-comer. Of that

rn(i,*t precious of our wayjide religions— the homestead-hallowing— it seems to noe, that the

I letnlock should be the chosen emblem."

It would be easy to quote page after page of this pleasant volume, which will be tlie

more popular because not overloaded -with science, and shall we say information? It is

poetical fanning, it is true, but none the less attractive reading because there is no farming

in it; wc mean attractive to the masses. It has humor, too; and with a specimen of this

rarer talent in home farming, "we conclude our notice with the mistakes of n goose, which

may excuse the query of "Why does a goose stoop its head when it goes under a barn-

door?" '' Because it is a goose," to be sure:

'•But I had a laii"'h at a goose, yesterday— with a lesson in it, too. Coming home towards

evening, with my wagonful of children, the air overhead was suddenly darkened by the wings

of a very big bird—my neighbor's fattest waddler— who, chased by a dog, had concluded to up

feathers, fly over the barn, and take refuge in the ever-reliable and long-tried bosom of the river.

But it was the day after the first sharp frost, and the stream, though as clear as a crystal,was

of icy smoothness, and as impenetrable as a rock. Down came the goose, with full faith in it

for lon'f-tried water, and the way she slid over, and brought up on the frozen bank opposite,

after that heavy bump upon her astonished egg-basket, w^ns boundlessly delightful to the child-

ren. Besides the instruction in it, as to a winter trial of summer friends, it was a comfort, with

a pleasant spite in it, to have one good laugh at a goose that waddles and screams after me every

time I trot past my neighbor's barnyard."

"VTe have said enougli to recommend this work to our readers; no one, who can pardon

certain lapses of good taste, less conspicuous, however, in it, than in other works by the

same writer, but may be benefited by its perusal. IIoeticola.

MlXCTES OF THE PnrLADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR TUB PeOMOTIOX OF AGRICULTLTiE, VKOM fTS IsSTmjTION IN FeB-

p.rAEY, 17S5, TO March, ISIO.

The appearance of such a publication as this is a striking proof of the public interest in

Agricultural affiiirs at the present time. In these "Minutes" we find but little beyond

mere mention of topics discussed or oifered for investigation ; but meagre as they are we

are glad to see them rescued from oblivion and put in a form for convenient reference.

The names of the men who figured as Agricultural officers in those days, are alcne valua-

ble ; a few of them are yet among us, but the greater number are gone. "We have picked

out the following items

:

"December 10, 1805.—Read a communication from Richard Peters (Belmont), on Peach trees

and other fruit trees. The method pursued by him was, baring the root and pouring a quart

or more of hot water or soap suds thereon, commencing about ten or twelve inches above the

root— and he dipped his young trees (say the root) from the nursery, also in hot water, before

lilanting them."

"April 8, 1806.—Mr. Rawle informed the Society that the field mice destroyed the roots of

one-tenth of his Acacia hedges during the winter, and that, from the experience of his neighbor,

MoNTMOLLiN, the American Whitethorn appeared to succeed much better than the Englifh

AVhitethorn, both grown from seed, which must be two years in the ground. Mr. Shallcross

mentioned a species of Thorn, near Wilmington, which had a more rapid growth, and became,

season, large enough to be transplanted. It was observed that Yellow Willow

garden fences. Green Willow said also to be good for fencing."



'January 6, 1807.—Mr. Young said he had removed Cedar trees of a considerable size, by the

following means : He dug round the trees in the autumn ; in the course of the Avinter the ditch

filled with water and froze, and when the ground was hard, towards spring, he dug up the tree,

with the soil adhering to the roots, and put them in a hole prepared for the purpose, taking

care to place the tree opposed to the same quarter of the compass as formerly. Mr. Clifford

mentioned that the best way to transplant Tulip Poplars is to cut off the top and remove the

stump, taking care to preserve the roots and to trim the roots which may be wounded by the

spade. The Yellow Poplar's root runs down— the "White Poplar runs horizontally.

"May 18, 1809.—Queries on fruit trees, by Mr. Peters."

"Mr. Philips stated that Mr. Stackhodse, of Bucks county, told him, a farmer near the

'Four Lanes' End,' in Bucks county, was famous for always having a good crop of Peaches;

and that his method was to plow his orchard twice every year. Sometimes taking a

crop off the ground, and sometimes omitting to do so. Mr. P. said he had found some varie-

ties of Peach trees to thrive much better in certain soils than others— that slacked lime not

only had a good effect in promoting the growth of Peach trees (as noticed in his letter published

in the Agricultural Memoirs), but also in causing Rose bushes to flourish— that he had culti-

vated a Peach called the Algerine Peach, from the nursery of Samuel Coles, of Moore's Town,

New Jersey, which is green on the 20th November. They are pulled late and ripened in the

house. And that Mr. Coles told him they would keep till January. He was prevented from

trj'ing the experiment, as they were stolen off the tree.

" Mr. G. Hamilton stated that Mr. Maclure told him there is a kind of Musk Melon, in Spain,

that will keep many months, and that he had eaten them on his passage several weeks after

being pulled.

"Mr. H. also stated that the following method of procuring Potatoes early, was followed near

Philadelphia. Plant Potatoes in September, and, at the eve of winter, lay down the tops and

cover them with long manure, and when the frost is out of the ground in the spring, the Pota-

toes may be dug.

" John Palmer and Ralph Edowes were elected resident members of the Society, and Andrew

MicuAUX, of Paris, an honorary member, also Thomas Moore, of Montgomery county."

Pamphlets Eeceited.—Eeijorts of the Committees for 1854, of tJie Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society^ with the schedule of prizes for 1855.

BrooTclyn Horticultural Society—Officers for 1855, list of premiums, rules and regula-

tions, &c.

Wholesale Catalogue of Garden^ Field, and Flower Seeds, for 1855, by James M. Thoe-

BUEN & Co., No, 15 John Street, N. Y.

anstofrs to CTotrtfifponlmntjj.

(J. S. S.) The Borer in Pear Trees.—Place around every tree, early in Spring, a small quan-

tity of slacked lime or ashes ; let them form a mound round the collar of the tree where the

beetle deposits her eggs. Where they have already gained an entrance, the best mode of

destruction is that recommended bj' Professor Harris— a flexible wire inserted into the holes.

Another remedy is washing the trees early in Juno, with a solution of potash in water— say a

pound to the gallon. Mr. Downing recommended making fires in the orchard in the night, in

the month of June, when the beetle comes forth to lay her eggs. They fly to the fire, an

thus destroyed.



(B. M. P., MoDonougli, N. Y.) Tiik Enolisu Walnut may be grafted ou the Butternut or

Black AV.-ilimt

SwEKT IIakdsiiell Almo.ni).—Bud it either on Peach or Plum stock.

The Ari'LE Qlixce, or any Quince, will grow ou the Apple, but the practice is not commenda-
ble. Better grow it from culti/igs or layers, or graft it on seedling Quinces.

(D. F. K., 111.) Lime Rkfuse from the gas works is worthless ns a manure.

Vinery.—You might use your sashes on hot-beds till mijdle of April, but they generally

warp with the heat and moisture of hot-bed manure and get injured. A vinery that will

accomodate twenty vines and cost only $10, will be very cheap, and we have no doubt will

"jiay" you well, not only by the Grapes you will gather from it, but in the satisfaction it will

otherwise afford you.
—4

(A. B., Malmaison Cottage, Tnd.) The Ilollj-hock is propagated from seeds to get new vari-

eties. J^'amcd sorts, or such as you wish to preserve, are propagated by cuttings somewhat as

Dahlias. The plants are brought into a growing heat in spring, and the young shoots are taken

off for cuttings, and managed as Dahlia cuttings. The Calceolaria i-s prof)agated also from seeds

and cuttings. The shrubby sorts usually by cuttings, the herbaceous by seed, which produce
the greatest variety of colors.

SuzETTE DE Bavat AND Beukre Gris D'IIiteb Nouveau Pears.—Tou will very much oblige me, and doubtless

m.iny others of your readers, by giving in your next number your estimate of the quulity of Suzette D'Bavay, as

also its time of ripening. Also Beiirre Gris cChiver 2,'ouveau.

Mauy persons, undoubtedly, have these fruits growing, tempted to their purchase by the glowing descriptions put
fcrlh, of their quality. Experience has shown there is but little reliance to be placed on them, and if these are to be
placed in that catalogue, much more, at least, may be said by the knowledge solicited. In my estimation, you could

hardly render your readers a more valuable service than by the continuation of an article, some time since com-
menced, concerning your experience of the time of ripening, and the relative value and goodness of the different

winter Pears. The time which has elapsed must have added largely to the stock of information on the subject.

C. D. P.— M''atei-ville.

We must say that we are not favorably impressed with Suzclte de Bavay. During three or

four years of fruiting it has been small and has not ripened well, or at least has not become
really fine flavored. Further south we think it deserves trial. The tree is a beautiful grower
and quite prolific— indeed the crop always needs thinning.

The Bcurre gris d' IRvcr was for two seasons attacked with the black fungus, and destroyed
before maturity. Last season the entire crop on some of tlie trees was fair and fine, and ripened
well during the month of December. We think well of it yet. We shall comply with your
suggestion as soon as practicable.

GitAPTiNO THE MuLBERET.—What stock is bcst to propagate Mulberries on ; and how do you do it by bud or graft

;

and how do you treat them after planting; and what kind is best f(^r our climate? (1)
What stock do you work Medlars on, and how by, bud or graft; and what kind is best for our cold Canada? (2)
How will a Green Gage do as an espalier, against a wall lathed and plastered, at the south end? (3)
What do you consider the best stock to dwarf Cherries on 1 Do you think budding or grafting the best? (4)
What do you propagate Roses on, or what is the best? (5)

How far do you plant your gratis apart in the rows ? (6)

(1) We do not practice budding or grafting the Mulberry to any extent. The principal sort

we cultivate is the Large Black English, and we increase it by layers, which require two years
to root well. You can graft this sort on the native Red Mulberry, which can be raised from
seed.

(2) Work Medlars on the Quince— bud them— the Large Bulch variety is the best; none
are cultivated in this country to any considerable extent.

(3) It will do very well on a trellis.

{i) The Mulialeb is the best stock for dwarf Cherries, and budding much better than grafting.

We prefer the Manetti to any other Rose stock we have used.

Root grafted Apples are usually planted eight to tou inches apart in the rows.



EDITOR'S TABLE.

I TAKE a subscriber's privilege to ask you a few questions. I am exceedingly troubled with Moles, who ridge up
my grass, and bore galleries in my terraces, beyond all endurance. A heavy rain has just scooped out a great hole

in one of the latter; having found its way through a Mole-course, and a kff such rains would entirely ruin my grassy

slope. How shall I rid myself of these troublesome visitors? (1)

Within a mile or so of my dwelling there are quite a number of beautiful young "White Pines, which I contemplate

removing to my own grounds this spring. I find, however, a good many dead branches among the green ; csjiec-

ially formed leading shoots, which, when quite dead and brown, I find to be completely honey-combed by the borings

of some insect, which I was unable to find ; the leading shoot did not seem to have been attacked every year, but

at intervals of two or three years, and during these periods a side shoot would rise up and become a leader. I

have consulted Emerson- s lit^poH— the only book I have on arboriculture— and can find nothing concerning it. If

I transplant these specimens to my own grounds, will my other specimens be infected from them? Is there any way
to kill or cure the insect which causes this? There are some thrifty Pines just over a little bill from these ones I

epeak of, say forty or fifty feet high, which do not seem to be afTected. I send you enclosed specimens of the dead
wood and also of the live wood, which seems to bo just beginning to be affected.

I find, on close examination, a small white grub with a brown head, ensconced in the holes. I suppose be

is the cause of the injury; you will probably find more on breaking the dead sticks. I have, however, enclosed a

specimen in a paper cone, which you will find in the box. Can you give me his antecedents, history, and cure? (2)

Also, with the rest, I send a living branch, with what seems to be some sort of a Wooly Aphis adhering, which

has stinted the growth of the new shoots above? (.3)

Is it the same disease which so troubled Mr. Sargent, of Fishkill, a year or two ago, and gave him so much
alarm? I have since seen a communication in \he HorticulUtrist^ from a lady, stating that she had succeeded in

eradicating the pest, by copious showerings of tobacco-water. David L. Jvnso^.—Birmiii (//tarn, Ct.

(1) "We have known Moles to be driven off by bits of cod-fisli placed in their runs. We pub-

lished the following remedy in our volume for 185.3: "Take 1 lb. of bean-meal, 3 oz. of slacked

lime in powder, -J oz. of powdered verdigris, and 4 oz. of essential oil of Lavender. After mix-

ing thoroughly the powdered part of this composition, incorporate the oil. With a little water

work the mixture into a dough. With this form balls the size of hazel nuts; they will harden

after having been exposed to the air for twentj'-four hours. Introduce them twenty or thirty

feet apart into the Mole's runs, or one ball may be dropped into the hole of each Mole-hill, tak-

ing care to cover it up immediately. The smell of these ingredients is so offensive to the 5!ole,

that he immediately deserts his ground. The mixture is, at the same time, a violent poison for

iloles. Rats, and all such vermin."

(2) The grub in the branches of White Pine enclosed, is " The White Pine Weevil," described

by Prof Harris. He says: "Its eggs are deposited on the leading shoot of the Pine, probably

immediately under the outer bark. The larvse hatched therefrom, bore into the shoot in various

directions, and probably remain in the wood more than one year! We know of no remedy
likely to prove effectual ; but would advise the removal and destruction of all branches attacked

with these borers, on the first indication of their presence.

(-3) The branches sent are also badly affected with the Wooly Aphis— a great pest— the

same as described by Mr. Sargent, to which you refer.

Violets, for Wiktek Bloom, in Hot-Beds.—I should be obliged by some information respecting the proper node
of cultivating Violets for winter bloom, in hot-beds; what time they should be planted in the beds to secure an early

and constant bloom duriag the winter; the proper kind of soil they require; and whether, for the second planting

the new shoots should be separated from the old, and the new only planted ; and if so, at what time this separation

should be made. I have tried them for two years without much success. The plants look healthy enough, but have

shown very little bloom, and that very late. Subscribee.

To prepare plants for winter forcing, the young side shoots be taken off in April, and planted

in a bed of prepared soil— say equal parts of leaf mold, sand, and good garden loam, with a

slight admixture of well rotted cold manure. Shade from the mid-day sun, and water occasion-

ally overhead with a fine rose. Ilere the plants will soon get well rooted, and may be transplanted

into anotlier bed to prepare them for potting or frames where they are to bloom. This bed should

be prepared as above, and the plants should be set in roAVS two inches apart and six inches in

the rows. Give them plenty of space, so that they will not get drawn up andw eakened; for in

this state they -will not bloom freely or strongly. All runners should be kept down, and the soil

moved frequently, and an occasionally overhead watering be given— protect also from mid-day

they cannot bear this. About the latter end of August, or first of September, the

be lifted from the bed, with balls, and potted or placed in frames. The earth used in
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slioulJ bo something like that above described, nnd the pots phouhl be well drnineJ. I.ny in a
haiulful of broken crocks in each pot, and a little moss over them, to keep the earth from mix-

ing. They can not bear stagnant moisture. After pottinj;, they should be set on a bed of gravel

or cool rubbish, and be very carefully watered, and shaded from the hot sun. As soon as flow-

ers are wanted, the}' should be placed in a slight bottom heat under glfv^s, have the benefit of air

frequently, and a moist atmosphere. Here they will give plenty of flowers. If placed in a box

or frame, they should be within six inches of the glass. Air should be admitted as often as can

be done safely, and water supplied to keep a regular but not supeifluous moisture. The frame

should be well protected on cold nights with thick straw mats, and the frame should be lined

all around with manure or manure and leaves. Here flowers might be hud till (.'hristmas; but

our severe northern winters rendering it unsafe to open a frame or admit air for weeks together,

preclude the possibility of gathering flowers from such a frame in tlic depth of winter.

rorPRETTt:.—Will yoii have the goodness to answer the following questions?

Would il be advisable to form a poiidrottc company in such a city as roughkecpsie, where night-soil is plenty and
where charcoal can bo bought for one cent per bushel? It is formed and collected in llie pipes of Railroad Engines
and they take out on an average one hundred bushels a day. It is pure, aud ready ground, but one half of it is made
out of I'ine wood and the other half of hard wood. (1)

What other ingredients, mixed with the above, are necessary to make the most valuable article, and what are the

proportions of each ? (2)

What is the value of this manure compared with guano, and what is it worth per bushel in market? (8)

(1) "We are practically unacquainted with the details of poudrette manufactory. So far as we
have made use of night-soil as a manure, we have mixed it Avith loam, peat, and other manures.

As to the profits arising from its manxifacture, that will depend upon the local demand for

manure, and its market value, as well as on the quantity of night-soil that can be relied upon.

{1) Dried peat or loam would make the best material to mix with. Charcoal will answer

very well to absorb the liquid parts, and put it in a portable state, but the mixture will not be

80 valuable; saw dust may also be used. We think the time is not far distant when the fertiliz-

ing materials now wasted in our cities will be converted into valuable manures. Stfible manure
is advancing so rajiidly in value, that attention will naturally be directed to other objects.

(3) As to the value of poudrette as compared with guano, that will depend upon how it is pre-

pared ; by the use of lime and certain acids, as deodrizing agents, much of the fertilizing qual-

ity of the night-soil is expelled. If mixed with a small quantity of dried muck, and left to

ferment and dry in the natural way, we would consider is as valuable as guano; if half its bulk

were charcoal it might not be worth more than half as much per barrel.

What is High Culture Fon Dwarf Pears?—What is ?nffh cnlinre in its application to dwarf Pears on Quince,

on a soil of dry loam of fair depth, free from clay, with a coarse gr»v.>l gubsoil? A short reply w1U much oblige—

A

ScBSCBiBEE.

—

Oxford, Mass.

A good top dressing of say three or four inches deep of com])Ost every autumn, and a light

mulching of decayed leaves or some other such substance during summer. To this add regular

and judicious pruning, and your dwarf Pears will meet all reasonable expectations, if not far

exceed them.

A Ratlp.oad has dug a deep cut through some property of mine, and every winter and spring a foot or mov> of my
upland falls down into the gulph, to my great loss. Can you inform me what is the best plant to hold it up, having

interlacing, powerful roots, &c. ? J.

A great many people experience such a difliculty now-a-days. "Will some one who has expe-

rience in such matters, answer?

Cranberry Cultcre.—Can you give something in the pages of your periodical, relative to the culture of the Cran-
berry. Perhaps some of your nuuitrous subscribers might be induced to relate their experience in this matter. A
Cranberry meadow is said to be a very profitable investment, yet very little attention seems to be paid to the sub-

Subscuiber.—Pfinceton, III.

some of our New England correspondents, familiar with this culture, reply?



Will you be kind enough to infoTm me where I can purchase a general assortment of fruit trees true to name

especially Peach and Plum, and at the most reasonable prices, one year from bud ? (1)

Also a list of twenty-four of each of the best, most hardy, and productive kinds, for market Also twenty-four of

Ihe 1 est Wads of A] plea for market. (2) J. E. W.—Merideit, Ct.

(1) We must refer you to our advertising pages for the names of nurserymen, any of tliem

will send you priced catalogues if you ask for them. Our rule is not to recommend any estab-

lishment. We can only advise you to deal with those who have a reputation for honesty and

accuracy.

(•2) Profitable market fruits tor your locality :

—

Peaches—^Early York Serrate, Crawford's Eai'h',

Cooledge's Favorite, Crawford's Late, and Old Mixon Free. Plums—Imperial Gage, Prince's

Yellow Gage, Smith's Orleans, Lombard, and Reine Claude de Bavay. Apples—Early Harvest,

Sweet Bough, Fall Pippin, Ilubbardson Nonesuch, Rhode Island Greening, Baldwin, and Rox-

bury Russet. In twenty-four you can not go far wrong in taking equal numbers of each sort

above named.

Dwarf Apples.—Are dwarf Apple trees on Paradise stocks liealthy and hardy as the same kinds grafted on com-

mon seedlings? I refer to blight, winter killing, bursting at the collar, &c. (1)

The old fashioned Quince is very liable to blight here. It is difficult to get any fruit. Are there any new hardier

varielies? (2)

The Apple, unless forced in growth, is pretty hardy and productive. D. PimrNGTON.

—

Pike, Muscatine Co., loioa.

(1) We have never observed anything to the contrary.

(2) We think not; the varieties used as stocks, generally grow more rapidly and later in the

season, and are therefore not so well fitted to resist extreme cold. As to the blight, we think

that one is as likely to suffer by it as the other.

I HAVE a few squares of Dwarf Pears on Quince roots in my garden, planted eight feet apart each way; and as

they will in a few years occupy Ihe entire ground, to Ihe exclusion of root crops, I desire to know whether I should

continue to have the earth deeply spaded or forked up between the trees? or should it be dug so shallow as not to

Interfere witli the roots of the trees ? and how near to the trunk of the tree should it be done? A. .1. Nobls.—Mont-

ffomery, Alabama.

Spade deeply where there are no roots. Fork over the roots lightly. The operator will be

able to know when he has reached the roots— they generally come to within two or three inches

of the surface. -
Is the Paris or Fontmiaij Quince the same as the TJpriQlxt f If not, does the Upright make good stocks for Pears ?

If it is the same, the last question is of course answered in the last number of the UorUcultui'iM. Mr. Le Roy, in

his catalogue, says of the Angers Quince, "very productive; the best for preserves." Does it sustain that character

here? O.—Oswego Co., N. Y.

The Paris or Fontenay and Upright are quite distinct; the latter is of too slender growth and

dwarf habit to make a good stock for the Pear. We have not fruited the Angers sufficiently

to say whether it sustains the character given by Mr. Le Roy.

Will any of your subscribers inform me by letter, or through the ITortieiilturist, of the success of conservatories

on grcen-houscs attached to their dwellings? Mr. Downino recommended such structures, but I have a vague

impression that when tried they have not given satisfaction. May not the dampness and air of the glass-house, cov-

ering a door and lower windows, so pervade the dwelling as to make it disagreeable and unhealthy ? E. G. Kelley.
—Evergreens, Kev:hury2>ort, Mass.

horticultural Sotiitfts, ^t.

The Adriax Horticultural Society.—The fifth annual meeting of this Society was held last

evening, and was in every respect a spirited and satisfactory one.

Mr. Lathrop, the Treasurer, made a report on the finances of tlie Society, showing it to be out

debt and to have a respectable surplus on hand, notwithstanding its paj-mcnts for seeds

additions to its library the past year.



An election of officers for flie yenr was then gone into, and Dr. UsDEUWoon declining to act

kiigor as President, the following result was announced:

S VMUKL LATITROP, rre«i(tcnt. "Wm. II. Scott, I'iV* Prcmdent. Thomas M. Cooi.f.y, f^creinnj. H. F.

SjKosr,, TVci/si/rcr oiul Librarittn. K. H. I'ilciikk, li. W. Sii;r.it, W. AV. Owi.n, A. J. Kamman, A. J. Dka.n,

W. II. icoTt, IErectors, 'i'lic rrcHulcnl, the l?L'crelary, E. II. PiuiucK, IJ. W. Stkau, W. Owrj<-, A. G. Kastna.s,

W. II. Scott, A. J. Dean, J-y<':utire IhiarJ.

CouMiTEiLs —On F, «'.'»—T. M. Cooliy, It. F. Strong, 8. LoOirop, B. J. Iluncy. On Fl(nce>rit~'lA\m C. Oensby, Mrs.

\V. II. Scott, Mrs. S. LaUirop, I?. W. Steer, W. II. Scott On Yeg,4ahlcs—K. II. rUclicr, A. G. KuKlnian, .1. W. ilcliiie

(in Finznce and Z^^^<i^(/—W. 11. Scott, AV. Owen, A. J. Dean. On It(fbrtnu:o—\i. F. Strong, S. Lullimp.

Tho following resolution was then offered and adopted unanimously

:

li-nolveil. That it is the experience of the members of this Society tliat persons desirous of prociirin>; fniit trees or

shnilis from eastern nurserymen, cannot depend upon, and should not trust tlioso represcnlin<j themselves to be

agents, who often have contracts for di.«posinf: of refuse stock— but that such persons should address the proprietors

directly— that as a general thing it is policy to procure stock as near home as possible when it can be obtaine<i from

reliable nurserymen.

Some illustrations were given in the course of the discussion which this resolution elicited of

tlie manner in which confiding people are sometimes gulled and defrauded hy the traveling tree

hiwkers, who often succeed in getting more for worthless stock than would he charged by reliii-

\>\o nurserymen for that of first quality.

The condition of the Society is unusually prosperous, and in addition to the weekly shows of

fruits and flowers, it is contemplated to hold two considerable exhibitions during the coming

summer and fall.

—

Adrian Watchtower.

"Wisconsin Fuurr Growers' Association.—This Association held a convention at Janesville,

Rock county, 26th and 2'7th December. The object of the meeting was the election of officers

for the ensuing year, the exliibition of fruits, and discussions concerning the varieties best

adapted to our climate and soils. The fiuit exhibited was very handsome; among the most

noticeable were fiue specimens the oi JVtictowii Fijpin, Yellow Bellflowcr, liambo, Ferry Rusnd,

Feck's Pleasant, Jonathan, and Esopus Spitzenhurg. The discussions were interesting and elic-

ited many facts of great interest to the fruit growers of the State. The proceedings of the

convention, including the operations of the Association during the past year, will be j)ublished

in February. The following are the officers elected:

II J. STARIN, resident. Cvkus Hawley, D. Wortiiington, F. Dhake, Vim Presidents. Mark Milt.hr,

Recording Secretiary. Ch.vbles Gin'onD, Corresponding Sscretanj. J. C. Beayton, Dr. A. L. Castlu.ma.n, A. G.

Hanfokd, Ex. Committee.

At their annual exhibition in October last, the Association exhibited one hundred and fifty

varieties of Apples, thirty-seven of Pears, ten of Grapes, seven of Plum'*, <fcc. The Apples

were, as a collection, superb. Some exhibitors showed twenty or thirty varieties (three of a

varietj-) perfectly free from spot or blemish. Wisconsin promises to become one of the first

fruit growing States in the Union.

Meeting of the N. Y. State Agricultural Society.—At the annual meeting of this Society,

held February 14th, the fallowing Officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

Judge SAMUEL CIIEETER, President. John C. Jackson, Isaac E. IIaviland, George Vail, Joifn McDon-

ald, John A. Sherman, 8. P. Chapman, D. C. Van Slyck, W. W. Weed, Vice Presidents. Luther Tixker,

l:"cordinri Secretary. B. P. Johnson, Corresponding SecreUtry. B. B. Kirtlaj«d, Treasurer. T. S. Fa.xton,

S. G. Faile, Charles Morrill, Anthony Van Bergen, W. C. Watso.n, Exeovtive Committee—&iiA\\.\ona.\ members.

Among the premiums awarded we note the following:

Ai'i'LES.—Best 20 varieties, E. 8. Ilayward, Eochcslcr, Diploma and .*4; second best, "Wm. DaYidson, Ilortwick,

Otsego County, $2. ]!est in varieties, Robert II. Brown, Greece, Monroe County, Diploma and $3; second best, W.

Ives, Wotertown, Thomas and .|1. Best dish of Apples, (Northern Spy,) James II. W.itls, Rochester, S. S. Medal.

E. S. Ilaj-ward, Rochester, for specimens Currant Wine, and Isabella Grape Wine, S. S. Medal and $1.

Elmira is chosen as the place for holding the next Annual Fair.
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),HIS is a question that can not be answered properly in a
' * few words, yet we are over and over again requested to

answer it within the limits of a brief letter. We propose,

therefore, to devote a short chapter to the subject now, in

order to avoid the necessity of frequent and unsatisfactory

replies hereafter.

Looking at the question in the abstract, we can say, with-

out the slightest hesitation, that Pear culture, for market,

is profitable. Land of the finest quality for the purpose,

situated in the finest fruit-growing districts of the United

States, and of easy access to the best markets, can be purchased for Jlfti/ to one hun-

dred dollars per acre— varying with the value of the improvements, in the way of

buildings, condition of the land, contiguity to railway stations, &c. This is one great

point settled,—good cheap land, in a favorable chmate, and all desirable facilities for

marketing the crops at any season of the year.

As to the prices of Pears, we need say but little ; they are so high as to be the sub-

ject of general remark. In our most abundant Pear month of all the year, October,

good Pears, such as Virgalieus, sell readily at Rochester, in the orchard^ at five dollars

per bushel, and in New York for nearly twice as much. A few days ago, Messrs.

Curtis & Lincoln, of Boston, sent us a small box of Easter Beurres which, as they

stated, sell readily in Boston at two to five dollars per dozen. And it is well known
that Pear-culture around Boston is, and has for years been, a sort of speciality with

nearly every man who has land that Pear trees can be grown upon. Neither is it at

all likely that prices will come down to a low figure in a great length of time ; for the

population, wealth, taste, and luxurious habits of living, are all increasing at such a

rapid rate in every city, town, and village, in the country, that no moderate extension

of culture can possibly keep pace.* Then it takes at least twelve or fifteen years to

bring Pears on Pear stocks to that condition when their fruit may be taken into

account. It is perfectly safe, therefore, to assume that Pear-culture is not only profita-

ble at present, but is likely to remain so for— we can not say how long.

It is altogether unnecessary to enter into any calculations respecting the cost of

establishing and keeping orchards, or the probable produce of trees at a given age.

This has often been done alreadj', and the results, however they might vary according

to circumstances, have invariably been encouraging to the planter. Our principal

* Previous to ISSO, the population of New York increased in five years, 144,4nr); Boston, 22,500 ; Philadelphia, in

ten years, 150,725; Baltimore, in five years, Cf),T41 ; Brooklyn, in five years, 37,272; Williamsburg, in five years,

11,138. Between IS.'iit and 1S.")5, the increase has undoubtedly been still greater in proportion. The interior cities

and villages, as well as the rural districts, are increasing in population at an amazing rale. Cincinnati, in ten years,

between 1S40 and lS5(t, increased 72,Ono ; and in the same period Milwaukie sprung up from 1,000 to 20,00(1, and
Chicago from 4,000 to 30,000. See how new States grow up, like Minnesota and Kansas, in a few years, without a
bearing fruit tree.

Ai'EiL 1, 1855. D 1 ho. IV.



oliioct now is to draw attention to certain causes which have ahcady led to disappoint

nient, and are likely to do so hereafter,

Durin" the last seven or eight years, a large number of persons have engaged in

pretty extensive experiments in growing Pears tor market, without possessing the

slightest dei^rce of experience in either that or any kindred branch of cultivation ; and

that, too, without calling in the aid of any one having the requisite skill ami exj)eri-

ence, or of devoting to it their own personal care or direction. Engaged in some other

T)ursuit, they have taken this up as a sort of speculation or investment, and have

attempted to carry out their plans with such assistance as common field laborers are

competent to give. It is scarcely possible that these persons could succeed in realizing

their expectations, for although the culture of the Pear in our soil and climate is a

very plain and simple matter, yet it can not be done on an extensive scale, in such a

manner as to be satisfactory and profitable, except under good and skillful manage-

ment. This is certain. There are various considerations that require to be well

wei'J'hed and studied by one who has had experience. The soil must be suitable, the

location eligible, varieties well adapted to the soil and other local circumstances, as

well as to the markets for wliich they are grown. The trees must be properly planted,

and afterwards pruned and trained, and the soil must be kept in good heart and good

tilth about the trees. Insects have to be watched and destroyed ; and a great variety

of minor matters, accidents and incidents, must be encounterd and provided for.

A common laborer, who might be a capital spademan or plowman, and who might

very well take care of a crop of Potatoes or Corn, is no more competent to direct the

management of an extensive orchard of Pears, or any fruit trees, than he would be to

conduct the machinery of one of the great cotton mills at Lowell. The planter may

fancy that, being well read on the subject, he can in a short lecture make it all plain

to his laborer ; but he is mistaken. We know from experience that it is not an easy

matter to make a good tree-cultivator with mere words, however explicit and forcible

they may be. To plant a tree well, is an easy matter, no doubt. We know many

amateurs who, by a little experience, have become most successful planters— their

trees live if they have a spark of vitality left when planted ; while we hear hundreds

of people complain that they have "bad luck" in planting— their trees die, or they

dorit (jroxc, or there is something wrong. Thousands of trees are annually lost through

errors committed by inexperienced planters; and in most cases it would be impossible

for any one to discover where the error was, unless by pulling up the trees. They

may have been planted too deep— the roots placed out of the reach of the genial and

exciting warmth of the atmosphere, there to remain dormant for a season, and finally

die. They may have been planted too shallow, and thus too much exposed to the heat

and dryness of the atmosphere, or to the action of frost in winter. The roots may have

been huddled in, all curled and twisted in unnatural positions, and thus checked in

their attempts to recover from the shock of removal ; or they may have been bruised

and broken when taken up, and these mangled and decaying parts allowed to remain,

instead of being carefully removed with a sharp knife. The tops may have been

branchy and full, while the roots were meagre and defective, and yet no pruning given

to restore tlie necessary balance. I'hen there are a multitude of little points that

would appear to be scarcely worthy of notice, yet by no means unimportant



future growth and vigor of the trees ; but they can only be understood and appreciated

after some degree of experience.

What we have said in regard to planting, applies with equal force to pruning. This

must be done at the proper time and in a proper manner. A person who has not

studied the nature and habits of a tree somewhat, is as likely to injure as improve its

condition by the application of the knife. Only a few of those who profess to be gar-

deners, have learned to use their knife at orice loisely and well. The head needs to be

trained as well as the hand. The good pruner not only makes a clean, handsome,

quick cut, but he cuts precisely what he should, and nothing more ; and that, too, at

the right time. We would gfeatly prefer to open the gates of our orchard, and let in

a drove of cattle to browse on the branches, than allow such men to prune them as we
have known to be entrusted with that duty.

Then again the cultivation and cropping of the ground requires good judgment, as

well as great care. Some people suppose that if they grow root crops, or such as

require clean and constant culture, among their trees, that it will be all right. And so

it would be, if it were done in a proper manner. We are satisfied, however, that in a

multitude of cases the young trees are so starved and stunted by allowing the inter-

vening rows of root crops to encroach upon them, that they are pennanently injured,

if not ruined. We have known a very intelligent cultivator ruin an extensive young

Pear orchard by cropping the spaces between the rows, with corn. He took the pre-

caution to leave an open space of several feet on each side of the rows
;
yet the injury

arising from exclusion of air, c%c., was quite obvious in comparing the trees with others

differently situated. We have seen others much injured by a crop of Carrots: a small

space was left between the roots and the trees
;
yet the result was a rich harvest of

Carrots, and stunted trees. Other rows of trees in the same plot, having no Carrots

between, made a luxuriant growth. The fact is, these root crops gather food from a

greater breadth of ground than people generally suppose ; and when their feeders

come into contact or rivalry with those of a fruit tree, they are sure to become success-

ful usurpers. In this matter we speak not only from observation, but experience. We
sometimes plant Strawberries among our s})ecimen trees, in some cases allowing them

to cover the ground ; but during the drouth of last summer, and previous summers

too, we found that where the Strawberries had taken root thickly over the roots of fruit

trees, that the leaves of the trees fell prematurely, and the fruit failed to reach perfect

maturity.

Our intention now is not to dwell upon these points minutely, or give any practical

instructions, but to call attention to the necessity of skill and judgment in the direction

of fruit tree plantations, and to warn those who are planting extensively, with a view

to profit, against the dangerous notion that any smart laborer may manage their trees.

We do not of course wish to be understood as arguing that every man who engages in

the culture of fruit trees must possess experience ; but unless he does, and can devote

his time to it, then he should employ a competent assistant. Far better do this than

lose his capital, and have the mortification of seeing his cherished project become a

failure and a discouiagement to himself and all who see it, and then to raise bitter

complaints against this one and that one who deceived him, cither by selling him bad

trees or by giving him false counsel.
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THOMAS HOGG, Sen'r, of Yorkvim.e, N. Y.

Another of the pioneers of American Horticulture is gone. For more than thirty

years Mr. Hogg occupied a prominent place among the professional florists and nur-

serymen of the United States, and it would not be right were we to allow his death to

pass umioticed in this journal. We liave deferred the announoement of liis decease,

for the purpose of accompanying it with a luief sketdi of his useful, well-spent life.

The culture of exotic plants, and indeed all branches of liorticulture, were at a low

ebb when his labors in New York commenced ; and he has contributed largely to tlieir

advancement. He was a man of superior intelligence, a good botanist, and a genuine,

hearty lover of plants for their own sake. As a propagator of plants, he had no supe-

rior, to our knowledge, in this country. He was continually on the watch for the

really fine new plants; and thus lie always kept his collection fully up with the times.

He was a remarkably modest, unassuming man, and of an eminently charitable and

generous turn of mind. In the frequent interviews we have had with him, during the

last eighteen years, we do not remember hearing him utter a single vain, boastful

expression, nor one word of an unkind, censorious nature, concerning any Iiuman

being. He was ever to be found among his plants— interested, cheerful, and happy

—

ready to show and point out the qualities of his last new plaTit.

In his deahngs with the trade, and with the community at large, Mr. Hogg has

ever been regarded as one of the most upright and reliable men. During his long

career, his name has never been connected with any of the clap-trap novelties with

whioh the horticultural world has ever been so frequently duped. He possessed sound

judgment and great caution, which, added to his spotless integrity, inspired that confi-

dence which Avas so justly and so generally reposed in him.

Mr. Hogg was highly respected in Europe, as well as at home— no man connected

with the trade more so. In our travels, we found him everywhere infpiired about in

the kindest manner, and spoken of in the most flattering terms. A large number of

the gardeners who came to this country from EurojiC, were recommended to him for

advice and assistance ; and these he was ever ready and willing to extend. Hundreds

of the men whom he has befriended arc now scattered over this country, and will

lament his decease.

Mr. Hogg's life was not one of much adventure or vicissitude. He was bom at

Polwarth, Berwickshire, Scotland, on the 20th of February, 1778, and was therefore

aged somewhat over 7G years and 7 months at the time of his death, the 11th of

October last. His first occupation in life was taking charge of the men in liis father's

employ, who at that time was engaged as a contractor in making a macadamized road

through the Cheviot hills, supposed to be the first made in Scotland. Here he became

acquainted with Mr. Small, the inventor of the iron plow, who was then a country

Wright, and repaired his father's carts. He lias often been lieard to speak

ig in his house, and of his recollecting the first plows whicli Small made



Mr. Hogg afterwards went to Liverpool, and was apprenticed as a printer, working

on the Liverpool Mercury. After some months, tliis paper was suspended on account

of its editor having published a severe article reflecting on the government, for having

permitted a British soldier to be flogged under a guard of Hessians. His indentures

being cancelled, he continued to work at his trade for some time longer, in another

office.

It was during his apprenticeship in Liverpool that he first showed the remarkable

love for plants which so distinguished him through after life, every leisure opportunity-

being devoted to botanical excursions to the surrounding country, and his first efforts

at cultivation being the growing of plants in pots upon the beams of the loft in which

the printing presses were placed.

From Liverpool he went to Edinburgh, where he obtained employment at his trade

for a short time ; but finally, on account of the tastes he had acquired for horticultural

pursuits, he abandoned it, and went to the Messrs. Dicksons' nurseries, at Hawick, not

far from where he was born, to obtain a knowledge of his new profession. "When

about twentj'^-one or twenty-two years of age, he went to Raleigh, in Essex, England,

to take charge of a farm belonging to a Mr. Alex. Hume, his uncle, who was purser to

Capt. Cook on board the Endeavor, and accompanied him in his celebrated voyage

around the world. Here, in consequence of the unhealthy location, it being in the fen

country of Essex, he w^as taken ill with a bilious fever, which rendered it necessary for

him to remove elsewhere. He therefore went to London, and obtained employment

in the celebrated nurseries of Messrs. Lee & Kennedy, at Hammersmith, whence he

was sent to a situation near Reading in Berkshire, and he afterward went to a situation

inTIerefordshire ; but as neither of these were what are technically called plant places,

he, after an absence of two or three years, returned to Messrs. Lee & Kennedy, who
soon obtained for him the charge of the green-houses belonging to Wm. Kent, Esq., of

London. This gentleman was one of the merchant princes of England, an enthusiastic

lover of plants, employing his wealth and using the influence of his position in promo-

ting horticultural taste. Having a very extensive correspondence abroad, he was

enabled to obtain many new and valuable plants. In this situation Mr. Hogg had

every opportunity of gratifying his love for plants, and of becoming acquainted with

the greatest rarities then known to the botanical world.

The reputation which Mr. Kent's establishment had of being by far the choicest

and largest collection of rare plants then existing in England, as a private collection,

brought Mr. Hogg in communication with all the most noted horticulturists and col-

lectors of the day ; and the privilege which he had of exchanging duplicates of any

of his own rarities for those of others, and thus enlarging his own collection, enabled

him to attain to that great practical knowledge of plants for which he was so well

known. It was here that he became intimate with ^IcNab, of Edinburgh ; Murray,

of Glasgow; Shepherd, of Liverpool; Anderson, of Chelsea; ArroN, of Kew; Pursh,

Goldie, Don, and other collectors of note. The extensive knowledge of plants which

he thus obtained, procured his election as a member of the Linnaean Society and

the London Horticultural Society. Of the latter society he was one of the earliest

members.

After occupying this position for ten or twelve years, he was obliged to leav

account of ill health, consequent on the fever he had in Essex, which left him



very dobilitated constitution. T5eine; recommended to take a sea voyafje, lie, on

account of his young timiil}', detenuined to eniignite, at tirst liaving his attention

directed to Australia, particularly as a gentleman of some position in the botanical

world, Avitli whom he was well ac(|uaintcd, had emigrated and settled there some two

or three years previously; but finally he determined to come to America, intending to

settle in Canada, having letters from Lord IJathurst, then Foreign Secretary, and other

intluential fiicnds, recommending liim to Sir 1'ereguine Mahland, then dovenior of

Upper Canada, and other distinguished gentlemen. It appears to have been his inten-

tion to have established himself in business there as a nurseryman ; Imt upon his arri-

val in New York, in November, 18'21, lie was prevailed upon by Dr. IIosack and

other gentlemen to whom he had letters of introduction, to settle in New York, not-

withstanding that the letters that he had to Sir Pekeguine Maitland contained

instructions to grant him certain privileges, as to land, <fcc., should he desire to estab-

lish a nursery in Canada.

In llie spring of 1822 he took a piece of ground situated where Twenty-third street

and Broadway now meet, but then quite away from the city, and commenced business,

the only nurseries then about New York being those of Messrs. Prince, at Flushing,

and Floy &: Wilson, of that city, the first only having any reputation for plants.

In establishing himself in business, he had many serious difficulties and disappoint-

ments to contend with, chiefly owing to the want of taste among the mass of the

people. As an amusing instance of this, we will relate an incident which he often

referred to as exemplifying the ignorance of the peo])le in regard to plants. lie had

quite a stock of beautiful Pelargoniums, which were then just being broke from their

native species into the beautiful varieties which we now have. Among them were

Eclipse, Lady Washlnr/fon, Waterloo, Commander in Chief, and other seedlings raised

by himself, which were quite renowned in their day. They were all coming into beau-

tiful bloom, but no one came to buy or to admire, and he became quite despondent,

when one afternoon Mr. Lang, editor of the JVew York Gazette^ called on him, to

whom he related his troubles. Mr. Lang recommended him to sell them at auction,

as being the most likelv way of calling attention to his nursery and of disposing of his

plants. I'he suggestion was favorably received, and Mr. Hogg accordingly arranged

with Mr. Hoffman, a noted auctioneer of the day, and a great friend to horticulture,

to have a sale. Mr. Hoffman was to have a sale of dry goods on a .certain day, and

directed Mr. Hogg to send him, the aftei-noon previous, a cart-load of them. Mr. H.,

in the advertisement of his dry goods, announced as to be sold a certain number of

"Pelargoniums— a new and beautiful article." llie trade were all alive to know

what it was, but all the explanation from Mr. H. was that they had better come and

see and purchase. After the regular sale of drj'^ goods, it was announced that the

Pelargoniums would be sold in one of the upper lofts, which was then opened. There

was a good deal of merriment at the joke which was played off, but the company

entered into it with spirit, and the plants realized double what Mr. Hogg would have

gladly sold them for. It being made known whence they came, brought great num-

bers of persons, in their morning and afternoon rides, to visit and purchase at the

nursery.

withstanding the difficulties which he encountered, he persevered, cheered

by his friends in England, receiving continually new plants from Mr. Ken
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Barclay (of the firm of Barclay, Perkins, & Co., the celebrated brewers), who had

a remarkably choice and extensive collection of plants; Messrs. Loddijes, Bassington,

& Bunney; Mr. Sabine, of the London Ilorticultural Society; McNab, of Edinburgh;

Murray, of Glasgow, and others; and encouraged here by Dr. Hosack, Dr. Mitchell,

De Witt Clinton, Cadwallader Colden, Wm. P. Van Ness, and others prominent

in their day for their love of natural history.

In return for the many favors he received from his transatlantic friends, he made

fiequent excursions into many parts of the countiy, collecting new and scarce plants

and seeds, to send abroad. These excursions added much to his knowledge of plants,

familiarizing him with their habitats and modes of growth. So successful was he in

these collecting toui-s, that when Don and afterwards Douglas were sent out here by

the London Ilorticultural Society, they were especially recommended to his charge by

the Society, and he frequently accompanied them in their excursions in the neighbor-

hood of New York and Philadelphia. Many were the amusing anecdotes, with which

he was enabled to amuse his friends, gathered in these excursions, at a time when rail-

roads were scarcely known or heard of.

He was one of the earliest members of the New York Horticultural Society, and his

name appears among the original applicants for its charter. During the more active

part of his life he was a hard-working member of the society, contributing largely to

the first exhibition that was ever held in New York, and for over twenty years was

always on its Inspecting Committee and a member of its Council ; and we find, by the

records of the society, that in 1823 he received a special premium for the introduction

of new and rare plants ; and the records show that he frequently received a similar

award. In that year we find that he exhibited, among other plants, Bignonia pan-

duri/olia and grandiflora^ HemerocalUs Japonica^ Phormium tenax, and Kennedia

cocclnea. The records of 1824 are missing, but in 1825 he exhibited Amaryllis John-

sonii^ Cymbidlum Chinensis, Cistus libinotus, Phlox divaricata and stolonifera, Celsia

linearis^ Alyseum utriciilatum, Lachenalia luteola, Cactus speciosus, Schizanthus por-

rigens, and Penstemon digitalis. In 1826 he exhibited Erica ventricosa, pregnans^ and

conspicua; Passiflora ovata, racemosa, alba, and princeps ; and Daphne cncorum. In

1827, Draccena Australis ; Gamia spiralis ; Acacia falcata, pulchella, conspicua, and

suaveolens ; Watsonia corymbosa ; Morcea indifiora; Bignonia vcnasta; Ixia tricolor;

Ch'done barbata; Verbena multijida ; Coreopsis coluninaris ; Gonolobus Icevis ; Heli-

opsis IcEvis ; Ximinesia enceloides; Picnanthemum linearis; Jlelianthus atrorubens;

and JSrica tetralix. In 1828, PJpacris grandijiora, Fumaria nobilis, Anihyllus barba

Jovis, Begonia Evansii, and other plants.

In the earlier days of the society, there appears to have been a generous rivalry

among the professional men, and the numbers of new plants presented in a season, by

Floy, Wilson, Prince, Phelan, Parmentier, Mr. Hogg, and others, were, we think,

greater than would be presented in the same time at the present day.

Among the numerous plants which he was the means of introducing into England,

was Rhododendron arboreuni; and into this country, Primula sinensis and Wistaria

sinensis.

At different periods of his life he made different classes of plants specialities in his

cultivation. In England he was noted for his cultivation of aquatics and trop

hot-house plants ; and he was among the first, if not the first, who successfully
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vatod Kelumbiu/n speciosum and Nyviphoea caruha. In this country, he at one time

devoted a great deal of attention to New Holland ])lanls, and liad a very large collec-

tion of tlieni, such as Acacias, Banksias, Metrosideros, £ucahjj)tu.% Melaleucas, <tc.

;

also with Pelargoniums, the new varieties of which, as already stated, he was the fii-st

to introduce into the countrj- ; and for a number of years he imported, at considerable

cost, the choicest varieties. To the Cactacea?, also, he at one time devoted much
attention, and some ten years ago he had one of the choicest collections in the United

States. Of later years. Orchids engrossed more of his attention. Of shrubs and her-

baceous plants he was particularly fond ; and these, with aquatics, always occupied a

large share of his attention.

In his personal habits, Mr. Hogg was remarkable for the simplicity of his manners,

liis devotedness to his profession, and the especial love he had for nature. Plants more
particularly were the objects of his affection, if we may so speak. He loved them for

their own sake, and not for any lower motive. From early life a devoted Christian,

always surrounded by those objects to which his tastes had caused liim to devote him-

self, and with which he was, as it were, always communing, he troubled himself but

little about the cares of the world. Leading a life of simplicity, without ambition, he
pursued tlie even tenor of his way until he was suddenly called away, being stricken

with cholera, Avhich, although speedily arrested, so weakened him that his constitution,

enfeebled by his advanced yeare, was unable to resist the shock it had received.

THE OSBAND'S SUMMER TEAR.*

Syxoxttjjs : Osband's Favorite, Summer Virgalieu.

The OshaiKTs Summer is one of the most beautiful of all our American Summer
Pears. Until about the year 1846 it was known only to a few persons in Wayne and

Monroe counties of this State, but about that time it was brought to notice through

the Horticulturist by Mr. Wm. R. Smith, then of Macedon, who stated the histor}^ of

its origin to be as follows

:

"Early in the settlement of this part of the State, a small nursery was planted by Par-
don DcRFEE, in the vicinity of Palmyra, "Wayne county. A public road was subsequently

laid out through the premises, and a part of the trees in consequence removed. During
this labor, the father of my informant, accidentally passing, was accosted by the proprietor

with, "Here, I will give you this," handing a Pear tree about two feet in height, with
branches forking out near the ground. On reaching home, the tree was divided through
the roots, and the two parts planted. Here one of them produced abundant crops for

many years, and finally died, probably from the 'blight.' The other was soon removed to

a farm ia the north part of this town (Macedon), and last year I gathered a few specimens
trom it, the last which the same potent enemy will allow it to produce. The name given
is at the suggestion of the family who brought it into notice."

Thus it will be seen that, like most all our seedling fruits, it sprung up by accident,

many points of resemblance with the White Doyenne, in forai, color, and

* See frontispiece.



JENNY LIND SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

ture ; and on this account it was called the Summer Virgalieu. Quite likely it is a

cross between that and some very early sort.

The tree is distinct in appearance, of erect and regular habit, moderately vigorous.

Young shoots—drab or light brown. Foliage and points of young shoots—somewhat

woolly. Wherever it succeeds as well as it does here in Western New York, it may
be cultivated advantageously for the market, as it never fails to bear large crops of

beautiful and good fruit that will always command ready sale and good prices. It

bears picking early. Indeed, it must be picked early, or it is pasty and worthless.

For a long time we regarded this Pear as of indifferent quality, having usually allowed

it to ripen almost fully on the tree. Of late, however, we have taken the precaution to

pick it before the color has very sensibly changed from green to yellow, and it ripens

off admirably, becoming melting, juicy, and excellent. It lacks sprightliness, but will

suit those who are partial to very sweet Pears.

Fruit—medium size, two to two and a half inches in height, and the same in diam-

eter. Form— obovate, resembles a small White Doyenne. Stalk— about an inch

long, rather stout, and inserted in a slight depression. Calyx—large, open, in a shal-

low basin. Skin— smooth, clear pale yellow at maturity, with generally a blush, in

some cases a bright red cheek. Flesh— white, melting, juicy, very sweet, and slightly

musky. Ripe from 1st to 20th of August.

It succeeds well on the Quince, judging from trees of some eight years' growth, in

full bearinsr.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE JENNY LIND SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

BY JOSEPH BRECK, BOSTON, MASS.

Therk are so many new things constantly brought up before the horticultural world,

and so much humbug about a great majority of them, that it is with some diffidence I

present to the public a description of the Jenny Lind Seedling Strawberry. It has

been exhibited for three successive seasons in the Massachusetts Horticultural Society's

rooms, and the writer, a member of the Fruit Committee, has had frequent opportuni-

ties to test and compare it with other varieties. It is entirely distinct from any other

sort in cultivation here. It possesses many excellences, and, in my humble opinion, is

worthy of general cultivation. One of our first confectioners, who deals largely in ice

creams, and who has used this as well as other varieties of Strawbenies to flavor them

with, says it is the best sort grown for that purpose. This speaks well for its flavor.

The Fruit Committee have repeatedly recommended it ; and gentlemen who have seen

it, speak in high terms of its appearance, and would gladly have paid a high price to

be in possession of it ; but as yet the originator, Mr. Isaac Fay, of Cambridgeport, has

kept it in his own hands. It will, however, be for sale this spring.

The seed from which it was obtained, was from a cross of Mr. Fay's old seedling

and the Early Virginia. Fay's old seedling was a large Strawberry but little known,

and not considered equal to some other seedlings, and did not receive much attention,

but possessed some good qualities, particularly the size. The Jenny Lind does

come up in size to this seedling, but is larger than the Early Virginia, and
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••ilmndaiit boarer, ripeiiiiiir full as early, ami equal to it in sweetness, if not superior,

Out of uioiv than two tliousainl plants obtained from seed, sown five years since, this

one alone produced fruit the following summer; and it has continued to bear and in-

cro^jse in its good (jualities ever since, flourishing equally in the shade as in the sun—
some of tlie best fruit and plants having been under the thick foliage of fruit trees.

The plant is very hardy, with luxuriant foliage, sending out strong, stout runnei-s.

Tlic leaves are quite large, on tall stems, and more serrated than common varieties.

The blossoms are staminate ; nearly all set fruity and form well developed berries. The

tVuit averages well as to size, quite large, solid, of a fine conical shajie. The color is of

a rich crimson. The surface of the fruit is smooth and glossy. Seed— considerably

indented. Flavor— superior; good judges who have tested it think it is not surpassed.

It has ripened the eighth day of June for the last two years.

This Strawberry will commend itself by its earliness and hardiness, by its beauty and

high flavor, by its being an extraordinary and prolific bearer, and on account of the

size and evenness of its beriies.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

BY WM. SAUNDERS, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The scarcity of evergreen shrubbery in our pleasure grounds is a standard th,eme Avith

writers on rural taste, and comparisons with other countries in this respect invariably

result unfavoral)ly to us. That there are good reasons for such a conclusion will not be

questioned by those best acquainted with our rural improvements; but they console

themselves with the reflection that at no distant period we will be in a position to invite

comparison instead of shrinking from it, and avoiding, as at present, all allusion to our

examples of artificial landscape scenery.

We become more sensitive on the institution of these comparisons when we reflect

that no country in the temperate zone is more bountifully supplied with the material

necessarj' for the composition of landscape. Those who have any doubts on this point

have never attempted to penetrate a Jersey swamp, or followed the course of a river in

I'ennsylvania, The Holly, Kalmia, and Magnolia, of the former, and the Hemlock

Spruce, Rhododendron, and Yew, of the latter, are familiar examples of our native ever-

greens, and their beauty as omamental plants are not surpassed by any foreign produc-

tions available for these purposes ; while our deciduous trees, for variety and beauty, are

beyond comparison superior to any other.

The attempts to successfully remove these native plants into cultivated grounds have

80 often proved abortive as to lead to the belief that the operation is generally imprac-

ticable ; but when we consider tlie most favorable conditions in their native localities, and

compare them with the treatment the plants receive after removal, we will find suffi-

cient reasons for the failures. Alluding more particularly to our native broad-leaved

evergreen shrubs, we find them most abundant under the shade of the Hemlock Sprace,

White Pine, and other evergreen trees. Thus sheltered from the aridity of summer,

shaded from the morning suns of winter, they attain their greatest beauty

iance ; and although frequently met with in exposed situations, they are nev
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healthy as when sheltered by taller evergreens, or located on the sides or at the base

of slopes, where they are protected fi^m sudden changes in winter and have the advan-

tage of a more humid atmosphere in summer. If we therefore find these conditions

most congenial to our native broad-leaved shrubs, Avith how much more force do they

apply to those of foreign origin, accustomed to a more uniform climate— less heat and

more humiditv. We see the necessity for a modiiication of climate, by sheltering from

the excessive aridity of the atmosphere during summer and otherwise protecting from

the sudden changes and extreme cold of winter.

Now let us look at the preparations made for shrubbery in our pleasure grounds.

These are for the most part destitute of vegetation capable of affording either shade or

shelter. It is a prevalent custom in selecting a location for a countiy residence, for

gentlemen to " turn their backs upon the numberless fine sites Avith which our country

abounds, and choose the barest and baldest situation in order that they may dig, level,

and grade, and spend half their fortunes in doing what nature has, not a mile distant,

offered to them ready made, and a thousand times more beautifully done." These

"bald and bare" situations have to be planted. Catalogues are ransacked for choice

and rare evergi'eens, or, perhaps the nearest forest is searched for a supply. In either

case the results are the same— the plants linger out a miserable existence. Some few

may ultimately recover the change, but their appearance is anything but ornamental,

and the culture of evergreens is forthwith pronounced a failure.

In planting evergreens, therefore, more particularly those of foreign origin, we must

place them in situations similar to their native localities, or otherwise modify extremes

in the elements of growth so far as they are under our control. In adapting circum-

stances to the growth of plants, there are certain influences which can be modified, and

favorable conditions which we can supply. The most favorable conditions are those

which involve the least change, and that change the most gradual. It is well known

that the early exposure to sun after a severe night's frost, will prove fatal to plants

which would remain uninjured under a gradual thaw ; consequently we find plants

subjected to a northern exposure surviving through severe winters, while those seem-

ingly more favored with a southern aspect will perish. The former never being so

greatly excited, is therefore not subjected to so sudden changes, and hence its endurance.

The hardiness of plants, or the amount of cold they are capable of enduring, is, to a

certain extent, dependent upon the nature of the soil in which they are growing, so far

at least as concerns its contained moisture. Soil naturally wet produces late growths of

succulent, unripened shoots. Early winter frosts acting upon these soft shoots expands

the watery matter in their structure and disrupts their tissue. De Caxdolle, in his

laws of temperature with respect to its influence on vegetation, remarks that plants

resist extremes of temperature in the inverse ratio of the quantity of water they contain.

We know the Oak to be a hardy tree ; but if we were to transfer a growing plant from

a hot-house to the open air in mid-winter, it would be very likely to perish. The

young, immature shoots of our hardiest plants are fre(piently destroyed by late spring

frosts, and young plants are destroyed by cold which has no eflect upon older ones of

the same species. Hence the necessity of draining soil and allowing the escape of

superfluous moisture. A few dollars expended in laying a permanent drain is often the

ifterence between failure and success in the cultivation of ])lants. We ha

)re, in our power to modify the severity of climate in winter by choosing a



nspoct nnd location, sliadiiiij from sun, and (lrainin<f of the soil. IJut winter is not tlio

only tryinn; season for plants. 'J'lio severity of our hot summers is more frequently

injurious than we are in the liaKit of supposin^r. It is questionable wliether the exces-

sive ariiiity of our suminors is not more hurtful to exotic evcri^rcons than tlie winter's

cold. Their expansive foliairo j)rcsonts a lariro surface for evaporation, and in conjunc-

tion with a diminished supply of nourishment through the roots, the plant is drained of

its juices and cea.ses to grow. To render the extreme aridity less injurious, we must

liave recourse to shelter. Experiments have shown that the effect of wind is to increase

the dryness of tlie air. "Evaporation increases in a prodii^ouslv rapid ratio with the

velocity of the wind, and anything which retards the motion of the latter is very effica-

cious in diminishing the amount of the former. The same surface which, in a calm

state of the air, would exhale 100 parts of moisture, would yield 125 in a moderate

breeze, and 150 in a high wind." We can form but a faint conception of the amount

of moisture carried off by our scorching summer breezes, although its continueil effect

upon vegetation is well known, and its results but too apparent in stunted and arrested

growth during summer. The humidity that is constantly arising by evaporation from

the surface soil in hot weather is very congenial to vegetation. To prevent its rapid

exhalation is therefore a desideratum, and this is most efiectually accomplished by shel-

tering and cliecking the force of sultry winds. A deficiency of moisture in the soil is

frequently productive of failure in dry seasons. The only effectual means of counter-

acting this, is deep cultivation ; and, in clayey soils, underground-draining may be

considered a valuable auxiliary. I)raining, combined with deep cultivation, will secure

a regular and lasting supply of moisture during the dryest weather. At first sight this

fact does not seem very apparent, and many are afraid to drain, under the impression

that the soil would be rendered too dry. Deep cultivation, by loosening the soil,

increases its capacity for moisture. Soil, like sponge, can only absorb a certain portion

of water; if more falls upon it than it can retain, it becomes injunous unless carried

away tlirough drains. The increased depth of soil forms a reservoir for suspended

moisture, which in dry weather is conducted to the surface by capillary attraction,

where it is available for the purposes of vegetation. Another important advantage

consequent upon the removal of suj>erfluous water from soils, is their increased temper-

ature. Wet soil must always be cold, comparatively, because the heat of the sun is

expended in evaporating moisture instead of warming the soil.

Having in a previous paper given my views respecting soil, in reference to its chem-

ical constituents, I need not again recur to that part of the subject In the paper

referred to, I urged the importance of an annual application of decaying vegetable

matter on the surface to represent the periodical layer of leaves and decaying grasses

in natural woods. A moments reflection will convince us of the importance of this

consideration, especially as many— indeed most— evergreen shrubs are furnished with

small fibry roots wliich run near the surface, and are consequently dependent upon this

surface stratum for their ramification and growth.

Ihe list of evergreens suitable for shrubberies is by no means so limited as might be

mferred, judging from the appearance of our pleasure grounds. In order to render these

remarks of some practical use, I will give a brief descriptive list of those that I have seen

nig in this neighborhood, of a size sufficient to warrant their liardiness and
for decorative purposes, when propcrlv planted in a suitable aspect and loc



Magnolia grandiflora.—This most magnificent of all flowering evergreens is per

fectly hardy. There are many specimens from four to ten feet in height. I lately

had the pleasure of seeing one twenty feet in height, with a stem two feet in circumfer-

ence, which produces many hundreds of its fragrant flowers annually. It is sheltered

on the north by buildings, but has no protection from the morning sun, which, in

winter, slightly injures young plants. There are several varieties, as Prwcox, Exrnouthii,

&c., equally hardy, notwithstanding they are rarely seen in shrubberries.

Crat^gus pyracaxtha— Evergreen Thorn— is one of the most beautiful irregular

growing shrubs that we possess. Its beautiful, shining, deep-colored foliage, covered

with white flowers in the latter part of summer, and followed with a profusion of scarlet

berries which are retained throughout the winter, are additional recommendations for

its general introduction.

Buxus SEMPERViRENS.— The varieties of Tree Box are in the highest degree eligible.

The variegated-leaved has a pleasing effect in a winter landscape, when properly

introduced.

CoTONEASTER BuxiFOLiA, and C. MicROPHYLLA are bcautiful evergreens of humble

growth. They are admirably adapted for covering rockeries, or planting on the north

side of walls. They will turn brown in winter under full exposure to the sun. Their

fruit is also ornamental.

EuoNYMus Japonicus.— This is a splendid evergreen when planted on well drained

soil, otherwise the points of the young shoots will be destroyed during winter. The

golden and silver variegated are equally hard}', and may be rendered very effective in

composition.

Genista scoparium— Common Broom— is a very useful undergrowth. It is per-

fectly hardy. As an evergreen, its close habit renders it effective. It blooms profusely

and is a valuable addition to our flowering shrubs.

Ilex aquifolium— Englhh Holly.— There is a specimen here fifteen feet in height,

a perfect pyramid of foliage. There are many single specimens about. The varieties

are also well represented and seem equally at home. I have seen a plant of /. latifoUa

that stood one winter, but doubt its ability to get over the present one. The native

Holly is equally ornamental. It likes shade when young.

AcuDA Japonic A.— There are many individual specimens in gardens. It requires

continual shade. The summer sun seems more hurtful than the frosts of winter. Its

beautiful foliage affords a pleasing feature, and might be more frequently introduced in

shady places.

Cerasus lusitanica— Portugal Laurel— is not plentiful, but there are several

plants which have stood out for some years. They are shaded on the south, and give

hopes of proving perfectly hardy in such a position. The plants alluded to are in lux-

uriant health.

Cerasus lalho-cerasus— Cherry^ or English Laurel.— This plant is also rather

scarce ; but from what I have seen, there seems no reason to doubt of its success, if

properly situated. Much depends on aspect. Let it be introduced under the shade

and shelter of trees, and plenty of leaves thrown around it during winter, and my ju-es-

ent impression is that it will be as perfectly at home in such situations as our common
sheep laurel. There are j)lants here, five and six feet high, in perfect health.

Kalmia latifolia— Common Laurel.— It would be difficult to point out a more



boautiful shrul) than this. I ran not refer to any cultivated Ppecimens. We have thciu

in flic wcxhIs in all their niagnitiocnce, but they are " boni to blush unseen, and waste

their sweetness on the desert air."

Maiionia AQi'iKOLiA— IloUij-leaved Berhcrnj.— This is an indispensable plant fur

tlio foreground of a winter landscape, but re(iuires to bo shaded from the .sun and

planted on dry soil. It is very ornamental when in flower. B. fanicularis is also

admirably adapted for undergrowth in ornamental plantations.

l*iiiLi.YREAs.— These are beautiful small-foliaged evergreens, perfectly hardy. Speci-

mens here are small, but stand without any protection.

CvKii.LA uACEMiFLORA.— Tliis dcsifable evergreen is ratlier scarce. It is worthy of

more extensive cultivation. Its racemes of flower are plentifully produced— an addi-

tonal recommendation as an ornamental plant.

Taxus baccata— Eiuflhh Yno.— This tine evergreen is well known, and succeeds

well. Small plants are sometimes injured by winter sun. T. Canadensis is similar to

the above, and forms a fine spreading mass of evergreen. It is also plentiful in the

woods, and is readily transplante<.l. The Ui)right or Irish Yew is very eff'ective in

some situations. There are plants here ten feet in height, and of proportionate thick-

ness. It succeeds well in all situations.

RiiODODEXDUON MAXiMiM— Mountain Laurel.— This and R. punctatum, M. ponti-

cum, and R. Catau'biense, are under cultivation. Several magnificent specimens could

be referred to. Imported hybrids also stand, under tlie .shade of trees. The great

secret in growing these plants, is to keep the roots near the surface, by top-dressings of

leaf-mold, or similar vegetable matter, and plant on trenched soil, that they may have

abundance of moisture without being actually wet.

Yucca gloriosa— Adams Needle.— The Yuccas are very distinct in their habits,

and give quite a tropical expression when introduced in small clumps. AVhen in flower,

they command admiration. No pleasure grounds can be comj)lete without them.

JuNii'ERUS Sabina— Savin.— This beautiful dwarf shrub is well adapted for under-

growth, and adds one more to the list of suitable plants for covering the "nakedness of

the land" during winter.

JiNiPEuus COMMUNIS

—

Common Juniper.—No plant that I am familiar with, pre-

sents so beautiful a play of light and shade in its foliage as this. It is a fine contrast

to some of the deeper-foliaged evergreens.

Cui'KESSUS TiiuYOiDES— White Cedar.—Avery beautiful native evergreen. Small,

flat, imbricated foliage, resembling at a distance the common Arbor Vitse.

Thuyas— Arbor Vitces.— The Siberian is the most beautiful when young. T. fili-

formis (weeping) is a desirable plant, and T. aurea, for its variegated foliage.

ToRKEYA taxifolia provcs hardy. I have seen a small plant that has been out

unprotected for several years. It is very pretty in its young state.

PiNUS PUMiLis, from its slow growth, may be ranked as a shrub. It is well adapted

for rounding oft" plantations, or merging them into low shrubbery, planting at angles

and bends of walks. Set out by itself in a lawn, it forms a superb rounded mass of

close, stift" shoots and foliage.



GREEN-HOUSES, AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.
BY D. E. K., ROXBOEO, PA.

Having frequently heard complaints, particularly among amateurs, or those who do

not keep professional gardeners, of the difficulty of getting a good supply of flowers

from their green-houses during the winter months, I thought I would ofter a few sug-

gestions on the subject, for their especial benefit, altliough some of the professional

gardeners will no doubt smile at their simplicity ; and in doing so, I will endeavor to

be as brief as possible.

In the first place, care must be taken that your house is well built, so that it will

exclude the outer air.

Second, It must not be too large for the heating apparatus. A small house well

heated will produce more flowers than a large one poorly heated.

Third, Have your furnace and stock-hole entirely within the house— say under the

center stage. This I am aware is objected to by some ; but if the flues draw Avell,

which they will be sure to do if there is a regular ascent in them from the furnace to

the chimney, and coke or charcoal" is used in kiadling the fires, you will never be

incommoded with smoke or gas, while the additional heat obtained will be at least a

fourth. Be careful not to let the earth come in contact with either flues or furnace.

Fourth, Provide a good supply of outer shutters, to use at night.

Fifth, Do not build your house too high, or all the heated air will ascend, and

leave the lower part of the house too cold. And this brings us to the most important

matter of all, namely, the requisite degrees of heat and moisture to promote health

and bloom.

Many amateurs are greatly misled by the directions given in works on gardening,

particularly in those published in England, as to the temperature and ventilation. In

most of these works the minimum temperature of a green-house is set down at 40°;

and consequently the young beginner thinks that so long as he keeps his plants from

freezing^ he is perfectly safe. This temperature will answer for what are considered

strictly green-house plants— such as Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Laurustinus,

Pittosporums, and other hard-wooded plants ; but in a mixed green-house, Avhere there

is a large proportion of soft-wooded and herbaceous plants, a much higher temperature

must be maintained, in order to have them bloom well. For this purpose the mercury

in ordinary winter weather should not fall below 60°, or 55° in very severe weather,

and do not be alarmed if it rises to "70° or 75° on a fine bright day. The directions

given in English works, and too often followed by English gardeners, in regard to

ventilation, are not at all suited to the climate of the Northern and Middle States of

the Union. Our atmosphere is so much drier, and our winters so much colder, that

much less ventilation will answer. The difficulty we frequently have to contend with,

is that in cold windy weather we have too much ventilation ; and I am satisfied tliat if

some of my amateur friends would expend a tiifle more in cotton (for filling crevices),

coal, and shutteis, and less in buying the latest novelties, we should have fewer com-

plaints of the want of boquets during the winter moTiths. While insisting strongly on

h temperature, let me not neglect to enjoin on my readers the importance of siip-

the plants with plenty of moisture. The whole matter can be comprehended



OKEEN-lIOl :!ii:S, AND TIIEIH MANACJKMKNT.

in a nutshell— keep your fires and syringe going. With a good heat, you can Bjningo

till' house almost every bright, sunny morning; wherea-s, if y(»ur house is kept at a low

tempt'rature, and you give min'li moisture, you will find tliat the loliiige will turn yel-

low, and fall.

My readers will understand that the above dircetionB are given for the maTiagement

of a mixed collcetion of jdants; but I would recommend, in all cases where it can be

done, \o divide your house into two compartments ; and in that case you can keep the

green-house at 40° or 45°, and the hot-house at Uo", niinimum.

Another very important matter, and one without which all y(nir other trouble will

be of no avail, is the selection of the proper kinds of jdants, and also the proper pro-

portion of each kind, as some kinds are nuich more used in making boquets than

others. I subjoin a list of plants which are almost indispensable for winter bloom, and

are yet so easily propagated, and at so little cost, that they come within the reach of

almost every one. 15y getting a plant or two, or a package of seeds, of each kind, in

the spring, you can by fall propagate a sufficient number to fill your house.

A LIST OK PLANTS SUITABLE FOR WINTER BOQUETS, WITH THE rROPOKTIONS OF EACH KIND.

25 Eupatorium elcgans,

25 " Balicifolium,

25 Stevia serrata,

25 " paniciilata,

25 Sweet Alyssum,

25 White Candytuf;,

25 Heliotropes,

25 Mignonette,

25 Chinese Primrose,

25 Verbenas, of sorts,

25 Neapolitan Violets,

25 Bouvardia leianthus,

25 Poinsettia pulcherrima,

25 Euphorbia jaequina-flora,

25 Roses,

10 Wall Flowers.

10 Siock Gillies,

10 Scarlet Geraniums,

10 Cinerarias,

10 Fuchsias,

10 Ilabiothamnus,

10 Oak-leaf Geraniums,
' 10 Epiphyllum truncata.

Fro;n cuttings.

From seed.

From cuttings.

From seed.

From cuttings.

From offsets.

From cuttings.

Cut'ngs & seed.

<< <<

I'rom cuttings.

Seeil &, offsets.

From cuttings.

10 Sparmannia Africana, From cuttings.

10 Spirtca prunifolia, "

10 " Reevsii, "

5 Weigela rosea, "

5 Ce-trum aurantiaciim, "

5 Abutilon venosum, "

5 Pentas caruea, "

5 Petunia, Cut'ngs A seed.

5 Vinca rosea, " "

5 Laiitanas, Fio n cuttings.

6 Maheriiia odorata, "

6 Salvia splendens, "

5 Calla Ethiopica, From offtets.

5 Acacias, of sorts, Seeds <fe lajers,

5 Daphnes, From cuttings.

5 Rhododendrons, of sorts, Cut'ngs <t seed.

6 T.aurustinus, From cuttings.

5 Pittospomms, "

10 Azaleas, of sorts, "

25 Camellia Japonicas, of sorts,

A few Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and Oxalis,

and a Passiflora alata and Bignonia venusta

planted in the ground and trained up the rafters

The eleven varieties first mentioned in the above list, are indispensable for forming

the ground work or filling up of a boquet, and consequently a larger quantity of them

are required. The Spira'a prunifolia and Reevsii, and Weigela rosea, should be kept

out of doors, and two or three brought in to force every two or three weeks. The
former can be forced into bloom in thiee weeks. The Rhododendrons, Laurustinus,

Pittosporums, Azaleas, and Camellias, should be planted in the coolest and shadiest

of the house,

ou will perceive that I have excluded from the above list nearly every plant



is either difficult of cultivation, very expensive, or that continues in bloom but a short

time and furnishes but few flowers.

Before closing these remarks, allow me particularly to direct the attention of the

amateur to the importance of keeping the plants free from insects. Fumigate fre-

quently with tobacco stems for the Green Fly, and examine closely such plants as are

most subject to the Mealy Bug, and kill them with the point of a very sharp stick.

They most frequently lurk in between the leaf and the stem. In this way you can in

a minute or two rid a large plant.

[We commend this excellent practical article to our amateur plant-growers. From
our own experience in a severe climate, we can testify to the importance of the points

referred to in the construction of the house, location of furnace, and the use of outside

.shuttere, &c. Here we cover all our plant-houses; some with light board shutters,

easily lifted off and on, some with straw mutts, and some with both. AVe have also,

in our propagating-house and hot-house, a canvass curtain, that is let down under the

glass at night, and affords great protection. We intend to say something on this point

hereafter. We hope to hear from D. R. K. frequently.— Ed.]

PROPAGATION OF THE DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

EDWARD DECKEE, GAEDENEE TO J. Q. JONES, ESQ., NEW BEIGHTON, STATEN ISLAND.

Now is the time to commence preparing a stock of this most beautiful and indispen-

sable winter and spring flowering plant. We suppose you are already in possession of

an old plant or two to commence operations on. Such being the case, prepare as many
small sized thumb-pots as you have cuttings ; also prepare the following compost—two

parts well decomposed leaf-mold, one part good turfy loam, and one part silver sand

;

let the whole be well mixed before using, as on this a great part of your success depends.

Having the above requisites prepared, with a sharp knife take your cuttings off close

under the second joint from the parent plant, leaving the lii-st joint to supply you with a

second crop of cuttings ; fill your pots one-third full with broken crocks or charcoal,

and the other two-tliirds with the compost ; with a small stick make a hole in the

center of each pot, placing a cutting in each and filling the hole with silver sand
;

gi\ e

a small quantity of water to settle them firmly ; then place your pots under a bell or

hand-light in the warmest part of the green-house, and with a little attention to

watering and ventilation, in five or six weeks you will have strong, chubby plants that

will amply repay you for the little extra care you may bestow on tliein, in the profusion

of flowei-s they will give you the following season. As soon as they have filled the cut-

ting pots with roots, give them a shift into pots two sizes larger, adding at the sann^

time a few handfuls of well pulverized charcoal to the compost, which will have a very

beneficial effect in keeping the roots in a sound and healthy condition through the hot

sunmicr months. Keep them in the green-house, as near the glass as possible, till the

middle of May, shading in bright sunshine, when they may be placed in a frame facing

north until the middle of September, and then should be finally shifted into

ing pots, two sizes larger than their last shift, returning them to their old
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CLXTUKE Ol' TIIE rKLAKGONlUM.

tcra in the grccn-liouse, when thoy will soon commence flowering and continue to ^ s^j

til! the R'turu of liot wwither. Great care must be taken in watering this plant in the

suniiniT season, as then it is comjiaratively at rest. All hlomns that make thtir

a|ij>i.'arance before the final potting should be carefully removed.

[Mr. 1 )i:xrER's communication should have appeared in our hist number. Tin's was

his intention when he referred to the season. We can not too strongly recommend

these beautiful Doulile Primroses to all who have green-liouses. Blooming profusely

in a low tfiuperature, they furnish most reliable contributions to tlie winter bouquet.

A\'e can cheerfully endorse the soundness of Mr. Dextbr's brief instructions.

—

Ed.]

OX THE CULTURE OF THE PELARGONIUM.
BY B. MUNN, LANDSCAPE GAEDENEK, NEW YORK.

I HAVE seen no really fine Geraniums in this country. The reason is obvious, and is

this : The plants are not got into a fit state for blooming suflBciently early, and they are

forced into bloom by the rapid increase of temperature before they have made and

matured their proper growth. The consequence of tliis is, straggling plants and small

flowers.

Let me recommend some amateurs of the flower to try the following plan :—At this

time (early in Febniary) many have their Geraniums in small pots, in which they were

]>laced when cut down last fall. Repot them at once into pots eight or nine inches across,

which is large enough to gi-ow a Pelargonium in jjerfection, although they may be pro-

duced larger in great pots. The compost for them—one-half old hot-bed manure, one-

half good loam, with a small portion of sand if the loam is stLft'. Put one piece of broken

pot over the drain hole, and then, for drainage, put about an inch, or rather more, in

depth of lumps of stiti" loam as large as walnuts. This is a valuable resource to the

roots by and by. Then put in the compost and pot the plant without breaking the ball

of roots, and press down the compost roimd the sides of the pot, moderately hard, with

a potting stick Water them through, and put them near the glass in a house kept at

about 50°. Give but little water until the roots liave reached the sides of the pot—they

will soon be seen at the drain-hole on turning up the pot. Then increase the tempera-

ture vary slightly, and syringe the plants every day. As they gi'ow, still keep them
near the glass and pull the shoots down horizontally toward the edges of the pots all

around and secure them to sticks. By degrees they may, most of them, be brought

down nearly to touch the edge. The growth will in another month be rapid, and the

shoots and leaves will increase much in size. By the end of March, or early in April,

the foliage will be of large size and hang over and conceal much of the pot, and the

plant will be filled up in the center by growth which the admission of light there (by

the continued perseverance in tying out) has encouraged. Then the plant is formed—
Its growth vigorous, and it is fit to bloom. But this growth will require to be matured,

and to secure perfection in the bloom the vigor of wood growth must be stopped. To
that object, withhold water. Lay the syringe aside, for the present, altog

the plants positively droop in the leaf, from want of water, for a few hours, but
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longer, or you will lose much, of the lower leaves, which will turn yellow. Some judg-

ment is required in this operation, but it is soon gained by short experience. When
this check has been given, supply the plants with water, but in small quantities, com-

paratively, for a week, giving it at the root and not with the syringe. The plants will

immediately "knot" for bloom; and then, but not before, (still keeping them near the

glass,) give them manure water twice a week, and plain "water daily, if required, for as

soon as the ends of the shoots indicate by their thickness that the bloom buds are form-

ing, the supply of water must again be liberal as it was at fii-st. The old fashioned

manure water, made by stirring up a spade full of old hot-bed in a pail of water, / know
will answer, and you know the strength; but with guano, and its adulterations, you

may not know, and may spoil your plants, althougli it is very good when properly used.

The above manure water should be used clear and diluted with water till it is about the

color that a crust of burnt bread two inches square will give to a glass of water in which it

has stood five minutes. The next object is to encourage the growth of the bloom,

branches, and buds, but not the foliage, which is best effected by giving water at the

root, syringing only now and then to keep off dust, <k;c., (for if the syringe is much used

in this state, the j^lants get straggling,) and by giving all the air possible. When the

flower buds are just opening, some shade on the glass is necessary. Open canvass, or

close, coarse netting, is the best thing that I know of, because it does not altogether shut

out the sun's rays.

I am aware that mucb must depend on locality and time of year, as to how far the

above directions can be carried out. An expeiienced hand will do best to pot in

December for his first set of plants, and in January for tbose to follow, because he can

then stop the shoots (which, by the by, he should do, and let the plants break just

just enough to show the eyes, in the small pots before pottuig,) and by this means he

will have his plants mucli larger. But it requires some experience for this veiy early

work to be done well. The principle, however, that I wish to point out is this : that

in this country the European system, as to time, must be varied, and the plants must be

got to their full size, as to wood and foliage, before the time of sj^ring, when the increase

of the sun's power will necessarily force them into immediate bloom without giving time

for their bloom-branches and buds to be properly developed before the flowers expand.

CURCULIO REMEDIES.

BY WILLIAM ADAIE.

If we look around at the various remedies that have from time to time been proposed

for the Curculio, we will find that they are almost as numerous as those found in the

pharmacopoeia of the quack medicine vendei-s for the cure of consumption, or any other

incurable disease. Such being the case, and a new one in the hands of a committee

for investigation, which it is confidently expected will prove successful, it may perhaps

be considered supei-fluous to add any more to the hst_; but as we are not to have the

benefit of the new discovery the present season, and as it may prove, like most of the

ultural novelties that we have lately received, rather expensive for these

" it may be well to examine the subject a little, and see if anything can be



toward savitiij our cro]> for tho titno. llnwover, I l)oIiove tliat fill will ronrfdo that an

otlortiial, iiR'xnoiisivo, and easily a|>j)lif<l nnicdy for tlic attacks of this triMihlcsoiiic

insect, is worth a handsome reward.

I'roniisinj; tlius far, I will mention a tVw instances, which may not he (rcncially

known, where the Curoulio lias been more or less successfully comhatted. An acquaint-

ance, an amateur horticulturist, who had planted his I'lum trees in a yard by them-

selves, for the purpose of allowing the hogs and chickens to run at large among th<'

trees, and not finding the plan quite satisfectoiy, covered tlie ground with fresh hoi>r

manure when the fruit was beginning to form; and the experiment was attended with

success. This coverin_g is now continued every season, and he infonns me that he is

rewarded with good crops for his trouble. I do not remember whether lie told me

to what depth he covered the ground. Perhaps six indies would be sufficient ; a larger

quantitymight induce fermentation, and be injurious to the trees.

Visiting a friend in the interior of the State, I observed a IMum tree that stood along-

side a privv, which was bearing a very large crop of fruit, while the other trees in the

garden had little or nothing on them, all being claimed by the Curculio, with the

exception named.

I have been told of others who have succeeded in saving their Plums, by hanging

bottles of pyrolignous acid, creosote, chloride of lime, (kc, in the trees. From this we

are led to infer that strong, pungent odors are not agreeable to the apparently sensitive

olfactories of the insect. The only difficulty that appears here, is that preparations of

this character are very volatile in their nature, and soon become exhausted, and it is

troublesome and expensive to renew them often. This objection, however, I think is

obviated in the following plan, which has proved eminently successful the past season,

and which I would recommend a pretty extensive trial of, the present season. It is this:

As soon as the fruit is as large as Peas, take a common paint-brush, or any other brunli,

or a woolen rag, and some fish oil, and cover all of the jirincipal brandies and tnmk of

the tree, with the oil. It is the same that is in common use among curriers, harness-

makers, (fee. This application is cheap, and it only requires to be don6 once in the

season. I had the pleasure of examining several trees of the best leading vaiieties

which had been served in this manner, the past season, and the result far exceeded my
expectations; the trees had to be propped up to prevent their breaking down with the

weight of fruit. If the "little turk" had appropriated one-half of the crop to his own

use, it would have been a positive benefit to what remained. But he is not satisfied

with a share— he takes the whole, if he is not well watched.

Should this remedy prove as successful with all who may tr}' it as it was in the case

above noted^ we need not despair of Plums— we shall have plenty of them. The dis-

covery (if it is new^) is not mine— others may have tried it; but as I have not seen it

published, it is herewith presented to you.

[Covering with fresh manui-e (or old manure) strikes us most favorably as being likely

to prevent .the Curculio from escaping from his winter quarters in the ground.— Eu.]



DEEP DIGGING.

AN EXPERIMENT IN DEEP DIGGING.

BY "WILLIAM BACON, EICIIMOXD, MASS.

Last spring we took a corner of an old garden spot wLicli, though it had always been

liberally manured and plowed as well as such a piece of ground could be, and to put it in a

condition for fruit trees we gave a good dressing of manure and a thorough spading to

the full depth of an unworn spade, the longest we could find in the market. In this

spading operation, we often came in contact with a subsoil so stift' that it offered a

strong resistance to the spade ; still the spade was put in at the cost of much physical

exertion. The old soil and manure were laid in the bottom of the trench, and the

heterogenous and apparently sterile material on which it had reposed, were placed

upon the surface. This new earth, upon much of which the sun had never shone, and

the dew had never fertilized, was, in due time, planted with garden vegetables— not,

however, in ex])ectation of much crop, for the very surface gave almost positive assur-

ance that such things would never grow there. They were sown and planted to furnish

a motive for a continued tillage through the season, and, in addition, the ground was

planted out with dwarf Pear trees. The season in our region, as in many other sections

of the countiy, was one of distressing drouth—but very little rain from May to October

—

and, in consequence, the ground on this patch was probably oftener and more thoroughly

hoed than it would have been had the dews and rains fulfilled their labors as usual.

We now speak of the result. Our Pear trees (some twenty) on this patch, not only

lived but made a desirable growth; and as for the vegetables— Melons, Cucumbers,

Tomatoes, &c., &c., to the end of the catalogue— they gave us a crop superior to any

we had raised for yeai-s.

From this operation, we infer, in the first place, that deep and thorough tillage, and

frequent stirring of the earth, are good preventives of the eftect of drouth. The deeper

and better pulverized the soil, the greater its power of absorption ; consequently when-

ever there is moisture in the atmosphere, such lands are certain to attract their full

share of it. It is so, also, with the vegetable-nourishing gases which the air from time

time contains. Such lands also sutler less in rainy seasons from excessive moisture, for

the same qualities which enable them to absorb when there is a scarcity, enable them

to throw oti" when there is a superabundance.

In the second place, deep and thorough tillage proves, to us, conclusively that the

productive powei-s of earth are not always as nearly exhausted as many strive to im-

agine, but that the vile skinning, skimming system— the plowing three, four, and five

inches deep— is what induces the sterility which so many lament. Any clayey soil—
and they are among the best for many purposes—may be made as barren as the desert

of Sahara by such a system. Plow shallow and the earth under the furrow will lose

the influence of the two essentials of fertility, sunshine and air, and will, of couree,

become cold, compact, and barren. Roots will avoid such earth ; or, if they make an

effort to penetrate it, it Avill be like attempting to extend themselves into a rock to meet

the invifjoratinsr influences of an iceberg.

In tree-culture— especially in growing fruit trees— even a tolerable degree ot suc-

annot be realized unless this shallow stirring of the earth is given up and

stirred deep. Trees mav, as we have seen, sometimes live in such shallow



but tlicv will alwava be Rtintcd, sickly, and produce but ordinary fruit; but it is more

often the ca-^e that they die in the etfort to live, and then conies the bitter denunciations

on the luirservnian who reared them, tlie adverse climate, and sometimes the ItK-ality,

and even the soil, which, under favorable culture, would l>c just the \h\ufr f<»r them, is

blamed for the lack of those qualities which man, in his indolence, or grasping after

present gain, has taken from it.

VILLAGE CEMETERIES.

EY "WILLIAM U. SCOTT, ADRIAN, MICU.

Away tVom the larger cities, the iinjirovemcnt of the quiet abodes of the dead is not

keojiing pace with the progress of cultivation and improvement in the living. A\ hy

the large cities— who must usually of necessity bury their dead on high-priced ground

— should more liberally and more becomingly provide for the dear ones whose aifec-

tion remains only in the memory, than the village and the country, where land is more

abundant and labor cheaper, is a question I need not attempt to answer. Tliere are

many good reasons why there should now exist a tastefully kept burial-place contigu-

ous to every village, and in every rural district. IIow many, think you, Mr. Editor,

are there of this character? You may range the whole country through, and I will

venture that it will not have shown you a dozen whose keeping is creditable to tlie

wealth and supposed affection and kindi'ed of tlie large portion of the community

whose certain destiny it is to provide some kind of a place for the dead. Nearly every

community has its church edifices— pretty much np to the means of that community,

too, in convenience and decoration;— but while we are taught in them that the spirit

of the good shall have a beautiful home beyond the grave, the liearer must instinctively

and gloomily turn to the destiny of the mortal casement left vacant by its departure.

He can not help thinking of the desolate home that barbarous custom has thought

good enough for such bodies as his when the spirit shall have left it. And perhaps he

can not lielp thinking, too, how much better the accommodation within those decorated

walls for his carnal portion— whose wants the religious teacher tells him should be as

nothing— than that same earthy tenement is likely to get when it can no longer sit

upon the pleasant cushion. Eeflections of this nature may quite naturally suggest the

thought tliat there must be an essential want in our education, when the most devoted

of parents, children, and friends, allow the remains of their relatives to pass from their

pleasant homes on earth to such dreary and desolate habitations beneath it Here

some barbarous nations may shame us.

Ilappily there may be traced a somewhat coincident change for the better in the

school-house and the burial-place. While through the early influences of well beauti-

fied, well ventilated, and convenient school structures, opportunity is aff'orded for the

refinement as well as health of our youth, there has been some progress from the

barren "grave-yard" to the properly embellished cemetery. But this progress has

been nearly all confined to the large cities. Thousands of villages in America have

chosen their interment grounds almost solely with reference to first cost; scarcely

an eye to beauty c>f position, or with reference to protection. Generally, ground
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been chosen whore water might escape, and where the sexton's spade should not find

too much impediment either by stone or clay. But how many' have been set olF from

the comer of some treeless field, whose best day of fanning fruition had passed, and

whose owner could find no more profitable use to put it to ! A day's ride in almost

any part o^ wealthy and cultivated New England will usually sliow many cheerless

spots whose purpose is surely marked by broken, leaning, and prostrate stones ; by the

twisted mats of decayed grass and briare ; and by the cold, stately, and mocking mon-

uments that ostentation raised to presei-ve that same caste in the population of the dead

that the names to whose memoiy they were erected, strove to maintain in life. If you

step over the stile, you will find as much incongruity as you are likely to find in the

same space elsewhere. You will pass the stunted Willows— almost the only tree-life

in the spot, and they with scarcely vigor enough, even, to effectively weep. Have a

careful eye to briare, and to the snakes with which your imagination at least will people

a spot so congenial to their tastes. Look out;, too, for the recumbent, half-visil)le slabs

that in the fii-st impulse of grief were made to tell such flattering tales. The virtues

of the living for whom they sjieak, seem to have had their full posthumous reward in

the flattering or warning lines of the graver's chisel ; for you see no further offering to

their memory— nothing else to show that the ground below you holds something

osice valuable. The mound of earth has sunk to the surface level or below it, and

you will readily conjecture that no shnib nor flower bad ever been planted there.

Advancing, occasionally a forlorn Myrtle, stunted Sweet-briar or Blush Rose, will sup-

plicatingly peep out at you through the dead and matted grass and weeds, as if hope-

ful o{ relief. As your eyes will be entirely open for shade, you will not overlook the

more pretending Balsam. Fir, which has found its way into the lot— as stiff and unge-

nial as all the rest Here a tall picket fence, mainly white, with red tops, carefully

guarding and as happily hiding what it incloses; then another, all black; then another,

with white pickets and black tops. With little disposition to linger among associations

so forbidding, you will gladly reach the opjwsite side from where you eiitered, and be

gratified to find relief for your vision in the naked field beyond.

In one of the oldest and wealthiest towns of Connecticut, and within a mile of each

other, there are two very much such s[X)ts as I have described. One is the depositure

of many generations, and was dedicated to the dead in a nider and less cultivated age

than the present; but the other has been in use a comparatively short time, and was

purchased by wealthy people. The town has a larger average wealth to the individual

than any community within my acquaintance;— scarcely any poor people, but full

of the wealth of long years of rapid accumulation by the old inhabitants, and the

superfluity of Xew York retired merchants. The two miles square whose many well

improved eminences look out upon the waters of Long Island Sound, is almost all in

tlie highest state of cultivation. Some of the best planted ornamental grounds and

'

most elaborate architectural specimens in the country here meet the eye in quick suc-

cession. But such neglect of the dead !— the tamest and least interesting spot, receiv-

ing the smallest possible attention— treeless, shiftless. The railroad and the steamer,

that every day bear hoine the proprietore to their comfort and luxury, should also,

wlien this life is departed, be the medium to carry their remains to some rest less in

contrast with the beauties they have enjoyed while living.

The newer portions of the country have less reason to feel asbamed of their



in this iii.'itter than tlic oUU>r States, wliero ovcrytliiiii; but a wroiit; Bpiiit in the ]ieo])le

.seems j)n>j)ilious for tasteful and fitting attention to tho dead; but while tho hitter

have better material in tlair njore ])ictiire9<jiie and varied surface, so frequently coursed

bv bright little streams, tho former are showing the most spirit in the selection and

subsequent care of their smaller cemeteries. This should not be. vMl over-the country

jilea.s;»nt burial-]>hues should show that the spirit that conceived and so elaborately

carried out the idea of C.reenwood, Mount Auburn, and Laurel Hill, may be extended

to the suburbs of all our villages, and be profitably aj)pro)»riatod by all thriving farm-

ing communities away from the towns;— not the extravagance and childish display

which so frequently mar the beauty of tliose cemeteries, but the much that w refincil

and appropriate in them,— the fine native trees so judiciously preser\ed; the natural

ertect of variety of trees gracefully arranged; and— what these noted sjtots have not

had sutficiently in view— a monumental architecture less pretending, showing more

feeling, and in better keeping with the spirit of the spot. May I suggest, without

incurring the imputation of want of due respect, that Hack is a hideous accessory in

cemeteries ? There is enough to remind us of sombre mortality without any such blm.-k

and gloomy reminder as the iron inclosures that so frequently mark out individual

rights. Where all is carefully guarded, there can be no use for such fences. Cheer-

fulness and warmth should be constantly in view ; there is no want of respectful dignity

in either. Anybody but a misanthrope would choose the living beauties of green trees

and bright flowers to cheer the place of his rest. If any barrier may bo used to mark

lot-boundaries, it should be some plant of modest growth, or one easily controlle<l l>y

the use of the prujung-knife. Most hedge plants grow too large and rank, and unless

cut very close, would soon altogether hide all modest plants within. Something

smaller— as the Burgundy Rose, or the Box— is more appropriate.

The error of most private grounds— crowded jilanting— extends to the cemetery.

Variety of anything of the tree kind is quite out of the question in the usually small

lots. When the spirit of tree-planting seizes one in the first genial days of spring, he

is tempted to anticipate time's rapid progress by a very profuse use of trees ; and where

there is scarcely room for one well developed tree, half a dozen or more uncongenial

striplings gratify the planter's present eye at a sacrifice of all future good efi"ect. Better

prepare the ground well for one good tree, and make that show how much luxuriance

and beauty may be attained. Almost any of the forest trees may be used successfully

in the cemetery. They should always be taken from open ground in the field, hedge-

row, or nursery ; never from close woods. If the ground selected be so fortunate as to

have thrifty second-growth young Hickories, it has what can not easily be got by

transplanting. If Nature has favored it with but few specimens, they should be judi-

ciously preserved ; for there is no tree of equal beauty more difficult to remove. But

the same characteristic that produces the difHculty, is a marked virtue for cemeter)-

adornment which renders it doubly valuable. Its long tap root, that finds its way into

the earth, su]>plies, in the driest seasons, sufficient moisture to preserve an unfading

foliage
; while the absence of lateral roots near the surface allows no obstruction to

roots of grass. The smooth clipped turf may grow as thriftily next the body of the

tree as away from it. No roots, either, to be molested by the sexton's spade. A beau-

ffc'ct may be produced by planting handsome vines, to climb the trunks

The climbing Roses, which have very greedy roots, would grow nearly as



by the side of a Hickory, if the ground was made rich, as in the open ground ; while

if planted by the side of an Elm, it would find its long horizontal roots quite in the

way. I do not speak of the Hickory to the exclusion of others, but only as a very

common undomesticated ti-ee, and too little valued as an ornamental shade. The

greater variety of really good trees a cemetery can have, the better. The Elm is a

more graceful as well as a more majestic tree. The peculiar green of the White Ash

upon its well rounded head gives variety of foliage. The Oak family have an imposing

and characteristic dignity ; and there is a long list of other good trees, each having its

merit. There are the trees of the continual green ; and there are those, too, that,

destined to part with it, assume the not less beautiful and appropriate hues in which

advancing autumn never fails to clothe them. There is a higher beauty, even, in the

soft and richly blended, ever-varying tints of the later year, than in the more even

verdure of June. Hence the merit of that large class of trees that so persistently defy

the frosts. Those common trees, the Dogwood and the Sassafras, then have beauty

enough to win that attention that their earlier modesty could not. The beautiful Vir-

ginia Creeper, which possesses among vines this autumn glory in a marked degree,

might be made to atone somewhat for the want of it in the suddenly denuded Hickory.

As it is almost always desirable to select ground at least partially covered with natu-

ral forest, a matter of next importance is a judicious selection of Grasses. In our own

very prettily wooded cemetery, the result of much labor in seeding under the young

second-growth trees has been discouraging, and only from ignorance of the fact that

only a few domesticated Grasses thrive under trees. The more generally used are the

least suitable— such as Timothy and Red Clover. Orchard Grass is far better.

But I will not prolong what was only commenced as a reminder of the attention due

to what should be a leading matter connected with horticultural improvement. For

lack of the well beautified public grounds that every town should have, our cemeteries

may be made delightful places of resort for all citizens who choose to pass a jjleasant

and quiet hour away from care and confinement. Almost every village may find some

wild spot capable of ready adaptation to such use. If swamp or rock does not make

too lai'ge a portion, the wilder, the better. In cemeteries, as in private grounds, forest

trees are quite the. most effective and economical form of embellishment.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE AT SYDENHAM.

BY E. B. LEUCHAES, LONDON, ENGLAND.

As you requested some notes on interesting subjects on this side the Avater, I do not

think I can better comply with your request than by sending you a few remarks on

the present crystal palace at Sydenham as a horticultural structure, and the somewhat

novel style of landscape gardening adopted in the grounds around it. To enable your

readers, however, to form an adequate idea of this extraordinary ])laoe, it will bo

necessary to give a brief sketch of the building itself, and the spot on which it stands.

The building stands on an irregular parallelogram of ground, containing nearly 300

The most northern portion of this ground rises to the height of some

feet above the level of the surrounding country, and on this elevated grounc;
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p.nlacc is croctod. Tliis liill is inuloulitcilly ft sj^londid site for such a Ixiildiiifj— coii

mandinnf on the one side a |ti'ospoct of tlie counties of Kent and Surrey, and on the

otlier, of tho great metropolis, wliich it overlooks. The approach by railway is up a

stoop incline, which carries the visitor to the very corridor of the ])alace.

The huilding consists of a grand central nave, as it is called, which fonns the rnidd'n'

and largest as well as highest portion of the building; two side aisles, which constitut.

that part of the building riglit and left of the nave; tho transepts, or projecting por-

tions of the building; two main galleries and two wings; beside the colonnade, 7'2(i

feet in length, which leads from the railroad tomiiiuis to the south wing of the ])alace.

The ort'oct and general beauty of the building is very much increased by several

changes that have been introduced since its erection at Sydenham. Those who saw it

at Ilyde Park must have been struck with the monotonous effect which it had upon

the observer, by the great length and sameness of eveiy part of the structure, and also

by the continuous rows of columns and girders which succeeded each other so rapid I \

that tlie eye felt fiitigued and the perceptions deadened very speedily by the contem-

plation of them, so as to render it impossible to form a true conception of the extent

and capacity of the building. As the palace is now erected, we find pairs of columns

and girdere advanced into the nave eight or ten feet beyond the continuous line that

supports the roof, at distances of seventy-two feet, and thereby veiy much improN-ing

the interior effect, and enabling the observer much more easily to measure and to

appreciate the extent of the building. I would here remark, that in the French crystal

palace, now being erected at Paris, this fault is even more striking than in that at

London, although the Paris building has a very difterent effect upon the mind—
probably from its more permanent and substantial appearance, being built of the whiti

sandstone of the Paris basin, which, -when first hewn and polished, has the appearance,

at a short distance, of white marble ; but the interior of the building has a very dead-

ening and monotonous effect. But as the interior of the French palace is yet unfin-

ished, and also unfurnished, it is hardly fair to pronounce upon the effect of the whole.

It is a splendid structure, and by many will be considered superior to anything that has

yet been produced.

The general appearance exteriorly, of the Sydenham palace, is not very unlike that

erected at New York, except in the greater extent of the former. For beauty of design,

we think the New York palace far before it, as also in the proportion of its parts and

in the architectural as well as the mechanical arrangement of its details. The great

defect of all glass structures, whether large or small, is a want of harmony, both with

the things within and the things without. There is unity, but there is no harmony; and

what is unity without harmony ? A building may be architecturally and mechanically

perfect in all its parts, yet be in harmony with nothing about it ; and whether these

structures be termed the " Early English" or the " Modern English" style, we are very

much of the opinion that the French palace, which is very different from eitlier the

London or New York ones, will, with its opaque walls and massive entablatures, be

much nearer the mark of architectural harmony than either of its predecessors.

The Sydenham building, like its New York namesake, is entirely of iron above the

ground floor, with the exception, we believe, of a very small portion of the north front,

is paneled with Avood. The whole of the main building is 1,608 feet in lengtl

the wings or L at each end are each of them 574 feet, making a continuous



of 2,Y56 feet, which, with the colonnade 720 feet, leading from the south wing to the

railroad station, and which is to form a grand promenade conservatory, with plants and

statuary on each side of the path, will form a straight walk, without divergiYig to the

right or left, of 3,4*76 feet, or nearly three-quarters of a mile. The length of the Ilyde

Park building was only 1,848 feet; so that, including the wings and colonnade, the

present structure is larger than its predecessor 1,628 feet. The superficial area of the

ground, including the wings, is 598,396 feet; the area of the gallery flooring and

wings, 245,260; altogether amounting to 843,656 superficial feet. The Avidth of the

nave, or main avenue of the building, is 72 feet, which is also the width of the north

and south transepts ; and the heighth of all three, from the floor to the springing of

the arch, is 68 feet. The height from the flooring to the crown or top of the arch is

104 feet. The length of the north and south transepts is 336 feet respectively. The

length of the central transept is 384 feet; its width, 120 feet; its height, from tlie

floor to tlie top of the louver, or ventilator, is 168 feet; from the garden front to the

top of the louver, 208 feet.

The Sydenham palace is doubtless greatly improved in its exterior' effect from the

old one in Hyde Park, as very many modifications have been properly introduced—
such as the arched roof which covers the nave, raising it 44 feet higher than the nave

as it existed in Hyde Park ; the three transepts which are now introduced into the

structure, instead of one ; and the center transept towering into the air, and forming at

once a center-piece pleasing in its outlines, and also a grand hall to the palace, of sur-

passing magnitude and brilliancy. A great improvement, also, is the formation of

recesses twenty-four feet deep in the garden fronts of all the transepts. These throw-

fine shadows on the perspective of the building, and relieve the continuous surface of

plain glass, which is the grand source of that unity without harmony that is so justly

complained of in all glass buildings of large size, and which gave the New York

building, with its Elizabethan turrets, a decided advantage over its predecessor. This

external sameness was much felt in the Hyde Park building ; but now the interposi-

tion of low square towers at the junction of the nave and transepts, the open galleries

toward the garden front, the long wings stretching five himdred and seventy-four feet

on either side, produce a play of light and shade, and break the building into parts,

which, without in any way detracting from the grandeur or simplicity of the structure,

relieves and satisfies the eye, and shows that this kind of buildings, if a due share of

attention is bestowed upon the design, may be made to blend much more harmoniously

together, as well as with external circumstances, and at the same time possess in a very

high degree both architectural beauty and artistic effect.

The removal of this vast structure from its old site in Hyde Park to its present

place, shows in a striking manner the adaptability of this material for all kinds of hot-

house and conservatory purposes in the United States, where the exchange of real

estate and the rapid increase of its value in the suburbs of cities renders the removal

of such buildings frequently very desirable. We believe that all the materials of the

old building have been used in the present one, except some of the roof-glass, which

had to be taken out, and some of the transept framing, which, according to the new

plans and improvements, could not be rendered available, but which in all ordinar}'

construction of such buildings need never occur, as such structures may be erected

all purposes to which glazed houses are usually api)liod, whether large or small,= ^
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be roinovctl from one place to aiiotlior witliout the disuse or destruction of anv jiortioi

of tln'in, and that, too, at a coini>aratively Miiall cost.

The principle upon which the Sydenham palace is constructed, appears to he yn-

cisely similar to tliat of the New York palace; and I thiid<, also, the system of c(jnnec-

tioi! hetween the i^irdere and columns ;^re the same; but 1 ani not certain whether the

rods, or diagonal braces of tlie buildinsjr, are secured in the same manner, which in thr

Sydenham palace aj)pear to be both adaptable and necessary in a building exposed as

it is to high winds, though not probably in the New Yoik palace in the sheltered spot

where it now stands. These rods or bracings are j)rovided to resist the action of tin-

wind, and are strong enough to bear any strain that can be brought against them.

They arc fitted with screwed connections and couplings, so that they can be adjusted

with the greatest accuracy. The roof also is difterent, being wholly, from end to end,

on the ridge and furrow system, though the glass here employed is much thinner an<l

inf«'ri<n' to that employed in the New York j)alace, being only single gla.ss, about oiic-

tliirteenth of an inch in thickness, or wliat is here generally called 21-ounce ghuss, that

is, glass weighing twenty-one ounces to tlie square foot— a quality of glass which we
consider very poor indeed, and liardly strong enough for common grein-house pur-

poses. The double Redford glass, which is now fre(piently used in the United States,

when it can be had of a fair equality in thickness, is far superior to the glass used in

tlie Sydenham palace.

Making what we shall call a horticultural tour through the building, we feel nothing

but disappointment everywhere we look ; and this is the Hiore sur])rising when we
consider who is the horticultural director of the building, and what were the means at

his command. The meagre materials and bungling arrangement must at once strike

the observer accustomed to look upon such matters, even on a much smaller scale,

witli an eye to beauty and efiect, both present and prospective. But assuredly this

department, as it now presents itself to the visitor, making every allowance for the

smullness of the plants and their recent removal from other places, is neither on a ir.iv

with the other departments of this gigantic undertaking, nor what might be expected

from the celebrity of those at the head of the liorticultural department. The most

striking horticultural objects that present themselves to the visitor, on entering the

palace, are rows of Orange and Pomegranate trees, which are placed at regular dis-

tances along each side of the nave and transepts. These trees are for the most pai-t

round, stiff, and formal in their appearance ; and with their great old boxes standing

high, bare, and all exposed to the eye, ])roduce rather an unpleasant effect upon the

mind, as the thing is neither artistic nor natural
;
yet, by its character and its position,

an attempt is clearly perceptible to make it both. This disposition of these specimens

may by some perhai)s be called good taste, but we are very sure there are many who
will take exceptions to such an arrangement. It will be remembered that these trees

wei-e sold on the confiscation of the Orleans property by the present government of

France, and they were collected by Louis Philippe from the gardens of difterent pal-

aces to adorn his favoiite residence at Neuilly. "When the property of the Orleans

family wai sold at auction, they were bought by Sir Joseph Paxton for the decora-

tion of the present crystal palace. Some of these Orange trees are said to be over four

ed years old, but are not by any means the size that such a great age w
ate

; but they have been subjected to that system of pruning which in France
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converts every vegetable product that will bear such infliction, into the shape and form

of vegetable sculpture. It is to be hoped that, under the management of their present

possessors, and now that there is no lack of head room, their lu-anches will be permit-

ted to expand in all the irregular beauty of a natural tree, when they will certainly bo

the most beautiful and interesting objects in the whole vegetable collection of the crys-

tal palace.

We were much struck with the surprising beauty and healthiness of the numerous

baskets of flowers that were suspended from the girders, some of them on a level with

and some of them above the galleries. We counted nearly three hundred of these

baskets, which are made of wire, and suspended by strong wire cord from the girders

and braces. They were filled with all kinds of bedding-out plants, many in full bloom
— such as Petunias, Heliotropes, Tropreolums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums, &c.— in

the most perfect health and luxuriance. We observed some of what we usually call

"climbing plants" hanging some fifteen or twenty feet down from the basket, and hav-

ing a most charming effect. On the braces and columns, also, creepers and climbers

are planted— such as the Bignouias, Wistarias, Tasconias, &c.— which, in course of

time, will clamber over portions of the building, and line with a grateful shade the

great arches of nave and transept, and give the palace and the objects within it more

quiet beauty and reposing effect.

The south end of the palace contains collections of plants, consisting of Acacias,

Camellias, Azalias, Rhododendrons, the rare and delicate Conifera;, and other conserva-

tory plants, among which the New Holland plants are very conspicuous. An attempt

has been made, though from necessity a very unsuccessful one, to give a national or

tropical character to the grouping of the plants, as well as to the animals; but,

although this would be a much desired object, yet even here very little has been

accomplished toward that end, except in so far as a promiscuous collection of plants

are assimilated, as far as position and other circumstances will admit, to the produc-

tions of the country which is represented. Thus, in the portion of the transept facing

the Egyptian court, we find the beds filled with Egyptian Palms and other plants

indigenous to that country. One very peculiar and curious production is exhibited in

this section, viz., two curious-looking plants called " Elephant's Foot," Avhich are, we
believe, the largest specimens ever brought to Europe, and were imported from the

Cape of Good Hope by the company to which they now belong. This plant is said to

be the longest-lived of any vegetable product, and these specimens are said to be three

thousand years old. This portion of the palace is divided off" from the rest by a screen,

and is kept at a higher temperature solely for the growth of tropical plants ; and hero

we find, therefore, all those hot-house productions which will not bear the cool and

temperate atmosphere of the other portions of the palace, among which are manv
beautiful Palms. In this part of the building also, there is a large water-taidc, in

which are flourishing Nymphaias, Nelumbiums, the beautiful Victoria regia^ and many
other fine aquatics. The water in this tank is warmed by hot-water pipes running

around the sides. But as we will take some notice of the immense heating ajipai-atus

of this place in another letter, we will pass this matter for the present, and conclude

our notice of the plants.

have stated that the arrangement of the horticultural department is very

nting, and we have the satisfaction of knowing that we are not singular
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Opinion, for notwitlistanding tlio gigantic dimensions of tlio building, there is a niultuin

in parvo system apparent— a want of length, brcadtli, and thickness, so to speak— a

want of capacity in the ideas of extent in beds and bordci-s, and ])articuhirly so in tlio

]>lanting of them,— which to our Aniericani/ed view seems very incomjialible with

the far-famed crystal palace and the gigantic scale on which every thing about it is

]>Ianned ; and, large as it is, it strikes us as having, like too many green-houses and

1 1 )nservatories in the country, "twice as many plants as it ought to contain.

Having occupied more space than I intended, I must continue my remarks in

another letter, when I have a little more leisure.

'^^^

AN ITALIAN COTTAGE.

BY AN AMATEUR ARCHITECT.

I DO not suppose I can furnish the readers of the Horticulturist with any designs that

compare with the truly beautiful ones already presented to its readers ; but pe

present something that will satisfy the wants and come within the means
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portion of your numerous readers.

As a general tiling, we build our

liouses too costly— spend too mucli

money on the house, and too little

on our grounds. We embarrass

ourselves in building, and then all

else has to suffer. As a general

thing, we go to extremes, and either

build a very plain square house,

without the least pretension to taste,

or one aboundino^ in gables and un-

meaning oraaments.

The one 1 now present is designed

to avoid these two extremes. It is

plain, yet I think pretty, and well

proportioned. There is nothing

about it to make it much more

costly than even the plainest house,

and nothing that will be apt to get

out of repair. It is suitable for the

suburbs of a city or village, and

would not make a bad farm-house.

Perhaps professional architects will

criticise it, and I am willing they

should do so; and if they will fur-

nish good, plain, tasteful, cheap

plans for us formers, I for one am
willing to lay down the pencil, and

submit to be taught, instead of en-

deavoring to teach, others.

The cellar of this cottage is to be

seven feet six inches high, the first

stoiy ten feet, and the second story

nine feet. The cellar walls to be of

stone, eighteen inches thick. The

superstructure to be framed, outside

clap-boarded or sheathed, inside

plastered two coats. Architraves

to be seven inches wide in the prin-

cipal story, and six inches in the

second story. The roofs may be

shingled. The inside finish to be

neat, yet plain, making the building

cost, when finished, about two thou-

sand dollars.

FIl S : FLOOR.



TwEN'TT-FiRST DAT OF Marcii, and vTQ are still ice-bound here in "Western New York.

The greater part of our February snows have disappeared from open places, but on the

east side of the fences, and in all the cross roads and lanes running north and south, solid

beds yet remain. Fur two weeks past, spring has been promised,— a fine, bright sun and

a bland atmosphere, for a day or two, and then a freeze, heavy clouds, and perhaps

violent gusts of wind. "We await the growing season impatiently, because until then it

will be impossible to determine the extent of damages sustained by the extraordinary cold

of the 6th and 7th of February. Already we know that not only are the Peach fruit-buds

almost totally destroyed through "Western New York, but thousands of old trees are dead,

dried up, seasoned as thoroughly as cord-wood that was cut six months ago. This is the

case over a very large tract of country— indeed the entire Peach district of "Western New
York, from Oswego to Buffalo. "We think that nearly all aged trees, and those bordering on

decline, must perish ; but there is yet hope for the young trees. They too have suffered

;

but the vigor and elasticity of youth may enable them to recover.* This shows what we

may expect when the thermometer descends to 20^ or 25" below zero. Peach troes never

could be better prepared to resist the effects of intense cold. The dry season of 18.j4

ripened the wood and matured the buds in the most perfect manner. Neither could any

intense cold be accompanied or succeeded by more favorable circumstances— a perfect calm

during the entire two cold days and nights, at the same time cloudy, and remaining so until

a day or two after the cold period had passed.

A correspondent of the Rural Xeic Torl-er advances the opinion that the Peach buds

have not i)erished by the cold alone, but from being unusually well matured and fully

developed by last season's drouth and heat; that when we have cool, moist seasons, allow-

ing the Peach to grow late, the buds are able to withstand a much greater degree of cold^

In our opinion this reasoning is not sound. Give us well-ripened wood and buds to resist

cold. "We see that in tlie case of young Peach and Apricot trees that grew until a late

period in the fall, the points of the shoots are quite winter-killed, while young, ripe

shoots, in older trees, are comparatively safe. Buds may get into a stage of develojjment,

as in spring, towards blossoming time, when they would certainly be more easily injured

than even imperfectly matured buds. But this state of things does not exist in winter.

Fortunately, there was a good covering of snow on the ground, so that Peach and all

other buds of last summer's working in the nursery are safe. In examining some nurser-

ies of young Peaches budded last summer, we found al)Out half the stock above the snow,

quite discolored, and what is usually called winter-hilled; while below the snow, all is

safe and sound. It is surprising, too, how thin a covering of snow has proved to be a com-

plete protection. In some cases we find branches of evergreens that were covered not

Pear fruit-buds are considerably injured ; Cherries but slightly, as far as we are able to judge at present.

DowNiNo informs us that at Newburgh the vhermometer was not lower than 14° below zero, yet three-fourths of

each buds are destroyed, and Cherries considerably injured.



more than one or two inches deep, come out as fresh and green as in raid-summer ; while

all above the snow-line, the foliage is as red as though it had been scorched by fire.

In England the winter has been remarkably severe— unequalled within seventeen years

past. In commenting on it, the Gardener's Chronicle states the following, to show the

protecting power of snow

:

" Tlie effect of snow, even in small quantities, as a protecting material, was strikingly shown

on the night of the 10th (February). While the exposed thermometer stood at 1°, another close

by, covered by two inches of loose snow, stood at 20°."

Here we see two inches of snow giving 19° difference—a fact that should not be forgotten.

We can not pursue this subject further at present, but shall return to it when we obtain

more information. Our correspondents will oblige us, and benefit all readers of the Uorti-

culturid, by giving such facts in relation to it as may come under their observation.

Fkot-Geo wees' Society of "Western New Yoek.—A society under this title has been

organized for the advancement of fruit-culture in the western counties of New York,

beginning with Onondaga at the east. The President is John J. Thomas, of Macedon

;

Secretary, John B. Eaton, of Buffalo ; Treasurer, "Wm. P. Townsend, of Lockport.

A committee of three is to be appointed in each county, to collect information and coope-

rate with the society in carrying out its object;^.

This promises to be one of the most eflicient organizations of the kind in the country.

The gentlemen who have been placed at its head are not only competent, in every respect,

to discharge the duties imposed upon them, but they are well-known to the fruit-growers

of Western New York, and enjoy their confidence and esteem to the fullest extent.

We intended to give a full account of the proceedings up to this time, but find that we
must defer it till next month. In the mean time, we hope that the county committees and

all whose aid has been solicited, will manifest that interest in the matter which its impor-

tance justly demands.

AGEicrTURAL CoLLEGE OF THE State OF MICHIGAN.—A bill has been passed by the

Legislature of Michigan establishing an Agricultural School and Experimental Farm, to be

located within ten miles of the Capitol— Lansing. The purchase of land is to be not less

than 500, nor more than 1000, acres in one body, and to cost not more than fifteen dollars

per acre. Tuition to be forever free to pupils from the State of Michigan, and to be under

the direction and supervision of the State Board of Education.

Michigan is a great agricultural State, and she does well to build up in her center an

institution where her youth may be educated in the profession. The education of farmers'

sons, now-a-days, drives them from the farm simply because it is not such as it should

be. All the learning must go to the city, and all the ignorance remain at home. Agricul-

tural schools in less than a quarter of a century will, we trust, correct, and perhaps reverse,

this state of things. We should, in justice, say that much credit in this matter is due to

the able Secretary of the Michigan State Agricultural Society, J. C. Holmes, Esq., for his

indefatigable efforts to attain this object.

Mr. R. B. Leuchaes, of Quincy, Mass., author of the popular treatise on the Construc-

tion, Heating, and Ventilating, of Hot-houses, has just returned from Europe, where he

pent the winter months. We are indebted to him for an interesting account of "The
tal Palace at Sydenham," as he found it, which should have appeared last month.

D 3
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NoVEl.TIKS ANXOrXCER IN THE EnOI.1811 Jot7RNAI,8.—LtrOMHE, PlNCE it Co., of ExctCr,

Eivlftiul, (idvertiso n new Fuchsia under tlie name of " The Douhle Snorrdrop CorolhCd

Fiirh»ia^^ {Galanthi flora-jtlena) l)avinga pure dovhle white corolla, resembling a fine large

douMe Snowdrop, with ridi scarlet sepals.

T/ic Xtw Chinese Potato {Dioscorea latatan)— is advertised at fifty cents per tuber, or

fifty dollars per one hnndrcd. It sconis to attract considerable atteutic^n. Dr. Lindley

regards it as likely to proTO valuable for garden cultivation. It will no doubt be tested

here this coming season.

The Chinese Sugar Cane (IIolcus saccharatus)—spoken of as likely to prove useful f(ir

distillation instead of grain, and containing a large amount of fibre that may be employed

in the manufacture of paper.

Flcmim/s Hi/hrid Cashmere Melon.—Seeds of this are advertised by ^fr. R. Glendin-

NiXG, of Chiswick. It carried off the first prize last summer at Chiswick, and is jirobably

the best Melon known.

Waite''8 "^Zma" Caulijloicer— is described as being superior to the Walcheren— very

larce and firm heads.

Dahlias.—W. 0. Wilson, Esq., of Baltimore, who has always one of the best private

collections of Dahlias in America, writes us as follows

:

"The following were the best Dahlias in this latitude last season, and some of them were fine

the previous year:

1. Reine des Beiges. "7. Yictorie. 13. Miss "Ward.

2. Mrs. Hansard. 8. Cote d' Or. 14. Duchess of Kent.

3. Emperor Maroc. 9. Jonas. 15. Gen. Fauchier,

•1. Elegantissima, 10. Elizabeth. 16. Unanimity.

5. Diamant. 11. Miss Wayland. lY. Flora Mclvor.

C, Hyppolite. 12. Madam Zahler. 18. Forget me not.

These were the best of 120 varieties. The first five are unequallod as fancy flowers ; the 6th,

'7th, and 8th are splendid self-colored. The Tth is remarkable for its full and perfect form;

color, a rich crimson marroon."

"We can add our testimony in favor of all except Nos. 1, o, 6, 7, 8, and 9, Avhich we have

not seen, but we ask for no better recommendation than that of Mr. "Wilson.

Xew Plants.— Among the recent introductions to piiblic and private collections of

plants in this country, are to be found ITexaeentris lutea^ Bahamina JerdoniiP, Maranta

WarseicicJ:zii, Azalea narcissijlora, and many others not generally distributed, but the

above are new to us here. S.

A Pohtable Grist Mill.
—"We have received a circular setting forth the excellence of

" Felton's Portable Grist Mill," patented Jan. 2, 1855. It is represented as being " well

adapted to grinding "Wheat, Corn, Oats, Eye, Buckwheat, &c., and may be driven by steani,

wind, water, or horse i)Ower, doing the work with great rapidity and perfection, grinding

from five to eight bushels of corn meal, and from ten to twelve bushels of feed per hour,

with less than two-horse power." "We ftmcy that such a mill as this is described to be,

would be of great service to farmers, and others who have a large number of horses, or

farm stock, to feed. "We have felt the want of such a thing ourselves to prepare

feed, and are inclined to give this a trial.

^



Nurskrymen's Reputatiox.—Some of the State reports speak of nurserymen as persons of rather

doubtful reputation, and " nur.-erynieu's humbugs" are sometimes alluded to. We do not think

tliis is unjust; fori with some very honorable exceptions, that profession, more tlian any other,

has been filled in this country by quacks and pretenders. We happen to know a few who have

so very little knowledge of pomology as not to be able to distinguish some of the most common

fi'uits—who positively, for instance, do not know a Baldwin from a Spitzenberg, nov a BartlM

from an Urhaniste,—who succeed in crowding annually thousands of dollars worth of trees into

market, and who impose vast numbers of spurious sorts on the public. They sell a little

"cheaper," and this explains the whole. While these things are so, we are willing the "profes-

sion" shall have its richl}--earned reputation ; and those who are capable and honest, must build

a character on their individual merits.

—

Country Gentleman.

Tlie Country Gentleman is right. The country is overrun with persons who represent

themselves as nurserymen, or agents of nurserymen, while tliey are merely unprincipled

speculators, endeavoring to live and fatten upon the credulity of the public and the well-

earned reputation of honest nurserymen. The man who buys trees from any one, without

demanding the most satisfactory evidence that he is a reliable and responsible nurseryman,

or the agent of such, deserves to be cheated, and we have no sympathy for him.

Pears from Boston.—Herewith I send you, from Messrs. Curtis <fe Lincoln, a sample of Easter

Bcurre Pears, such as they have exhibited of late at our Society. Mr. Curtis listened to the

remarks made by yourself and Messrs. Josiah Stickney and B. V. French, at the time the Pear

was under discussion, during the holding of the Pomological Convention in this city, and think-

ing you were not so favorably impressed in regard to this variety, has requested me to forward

these, that you may test and report on the same. Such Pears readily sell at from two to five

dollars per dozen. Egen Wight, Chairman of Fruit Committee.—Boaton, Mass.

Dr. Wight and Messrs. Curtis and Lincoln will please accept our thanks for the box of

Pears. They were well ripened and delicious; but Mr. Curtis is mistaken in regard to our

opinion of the merits of this fruit, as he will see by referring to page 158 of the proceedings

of the last session of the Pomological Society.

Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, passed through Rochester, on the 24th of February, on his

way to the annual meeting of the National Agricultural Society at Washington. He
informed us that when he left home, people were planting Peas and Potatoes. Here we
had from one to three feet of snow, with the thermometer, off and on, about zero ! The

Doctor, by the way, is trying to resuscitate his magazine ; and we hope he will succeed.

Men who display such courage, deserve success.

The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society has issued its schedule of premiums for 1S55. Will

the editor, at his earliest convenience, examine it for the benefit of his numerous readers?

With pleasure ; but we have not received it. Indeed, we seldom receive an account of

the proceedings of horticultural societies until they are too stale to be of much interest.

If societies are not disposed to give their doings publicity through a proper medium, it is

their loss more than ours.

TowNSEND Glover, Esq., is at present in Philadelphia, engaged in preparing figures to

elucidate the depredatii)ns of insects on fruit trees and other plants, for the Patent
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The Gkeat Fhkxch ExinnirioN.—Tlie followinii cinMilar lias jiiHt boon jtlaocd in our

haiitis bv Col. Johnson. It is not likely tliat any disjilay of American liorlicultural jiro-

ductions will be inado at Paris. Collections of fruits niifiht be Bent towards the close. Tiio

ai^ricultural department can bo well represented in grains, implements, &c.

]{. P. Johnson, Rq., Cor. Src. N. Y. State Arjricultriral Society—
Dear Sir : Just now I have received a circular from the Committee of Organization njipointed by

the Imperial and Central Horticultural Society of Paris, of which the following is a translation

:

"Sir—The horticultural products cannot be admitted at the Universal Exhibition— it being

exclusively devoted to the jn-oductions of Ait and Imlustry; but the Government authorized

the Imperial and Central Horticultural Si)ciety to make an appeal to all hortioidtuiists, both

French and foreigners, and to organize, from the 1st of .May to the 31st of October, a permanent

and universal lloiticultural Kxhibition.

"In consequence, the Society is preparing, at the Champa Elysee, a vast garden with spacious

green houses, where the products destined for the exhibition will find all the material accommo

dations, as well as all the attention, required for their preservation.

"The Society's appeal addresses itself to all the branches of cultivation— plants, flowers, fruit'

and vegetables, from all climates, as well as to all the agricultural productions so intimately

connected with horticulture.

"The Society will be glad to receive the industrial productions destined for horticulture.

" At the close of the Exhibition, rewards will be distributed to those selected by the jurj-.

—

The general regulations will soon be published. Meanwhile the Society requests all the horti-

culturists and amateurs to inform them as soon as possible in respect to the following:

" 1st, Of the nature and quantity of the products they destine for the Exhibition.

" 2d, The time at which these products may be forwarded, and how long they will be allowed

to remain on exhibition.

" 3d, To give all the information which they may think necessary.

"Signed, The President of the Commission.

CoMTE DE MoRNY, President of the Corps Legislative.

Maunt de Mornat, Chief of Agricultural Department,

L. ViLMORiN, Horticulturist.

YiRUER, Chief of Division at Department of Emp>eror's Jlousehohl

Leon Le Gvay, Secretary of the Commission

Cu. Merai), Secretary General of the Department (f tlie Seine, d:c."

Cutting "Willows.—In your February number I was very much pleased to see the communica-

tion of Mr. Saul on the "Cutting of Willows." Last spring I procured of Dr. Grant and others,

fifty thousand cuttings of three varieties, {triandra, Beveridgii, and Salix viminalis), and planted

them on a piece of low land, composed of muck resting on a subsoil of clay. Although the sea-

son was very unfavorable, yet I cannot but be satisfied with the growth— some of the "rods"

growing over nine feet from the cuttings. I think Mr. Saul's views with regard to the cutting

are right
;
yet I can not agree with him as to the manner of planting. Downing recommends

planting in drills three feet apart; the plants to be set at an angle of about forty-five degrees,

from twelve to fourteen inches apart. Mr. Saul's method would take far more land, and a longer

time to cover the ground— requiring more labor to keep down grass and weeds. I cut about

one-third of the stools last fall down close to the ground, and the residue from four to twelve

inches; also coveriug up the stools of part of those cut level with the ground with about two

iuches of soil. My object was to ascertain which was the best method of cutting.

Willows will grow on any soil. True, they will ; but they will not " pay." They require a

wet soil, and as much attention as a crop of corn the first two years— after that, a hoeing in the



spring to keep down the weeds, until the stools have spread to cover the ground. But Willows

have an enemy, as well as other plants, when planted near a stream of water. The musk rat

will do the "cutting" in good season. I had, during the last year, about half an acre destroyed

by them— cutting off rods half an inch ia diameter— all done iu the night.

It would gratify me and others, if some one of your correspondents would inform us of the

best method of preparing the rods for market, and where a market can be had. I have a large

lot of rods that would answer to make up. I can sell them to a German basket-maker, but he

calculates to get them for a song. A friend of mine who had an acre planted three years ago,

sold the whole crop for $25— over two tons. I asked him why he did so ; his answer was, "I

did not know what to do with them." John H, Corning.—Kinderhook, N. Y.

Several cultivators of the Willow have recently complained to us of the difficulty of find-

ing a market. This is not surprising. It is a new business, and has not yet been reduced

to a system. As soon as the culture has become sufficiently important, we shall have per-

sons wlio will engage in the business of preparing them, supplying them to manufacturers,

&c. The consumption of willow ware in this country is very great. In all our large cities,

there are houses engaged solely in importing Willows ; and a very large share of the money

we send to Europe for them, might just as well be kept at home. We are glad to see the

business attract so much attention, and hope cultivators will persevere until it gets estab-

lished on a proper basis.

Drownixg the Curoulio.—A friend of ours has deliberately laid a plan for drowning

the Cure alio ! He says

:

" I propose to lay out a Plum orchard on a dead level, as near as possible to a pond or spring,

and inclose it with a sort of dam, say a foot high, having two sluices— one to let the water in,

and the other to discharge it; the water to be conducted from the pond or spring by means of

a ditch or pipe. In due season I will let in the water around the trees, to the depth of two to

six inches, then shake the trees well, and instantly let the water rush out, Laving the sluice

large. This operation should be performed daily for at least three weeks. A sort of seine or

netting might be fixed at the outlet, so that all the scamps might be caught and killed. The

water will by no means injure the trees. I have seen thousands and scores of thousands of Plum

trees on low, swampy grounds, on the very edge of streams, ponds, and rivers, in Germany, and

they are both healthy and productive. Indeed, a Plum tree can live where no other fruit tree

can, except perhaps the Quince and Filbert. This strikes me as the most effectual means that

can be adopted where the water can be had. The work will not require more than at the rate

of one man five minutes for twenty trees."

We should be glad to have this experiment tested ; but it seems to us that flooding the

soil in which trees wore growing, every day for three weeks, could scarcely fail to injure

the roots, unless the water were to pass off very quickly indeed, and the soil be of a very

porous nature.

Fungus Blight.—I notice, in the October number of the Horticulturist, a note from Mr. Downer,

in regard to a disease which has lately attacked his Apple and Pear trees. I send you a twig

from one of my Pear trees, affected, as I presume, with the same malady. I have termed it the

Funrpis Blight, from the fact that it seems to owe its existence to the deposition and growth of a

peculiar species oi fungus upon the under side of the smaller limbs or branches, from which it

extends along the under side of the leaf-stalk and leaf, turning it of a dark brown and then a

black color, as far as it progresses, till all the foliage of the branch above the point of attack is

entirely destroyed. Nor does it stop here; for if a fruit comes in its way, it will proceed along

the stem until it reaches the fruit, and then spreads over its base and shaded side, entirely stop-



ping; ite growth. Tlie fungus gcncrnlly begins in or near the bifurcations of the larger limbe, nml

iiro'TC-'Si'S very elow'y along its under side, Beoining to avoid tlie light and heat of the fun as

much as jwssible. Its course is marked by numerous little brown semi-globular specks about the

size i-f a pin head, and between the?e and in ailvance of them extends a fine silky tissue, which

may be eas-ily separated from the branch, leaf, or fruit, after being saturated with moisture, as is

frequently the ease after a rain.

Tiiis disease shows itself usually early in the summer, and progresses with various 4<?grees of

nipidity according as the season is a dry or a wet one. In a dry summer, like the past has been,

it will not probably advance more than from six to twelve inches; in wet seasons I have seen it

extend to half as many feet.

The only injury perceptible, is the destruction of the foliage and fruit. I have no doubt, how-

ever, that it also injuroj the bark and alburnum of the branches along which it extends.

Remedy— frequent washings with soft soap. II. A. Swasey.— Yazoo, Misx.

The shoot accompanying this note would appear, at first sight, to be covered with Scaly

Aphis ; but on close inspection it proves to be a sort of corky fungus formation, unlike

anything we have ever seen on the bark of trees before.

RirExixG OF TUE Catawba Grape.—The ripening of the Catawba Grape is ver}- uncertain in

this latitude. About one year in three the average temperature is sufficiently high, and the

season sufficiently long, to make the fruit worthy of cultivation. The vine ma}' be ornamental,

when trained over a tasteful arbor in the open garden; but we can not forget that the most

valuable property of a Grape vine is its fruit. The writer of this has made use of a partial

protection, with gratif\-ing success. I proceeded aa follows:—The vines, two years from the

bud, were planted three year? ago, and had fruited two years. They were planted about eight

feet from a board fence eight feet high. Rafters were then erected, at intervals corresponding

with the width of such sash as was designed to be used. I used in part the out side or duplicate

sash of mj' dwelling house, which could be spared on the first of April. The ends of the house

were closed up with common boards, and the roof covered tight with boards at the top for about

three feet. On the first of April I laid on the sash, and removed it about the first of June. At
that date, the vines were taken from their reclining posture under the rafters, and tied up to a

trellis of wire, erected for the purpose, a little in advance of the position of the vines, so that

they might have a full exposure tc all the external influences of nature. This exposure is verj'

essential to the health and vigorous growth of our native Grapes in summer. Kothing else out

of the common course is to be done till there is danger from frost, or a severe north wind and

fall of temperature approaching a frost. Last fall I unfastened the vines from the trellis, and

secured them under the rafters, and replaced the sash, about the 10th of October. This secured

them agauist the first reverse of temperature; and on the return of sunny, warm days, the sash

was partially rerhoved, to give them air. "With this treatment, the maturing process went on

in a most admirable manner, and the flavor of the fruit was all that could be asked for.

A few words about " Peaches under glass." I made an experiment in a small waj', as a mat-

ter of amusement. I planted a few young trees on pieces of matting, in the vinery. The

vinery was subjected to a gentle forcing by artificial heat, and the trees were, about the 20th

of May, removed carefully into the open garden. The roots were not disturbed, and the growth

not checked. Several Peaches succeeded and ripened about a week before the usual time. But,

(as your correspondent in Utica will find,) the great evil will be, the feeble state of the impreg-

nation. The air in the house is not fresh and tonic; and if the house be thrown open to venti-

late, to a great extent, the temperature will be too far reduced, and the fruit blasted. If Mr,

ER wishes to pursue the subject, he naay find some good suggestions in the article
'

," in the Edinhurg Encycloprdla. A. Messer.—Geneva, N. Y.
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The best way to gkaft Grape Vines.— Having had some experience in grafting

desirous of informing your readers of my mode of procedure. I

have visited several vineries in this State, and having had conver-

sation with the proprietors, I have learned from them how very

important it would be to grape-growers to be able to change one

variety for another by an easy and sure way of grafting.

My practice is as follows :— I try to have the eyes of my stock

and scion swell at the same time. Thia I do by putting my scions

in wet sand, and leaving them in the vinery. As soon as the eyes

move, I take a sharp knife and cut ray scions wedge-shaped, leaving

only one eye. I next take my knife, holding the point down,

making au incision in the stock as at 2, 2, fig. 1 ; the scion is cut as

at fig. 3. I then fit ray scion into the stock, as at fig. 4, being

careful to have the bark of both in close contact. I next tie with

strong bass mats, and cover all over with grafting wax, as at fig. 5,

to prevent air and moisture getting to the incision.

This mode of grafting has the advantage of having the stock

bearing fruit while the scion is making bearing wood. I have

worked two vines this season, in the forcing-house of Mr. Joseph

Bkeck & Son, and they are beginning to grow.

I am willing to give any information that may be required con-

cerning the above description. Bonnakd Denis.— Brighton, Mass.

the vine, I am

Osage Orange Hedges.—Lately I have seen miles of attempts at Osage Orange hedges in

Illinois. It seems to me Osage Orange promises little, if any, better than the Honey Locust.

—

Both are by nature trees ; both seem to be resolved to be trees or nothing. Hedges can be

readily made of either, that will turn cattle for a while, and, except just a little fixing, hogs too.

But in a few years the large trees have killed the small ones, and then cattle and hogs go through.

Top-pruning may retard tliis event, but not stop it. Root-pruning might help, but for most farm-

ers I doubt its utility. Who has seen an Osage Orange that for ten, five, or even three j-ears,

has been kept a good fence? Let us hear! R Nichols.

Our friends lii the West will let us hear. Meantime we will say that, although both the

Osage Orange and Honey Locust are trees, they can, by proper treatnaent, loth be made

into good hedges. The Thorn is a tree, yet who will say that it cannot be grown into a

hedge. Friend Nichols is mistaken, we think.

The Dillee Pear.— I regret that I am obliged, in justice to myself, to address a few lines to

you, Mr. Editor, for publication in your journal, in reply to some remarks that Mr. C. M, Hovet

has thought proper to make, on the 59th page of the Ilagazine of Horticulture for the present

year, viz:

" DiLLER Pear.—Two years ago, this was thought one of the finest Pears. Mr. Walker, of

Roxbury, then declared that the 'sight of it was enough to make your mouth water.' We
never saw it. It is now rejected from the list that promise well. How a Pear in two years

could fall off from 'one of the best Pears ever tasted' to a itjected variety, is somewhat surpris-

ing to us."

Kow, Mr. Editor, it having been the pleasure of Mr. IIovey thus to bring my humble self

before his readers, with the intention, as it appears to me, to show that I was ignorant of the

ies tliat constitute a good Pear, or that I made a statement which I knew was not true
;

further, that as Mr. IIovey has not given all the facts in the case, but has designedly, I



think, oniittoil iniportmit pnrts of t)io reoonla; I cnn not rcmnin Bileiit, nltliough I assure Mr
IIi'VKY I linvc no »lo!*irc to enter into nny controversy. I elinll tlu-refore give the fHcts, na I find

tliom reconloil in the puhlishetl procceilings of the American Poniolagical Society, together wilh

such other brief renmrks as I may think necessary ; and leave the matter with other pcrsoiiB

who may be as competent to jndgo of tlie Dillcr Pear as Mr. IIovey or myself.

Knrly in the session of tlie American Poniological Society at Philadelphia, on the 13th of Sep-

tember, 1852, (p. lf>, Transactions of 1852,) the following gentlemen were appointed the Com-

mittee on Sj-nonyms, viz: Messrs. "Wai.kf.u, of Massachusetts; IIovey, JIassachusetts ; BAnRV,

New York; Young, Kentucky; Powxino, New York; Sait., New York; and Ernst, Ohio.

And to facilitate the duties of the committee, the members of the society were rcfiuested to

l>lnco in the committee-room specimens of all the fruit on -fthich they had any doubt as to their

true names. Dr. Esiileman placed before the committee specimens of the so-called Dillcr Pear.

The Pear was unknown to all the members of the committee ; but, after tasting it, the Pear was

pronounced "best."* I recollect how the juice of this Pear followed the knife, as I cut it up
for the committee; and it was with these impressions fresh on my mind, and the refreshing

nectar still on my tongue, that I gave utterance to the expression, "A sight of it is enough to

make your mouth water." But I am going too fast. On the 3Gth page of the Transactions of

1852 will be found as follows:

" Dr. EsnLEMAX, of Pennsylvania— I moTe that the Diller Pear be placed on the list as worthy
of trial. Report saj's it was imported from Germany by the Dilleu family many years ago,

and the tree is still standing.

"Mr. Walker, of Massachusetts—A sight of it is enough to make j'our mouth water. I am
ready to state it is one of the very best Pears I ever tasted ; and am also plea=ed to state it is a

native of Pennsylvania.

"Mr. Saul, of New York—That was the unanimous opinion of the whole committee, and
several other gentleman who were present.

" The question being put, the affirmative vote was unanimous."

Tlie next account we have of the Biller Pear, is from the State Fruit Committee of Pennsyl-

vania, signed by Thomas P. James, (Proceedings 1854, p. 84.)

"Di/ler—From Dr. J. K. Esiileman, Lancaster county. Flesh—somewhat granular, buttery;

possessing a fine perfumed flavor. Quality—very good."

At page 141 we have as follows*

"Dr. Esiileman, of Pennsylvania— It [the Z>///<°r Pear] has not sustained the reputation it

formerly had. It is much less in size, and apparently quite different. The branches are dis-

posed to be blighted in spots. I have my doubts about its success in general culture. It has
uniformly sustained a high reputation in its neighborhood.

"Mr. Hancock, of New Jersey— I have the Pear. The tree cankers very much iu the wood.
Occasionally it is very good.

"It was voted to strike it from the list."

Tliis vote of the society removed the Diller from the list thiit promhe well, but it by no means
jilaces the Diller as "a r>jcctcd variety," but leaves the Pear where we found it, in the hands of

its friends. If I correctly understand the remarks of Dr. Esiileman and :Mr. Hancock, their

olijection to the Dillcr was rather to the canker of ihc wood than to the fruit. I spoke of the

fruit of the Diller; so did the vliolc committee, including Mr. IIovey; and so did the several

gentlemen who were present with the committee, and tasted the fruit.

The very captious and imperfect manner in which Mr. IIovey has thought proi)er to introduce the

Di'ler Pear to his readers, and indeed such other parts of the proceedings of the American Porno

logical Society as he has thought proper to publish, constrains me to make some further remarks,

remember very well tasting this Tear in the committee-room at riiiladclphia, and considered it justly entitltd

as "best."—Eu.



If I had over-stated the qualities of the Diller Pear, or had the committee (of •which Mr.

IIovEY was a member) over-rated it, and the gentlemen who tasted the Diller had erred in their

judgment,— if we had all been mistaken— and the facts prove we were not,— I ask, should

these O2>inions, freely and honestly expressed, befo!-e friends, have been tlie subject of censorious

comments? I think not. Mr. IIovey, however, has thought and acted otherwise. I there-

fore feel at liberty to introduce to the notice of Mr. Hovey the following statements made

by him, which may now appear as surprisiriff to him as they ever have appeared "surpris-

ing to us."

la the magazine published by IIovey & Co., I find the following descriptions by Mr. C. M*

Hovey :

Madotte Pear.— "Large size, beautiful in form and color; even superior to the Z>«c/jfwe rf'

Angouleme, as M. Marzaii informed Mr. Kenrick. It is equally as large as the latter variety,

but not so broad, and of finer form."

—

Vol. 8, p. 1G6.

Boucquia Pear (with an outline).
— "Flesh—yellowish-white, tender, melting, sweet, and rich.

Flavor—high, perfumed, delicious."

—

Vol. 9, p. 134.

Las Canas Pear (with an outline).— " It has much of the character of the Tyson and Rostiezer.

Flesh— yellowish-white, fine, melting, and very juicy. Flavor— rich and saccharine, with a

high, delicious aroma."

—

Vol. 15, p. 197.

Locke Pear (with an outline).— "The Locke, like many other native sorts, has been forgotten,

and its place usurped by foreign varieties not possessing a tithe of its merits. Flesh—yellowish-

white, coarse, melting, and juicy. Flavor— rich, sweet, perfumed, and excellent."

—

Vol. 15,

page 3-12.

I have a list of several other varieties of Pears equally as well described by Mr. Hovey as

fine, delicious, tfec, which, together with the Madotte, Boucquia, Las Canas, and Locke, have

found their proper places, by the votes of the American Pomological Society, in the list of

" Rejected Fruits." Samuel Walker.—Roxhury, Mass.

Deceptive. Advertisements.— There is a subject that calls for the special attention of all pur-

chasers from nurseries, but which has hitherto received no notice whatever: it is the consummate

humbuggery practiced by some nurserymen in their advertisements—men who have actually

next to nothing in their so-called nurseries. Having repeatedly seen the lengthy advertisements

of a certain nursery, some of which occupied a whole page, we visited the establishment in Sep-

tember last, and, although previously told that we "would be likely to inquire for tlie nursery

when standing in the midst of it," yet our amazement was greatly enhanced by our actual view

of the premises. We were utterly astounded at finding but three or four acres of decrepid trees,

mostly natural stocks, and every part of the grounds overgrown with weeds, except some borders

near the dwelling.

We could add very much more, but our object is merely to call your attention to this point.

We suggest that the Agricultural Society of our State, or the American Pomological Society,

appoint a committee to visit and inspect all the nurseries located in the Middle and Eastern

States, and report upon their actual condition ; and, in doing so, to inspect the records of each

niirsery, so as to enable them to report also upon their system, order, and accuracy.* If this be

properly done, every person engaged in the business will receive the award to which his industi'y

is entitled, and nurseries de facto will be distinguished from nurseries on paper.

We could name to you a most worthy nurseryman in Illinois, (a beginner only, who was liter-

ally robbed of about $2,000 last spring, by nurserymen (so-called) who, not having the articles

he wanted, palmed on him a lot of trash which, he states, was, for the most part, erroneously

named, and so badly packed that he saved next to nothing from his purchases. Wm. R. Prince

—Flushing, N. Y.

* Tills is a very good suggestion, and we wish it were cnrriod out.—Er.



To Crkam Hill.—Thanks for your oliivalroiis hiking up tlio gaiuillet in behalf of "women'a

pons and tongues." Do wo not noctl some able chaniidoneliip to [larry tiie s-liafts of satire, some-

times ruthU's.'ly winged by merciless marksmen? The pain of one invidious arrow is amply

atoned for in the present iustancOT by an unknown knight, who all unexpectedly steps forward

in our defence.

Tliat "ungallant remark," is made to reveal an opinion of which I might otherwise have

remained ignorant Diffidence, and consciousness of deserving tlie hint, forbade any attem[)t at

excuse, even by the assertion that Atticus' letters were so suggestive that only half the thoughts

they evoked found expression.

Xow allow me to defend Mr. Barry against your "hard thrust*." Mr. Bauuy, though not alto-

gether felicitous in expressing himself, was right in so far as that letter was concerned. It doesn't

do for editors to be too tender-hearted. It behoves them to take into consideration the general

good of tlieir readers in preference to the personal feeling of individual contributors. They must

needs whip about their criticisms sometimes seemingly unmerciful, in order to keep the vast

horde of writei-s not only wide awake, but in their places. When people don't do as they should,

tlioy mustn't always expect to be told of it with gracious suavity. Editor's thoughts, like other

people'^, will sometimes out, just as they arc prompted, unmellowcd by circuitous softness. This

outriglit-ppokeness is doubtless a good thing, since often nothing like a little knocking about so

develops some people's energies, and wakes up their wits, (not necessary in our case, however.)

Mr. Barry has already disproved your supposition of the obtuseness of his appreciative faculties,

and has invited this pen to make itself useful. Usefulness, like charity, "should begin at home."

After "good works" in this my sphere have well nigh exhausted the energies, my "willing spirit"

would benevolently extend the residue thereof to others, if to them it may be made either pleas-

urable or useful.

Mr. Barry, feeling assured that he hasn't hushed this pen into silence, guesses that some

"special cares" must absorb my time. " Where tiicre's a will there's a way," and the heart and

hands are seldom so crowded with duties but still another, if agreeable, may be added. One

may not elongate time, like a gum-elastic band, to compass desired undertakings, but is it not

vastly strengthening to one's powers to expand the capabilities by strong endeavor— to exercise

the genius in concentrating effort and duties— till a dozen are finally performed in the space one

formerly occupied ?

Thanks for your hearty invitation. Mrs. XIit-L and I would doubtless get on famously in the

exercise of our "women's tongues." In chatting with that "respectable aggregate," the public,

one can only skim the surface of heart and feelings. Cold, superficial, or inexperienced in life's

lessons, must the heart be that holds not in reserve something deeper, warmer, truer, than it

reveals to a "great and unknown community." The delightsome pleasure of diving into those

deeper recesses, is reserved for congenial ietc-d-ictes. Enthusiastic pleasure do agriculturists,

pomologists, and florists, evince, as they commune and interchange ideas and experiences. So do

we mothers and housewives, as we recount the efforts and failures, the trials and successes, of our

particular fields of labor. Right creditable and noble might the revealing of these hidden dei)th3

be to our womanly natures; but while the diatribes of the aforesaid personages may be pub-

lished to the world, many of our discussions and delineations, though involving the well-being

and comfort of a good portion of that world, may only be disseminated in our cozy chats.

It is one of the pleasant things of this pleasant world, to make friends and keep them. One of

these years, when the anticipated resting time comes, I may call on my far-away friends ;
and

shall I number among them same to whom this little pen has introduced me? Kot slight efforts

w-ould I make to commend myself to the possossoi-s of the "little bright eyes" that enliven

humble homes, beautiful homes, and ha]ipy homes.

now gladdening to eyes long accustomed to the newness of western things, to visit once more

those older and more cultivated portions of our country, where time and w.altli have produced
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perfect results in attainments which here are yet in a state of promising infancy. Pleasant it

will be to jaunt from one beautiful spot to another— to visit home? where circumstances, ta?te,

and refinement, conspire to render them externally lovely— to roam througli orchards, nuifeiies,

gardens, conservatories, and green-houses, that are models of their kind, meeting the beautiful

ideals that haunt my memory and fancy. Eeturning, do you imagine our "settler's home," and

this our adopted State, will seem less dear and lovely ? Then you know not what a fair spot it is.

I give you credit, however, for a heart that can understand that loveliness may exist independent

even of place and external beauty— a loveliness sometimes found in palaces of beauty and pride,

and sometimes in the plain and humble abode.

Now, Mr. Barrt, don't hint aloud tliat I liave said "too much on one topic," or anything

quite so npicy. Don't print letters "to Elsie," and then you will be spared the infliction of her

answers. Elsie.— WooJslde, Waukesha, Wisconsin,

NotufjEf of 33ool{j5, pamp^Itts, kt.

Catalogues and Pamphlets Received.— Catalogue of afine collection of Floricultural^

Vegetahle^ and Agricultural Seeds^ comprising assortments of the most approved varieties in

cultivation^ to l)e had of Curtis & Linoolx, Horticultural Exchange^ Hayward Bloch,

348 Washington street^ Boston.—An excellent catalogue, Avhich gentlemen who desire

choice seeds for either field or garden, will do well to examine.

Catalogue of Choice VerT)enas cultivated and sold hj Dextee Snow, Chicopee,^ Mass.

1855.—Mr. Snow's catalogue of Verbenas is the first devoted exclusively to that flower

we have seen, and is well worthy the attention of the cultivators of this popular bedding

plant.

R. Buist's Catalogue of Select Hoses, cultivated and for sale at his Nurseries, Rosedale,

Darby Eoad, two miles heloio Qray^s Ferry. Seed Warehouse, No. 322 Ifarlet street, Phil-

adeljjhia.—Mr. Buist's name is familiar to all cultivators as a "household word," and his

catalogues are always up with the times. We see on his lists the best new Roses.

Catalogue of Annual, Biennial, and Perennial Flotcer Seeds. Also, Catalogue of Yege-

talle Seeds. By Alfeed Bridgeman, 874 and 878 Broadway, N. Y. Garden and Green-

Houses, Astoria, L. I.— This is the season of the year when seed catalogues are referred to,

and these oflfer very complete lists.

Directions for Planting and Cultivating the New Eochelle or Laxcton BlacTcberry. By
Geo. Seymour & Co., Norwalh, Conn.

Cranberry Culture. Directions by F. TeowbIiidge, Neic Haven, Conn.

SnjsJntrK to (CotnsponlJfnts.

(Mrs. A.) The Marron, or Large Chestnut.—We are much obliged for the extracts, but the

statements are incorrect. The Wild Chestnut does not become a "Marron" by grafii-zg, nor is

the grafting performed in the manner stated. It is difficult to graft.

(J. II., Westchester, Pa.) "The Gardeners' Magazine."—We have not seen this journal since

tlie notice you refer to. Yoii had better address the publisher, Mr. W. !S. King, again

possible that your letters and remittances have miscari ied.



Kurrou's tajjle.

(W. r. S., West Amcsbnry, Mass.) Lkatiikr Shavings fou Fkuit Treks.—We do not believe

tliiit the leather shavings had any iiilluciice in attracting tlic Borer to Apple trees.

(A SrnscRinEu, Gait, C. W.) Root-Grafting Peaus.—This can be done as well as the Apple,

but is not much practiced, and we do not recommend it. If practiced at all, it should oiil}' be

with strong growers, and by using the whole root, grafting on the collar.

(A New Jer.sey Sudscriber.) Name.s ok Trees.
—"We do not know any tree or shrub that bears

llio nameot N^annyhcrry. Your descfiption answers that of the Kalynla or Mountain Laurel—an

evergreen. If you will send us a few inches of a branch we will be able to give you a satisfac-

tory reply.

(M. P. L.) The Beurre d' Anjou Peau.—^This is not "the Beurre gris re-christened." It has

been known in most of the French and Belgian catalogues as Xe plus ineuris. Le Roy's cata-

logue, and some others, have it among the synonj-nis of the Brown Bturrc, which is a great mis-

take. We have received it from a French nursery as Miel d' hiver.

(A Subscriber, Whitinsville, Ma«s.) Double Sashes for Green -IIoitses and Vineries, in.stead

OF Shctters.—We think well of the plan. The first cost would be the chief objection, but there

would be a great saving of labor and trouble in putting on and removing shutters. The effect

on the vines or plants would, we think, be more beneficial than otherwise. We have thought of

trying it on some of our own plant-houses.

(P. M., Merwinsville, Conn.) The Augusta Rose.—It is not "perfectly hardy." Without

protection it would be killed to the ground, either in your State or this.

Isabella Grapes.—See that the soil is perfectly free from stagnant moisture, and fork in

around it some old well decomposed stable manure and a few broken bones or shells. Water

occasionally during summer with soapsuds.

(J. W.G., Hillsboro, Ohio.) Insects.—^The Borers sent us are not the Apple tree Borer described

in the books, {Saperda hivittata,) but, as Dr. Fitch informs us, a larvrc of the Buprestis family,

probably the Chrysohothris femorata, or thick-legged Snapping Beetle, wliich, Dr. Frrcii says, ycu

will find on your trees next June. Try to get some, and send us specimens. The reuiedies UbU-

ally recommended for the Borer will apply to this.

(R. G. C, Wellington, C. W.) The Diana Grape.—The Diana is an excellent Grape, resem-

bling the Catawba, not so large, but ripening full two weeks sooner. It can be had in most of

the nurseries, and especially around Boston, where it has been more extensively propagated.

The stock is small, partly because of the demand, but more on account of being more difficult to

propagate by eyes or cuttings than most oth^r hardy varieties.

(D., Hamden, Conn.) To raise Norway Spruce from Seed.—Prepare a bed or border six or

eight feet wide, soil light sandy loam ; rake perfectly level, and sow the seed broadcast about

twice as thickly as you would Apple or Pear seed ; then cover with fine sifted soil, light and sandy,

about one-quarter to one-half an inch deep
;
press it down lightly with a board, or the back of a

spade, so that it will look as if rolled, and then give it a good watering. The next thing is to

provide for shade— a protection from the mid-day sun. The easiest and most effectual way to

do this, is to surround the bed with a frame of boards on their edge, rising some twelve inches

higher than the surfaoe ; nail on some cross pieces, and stretch over it during the hottest part of

the day an awning of common coarse sheeting. To manage this shade, and water when, and

only when, needed, is all you can do to secure a good crop. If any of these points are misman-

but a little, you will probably fail. Manage all evergreen seeds the same way. We
recommend you a book on the subject that is reliable.



EDITOR'S TABLE.

(J. D., Warren, R. I.) Grapery—Vines can be obtained at any of the nurseries, at fifty to

seventy-five cents each. Any nurseryman -will send you a priced list. We never recommend.

The border may be partly inside and partly outside, or all outside if more convenient. The

water should be pumped into a barrel or tank a few hours before it is used in watering the

inside border ; but we do not think it would do any serious harm to pump directly from the

cistern upon the border. A good border may be made by putting a layer of broken bones, shells,

&c., six inches deep in the bottom, and filling with a compost of about three parts of turfy loam

from an old pasture, and one of well decomposed stable manure.

Chorlton's Treatise can be had of Saxton, in New York.

Graiting Evergreens.—Grafted evergreens are generally not of much value. The Spruces

may be grafted on one another, not on Pines.

We wish to obtain a description of the size, color, and quality of the following varieties of Plums : 1 , Italian Prune ;

2, Xorman Perdrigen; S, Sugar ; 4, Belle cle Piom; b. Large Ped Thonlouse; 6, Merveille de Kew Kent;

7, Crtithrie's Topaz; 8, Leicintovyn Egg. We have examined all the works on the subject in our possession, but can

find no mention of them. We might, we presume, get all the particulars from the nurserjman from whom we obtained

them, but we have already been sufficiently " tricked " by him, to destroy all faith in the correctness of any descrip-

tion he might furnish us. An Old Subsckibee.—Ilamilton, C. W.

The only one in the list which we can speak of from experience is the first. Fellemberg, Italian

Prntie, aud Swiss Prune, have proved identical with us ; a large oval, dark bluish purple Plum,

of excellent quality ; tree, a stout grower, of low, spreading habit, and very productive. Nos, 3

and 8 are American sorts, which we have only heard of Ko. 7 is an English or Scotch sort,

found in the English catalogues and described "a late, yellow, good Plum." Nos. 2, 4, 5, and G,

are strangers to us, even in name. Will some one else supply the information?

PEuinT me to ask you two questions I anxiously desire to have answered.

Will the Norway Spruce shear handsomly for a hedge four or five feet high ? Have you ever seen a specimen ? (1)

What is a good hardening substance for paths on a sandy soil, in lieu of gravel, which is very scarce here ? (2)

Coal tar is easily procured. Can a good path be made by mixing it with sand ? A &uBacRiBET..—Spri7igJield.

(1) The Norway Spruce bears the shears as well as the Arbor Yitce. We have frequently

seen trees shorn, but not hedges.

(2) You can no doubt make a good hard walk with coal tar and coarse sand ; but we can not

recommend it. The color will always be disagreeable, and if concealed by a thin coat of gravel

on the top, the walking will not be pleasant. With a foot deep of small stones in the middle of

your walk, a thin coat of gravel wiU suflice. Walks made of tar and gravel, or any of these

materials, which form a concrete, are good on hill-side?, where gravel washes by heavy rains.

Considering the influence that a good gravel walk has upon both the beauty and comfort of a

garden, it is worth while to incur some trouble and expense to secure it.

Grapes.—I wish you would tell me if you know what to do with my Grape vines. They are of the iMlella and

Cataicha varieties, planted in not very stiff clay, or red soil. I have tried every experiment, and worked them in

every way recommended by the most approved cultivators, and yet can not succeed in getting a crop of Grapes. I

have pruned them close and moderately ; 1 have also suffered them to go without pruning; I have manured them in

every way that I can think of— with fresh, and old stall manure — with muck, ashes, lime, plaster, bone-dust, and

guano ; I have worked them deep and shallow, and suffered them to grow without working ; I have kept them clean,

and left them in the grass ; I have them in close soil, and in gravel — and yet I can get no fruit. They put out pro-

fusely, and grow off thrifty, ever)' spring- are loaded with fruit until it obtains its full growth, and promises an abun-

dant croR, and then begins to rot A black speck first makes its appearance, and then spreads rapidly, until the whole

become perfectly black, and then drops or dries up on the vine— most commonly the latter. What do not take that

course, remain on the vines perfectly green until near Christmas, and then gr.idually dry up. Last fall the larger por-

tion of my crop was in tliat condition — so fair and flourishing, apparently, that I did not despair of their ripening,

until winter fairly set in. I have searched various works to find something on the subject, but have found nothing to

throw any light on it. If such a state of things has ever come under your notice, and you can give me any informa-

tion on the subject, it will be thankfully received. J. C.

—

Hanover Co., Va.

We submit this case to our readers
;
perhaps some of them may have had similar experience

bund a remed}'. For our own part we think the chief difficulty lies in the soil A red

not suited to the Grape.



(\V. W., U'vtt!«!«ing, Pii.) IssKCTfi.— It is eomo sort of a Borer. We have taken steps to

ascertain.

AnnoK ViT.K IlKPr.ra.
—

"What distance should Arbiir Vila! be set apart to make good hedges and screens? Wlint

height would the hedge attain when so planted ? L. M. F.

—

St. Paul, Minnesota.

riant a foot apart ; two feet will do, but the effect will not be bo speedily attained. For a high

screen, perhaps the latter distance will be better, as it will give the roots more space to spread

in. You uia}' have it twenty feet high for shelter; for an ornamental hedge, five feet is enough.

>rAcniyKS FOR MowiNO Lawns.—In the April number or the JTorticiiUiirist for 1852, a communication from "a
Miintrcal :?ubscriber" is published in reference to " Mowing Machines for Lawns," he represents as doing the work in

a superior manner, and very expeditiously. lie gives what he calls a cut and description of an English Mowing Ma-
cliiiie for Lawns, furnished by Messrs. Shanks it Son, of Asbroalh, New Brunswick. liut little idea of its construction,

oper;ition, or uliMty, can be galhered from cither, further llinn that it is made lo cut different breadths, from twenty to

forly-two inches, perf>rmins three difTcrcnt operations at the fame time, viz: rolling, mowing, and collecting the

gross, and works with perfect ease, producing a beautiful smooth surface, and is attended with a great saving of labor.

Wo will all agree, I presume, that if there was an article for mowing lawns which could be obtained at a moderate
price, that would do its work well and expeditiously, it would not only be of great utility to many who are endeavor-

ing to keep extensive grounds in order with the scythe, but would probably induce hundreds of our friends to have
their grounds in g(K)d keeping, w ho are deterred by the time, expense, and trouble now required for that purpose.

And now Mr. Editor, will you or some of your correspondents be so good as to put us on the right track for obtain-

ing the most desirable article of the kind for the above puri)0se now in use. A IIabtfoed Bubscbibeb.

^horticultural ^otiftita, &t.

Pennsylvania IIoRTiccLTunAL Societv.—Tlie hist stated meeting of this Society gave general

satisfaction. The disj)lay was very good— collections from four green-houses were shown. In

Sir. Buist's there were several new and interesting plants— the Dendrobium "Walliehianum, Aza-

leas Iveryano, and Geranium Snowball, a beautiful Kogeira thrysiflora, and an exquisite seed-

ling Camellia— a white, tinted with rose. In Mr. Fahue3toek'8, were a very graceful Accacia

pi-obi-eens. Camellia?, and other choice plants. In Mr. TnckerV, several species of beautifully

trained Kennedyas, Azalea pallida, (new,) and a dozen handsome seedling Cinerarias. Mr. Raabe

brought a seedling white Azalea, and va^es of Hyacinths. Mr. Mackenzie exhibited Camellias, a

new seedling of a rosy pink color, his Ellen and Reine des fleurs. Cut Camellias of the finest

varieties were exhibited by Mr. BuistV, Mr. Cope's and Mr. Lambert's gardeners. D. K. King's

gardener presented a large Moss Ro.-e, bearing a fine pyramid of flowers. Six beautiful baskets of

cut flowers were shown by the gardeners of Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Cope, Mr. Tucker, and Mr. Lam-

bert A brace of Cucumbers from Mr. Tucker's, and a dish of Asparagus from Mr. Cope's houses,

were on the tables.

The following premiums were awarded by the Committee on Plants and Flowers: Twelve Cut

CaiiielUan— For the best, to Robert Buist; for the second best, to Jerome Graff, gardener to C.

Cope. Collection of Twelve Plants— For the best, to Thomas Robertson, gardener to B. A. Fahne-

stock; for the second best, to Robert Buist Collection of Six Plants— For the best, to Wm.
Thompson, gardener to J. Tucker. Specimen Plant— For the best, to Thomas Robertson, gar-

dener to B. A Fahnestock ; for the second best, to Robert Buist J\^cw Plants—A premium of

three dollars to Robert Buist, for Dendrobium Walliehianum, Azalea Iveryana, and Geianiuin

Snowball. Table Design— For the best, to Cornelius O'Brien, gardener to D. Rodney King.

Bask'd— For the best, to Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin; for the second best to Jerome

GratT, gardener to C. Cope. Bouquets— For the best pair, to J. J. Haberraehl, gardener to J.

Lambert ; for the second best, to Jerome Graff, gardenar to C. Cope. For a splendid Seedling

Camellia, the silver medal, to Robert Buist Special premiums of one dollar each, for fine bas-

ket^, were awarded to Wm. Thompson, gardener to J. Tucker; to Mark Hill, gardener to M. W.
Baldwin, and to J. J. llabermehl, gardener to John Lambert The committee noticed a fine Seed-

Camellia by P. Mackenzie ; a dozen beautiful Seedling Cinerarias by John Tucker's gardener,

fine Seedling Azalea and Hyacinths by Peter Raabe.



By the Committee on Vegetables

—

Special premiums of one dollar each, to Wm. Thompson,

gardener to John Tucker, for a brace of Cucumbers; and to Jerome Graff, gardener to C. Cope,

for a dish of Asparagus.

An interesting letter was read from Dr. Joseph Wilson, Jr., Surgeon of the U. S. Navy, from U.

S. ship Supply, on Chinese horticulture. »

On motion, ordered that the Special Committee to confer with City Councils on the subject of

80 arranging Lemon Hill grounds as to provide for the establishment of a Botanic Garden, be

instructed to embrace also Hunting Park as an arboretum, and the general improvement of any
other public squares.

The next annual Exhibition, will very probably be held in tents, the 11th, 12th, and 13th of

September.

Gexesee Valley Horticultural Society.—^Tlie Annual Meeting of this Society was held on

the 10th of February, H. P. Norton, Esq., of Brockport, President, in the Chair. The meeting

was well attended, and there was a fair display of winter fruits. The following board of officers

was elected for the current year

:

"WM. A. REYNOLDS, President. H. N. Langwoktut, D. C. Gkeenleap, N. IIatward, Jons F. Busn, James
Upton, Asa Eowe, Vice Presidents. 11. E. IIookeb, Corresponding Secretary. J. Tick, Jr., Recording Secre^

tary. J. II. Watts, Treasurer.

It was resolved to hold two exhibitions the ensuing year— the first in June and the second

in September. Besides these, the Executive Committee were authorized to appoint such others

as they may deem advisable.

The Fruit Committee were instructed to report a list of fruits for general cultivation in this

locality, the report to be presented at the next annual meeting.

The following standing committees were appointed

:

On Fruits— J. .J. Thomas, IT. P. Norton, Austin Pinney, P. Barry, Edward Frost, L. A. Ward, Charles Powis,

Geo. Ellwanger, II. E. Hooker, Selah Mathews. On Floicers— C. J. Ryan, J. A. Eastman, R. Donellan, J. Salter,

Wm. Webster, C. F. Van Doom, James FrosL On VegptaMcs— Jas. Vick, Jr., Jas. P. Fogg, II. N. Langworthy,

C. M. Hooker. On Botany— P. Cooney, Francis Trentman.

Mr. Webster having presented a model of a grape-house, or conservatory, with an improved
method of ventilation, a committee was appointed to examine the same. The committee made
the following report:

" We have examined Mr. Websteu's model of a curvilinear-roofed vinery, or conservatory, and as far as we are

able to judge, consider the mode of ventilation a great improvement. The whole design is worthy of the attention

of persons who contemplate erecting such buildings. P. Baeey, II. E. Uookek, J. Saltek, Committee.

Brooklyn Horticultural Society.—The following is a list of the Officers of this Society for

the year 1855

:

JOHN W. DEGRAUW, President. John Maxwell, Stephen Knowlton, Henp-y A. Kent, Smith J. Eastman,
John' W. Towt, Vice Presidents. W. S. Dunham, Treasicrer. Delos W. Beaple, Corresponding Secretary.

Joseph Lees, Recording Secretary.

Committees.—Fxecuiive—M. L. Schaefer, Ira Smith, II. A. Graef. Finance—.Toseph II. Lester, John A. Ncxsen,

A. J. S. Degrauw. Library—yi. Arrowsmith, John Maxwell, II. A. Graef. Premiians—John W. Towt, George
Ingram. On Fruit'<—J. E. Ranch, James Weir, William Poynter. On Plants and Flcncers—George Gamgce,
Joseph Lees, M. Brandigee. On Vegetables—George Hamlyn, D. W. Beadle, W. Park.

The United States Agricultural Society. — The last meeting of this society has given hope

that it is to be a permanent and efficient organization. There was a large and influential repre-

sentation of the agricultural interest, the proceedings were harmonious, and the discussions of an

unusually important character. The great objects of tlie society seem to be fairly understood,

and. the country will regard it with increased Interest. The annual meetings hereafter are to be

in January, and a great mass meeting is announced f<n- 1856, to consult and lay pla

ure. Farmers, rally around this society, and around all societies whose objects are



vanco (lit? interests of your jirofosjioii. Williout your hoaity support, tlioy cannot serve you.

Let this great meeting of Ainerioan njiiieultiirints in 185('>, lie Kuch Q8 we liave not lioftnl of before,

aii.l soin>tliing will result from it worthy of being put upon record. We iiml the following in

tlu' (Jirmanhncn Ttlrgraph

:

•The ftiHHial meeting of the United States Agricultural Society, conTcned at "Waalungton on

Wc.lnc^day last, Hon. MARsn.vLL P. Wn.nER, President, in the cbair. A majority of the States

wn.< represented. The President opened the set^eion with an excellent address, wliieb was well

received. Isumerous committees were then appointed, and resolutions offered. In the evening

Geoiigk Wasuington Parke Ci'stis, the only surviving relative of the Wasuington family, lectured

on the agricultural character of bis father by adoption— the Farmer of Mount ^'ernon. lie was

listened to with great attention and satisfaction.

" Tlie society re-a.*sembled on Thursday morning, and after leceiving reports from various com-

niiltee?, elected officers for the ensuing year, as follows: President, Marshall P. Wildkr, of Mas-

saf'lnisetts, and a V. President from eaeh State and Territory. E.xecutlve Committee—Messrs. King,

of New York ; Calvert, of Maiyland ; Poorf; of Massachusetts ; Waits, of Ohio ; Jones, of Dela-

ware ; Elwy.v, of Pennsylvania, and WiiNTwoiiTri, of Illinois. William S. King, of Boston, was

chosen Secretary, and B. B. French, of 'TV^ashington, Treasurer.

"Tiie reciprocity question, on resolutions offered by Mr. IIolcomb of Delaware, was discussed

at considerable length, and warmly, during the morning and afternoon session, with reference to

its influence upon agricultural interests, and a series of resolutions were finally adojited, objecting

to the doctrine of free trade for agriculture, and protection for other interests. Many valuable

papers were also read and discussed.

" In the evening, the lion. George P. Marsh, late resident minister to Constantinople, delivered

a highly interesting lecture on the rural economy of Europe.

" Another session was held on Friday, which we were unable to attend, in cons'^quenco of being

obliged to leave for home; but which, we arc informed, was principally taken up in a continua-

tion of the debate of the day before, on the reciprocity question. Resolutions were finally adopted

calling on the agriculturists of the whole country to meet in convention in Washington, in Feb-

ruary ne.\t, to determine for themselves what legislation is necessary for their preservation. A
number of reports from committees were read, and after accepting invitations to visit several

public institutions, the society adjourned.

" In the evening a large number of members called on Senator Clayton, to thank him for taking

the position he did the day before in the Senate in behalf of agriculture.

Altogether this was a highly gratifying and ausiiicious meeting, exhibiting, in a marked man-

ner, not only the interest whieli is felt in every section of the country for a union of effort in

behalf of agriculture, but of the elevated intelligence of tliose who there came together for a

common purpose.

"Before closing this brief sketch, we desire to express our satisfaction with the able manner

in which Col. Wilder— who w;vs unanimously re-elected President— discharged the duties of liis

post. No similar officer, in either house of Congress, within our knowledge, has shown a superior

ability.
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Iruit Cultuu in Mtstcni f^to |arL

-jjgllll|3^RUIT is rapidly becoming one of the staple productions of

Western New York. Both climate and soil have proved

highly favorable to its cultivation. Apples, Pears, Peaches,

Plums, Quinces, and all the small fruits, are produced in

the highest perfection, and, if we except Peaches, which

of late have been somewhat uncertain, the crops veiy sel-

dom fail. Beside, there exists the most ample facilities for

marketing that could possibly be desired. The face of the

country is divided and subdivided in all directions with

1^^ railroads and canals, between the lakes and the great cities

'^^ on the sea-board. This consideration is one of no tritling

importance, because the abundance of our crops or the excellence of our fruits would

avail but little, for commerce, without adequate means of conveying them to market.

On this account, large orchards were formerly confined to the neighborhood of towns

and villages offering a local market. Now local markets are held to be of very little

account by extensive growers. The most extensive orchardists in the vicinity of

Rochester seldom dispose of any considerable portion of their fruits in that citj^, the

local demand being supplied by those who have but small quantities to spare over and

above the wants of their families.

Another reason why fruit-culture is extending rapidly in Western New York, is that

the Wheat crop— the great farm staple of this region— has for some years past been

diminishing in value, on account of the extensive ravages of the Weevil. Hundreds, yes,

thousands of acres of land in the valley of the Genesee, which has heretofore yielded the

far-famed Genesee Wheat, the finest in the world, will this year be cropped with Hj/e.

To these causes we must add the rivalry of the Western States in grain-growing,

now that railroads" have brought them into such close jjroximity. The difterence at

this day in the price of a bushel of wheat between Buffalo and the upper lake ports, is

greatly reduced from its former standard ; and this reduction is all in favor of the

western fsirmer. This very fact is attracting a large number of our most enterprising

New York cultivators to the cheap, unexhausted lands of the new States ; and thus our

agricultural population is actually diminishing.

On all these accounts, the necessity of making some change has become obvious to

many of the New York agriculturists, and what can better answer their purpose than

fruit-culture ? We answer, nothing, and for the reasons we have already given, to wit,

the fitness of their soil and climate, and their highly eligible position. All that is

necessary to complete success, is the exercise of energy and perseverance, combined

with skillful and judicious management. We oftered some hints in our last number,

which we think may be profitably read in this connection.

Famous as tlie "Genesee country" is for its fruit production, yet in this very count

much has yet to be learned, not only respecting the culture of fruits, but their gath
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parkin;;, iiiarketinGr. and the great arts of keeping, dr}'ing, and preserving. The

deuianil t«»r fruits may, if necessar}', be increased almost an liundred-fold, l)y tlie apj>li-

cation of science and art in perfecting modes of preparing fruits for tlie use of our

lleots of passenger and merchant vessels, for export to distant countries, and for the use

of our population, both in city and country, during the long winter months, when, as

at present, no fresh fruit is to be had, save an A])ple. We liad a letter from a friend

of oure, the other day, on this subject, stating that he had endeavored to enlist our

State Agricultural Society in this matter, and induce it to encourage some expenments.

The matter is important enough to claim the Society's attention, but we have sufficient

faith in the energy and ingenuity of our people, to believe that as soon as fniits beconn;

abundant, or rather superabundant, and cease to command such high prices in the

fresh state as they now do, that successful modes of preserving, drying, &c., on a largo

scale, will not long be wanting. " Necessity is the mother of invention ;" and when

the necessity presses, the invention will speedily follow.

A society has just been organized, under the title of "The Fruit Growers' Society of

Western New York," which announces its object to be, "the advancement of the science

of pomology and the art of fruit-culture." It embraces the twenty-three western coun-

ties* of the State of New York, and in each county there is appointed a committee of

three persons, selected from among the most intelligent, experienced, and zealous culti-

vators of fruit. These twenty-three county committees unitedly form one general com-

mittee, which has a chairman, who will receive all their reports, and prepare them for

publication at the end of the year. By way of suggesting a course of inquiry to the

local committees, and also for the purpose of facilitating the work of making up reports,

the chairman of the general committee has issued a circular in which the moi'e inij)or-

tant subjects for inquiry are brought forward in the form of questions, thus

:

STATISTICAL INQUIRIES.

1. About how much land, in your county, is there occupied with fruit trees?

2. About how many fruit trees are there under cultivation in yonr county, exclusive of

nurseries; and how many of these are Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, Cherry, &c.?

3. What would you estimate the annual produce of fruit to be in your county, in bushels

or other given quantities; and how does the culture of fruits compare with ordinary field

crops, as to profit ?

4. "Wliat quantity of fruits are sold annually from your count)', and their value per

bushel, barrel, &c.?

5. IIow many nurseries of fruit trees are there in your county ; how many acres of land

do they occupy; and about how many trees of the different fruits have they under cultiva-

tion ? [It may also be well to add, when convenient, particulars relative to the value of

the land, labor employed, &c.]

INQUIRIES CONCERNING SOIL, CLIMATE, CULTIVATION,
VARIETIES OF FRUIT, &c.

1. Face or the Cotintrt.— Is it low or elevated, level or hilly, wooded or otherwise;

and what situation and exposure do you find most favorable for orchards and fruit gardens?

Uave you observed any instances where shelter has been of very obvious advantage ?

* Oswego, Onondaga, Cortland, Broome, Cayuga, Tompkins, Tioga, Chemung, Seneca, WajTie, Ontario, Tales,
Steuben, Monroe, Livingston, Allegany, Orleans, Genesee, Wyoming, Niagara, Erie, Cattaraugus, CHautauque.



2. The Soil.—What is its general character—such as texture, color, depth, dryness,

subsoil, &c. ; and what kind of soil do you find to produce the largest, soundest, and most

productive trees, and the fairest fruit?

3. Climate.—What is the average temperature of the different seasons of the year ; the

greatest degree of cold usually experienced in winter, and its length of continuance ; how
late have you frosts in spring, and how early in autumn, &c., &c. ?

4. General state of Cultivation.— In what proportion are the various fruits grown,

and what degree of attention is given to the tillage of the soil, and to the pruning and gen-

eral management of trees ? What mode of culture and pruning have you practiced, or seen

practiced, to the best advantage; and what the best manures or composts and modes of

applying them to fruit trees, under various circumstances?

5. Do you know any fruits of local origin, and remarkable excellence, or any good seed-

ling varieties not named or introduced? [Specimens of all such should be sent to the

General Chairman, for examination.]

6. Varieties of the different Fruits under Cultivation.— Which, according to the

experience of cultivators, are the most profitable fur market, for feeding stock, drying, &c.

;

and the most esteemed for family uses in various ways, as dessert, baking, stewing, &c.?

7. Particular Instances of successful and profitable Culture.— [Give an account

of such, with any particulars having an important bearing upon them.]

8. Have you observed any signal failures, either in transplanting trees or in budding,

grafting, &c. ; or any disasters befall orchards and nurseries, from unusual cold, drouth, or

other extraordinary causes ? [Give an account of such, with any circumstances that may
afford an explanation. The effects of the intense cold of the past winter will be very inter-

esting, and should be carefully observed and noted.]

9. Insects injurious to Fruits and Fruit Trees.—Note their habits, modes of attack,

and progress, and give an account of any successful remedies. [Specimens of all, except

such as are very common and well known, should be collected and sent to the General

Chairman. It may be useful to note under what circumstances of cultivation, &c., insects

are generally most injurious to fruit trees.]

10. Diseases.—What diseases are prevalent and injurious to fruit trees in your district?

[Give an account of the nature and extent of injuries, and what remedies, if any, applied.]

It is also required, or recommended in the Society's By-Laws, that eacla county com-

mittee shall report, as often as once a month, such information as may have been col-

lected during that period. These monthly reports have been recommended on the

ground that when the preparation of a report is postponed to the end of the year, it is

either done hurriedly and loosely, or it is not done at all ; Avhereas a few notes made

during a month can be written out in a few minutes, and, being fresh in the memory,

will be much more likely to be correct. This plan' strikes us favorably, and is at least

worthy a trial. One thing it will do for those who put it in practice, and that is, it

will give them, what is of great value, a habit of observing matters of interest closely,

and of putting on record useful and interesting facts concerning their daily affairs.

How negligent the mass of mankind are in this respect

!

In addition to the minute practical investigations of this general committee, the

Society intends to liold annual or semi-annual meetings, for the exhibition, examination,

and comparison of fruits ; to hear reports ; and discuss such matters as may at the

time be deemed of most importance. These meetings are to be held alternately in all

the large towns, lying at accessible points, within the twenty-three counties.

Tliis is obviously an organization which must, if it act with any considerable



of ofTicioncv, contrilmte larc;<'ly and spcodily to the advaticcmont of lioth the science

and iiractice of fniit-cultnro. It will collect valuable infunnation wliidi now exists in

a scattered condition, and make it useful and available to all. It will bring diU'creiit

and distant parts of tlie State, now strangers, into closer relationship, and make them

aciiuainted with each otlicr's condition and resources, in regard to this pursuit at least.

It is reallv surprising to see how little the fruit-growers of one county know of another,

even here in "\Vcstern New York. Very many of us know more about Ohio, Mich-

igan, or Illinois, than we do of some counties of our own State, Such societies as that

we now give an account of will remedy tliis evil. In these days of societies we must not

bestow all our attention on those of a State or National character because they make a

greater noise in the world, and command more attention. Chanty should begin at

home; and if we have any public spirit, any desire to be useful in this way, let our

home districts be the Jirst to benefit by it.

"What the fruit-growers of Western New York have done, and are about to do, will,

we trust, be done by those of Central and Eastern New York as well, and also by sim-

ilar sections of other States. We have not bestowed so much attention on this move-

ment in Western New York, and given it such prominence, merely for its own sake

;

for this section has no greater claim on the pages of the Horticulturist than any other

— and for ought-we know, not nearly so great as many others. Our aim is three-fold

:

First, To draw the attention of cultivators in ditierent parts of the countrj^ to a proper

consideration of their soil, climate, markets, and such other circumstances as affect the

cultivation of fruit, in order that they may determine to what extent it can be advan-

tao-eously pursued. Many parts of the countiy, both east and w'est, may be situated

veiy much the same as Western New York. Second, To introduce tlie young society

to favorable notice, and thus aid it in caiTying out its good work. Third, To explain

the details of its working plan, which we consider to be a very good one. Other socie-

ties of a similar nature may get some hints from it, not unworthy their attention.

Under the head of " Societies," will be found complete lists of officers and committees,

as far as completed up to this time.

THE DOUBLE CRIMSON-FLOWERING REACH AND DOUBLE
WniTE-FLOWERING ALMOND.*

The double-blossomed varieties of fruit trees furnish a small collection of the most

beautiful spring-floweviug trees and slirubs which we have in cultivation. The old

double variety of the Peach and Almond are Avell known. Their flowers are borne in

such profusion that the branches have the appearance of wreaths of small Roses. No

other trees contribute more to the cheerfulness and gaity of the lawn or shrubbery

during the spring season. Then we have the Double-flowering Cherries, large and

dwarf, with their profusion of snow-white flowers; the Double-flowering Sloe, with

flowers like Double White Daisies; the Double-flowering Apple— flowers white, with

a rosy tint ; the Jflpan Quince, with deep scarlet flowers, unrivaled in their brilliancy

;

hich we may add the channing Crimson and Y'ellow-flowering Currants.

See frontispiece.
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The Double Crimson and Double White Peach, which we now figure, are important

additions to this interesting group. They were obtained in China, some five or six

years ago, by Mr. Fortune, for the London Ilorticultural Society. Three years ago

we obtained some of the first plants that were sent out, at a guinea apiece, and both

flowered finely last season, side by side. Our artist then made the drawings now pre-

sented. They appear to be about as hardy as our common Peach, and have the same

habit and appearance. Their great value consists in the novelty of their colors—pwre

ivhite and deej) crimson— quite distinct from the pale rose or pecch-blossom of the old

sorts. Flowering side by side, they produce a fine effect, and commend themselves to-

a place in all oniamental plantations where the climate is not unfavorable to the blos-

soming of the Peach. Where the Peach, blossoms are generally killed, they will of

course be of no value, unless protected. The flowers of both are semi-double— that is,

they have several rows of petals, and show some stamens in the center.

It has been noted as a remarkable fact, in England, that the Crimson Peach has

produced two, and in som'e cases three, fruits from one flower— a circumstance that

never occurs in other Peaches. Our trees set no fruit last season, nor will they the

coming one, as the blossom-buds, in common with all Peach blossom-buds, were killed

by the intense cold of last February.

It is scarcely necessary to a.dd, that these new varieties are propagated by budding

on the Peach, Almond, or Plum stocks, just as other Peaches, and require the same

soil and treatment.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

BY HENET W. SAKGENT, "WODENETHE, FISHKILL LANDING, N. T.

Ix !Mr. Munn's article upon "Evergreen Shrubs," in the March number of the Hor-

ticulturist^ he admits the eligibility of the various hybrid Rhododendrons for the

adornment of our gardens and pleasure-grounds, while he regrets that the price, and

comparatively slow rate at which they can be propagated, will forbid their rapid

introduction, except for purposes of experiment. With all due courtesy to Mr. Mcnn's

experience, I must beg leave to diff"er from him in this respect. I am aware that, from

what I consider a most mistaken policy, the nurserymen in this country hold them at

prices which would forbid a general introduction, but they can be imported from Eng-

land at exceedingly low rates.

I have, during the past six years, tested all the varieties of Rhododendrons which

are classed "Hardy" in England, and I have come to this conclusion, that in my
locality, half-way between New York and Albany, none do so universally well as the

Catawhiense and its varieties, including the Belgic hybrids. Next to this is the jwuti-

cum. This latter variety can be delivered on board ship or steamer, at Liverpool, at

the following prices : One foot high, 15s per 100, or £5 per 1,000 ;
two to two and a

half feet high, 25s to 30s per 100, or £12 per 1,000 ; large, bushy plants, three to five

feet high. Is to 3s Gd each. Surely, twenty-five dollars for one thovisand Rhododen-

is not exhorbitant. The freight per sailing vessel is very low, and they transplant

such certainty that the loss with me I don't believe averages one per cent. Many



will lilooin the season of importation. I had in flower, last Juno, twenty vanotics of

color among one luuKlred jilants that were growing on English soil, near London, tlie

2d of May, These one Iniiidicd jilaiits went tlirough last summer's droutli and tliis

winter's cold, without any iiroteetion, unscorched and uninjured, though the thermom-

eter here fell to 14° below zero.

But by far the most desirable variety for this latitude, is the Hybrid Cafawbicnse,

the names and colors of which I annex.* One liundred blooming plants, in twenty-

eight varieties of color, can be imported for £10 (^^SO), the majonty with buds, ati<l

averaging two feet in height. There is nothing finer in England than a large bed of

these twenty-eight varieties of color all in bloom. They are free-growing and free-

blooming, having a good foliage, and withstanding our severest cold in the most

exposed situation.

If nurserymen would only import tliese varieties in quantities, and sell them at

twenty-five, fifty, or one hundred per cent, profit, instead of three hundred or more,

I am satisfied that their general introduction ' would take place. Or, if gentlemen

would simply write to England, and import them direct, as the stubborness of our

nurserymen has compelled me to do for many years, they would find very little trouble

and very great gratification. A complete set of Dr. Hooker's Sikkim Khododendrons,

eighteen, I think, can be imported for £3 ('^15), though in Mr. Prince's catalogue

they are priced $5 apiece.

I agree with Mr. Mlxx in his prediliction for the Malionia, though witli me it is

very ragged and shabby all winter; but I would decidedly place our Kahnia latifolia

before it, especially when imported from England. It would be difficult to recognize

the English and American plant side by side, though grown from the same seed. In-

stead of the loose, straggling growth of our Laurel, the English cultivation renders it

close, stocky, and full, so that the wood is entirely coyered by foliage. Bushy plants,

two feet high, can be imported at £.3 per 100, and they rarely fail.

For Mr. Munn's Euonymus, which with me resembles whitey-brown paper by Feb-

ruary, I would substitute the Ilex laurifoUa, which,- with a broad leaf, between the

Camellia and English Laurel, appears as hardy as an Arbor Yitae. For two winters I

have had six plants, facing due south, with no protection, and they have gone through

untouched. The foult, perhaps, of the plant is, that it resembles too much our Kalmia

to make much distinction in plantations, though the foliage is darker. The Ilex lati-

folia is still more beautiful, but not so hardy ; it gets more or less cut up, without

protection,— not more so, however, than the Malionia. There is a variety of Euonymus

Elegans—white, green spots.

Alhum.

Grandiflorum—^blush, changing to wliite.

Aucuhafolium.

Azureum—a. distinct and beautiful color.

JSicolor—rose, with distinct white spot on upper petals.

Ccelestinura—blush.

Pictum—yellow eye.

Grandiflorum,

Cmruleacens.

Candidisdimvm,

Delicati-'ixhnum—delicate blush, changing to white.

£rerexfiannm—\iHc, prettily spotted and fringed.

Flore plena—very good for a double flower.

Finiljriatum.

Glorioxum—large, blush.

Grandiflorum—rose, superb.

rurpiireun eUgans—fine purple.

Perspicuum—clear blush.

Pallidum.

Roseum elfgans.

Pictum—rose, with yellow eye.

Piibriim.

Splendens—fine rose.

Speciomm.

Gutliitum—clear white, distinctly spotted.

Kivaticum—pure white, yellow eve.
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which Mr. Muxk has not mentioned, quite hardy around Baltimore, though hardly

so here— the Euonymus jimbriata— which I consider the prettiest of the family.

The Andromedas, at least the Jlorihunda^ stand the winter well with me, but suffer

exceedingly from the sudden appearance of the sun out of a fog in mid-summer. They

endure the cold, I think, better than the heat. If planted in the shade, they would

probably do very well.

The Golden Arbor Vitie, the Golden Yew, the Thuya filiformis (Weeping Arbor

Vita^), and the Cupressus jjendula, are all charming additions to our evergreen gardens.

The Ilex 02Mca can, or could two years since, be procured from Mr. Buist, at Phila-

delphia, or Mr. Feast, at Baltimore,— nice plants, raised from seed.

Mr. MuN'N speaks of the protection of snow. I observe that at the Royal Gardens

at Kew, during the late remarkable weather in England, there was a difierence of

nineteen degrees immediately above and immediately below the snow.

One reason for the want of success in cultivating Rhododendrons, and otlier ever-

green shrubs, is perhaps a want of knowledge of the sort and character of soil neces-

sary to their success. Most persons are apt to manure them with coarse and stimula-

ting manures, entirely unsuited to their habits and requisitions. Another fault is, the

use of too coarse soil, which does not readily attach itself to the delicate, hair-Uke roots

and fibres of this class of plants.

To cultivate Rhododendrons successfully, several things are necessary. In the first

place, a shady or partially shady situation is most desirable, though not essential. My
finest beds are most exposed to the sun. Could I have placed these on the north side

of a building or a wood, their success would have been much greater, their bloom finer

and more prolonged, and they would entirely escape the occasionally singeing they

get now.

The next important thing is the preparation of the bed to receive the plants ; for,

with occasional exceptions of single specimens of fine plants, all evergreen shrubs

sliould be in large masses— oval or circular beds, twenty to fifty feet in diameter.

I think the soil should be as carefully prepared as in a Grape-border, and I would

therefore recommend an excavation three feet deep, and all the native soil, unless very

fine, removed. The lower eighteen inches I should fill with an equal mixture of

light, turfy, sandy loam, of a veiy fine, close texture; leaf-mold from the woods; white

sand, if obtainable ; and fibrous peat or bog soil that has been exposed to the influence

of at least one winter's frost— if more, so much the better. With this soil, closely

packed around their roots, an occasional watering in dry weather, (thougli even this I

do not do,) and if possible a shaded situation, all the plants mentioned above will suc-

ceed admirably well in this country.

[We thank Mr. Sargent heartily for his excellent article, and tnist it will give an

impetus to the culture of those fine evergreen shrubs which he has recommended.

We are inclined to believe, however, that the nurserymen arc not wholly to blame for

the very limited cultivation of the Rhododendron. We think it is more owing to the

fact that a very large proportion of those who have planted Rhododendrons, failed

use they did not give them that treatment which the nature of the plant and

arities of our climate dooiand. ^'cry few gentlemen in this country can
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siuli lu'iillliv ami beautiful masses of Rliodoloudrous on tlieir lawns as we find at

WcKMU'lhe. It lias licon coiisideretl a dilKt-ult plant to nianaLfC, and therefore Very

few liave been called for. Nurserymen get orders occasionally for one, I wo, and, in

veiT rare cases, a dozen; but wlio ordei"s one liundred Rhododendrons for his own

planting? ' For twenty years, almost, we have been connected with nursery afl"air<,

more or less, and we venture to say that not three nurserymen in the United States

liave made a six-jjcnce of clear profit out of the article Ivhododendron. They im])ort a

few hundred at a time, losing some on the voyage out, plant them, spend considerable

money in preparing a border for them, cultivate and take care of them, and sell otl"

those that live in ones, twos, threes, &c., at scarcely profit enough to pay for handling.

AVe have not the least doubt but that any gentleman who wishes to jtrocuro one or

two hundred, or more, of Rhododendrons, and is willing to take freshly im])Orted

plants, that any of the nurserymen who are in the habit of importing will procure

them for him at as low a profit as five or ten per cent, above cost, provided he [the

purchaser] will run the risk of loss on the voyage.

We have before us an American nurseryman's catalogue, in which Calaivhiense and

ponticiiin varieties are oftcred at four dollars per dozen ; and another oftcrs them at

three dollars per dozen. These prices are for well-established plants, because nursery-

men do not send out freshly-imported stuff", unless by a special agi'eement. We do

not consider these extravagant prices; indeed, very little higher than the retail or

dozen price for similar plants in English nurseries.

—

Ed.]

RAISING NEW VARIETIES OF FEARS FROM SEED.

BY THOS. KIYEES, SATVBEIDGEWOETn, ENGL^VND.

This brancb of fruit-culture is so full of interest, so worthy the attention of all pomol-

ogists, and above all has been so strangely neglected of late years— indeed, since the

early life of the late T. A. Knight, no attempts to raise seedling Fears have been beard

of— that a few words about it may be acceptable.

For some twenty years or more I have occasionally raised Pears from seeds, and

must confess that my success has been nothing to boast of; but latterly I have in a

measure changed my mode of operations, so as to make the raising of seedling Pears

far more interesting than merely sowing the pips of a good Pear, without name, graft-

ing the young shoots from the seedlings, and waiting till they bear fruit. My method

is, I flatter myself, adapted to your climate ; for seedling I'ears are very apt to be

pulled up by birds, the pips destroyed by mice, and, in a showery and cold April, to be

eaten by slugs and snails.

As soon as the Pear-eating season commences, I have some two or three dozen nine-

inch pots filled with a compost of loam and rotten manure— say two-thirds of the

former to one-third of the latter. Some sand added will improve it. These pots are

then placed on bricks or tiles, to keep out the worms, in some* convenient situation

from hedges, as they harbor slugs,) near the house, and in each pot is a smooth

lath painted ready to be written on. I will assume it to be October; I am eating



a fine specimen of tlie Louise Bonne Pear; the pips are plump and brown; I take

them from the core, go to one of the pots of earth, and with my finger and thumb care-

fully press in the pips, one at a time, to about an inch deep, and level the surface with

mv hand; I then write on the label, say, '"Louise Bonne I'ear, October, 1855;" a piece

of slate or tile is then placed on the pot so as to completely cover it, and prevent the

ingress of mice. A few days after this I may be again eating a Louise Bonne Pear ; I

reserve the pips, remove the covering from the pots, and plant them with the others

;

and so repeat this till some fifteen pips are planted, which will raise quite enough trees

from one variety. Again, it is February ; I am at my dessert ; a delicious Josephine

de Malines Pear gives me some fine pips ; I place them in paj)er (my pots ,of earth are

frozen), write the name on it, and have a pot of earth taken to the green-house, or, in

default of such a structure, to the kitchen, plant the pips as above, write on the label,

^'Josephine de Malines Pear, February, 1855;" then cover the pot as directed, and

place it out of doors, covering it with mulch. I omitted to say that at the end of

November all the pots, with their covers, should be covered with mulch one foot deep.

The young plants from the pips sown, in the autumn will make their appearance early

in April, if the weather be mild ; the pips sown in February or March will not vegetate

till A2)ril or May ; the pips sown in May will probably remain dormant till the follow-

ing April.

There are two methods of managing young Pear seedlings. The most simple, and

one well adapted for those whose hands are full of gardening matters, is merely to let

the pots stand on the bricks or tiles, removing them to a shady place, all the summer

giving them abundance of water. Each young tree will, or ought to be, twelve to

eighteen inches in height by the end of summer, and its stem as thick as a quill, and

well ripened. About the end of October these seedlings may be planted out in the

garden, in rows three feet apart, and eighteen inches apart in the rows, with labels to

each sort ; and in the following April, if there is a wish to bring them rapidly into

bearing, each young seedling tree may be cut down to within two inches of its base,

and one or two scions made from it (one ought to be enough, and that made from the

lower part of the shoot). These should be grafted upon some stout stocks, or upon

branches of a bearing tree. An excellent plan is, to buy at a nursery old dwarf Pear

trees at a cheap rate, without names, to plant them out one year, and then to graft

them with seedlings, cutting them to a stump nine or ten inches in height. They will

soon make nice pyramidal trees, and, by being removed biennially, will come into bear-

ing quickly, and not occupy much room. Every sort should be labelled with its origin

in this way : "From Marie Louise, Nov., 1854," and so on. This gives much interest

to the culture of seedling Pears ; for, while waiting some six or seven years, till they

bear fruit, their habits will be found very interesting. In most instances, a strong

family likeness to their parent may be distinguished in the leaves and shoots of the

young trees, varied by now and then a puny, weakly young one, which will canker and

die in three or four years, and then by some one or two trees in ten showing a wide

departure from the parental stock, making vigorous, thorny shoots, and growing as

much in one year as other members of the family in three. Contrary to the views of

"parent, pastors, and masters," in general, it is these renegades that give the liveliest

to the raiser of Pears. I have at this moment several rows of seedling

ears from the graft. They were grafted on old dwarf Pear trees, and hav
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lift«'(l ami ivplanted twice. This lias checked them so that they arc now in a bearing

state. Thi'V are all lahelleJ with their oriifin, and I have ina<^le the fuliowinLC remarks.

AmoULf some fifteen or twenty trees labelled "From Nc J^liis J/f «?•/«," all remarkable

for their resemblance to their parent, are two of extra vij^or. Among the same num-

ber from Bcurri iPArnnberf/, are three thorny, vigorous subjects. And this goes on in

the same proportion with Jioyamolte (TEsperen^ Josephine de Malincs, Fondante dc

yocl, and other new kinds of I'ears.

Thns far I have given the most simple method of raising seedlings by sowing in pots

and not transplanting till autumn. Another method is, to place the pots in a gentle

forcing-house either in January or February. The young j)lants soon make their

appearance, and when thoy have made four leaves in addition to the seed-leaves, they

should be raised carefully, with all their fibres, and potted into three-inch pots. As

soon as these are full of roots, they should be shifted into larger pots, and kept growing

under glass till the beginning of June. They may then be planted out in light, rich

soil ; and the probability is, they will be three feet high by autumn.

It remains to be seen whether a seedlinjx Pear can be brought into an earlier fruit-

bearing state by being grown under glass, and gently forced, so as to give it a long

season of grow'th. I commenced the experiment some years ago, but the cares of an

active life prevented me carrying it out fully.

The most scientific mode of raising new Pears from seed, is to sow the pips of only

such fruits as have had their origin from fertilized blossoms. If T. A. Knight had not

taken the old Swari's Egg Pear almost constantly into his expenments, so that most of

his seedlings have too strong a leaning to it, and had taken such Pears as Gloiit Mor-

ceau and Old Colmar, or the Winter Nelis, with some larger late l*ear, and also

fomied other crosses, with his peculiar tact, we should most probably have had some

of the finest Pears in the world. The late T. N. Williams, of Pitmaston, raised new

soi-ts of Pears with great facility by fertilizing. Some of these partake of the qualities

of both their parents in a remarkable degree; but he was not careful enough in

selecting varieties to a given end, which ought to be, raising of large, hardy, late-

keeping sorts.

We have October and November Pears without end ; their names are legion, and

serve to create distaste rather than a wish for a collection of Pears. To raise new and

fine late Pears, a word or two as to the selection of proper kinds as parents may not be

amiss. That fine, large, late Pear, Leon le Clerc de Laval, reckoned a baking Pear,

but which in May and June becomes soft and agreeable, should be crossed with the

Winter Nelix, the most delicious of all our winter Pears. The Easter Beurre, which,

although in France the finest of late Pears, is in England generally flat and poor in

flavor, may be crossed with Beurre d'Aremberg, always vinous and racy ; the Triomjihe

de Jodoigne may be crossed with the Josephine de Malines ; and so on.

There are two methods by which fertilization may be brought about, in one of which

chance is to a certain extent trusted to. This is by training the bearing branches of

two Pear trees on a wall, so that the blossoms are mingled, or planting two pyramids

of the two kinds of Pears selected in a situation far removed from any others. The

certain method is to select a blossoming spur, or rather say a bunch of blossoms, and

or two before they expand remove all the anthers, cover the blossoms

>iece of muslin, and the following day fertilize the flowers with the pollen



variety fixed upon to cross witli. This is done simply by finding some flowers in full

bloom, with the pollen perfect, and placing them on the blossoms under the muslin

cover, closing it immediately, and tying it securely, so as to prevent the ingress of bees.

To those who have inclination or leisure, this occupation will be found of much inter-

est; and to those who have not, the chance method will be equally so.

The theoiy and practice of the late Van Mons, which for so many years has made

such a noise on the Continent, has been given in American works on fraits; but I may,

I trust, be allowed to repeat it in as few words as possible. He commenced by sowing

the seeds of some hardy, inferior Pear, and, as soon as the trees bore fruit, he sowed

the pips from them, waiting again till the second generation bore fruit, from the pips

of which he raised trees, and so on for several generations. He gave out to the world

that by this method he raised all his best Pears, and that those of the last generations

were nearly all good. This seems to be in unison with the well-known fact that culti-

vation brings on amelioration ; but his assertion that by thus raising successive genera-

tions his last seedlings became so fruitful as to bear some years earlier than the first, or

those raised in the ordinary way, was a delusion, brought on, I suppose, by enthusiasm.

That some out of his many thousands of seedling Pears would bear fruit some years

before others, I have no doubt ; but that it resulted from the system, was an error.

Let any one of your readers raise seedlings from the old Swrni's Egcj Pear, and at the

same time raise some from one of Van Mons' Pears— say Prince Albert, which, as

being one of his late generations, ought to give seedlings wonderfully prolific, it will

be found that the chances are equal about the seedlings bearing fruit when young.

I am inclined to think that those from the very old Pear the Sivari's Egg will bear

fruit before the very new Pear Prince Albert. I am also inclined to think that his

system of amelioration by successive generations, although on paper attractive and

interesting, was slow and uncertain, for the following reason. Some few years since, I

was traveling in Belgium, and paid a visit to the garden of the late Major Esperen.

I learned that he had no system of raising Pears, but that he sowed -seed according to

his fancy, and trusted to chance. I was surprised to find that he had raised, in a com-

paratively small garden, and out of a small number of seedlings, such Pears as Joseph-

ine de Malines, Bergamotte d''Esperen, Fondante de Noel, Fondante de Malines, and

some others. I afterwards saw the vast collection of Van Moxs' thousands of large

trees raised from seed after his system, and among them all it may be safely said that

there was not one variety to surpass, or even equal, the two first-named varieties raised

by chance. To chance also, and not to this much vaunted-of system, we owe such

Pears as Marie Louise, Glout Morceau, Beurre Ranee, Beurre d''Aremberg, and, above

all. Winter Nelis; so that we may console ourselves with the idea that chance is veiy

liberal, and the system of Van Mons not so ; for, after a whole lifetime devoted to it,

it failed to give him five Pears to surpass the above, or one to equal the last-named.

I remember feeling assured, when first I heard Van Moxs talk of his theory, that it

was not tenable ; for, if amelioration was progressive in seedlings raised in successive

generations without crossing, and if in like manner fertility was increased by it, the

Peach orchards in America would give fruit all perfect in quality, and of wonderful

fertility,—for the Peaches in some of the States are raised, generation after generation,

the stones. What wonders the fortieth generations of Poach trees ought to be

!

should bear fruit even the first year from sood. Among the hundreds of varieties
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of IVai-s with the uaiuo of Van Moxs attached to tliom, there are some very ^'Ood,

altlioiii^li by f:ii" '<'^> iiKUiy arc sorts ripening in (,)ctuljcr or Nuveiuber; Ixit l»y raising,'

IVai-s from seed in America, yuu will have sorts better adapted to your climate, and of

c<iual or even perhaps of better quality than the too numerous varieties from Delgiuni.

rilOFlTS OF THE CUlA) CiliATEKY.

BY WILLIAM CUOELTON, OF NEW-BItlGIITON, STxVTEN 1SLA^-D.

Is the Horticulturist of February, 1852, at the request of the late A. J. Downing, I

gave a practical account of the Cold Grapery at this place which was planted in March,

1850, and, as the question, " will it pay," has often been put to me during the interval

of time which has elapsed, I have thought that an estimate based upon the produce and

expenses up to the present time, might be of service in your journal. I would here

premise that there is nothing extraordinary in the amount of fruit, more than what

others are obtaining by skill, care, and attention. The average weight of the respective

crops given, if taken collectively, Avould be one pound per bunch, all of which would

have readily sold at from fifty to seventy-five cents per pound ; the lowest price, how-

ever, is only calculated. The following number of bunches of good quality have been

cut in the respective years : 1851, 2G2 bunches; 1852, GIB bunches; 1853, 918 bunches;

1854, 1147 bunches; making a total of 2945 bunches.

The following calculation, which is as correctly stated as can be, will show tlie bal-

ance side of the question

:

2945 lbs., at 50 cts $1472 50

Deduct labor, 1st year, $50 00

" " 2d " 100 00

" « 3d " 150 00
" « 4th " 200 00
« " 5th " 225 00

Yearly dressings of manure, at $20, 100 00

Repairs, painting, ic., 200 00=1025 00

$447 50

By the above example it will be seen that there is $447 above the lowest wholesale

market prices, and as the house, border, <fcc., cost about ^2000, it leaves a surplus profit

of 4^ per cent, per' annum upon invested capital, which, in the present position, looks

somewhat low; but it must be understood that, in this case, profit was not the object

— everything was done regardless of expense, to make a good and handsome structure.

The best French crystal glass was used, and all labor paid by the day ; besides which,

in the first year, there is no return profit, and the last season is the only one in which

a full crop has been allowed. Take into consideration, too, that the labor account fot

management is reckoned at $2 per day, and it will be readily seen that a good and

suitable house may be built and tended so as to give a large return profit. A house of

equal dimensions, and well finished, can be erected at 812 per lineal foot, with the



exception of ci'stem, force-piimp, hose, and tank ; and if we make an estimate of all

incidental expenses on a house equal to the above, and fifty feet long, it will stand thus

:

House, 50 feet long, furnished with two coats of paint, at §12, 0600 00

Brick cistern, cemented, 10 feet square, 70 00

Tank, Force-pump, and Hose, 90 00

25 tons of manure for borders, at $2, 50 00

Material for drainage, 20 00

90 bushels of bones, at 50 cts., 45 00

100 bushels of charcoal, <fec., 15 00

Labor— making borders, (fee, 20 00

48 vines, at 50 cts., ' 24 00

8934 00

As, in the first example, the house is '74 feet long, and, in the latter, 50 feet, the

comparative weight of fruit that may be taken will be about two-thirds, or 1964 lbs., at

the same prices, making the total value for the five years $982 ; and making the same

comparison in labor, expenses, &c., in both cases, we may put down S298 gain upon a

capital of 8934, which shows a profit of about six per cent, per annum, and this, too, at

the commencement. If we were to calculate upon seven years, the per centage would

amount to nine per cent.; and continued further, it would be still greater, as the vines

will continue each season to produce a full crop.

From these illustrations it will be readily seen that, with good management, there is

no loss in having a Cold Grapery, even though partial failure may occur.

A NEW FACT IN GRAFTING.

BY LTMAN B. LANGWORTHT, GREECE, NEW TOEK.

The better process generally for working Cherries and Plums, is to bud or inoculate

at the proper season ; but it often happens that it is desirable to work trees too old, or

the season so dry that the bark will not slip and the budding j^ii-ocess cannot be per-

formed, in which case grafting sometimes becomes important.

The grafting of the Cherry is quite an uncertain operation and never succeeds wel',

except wlien performed early in the spring, and the scions, which are difficult to keep,

are fresh and in good order, the bark is so liable to discolor, and the wood to shrivel,

which is absolutely fetal to its vitality. The same trouble applies to the Plum in a

less degree. Individuals not nurserj^men are apt to neglect cutting their scions in

proper time, and are only sensible of the oversight when they observe the objects they

wish to alter at the opening of spring, when it is too late.

The new process to which I allude, is a means whereby a scion of any kind may be

cut from the tree after the buds are fully expanded, but not opened, and grafted the

same minute, and which almost invariably succeeds if properly executed. In this pro-

cess I prefer the terminal point of a linib for the scion, or any part may be used by

cutting the wood close to the upper bud and dipping it twice, with two or

minutes internal, into a vial containing a small quantity of collodion, or artificial c
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wliit'li fan ha procurtxl of any apotliccar)'. It instantly fonns an air-tight coating, both

flexible and ehistic, anil j)rotects it from (.Irying and loosing its vitality.

There is no time of year after the new buds are sufficiently formed, and the stock in

a growing state, but what grafting by this process may be performed, in which case

have but one bud on the scion, and dip the whole wood, except the wedge, in the collo-

dion to protect it from the drying sun and heat of summer. It soinetimos happens that

one has a single choice exotic, difficult to procure, that it is important not to fail in

grafting, and this method almost infallibly ensures success.

[Some time ago we published an account of an experiment in the use of collodion in

propagating Roses, aiid some other plants, from cuttings. We have not before heard

of its being employed in grafting. The experiment is well worthy of attention.

—

Ed.]

CULTIVATION OF THE GROUND-NUT, OR PEA-NUT.

BY C.

Thinking that a few hints on the cultivation of the Ground-Nut would not be alto-

gether unacceptable to the readers of the Horticulturist, and might be of assistance to

those wishing to grow them, I am induced to write this article,— more, however, with

the desire that its cultivation may be better known than to give any particular plan for

raising it.

The proper time for planting is about the 10th of May, or as soon as all danger of

frost is over. It would be better, in northern latitudes, to plant them in boxes or hot-

beds, so as to have the advantage of as long a season as possible, since on this the crop

greatly depends. The soil should be sandy, or light. A heavy soil should be avoided;

for though the Ground-Nut will grow in such, yet, where one has the choice of a sandy

soil, to that he should give the preference. They should be planted about two inches

deep, in rows, fifteen inches apart—even two feet would not be too far, as the branches

grow long. The ro\ys should not be less than three feet apart.

After the vines have made some growth— say six or eight inches— the soil should

be hoed over them, leaving an inch or two of the ends exposed. This should be done

eveiy two or three weeks, according as the vines may grow, so that but two or three

inches of the ends of the vine may be uncovered. On this also the yield depends ; for

if it is not done, the nuts will not half ripen.

Whether north of the latitude of Philadelphia the Ground-Nut could be cultivated

without the aid of a hot-bed, I am unable to say ; but I think that they could be suc-

cessfully grown south of it.

As to the yield, I can not speak to any certainty, but I have seen over thirty to one

root. They can be purchased at most of the confectionary stores at six to eight cents

per quart.
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THE NELUMBIUM.

BY J. L. COMSTOCK, HAETFOKD, CONN.

A FEW weeks since, I received from J. B. Hawkes, Esq., of Louisiana, a small package

by mail, on opening which, I found a few seeds of a dark color, resembling small

acorns, with the following note

:

" Understanding that you have aa aquarium, I send you a few seeds of the Nelurabium,

a plant which is common here, growing in water from a few inches to ten feet in depth.

The flower is large, the petals imbricated, and in color like the Chromatella Kose. It has

a peculiar but very pleasant ft-agrance. What species of Nelumbium this is, I am not

informed."

Of course I was delighted with such a present, and from an entire stranger, too ;
for

I had long desired to obtain this plant, being, of all aquatics, next to the Victoria regia

in size, species, and country. Of the Nelumbium, only two species are knoAvn— the

speciosum and the luteum. The first is found in Egypt, China, Java, Japan, Ceylon,

and generally in all the tropical regions of the east. This has a splendid flower, with

pink petals. The luteum, the American species, has yellow flowers, as above stated.

In hot climates, the leaves of this plant are nearly equal to those of the Victoria

regia as grown in a cold climate, but in our latitude they seldom exceed two feet m
diameter, though in a hot-house they probably might be much enlarged.

This genus belongs to the natural order Nympha^acece, or the Pond Lily tribe, and

our species resembles the well-known beautiful flower the Water Lily, only being

nearly ten times as large. In the Linnjean arrangement, this genus belongs to class

Polyandria and order Polygenia. The most northern limit of its growth in New Eng-

land appears to be the town of Lyme, Conn., where there are several localities of it,

not far from Connecticut river; but why that ancient, aristocratic town, should be

honored with the growth of this magnificent species, when it does not exist at any

other place within hundreds of miles, is a mysterious but not a singular botanical fact.

The common name of the Nelumbium, among eastern nations, is the Sacred Bean

—

supposed to be the same as the Egyptian Bean of Pythagorus, and the Lotus of the

ancient Egyptians. It is said to have grown in abundance on the banks of the Nile in

the days of Alexander, but is said at present to be rare in that country. It was held

sacred by the Egyptians, probably because it was employed as food in times of famine.

The Romans, we are told, sent to Egypt expressly to obtain the seeds of this plant, but

with what success does not appear. The traveler Thunberg says that the Nelumbuim

is considered a sacred plant among the Japanese, and that their idols are often repre-

sented sitting on one of its great leaves.

It grows in abundance in the ponds and marshes of China, and in most parts of

India, where it is highly esteemed as a luxurious condiment, and sometimes as an arti-

cle of diet. Sir George Staunton, in his embassy to China, says that the seeds of the

Nelumbium, as well as the roots and stems, are used as food among the high manda-

rins, the first being made into a kind of paste, and the other parts cut into thin slices,

served up with ice, and some peculiar condiments, making one of the courses

esteemed at the meals of that luxurious people.
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In Knirl.'inil, LornoN savs tliat the I^ebiDihiiim speciosum lias not been vciy siiccessi-

fiillv cultivated. The attempt has been made by means of large pots with rich mold

at the l»ottom, filled with water ; and by planting the seeds in the tank of a hot-house.

In both cases he says that it requires a strons^ and constariit stove-heat to mjike it flower

to i^orfection. It must be remembered, however, that Loudon Iras reference to the

sjm-iosum, whk-h. is exclusively, or generally, found within the tropics; whereas, our

Nelumbium is found as high north as latitude 4"J°, and hence may be cultivated with-

out any artificial heat.

The Nelumbium may be propagated by dividing the rhi/nnia, or ]in>strato trunk;

but the better way is to plant the seeds, first cutting through the hard portion of the

;apsule, to admit the moisture. Mr. Kext (Jlort. Trans.) nays that the seeds of this

plant have been known to vegetate after having been kept for forty years, and that it

flowers the firet year. That it will grow when forty years old, is not incredible, when

it is known that grains of wheat found in Eg}'ptian nivmimy cases, supposed to be tliree

thousand veai-s old, have been known to vegetate freely; and that the Nelumbium will

produce flowers the first year, is not singular, when it is known that the Victoria rer/ia

flowere in five months, though a much larger plant.

The seed of the Nelumbium lutciim resembles in size, color, and form, a small acorn.

This is to any inquirer a curiosity, and to the scientific botanist an anomaly. "When

opened carefully, so as not to destroy the parts, it will be found to

contain, in a hollow sack, a complete embryo of the future plant

—

the root, stem, leaf, and seed vessel, all being conspicuous. The

annexed cut, one-third larger than the natural size, presents the

form and appearance of this sack and plant, only that the embryo

is deep green. This color is itself a striking peculiarity, being, it

is believed, the only known instance Avhere the green color has

been assumed without the aid of light.

To the vegetable physiologist, the seeds of this genus have long been a puzzle, so

that the most learned botanical doctors have not been able, without controversy, to

decide where it belongs, cither in the natural or artificial classification. Indeed, for the

last half century botanical philosophers have been disputing about this plant, and

scores of pages, with illustrations, have been written to prove on the one side that this

genus is monocotyledonous— that is, having but one cotyledon, or seed-lobe, like

Indian corn and the Palms ; and on the other, with equal forcey it has been contended

that this genus is dicotyledonous— having two cotyledons, like the Bean, Acorn, and

Chestnut. With the view of forming an experimental opinion on this vexed question,

I placed some seeds of the Nelumbium in water, kept tepid for several days, first divi-

ding the hard crust of the capsule, so as to admit the fluid to the second coat In two

or three days the seed separated into two parts, through what appeared, when magni-

fied, to be the natural fissure, thus forming two seed-lobes of a dicotyledonous oa}(Sule.

This fact, with the reticulated structure of the leaf, leaves no doubt that this is an

exogenous plant.
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THE FINER VARIETIES OF THE FUCHSIA AS WIXTER
FLOWERING PLANTS.

BY EDGAR SAXDEES, GAKDENER TO J. F. KATIIBONE, ALBANY.

It may not be generally known, or if kno^^n but little acted on, that some of our finest

varieties of Fuchsia form magnificent objects during the dreary months of winter, if

lightly prepared, and a genial atmosphere given them.

One of the principal aims, I take it, of a gardener in this country, should be the

supply of an abundance of flowers during the winter months. In more temperate

climates, where a bunch of flowers in ordinary winters can be plucked out of doors at

almost any time— where evergreens, especially the broad-leaved kinds, can always be

enjoyed— that desire for a bunch of flowers is not felt as in a climate like this, where

out-of-door flowers in winter is a "case," and broad-leaved evergreens a "case" too;

for they have to be wrapped in a case of some kind, generally far from being beautiful.

The green-house is wholly inadequate, during the winter months, to supply the

floral gems we need ; an ordinary hot-house is the climate, where the night temper-

ature is seldom below 55°— more frequently 60°. "But," the first salute is, "our hot-

house is too much crowded ; I can not spare the room." We think difierently, and

will proceed to show. Any plant, the flower of which hangs beneath the foliage,

shows to good advantage if considerably elevated above the line of vision. It is so

with the Fuchsia
;
give it a straight single stem of say four or five feet high, allowing

it to form a head at the top and no plant shows to greater perfection. The head is

not generally dense, but spreading, slightly drooping from the weight of flowers at the

point, and if placed at the back of the house, is no injur}' to any plant beneath from

shade, and occupies a portion of "space" usually vacant.

Select those kinds most free of flowering and the most difficult of breaking into

wood regular— as S2)eciosa, Eliza Meillcz^ Snowdroj), and Sir John Falstaff^ which

will afibrd a good variety in color— and strike in the ordinary way in the spring.

Keep them in a warm, growing temperature, and the side shoots pinched back till the

height wished for is obtained, having gradually shifted them till they are in say 7-inch

pots. Pinch out the top, Avhich will induce several eyes to start, rub oft' all branches

and foliage below them, and plunge the plants for the remainder of the summer in the

open border. Keep them from making much growth or flowering while in this place

by an occasional stopping. Eariy in the fall take up your plants, and repot them into

pots two or three sizes- larger. Any time during November place them in the stove,

where they will begin flowering immediately, and continue without intermission all the

winter and spring.

Here you can cut flowers without compunction, in any quantity, which will fre-

quently obviate the necessity of cutting from other i)lants flowers that will remain a

long time in perfection if left on the plant— a point often of considerable importance

to the gardener, in keeping the houses gay.

We have now a plant of speciosa, which was a cutting last year, with a stem hard

ioody, and two and a half inches in diameter three feet from the pot. It alone

furnished hundreds of blossoms for cutting, beside those which have dropped, and
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lins lu'on tlio admiration of all who linve seen it. It lias been occasionally -\vatore<l

with weak liquid nianuro water, which counteracts the t<;ndency of pot-bound plants,

and especially the Fuchsia, to produce small llowers. The one mentioned has flowers

as fine now as when in a youni; state.

[Wo commend Mr. Sanukus' i)ractice. The Fuchsia is a valuable acquisition to tlie

winter green-house, when well flowered, as we saw some specimens in Mr. Katiiuoxe's

house last February.—En.]

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING BOUQUETS AND FLORAL ORNAMENTS.

BY D. R. K., EOXBOEO, P.V.

Ix fulfillment of the promise made to you, I proceed to oflfer a few practical directions,

intended principally for the amateur florist, for making bouquets and floral ornaments.

But before commencing, allow me to make a few preliminary observations in regard

to the importance of adhering strictly to the laws and dictates of a cultivated and refined

taste in order to ensure success. And first I would remark that there is a prejudice

existing in the minds of many in regard to the arrangement of flowers in elaborate

designs and ornaments— a prejudice which makes no distinction between the manifest

absurdity of attempting to imitate in flowers objects which are entirely destitute of

either beauty or adaj^tability, such, for instance, as the monstrosities in the shape of

monuments, fountains, tables, &c., which yearly disgrace some of the horticultural exhi-

bitions in our large cities, and the forming of ornaments or designs natural and graceful

in conception, and elaborate and artistic in execution. How often do Ave hear from

such persons the remark that a bouquet formed of flowers culled at random, and put

together in the most careless manner, is far more pleasing than one of a more elaborate

character, and yet should one arranged with good taste, and a due regard to the har-

mony of colors, be exhibited, what exclamations of delight anil admiration would reward

the artist for his labor. To a person whose highest conception of a bouquet or floral

ornament does not exceed a bunch of Hollyhocks and Asparagus, with, perhaps, the

addition of a Pa3ony or two, the directions here given will appear useless and trifling

;

but when such an one witnesses the result he will perhaps change his opinion.

With these few remarks I pass to the more practical part of my subject; and first

in order, are the requisite tools and materials.

The tools required in making a bouquet are a flower-gatherer— which is a pair of

scissors that holds the flower tight after it is severed, and which can be obtained at any

of our horticultural warehouses— a shai-p penknife, and a good strong pair of ordinary

scissors. The materials for forming the frame-work of a bouquet, ai'c a good, strong,

straight stick, from twelve to eighteen inches long, according to the desired size or

height of the bouquet, observing to have it long enough to leave room to hold it in the

hand at the -lower extremity until the bouquet is completed, when the stick is to be cut

oflf even with the lower end of the bouquet; a handful of straight switches from trees

shrubs, of sufficient strength and stitfness to sustain the weight of a good sized flower

attached to their upper extremities, and about eight inches long ; also a small
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quantity of the whisk from an old corn broom about six or eight inches long, a single

straw of whif.h is used for supporting the heads of small flowei-s, such as Violets, &c. In

addition to the above, procure two coils of unannealed, or very pliable or flexible, copper

or iron wire, one coil of which should be about the thickness of a pretty good sized pin,

and the other the finest almost that can be procured, not larger than fine spool-cotton

or horse-hair. The first mentioned is used for attaching Camellias and other large

flowers to the switches, or artificial stems, and the latter for the smaller flowers, and is

much preferable to twine or thread, as it does not require tying, but is merely passed

four times around the flower and its support and is then cut oft' with the scissors. I

would recommend that copper wire should be used, particularly the larger size, as iron

wire if left in the green-house soon becomes rusty and soils both the hands and the

flowers. The commercial gardeners generally use iron. A ball of good strong hemp
or cotton twine, or tie-yarn, is requisite for putting the bouquet together and must be

kept in a flower-pot at your feet, to keep it from rolling about. A quantity of ever-

green, such as Cedar, Arbor Vitne, or, what is better than either, the small evergreen

vine, or Lycopodium, which grows in profusion in New Jersey and other localities, and

is used for making wreaths for ornamenting churches in New York and Philadelphia at

Christmas, for filling in the interstices between the flowers and for finishing the lower

part of the bouquet.

Before describing the modus operandi of making or putting together the bouquet,

allow me to say a word or two in defence of the practice of using flowers with short

stems. Of course when a collection of plants is very extensive, or when the kinds used

are not mostly of a valuable kind, there is less necessity for economy ; but where the

reverse of this is the case, I know of but one objection that can be urged, and that is

that the flowers will wither sooner than if their stems reached the water. This objec-

tion has been found by experience to be far less serious than it appears at the first

glance to be, for if the interstices between the supports of the flowers be properly filled

up with any kind of materials, such as evergreens, moss, or the like, to retain moisture,

and the bouquet is turned upside down once or twice a day and water jDOured on it, it

will retain its beauty and freshness for a week at least, and I have seen a bouquet two

weeks old so fresh that it called forth the admiration of all who inspected it.

Before quitting this branch of my subject, I will ofter a few suggestions in regard to

the economical use of flowers which will be found of considerable importance where

the demand is greater, than the supply. By a careful examination of the botanical

structure of various plants, it will bo found that a number of them produce their flowers

in clusters or umbels, and that in many cases the upper buds expand sometime before

the lower ones, consequently if the whole head is cut oflf the later bloom is entirely lost.

This is especially the case with Geraniums, (particularly the scarlet,) Primroses, I'ig-

nonias, etc., and it will be found a considerable saving to only cull the expanded blos-

soms. There are also other plants which produce their flowers in long spikes or

garlands, such as the Acacias, the Euphorbia Jacquincejlora, the Spiraa j)runifoUa,

and others, all of which can be divided into pieces from one to two inches long and

will have quite as good an appearance in the bouquet as if the whole stem were used.

Again, there are other jilants, and among them some of the most gorgeous ai d show^

riptions, whose flowers are too large to be used entire and consequently require

ided ; among these are the Poinsettia 2)ulchcrrima and the Strelitzia
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The first of tlicso produces ;i flower of no beauty, but it is surroundeil by scarlet leaves

or bract;e of the most jforgooiis splendor, the heads niea.suriuj; in some ilislaiiccs twenty

inches in diameter; these bracta; have a tine etleet when introduced singly or in pairs.

In dividing them, insert your knife at the top and pass it down perpendicularly dividing

Uie flower and stem into two equal ]>art.s; then sub-divide tliese until you have but one

or two bract;c with a small piece of the stem attached to each ; these sections are then

to be tied to supports and are then ready for use. Tlie StrcUtzia produces a flower, or

rather a- succession of flowers, of a singular shape, but of a beautiful combination of

colors. They ajipear in triplets of two beautiful orange and violet petals, and after one

set withers they are succeeded by another set from the same calyx or spatiie. Should

you cut the whole head you would find it too large and unwieldly, and at the same

time lose the succession of blooms. It is therefore advisable to sever the connection

and take out the bloom without injury to the rest of the head, and tie it on a stick as

before directed.

There is perhaps no plant so much injured by injudicious cutting as the Camellia.

It is of such slow grow^th that should two or three inches of the stem be cut with the

flower the plant would not increase one particle in size and the bloom of the following

year would be entirely lost. It is therefore absolutely necessary that the flower alone

should be gathered and an artificial stem supplied of either wire or wood, or both. It

is a fortunate circumstance that this flower deprived of its stem is of longer duration

than any other.

There is a great diversity of taste as to the shape and size of bouquets. That most

generally preferred, however, for hand-bouquets is flat or sliglitly oval on top, and about

eight inches in diameter. I am aware that they are frequently made much larger, but

in my opinion they appear heaxy and cumbrous. The flat bouquet possesses two im-

portant ailvantages over the pyramidal or cone-shaped, in not requiring near so many

flowers, and also in allowing every flower to be seen at one glance. The pyramid, or

cone-shape, is however preferred for large bouquets or table designs.

The length of this communication warns me that I must close. In my next I will

continue the subject and describe the process of putting together the bouquet.

I A VILLA-MANSION.*

A VILLA-MANSION was erected by me, a year ago, in the Italian style, which may serve

to illustrate the class of house which, under certain requirements, would be fitting for

erection elsewhere, f

The situation for which my services were required to design an appropriate building,

was one which, although possessing some peculiar features, had a character not unfre-

quently to be met with. The land was elevated, commanding a most extensive view

across Long Island Sound, and the intervening and surrounding landscape. It was

removed about tw^o miles from the water, and at- the same distance from the village.

A public road skirted the upper boundary of the place, and the suiface of the land

* From « Homes for the People, in S^ihurb and Country,^^ by Geevase Wiieelee. t See frontispiece,
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and general disposition of various portions of the estate required that the building

should be somewhat near to the road. From this road the land rose upward in a

gentle slope to a nearly level table, just large enough for the building, and on the

other side it dipped down at an angle so abrupt as to render terracing necessary, and

to cause the foundation walls at that point to be of considerable height, so that the

rear aspect of the lower portion of the house became so open and airy as to suggest a

convenient and pleasant bestowal of the kitchen and domestic offices in the lowest

floor, which, as it is entirely above ground, so far as lised for such a purpose, can

hardly be called a basement.

The most cheerfully shone upon sides, and those from which the most' desirable

points of view of the landscape could be enjoyed, proved to ber the rear and side ; the

front looking toward a comparatively flat expanse of meadow and woodland beyond

the road, and the other side having a northern exposure.

The owner required rooms of large size for entertainment and adequate accommoda-

tion for the family ; also a preference was expressed for ample hall and passage ways

—

so arranged, how^ever, in summer time or for evening occupancy, as to be converted as

it were into inner apartments. A summer kitchen was also thought desirable ; and so,

with these rc< juirements to guide me, and the knowledge of local circumstances gained

by careful and frequent study upon the spot, the plan of the principal floor shaped

itself as follows.

' In front, a terrace, a few steps in height, leads to the door of the entrance vestibule.

No. 1, in which are inner doors to the principal hall. One pair of doors is fiJled in

with a perforated metal

panel, to admit air in

summer, and is furnish-

ed with a close shutter

to fit in during cold

weather. Upon each

side of the vestibule are

hall closets, Nos. 2 and

3, with sash doors to-

ward the hall.

The main hall, No. 4,

is of magnificent pro-

portions and extent, and

in it is a deep recess for

the principal staircase,

connected with the hall

by colunms and antre,

which correspond with

the other columns in the

hall shown in the ]ilan.

On the left of the hall, in front, is the library. No. 5, a room twenty-four feet by

fifteen, lighted by a window toward the north, and by a projecting bay in front. Con-

with this room is a fire-proof closet or safe, by the side of which is an inclosure

lining a dumb-waiter, whi<-h (Onlucts from the floor below to the attic, and is
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used to convey clothes from tbe laundry to the drying-room. Upon the other sido

of the hall is the drawing-room, No. C, which is, exclusive of the pixyecting window,

twt'iitv-soven feet by twenty, and the projecting window ten Ly six.

Next to this room is a small salon ur vestibule, No. 7, from which a French window

opens upon tbe side veranda, and which also connects with the family sitting-room or

parlor, No. 8. This latter room is seventeen feet square, and is so situated as to be the

pleasantest apartment upon this floor. A wide veranda stretches on two of its sides,

and connecting with it are large closets for family use.

Sliding doors open upon one side into the vestibule, No. 9, at tbe end of the princi-

]»al hall, which terminates in double doors leading to tbe veranda.-

Next to this end of the ball is the dining-room, No. 10, which is twenty-four by

eighteen, having in its long side a projecting window, which is sujijiorted upon

lirackets from below, and overhangs tbe deep stone wall that tbe slope of tbe ground

renders necessary. Immediately under this room is the kitchen, and tbe projection

of this bay window serves as a canopy to its windows.

In the rear of tbe dining-room is a private hall, No. 11, in which are a flight of

stairs to tbe floor below, a servants' stairway to tbe chambers, a large china-closet, and

a dumb-waiter for transmission of dishes from below. Tbe smallness of the scale ren-

ders these portions somewhat minute, but they are all of ample size and convenient

arrangement.

From this ball an entry leads to a summer-kitchen, No. 12, which is fifteen by nine-

teen, and so placed as, tbouj^h, suflicieutly removed from tbe main building to prevent

boat or odor penetrating tbe interior, is conveniently near for iise.

On tbe other side of tbe private ball are a large paiitr}- and store-room, No. 13, a

b.bby conducting to the main hall, and a sleejiing-room of large size, No. 14, either for

use of a man-servant or of a member of tbe family.

Tbe extent of tbe front of this building, exclusive of tbe projection containing sum-

mer-kitchen, is sixty-six feet, and its greatest depth, from front line to end of dining-

ntom, is sixty-nine feet two inches.

Tbe spacious verandas that fill \ip tbe outlines of tbe plan, so as to make tbem nearly

a square, are of great value. From that surroimding the two sides in the rear the

most lovely view that can be conceived is enjoyable ; and, as tbe level of tbe ground

falls away so rapidly, it is on tbe rear greatly above tbe surface, and descent to tbe

terrace and gardens below is by a flight of broad steps. Beneath these rear verandas

a screen protects tbe offices from sight, and upon this side a conservatory is formed,

with glass in front and at tbe end.

Tbe space below is occupied by a large kitchen under tbe dining-room provided with

a range and boiler, an old-fashioned bnck oven, and a large open fire-place for roasting.

There is also a laundry beneath tbe family parlor, and, in tbe rear of that, a bathing-

room for tbe use of the servants. Spacious provision is made for tbe furnace, wbicli is

below tbe vestibule. No. Y, and the rest of tbe space is filled with store-rooms, cellars,

milk-room, larder, (fee; all carefully arranged and of liberal size. Below tbe summer-

kitchen is tbe coal-cellar; and, under the entry that leads to it, space is left for a

retired inclosure containing a water-closet for the servants.

plan of tbe whole building is one affording absolute perfection of convenience,

e eflfect upon entering is exceedingly imposing. Tbe wide and lofty hall, relieve
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by the columns that divide its length, and by those separating the recess that contains

the principal stair-case, is a feature that is carried out in a manner not often seen, and

at the same time the rooms are so disposed about it as to make its ample dimensions

to involve no loss of space, but rather to aflbrd an increased scale of internal accommo-

dation. Few houses afford so liberal and yet so controllable a scale of accommodation

;

and the chamber floor is equally generous in its arrangements.

The staircase opens into a large central hall, the side of which, toward the stairs, is

composed of pedestals supporting three shafts with arches between, the handrail and

balusters being returned around the wall of the staircase behind this arcade, the pur-

pose of which is to sup-

port the floor above.

This portion of the hall

is eighteen by twenty-

two, and at one end an

open arch leads into a

narrow vestibule term-

inated by a window

overlooking the rear

balcony, and, at the

other, sliding doors

shut off a chamber

over the front portion

of the hall, which can

be used or not, as may
be required. These are

designated upon the

plan by the figures 1,

2, and 3, the latter

being the chamber re-

ferred to, which is twelve feet wide and fifteen long, opens upon a balcony over the

front ten-ace, and has a large closet fitted with drawers and shelves upon one side.

Near to this is a large bed-room, No. 4, over the library, having a closet similarly

fitted to that of No. 3 ; and in the rear of this is a bed-room, No. 5, and a dressing-

room or single chamber connecting with it, No. 6.

Upon the other side of the hall is an entry, No. V, leading to a sleeping-room and

dressing-room, Nos. 8 and 9, occupying the space above the drawing-room ; and in the

rear of these is No. 10, a chamber thirteen by seventeen, over the ante-chamber below,

and shaped so as to make a large recess to contain the bed.

No. 1 1 is a cheerful room, the same size as the family sitting-room, and provided

with a large closet and convenience for drawers.

In the hall or entry. No. 2, are spacious cedar and other closets for linen and for

clothes not in use; and from this hall a noble room. No. 12, the same dimensions as

the dining-room, is reached. From the main hall a passage leads to the private stairs,

also to a bathing-room and two water-closets, one of which is entirely private from the

oom. Beyond this is a sleeping-room, No. 13, over the summer-kitchen, to

a few steps are descended in a well-lighted entry,
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Ail of tlieso rooms are of larfje size, have rire-])laoes, abundant closet accommoda-

tion, and are so arranged as lo door or window opcniiigs as to aftbrd' convenient places

f.ir tlio bod and re«]uisito cliainbor furniture— a iiiatU-r of no trilliiifr value.

Ipon the rioor above, the roofs are carried up in such a inauner as to make attics

over the dra\vin<,M-oom, and the whole of the rest of the house, excepting the lower

pc>rtion above the family sitting-room and thd summer-kitchen.

In addition to this, a tower is extended a clear story above the roofs, and is placed

at the end of the hall ; and as the external view of the building sufficiently excmplitii-s

the position of this feature, and the space contained in the attic, a plan is not tliouglit

necessary.

The whole of the room above the draw'ing-room portion of the building, a space

nearly forty feet in length by twenty in width, and six feet high upon the walls, rising,

however, with an arched ceiling, to considerable elevation in the center, is made a

drnng-room for linen, is w^armed by a lieating apparatus below, and is made conven-

iently accessible by a dumb-waiter or lift, which is constructed in an inclosed shaft that

runs from this story to the basement or kitchen floor below.

There is a very lai-ge reservoir or water-cistern also upon this floor, placed over

where the bath-room and private hall are arranged in the chamber floor below. This

cistern is so supported by the brick-work of the chimney-sliaft, and by its position in

regard to the frame of the building, as to be exposed to no danger from its weight

;

Avhile, to prevent accident in winter, it is entirely surrounded by passages, so as not to

come in contact with the outer walls, and has a hot-water pipe coiled within it, through

Avliich a circulation from the boiler below would keep the water at such a temperature

as to prevent action of frost. This reservoir is fed not only from the roofs, but also, in

case of failure from such a source, can be supplied by a force-pump connecting with

the large cisterns that are constructed below; and from this, pipes distribute the water,

both cold and heated, to all portions of the house.

There are upon this floor four large sleeping-rooms for servants, and a room of noble

size above the chamber over the dining-room, to be occupied either as a sleej^ing-room

or children's play-room, as the family may prefer.

There is also a small room, about nine feet by twelve, in the tower, which I believe

has been bespoken as a sleeping-room by a member of the family that appreciates the

magnificent scenery that its windows command ; and again, above this, is the upper

room or observatory in the tower, twelve feet square, the space taken from the room

below to contain the staii-way to this upper room, being nearly all available therein.

No description can do justice to tlie grandeur of the land and marine view that this

tower commands ; and not only is the presence of this feature amply justified, but the

indweller or casual visitor Avould pronounce the house incom])lete without its provision,

^sliicli, by the way, can not be said of all the towers that are seen in modern villas.

The whole interior efi'ect has been obtained by elegant proportion and somewhat

simple finishing, rather than by extravagant outlay. In the draAving-room and other

apartments upon the principal floor, the cornices and ceiling decoration show some-

what of ornamental finish ; but the rooms are so justly proportioned— height to width

and length— that they could safely be left to the efl'ect of a less ornate embellishment

all, however, has features of very great beauty in the columns that have

spoken of. There are in all, six of these, with their antje. Those support



the wall above 'tlie recess containiiig the principal staircase are of Brocatelle marble

;

the other four across the hall itself, at right angles to these, are of Sienna, the caps

white and the base and plinth of statuary marble. Their style is Ionic, with capitals

designed in the simplest form of this beautiful order.

The staircase, with its balusters and rail, is massive and handsome, and the steps of

peculiarly easy ascent.

Although the building is large, the composition of its parts is such as not to give an

ostentatious appearance ; and the details are all carried out so consistently with the

spirit of the style determined upon, that the general effect of the whole mass is not

hazarded by any discrepancy in any portion of the construction.

The architectural style is that of the modern Italian, having a general resemblance

to many of the peculiarities of the buildings erected in the suburbs of Rome— and

hence of the Roman rather than of the Florentine or Venetian periods. I do not claim

that it is a facsimile of any one of them ; but, so far as material would permit, and

modern convenience and common sense justify, the whole has been faithfully conceived

in a spirit analogous to tha/t which gives vitality to the buildings that originated this

style. The walls, from the foundation to the level of the principal tloor, are built of

stone, and are laid in regular courses as to their horizontal lines, but in stones of

unequal sizes and divisions. The masoniy is of the very best description, and, from the

top springs the building which above the ground is of frame, 'filled in with brick,

double-boarded on the outside and covered Avith clapboards, the edges of the overlap

of which are rounded, by which means they are not liable to be bruised or otherwise

defaced. The stone placed within reach of the builder was one of such extreme hard-

ness as to render the construction of the entire building a matter of very great expense,

nor could the architectural features have been executed but in stone of ditferent tex-

ture ; and it may be added that the owner was neither willing to delay completion of

his house the time such a mode of construction would have required, nor to expend

the vastly increased amount that would have been demanded.

This house was built carefully by day's work, and its cost, including all that thorough

completion involved, was twenty thousand dollars. Of this sum, a very large amount

was expended upon the heavy stone masonry of the foundations and lower stor}^, and

in almost any other situation the cost could be very materially lessened. The sum

named, moreover, included furnace, painting, plumbing, and the provision of gas-pipes

throughout the whole building, the owner intending to provide a gas-house and appa-

ratus in a secluded situation below the house.

TRINCirLES OF BEAUTY IN GRECIAN ARCEITECTURE.*

The most brilliant epoch of Grecian architecture, and to which we are to look for

perfection in the art, was compnzed in the short space of about two hundred years,

including the respective ages both of Pericles and of Alexander, from whose death

its gradual decline may perhaps be said to have commenced. But under the subse-

* From Earl of AlenJeeiCa Inquiry into the PrineipUs of Beauty in Grecian ArcJdtecture. London: John

MuKUAY. 1822.
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.luoiif iloininion of TJomnn emperors, its clcteriorntion was still more apparent; for,

altlioivli the sovoroi<;ns of the world nslonisliod iiiankiii<l l)y iho prodijirious dimensions

and fforf^eous splendor of their architectural undertakino;s, yet when compared with

(lie purity of Grecian design, the evidences of barbarism are percei)tiblo in most of

tlioir works. This corruption of style, unattended, however, with any diminution of

cost and magniticence in the buildings tlicmsclves, rapidly increased until all vestiges

of l>eauty aud propriety were lost in the long period of darkness which followed the

destruction of the empire.

At the revival of the art in Italy, during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the

great architects who adonied that countrj' naturally looked for instruction to the monu-

ments with which they were surrounded— the wrecks and fragments of imperial Rome.

These were not only successfully imitated, but were sometimes even suqiassed by the

Italian artists ; for Bramante and M. Angelo, Palladio and Bernini, designed and

executed works which, although of unequal merit, may perhaps fairly cliallenge a com-

parison with the boasted productions of the Augustan age. It is not, however, to be

expected that their compositions should be free from those imperfections which are to

be found in the models from whence they derived their knowledge, and on which their

taste was formed. The precious remains of Grecian art were long neglected, and the

most beautiful were, in truth, nearly inaccessible to the christian world. It is almost in

our own time that obstacles, formerly insurmountable, have been first vanquished ; and

that the treasures of art, still unfortunately in the custody of ignorance and barbarism,

have not only been visited, but have been accurately measured and delineated. Hence-

forth, therefore, these .exquisite remains should form the chief study of the architect

who aspires to permanent reputation ; other modes are transitory and uncertain
;
but

the essential qualities of Grecian excellence, as they are founded on reason, and are

consistent with fitness and propriety, will ever continue to deserve his first care. These

models should be imitated, however,— not with the timid and servile hand of a copyist,

but their beauties should be transferred to our soil, preserving, at the same time, a due

regard to the changes of customs and manners, to the difference of our climate, and to

the condition of modern society. In this case, it would not be so much the details of

the edifice itself, however perfect, which ought to engross the attention of the artist, but

he should strive rather to possess himself of the genius by which it was originally

planned and directed ; and to acquire those just principles of taste which are capable

of general application. The words of a competent judge, in describing the practice of

the Greeks, will give additional weight to these opinions :
" Omnia enim certa proprie-

iate, et a veris naturce dcductis morihus^ traduxerunt in operum pcrfcdiones : et ea pro-

baverunt, quorum, explicationes in disputationibus railonem p>ossunt habere veritatis*

[Vitruo, Lib. IV. c. 2.]

* In the most perfect of their productions they suffered nothing to enter but what was consistent with propriety, and

deduced from the just ordinance of nature ; approving only of what could be supported by arguments founded upon

the basis of truth and reason.— WiH-ins^ Translation.

For the perfection of all works depends on their fitness to answer the end proposed, and on principles resulting from

a consideration of nature herself, and they approved those only which, by strict analogy, were borne out by the ajipear-

ance of utility.

—

GtcUVs TranskiUon.



LIFE IN THE COUNTRY.

gin fUt in Uh ^nuxtx^:

OR, CHRONICLES OF OAKLAXD HOME.

Br FRANK IIAZLETON.

CHAPTER IV.

SPRING IN THE COUNTRY ENGAGES A GARDENER.

It -was in the spring of the year— that beautiful season so much lauded by poets

—

that I took possession of my country home. Being anxious to commence operations

earl^v, and lured by a warm day or two in March, I hastened to my farm, fearing that

I had already lingered in the city too long, and that the season was too far advanced

to permit me to make all my proposed improvements. The Robins and Blue-birds

had preceded us, and with their beautiful music gave us a joyful welcome to our new

home, and a pleasant introduction to country life. But the pleasure was all in antici-

pation, for on the following morning winter seemed to have commenced again in ear-

nest. Storm succeeded stoiTQ. Snow, cold winds, rain, and mud, not only rendered

out-door labor difficult, but for me impossible. I suppose there are some folks so poet-

ical that they can see beauty in eveiy thing, and this I suppose is what is meant by

"Winter lingering in the lap of spring."

Unfortunately I am no poet, and I can see no beauty in a snow storm in April, or in

mud to the tops of one's boots. I was illy prepared for such a depth of soil, and when

I ventured out made rather a singular appearance, generally returning with one over-

shoe in my hand— that is, if I had the good luck to find it and dig it up. One of ray

young hopefuls remarked that father walked through the mud just like a cat. Not a

very flattering, but perhaps a truthful remark.

Not being able at present to do anything myself, and really having my ideas of my
ability to make myself useful on a farm somewhat lowered, I thought I would secure

the help I needed. And here arose a somewhat difficult question. Did I need a

Landscape Gardener and Garden Architect, such as I noticed had advertised their

services ; or did I want a common Gardener, or a Fanner ? Not being able to decide

these questions satisfactorily, I merely advertised for a person to take charge of my
place, giving a description, &c. This advertisement brought me several letters, as well

as some personal applications.

John Roseberry, the fii-st applicant, w^as an Englishman— at least, so he said,

though I rather think by his speech he wasn't a native. According to his own story

he had superintended some of the most beautiful and extensive establishments in

Europe. He had been engaged in the Kew gardens, and had done much to give them

their celebrity. Louis Phillippe had despatched a special messenger for him, to con

ith him as to the arrangement of the gardens of the Tuilleries. He had

nishing touches to Chatsworth ; and, in short, no work of importance hat
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luiilertakcn for the last ten years unless bis advice and counsel had been first sou<?bt,

111' had come to this country only to see the vegetation of North America, and thereby

increase bis kno\vl«Hlyo ; but concluded on the whole to take charge of a ])lace, if he

could get one worthy of his attention. I really began to be alarmed at the great loss

the country must have suffered from bis departure, lie knew the name and nature of

e\ ory plant and shrub. Indeed, it was strange

"That one small lioaJ coulJ carry all he knew."

r>oing doubtful of my ability to command so much gouius and knowledge to decorate

my humble home, I decided to give Mr. KosEnKuuY an answer in one week, when, if

his talents had not secured him a more advantageous position, I might endeavor to

make a bargain with liim.

The next applicant was Tiios. IIawtiiohn. lie too was from across the water; and

I learned, on infomiing liim of the previous apjilication of Mi'. KosEUEiaa', that they

had both worked at the same place. Uawtiiorn smiled when I told him of the abilities

of RosEBERRT, and informed me that he was only employed by tbe gardener to keep

the grass and weeds from the gravel walks, and to assist in mowing and sweeping the

lawn, wliich he did so poorly that he was dismissed. Still, this statement may have

been caused by professional jealousy. Mr. Hawthorn urged his claims quite zeal-

ously, and stated that in making gravel walks he had no superior. Before leaving

home, his reputation had become almost national. He was overnm with orders for

walks for gentlemen's grounds, and had to escape to gain rest, or he would have fallen

a victim to his abilities in this line. No one in this country understood the principle.

I afterwards learned that Mr. IIawthorn's abilities in making road were developed in

breaking stone by the side of the road, to repair the turnpike that passed through his

native village.

The third applicant was also a man of remarkable genius. He had been used to

first-class establishments, and proposed that I should make at once green-houses,

forcing-houses^ grape-houses, arbore, grottoes, rustic houses, bridges, serpentine walks,

lawns, &c. I began to grow enthusiastic at his glowing descriptions of the beauties in

reser\'e for me, if I would but adopt his j^lans and employ him in their execution. He
seemed to understand his business, and to be really in love with it. But I fear be was

one of those who astonish their employers as much by their extravagant expenditures as

by the results of their skill. As I yet felt sore over the cost of my house, I thought it

not best for the present to run the risk of any very great expense.

Soon came along another gardener, who made no very great pretensions. If he

had not much knowledge, he certainly liad some modesty. He thought he understood

his business, and was willing to do his best to carry out my wishes, and hoped if he

engaged with me he should prove himself worthy of my confidence. He aj)peared

intelligent ; I knew him to be modest ; he did not look like a vain-boasting pretender

;

and I engaged him. I have had no reason to regret my choice.

I was now prepared to commence operations in earnest. But, as I am talking of the

help I received in commencing my work, I must not forget the very valuable assistance

kind and intelligent neighbor, a young farmer, residing only a mile from my place,

noticed his farm, as beino- remarkable for its neatness. Everything bore evidence
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of intelligent and well-directed labor. The trees in the orchard bent under the weight

of luscious fruit. The well-kept lawp, and beautiful shrubs, and fragrant flowers,

marked this place as the abode of taste and refinement. Though I did not like the

idea of copying, j-et I thought I would keep this place in my eye, as a model. I was

therefore highly delighted, soon after my location at my new home, with a call from

my neighbor, John Grove. lie very kindly informed me that he had called over to

proffer me any assistance in his power, as he had observed that my present vocation

was a new one, and one for which at present I seemed hardly fitted. After thanking

him for his kindness, I related some of my schemes, as well as my doubts and difficul-

ties. He very frankly gave me the benefit of his experience and counsel ; and his aid

to me was invaluable. AVhile applauding my determination to take up my home in

the country, he warned me of the causes which made so many city gentlemen disgusted

with country life after a season's trial, and pointed out with the clearness of a philoso-

pher the real pleasures of a country life. I became delighted with his intelligent con-

versation, and listened attentively as he proceeded :
" Those who remove to the country

for its enjoyments, generally anticipate too much. They imagine the country skj- to be

ever bright, and all seasons alike pleasant. They seem to think luscious fruits anxiously

wait to be plucked at all seasons of the year. They fondly hope to escape ' all the ills that

flesh is heir to.' But this dream is never realized. There are clouds and storms, as well

as sunshine, in the countiy. No spot, however salubrious or lovely, is exempt from

sorrow, sickness, and death. The country aSbrds its peculiar pleasures, and solid advan-

tages ; but to be fitted for their enjoyment, we must have some rational ideas of their

nature. "We must learn to love and appreciate the roomy, well-ventilated house, the

free air uncontaminated by the smoke of chimneys, the cheerful aspect of vegetation

;

the songs of birds, and the beauty of the flowers, afford pleasures of no mean character

to the man of thought and taste." lie claimed that gardening was a great educator of

children. "Parents," he said, "should teach their children to love and practice gardening.

It will learn them system and order, patience and hope ; it will give strength to the

body and the mind ; it will improve the head and the heart. It will teach them self-

reliance— that success is the reward of industry and perseverance, while failure is the

result of negligence. It will teach them to

'Look from Nature up to Nature's God.'

Few realize the injury they do, and actually suffer, by depriving themselves and their

children of the pleasures afforded by the i-ultivation of flowers— these children of the

field. A farmer and his wife, in easy circumstances, not a thousand miles from this,

had an only son, who, much to the sorrow of his parents, had imbibed a desire ' to go

to sea.' He had read of the raging billows— of strange people in strange lands— of

Orange groves— of lands where the Pine-apple grows— of exciting scenes in capturing

the whale— and his whole heart seemed set on seeing foreign lands and living on the

ocean wave. In vain his parents endeavored to interest him in the operations of the

farm. He worked, to be sure, but his heart was not in the work. It was a drudgery,

and he longed for the time when he could bid farewell to parents and home, and see

the world for himself At that time a Horticultural Society was established in the

y, and at the first exhibition fruits and flowers of the finest kinds were display
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mnny of them brought from a distance, and such as had never been seen in the ncigh-

borhootl before. Tlio young man attended this exhibition, and looked at tlie display

witli \vonder and surprise. Notliing astonisliecl him more than the lively, joyous inter-

e!>t, those engaged took in the arrangement of tlioir several collections. AVhile he had

looked upon everything connected with the cultivation of the soil as a heartless drudg-

crv, here even the ladies appeared to engage in it with a zeal and a pleasure he could

hardly account for. One class of flowers particularly attracted his notice ; he procured

a few plants— planted them, and nursed and watched them, and waited anxiously and

impatiently for the coming bloom. In due time his plants blossomed, and their extra-

ordinary beauty repaid him for his toil. lie carried off the prize at the next show.

Elated at his success, and the pleasure it afforded him, he increased his collection— for-

got all about the sea and strange lands— and became one of the most enthusiastic and

intelligent cultivators, and the most successful competitor for prizes at the shows of the

Uorticultural Society. He now takes hold of farming in earnest— aims at the finest

crops ; and the parents reap in the society, perhaps, the salvation of their son, and in the

better management of the farm, the happy influence of flowers upon the young mind,

and the benefits of horticultural societies. 15ut for this society, sir," he continued, "I

should not have had the pleasure of your acquaintance, nor you the benefit of my
advice."

"When my friend bade me adieu for the evening, I felt I had gained some new

ideas— some food for thought and reflection.



Death of Thomas Hancock, of Burlington, Xew Jersey.—Mr. Hancock died at his

residence, in Burlington, on the 21st of March last. The announcement took us quite by

surprise, as Mr. H. had attended the meeting of the ifational Agricultural Society, at Wash-

ingtofl, in the latter end of February, and we had not heard of his illness since— another

illustration of the uncertainty of life. Mr. Hancock was well known to the nurserymen of

this country, and to all who were in the habit of attending the meetings of the American

Pomological Society. He took an active part in organizing that Society, and has been pres-

ent at all its meetings and participated actively in the proceedings. He was an energetic,

zealous, public-spirited man, ever ready to co-operate in plans of agricultural and horticul-

tural improvement. He possessed a friendly, kind-hearted, and sociable disposition— was
always free and candid in the expression of his opinions, and honorable in his deahngs.

His death is a great loss, not only to his family and friends, but to the public. "We copy

the following from the Burlington Gazette

:

" Death of Thomas Hancock.—It is with no ordinary feelings of regret, that we announce this

sad event, and we deem it proper that some suitable mention should be made of him, whose de-

cease produces so great a void in the community.

"Thomas Hancock is known throughout the United States as the proprietor of the Ashton Nur-

series, which he and his brother, B. D. Hancock, established as early as thirty-two years ago.

Although these extensive nurseries contain almost every variety of trees, fruits, and flowers, indi-

genous to this climate, Mr. H.'s attention within the last ten years has been mainly directed to

the cultivation of rare varieties, and he has been pre-eminently successful. That which was

started as an experiment, has ful'y-attained, through his skill and perseverance, the ripe measure

of entire success, while each succeeding year has increased its value, and added to the well-earned

reputation of the proprietor.

" He took a deep interest in the advancement of agriculture and horticulture, and, as a member

of various societies, has contributed the result of his experience for the good of these branches cf

industry.

"His last public act was participating in the proceedings of the National Agricultural Society

at "Washington, an association of which he was one of the founders.

" Mr. H. was one of the originators of the Burlington County Agricultural Society, and was

appointed upon the most important committees. He was punctual in his attendance upon all

meetings, and in the details of the operations of the Society he constantly took a prominent part.

His importations of blooded stock have added much to the value of cattle in the county, and we
feel satistied that his efforts to improve the character of the stock, have not been without a bene-

ficial influence.

"Ho was a member of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and there his loss will be deeply

felt. Appreciating the truth that State lines are no bar to the progress of science, he entered upon

the duties devolving upon him as a member and officer with energy and zeal.

The people of this township and county will better appreciate his worth now that he is

Ho was at all times ready to advise and counsel those who applied to him, and to
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comfort the needy and distrcEScd. lie has freqviently filled offices of profit, trust, and honor, hav-

ing occujiieJ for severftl yeiirs n sent in the Board of Chosen Freeliolder*, and to wliich he hod

boon returned at the election luld on the lotli of this month. As a Trustee of the Sehoolft, a

Suivevor of the Highways) and in nil liis local offices, his aim was to do his duty without fear

cir faTor.

" In 1842 Mr. II. was elected one of the Directors of the Mechanics Bank, in tlii-> city, in wliicli

lie was continued until his death, and the oflicers and stockholders in the Institution niu.^t feel

that tlie los3 to them is very great.

"To us he was a kind friend, and hia personal efforts on our behalf, proved tliat his sympathy

for us was of tlie warmest kind. We were always grateful to liim for his encouragement and

assistance, and shall hold his acts and efforts in grateful remembrance.

"His death, we repeat, creates a void which will not be rtadily filled, for when men of energy

and enterprise go off the stage of action, time only can rejilacj them."

IToRTicrLTURE AT THE SouTii.—Tho followinj? interesting letter was not written fur

publication, but has been i)lace(i in our hands by the gentleman to whom it was addressed,

with permission to make use of it. The writer is a gentleman of taste and intelligence in

liorticultural matters from Maine, who usually si)ends liis winters in Florida. Tlie Quince

alluded to is undoubtedly the Chinese (Cydonia sinensia). It rarely bears fruit in the north.

" Detained here some days for the river to become navigable, I have had an opjiortunit j- to

look at horticultural matters in this vicinity. Excepting a garden planted about twentj- years

ago by a wealtlij' gentleman of taste, and now containing valuable trees, some of which I shall

notice, everything in this line is quite recent. Mr. I'eabody, of iStraAVberry celebrity, cultivates

a place in Alabama, a few miles west of this; but as his plants are not now in bearing (thei-«

have been two weeks of freezing nights following the severe drouth of summer and autumn,) I

have not been to visit it. Ko doubt I should find much to interest me in the methods and extent

of his Strawberry culture, covering I think seventeen acres. A gentleman of wealth formerly

living here, (J. G. Winter, Esq.,) with some of the taste of his family' on Long Island, (the Win-

ters and Princes,) about ten years ago planted I'eaeh orchards, Pear, Ai)ple, and otlier trees, on

a well chosen piece of elevated land about five miles from this city. It has passed into the hands

of Mr. R. J. Moses, who has made additions and improvements for three years, rendering it highly

profitable. The sales from his fruits and vegetables this year amounted to $6,000— his choice

early Peaches finding a market at Savannah and (by steamer thence) at New York at $15 to $20

per bushel, long before the Jersey orchards send any. lie proposes to extend his planting until

his trees shall cover 100 acres, embracing 20,000 Peaches, and a good variety of Pears, Apples,

Figs, Apricots, Grapes, etc., not omitting the Almond, Olive, and others more rare.

" In the older garden first alluded to, are some finely grown Pear trees of full northern orchard

size, (standards,) sound and thrifty, bearing annually abundant crops. Some have been injured

by storms, but otherwise I see no evidences of injury or disease, and can not learn that they have

ever suffered from blight. Some younger trees, grafted very high so as to leave a long stem

exposed to the hot sun of summer, are scalded, showing the necessity of low-working and low-

branching in the form of the tree. Tiiere are several varieties among the older trees, from which

the others have been worked, but the names are tinkuown to the proprietor, Wm. Brooks, Esq.

who has but recently taken an interest in horticulture. He told me tjiat one kind bore a very

choice fruit, surpassing all others in excellence of flavor, and bearing over twenty buthels on the

full grown tree. I readily recognized it as the Seckcl, from its peculiar growtli, (tlic foliage hav-

iTig fallen,) and was glad to see thirty or forty trees of the same just coming into bearing well

stocked with fruit-buds. These are ripe for eating in July and sell in market at seven

cents per dozen. Another kind, said to weigh IJ lbs. each, and very good, is probably
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Duchesse d' Angouleme, selling at twentj'-five cents each. The most of these trees so exceed in

luxuriance of growth the familiar appearance of northern trees, that I could name with certainty

none but Seckel— fruit and foliage being absent. One, a large and later kind, may be Beurre

Diet. I have the promise that specimens of each shall be sent north to me next summer to be

named and tested with the same varieties northern grown.

" In this garden is an Oleander, very fragrant, grown to be a wide-spreading tree, upon a clean

stem or trunk quite nine inches in diameter at the base. A Crape Myrtle of thirteen inches diame-

ter of trunk; Scuppcriimig Grapes with stem five inches in diameter; a common Black Cherry

that has attained a height o{ thirty feet in three years; well grown Magnolias, {grandljlora) etc.;

show the great fertility of the soil. There was also the most symmetrical and well-developed

Torreya taxifolla that I have ever seen. I gathered four of the seeds from the ground and send

them in a box with Quince specimens, but fear they will be too dry to germinate. M}* attention

was called particularly to a tree of the Quince family, remarkable for its large fruit. It has been

named by some one here, a Cydonia sinensis, and is here commonly called a Quincidonia. Igno-

rant of all botanical nomenclature beyond a few common nursery names, I do not know its vari-

ety and am curious to learn what it is, if known much to you, and how it may be propagated

other than from seed, which has been uncertain, while cuttings have wholly failed. As the fruit

may be rare at the north, Mr. Brooks has given me two specimens to send to you. These I have

packed in cotton in a cigar box and sent by express to Savannah, to be forwarded from thence,

in care of some ship-master, for Boston, with charge to protect from freezing. One specimen of

this fiuit weighed 3i lbs. In the box is a scion from the bearing tree, and the end of a shoot

which grew six feet the past season on a seedling of the same, and some leaves. If they reach

you safely, please send the smaller one to my brother. The tree closely resembles the Crape

Myrtle, in its trmik, shedding its bark annually— is of upright growth, like a Pear, until spread

by the weight of its fruit, and the wood very close and hard. The fruit grows usually on the

upper side of the limbs, the stem but a short bunch not parting from the tree. Its leaf-buds

open with the first warm weather, (in February,) and it was so late as yesterday that I took the

last of this season's crop from the tree, showing that a very long season is required for the per-

fect growth and maturity of the fruit. I think I have seen in some book a description of this

tree— perhaps in Downing's— but describing it as a shrub or bush, similar I suppose to what

we call the Pyrus Japonica. This, however, is a tree twenty feet or more in height. The fruit

has a strong aromaj peculiar, and, to some, not agreeable. A very rich preserve is made from

its pulp or flesh, after extracting its bitter by boiling, and adding a syrup, while the wafer in

which it has been boiled will make a sweet jelly, its bitter properties disappearing in the second

process. Columbus, Geo."

The Paradise d' Automne Pear.—I have been much surprised at several depreciatory notices

in relation to this fruit, and especially at the statement of the President of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society—that it has been over-rated, and that he had never tasted a good speci-

men of it. To this, it might be sufficient to oppose the opinion of his neighbor, Robert Manning,

whose reputation as a pomologist, and especially as a cultivator of the Pear, is world-wide. He
places it in the front rank of autumn Pears. From five successive years' opportunitj- of testing

it, I most fully coincide with his opinion. The tree is a remarkably free grower, and one of the

most prolific that I know of, bearing fully every year of large, fine fruit. When gathered early,

before it begins to change its color,— say about ten days before vt would ripen on the tree,— it is

invariably of the most delicious character, excelling, in its exquisite flavor, ever}' other Pear of

its season. I am not alone in this opinion, but am sustained in it by that of all, in this vicinity,

who have had an opportunity of eating it when properly grown and ripened.

I may add, that on some soils, if left to hang till the color changes, it becomes poor, and, in

that state, would warrant the objections that have been made to it. I consider it one
most valuable of all Pears for general culture. E.— Worcester, Mass.
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Ga8 Lime.—Last month it was said, among "Answers to Correspondents," that "gas

lime was worthless as a manure." Tiiis has brouglit us the foHowing letter on the subject,

which wo give entire:

"In the March number of the Ilorllailturist you say 'lime refuse of the gas works is worthless

fts a nifuiure.' I have used tliis article some in coinpostiui^ with swuinp muck, and on u fallow

last summer ; and my ideas about it are so very diflerent, I am iueliued to ask you to favor us

with the reasons why you condemn it.

"I am satisfied there is in most of our soih, of whatever name, a vast amount of valuable, yet

inactive, vegetable matter. Beside this, Providence has collected, (for our use, no doubt,) in

every part of our land, immense beds of muck, of itself sour and dead, but which may be converted

into active fertilizing manure. This can best be accomplished by the use of alkaline salts. These

will render this otherwise dead and inactive mold available to plants. They also, if wisely ap- '

plied, attract ammonia from the atmosphere, promote decomposition of the soil, and themselves

decomposed by the power of the plant enter largely into its formation. Kow, according to Prof.

Jon.NSTON, this lime refuse, after a little exposure to the air, is more than one-half carbonate of

li7ne— one of the best alkaline salts, possessing great quickening power. About one-fifih is sul-

phate of lime (gypsum). This, we all kuow, is good. About ten per cent, is water and coal-tar

;

two per cent. Prussian blue; and three per cent, alumina and oxide of iron. If these are facts,

why is this lime worthless? I ask for information. T. C. Maxwell.— Geneva, iV. Y."

And our excellent contemporary, The American Agriculturist^ has the following

:

" Lime refuse from the gas works is pronounced worthless as a manure. We should like to

know the evidence on which this opinion is based. A large per cent, of it is still caustic lime,

and we have never seen any evidence that it would not answer to decompose peat and coarse

vegetable matter as well as other lime. If we recohcct rightly, the late Professor Kouton recom-

mends it for this purpose. It is the cheapest source of lime accessible to those who live near our

large cities. A farmer near us uses it iu large quantities, and we have never heard that it was

not satisfactory in its action. If any of our readers has had experience iu its use, we should like

to have their opinions, and the reasons for then)."

With due deference to these authorities, we have a decidedly poor opinion of lime rubbish

from the gas works. We shall be as glad to learn that it is thus valuable as any o:ie else, for

we have a pretty large interest in the matter of manures. Some years ago we were informed

by a very intelligent gentleman near Toronto, that it was not worth hauling two miles—
that they had tried it to their entire satisfaction

;
yet it might be valuable elsewhere, or

under other circumstances. We have seen an analysis by Prof. .Toii.vsox, in which he found

in 112 lbs., 56 lbs. of water, 20 lbs. of carbonic acid, and .36 lbs. of lime and sulphur. This

36 lbs. is about the same as gypsum, and is all we should coissider of any particular value.

Dr. Ure, the celebrated chemist, has described it as " vile refuse, which should be buried

many fathoms deep in some barren region, for when spread on the farmer's field, after dis-

charging sulphuretted hydrogen with vapor of i)russic and other malignant ga?es, its sulphur

gets oxygenated into sulphuric acid— two volatile products alike detrimental to plants."

After all this, it may possess a certain value for mixing with muck, or other material, to

form composts, but does it possess sufficient value to be worth hauling, when man and horse

labor is high, and when freshlime and gypsum can be had at very nntderate prices? This

^s the question Avith us. ITow can a large per cent, of it remain caustic, as the Agriculturist

says, after the process it goes through in purifying gas? To get at its true value, we must

ascertain what proportion is useful as a manure, or for compost ; then count up the cost of

g, spreading, turning, and preparing t\)r use. The great item of expense for manure,

us, is the labor of men and horses in getting it. We await more particular information.



Imposition Exposed.—In the March number of the Horticulturist is an article from German-

town, Ohio, headed " Imposition." "Whether or not that movement is a part of the following

described system bi fraud we do not know, but we have full information that a most villainous

plan of fraudulent dealings in the way of fruits and flowers, has been carried on in the West for

a number of years. Cleveland, or its immediate vicinity, is the place where it is arranged.

Foreigners, mostly, if not all of them, Germans, collect together, during summer and autimin,

the vilest rubbish of roots, shrubs, and seeds, from the forests and fields, and also the refuse seed

of culinary gardens, and the garbage of nurseries and flower gardens. These are carefully packed

and labelled with either known and popular names, or with hard botanical names, and are all

represented to be either something new and very extraordinary, or of the greatest value.

As a bait to catch "green ones," books of colored plates of fruits, and especially flowers, are

shown ; also spurious catalogues of noted foreign nurserymen. For instance, they exhibit cata-

logues of bulbous plants for sale by the Harlem (Holland) gardens, purporting to be the cata-

logues of the gardeners, yet printed in English and evidently the work of a Cleveland printing

press. Whenever a "green one" gets into their clutches, the plates and cataloges are exhibited

to illustrate the beauty, value and cost of their select articles. They deal only in superlatives

and superlative prices.

In the years 1847-8 they perambulated extensively the Muskingum Valley and the south-east-

ern borders of Ohio. Then their books looked old and worn from use. The present season they

have been renovated by new and fine binding, done, evidently, by a Cleveland bindery. In

those years they were engaged in disseminating seeds, bulbs, roots, and plants, of new species,

just introduced by the labors of Mr. Fortune, in China. One instance will illustrate their mode
of dealing: A large and showy plate of a flower, bearing a long and hard name, was exhibited.

It was recently from China, and they, by mere chance, and good luck, had obtained one solitary

tuber, which, as a special favor, they would sell for $o to no one except him who would purchase

$10 worth of their other articles. A customer at length swallowtd the bait, hook and all. The
seeds vegetated in due time, producing a long list of weeds and worthless articles, from a

Jamestown weed to the common Poppy and Onion. At length the five dollar tuber put

forth its foliage, flower and fruit, and was no other than the Poke-root of the highway.

We have happened to witness their different modes of dealing with both the "green ones
"

and " know somethings." With the former they are all volubilitj-, free to illustrate and instruct,

in ecstacies with fruits and flowers, full of horticultural and floricultural incidents gathered

during their recent visits to the Harlem, Sawbridge, Angers, and other European establishments.

Botanical names roll out of their mouths as freely as water from a pitcher— Amaryllis regina, vit-

iata, Wegelia rosea, For'^ythia viridissima, d:c. Their well stocked boxes and packages can readily

furnish these, and everything else imagination can name. Like the enchanted bottle of the jug-

gler, which will turn out rum, brandy, gin, or any other kind of spirits called for, their bundles-

will yield as readily everj' species of vegetation customers may require. Of course such accom-

modating facilities render it proper that round juices should be demanded.

In contact with a " know something," the scene is changed ; all is mum or moroseness— " oth-

erwise engaged, can't wait upon j-ou at this time, you want only to look over our valuable things

without making a purchase." Happening to fall in their waj', and unknown to them, they mis-

took me for a " green one," their books of plates, catalogues, and whole paraphernalia of imposi-

tion, were rapidly displayed— "just arrived, sir, from Holland,— splendid bulb, from Harlem—
a new and beautiful blue Amaryllis— Amaryllis coerulea"— the daubed plate was exhibited—
"price $3 to $5"— roots exhibited, evidently common garden Daff'odills. On expressing doubt^

as to the existence of a blue Amaryllis, and making a few inquiries as to some details about the

Harlem nurseries, the scene changed from farce to tragedj'. Whew! whew! out flew a volume

curses, aimed at me for being an impudent nurseryman who was endeavoring to injure

ess.
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Tho best of the joke is, that hundreds of individuals in northern Ohio, and particularly in the

noighborliood of Cleveland, have been cajolled to buy of them a new, delicate, and very large

Grn]>o— the Excehior— at the moderate sum of from If2 to $5 i>er plant, aiid the foliage of the

last season's growth lin^ already disclosed tlie fact that is is no oilier tlian our common Fox

Grape. These same purelm^ers would have grudged the jiayment of fifty cents to a regular and

responsible nurseryman for the best Grape \vliich was ever produced.

You observe in the article from Germantown, Ohio, that " this fellow undoubtedly believes

the fools are not all dead vet." He knows they are not; and furthermore, in common with all

classes of shrewd impostors, he is aware ihat mankind are more willing to sustain impostors and

quacks in all pursuits in. life, than upright, responsible, and well-qualified proficients in the same

calling.

At the time these traveling horticulturists had just commenced their winter's campaign of

imposition, the police was informed of them— of their then locality, their jilans, <tc.— but paid

no more attention to the report than a tabby -cat would, while sleeping by the side of the cook-

ing stove, to your report that a colony of rats were depredating on the grain in the barn. It is

full time their impositions were broken up. Will not Editors throughout the country j)ut their

readers on their guard ? M.

—

Maumee, Ohio.

Black -K\OT ox Pi.uji Trees.—About ten years ago I purchased from Jlcssrs. Ellw.^ngeu <t

B.\nRV, of Mt. Ilope, Rochester, N. Y., a lot of Plum trees of the different leading varieties, yilantcd,

cultivated, and drove them right up into bearing, and for the last four years have had full crops

of truly noble and luscious specimens of each, and, what is highly gratifying, the trees are entirely

free from black gum, or black knot, and are kept so by freeing the branches from all diseased or

rotten fruit as soon as it appears.

Strict and close observation for many years past, and the examination of branches upon which

the rium has undergone the process of decomposition in the warm months of August and Septem-

ber, has served to settle the question with me beyond a doubt I will here refer the reader to

trees in his own grounds, say Wa^-hington, Jful'nKjs Superb, and White Magmim Bontim. Take

your knife, go to any of these that may have dried Plums on ; take them off, examine and cut, and

in many cases you will find a mortal wound, black, cankered, bark burstcd, swollen, and perfo-

rated full of holes. These were made by the same worms and insects that were feeding on the

decaying fruit, after which fails they find nearly the same food in the well -saturated and decom.

posed bark, immediately under the rotten fruit, which they feed upon for a certain time and then

pass away. They were attracted hither for food only, and not to perpetuate their progeny. They

are not the real first cause of the disease, as some have it, yet they hasten the complaint by eat-

ing holes in the bark through which the deadly and poisonous gasses and juices enter, and so get

into the circulation and is carried to the extremity of said branch, and if a scion is cut from such,

the young tree will show it even in the nursery row. Tlie worst cases will be found where the

Plum rots on the top, or upper side, of a horizontal branch about an inch or so in diameter, yet I

have found even spurs and the smallest branches badly affected by the same, and many killed

the first summer by the deadly juices of the affected fruit.

All who grow Plums well know that many varieties bear in clusters, and also know that when

a cluster is attacked with the rot, if the diseased Plum is not timely removed the whole cluster

will be lost (particularly so in the finest sort^) in a few days. Just so, on the other hand, if the

same poisons enter the circulation and get into the body and very heart of a tree, death is certain,

though, unlike the fruit, it will take years, instead of days, to accomplish it

I look upon the above as the true cause of black knot, and as destructive to the Plum as the

bite of a mad dog, or as the juices from the flesh of a human being in a state of decomposition,

be to ourselves if applied in a similar manner. The subject is worthy of consideration,

some able pen take it up? Wm. H. Read.—Port Dalhouaie, C. W.
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Apples of Westkun K"ew York.—Tlie wintei' Apples of 1854 have generally been very good

and choice. The country has been thoroughly canvassed for what are left up to this writing,

(April I6th,) and Roxhury Russets, the most plentiful, are taken readily at three dollars per bar-

rel. A dealer told me he was to pay one farmer $1200 for 400 barrels of them of his own raising.

Wheat at $2,50, the ruling price, cannot pay better.

The Esopus Spitzenburgh, Baldwin, and Rhode Island Greening, have been good, but are taken

in the fall for shipment. The few left as sold by fruiterers, I have noticed to be very fair and

well flavored.

The Canada Red and Northern Bpy have never been better. The last named I have seen

brought in from different sources, and they are not only choice but very beautiful. I have never

seen finer specimens than a parcel which a dealer obtained to retail from. They were enormous

in size, high colored, and as fre?h and juicy as any harvest Apple. I inquired of the growers of

them as to the fruitfulness of the tree, and one answered that it is only every other year that a

full crop can be expected ; others, that every year their trees bear.

High culture is necessary, and the same care will give a greater crop on all other trees. One

person told me that he knew of a cultivator of the Spy who put on a plentiful top-dressing of sta-

ble manure, and the effect was that the next season his trees were loaded with high-colored and

large Apples, bending the branches to the ground. A large supjily I find are brought to market

every season, and this day the price asked by those who have them for sale, is eight dollars per

barrel, which is the only objection to be found to the Spy. J. H. "Watts.—Rochester, N, Y.

A MODE OF REPELLING THE Apfle Tree Borer.—I havc Suffered from the effects of the "Apple

Borer," having lost some seventy beautiful trees during the space of three years. I made use of

all the preventives suggested by others that I could get hold of, but all to no purpose. I

came to the conclusion four years since that the tree must be protected by a covering in order to

prevent the little animal from making a deposit. Mj' process was this, and so far successful to

the extent of the covering. Early in May, which is the proper time for this region, I examined

every tree, and if nits or grubs were there, I followed them with a knife and removed them. I

lifted the earth from the collar or base of the tree to the depth of two or three inches, and made

use of worn wool bags, of little value, for wrappers, which, when cut into strips, are very con-

venient. I commenced two inches below the surface and wound the extent of two feet, giving

the tree two thicknesses of sacking and securing the same with slender twine. I then replaced

the earth and the work was done for the season.

It is necessary to loosen the sacking or covering early in May every succeeding year and wrap

the tree again as above stated. "When the animal is prevented from piercing between " wind

and water," its lavoj-ite haunt, it examines for some vulnerable point, but his depredations above

the protection, with me, has been exceedingly rare, and when committed, easily detected. Should

it be necessarj-, it is an easy matter to wra^) the tree to and around the forks, as there is nothing

effectual short of a complete protection.

Since pursuing the above course, I have not lost one tree that was not too far gone to recover,

and no new d<posits under the covering has come to my notice. "Wm. McKic.—Salem, N. Y.

Effects of the "Winter in Oneida Ci>i:nty, N. Y.— Fruit is entirely cut off here, excepting

Apples, and. full one-half of those are killed. I could not find one Pear blossom-bud alive.

Grape vines in vinery are killed to the ground. They were covered with newspapers tied at

least six double, and eighteen inches of straw beside. Tiic wood of the vines was well ripened.

On the 6tli of February, the lowest I saw the thermometer was 28° below zero, at YAM.; early

morning it may have been lower. M.

—

Treidon Falls, N. Y.



EAKi.if-<T PitKMiiM Fou GitAPE-Crt.TrRE IN New TniiK.— I rocc'ivcd the followinj^ from Dr. F.

n. II.>ri;ii, of tlie Stjjtc Department, and ns it ii> probably llie earliest neord we have of a pre-

niiuin for Grape-eiiltnre, I doubt not it will be interesting to your reader.^. B. P. Jnn.Nsus.

—

Sfdlr Afjrlcnltiiral liuoim, Albany, N. Y.

"B. P. JoiiNsox, Sec'y State Af/'l Soc'i/— It is higldy ]irobnblc that tlie folh)\ving is (he earliest

bounty olforcd for the cultivation of the Grape and tlie manufacture of wine, within the limits of

the present State of New Yoik. It is copied verbatim ct literatim from a record in (he office of

the Secretary of Stu(e, at Albany. Fi-om its date it will be seen that the premium was offered in

the first year of the English Colonial Governnieiit of New York. It is recorded in Deeds, Vol.

II, page 87. Fuaxklin B. IIolgu.—Albauij, K. Y."

"Whereas Paul Rii-hards an inhabitant of this Citty of New York hath made knowne unto

mee his intent to plant vines at a certaine Plantation that hee hath upon Loner Island, called tlie

little thcfc, wiiich if it succeed, may redound very nnuh to the future benefitt and advantage of

the inhabitants within this Government; and in regard, it will require much labour and a con-

siderable charge to provide vines and to p'jiare the ground and make it fitt for production of

wines; ffor an Encouragem!. to the said Paul Richards in his jM'oceedings therein, I have thought

titt to grant unto him these following priveledges (viz.)

"That all wines of the growth of such vines as the said Paul Richards fhall plant, or cause to

Im'o planted at the place aforesaid, shall bee ffree from any kind of impositions for ever if sold in

grosse, and not by retaile:

"That the said Paul Richards, his heirs, executo"' or assignes shall have the privc]edge to liave

such wines sold by retaile in any one house in New York for the term of thirty yeais to come,

from the time of selling of his wines, ffree from all imposts or excise:

"That every person that shall hereafter for thirty years to come, plant vines in any place

within this Government, shall upon the yeares improvement pay unto the said Paul Richards,

his heirs, executo"' or as^^igns, five shillings for every acre so pdanted as an acknowledgement of

his being the first undertaker and jilanter of vines in these parts, ffor the eonfirmacon of the priv-

eledges above specified. I have hereunto jiut my hand and scale.

"Given at fl'ort James in New York this lOlh day of Januarv, 1669.

RIG. NICOLLS," {first Ewjlish Governor.)

The Study of Xature and of Art contrasted.—The following jiassages from a recent

lecture by the lion. Joiix Thompson, of Ponglikeepsic, on the "Beautiful in Natnre and

Art," are worthy of careful study. Our readers avIII unite with us in a high apj)rcciation

of tlie truthfulness and importance of the scntunents conveyed, and of the felicitous style in

Avliich they are expressed.

"Architecture and gardening being useful, as well as ornamental arts, are said not to be capable

of that limitless and infinite expression of beauty which belong to the others, yet we confess to

the weakness of preferring a beautiful structure on some mild declivity, surrounded by a most

" living landscape," to all the paintings and statues which ever amazed or delighted mankind.

^Vhat are imitations on canvass to the reality?— or what the attitudes of a Venus or Aj)ollo,

" though they live in stone and fill the air around with beauty," to the superb grace which high art

may superinduce upon nature? True, the statues are expressions of humanity, and therefore

higher in the scale, artistically considered; but they are inferior and more limited in the variety,

grace, richness, and beauty appertaining to natural scenery embellished by art. The beauty of

statuary may be highly intellectual, and even moral, but yet it is circumfcribed within narrower

limits and demands higher cultivation, and even art, to appreciate it. Fixed in its forms and atti-

tudes, it has one expression, stamped with the last finish of precision; it has no flexibility, no

es, no variation, no hfe ; it is but slightly suggestive, and takes no hold upon the infinite,

no pencil can catch or describe the living beauty that shimmers and glists through the



branches; that plays around the wing of the zephyr as it drinks the breath of the flowers; that

lifts tower and turret into tlie rosy light, and bows solemnly under the old trees that wave their

giant arms in the tempest, or catch the last sunbeam on their lofty crowns ;—the beauty that

spreads its mantle of purple and gold over the face of the evening landscape; that drapes its deep

folds through the valley where shadows creep and mixes them with silver mist on the summits,

where daylight lingers ; that mirrors itself in the glassy wave where it watches the tirst glimmer

of the twilight-star! These have also what painting uses and imitates— color— a variety and

blending of features and harmony of parts. ******
"Still, if it went no further than to induce the culture of taste and sensibility, if it awakened and

stimulated sentiment only, this is a wide step towards moral excellence, and out of which it may
grow and flourish. And, in this respect, the culture offlowers has advantages which do not belong

to the beautiful in most of the other arts. We may be captivated and absorbed by the beauty of

a fine landscape, statue, or picture— by the splendor of a sunset, or the radiance of the moon or

star?, and may ftjel the exalting and refining influence of these objects steal over the soul ; but

yet all this is temporary and evanescent. The beauty fades from the sky, the landscape is buried

in night, the shado'ws steal over the picture, and the impression is gone. There is no link of con-

nection between them and us, but the imagination and the memory. Not so with the flower!

It does not refine, simply, but it holds us; it not only eleva'es our sensibilities, but it winds itself

about oiir heart strings; it employs our daily thoughts— demands our daily care. It implies

frailty, and we guard it ; helplessness, and we assist it. We reprove nature if the storm be too

rude, and lift the bowed blossoms that it may look again in the eye of the sun. It demands fore-

thought, a sense of responsibility, a sleepless and unselfish diligence, while

' Like wearied infants on Earth's gentle breast,

In every nook our little field-flowers resi.

"Who shall say that this culture, care, and labor, is not conducive to virtue?— is not virtue's

self, transferable to humanity when the exigency claims it? And yet it is so beautiful, this voice-

les-s commune with the flowers! No harsh sound grates upon the ear, no note of complaining, no

murmur of discontent, no petulance, no deception. The glossy leaves only tremble their grati-

tude, and the blooming roses blush their psalm of thanksgiving. And then, what silent preachers

— how suggestive of brightness, that passes away; ot patience, that waits and watches for the

bloom ; of diligence, that watereth when the shower is withheld and the dew^ is gone; of sorrow,

from the broken stem and withered leaf; of resignation, for they live yet at the root; of immor-

tality, for
'Flowers bloom again; leaves glad once more the tree;

And man, there blooms a second spring for thee.' "

ELSIE'S LETTERS.

WoodsifJe, Waukesha, TT;.?., iT?&. 2S,1S55.

TiiE Sweet Gum.—In the January number of the Horticulturist for 1854, Mr. Meehan, of Phil-

adelphia, introduces a new shade tree to the notice of American Arboriculturists, or rather he has

reminded them of a worthy native whom they have forgotten to honor. It is the Liquidambcr

s/i/racifl.un. Is it the veritable Sweet Gum I loved when a child many thousand miles hence in

my southern home? Yes, it must be. Can its graceful foliage be coaxed to flutter in the lake

and praire winds of this stern, far northwest? Ah, I fear not. Would I might ouee more see the

light and .shadow of those glossy leaves playing in the soft air of a southern summer morning, feel

its corky bark, and crush its leaves between my fingei-s to bring out their fragrance. Could I

the pleasant, aromatic gum which exudes from it, and on which we children wer

inate in school hours, verily if iis shaft chanced to be not too broad of girth to be embraeec:



i >honM twine my arm? about it for (he sake of old associations and the loved memories it reenlU.

I remember the " acalemic groves" that graced the sides of our "hill of knowledge," on wliifh

our villa'^e "temple of science" stood jironiinent. The Sweit Gum tree was there. At the foot

of the hill a storm once rudely felled a noble and aged specimen. It lay shattered of its strength

and shorn of its beauty, in the romantic glen where siiruiig the silvery strcain at which we were

wont to slake our thirst After this downfall the glen possessed an added charm. We miide

houses among its branches, and practiced equestrians-hip on its lithe ]ind)S, and, better than ull,

delighted our salivary glands with the much-loved gum. I think this must have been a specinieu

of rare nobility. Certainly, as I look among memory's pictures, I see its daguerreotype of extra-

ordinary size. It stood alone, the remnant of a magnificent forest that had its birth and upri^ing

in some far back century. Yes, I see it distinctly— fallen low from its towering beauty, its

limbs crushed and broken, its roots uj>torn and withering in the sun, the great cavity of fresh

earth showing where it once had been. There, perched among the branches, is a little girl of seven

or eight summers, and resemblance bearcth she to the group about me? From the foiithear-t to

the northwest seems (on the map) but a step across, and from the child among the Li(juidanibers

and Magnolias of the former, to her children among the Burr Oaks and Tamaracks of the latter,

but the turning a page in life's history.

The memory of the fragrance which this fallen ti-ee imparted to the neighboihood of the spring,

is with me still. So perceptibly was it roused as I read Mr. Mekiian's description, that I thought

its accompanying engraving a tangible medium bearing the actual odor hither. But no, in my
heart it had lingereil through years and changes, and needed but a hint to leaj) f; om my memory

to my senses. Elsie.

3Iarch 12, 1S55.

North axd South.—"March 1st—My Daffodils, Jonquills, Buttercups, Valley Lilies, and Blue

Bells, that border the garden paths, are in full bloom. Peas, l^adishes, Cabbages, Lettuce, »fcc.,

are in a fine state of progress, and in another fortnight will delight our ejiicurean propensity.

Peach, Plum, and Cherry trees are heavy with their beautiful blossoms. Through my open win-

dow comes the odor of Hyacinths and Jasmine."

So writes one from the sunny land of Georgia, whereon the sun deigneth to bestow his warm

beamings, his genial favors, in greater lavishness than in this slighted region. Full three months

will it be before we can tell such a tale. Three months longer we must ring changes on the win-

ter stores which last summer's skill and forethought garnered. As for flowers, only the favored

few— the possessors of conservatories and green-houses— can for seme time j-et delight their

senses with their blossoming. Not before the last of May or first of June need we fatigue our-

selves with garden making. Vastly discouraging would it seem to one of a more favored climate

tc go through so much toil for so short enjoyment of its fruits. They would think it hard indeed

to have the earth locked up from use full half the year, vegetation sleeping, tree and shrub un-

decked, and the flowers in their " tiring rooms" nearly as long AVhat have we of the North to

atone for the lack of lavish beauty, warmth, and luxury? One thing we have, the delights of

winter, which to them is only a short period of damp dullness.

A few weeks previous another wrote: "I enjoyed last winter one scene of rare beaut}-— the

first of the kind in my recollection. It had been unusually cold for a few days. One evening it

commenced snowing. The moon rose in her full, her light din)ly shaded however by murky

clouds. The snow came gently down in great feathery flakes; not a breath dis^turbed the hush

of nature. I seated myself in the window behind the curtain and exclaimed 'hnw beautifid—
how beautiful!' At last I could stand it no longer, so Lavinia and I threw our shawls about us

and went out where we could enjoy it all. Up and down the garden walks we tramped, stand-

ing sometimes to drink in a scene whose parallel we might not soon see again. Off to the woods,

then to the liills, down to thevillage below us ; over the valley our eyes wandered and lingered,

thus to impress ineffacibly the beautiful pictures on our memory. I dreamed of elf-land that
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niQiht. The next morning was clear and frosty beyond anything in my youthful memory. Such

brilliance! my imagination, aided by descriptive readings, was tame— was nothing. The snow

so softly falling had congealed on blade, and leaf, and stem, sometime scarcely changed, its feath-

ery outline only becoming clear and crisp. Elsewhere they had melted and hung in glittering

drops and icicles from limb and branch. Cousin, how can I tell it to you! I absolutely have no

language! I was enchanted and excited, and laughed and cried in a breath. The dazzling,

glancing rays of early sunlight were reflected back and forth from bright points, glassy smooth-

nesses, and through beautiful prisms, ten thousand-thousand times, till the very air seemed to

dance and glisten. Everything which the sunbeam touched scintillated and gleamed. Diamond

sparks glittered, and gold splinters spangled and flashed up wherever the dancing rays quivered.

Tlie copse beyond the lawn, whose shadowy depths are impenetrable at this distance, was lighted

till we could see through it. A marble floor showed pure and fair between the dark uprising

shafts. Tlie bare boughs above gleamed as if a hundred lamps had lit up their dimness. Ah,

those aisles and columns, frescoed arches and groins of nature's own handiwork, with which no

art might vie ! I would tell you of little flowers peeping through the snow, chilled and icy— of

Monthly Roses and Chrysanthemums frozen and stiff", and a hundred other things, but you will

think me intoxicated, and verily I was. In a few hours this fairy splendor had vanished, and

everything looked black, withered and limpsy, and the ground was muddy and mucky, and peo-

ple with sublunary ideas began to query and speculate on the fate of the fruit-buds. I thought

I could willingly forego Peaches and Plums one year."

Ah, cousin, such scenes are common here, and they are not always so evanescent as to be

quickly chased away by the approach of Sol. Then, too, we have the deep snows— the drifted

snows— in curl-crested waves and high banks, that you never have seen, and the wild borean

winds whose music your ears never greeted.

Such homes as these cold winters make!— the long bright evenings, friendly circles, social

joys, household pleasures, cozy comforts, warning aff'ections, are the more enjoyed when so long

and closely housed. Pursuits and occupations grow to completeness, uninterrupted by the enti-

cing fixcinations of out-door summer life. IIow much easier when bound within the circle of our

own door-sills to concentrate the thoughts and fix them on reading and study. What a nice

time for building castles, and laying plans, and projecting great designs, that may, perchance,

melt away with the snow and ice. How contentedly we can stitch away hour after hour with

work-baskets beside us, when no birds, blossoms, or breezes are calling and coaxing us out.

Does not this stern, cold climate tend to a greater development of industry and energy ? In

the short summer one must work busily and briskly, and learn to make the most of shining days,

soft air, and genial rays. There is a happiness in planning and storing up comfort and enjoy-

ment for the coming winter— the anticipations which are pretty sure to prove realities. There

is bravery and energy in daring the cold piercing winds, the driving storms when needs be,

which no life in soft airs and sunshine can call forth.

Thus you see I am too philosophical to look back upon the beautiful home of my childhood

with longing eyes, but readily content mj'self in this busy, enterprising North-west. Elsie.
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Notices of Books, pamp^Itts, itt.

PjiArnoAi. Lanpscapk Gaki>knint,, with roforonce to llio Improvement of Rural RcFidcnccs, giving Hie general

I'rinolpK's of Iho Art, willi full Direelions for I'lanling Shade Trees, Shrubbery and Flowers, and Laying out

Orounds. By G. M. Kern. Cincinnati : Mooke, Wilstacii, Keys &, Co. 1655.

Our first impression on opening this book, is that the pubHshers have done //(f/r part well

— so well, indeed, as to be quite equal to the best productions of our largest cities. Mr.

Kern did well to put his book in the hands of these gentlemen, and we trust they will have

a profitable sale, if for no other reason than that they have displayed such commendable

taste. The volume contains 328 pages— about as large as EllioVs Fruit Bool-, or 77ie Fruit

Garden— is illustrated with numerous well executed wood cuts, and dedicated to A. II.

EiixsT, Esq., a gentleman well known to horticultural readers, and who well desefves the

honor intended hira by Mr. Keru.

The author is, judging from his book, a man of cultivated mind, and one who has had

considerable experience as a professional landscape gardener. We cannot give his work an

unqualified recommendation, but we can honestly say that gentlemen who are conducting

improvements on their own grounds, without having had experience, will find much in it

that will be of service to them. The practical part, especially, abounds with useful direc-

tions concerning the planting and arrangement of trees, making and keeping lawns, grading

and excavating, making roads and walks, lakes and ponds, rock work, &c. This the back-

bone of the work, and comprises about one hundred i)ages, or less than one-third of the

whole.

"We will point out what appears to us a few defects which may hereafter be remedied. In

the first place, the introduction is quite too lengthy, and too prominent for a small practical

work like this. It occupies some thirty page,% instead of simply stating the objects and i)lan

of the book as briefly as possible. Then sixty-one pages are devoted to the vegetable gar-

den, which should not have been treated of at all, because "landscape gardening" is one

thing and "kitchen gardening" another. This is a very common and very grave error in

book-making now-a-days. A pocket volume must be an encyclopedia. All that the trea-

tise on landscape gardening has to do with the kitchen garden is to provide or point out

the most suitable place for it. But while these ninety-one pages are bestowed upon matters

that might and should have been omitted, we find no description of ornamental trees and

shrubs, such as all inexperienced planters are crying out for more than for aught else. Mr.

Kern gives some eighteen pages of bare names of trees and shrubs, good, bad, and indiflfer-

ent, without discrimination. Many of them are mere rubbish, which no man in his senses

would plant unless in an arboretum, where everything is welcome, while hundreds of the

finest things are not mentioned. This is a great error. The "limits" of the volume is no

excuse, for we have shown, or can show, that one hudred pages have been thrown away or

mis-appropriated.

Nor is this all. "We find aftei" reading and examining the book attentively, that the divi-

sion into two parts— "Principlesof the Art," and "Practical Operations,"— though neces-

sary and proper in a larger and more comprehensive volume, does not work -w ell in this.

It has led to an unnecessary division of the same subject in many instances, and to consid-

erable repetition of words as well as ideas. For instance, water, roads, and walks, rock

work, lawn, and all these matters, are treated of in the first part and again in the second

;

and we believe no man who will read the book will lay it down without wishing that all

the author's ideas on each of these subjects had been given in one place. We cannot see



but that the remarks in the one part are just as practical as those in the other ; the division

is a mere cumbrous formality. So we find "plantation," "outline," "composition," "groves,"

&c., treated separately in chapters, while one chapter, under the head of Plantation., should

have embraced all the others.

If space permitted^ at present, we should speak of the illstrations. Many of them appear

to us faulty. The Avorst of all is, we think, the " artificial rock work," which forms the

frontispiece. The castle seems to be in a very awkward and perilous situation, and tlie

trees growing out of the side of the rock have not the aspect or forms of trees which

nature produces in Such situations. We cannot imagine how Mr. Ker:n's good taste could

plant this production in such a conspicuous place. And the illustration called " the pleasure

ground," seems to be planted exclusively with evergreens, which gives it a very monotonous

appearance. We do not believe that Mr. Keen would carry out such a design in practice.

Now if Mr. Kern- wishes to make his book really popular and useful, and true to its

character, he will consider what we have said, 'not as being prompted by any dictatorial

feelings, but by a hearty desire to see his book improved and made serviceable to the public.

We hail such books with real pleasure, even if not what they should be, and we shall rejoice

to see Mr. Kern's volume find its way into the hands of thousands who have not before

opened a book on Landsape Gardening.

Seco>t) Annual Eeport or the Bradford County (Penn.) Agricultural Societt, for 1554.

This is a flourishing Society, but the severe drouth of last summer was a serious detriment

to the fall exhibition. As an evidence of the taste and spirit which prevail in that region,

we clip the following from the report of the Executive Committee.

"The Court room, under the skillful and tasteful hands of the young ladies of Towanda, was

most beautifully decorated with evergreens and flowers. In the center of the room was a beau-

tiful Floral Temple, raised upon a mound of moss. From the mouth of a rich Horn of Plenty

poured luscious fruits and beautiful flowers, in every variety, down the green slope of the mound.

Several cages of beautiful birds, furnished for the occasion by Mr. James IS'evixs, of Towanda, and

hidden among the winding evergreens, poured forth strains of sweet song, lending a most cheerful

and pleasureable effect to the already delightful scene. The spacious room, during the evening,

was brilliantly illuminated, presenting to the beholder a beautifully varied and gorgeous picture.

Immediately in front of the Judge's desk, and near the entrance to the room, were long tables

richly laden with the most costly productions of ingenuity, skill, and labor. Here was seen the

handiwork of the fair women of our county, in every variety of form and grade of workmanship

— the most delicate and richly wrought needlework, requiring months of assiduous application

and labor, with the no less surprisingly beautiful products of the spinning-wheel and loom. Here,

too, was seen in tempting profusion, breads of every variety, from wheat of alabastar wliiteness,

to the rich and inviting brown loaf of the rye; cakes, preserved fruits, raspberry and other vine-

gars, pickles, preserved meats, soaps, and numerous other articles of the household department—
all demon-trating the superior skill of the fair contestants. A large number of paintings and

drawings, some of them by young ladies of this county, were on exhibition, many of them evin-

cing superior artistic skill, and all deserving praise. A beautiful sample of cocoons and mannfae-

tured silk was exhibited by Mrs. Adelaide Delpeuch, of Shesliequin, deserving the highest regard

of the Committee. The articles on exhibition in the Ladies' department, considerably exceeded

in number and variety those of last year, especially those of the more useful character. The

large number of articles in tliis department, compels the Committee to forego their desire to give

more detailed notice."
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TiiK I'lurTiiAi Land Dbai.neb, by B. Muss, Landscape Gardener, New York. New York : C. M. Saxton. 1S55.

Mr. .N[i xn's treatise hoa just been i)lace(l on ourtaldc as tlie closing pages of tins nuniher

go tt) pivps; so we have no si)are to say nuicii about it. We have given it a iiasty periisil,

antl regard it as a timely and useful work. Mr. Mixx, as a landscape gardener, has had

opportunities enough to acquire experience on the subject, and besides he has consulted the

best English authorities who have treated draining as a science. The information hero

brought together in a ^all volume could not otherwise be reached without referring to a

library of books and papers. Draining is but beginning to receive attention in this country.

Every man who cultivates either a farm or a garden, should know something of it. Mr.

Munn's book must be eagerly sought for. It will no doubt be found at all the bookstores.

Messrs. Saxton & Co, have sent it out in very creditable style.

Om Native Forest Trees.—The attention that is now paid to the subject of our native

forest trees warrants the propriety of keeping before the public the importance of Michaux

d- yuttaVs Sylva of North American Trees. The work has been several times noticed in

this journal, but it may not be amiss to insert the following, which we clip from a Cleveland

paper, from the pen of that distinguished naturalist, Dr. Kiktland :

" North American Sylva.—The recent issuing of a second and improved edition of Michaux <L'

Nuttal's Si/lva Americana is an evidence that public taste in the United States is advancing in the

right direction. Demands for it are coming from every part of the Union. This is all rigl>t; for

it can hardly be excelled fur beauty and usefulness, by any other publication. By its aid any

intelligent person can easily render himself familiar with the history and habits of our forest

trees. It is equally valuable fur the farmer, arboiiculturisf, botanist, and individual of taste. A
place should be assigned for it on the center-tab!e of every well regulated family, in lieu of the

trifling trash which too frequently abounds. It should be found in every public and extensise

piivate library,

"The Managers of State and County Agricultural Fairs would diffuse much greater benefit by

offering it as one of their main premiums than by bestowing their thin and alloyed stuff called

plate, Jap.ed P. Kirtland.

Received.—A Descriptive Catalogue (tcith priced list) of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Garden Shrubs, Clhnlers, Roses, Grape Vines, Currants, and liaspherries : Green-House

and Parlor Pot Plants, Herbaceous Hardy Floicering Roots, Garden and Floicer Seeds, etc.,

etc. Raised, cultivated, andfor sale, at the Green-House, Cottage Garden and Nurseries,

ly John Rogers, Nurseryman, Kittery, Maine^

anshjtrs to Corrtsponbtnls.

The Xaxnvbeury.—We have received the following communications in relation to the " Nanny-

berry," inquired about by a "Kew Jersey Subscriber," in our April number:

"In the April number of the Ilorticulturisf, a subscriber inquires about a shrub named Nanny-

berry." Viburnum lentago is called by Eato.\, "Sheepberry," and goes by the popular name of

"Xannyplum.*," from the resemblance of its fruit to this product of the farm-yard. I presume,

from the resemblance of names, this is the plant referred to, Kalmia augudifolia is called Sheep

and is a low shrub everywhere, from one to two feet high,

former grows from ten to fifteen feet in height, bears large clusters of small white flowers,
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and small black fruit covered with a thick bloom. The fruit has a flat seed, is mild, mucilagenous

and Bweet, and particularly grateful to children. The fine glossy foliage, and abundant dark

fruit, renders the plant quite ornamental ; and although I have never tried transplanting them,

yet I have some marked for the purpose and presume they -will succeed -n-ell, as the High Cran-

berry and Snowball belong to the same genus. S. S. Gohl.—Cream Hill, West Cvrnwall, 17."

"The Nannyberry, or Viburnum lentago, is a native species, and is found abundantly in this

State, New Jersey, and Virginia. It is a beautiful shrub, rising to the height of ten or twelve

feet. The flowers are produced in terminal cymes, during the month of June, and diffuse a very

agreeable odor. It is also very ornamental in fruit. The berries are deep blue, and hang among
the curled leaves, which assume the beautiful hues of autumn. The berries, after a sharp frost,

are pleasant to the taste, and somewhat mucilagenous. It is one of our handsomest native shrubs,

and should be in every collection. F. W. P.

—

JJolUs Ferry, N. Y"

Conservatories.—A correspondent of the Horticulturist inquires, if conservatories or green-

houses attached to dwellings can be made successful. I can answer afiirmativelj', as I have had
the management of one for many years so situated. This green house is attached to the dwell-

ing in the angle formed by the main house and back building, facing south, with the parlor win-

dows and hall door opening into it. The roof is of tin, supported by pillars, in which the sash

are made to fit, so that they may be removed in summer, leaving an open piazza. There are out-

side shutters. The floor is of biick, whioh enables j'ou to use water freely, and retains a proper

degree of moisture throughout the house. It is heated by a small coal-stove of cast-iron, which

consumes about a quarter of a ton of coal during the winter. Hardy green-house plants do per-

fectly well here, sxich as Lemon and Orange trees, Laurustinus, Myrtle, Sweet Bay, Jasmins,

Camellias, Rhododendrons, Pelargoniums, Coronellas, Primulas, Oxalis, Violets, Wall Flowers,

and Stock Gillies. Many of the annuals, also will bloom beautifully in the spring. I call these

plants hardy, as I have had, occasionally, two or three degrees of frost in the house without

injury. I consider a fire only necessary wlien the thermometer is likely to be below 20 ° out of

doors. I have never perceived any dampness or unhealthiness to proceed from this house. On
the contrarj', it is delightful to see from the parlor windows, in cold winter weather, the Lemon
trees loaded with their beautiful golden fruit, and rich dark-green leaves; and then you have

the olor of the Laurustinus, Mignonette, Violets, Stock Gillies, and other sweet flowers, diifused

through your dwelling.

This is, I think, the cheapest and most convenient way of having a green-house attached to

your dwelling. The expense may, of course, be increased indefinitely and without any ill efl'ects,

either from dampness or unhealthiness. H. N. Johnson.—Germantown, Pa.

Fruits for Maryland.—Ilaving but recently moved to the country, I have been anxiously consultin<j authorities

in regard to stocking my pl.ice with choice fruit of all the desirable kinds. On reading your leading article in the

March number, whicti professes to give the kinds of fruits best adapted to each of Ihe several States in the Union, and
which statement is made up from "reports from iho most northern limits of the United States to the shores of the Pa-
cific," how is it that there is not &ne single kind ofany oftheJVuiU named suitahlefor the Statf ofMaryhind t

Is it considered that fruits which suit the climate of Pennsylvania and Delaware, or those which suit the climate of
Virginia, will do for Maryland ? Or have you no reports from Maryland ? Has the American. Poraological Society no
representative from Maryland ?

I ask these questions purely fc* information upon a subject of great importance to me at the present moment, for I

should like to get those kinds of fruits best adapted to this State, and avoid the error of bad selections which my own
judgment might lead to. Joun C. Hollakd.—Cuionscille, Md.

We have been unable to find any report on the varieties of fruits cultivated in Maryland, but
it is safe to assume that such as are recommended by Delaware, Southern Pennsylvania, and Vir-

ginia, will succeed there. We hope to see a full report from Maryland, presented at the next
session of the Pomological Society. Kentucky is behind in this respect, too, for although we have
had some valuable contributions on the climate, &c., of that State, from Mr. Lawrence Young,

tnan of the State Committee, we have liad no report on varieties of fruits. We know
eraen in that State fully competent to make a valuable report, and we trust they will



(C. B., Princeton, 111.) RosBa.—For hardy perpetual-blooming /)t//ar Roses, we would recora-

menJ you the following rii|)id growers: Barrone J'rcvost, Pius IX, Jiohcrt JJiirn\ Caroline de

SaiiMil, Jacqucz Lajilte, nud Mrs. Ell'nJ. The April number wus made up before your letter

ranched us.

Willows.—Ever since Mr. Chaules Downino's excellent article upon Willows ami Willow Culture appeared In

tlio HorticHltui-ist (April number, p. 172,) I have been looking: for another from liim on the growing and niunagement

of Willow fence anil screens. I thinl< he will be doing a great fiivor to many of your readers by so doing. J have

been conlfinplaling setting ont ^Ylllows and I.onibardy I'ojilars, for fence and screens, the following summer, and wish

to know the best plan to manage them. II. H.— Whuhentir Ventre, Conn.

"We hope Mr. Downing, or some one else who has experience in such matters, will give us a few

hints.

I send you, per express, a small box of Apples known here as the Mi'TiUe Apjilp. The fruit was brought to this

State, some time since, from New York, (I think from either Herkimer or Westchester county.) by ('(*l. J am us 15. Hint.

I have never seen the name in any catalogue, though I presume you have it umJer some other name. You will oblige

me by stating what you know about it, if anything, and also your opinion of the Apple. It is a great favorite in this

section. Tlie specimens sent are medium size. A. W. llo\z\.—Pa7U.iac, Mich.

A very nice, mild, juicy Apple, considerably cultivated, and highly esteemed, in Herkimer

county, where it originated. Mr. Ciias. Spinner, of Herkimer, informs us that it was called

"Middle Apple," from having been found on the line between two adjoining farms. He says,

also, that it usually commands a higher price in their markets than any other variety.

Eed SriDER Eemedy.—A subscriber, with a small parlor conservatory, (say 9 ft. by C ft.) protected from frost by

double glass, understands smoking down the Green Fly, &c., asks (after searching in vain for some antidote) for a

remedy for the Eed Spider, which has become a formidable enemy to some fine Itoses. giving them the appearance of

injury by Are. The plants were in a fine, healthy condition when placed in the house last autumn, which was Ihor-

oufhly painted outside and inside, during the summer, in order to extirpate the Spider, if possible, which had made

its appearance there the previous winter.

Any inlormation, through the columns of the Jlorticidturiff, may prove valuable to others, as well as to your

Inquirer.

Sul|)hur is the great enemy of the Red Spider, and if you make a wa>h of from H oz. to 2 oz.

of sulphur to a gallon cf water, and syringe your plants on both the upper and under sides of the

leaves daily with it, you will soon get rid of the Red Spider. The 8u][>hur will mix better with

the water if made into a paste with soft soap.

Slorticultural SotirtitK, &t.

Brooklyn Hokticultce.m. Society.—The most delightful indications of approaching spring, after

the terribly severe winter, we have yet seen, was the gay exhibition of the Brooklyn Horticultural

Society, which closed last evening, the TJth of April. It was a decided hit, and never have we

seen an exhibition give so much gratification. Strictly speaking, some of the former exhibitions

have excelled this in rare speciinen plants in peifection of bloom, but in quantify and gny colors,

this excelled all others. The standard varieties of Azaleas, Roses, Geraniums, <fce., together wilh

a few really fine new seedlings, and the thousands of Cinerarias, Carnations, Verbenas, Fuchsia?,

Stock-Gillies, Hyacinths, <tc., made the display very brilliant and attractive. Ct>ming, too, just

on the heel of snow storms, with spring lingering in the lap of winter, full eighteen or twenty

days later than usual, it called forth— particularly on the part of the ladies— the strongest

expressions of delight.

The rooms during the evening were crowded to their utmost capacity, and before the visitors

separated, they were addressed most eloquently and appropriately by the Rev. Dr. Vinton, of

ty. His voice and articulation was so good that all in the room could hear him distinctly,

the address elicited frequent aud loud applause. He knew not why he was selected as
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speaker, but when he learned that the evening was to inaugurate the Hunt Botanical Garden, of

Brooklyn, he felt that none of her sons might withhold their voice or influence. Complimentary

reference was made to Thomas Hunt, who so generously donated §50,000 and one-third of the

land, or five acres, and Wm. C. Langley and James Kent, who also generously donated the bal-

ance, ten acres, of the land, with cash subscriptions of $10,000; others had subscribed §30,000,

and the Legislature had granted them a charter. The ground chosen is just south of Greenwood

cemetery, overlooking the Bay, and is every way desirable.

Tlie address referred, in an interesting manner, to the Garden of Eden, which God planted— the

Garden of Gethsemane, where the Saviour groaned in agony— and the Garden in the paradise of

God, where stands the Tree of Life. The noble men had done well in thus consecrating a portion

of their estates to such a purpose— and he used the sacred term, consecrativg, deliberately, for he

held it was an appropriate and pious work to which it was devoted, and tliey earned the enco-

nium of benefactors of their country. The garden is the last thing a man makes, and a conserva-

tory of flowers is usually the last crowning act of a garden. God designs in flowers something

beyond their mere nomenclature, and yet let us honor the man who can marshal them all by their

names, as did our forefather, Adam ; and he who adds new varieties, or improves old kinds of

flowers and vegetables, may rank as a benefactor.

The moral influence of flowers was then eloquently dwelt upon, where not only the gigantic

plant helps to educate man, but the tiniest flowers are sermons.

The address closed with a beautiful tribute to the lamented Downing.

The fine collection of plants from the green-houses of AVm. C. Langley, received the award of

the first premium; J. H. Prentice, second. J. E. Ranch, for the be^t two specimens; and the four,

to Edwin Hoyt. Best Azaleas, A. Eraser, gardener to D. Perkins. Best Pelargoniums, George

Hamlyn, gardener to W. C. Langley. Best Roses, to J. E. Ranch ; second best, to James Wier.

Best hot-house and green-house plants, to A. Gordon, gardener to Edwin Hoyt. Best Fuchsia?,

to Wm. Poynter. Best Cinerarias, to T. Templeton. Best Carnations and Verbenas, to J. E. Ranch.

Best Stock-Gillies, and best twelve Roses, to James Wier. Best Hyacinths, to J. DeGraw. Best

hand bouquet, to W. & J. Paiks. Best basket, to Wm. Poynter. Best collection of Roses in

bloom, to J. W. Burgess. Best Asparagus, to G. Hamlyn. Best Lettuce and Mushrooms, to E.

Decker.

The spirited movements of the friends of horticulture in Brooklyn, is exciting to action the Xew

York horticulturists. The law providing for the large Central Park, has an article permitting a

certain portion to be devoted to a large fine garden, and it is hoped that steps will soon be

taken to secure so desirable an object, and with tlie stimulus of a healthful and courteous compe-

tition on the part of New York and Brooklyn, it is believed something very fine can be accom-

plished. R. G. P.
•

Hartford County (Conn.) Horticultural SoaETV.—The annual meeting of this Society was held

on Saturday, April 4th, and the following persons were chosen as officers for the ensuing year:

WILLIAM W. TURNER, President. John M. Nii.es, De. John S. Butler, Henet W. Terry, Hartford
;
Henry

Mygatt, Farmington ; Charles L. Porter, East Hartford; Noah W. Stanley, New Britain; Norman Porter,

Berlin ; E. A. IIolcomu, Granby ; Salmon Lyman, Manchester ; S. D. Case, Canton ; and Dr. H. A. Grant, Enfield,

Vice Presidents. Dr. Gurdon W. Kussell, Recording Secretary. Tuomas E. Dutton, Corresponding Hecrttary.

Peter D. Stillman, Treasurer. IT. L. Bidwell, Auditor.

Standinrj Committee.—.Jun^-p^ Winship, George Beach, Jr.,.John H. Goodwin, H. L. Bidwell, Hcnrv Affleck, Dan-

iel S. Dewey, Dr. George B. Hawlcy, George Affleck, Charles T. "Webster, H. D. AVells, ^\m. F. Tuttlo, E. A. AVhiting.

FRU^T Grower's Society of Western New Yo:;k.—The following arc t'le officers of this Society

for the present term :

President—,'iO\\'S J. THOMAS, of Macedon. Vice Presidents—Levih F. Allen, of Buffalo; H. P. Nokton, of

Brockport; E. W. Leavenworth, of Syracuse. Secretary—.}o\is B. Eaton, of Buffalo. Treasurer—^\n.^.l^yL V.

SEND, of Lockport. Executive Committee—P. Bakry and H. E. Hooker, of Eochester ; U. L. Suvdam,

C. Hancuett, of Syracuse; P. E. Freoff, of Auburn.
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PBSNsrLVAXiA IIoRTicuLTORAL SociKTY.—The Stated meeting of this association was held on the

cviMiin!? of the 17th April, in Concert llall, Philadelphia. R. Buist, Vice President in the Chair.

Tlio exhibition was remarkable for the richness, beauty, and variety of the plants and cut flowers,

ill the many contributions shown, and afforded much gratification to the numerous members and

vi.-ifors in attendance.

Tiie following resolutions were submitted by Mr, Buist, and unanimously adoi^tcd by the

^;<.iciety

:

]!c'«oh-e<t, TIi.it this Society has learned with the deepest sorrow, the death of Tli.imas Hancock, who departed this

lile (from an attack of pneumonia) at his residence, near Burlington, New Jersey, on the 21st ulL, in the 54th year

of his age.

Hcsoli'i'J, That in acknowledging the sudden bereavement with which this Society has been visited, it also expresses

its keen appreciation of the severe loss the various institutions with whidi the deceased was connected in his native

State and elsewhere ; and to the promotion of whose aims, he ever brought a rare practical intelligence, an ardent

zeal, and sound judgment.

Jic^vlced, That whilst the life of so usefVil a citizen might be flllingly presented as an example worthy of imitation

on the part of a large body of surviving friends, the void which his death has occasioned cainiot be more intensely

experienced than by the members of this Society, with whom he co-oi)erated for so long a period in the discharge of

official duties, (being at the time of his death a member of no less than four of its most important CommiUeea).

JiesolceJ, That although this Society is far from sanctioning the publication of fulsome memorials of living men,

yet it deems a sketch of the life, character, and labors of its departed member, a proper subject for the pages of those

journals, to the interest of which he had so often contributed ; and trusts that the principal one in our land will favor

its readers with such other notice of this distinguished horticulturist as may be due to his memory.

Itesolved, That this Society especially condoles with the immediate family of Mr. Hancock, in the sad dispensation

which now afflicts them, but hopes, nevertheless, that in viewing the blameless career of their honored head, they will

find much to comfort and solace them in their distress.

Jiesolvetf, That copies of these resolutions, signed by the President and Secretary, be transmitted to Mrs. Hancock,

and to the publishers of such of the horlicultural journals of the country as are received at the rooms of the Society.
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pints to i\)t lurthscrs 0f %xm, Bnh, h.

[O pursuit or profession in life, however useful or honorable

it may be, or however purifying and ennobling its tenden-

cies, is wholly exempt from the evils of dishonesty. Not

even the most sacred of all human vocations can escape this

misfortune. Will any one wonder, then, that there should

be dishonest nurserymen and seedsmen, and dishonest deal-

ers in trees, plants, and flowers ? Surely not. A great deal

has been said about the dishonesty of nurseiymen, seeds-

men, and florists ; but if a rigid comparison Avere made
between them and any other class of dealers, we care not

Avhich, we have not the slightest hesitation in saying that

the result would show that no other branches of trade are, on the whole, conducted

with greater honesty and fairness. It may be said that we are an interested party in

this case, and therefore not competent to judge ; but we take it upon us to say that

we are. We believe we are as well acquainted with those who are engaged in horti-

cultural commerce in the United States, and have enjoyed as many and as favorable

opportunities of studying their characters, as most other men ; and, on the strength of

this knowledge, we are willing to place them, for honesty of purpose, for energetic and

industrious habits, and the general usefulness of their hves, against any other class.

We have no desire to make invidious distinctions or comparisons, or to pit one class or

profession against another, but we would remind those who are ever prating about the

tricks of nurserymen and seedsmen, that there may be as many short-comings charge-

able against their own calling. Who does not hear, every day of his life, about false

weights and short measures? Look at the imposition practiced by the manufacturers

of all sorts of cloths, by the substitution of one material for another, so that a person

who is not thoroughly skilled in all their devices, is sure to be cheated. We have

ourselves been sold cotton for woolen goods, by men who are so careful of their repu-

tation that they would either knock down or institute a suit for slander against any one

who would question their honesty. Look at the thousand deceptions in articles of food

and drink— in tea, coffee, sugar, wines and liquors of all sorts— and in tobacco. In-

deed, one can scarcely think of an article, whether of use or luxury, that can safely be

bought from a stranger by an inexperienced person. The very saijits of the world are

engaged in this traffic in spurious commodities unblushingly. Yet these same hypo-

crites will cry out about the dishonesty of the poor nurseryman or seedsman who
happens by mistake or carelessness to sell one variety for another.

Let us not be understood as justifying the frauds or errors of nurserymen or seeds-

men ; far be it from us to do any such thing. We shall rather expose and condemn
them. But it .should be remembered that it is an easy matter for them to make mis-

takes, and exceedingly difficult to avoid them. They are handling a great number of

varieties of the same article, and their sales being Imiidled into a few weeks, renders

Junk 1, 1855. Fl ho. VI.
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impossible that leisure and circumspection -whicli can be given to ordinary trade

A l)(n' entrusted to attach a label, may get it on the wrong tree or package, and the

cri-or may escape notice until too late. In packing, which must be entrusted to work-

men, there are many chances for mistakes even where the most rigid sui-veillance is

kept up. Indeed, throughout the whole routine of their business—in propagating, dig-

ging, labelling, and pocking— tliere are an almost infinite number of small operations

which require exactness, and all of which expose to error. Be charitable, then, and do

not call every error a trick or a cheat. Every year our professional nurserymen and

seedsmen are becoming more systematic and more careful, as well as more discrimina-

ting and skillful, and thus the chances for error are rapidly decreasing, except among

new beginners, who have everything to learn.

There is growing up, however, in this country, a system of dealing for whicli respect-

able nurserymen are not responsible, and to which it is our present purpose to call

attention. The extraordinary growth of horticultural commerce Avithin the few past

yeai*s, has attracted the attention of that large class of speculating individuals who are

ever on the look-out for a profitable field of operations— men who are peddling grave-

stones to-day, lightning-rods to-morrow, patent medicines the next day, and so on

from one thing to another. The country is filled with dealers in trees and plants.

Beyond a doubt many of them are honest and honorable—men who may fairly be

trusted; but it is equally true that very many of them lack honesty, and will not hesi-

tate to misrepresent and deceive wherever they consider deception necessary to success.

"We have in our hands the most ample evidence of this. Letter upon letter has been

for some time past addressed to us upon this subject from all parts of the country, beg-

ging us to expose the frauds, and propose some remedy. But what can we do ? The

world is full of credulous people, ever ready to be made victims to the crafty stories of

unscrupulous rogues,— people who read but little, and whom our warnings will never

reach, and who, even if they did, would give them no heed,— people whom even dear-

bought experience would fail to teach wisdom. They are the penny-wise and pound-

foolish, who will run a thousand risks of being cheated for a single chance of making a

good bargain. The authorities of New York city caused flaming placards to be carried

around the streets, in the most conspicuous manner, to caution country people against

being decoyed into mock auction rooms, where they are certain to be fleeced by a set

of stool pigeons ; but while these placards are carried up and down all day long, every

morning paper brings to light some mock auction frauds, and thousands are daily per-

petrated that are never made public. All that can be urged against the folly and

madness of swallowing patent medicines avails nothing ; for we see the country full of

traveling medicine chests, and vast fortunes realized from the business. All manner of

frauds are perpetrated, day after day and year after year, upon a credulous public, and

yet the last reaps as rich a harvest as the first. We have therefore but little hope that

anything can be done to stay deceptive trading in trees, plants, or seeds. Our corres-

pondent "M," of Maumee, Ohio, related in our last number some of the tricks of for-

eign adventurers in the West, and we have seen the very same things done in this

enlightened horticultural city of ours a few years ago. Large quantities of the merest

trash were sold at exorbitant prices to persons who were never known to patronize

pectable nurserj^men and florists at their own doors to the amount of a dollar. A
time ago a gentleman from one of the Eastern States called on us, and inquired



for a person who he said had sold large quantities of Apple trees in his neighborhood,

representing himself to be the proprietor of one of the oldest and most extensive nur-

series in Western New York, and representing also that his trees were propagated by

some superior method which was known to him only, and which gave them a decided

superiority over trees grown in the ordinary way. On inquiry, we found this man did

not own a single foot of land, had never been a nurseryman, nor had he any interest

whatever in any nursery establishment, but bought such trees as he could make the

largest profit on. He was a crafty rogue, however,— pretended more than ordinary

piety, and victimized the religious people of New England handsomely. A few weeks

ago a nurseryman of Rochester received intelligence that he was represented in some

parts of Ohio by a person who claimed to be his agent and son, while he not only did

not know such a person, but had never seen him or heard of him before, and he was

compelled to incur the trouble and expense of advertising him as an imposter. Is not

this a high-handed piece of deception to be attempted in such a business, and among
an intelligent people ? The man who will do such a thing is not a particle better than

he who counterfeits a bank bill or a silver dollar, or who will forge a signature to a

bank check. We have it from perfectly reliable authority, that a company of tree

dealers, hailing from Ohio, purchased at a small nursery in Western New York a quan-

tity of seedling unworked fruit trees, (Peaches and Cherries,) knowing them to be such

— for the nurseryman we believe to be a perfectly honest man,— and they took them

up, tied them in parcels, and attached labels to them bearing the names of all the best

fruits in the catalogues. We were informed that these spurious articles were to be

carried to Tennessee. Here is a piece of villainy for you ! Such men richly deserve

the penitentiary, and we can not understand how any honest man could conscientiously

refrain from exposing them, and thus aid in bringing them to punishment.

In every part of the country people have been outrageously deceived by itinerant

grafters. They traverse the country, and take orders to do grafting at so much apiece

for all that live. When the season of grafting comes, a few workmen come along with

a wagon-load of scions, containing eveiy variety that could possibly be called for, all

procured from the most resj)onsible source ; and as a proof of this, a catalogue of some

well-known nurseryman is exhibited, and, it may be, a forged bill or invoice, while the

scions were most likely cut from some of the orchards they had been grafting in.

Thousands of orchards have been ruined in this way. We have now one in our posses-

sion which the previous owner had had grafted by one of these rogues, and instead of

having some three or four select sorts, as he ordered, he had a collection of vile rub-

bish, mostly natural fruit, and in some cases three or four different sorts on a tree.

We might go on and cite cases of this sort which have come to our knowledge

enough to fill a dozen pages of this journal, but it would be a waste of time and paper.

In this part of the country people are more cautious and careful than formerly, and

few men now are willing so trust unknown irresponsible persons Avith the important

duty of grafting their fruit trees. Not so, how^ever, in some parts of the West and

South, where we are informed the speculation is in full blast. We hope this word of

warning may find its way there, and prevent at least a few from allowing themselves to

be victimized. It is but just to say, in this connection, that there are honest men
ed in this business of grafting— men in all respects worthy of confidence,



tlic senice they rciuler to fruit-culture is very great. "Wh.it we have said will be no

(lofrinicut to them, for they have characters to sustain them and inspire confidence.

(^>uite as had as any of the frauds we have mentioned, is that of palming off intlitfer-

eiit aTid worthless varieties of fruits and llowers, as something new, extraordinary', and

\ahiable, at the most exhorbitant prices. Crafty fellows perambulate the country with

exaggerated colored drawings and bombastic descriptions, and thus deceive thousands

of peojile. The common Alpine Strawberry has been peddled for years Avith the word

Mammoth (very captivating) prefixed. The Charter Oak Grape— a great fox Grape,

utterly worthless, except, as Mr. Longwortii says, that it might serve for cannon balls

if lead were scarce— for two or three years has had a fine run in almost every part of

the country, at three to five dollars per plant. The '^ Uxcclsiorj" and several others

putled and paraded about, are no better.

Strange to say, very many of those who purchase such articles, could not be per-

suaded to purchase those of real merit. Nothing else will serve them but to be htim-

biif/(/ed, to use a vulgar but expressive term,

Newspapers lend themselves, unwittingly, as a general thing, to these frauds, and do

a great deal of harm. The family newspaper is looked up to as authority ; and when

these speculators get their glowing descriptions published, their work of deception is

half accomplished.

The only thing that can remedy this evil, is the dissemination of intelligence ; and

we call upon the friends of horticulture and of honest and honorable dealing, in all

parts of the country, to lend their aid in exposing and arresting this system of fraud.

It is a disgrace to the trade and to the morals of the country. A most unpleasant duty

it is for us to give such a subject this importance; but we can not shrink from it. Ours

is not the only country where such dishonesty is practised ; the same game is played

on a smaller or larger scale all over Europe, as the pages of their journals prove.

If there be anything about which people should exercise extraordinary care and

caution in purchasing, it is that of trees, seeds, and plants. "What a loss of time and

money, and what a disappointment and mortification, to be deceived in these matters

!

It is not diflScult to avoid impostors, if we but determine on so doing. There are

honest tradesmen enough everywhere, from whom a supply can be obtained,—men
who have a character at stake, and who feel that their success depends upon their

good reputation. These harpies who go about the country deceiving, are here to-day

and there to-morrow ; they seek patronage but once.

Our advice to all parties who desire to purchase trees, seeds, plants, or flowers—
anything pertaining to horticulture in which frauds are or can be committed— is to

place their orders in the liands of men whom they know to be trustworthy. Reliable

tradesmen are well known, and those of them who have traveling agents, provide them,

.or should provide them, with the requisite testimonials with which they may give the

fullest satisfaction to those whose patronage they solicit. On this head a rigid inquiiy

should be .wnde. No statement should be listened to that appears anywise suspicious.
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THE DUANE'S PURPLE PLUM.

SYX0NYii3: Duane^s Purple French.—Fruit and Fruit Trees of America, Porn. Manual, and

Keurick's American Orchardist. Red Magnum Bonum, of some collections.

Several fine fruits liave been received in this country from abroad without names,

and notwithstanding the numerous and extensive importations of varieties for many
years back, no one has been able to identify them. Such are the Golden Beurre of

Bilhoa Pear, an excellent and popular sort now considerably disseminated ; the Brad-

shaw or Large Black Imperial Plum ; the Great Bigarreau Cherry. The Duane^s

Purple Plum and several others are in the same category. It is quite possible, how-

ever, that all these fruits will yet be identified, as we are every year coming into closer

communication with Euro2:)ean pomologists, and becoming more familiar with their

collections. Practically it is perhaps of no very great importance, yet it would be

advantageous to pomological science, and more satisfactory to the intelligent cultivator,

were we able to trace the history and origin of these fruits.

The Duane's Purple * is a large and beautiful fruit, of good but not first rate quality.

The tree is a free and moderately stout grower, with very distinctly marked gray woolly

shoots, and bears the most jibundant crops. It is cultivated, or was cultivated a few

years ago, at Albany as the Red Magnum Bonum, a veiy different fruit in every

respect. Mr. Elliot gives the English Pond^s Seedling as a synonym, but for what

reason we do not know. We are not aware that these two varieties have ever been

confounded. The English '•' Pond''s Seedling'''' or Fort Hill Plum is a very large, oval,

showy, reddish variety, like the Red Magnum Bonum, but has no resemblance to

Duane's Purple. This latter variety is now classed with Smith's Orleans, Imperial

Gage, Washington, Coe^s Golden D7'02\ Lombard, and other free-growing, productive,

valuable varieties for general cultivation, though not ranking in quality with a Green

Gage or a Jefferson. We copy from the Fruits and Fruit Trees of America Mr.

Downing's excellent description:

"Duaxe's PuRrLE Frenoh.—A superb-looking purple fruit of the largest size, and of

very fair quality,— occasionally, in warm dry seasons, first rate. It was imported from

France by Jas. Duane, Esq., of Duanesburgh, N. Y., but without a name, and is now gen-

erally known under the present title. We have seen this fruit, about Albany, confounded

with the Piuple Magnum Bonum. The tree is easily known by the gray appearance of

the wood, and large leaves, which are unusually woolly on the under surface. It is a

highly attractive dessert fruit, ripening rather before the Plum season, and bearing well.

"Branches— very downy. Fruit— very large, oval or oblong, considerably swollen on

one side of the suture. Skin— reddish purple in the sun, but a very pale red in the shade,

sparingly dotted with yellow specks, and covered with lilac bloom. Stalk— three-fourths

of an inch long, slender, set in a narrow cavity. Flesh— amher-colorcd, juicy, sprightly,

moderately sweet, adheres i)artially to the stone. Ripens with the Washington, (or a little

before,) about the 10th of August."

See frontispiece.
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AiiofT a voar ago our attention was callci.! to tliis Ajiplc, l>y oiir friend S. AVorden, of

Minotto, (.)s\vogo county, N. Y., and last autumn lie sent us a box of specimens, from

Avliich wo made the following desciijition : Fruit— medium size, round, regular.

Stalk— sliort, set in a deep cavity. Calyx— small, closed, in a deep, smooth basin.

Skin— smootli, greenish-yellow, marbled with red and russet on tlie sunny side, run-

ning into broken stripes toward the shaded side. Flesh— crisp, juicy, tender, mild

subacid, rich and excellent. Season— late autumn and early winter.

We add the following account

of tliis variety, by Hon. Chas. E.

Clark, of Jefferson county, and / \l /'

commend this variety to the atten- / .
^ K

tion of orchardists in Northern

Now York:

"The seed of this Apple was
lirought from Connecticut, by the

second wife of the late Wm. Hunt-

ington, Esq. The nursery was

l)lanted on his farm, and the young

tree was removed from that nursery

in or about the year 1807, to tlie

orchard of the late James Wilson,

in Rutland Hollow, where the orig-

inal tree now stands. The tree is

therefore about forty-five years old.

It is of thrifty and vigorous growth,

an early and great bearer, never failing to be loaded willi fruit every year. Indeed, the

symmetry and health of most of the trees i)ro])agated from this, is destroyed by the heavy

and crushing loads of fruit they bear. The Apple ripens in October, and keeps well till the

first of December, and during two months it is the very best Apple, exceeding in the esti-

mation of the Avriter, the Porter^ Sjjy, Sicaar, Baldwin, Greening, or SpitzenhurgTi. It

averages three and a quarter inches in diameter from side to side, and two inches from

stem to calyx. It is quite fair in its surface, and is exceedingly beautiful. At the blossom

and stem ends the cavities are deep and well formed. At the blossom end the color is

russet, on a yellow ground, for a quarter of the distance to the stem on one side and three

quarters of the distance on the other side; the remainder of the Apple is a rich scarlet,

soinetimes in stripes and sometimes in detached fragments or spots, showing a beautiful

yellow streak between the spots, ajipearing as though the Apple was originally russet and

that it had been painted over with scarlet, and that the growth of the Apple had broken

this scarlet coloring and showed the original russet, and very frequently near the stem

there is a spot of clear yellow of the size of a sixpence.

" In shape and color it is most beautiful, and in flavor it is unsurpassed. The skin is thin

and tender ; the flesh is exceedingly juicy, a gentle subacid taste, brisk and spicy, and the

distinct flavor of the Quince. It is first rate for the table, for cooking, and for cider.

" Jefferson county has the honor of giving birth to this tree : lience its name. It is

in many of the orchards in Paitland and Champion. It sells readily for half a dollar

shel, while otlier good common sorts sell for eighteen cents."

TUE JEFFERSON COLNTY ArPLE.



MIDDLE APPLE.

THE MIDDLE APPLE.

Synonym: Mittel Apple.

Some time ago we received specimens of this Apple from A. W. Hovey, Esq., of

Pontiac, Mich., and since that time we have procured some particulars concerning it,

through the kindness of several gentlemen who reside near the place of its origin, in

the Mohawk valley. Mr. Chas. Spinner, of Herkimer, informs us that it is esteemed

one of the most delicious Apples grown in that county,— that it keeps till January,

and sells at %2 to 82.50 per barrel, while Greenings^ Swaars, Sjyitzenhurf/hs, &c., sell

at $1.38 to 'Sl.50. Mr. J. D. Ingersoll, of Ilion, states that its origin is unknown,

—

that the old tree was full grown when the earliest settlers migrated to the Gemian

flats. He also describes it as a slow grower and shy bearer, often imperfect in form

and flavor, but sometimes of the highest excellence ; would not advise any one to

plant it with a view to profit. Mr. L incloses the following letter, which, as it enters

into many important details, we give entire

:

"Yours of the 13th inst. was received on the 16th, and would have been answered at

once, had I not thouglit it advisable to make further inquiry in relation to the question

that you propounded uie. The fact of the Mittel Apple tree which stood on the division

line between the farms of Capt. Christophee Bellinger and Mr. John Doxtater, in the

town of Herkimer, and directly opposite this place, being a seedling^ I never heard doubted

until I received your letter. I have since inquired of persons wdio knew the tree as a very

old one more than fifty yean ago.^ and they say there can be no doubt of it. It is true that

the question whether it grew from the seed on the spot where it flourished so long, or

whether it was a seedling transplanted there, has been mooted. Some have supposed that

it was planted by the Indians ; others, that it was brought from Schoharie county by some

of the earliest German settlers of the Mohawk valley. I can recollect the tree well for at

least forty-five years. It was quite old at that time, with one of its main branches broken

off, and partially hollow. It grew on a rich terrace, tllte first above the Mohawk flat, the

soil black sandy loam. The side of Mr. Bellinger was for many years under high cultiva-

tion as a Watermelon and Muskmelon patch, which kept the old tree in good condition

longer than it could have been under ordinary circumstances. I can myself recollect trees,

and even orchards, that were conceded to have been planted by the natives before the

'Know Nothings' made an eruption into this beautiful valley, and they looked no older

than the tree under consideration. Some years since, I visited the spot for the purpose of

getting shoots from the roots, under the impression that few if any of the grafts were equal

to the original ; but I found that every vestige of the tree was gone. I now regret it, as it

vrould have forever settled the question whether it was a seedling. The fact whether it

grew from a seed on the spot, or whether it was transplanted as a seedling from some other

place, is of as little consequence in tlie case of an Apple tree as of a man ; and I have little

fear that the Native or Know Nothing party will vote it out of Herkimer county, even if

proof could be found that it was brought from abroad by a Koman Catholic.

" A word as to the name of this, the best of Apples. It is admitted that Middle is a

translation into English of the German word Mittel; but as well might you call the Dutch

Straat^ Street^ or the renowned Sicaar^ Heavy, as to call the Mittel, Middle.

"Now one word as to the fruit. As to quality, I believe it is universally conceded, by

who know it, to be the very lest in its season, which usually is about the holidays

however, not a profituMe market fruit, as it is, unless under favorable circumstances,



NEW liOClIELLE BLACKBEKKV.

such as a ricli soil, liigh cultivation, and I think a warm dry suinTuer, a shy hearer ; but

then, the (juality makes up for any doOciency in quantity. This is probably the reason

why this queen of Apples has not been more widi;ly diffused. Ever since my recollection,

it has brought a larger price at homo than the best of other Apples in the New York mar-

ket. The Xcictoicn Fij'pin, which comes the nearest to it in point of excellence, has the

advantiige of being more productive, and of being bettor at a late period, say in March or

April. The tree in this climate grows thriftily, and I understand it is remarkable for rajjid

growth and for fair and large fruit in Illinois and other Western States. Its shoots, and in

fact its branches, are remarkably slender, giving the tree, when in bearing, a pendent or

drooi)ing appearance.

" Perhaps all fruits are modified by being propagated by grafting, but this is peculiarly

the case with the Mittel Apple. I know a case where the fruit Avas entirely worthless ou

account of being water-cored ; but this is rare, and in forty-nine cases in fifty a good fruit

might bd expected. There are,

however, now two distinct

varieties, the yellow and tlie

grcen^ the latter being preferred

by most ])erson9. L. E. SriN-

^^^.—Mohaicl; N. r."

AVhat Mr. Spinner says

about "two distinct varieties"

must be the result of certain

modifications produced by

soil, culture, stock, (fee. Two
distinct varieties would imply

two seedlings.

Our description, made fi-om

tlie Micliigan specimens, is as

follows : Fruit—medium size,

roundish. Stalk—three-rjuar-

ters to an inch long, rather

deeply inserted. Cah'x—
open, shallow. Skin—smooth

greenish, some specimens yellow, with light traces of russet. Flesli— fine-grained,

tender, juicy, mild subacid, nearly sweet, flavor agreeable. Season— Dec. to March.

THE MIDDLE APPLE.

THE NEW PtOCHELLE BLACKBERRY.
BY U., ADRIAN, MICH.

Having recently visited New Roclielle, Westchester county, N. Y., and tliere learned

many particulars respecting the discovery of the New Rochelle or (as it is more com-

monly called) Lawton Blackberry, I take the liberty to make this coramunicatien, in

the hope that eventually, though tardily, proper credit may be given to the person to

the public are really indebted for the discovery and preservation of this remark- L



NEW EOCIIELLE BLACKBERRY.

In tte year 1834, Mr. Lewis A. Seacor, then and now residing in the village of

New Rochelle, found, on a farm now owned by F. Prince, Esq., a clump of Blackberry

bushes bearing fruit of uncommon size, which differed much in shape and appearance

from any he had ever seen. Four or five years afterward, having purchased alot for

a residence, he recollected these Blackberries, went to the field, dug up and trans-

planted several of them into his garden. When in due time these bushes bore fruit,

Mr. S. says his neighbors were greatly surprised, and, attributing the difference in size

and shape from the common fruit to cultivation alone, several of them supplied them-

selves with the common wild plants fi'om the fields, expecting to gather fruit equally

large as Mr. Seacor's. In this expectation they were disappointed, and after a few

years' trial the plants which had been so carefully cultivated were dug up and thrown

away as worthless. Mr, S. now supplied several of his neighbors with plants from his

garden, and the fruit became generally known in his vicinity.

Seven or eight years ago, Mr. Lawton (after whom the fruit has been named) saw

some of these Blackberries in the garden of a neighbor, inquired where the roots were

obtained, &c. He bought plants of Mr. Seacor, was told by him where they were

found, the circumstances of their discovery, &c. In 1853, at a meeting of the Farmers'

Club, in the city of New York, Mr. Lawton presented a^ quantity of these Blackberries,

which were greatly admired. He also at that time read a paper before the Club, in

which he says, (I quote from a report of his remarks published in the newspapers,) "it

[this fruit] has been cultivated in small quantities for several years in New Rochelle,

where I now reside. I have not been able to ascertain who first discovered the plant

and brought it into garden culture, but am informed it was found on the roadside, and

thence introduced into the neighboring gardens." The Farmers' Club passed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Lawton, and named the fruit the ^^ Lawton Blackberry." The Pomo-

logical Convention, which assembled in Boston last year, also use the same name in

their hst of fruits ; so that it is likely to be perpetuated, unless the facts in the case are

known. Ask ^ny person in New Rochelle, acquainted with the fruit, as to its origin,

and you will be told Mr. Seacor was the discoverer.

It may be well to mention that Mr. Prince, the present owner of the farm where

the fruit was found, in making some improvements on his land, destroyed the original

bushes, without knowing anything of the existence of such a fruit on his premises ;
so

that but for Mr. Seacor's efforts, the fruit would have become extinct.

Now, if his agency in preserving this valuable fruit has not been of a character suffi-

ciently meritorious to make it proper that it should bear his name, there is certainly

no reason why it should bear Mr. Lawton's. But* it maybe asked, "What's in a

name ?" to which I answer, in this case, much. By getting his name aflSxed to the

fruit, Mr. Lawton does not merely (to use a common phrase) "steal another man's

thunder," but he is placed in a situation to make a great deal of money out of it.

Persons, unacquainted with the above facts, wishing to obtain this Blackberry, would

naturally say, "Who so likely to funiish the genuine Laioton Blackberry, as Mr. Law-

ton himself r' And I find that for the year past he has been selling the plants at ten

dollars the dozen (double the price charged by Mr. Seacor); and although in the end

he may not win golden opinions, he is likely to win plenty of golden dollars, which

ps he may value more



I would suggest that the New York or Brooklyn Horticultural Society investigate

this matter, and let justice be done ; the parties live in tlieir immediate vicinity.

There have been many conjectures as to the origin of this fruit. It is known that a

relative of a fonner proprietor of the farm brought shrubbery with him from England,

and some suppose this IMackborry was then introduced ; others think the Huguenots,

who originally settled New Kochelle, brought it with them from France; but the

prevalent belief appears to be that it is an accidental seedling.

For the facts embodied in this letter, I am indebted to a communication from Fued-

ERic Pkikck, Esq., (the present owner of the farm where the fruit was found,) published

in the Westchester ])^eivs, and to the verbal statements of Mr. Seacor and some of his

neighbors ; and I have every reason to believe all these statements to be substantially

correct.

NOTES ON PEARS IN 1854.

BY JOHN B. EATON, BUFFALO, N. Y.

In fulfillment of my promise, I send you some brief notes of my experience with Pears.

Most of the varieties were fruited upon young trees, many of which were bearing their

first crop. This should not of course be taken as an infallible test of their future excel-

lence or inferiority, although the land upon which the greater part w-ere grown was

deeply cultivated, and well supplied with manure, with which the trees were also

mulched. As a consequence of these precautions, the extraordinarily (\ry season, which

so greatly decreased the produce (both in size and quality) of many plantations, did

not as a general thing reduce the size of our sj">ecimens, and we grew Duchesse cfAn-

gouleme, Beurre Uiel, Louise Bonne de Jersey, and many others, to a size which I have

rarely, if ever, seen exceeded.

The blight has destroyed a few trees the past season, but has not prevailed as an

epidemic, and is, I think, gradually leaving us. Timely amputation of the affected

part has saved a portion of those trees which were first attacked in the branches ; but

the remedy, to answer any good puqiose, must be applied without hesitation, and

severely— cutting far below any appearance of disease, otherwise the diseased sap will

have poisoned the lower part of the branch before the application of the knife.

Nearly all of the varieties were fruited on the Quince stock. A few, which will be

specified, were from standards.

Ananas d'Ete is a handsome Pear, of a somewhat elongated obovate form, of good

size, but wanting in flavor. Our specimens may have been picked too early, but their

quality sadly disappointed me. Ripe from the first to the middle of September.

Beurre Gouhault— medium in size, roundish, not very buttery, but " very good."

An apparently profuse bearer, but wanting color. Middle of September.

Bloodyood, although not much spoken of among so many new varieties, is one of my
especial favorites among the early Pears. Its peculiar aromatic flavor has few counter-

parts, but I find it a little uncertain in size, and does not grow very well on Quince,

when double worked. " Very good." September.

Beurre d'Amalis is a large, showy fruit, although not well colored, and a
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bearer on tlie Quince. Still, I would not cultivate it unless for market, and consider it

no better than "good." September.

Bartlett needs no description. Our specimens were very fine— rather better from

dwarfs than standards; but the quality of the fruit is so far below its appearance, that

I am always a little disappointed, in spite of myself, on eating one. " Good." First to

middle of September.

Beurre de Paimpal is a pale green, ungainly-looking fruit, not unlike the Verte

Longue^ with which it may be identical. It is too, indifferent, however, to cause much
anxiety as to what kind it is. September.

Belle Lucrative is, in my opinion, almost perfection ; and if required to choose be-

tween it and the Seckcl, I should without hesitation make choice of the former. Its

fine size, (we had specimens nearly three inches in diameter,) productiveness, exquisite

flavor, and the beauty of the tree, render it one of the most desirable varieties, even in

the smallest collection. " Best." September.

Belle Epine Dumas, a medium-sized, pyriform, greenish fruit, we have fruited under

the names of Epine Dumas and Duhe of Bordeaux. It has no very striking points of

excellence, although it has had a good reputation. It has a singular habit of some-

times bearing a cluster of imperfect, deformed fruit, on the ends of the current year's

growth, which of course never mature. This I have also occasionally noticed in the

Duchesse d'Angouleme, and some others, but it seems to be a fixed habit with this

vaiiety. " Good."

Beurre Diel is a beautifully-fonned fruit of the largest size. I have eaten specimens

which were "very good" indeed, but this season it was not so fine as usual, whether

from the large size of the specimens, or some other cause, I am unable to say. I con-

sider it, however, "very good." October.

Brown Beurre, although when in perfection it has scarcely a superior, is very uncer-

tain. I think that it requires higher cultivation than any other variety that I know,

and also pretty severe jjruning and thinning. The best specimens that I have ever

eaten were from a tree which had borne- such miserable fruit the preceding year, that

it was headed down severely, and grafted. The few branches which escaped the knife

bore magnificent specimens— large, fair, and almost rivaling the SecJcel in high flavor,

though of an entirely different stamp of course. The tree was a standard, of moderate

size, standing on gravelly soil. This season the fruit was poor, as also that from dwarfs.

Generally "very good." October.

Bezi de Montigmj proved, this season, "very good," contrary to its usual habit. Still,

I do not consider it worthy of cultivation. October.

Beurre Langelier ripened in November, as did all our winter Pears, in consequence

of being kept too warm, and Avas of no value. I have eaten it before, and considered

it "very good." Our trees on tlie Pear stock fruited very early and abundantly, but

the specimens were small.

Beurre d'Aremberg— "very good." Its rich vinous juice can scarcely be excelled.

Beurre Gris cVHivcr Nouveau has more the appearance of a Gray Doyenne tha?i a

Brown Beurre, as its name indicates. It promises to be a fine Pear, but did not ripen

well this season.

Beurre de Ranee was worthless, notAvithstanding its high reputation.



Colmar iTAremberg is a huge humbug, and utterly worthless, in my estimation, for

auv purpose, but to show. It should be put on the rejected list. October.

Chtimolsine—a most beautiful fruit, somewhat resenibling in form the Easter Beurre.

In color a soft waxy yellow, with a brilliant red cheek, but the most miserable I'ear

that I think I ever tasted. It may be better another year, but I doubt it very much.

October.

CJmumontel is exceedingly unsatisfactor}'. It bears profusely, and sometimes is

very fine, but almost impossible to ripen. Although a winter Pear, the best that I

ever ate were blown oft" the tree in October, and were really "very good;" but at its

proper season I can do nothing with it. Mr. Robert Manning once stated to me that

the results of his experience with it were nearly similar.

Columbia, although ripening in November, was "very good"—much better than I

expected— and beautiful in form and color, the latter a soft yellow. It has so far

borne very early and profusely, especially on grafts.

Catillac I consider worthless, for I do not believe in cultivating Pears, or Apples,

for cooking alone. Many Pears are good for culinary purposes, besides being edible,

at least, which the Catillac, UcedaWs St. Germain, and some others, are not. Beurre

de Louvain I have suspected of being the Catillac, but when genuine it is distinct. It

may, I think, be placed in the same category, nevertheless.

Doyenne d^Ute did not equal my expectations. It was too small, and scarcely "veiy

good." Still, it was the first crop, and the second will probably be better. August.

Dearborn^s Seedling is another "little bit" of a Pear, which, although very good so

far as it goes, deserves to be superceded by a larger one. Until we find such a variety,

we must, I suppose, cultivate it for its earliness. August.

Dumortier— very small, and good for nothing. October.

Duchesse d^Angouleme is a magnificent Pear, and one that has been much abused.

I know no Pear of its size, or approaching it, which is equal to it in quality, except

sometimes the Beurre Diet. "When a tree is overloaded, as will frequently happen,

unless carefully thinned, the fruit is wanting both in size and quality ; but it is usually

"very good" with us, and I have sometimes eaten it nearly equal to the White Doyenne,

which, in "Western New York, is no faint praise for any Pear. Although it is gener-

ally condemned as a standard, we grow beautiful specimens on grafts in the tops of

large trees, which are not inferior in flavor to those grown on dwarfs, and are frequently

more highly colored. October.

Easter Beurre, although ripening out of season, was "very good." I am satisfied

that with care in picking and ripening, it may be had in eating from the first week in

November to the last week in April, or perhaps longer. I consider it the best winter

Pear.

French Jargonelle— worthless, and very properly rejected by the American Pomo-
logical Society.

GanseVs Bergamot, when it fruits, which is quite rarely, is a finely flavored Pear, of

a peculiar spicy taste, Av^iich I am partial to ; but it is gritty at the core, and, although

large, never bears enough of a crop to "go around." ""Very good." October

Gloire de Cambroune, (which was purchased as Urbaniste,) is a long-pynfonu, good-

looking Pear, of a yellowish-green color, and pleasant flavor. "Good." October,



Gray Doyenne^ which should be one of the best of Pears, was this year scarcely

"very good" in quality, but of fine size. October.

Glout Morceau, ripening out of season, was no more than "good."

Henry the Fourth, or Ananas, or Bearre Ananas, (for we have it under all these

names,) although usually small, produced some fine specimens, which were nearly

equal in flavor to the Seckel. Most generally it is a dull, disagreeable-looking fruit,

but bears enormously, and is almost always "very good." September.

Inconnue Van Mons is a great bearer also, but has little else to recommend it,

unless it should keep well, which ours did not.

Jalousie de Fontenay Vendee I am much pleased with. It is of good size, handsome

form, somewhat similar to Napoleon, and possesses a peculiar and very pleasant flavor.

" Very good." September.

Jaminette is an unprepossessing, dull green, rough-looking Pear, but keeps well, and

has rather a pleasant flavor. I have eaten it after it had lain on the ground, under the

tree, all winter, when it had lost very little of its flavor. "Good."

Louise Bonne de Jersey is the Pear, par excellence, for growing as a dwarf. It will

nearly take care of itself, and produce large crops of large, handsome, ruddy-cheeked

Pears, which in their brisk and sprightly flavor are "hard to beat." "Very good."

September,

Le Cure, or Vicar of Winhfield, I do not like. I have perhaps been imfortunate,

but never yet tasted one that I considered "good," yet I have eaten of many produced

on our own trees, and also, by the kindness of various fi-iends, of beautiful specimens

grown in the vicinity, both on standards and dwarfs. All were nearly similar—juicy,

but coarse-grained, acid, and insipid. The pomologists of Boston say that it is their

best winter Pear, but it is certainly not ours.

Lawrence is capital— large, handsome in form and color, and "very good," at least,

in quality. In appearance, it is not unlike a well-grown White Doyenne, and promises

to rank but little below that fine Pear. I have not kept it beyond December, but then

our specimens were not numerous, and were appreciated.

Leivis is another fine Pear, not so large as the Lawrence, but of a somewhat similar

character, and promises to be an abundant bearer. "Very good." December.

Muscat Robert is the earliest Pear that we grow, and, if eaten before being too rijic,

is "good." It is, however, very small, and not enough earlier than Doyenne d'Ele to

entitle it to much consideration. It is, unlike most Pears, better when ripened on the

tree. First week in August.

Napoleon I have but little respect for as a Pear. It is handsome, and bears wc41,

but, though very juicy, it is not high-flavored, and no more than "good." October.

Oswego Beurre I have not fairly tested, our specimens having been mostly blown

from the tree and prematurely ripened. They were no more than "good," but prom-

ised better things under more favorable circumstances.

Passe Colmar, although ripening prematurely, was "good," and finely colored.

Rousselet Hatif, or Early Catherine, as it is universally called in this \ncinity, is the

most extansively cultivated early Pear to be found in the older orchards, and was for

some years almost the only one, which had much pretension to flavor, ripening before

the Bartlett. It is an exceedingly juicy, pleasant Pear, but soon rots at the core, and

F^ =
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oiilv hoars well occasionally, wlion the branches are literally covered with tlie fruit

••<;,..>,!." Auir^^t.

Summer Fmiic Jiail is a groat bearer, and a "good" fruit, of not nuicli character.

lt< juice, though abuiulunt, wants flavor. Sejiteniber.

Stevens' Genesee, is much of the White Doyenne stamp, without its fineness of tex-

ture. It is, however, much more roundish than the Doyenne usually is, (though I liave

soon specimens of Doyenne pronounced Stevemi' Genesee by those who know both fruits

will^ and are judyes) and is not so highly flavored. "Very good." September.

Surpasse Viryalieu is, without exception, the finest-grained Tear that I ever tasted.

it is almost as melting as a Strawberry, and delicious in flavor. We have received it

from France under the name of Bcurre (TEnyhciin, Colmar Van Mons is also iden-

tical. " Best." September.

Seckel I have never seen so large in this part of the country, as the past season.

AVe had many which were over two inches in diameter, and some nearly two and a

(juartor. "Best." September. Contrary' to the experience of many cultivators, we

find that it does well on Quince, and makes a very "stocky" tree, fruiting profusely

from the surface of the ground.

St. Michael Archanye, thus far, is a small, greenish Pear, merely "good." Sept.

Swan''s Orcuiye, or Onondaya, has disappointed me much. It is certainly a large,

handsome Pear, bears well, grows well on the Quince, and forms a fine tree ; but it is

not what I have expected. Its flavor is a fat acid, too frequently. I have eaten it for

tliree seasons, and can not rank it higher than "good." Our specimens were splendid

in appearance, and apparently perfect, but the first mouthful is invariably discouraging;

for, with such a beautiful exterior, it certainly seems as if the flavor should approximate

more nearly to it than it proves to do. October.

Sieulle I estimate much more highly. It is of fine size and appearance, with the

exact fiavor of the White Doyenne. " Best." October.

Suzctte de Bavay I fear is a humbug. Instead of being a splendid winter Pear,

keeping until April, it is about the size and shape of the Yellow Siberian Crab, and

not half as eatable. The tree is a splendid grower, and forms a beautiful pyramid

spontaneously, but so far the fruit has proved an utter failure.

Van Mons' Leon le Clerc is a magnificent-looking fruit, but I find it disposed to

crack, as is the bark of the tree also. It has not yet proved a very abundant bearer,

nor anything remarkable in quality. "Good." October.

White Doyenne is, after all, one of the best Pears in the world, or at least in West-

ern New York. Occasionally a tree is seen bearing cracked fruit, but it is an exception,

and the rule is, large, handsome, beautiful specimens, on both dwarfs and standards,

not unfrequently three inches in diameter. " Best." September and October.

Wilhelmine strongly resembles the Jaminette, both in wood and fruit. " Good."

Winter Welis should be a little larger, for it is a capital winter Pear, and there is

much more gratification in keeping a large Pear over winter than a small one, even

if it is "veiy good."
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EVERGREEN SHRUBS.

BY J. JAY SMITH, PHILADELPHLV, PA.

When I asked from the learned correspondents of the Horticulturist, over the si^ia-

ture of " HoRTicoLA," for information regarding shrubbery of a cheerful, evergreen

habit, it was with a view of inviting more attention to a neglected topic long super-

seded by a continuous description of evergreen trees. It is gratifying that the subject

has excited the thoughts and pens of several able writers. Mr. Munn first, and, in the

April number, Mr. Saunders, have taken the field in earnest, and will, I trust, as occa-

sion presents, give further intelligence, which will be acceptable just in proportion to

its fticts. The list of Mr. Saunders, for which I feel greatly indebted, though large, is

by no means exhausted, but it is a very good list, and is accompanied by judicious

remarks.

The only successful planting of Savin {Juniperus sahina) which I have ever seen,

pleased me exceedingly. It is in the large circle before the beautifully situated man-

sion of Mr. Craft, a member of the bar, near Pittsburgh. Occupying the entire circle

with its dense, almost black green, I exclaimed at once, here at last is a desideratum

for America. It was introduced by the German settlers, and the lady of Mr. Craft,

who is a most successful and enthusiastic planter, adopted it at once in laying out their

grounds. I know of no more striking evergreen thus planted in this country. Once

seen in a rich clump, it must become a favorite. Small plants of it from abroad, and

possibly at home, by the thousand, can be had for the smallest price.*

Mr. Saunders also names the Tree Box [Buxus sempervirens). My experience with

this plant indicates that when placed wholly or partially in the shade, it is perfectly

beautiful, of intense gi'een, and very much more rapid growth than is generally sup-

posed. Fully exposed to our hot summer suns, however, it is apt to take the color of

the variety called the Golden Box [Buxus aurea), which is by no means so pleasing to

the eye. In England I observed that great use was made of the Tree Box, which is

adapted to their moist climate ; and that this had been done so many years ago, that

great and pleasing results have followed. I once thought I would attempt to enume-

rate the Box trees that were over twelve feet high in a gentleman's pleasure-ground

where I was staying, and counted a hundred and more, when my attention was called

oif to other beautiful objects. It is by no means uncommon to find a good cottage, of

late, run up with taste near or in a copse of native trees. No better undergrowth than

this, except the Hemlock, could be selected, as it is very long-lived and every year

improves. The variegated should be more sparingly introduced.

But it is not necessary solely to have reference to shrubs, or small-growing plants,

where an eftect is desired. And here I wish to make a suggestion to the lovers of fine

planting, of the utmost interest. Hemlocks, for a long peiiod of growth, atl'ord the

best possible substitute for evergreen shrubbery; standing in the shade, too, their

exquisite green shining leaves and waving branches, their young shoots so happily

described by Willis— "the child-blossom and its predecessor are heightening graces,

each to the other— neither so beautiful alone, and both finding room enough, and

* Our common native trailing Juniper is a fine thing for this purpose



enjovin"' the same sinnmer toj^ctlier. Parent aiul cliiKl are one glory." An example

exists in this neighborliood, wliieli 1 shall more jiartieularly describe hereafter, with an

account of the treatment of the young Ilejnlocks, where every kind of use has be«ii

made of this most beautiful American tree, from the magnificent single specimen, the

voung tree in groups and nurseries, to the unsurpassed and grateful-hued licdge. The

Hemlock is most patient of the shears, and may thus be kept to any size. AVith sub-

mission, therefore, to the able and practical communications of your correspondents, 1

fearlessly pronounce the Ilemlock the very best evergreen nhrub we yet possess for orna-

mental planting. It is, moreover, native, and free from the objections so many others

are liable to— it is iwrfvctly hanhj. Disappointed phxnters know the full value of this

important quality.

One must read the valuable communications of practical gardeners witli attention.

As an instance, Mr. Saunders accidentally accounts for my frequent failures in trying

tlie Cotonoastei's, by saying "they are adniiral)ly adapted for covering rockeries, or

planting on the north sides of walls." Had 1 known sooner that a northern aspect

was essential, I might have saved some valuable lives, years back, which were sacrificed

by ignorance. And herein lies the value of the Horticulturist, which is not to be read

carelessly once by the learner, but should be frequently referred to. Every scrap of

real knowledge in horticulture is valuable; and so numerous are the facts to be

acquired, that the man who would despise a single one which might become available,

is no true lover of his art. Aspect, shade, sun, wind, rain, water, soil, manure, <fec.,

every one is taken into consideration by the true horticulturist, whether he plants a

tree, a Rose-bush, or a Lily. Hence the worth of experience, and hence the value of

facts, communicated by those who know.

I trust the subject of evergreen shrubs will not be lost sight of by the Horticulturist,

and that every one that can be enumerated will be brought out, and its habits and

qualities treated of in this journal of art.

THE CINERARIA—ITS TROPAGATION AND CULTIVATION.

BY E. DECREE, G.vnDENEIl TO J. Q. JONES, ESQ., NEW BEIGIITON, STATEN ISLAND.

Of all the Avinter and spring-flowering plants, the Cineraria deserves to be placed in

the foremost rank, whether we consider it as the adopted inhabitant of the conserva-

tory of the Avealthy citizen, or the more humble companion of the Scarlet Geranium,

which is so often to be seen in the cottage window of the hard-working artizan. For

bouquets it is unrivalled, the colors being so varied, which, when nicely arranged, make

such handsome ornaments for the parlor table or boudoir that they suit all tastes, that

even the most fastidious of Eve's fair daughters can scarce fail to recognize in them a

"hobby" far superior to pet cats and poodle dogs, and certaiidy requiring less care and

giving less trouble. We have them in every shade of color from white to dark blue

and from white to crimson. Then there are white with crimson, and others with blue

in every shade. And when we take into consideration the showy character

ell-grown })lants, with the little room they take, and the simplicity of
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culture, it is rather surprising that they are not more generally grown and to be met

with in every green-house, however small, as they certainly deserve to be ; then the

fii-st outlay being so trifling that a small packet of seed is all that is required for any

person, with a little care and attention, to have them in bloom from November till

May. Dame Nature is always lavish of her gifts to her votaries, whether they be a

Duke of Devonshire or the no less enthusiastic mechanic who prides himself on the

few plants in his cottage window. The pleasurable feeling enjoyed by the lovers of

Nature, felt by none else, in watching daily the expanding buds of the plants that they

themselves have raised with their own hands, makes this a plant well calculated for the

fostering care of the lady gardeners of this country, who could thus watch Nature in

its onward progress— in its various changes—from the tiny seedling to the full-grown

blooming plant, with the pride every lover of plants (and ladies in particular) w^ould

feel in showing their friends native seedlings raised and named by themselves in honor

of some favorite hero or in memory of some dear friend, and ec^ual to any ever raised

in any country. These considerations collectively make this a plant that should be

grown by everybody,— in fact, a plant for "the million."

The seed should be sown, one portion the second week in June, and the other the

first week in July, in wide-mouthed pots or pans, well drained, in good light soil— tAvo

parts leaf-mold, one part good turfy loam, and one part good sharp sand. Fill the pots

to within half an inch of the top with the compost, sow the seed evenly all over, and

barely cover the seed with the same compost; then give a gentle watering to settle the

whole, and place the pots in a frame on the north side of a wall or fence, and by fre-

quent sprinkUngs of water in the middle of the day they will be fit to pot off in the

course of three weeks or a month. Half-pint pots should be used for the first potting,

putting four plants in each pot.

As soon as you have potted as many as you require, place them in the frame again,

and by paying a little attention to watering and ventilating to prevent them from

drawing up weak, they will be large enough to pot singly in another three weeks.

You must then use a compost of three parts good turfy loam, two parts leaf-mold, one

part good decomposed manure, and one part good sharp sand, the whole well mixed

with the spade, but not sifted. Ilalf-pint pots will be large enough for this potting.

As soon as potted, place them in a frame in a more open part of the garden, where

tlicy will get the morning and evening sun, shading them when very hot. Frequent

watering overhead is necessary to check the Red Spider, and smoking with tobacco to

keep down the Green Fly, both of which are deadly enemies of the Cineraria. They

should be frequently repotted as they progress, as nothing gives them a greater check

than to be pot-bound. They require a liberal supply of water, using weak manure

water once a week. When they begin showing flower eai'ly in October, remove them

to the front platform of the green-house, and in November they will commence flower-

ing, and continue till the middle of May.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKINO BOUQUETS AND FLORAL ORNAMENTS.

BY D. R. K., ROXBOUO, VX.

Having consitlercd, in my last coinmunicatiun, tlie preliminaries which should be

observoil by those who expect success in the art of iiiakiiiiT

floral ornaments, I now come to the more practical part of the

subject, namely, the making or putting together of the bouquet.

And first, of the liand bouquet.

As I have already observed,

the hand bouquet should not ex-

ceed eight inches in diameter,

and if for an ordinary occasion,

the flowers may be gathered

without regard to color ; but for

a bridal bouquet Ahite flowers

should predominate, although

Violets, Mignonette, and Helio-

tropes may be added for perfume.

For an ordinary boquet, six or

more large flowers are requisite, giving the preference

to Camellias and Roses. Tlie Camellias should be cut

off clpse to the calyx of the flower, and an artificial

stem provided for it, either by a wire bent as shown

in fig. 1, which is thrust down through the center of

the flower, between the petals, so as to be entirely concealed, or else by passing the

wire laterally through tlie upper

part of the calyx and the lower

jiart of the petals, as in fig. 2.

In the latter case the two ends of

the wire should be bent down and

twined together. The Camellia

is also sometimes cut off with a

small portion of the stem, and

tied to a small stick or twig.

Be very careful in handling the

Camellias, as the slightest bnn'se

will impair their beauty. The

Roses can either be cut with

long stems or tied to supports.

The smaller flowers should be

arranged in very small bunches,

or singly, and also tied to twigs

or ivhisk. If the bouquet is of

the pyramidal form, it should

made on a strong stick, as
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4, commencing at the top with the smaller flowers,

and gradually widening at the base with the larger,

taking care to assort the colors so as to make as much
contrast as possible, and also to fill in the interstices

between the larger flowers with the smaller.

If the bouquet is flat, as shown in fig. 3, it is not

absolutely necessary to have a strong stick in the cen-

ter, but I would recommend it on account of its advan-

tages in preserving a symmetrical form. Begin with

a Camellia or Rose for the center, then a circle of

small flowers,

then say four or

more Roses or

Camellias dis-

posed around

the center, and

then another

circle of small

flowers ; and

then, if the bou-

quet is not large

enough, another row of Camellias or Roses, and

a few more small flowers, finishing with a circle

of Rose or Oak-leaf Geranium leaves tied singly

to whisk straws, and some Arbor Vitre, Cedar, or

other evergreen, below all. To preserve a flat or

oval surface to a bouquet, be careful not to tie

the stems or twigs too high up on the center

stick, for in that case the flowers would face

outward^ as in a pyramidal bouquet, instead of

ii2)ward.

If you wish a bouquet to be kept for a long

time, the interstices between the twigs or stems

should be filled with moss, evergreen, or any-

thing that will retain moisture.

It will add much to the grace and beauty of

the bouquet to introduce skillfully some hand-

some green foliage to break the monotonous

effect, and some of the smallest and choicest

flowers should be allowed to project beyond the

surface of the bouquet.

Large bouquets, or pyramids, for table orna-

ments, are generally made on a frame-work of

evergreen. For this puqiose, take a number of

lies of Cedar, Hemlock, or other evergreen,

ind them in a kind of sheaf, with strong



Fig. 6.
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twine, commencing at the top. After it ia properly secured, trim off the fttems at the

biuso with a knife, so as to be peifectly even, and with a pair of scissors or shears chp

the top 80 as to funn a perfect cone. Tlic Howcrs are to be inserted into tliit*.

Fiif. represents a very conij)lete apparatus for preserving

flowers in water, and at the sjune time arranging them into

the proper form for a table ornament. It is comjwsed of a

number of circular tin vessels, one over another, and dimin-

ishing in size from the base uj), forming a cone. These

vessels are tilled with water, and the stems of the flowers

inserted into them.

Fig. 7 is a graceful design for a wire basket, to be lined

with moss. It is of the shape called by the ladies "gil'sy,"

and the effect of it when filled with flowers is far more

graceful than those of a more formal and rigid j)attern. A
wire basket for moss should have a wooden base, and after

the sides are lined with moss, the basket should be filled

•with wet or damp sand, wliich should be covered neatly

with moss, taking care that the surface is oval, so as to dis-

play the flowers to advantage. The stems of the flowers

should be inserted in holes made with a sharp stick in the

sand. The choicest and smallest flowers should be used to cover the handle.

Fig. 5 represents a table ornament of simple construction, but of graceful design.

Take a large-sized flower-pot, of say from fourteen to eighteen inches diameter, and

cover its sides with sheets of moss, secured bypassing strong black linen thread around

it. This should be mounted on a wooden base formed of two siiuare blocks of wood,

one smaller than the other, sunnounted by a circular or cylindrical piece of wood. In

the upper end of the latter should be a wooden or iron peg or bolt, which should pass

up through the circular hole in the bottom of tlie

flower-pot, to keep it in its proper place. On the

upper edge of the flower-pot, place a rim formed of

a band of hay two or three inches in diameter,

either twisted or tied around with twine. This and

the wooden base should also be covered with moss.

The pyramid of flowers may be made on a frame-

work of evergreen, as just directed, or the apparatus

fig. 6 may be used. Festoons on the sides would

add greatly to the beauty of this design, and should

be formed on pieces of hoop or wire. They should

be large in the middle, and gradually diminish at both ends.

I have thus, Mr. Editor, endeavored, huriedly, and briefly as possible, to describe,

for the benefit of my amateur friends, the. process of making bouquets and floral

designs, and hope that I have succeeded at least in affording them some assistance.

Fig. 7.
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NEW PLANTS OF 1854.

We take from the National Garden Almanac^ [London,) the following concise descrip-

tions of the more important new plants introduced into England in 1854, some of which

have already been noticed in previous numbers of this journal

:

AMes Kampferi.—A beautiful tree of deciduous habit ; supposed to be quite hardy, hav-

ing been found in the central, northern, and eastern provinces of China. Mr. Glendinning.

Acacia Drummondii.—Showy and of neat habit; flowers yellow, in large oblong heads.

Swan river. Greenhouse evergreen shrub. Messrs. Veitch.

Acrolineum roseum.—A beautiful new annual, bearing "everlasting" flowers, which are

of a lively rose color. South-west Australia. Greenhouse, or half-hardy annual with

greenhouse cultivation. Kew Bot. Gard.

AUoplectus cJirysanthus.—Probably a fine showy species ; flowers golden yellow, with a

red velvety calyx, the leaves glossy velvet-like purple beneath. Columbia. Stove peren-

nial. M. Linden.^ Brussels.

Amomum Danielli.—Curious; one of the Mellagetta Peppers; flowers red and whitish,

tinged with rose and yellow. Western tropical Africa. Stove perennial. Kew. Bot. Gar.

Anaectocliilus albo-marginatus.—One of the variegated-leaved dwarf terrestrial Orchids;

requires a hot damp stove. Messrs. JacTcson.

Anguloa Ruclceri sanguinea.—A fine variety of a fine and well known Orchid; flowers

uniform rich chocolate brown. History not stated. Stove perennial. Messrs. Rollisson.

Aphelandra lateritia.—Ilantlsome ; flowers dull scarlet, with yellowish tube, arranged

in a cone-like head. Guatemala. Stove shrub. Messrs. Weelcs & Co.

Aplielandra squarrosa Leopoldi.—A bold and showy variegated-leaved shrub, bearing

handsome spikes of yellow flowers; the deep green leaves are marked by well defined

broad whitish veins. Brazil. Stove soft-wooded shrub. M. Van Jloutte, Ghent; and

Messrs. Veitch.
''

'

'

Astrocaryum rostratum.—A noble Palm, which has flowered at Kew ; it has leaves 6—

8

feet long; flowers whitish. Brazil. Stove tree. Kew Bot. Gard.. '

Azalea indica Beali.—A very showy native variety from China ; flowers striped with

bright vermilion on a white ground. Greenhouse evergreen shrub. Standish & Hoile.

Azalea indica narcissijlora.—Singular as well as handsome; flowers white, double. From
China. Green-house evergreen shrub. Messrs. Standish & Kohle.

Begonia opmlijlora.—Said to be an ornamental plant; flowers pure white, with golden

stamens, in heads resembling the Gueldres Rose. New Grenada. Stove soft-wooded sub-

shrub. M. Linden, Brussels.

Begonia Prestoniensis.—A variety of this fine hybrid scarlet-flowered Begonia, bearing

the name of syj)erha, has been exhibited during the summer. Like the original, it is a very

showy plant. Mr. Epps.

Boronia Drummondii.—A gay dwarf shrub ; flowers lively rose pink. West Australia.

Green-house evergreen shrub. Messrs. Low & Co., and others.

Buddleia crispta.— An interesting and fragrant plant; flowers pale purple. Western

Himalaya. Halfdiardy shrub suitpble for a wall. Glnsnevin Bot. Gard.

Calycanthus occidentalis.—Very handsome, the wood fragrant as in the allied Carolina

Allspice ; flowers large, dull purplish red. California. Introduced in 1881, but little

known. Hardy shrub. Horticultural Society.

Calyptraria hcemantha.—S|)lendid both in foliage and flower, the latter of which are

be not fugitive as is common among Melastoniads ; flowers large, rich purple

New Grenada. Stove shrub. M. Linden, Brussels.



Campanr/ma'a Innrcolita.—Cnrious and intorestinp; floAvcrs bcll-slinpcd, prcenisli out

side, iiuri)lish nnd mottled within. Japan. Green-house ohinher. M. ^'(ln IJoutte, (rhent.

Cannioj'c fa^ti(jia(a.—A olianniiiK little everfireen shnih, with the leaves closely imbri-

cated in four rows, and witli drooping white bell-shaped flowers. Himalaya, llurdy ever-

green shrub, reijuiriuf^f a cool moist i)eat bed. Ulannerin Hot. Gurd.

Ceanothus jloribundus.—Beautiful, and of neat habit; llowers rich deep blue, in dense

globular heads, which are thickly studded over the braDches and branchlets. California.

Uardy evergreen shrub. Messrs. Veitch.

Ceanothus Lohhianus.— Distinct and showy; flowers deep blue, in stalked oblong or

roundish heads. California. Hardy evergreen shrub. Messrs. Veitch.

Cereus Lemairii.—Avery fine new night-blooming Cactus; flowers very large, twelve

inches long and nine in breadtli, outside yellow, tinged witli red, inside white. Supposed

to be a native of Antigua. Dry stove shrub of straggling habit. Kcic JJot. Gard.

Oestrum Rcgelii.—Exceedingly ornamental, rivaling the well-known C. aurantiacum

;

flowers bright orange. Central America. Cool stove or green-house shrub. It belongs to

the Ilahrothamnus group, and has the habit of II. elcgans. Zurich Bot. Gard.

Chatogastra Lindeniana.—A fine ornamental species; flowers large, blackish-pnrple. Al-

pine districts of the Columbian Andes. Cool stove or green-house shrub. M. Linden., Drus'ls.

Chionanthus retusus.—A shrub with white sweet-scented flowers. China. Probably

hardy or nearly so. Messrs. Standish £ Kohle.

Clematis larlellata.—A rather pretty species ; flowers large, chocolate, bordered with

cream color. Western Himalaya. Hardy climber. Glasnetin Bot. Gard.

Clematis lanuginosa jmllida.—A fine Clematis in the way of C. j)ate7is (ca'rulea). The
species has coerulean-blue flowers; the variety much paler, grayish, almost white. North

China. Hardy climber, Messrs. Standish & Nolle.

Clematis patens ''Sophia.''''— C. patens is the proper name of what is called in England

C. ccerulea. The plant named Sophia is a fine large-flowered variety of it, having a broad

green band down the sepal. M. Vu7i Houtte, Ghent.

Clerodendron Bungei.—Showy under good management; in the way of the single-flow-

ered C. fragrans; flowers rose-colored. Northern China. Slirub, hardy at the root.

Messrs. Standish & Kohle.

Codogyne pandurata.—A fine epiphyte, flowers large, pale green, the lip yellowish green,

with broad black veins, and stains. Borneo. Stove ei)ipliyte. Messrs. Low.

Coutarea diercilloldcs.—Showy; flowers like Wiegela rosea., white inside, pink without,

in rich terminal panicles. Columbia. Stove slirub. M. Linden., Brussels.

Cymhidium pendulum atropurpureum.—A variety of well-known Orchid with deep pur-

ple flowers, the lip ribbed with yellow. Borneo. Stove epii)hyte. /. Knotcles, Esq.

Cypripedium villosum.—A fine showy Orchid somewhat resembling C. imigne; flowers

green, brown, and purple. Moulmein. Stove i)erennial. Messrs. Veitch.

Dendrolium macrophyllum gigantexim.—A remarkably showy i)lant, having the light

rosy-colored flowers four times as large as usual. Appears to have been obtained, without

history, from the Continent. Messrs. Veitch.

Desfontainia sjjinosa.—A lovely glossy, holly-like, evergreen shrub, with long tubular

flowers of scarlet and yellow. Valdivia. Hardy evergreen shrub, Messrs. Veitch.

Dichorizandra picta.—Neat and pretty; the leaves longitudinally blotched with brown,

and pink beneath ; the flowers white and purjde. Supposed to come from Brazil. Stove

perennial. Messrs. Low.

Diervilla Middendorfiana.—The so-called yellow Wiegela; a hardy slirult, with jirimrose-

colored flowers, half as large as those of W. rosea. Ileceived on the Continent via Russia.

Dracana elliptica maculata.—Variegated leaves; flowers greenish. Ornamental
age and habit. Java. Stove evergreen shrub. Messrs. Low.



Echites pellieri.—See Neriandra subcrecta.

Embothrium lanceolatum.—A fine evergreen proteaceous shrub, allied to Teloxiea. From

Chili. Probably half-hardy. Messis. Standlsh <& NoUe.

Escallonia dema.—Pretty; flowers numerous, pinkish-white. Merida. Green-house

shrub. M. Linden^ Brussels.

Esclischoltzia tenuifoUa.—Xeat and desirable, the habit being compact and dwarf; the

flowers are yellow, an inch across. California. Uardy annual. Messrs. VeUch.

Eugenia oUoides.—Graceful; flowers white in axillary panicles. History not given.

Green-house evergreen shrub. M. Linden., Brussels.

Franci^cea eximia.—One of the finest of the Francisceas; flowers large, rich lUac-purple,

paler after expansion. Brazil. Stove evergreen shrub. Chelsea Bot. Garden.

Fraxinus dipetala.—A fine tree, with purple branches, green foliage, and elegant white

flowers. New Mexico. Ilardy tree. F. Scheer, Esq.

Gesnera Donclelaariana.—A very showy plant, bearing panicles of rich crimson Gloxi-

nia-like flowers. A hybrid, said to have been raised between Gesnera discolor and Gloxinia

rulra^ in the Ghent Bot. Garden.

Gornphrena coccinea.—Ornamental, requiring the treatment of tender annuals ; flower-

heads brilliant orange color. Mexico. Warm green-house perennial. M.Vilmorin., Paris.

Gonohhus pyrrhotrichus.—Curious ; the flowers dull green with obscure netting, and fine

bright yellow coronal teeth. Brazil. Coarse stove cliiuber. Messrs. Weelcs & Co.

Gentiana Fortuni.—A very beautiful herbaceous plant, the flowers of which are deep

blue, spotted with white. Northern China. Supposed to be quite hardy. Messrs. Standish

& Nohle.

Goldfussia glomerata speciosa.— Coarse, but showy; flowers deep purple. Sylhet.

Soft-wooded stove shrub. Kexc Bot. Garden.

Gardenia globosa.—A neat shrub with fragrant white flowers. Caffraria. Green-house

evergreen shrub. Messrs. Backhouse.

Hedaroma tuUpiferum.—A plant of considerable promise; resembles a broad-leaved

Diosma ; flowers surrounded by a cup-shaped involucre which is greenish white, stained

with dull red, in which involucre resides the beauty of the plant. New Holland. Green-

house evergreen shrub. Messrs. Garraway.

Eexacentris mysorensis lutea.—Showj- ; flowers large yellow, in pendant racemes. India.

Stove evergreen climber. Messrs. Veitch.

Hippeastrum forrnosissimuin.—Very showy ; the flowers deep crimson, like the Jacobean

Lily in color, but larger, and of the form of H. vittatum. History unknown. Stove bulb.

C. Leach Esq.

Eydrolea azurea.—A pretty little plant, covered with a multitude of beautiful azure

flowers, against which the stamens stand out like silver stars. Mexico. Green-house

branching perennial. M. Linden, Brussels.

Uypoxis latifolia. Interesting. A bulbo-tuberous plant, with star-shaped yellow flow-

ers. Natal. Green-house perennial. Kew Bot. Garden.

Imantophyllum miniatum.—A splendid Amaryllidaceous plant, allied to Clitia ; flowers

large, in a fine umbel, vermillion colored. Natal. Green-house perennial. Messrs. Back-

house.

Knixjhofia Ucaria.—An old name, proposed to be revived, for one of the handsomest of

border flowers, bearing a dense ovate cylindrical head of rich orange scarlet flowers. From

the Cape, introduced long since, and known as Tritoma.

Laurelia aromatica.— A handsome, fragrant, fleshy-leaved evergreen shrub, from the

mountains of Chili. Hardiness not ascertained. Messrs. Standish <& Nolle.

Leptosiphon luteus aureus.—A deeper colored variety of this exceedingly pretty half-

annual. California. Messrs. Veitch.



'in NEW PLANTS.

Linum gramViJlorum.—A si)lciuli(l annual wlioii ohtuiiicd tnu', lait a lar}:e-lluwerc(l coiii-

Tiion flax Is oftou sold niukr tliis name; flowers larji;o crimson. Alj^iers. Introducedfrom
Paris.

J.ohcl'ui Chiedtrcghti.—Said to lie jiretty; flowers red, ex|ian(liiig in succession tlie wliole

eumtiier. Mexico. Green-house ])erennial. M. JJiuh/i, JJruKuch.

Lomaria Chilc)isi,s.—A line, robust-looking, hardy tern, oi" ornamental diaracter. Chili.

Messrs. Vcitch, and Messrs. Standish tC iVwi/f.

Lomatiafcrruginea.—A fine evergreen proteaceons shrub, also called Emhothrium ferru-

gineum ; fine dark, twice-divided foliage. Chili. Green-house evergreen shrub. Messrs.

Veitch, and Me^^srs. Standith t£- Noble.

Lycaste costata.—A large-flowered Orchid; green, with a yellowish-Avhite lip. Pern

Stove epiphyte. R. ITanhuri/, Esq.

Lysimacliia LeschenauUi.—A jiretty and useful iilant for the flower garden and for pots;

flowers rosy, in dense racemes. Neilgherries. llalf-liardy sub-shrub. Messrs. Oshorn.

Maranta Warscariczii.—Finely variegated foliage, deep green, marbled with gray about

the raid-rib, pnrple beneath ; the flowers seem unknown. Central America. Stove peren-

nial. M. Mathieu, Berlin.

Marcctia andicola.—Xeat; flowers, pink. Venezuela. Stove dwarf shrub. M. Linden.,

Brussels.

Marsdenia lucida.—A robust climber, with fine thick foliage, and dingy purple flowers.

Himalaya. Hardy in Ireland. Glasnetin Bot. Garden.

Mcthonica virescens Plantii.— The Gloriosa Plantii of English gardens. Shoivy and

curious; flowers orange colored. Natal. Warm green-house tuberous perennial. Messrs.

Henderson & Co.., and others.

Neriandra suberecta.—This fine showy stove climber, with yellow blossoms, lias been

recently re-introduced from the French gardens, under the name of Echites Pellieri.

Kycterinia selaginoides..—Pretty; flowers in a corymb, white, with a deep yellow eye.

Cape of Good Hope. Green-house annual of dwarf spreading habit. Horticultural Society.

Oncidimn ionosmum.—Showy ; flowers yellow, the sei)als and jietals spotted with brown

;

they have a delightful odor of violets. History not stated. Stove ejiipliyte. A. Kenricl\ Esq.

Oncidimn rcjlcxurn ccesium.—A glaucous-leaved variety of 0. rcjiexum. named 0. casinin,

in tlie German gardens.

Oxylobium Oshorni.—Very ornamental ; flowers bright orange, very profuse. New Hol-

land. Green-house evergreen shrub. Messrs. Oshorn.

Pentas carnea rosea.—An imported variety of the well known P. carnea, having nineh

deeper-colored flowers, of a rosy tint. Messrs. Osborn.

Phrynium micans.—A stemless plant, with dark green leaves having a central longitudi-

nal streak of whitish red, dull brown red beneath; flowers white, with rosy bracts. Peru.

Stove perennial. 31. 3Iat?iiev^ Berlin.

Pinckney ionantha.—Said to be a fine s])ecies, with dark violet flowers and a purple

calyx divided so as to resemble a stalked i)etaloid leaf. New Grenada. Stove shrub. M.
Linden., Brussels.

Pinus Jeffreyana—Pinus Parryana.—Hardy California Pines, of which nothing further

is known. Messrs. Law <fi Co.

Pinus Royleana.—A new Indian Pine witii small cones, belonging to the two-leaTi'l

group. Supposed to be quite hardy from growing 8-10,000 feet elevation in Nepal. Hort-

icultural Society.

Pitcairnia longifolia..—A fine species, of ornamental habit, with an erect, elongated

stem, and branched panicle of scarlet flowers. Lima. Stove shrub. Keio Bot. Card n

tcairnia mnscosia.—Pretty and lively as a winter bloomer; flowers red- Brazil,

perennial. Kew Bot. Garden.

6:



Pittosporum crassifolium.—A fine evergreen shrub, with dull leathery crimson flowers

New Zealand. Green-house evergreen shrub. Claremont.

Pittosporum Jlamim.—A fine, showy species; flowers large, yellow, in large corymbs.

East Australia. Green-house evergreen shrub. Kew Bot. Garden.

Primula mollis.—A handsome hardy or half-hardy perennial ; flowers deep rose-colored

;

hix\>\tY\k.6 P. cortusoides. Mountains of Bootan. Mr. Nuttall.

Psammisia pendulijlora.—Handsome in foliage and brilliant in blossom; flowers vermil-

ion and yellowish-green; near Thibaudia. Venezuela. Cool stove shrub. M. Linden.

Ehododendron camillioefiorum.—Curious, the flowers resembling a single Camellia; white.

Bootan Alps, 9-12,000 feet elevation. Messrs. E. G. Henderson. .

Rhododendron citinaharinum jyallidum.—An elegant variety of one of the pretty Sikkim

species ; flowers rose-pink. Himalaya. Hardy evergreen shrub. Kew Bot. Garden.

Rhododendron citrinum.—An interesting Javanese species, with neat primrose-colored

flowers. Java, at from 5,000 to 9,700 feet elevation. Green-house evergreen shrub.

Messrs. Rollison.

Rhododendron Keysi.—"A hardy distinct shrub ; flowers below the summit of the branch ;"

color unknown. Bootan Alps, at 9-10,000 feet elevation. Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

Rhododendron Jenhinsi.—"A flue shrub, hardy, or nearly so ; flowers supposed, from the

examination of the buds, to be yellow." Mountains of Bootan, at 6-7,000 feet elevation.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

Rhododendron longifolium.—"A magnificent foliaged plant;" flowers unknown. "To
all appearance nearly hardy." Mountains of Bootan, at 6,500-7,500 feet elevation. Messrs.

E. G. Henderson.

Rhododendron Nuttali.—"A magnificent green-house species ; the largest-flowered Rho-
dodendron known

; flowers white, with tint of rose, and yellow at the base ; delightfully

fragrant." Bootan, at 4-5,000 feet elevation. Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

Rhododendron Windsor i.
—"A fine hardy species ; flowers deep crimson scarlet; dwarf

habit, and large truss." Mountains of Bootan. Messrs. E. G. Henderson.

Salhatia stellaris.—Beautiful ; flowers deep rose, with a yellowish-green star-shaped eye.

Southern United States. Green-house perennial herb. Frogmore.

Salvia porphyrantha.— Showy, without coarseness; flowers brilliant scarlet, in erect

racemes. History not stated. Green-house soft-wooded shrub. French gardens.

Sciadocalyx, Warscewiczii.—Ornamental, of erect herbaceous habit; flowers scarlet, with

an orange spotted throat, Gesnera-like. Santa Martha. Stove perennial. M. Van Houtte.

Scutellaria villosa.—A coarse-leaved plant, but having brilliant scarlet flowers. Andes
of Peru. Stove soft-wooded shrub. Few Bot. Garden.

Senecio prwcox.—A tree groundsel, coarse in foliage, but really showy in spring ; flowers

yellow. Mexico. Green-house shrub. Few Bot. Garden.

Sonerila margaritacea.—A beautiful little variegated herb with deep green leaves, marked
with wliite oval spots, " as if sown with pearls ;" flowers bright rose color. India. Stove

perennial. Messrs Veitch.

Spiraea callosa.—A splendid shrub ; flowers deep rose color, in broad flat heads. North-

ern China. Hardy shrub. Messrs. Standish & Nolle.

Spircea grandiflora.—An ornamental shrubbery plant sent by Mr. FoKTtrNE as an Ame-
lanchier; flowers large, white. Nortliern China. Hardy shrub. Messrs. Standish <fi Xolle.

Tecoma S2)ectahilis.—Showy ; the flowers large and bright yellow, in terminal clusters.

Xew Grenada. Cool stove slirub or small tree. M. Linden, Brussels.

Thuiopsis iorealis.—A garden name for some unrecognized, and possibly new, hardy con-

iferous plant, reported to come from the north of India. Mr. Pontcy.

iopxis dohibrata.—A noble evergreen tree, with flattened branches like Thvj

Probably hardy. Leyden Bot. Garden.



KNGLI8U PKIZE FL0WKK3.

Thuja g;igantea.—A noble evergreen tree, the branches " resembling some of the more
pracofiii spofios of Lycopodiuin." California. Hardy evergreen tree. It js also called

Thiijd .Mrnzirsii, T.Craigiana, and Lihoced^-Ms decurrens. Messrs. Law tj* Co.

I'orrci/d mi/ristica.—Tlie California Nntincfr, a beautiful evergreen tree, with the aspect

(if ("ephalofarus. From the Sierra Nevada of California, and probably a hardy plant.

J/(»vs. J'eilch.

Tovaria pnidula.—T5otanioally interesting
; flowers yellowish-white. Venezuela. Green-

house annual. M. Linden, Brussels.

Tnchoceiitnim purpureum.— Trichoccntrum pineli.—Two small and unimportant epi-

phytes, the first from Fuo, with cinnamon, the second from Demerara, with olive-green

flowers. Stove epi[)hytes. Messrs. Veitch.

Jf'arrea quadrata.—Pretty ; the flowers large white, the '.ip involute Gloxinia-like, deeply

lK)rdered with red. Central America. Stove perennial. Messrs. Ja€kson.

n'cllingtonia gigantea.—One of the most noble of evergreen trees, having, in fact, an

imperial as]>ect, and attaining almost fabulous size. California. It is believed to be quite

hardy. .Messrs. Twitch.

Jf'hitlavia grandiflora.—A beautiful annual with the habit of Eutoca viscida ; flowers

large, bell-shaped, deep purple. California. Hardy annual. Messrs. Veitch.

ENGLISH TRIZE FLOWERS OF 1854.

We take the following list of prize varieties of the most popular classes of florists' flow-

ers from The National Garden Almanac and Horticultural Trade Directory for 1855.

In IG meetings, the past season has brouglit forward about C50 plants and blooms,

supplied by more than 100 exhibitors. The total awards are 59. Of tlie.se, 20 are

First Class, 32 Certificates of Merit, and 7 Labels of Commendation, the which are

herewith given.

AURICULA.

''' Eclipse^'' (Turner.), CM.—Grey edge, very dense black ground, with fine paste, tube of

fair average, with good truss of ten exi)anded pips, which are of general average form.
^'- King of Crimsons'''' (Turner.), L.—This is an Alpine, with bufl:"-colored ground and bril-

liant crimson edge, in form first rate, the pii)s of medium size, but of good substance, tiie

truss small, the plant blooming for the first time.

AZALEA.

^'Criterion'''' (fvery and Son.), F.C.C.—A pinkish flesh color, distinctly margined with

white, and occasionally striped with i)urplish crimson, the throat spotted with the same

color, of very good form, large size, rather slight substance, the foliage small and neat.

"i?oJ/;i^o«t" (Robinson.), F.C.C.—A soft Vermillion scarlet, with slight marking in the

tliroat, of g'^od form, medium size, and first rate waxy substance.
" Gem''^ (I^'ery and Son.), F.C.C.—A rich deep salmon color, slightly spotted at the base

of the upper segments, of first rate form, medium size, and stout substance.

CALCEOLARIA.

^'•Eclipse''' (Cole.), F.C.C.—A bright crimson, with slight margin of yellow on the upper
side of the flowers, of dwarf habit, and medium size, good truss, and of good form
substance, the foliage not first rate.



ENGLISH PRIZE FLOWERS.

'"'• Shrubby Dazzle^'' (Cole.), L.—A maroon, of good bedding habit, bold truss, and large

flowers.

CARNATION.

'•'Exit'''' (May.), F.O.C.—A scarlet flake, with good white, a large flower, of good form,

size, and substance.

CINERARIA.

''•Lady Mary Labouchere'''' (Turner.), F.O.C.
—

"White, with violet edge, and violet purple

disc, of very good form, and medium size.

'•'•Mrs. Foster'''' (Turner.), C.
—

"White, with a deep margin of heavy lilac; of good form,

medium size, and desirable substance.

'•' Eoie of EnglancV (Bousie.), C.—Clear white, with a deep edging of rosy purple; of

medium form, rather large size, and rather slight substance.

''Sir CharUi Napier'''' (Turner.), C.—A solid indigo blue self, disc of same color; of

good form for its color, of average size, and good substance.

'•'Admiral Dundas^'' (I very.), C.—Clear white ground, deeply edged with rich crimson

purple, and purple disc ; striking color, and good habit.

''Fascination'''' (E. G. Henderson.), C,—Cobalt blue, and grey disc, surrounded with nar-

row circle of white ; of robust habit, first rate form, medium size, good substance, a chaste

and attractive flower.

''Lady Paxton'''' (Turner.), C.—Purplish lilac on a white ground, and very dark purple

disc, the truss and flowers very large ; of good substance ; one of the boldest and most free

flowering varieties.

" Query'''' (Lochner.), L.—Light purple, with a white circle round a purple disc; a good

truss, moderate form, and me"dium size.

DAHLIA.

'' Miss Fram2)ton'''' (Rawlings.), F.C.C.—A deep blood ground, with shaded white tip;

of good form and substance, and medium size.

'•'•Riiby Queen'''' (Keynes.), F.C.C.—Brilliant ruby color; of very good substance, medium
size, and good form.

'•'Baron Alderson'''' (Perry.), F.O.C.—A pure orange color, with white tip; a good form

as a fancy ; of full size, and good substance,
''• Espartero'''' (Turner.), F.C.C.—A rich crimson; of first rate form and good substance,

size below medium.

''Mrs. Stowe'''' (Dodds.), C.—A delicate lilac; of middling form, medium size, and fair

substance.

^'•Lady FolTcstone^'' (Keynes,), C.—A yellowish bufi', tipped with bright rosy puri)le ; form

middling, the center being rather flat ; of medium size, and good substance.
''• Comef'' (Keynes.), C.— Light yellow ground, with liglit pink edge, and striped and

spotted with deep carmine ; form middling, and slightly ribbed ; of medium size, and fair

substance ; a useful fancy show flower.

''•Mrs. Howard'''' (Pope.), C.—Liglit yellow, shaded and tipped with rich salmon; of a

middling form, medium size, and good substance ; a very useful and promising flower of its

class.

'•^ Lolly Pop'''' (Ilolmes.), C.—A rosy buff', tinged with lilac; good form, medium size,

and average substance ; novel color ; a first class form, but produced by the petals being

reflexed.

'•' Cossack^^ (Rev. C. Fellows.), C.—P)ril]iant crimson; of second rate form, full size

good substance ; a good center, and api»arently constant



KNlll.ISlI im;i/f. ki.owkus.

''Fanny RuaselV (Prockter.), 0.—A salmon color pround, sides of petal orange buff,

with liiryo fle.«h color tip; a somcwliat flat form, of medium size, and average substance;

;i useful fancy flower.

''The iS7y[/cr'' (Rev. 0. Fellows.), C.—A very dark i)ur])le, ajiproaeliiii^,' black in llic

center; of middling form, average size, and fair substance; of distinct color, and apparent-

ly constant.

FUCHSIA.

''Thalia'''' (Turner.), C.—White waxy tube, slightly tipped with green, corolla very deep

rose ; of first rate habit, and very fine foliage.

GERANIUM.

''Brilliant'''' (Skelton.), C.—Brilliant orange scarlet, with neat and small foliage; a good

truss; flowers small; form and substance good.

''Variegated Queen'''' (Cole.), C.—Alight brilliant scarlet; foliage green, edged with pale

or sulphur yellow, mottled with light carmine ; the truss large, having a great number of

pips; the flower large size, and substance good.

lIOLLTnOCK.

^'Lord Jocchjn^^ (Messrs. Paul.), F.C.C.—A brilliant carmine,; of first rate form, full

size, and good substance.

PANSY.

"J/r. Thomion'''' (Bragg.). F.C.C.—A deep yellow ground, with broad margin of deep

maroon ; a bold solid eye, the lower and side petals laced with uniform yellow ; of medium
form and substance.

"J/em?io/i" (Turner.), C.—A dark purple maroon, of average form and substance; large

size, texture and surface irood ; color solid, and free from the usual light shade in the center

of dark selfs.

''•Beauty'' (Downie and Laird.), C.—A creamy white ground, with a heavy belting of pur-

ple ; the eye not first rate ; of medium size, and moderately good form and fair substance.

PELARGONIUM.

''WonderfiiV (TToyle.), F.C.C.—The upper petals maroon, paler near the margin, and

narrowly bordered with rosy ])ink, the lower petals rosy pink, slightly blotched with car-

mine, and a pure white center ; of dwarf vigorous habit, a very abundant bloomer, truss of

four and five pips; of medium size, and good form and substance.

" Conqueror'''' (Beck.), F.C.C.—A crimson, with dark rich maroon, upper petals margined

with crimson ; of middling habit, and medium truss, averaging five pips, of good form and

substance; foliage rather small.

"P7i(B<on," (Foster.), F.C.C.—A carmine crimson, with dark upper petals margined with

rich carmine ; of good habit, the truss medium, averaging four pips, and of first rate form,

size, and substance, and good foliage.

'^Xe plus ultra'" Fancy (Turner.), F.C.C.—Dark purjde maroon, lower and upper petals

margined with lilac; of first rate habit, and good truss; the flowers large, with good foli-

age, and with first rate form and substance.
" Gem of the WesV (Dobson.), 0.—White ground, upper petals marked with ricb crim-

son; of good habit and substance ; outline good, but slightly reflexed; flowers of medium
size, the truss of five pips well arranged ; short-jointed, and good compact foliage.

Grand Sultan'''' (Turner.), C.—Upper petals very rich dark maroon, with faint carmi

lower petals light carmine, with bold maroon spot, and veiuiug the eye rather bl
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of vigorous habit, the truss averaging four blooms, of medium size, of average good form

and substance.

'•'Serena'''' (Tloyle.), C.—Upper petals very dark maroon, with pale rosy margin, lower

petals pale lilac rose, with deeper colored blotch and veins, center pure white ; of vigorous

habit, and the truss averaging five blooms, of medium size, and of average form and sub-

stance.

''King of Crimsons'''' Fa7icy (Tnmer.), C.—Purple crimson, with hght throat; of good

character and habit ; middling truss, form, and substance.

'•'•Pandora'''' (Turner.), 0.—The upper petals a dark rich maroon, sliglitly margined with

crimson, veined clean light throat, a good truss, averaging five pips, of medium habit, and

good form and substance.
'•'• Silenus'''' (Beck.), C.—A shaded crimson, upper petals dark rich maroon, margined with

crimson ; foliage and habit good, truss averaging five pips, form middling, of medium size

and good substance.

''•Lord Raglan'''' (Hoyle.), L.—Bright rosy scarlet, shaded with orange scarlet around the

veiny maroon blotch ; lower petals rather paler ; a bold truss, averaging six flowers of

large size and good substance.

BEDDING PELARGONIUM.

'•'•Sydonia Carminia''^ (Mrs. Latham.), C.—A salmon pink shaded; of very good bedding

properties.

PHLOX.

^^Annuflora Compacta'''' (Dobson and Son.), C.—A white, of dwarf habit, very compact;

the flowers rather small ; of good shape and substance.

PICOTEE.

"i^/?i7s" (May.), F.C.C.—A white, lightly edged with deep purple; of large size, first

rate substance, and good form.

"if?'S. Headley'''' (Turner.), F.CO.—A white, deeply edged with carmine; of good form,

first rate substance, and middling size.

PINK.

'•'Brunette'''' (Maclean.), 0.—A full flower, heavily laced with purplish crimson; the

petals bold and remarkably broad, but with a serrated margin ; of medium size, and good

form and substance, but rather deficient in the crown, and a first rate pod.

'•'New Criterion'''' (Maclean.), C.—A good petal, with a moderate and even lacing of

purple ; of medium size and moderate form.

SWEET WILLIAM.

'' Splendens'''' (Ilunt.), L.—Vivid crimson, with darker ray around the paler center; full

size and good form, rather cupped.

" C>mer Pas^a" (Hunt.), L.—Dense velvety carmine, with brilliant carmine center; of

full size, good form, and the petals flat.

'•'•The Prince'''' (Hunt.), L.—Carmine, with darker mottled ray, and rather paler eye; of

medium size, and good form.

ROSE —HYBRID PERPETUAL.

Duchess ofNorfoW (Wood and Son.), 0.—A deep carmine; of first rate hab

Rose, with good foliage ; of full size, and fair substance.



VERBENA.

^' Boule ih Feu^'' (G. Pmith.), F.C.C.—A bright orange scarlet, with distinct light eye;

form pood, and a first rate truss.

''Lmli/ Liicon'' (Turner.), F.C.C.—Pule rose color; truss full (twelve pips), of circular

form and good suhstanoe; the habit and foliage good.

''Woruh-r/nr' (Turner.), C—Bright rich piirjile, with light eye; good habit and foliage;

a full truss of Inun fifteen to twenty pips; large llowcrs, of not first rate f(n-m ; the sub-

stiince good.

RURAL CEMETERIES.

BY A. D. G., CLINTON, N. T.

It is, doubtless, a dictate of our common liumanity, to cherish reverence and affection

for tte ashes of the dead. Even the savage, driven into the wilderness by the marcli

of civilization, parts from the graves of his fathers as reluctantly as fi'om his corn-fields

and hunting-grounds. Some men, it is true, afl'ect indifference concerning the j)lace

and manner of their sepulture. Like certain of the ant;ients, who gave orders that their

bodies should be burned, and the ashes thrown to the winds,— or others, who would

have their remains exposed to the birds and beasts of prey,— they deem it a weakness

to feel any concern about the disposal of their bodies after death. Yet even such per-

sons, with all their professed indifierence concerning themselves, do not fail to show a

tender respect for the dust of their deceased friends. Like other men, they wish to

have their remains suitably composed for the grave, and the spot of their interment

marked by some commemorative memorial.

But where shall our bodies rest? Not in the crowded city or town, amid the haunts

of trafhc and pleasure and vice, where Gain will ere long disturb their repose and sub-

ject them to indignities ; but in the country, under the open sky, and amid all the

o-enial influences of nature. This has been the almost universal desire of mankind.

In the earliest records of our race, we read that Abraham bought a field and the cave

which was therein, and all the trees that were in the field, for a permanent burial-place

for himself and his descendants. The ancient Egyptians and Persians buried their

dead in the country. The former had a public cemetery on the shores of the lak(!

Acherusia. It was a large plain, surrounded by trees, and intersected by canals. The

bodies of the dead were first embalmed, and then buried in the sand or in tombs cut

out of the rocks. The custom of burning the remains of the dead, originated with the

Greeks, from whom it was copied by the Romans. After the ceremony of cremation,

the ashes were gathered into an urn, and the whole was carried in procession anil

inten-ed by the side of the public roads without the city. Many of the gardens around

Jerusalem were used as family burial-places. The early Christians interred their dead

in caverns, probably to conceal them from the malice of their persecutors. The ancient

Germans were wont to bury in groves consecrated by their priests. The Turks bury

their dead amid groves of Cypress, which they style, very poetically, "cities of silence."

The rural cemetery, however, as we now see it, is of comparatively modern origin, and

offspring, in no small degree, of modern refinement and a Christian civilization.

The connection of such burial-places with the public health, is a consideration not



to be overlooked. When a multitude of bodies are interred side by side, and, as is

sometimes the case, one above another, it is impossible but that the surrounding air

should be tainted with a noxious effluvia. The atmosphere of a church can hardly be

wholesome, when the soil about it and beneath its floors is crowded with the decaying

relics of the dead. It can not be healthful to visit such places often, nor to live in their

immediate neighborhood. Much better is it to commit the remains of our dead to the

fresh earth, where the pure winds blow, and atnid flowers and verdure.

Rural cemeteries also exert an important influence on the public taste. When prop-

erly laid out, they present to the eye a pleasing landscape adorned with trees and

shrubs and vines, with well-kept roads and walks, and tasteful monuments. All classes

in society can obtain easy access to them, and can learn by their own inspection how

beautiful is nature—how beautiful in her own simplicity, and also when her charms

are heightened by the hand of art. That such places will be visited by large numbers,

all experience shows. To say nothing of the multitudes who throng Pere la Chaise,

near Paris, and other cemeteries in Europe, we are told that the principal grounds of

this kind in our own country are resorted to annually by thousands. Laurel Ilill, near

Philadelphia, was visited in one year (1848) by upwards of 30,000, and Greenwood

and Mount Auburn by a still greater number. Nor do these thousands enter the gates

of our cemeteries to no good purpose. They are moved, it may be insensibly, with

pure and tender and lofty emotions, and they carry away w4th them finer tastes and

higher conceptions. The works of art here beheld, unlike those seen in some public

resorts, present nothing to inflame the passions or corrupt the heart.

And this suggests another advantage of rural cemeteries— their influence on the

moral feelings. Can any good come from visiting the old-fashioned grave-yards, bar-

barously kept as many of them are ? Who has not been shocked at seeing their rude

hillocks, crowded together in dreary rows, perhaps grassless, or covered with rank

weeds and briars, their head-stones tilted over at all angles, or broken and prostrate ?

Was any one ever made better by walking through a burying-ground used as a sheep-

pasture, or left open to the street by a broken fence, or allowed to stand treeless and

shrubless, exposed to the glaring sun and howling wind? Such sights sadden us,

indeed ; but they do not mend our hearts. They remind us that we must die ; but

they also make us dread to die— dread to think that our bodies must be put into the

same festering earth, and be treated with the same neglect.

But why clothe death with such unnecessary terrors? It is sad enough to turn

away from life and all we hold dear, without adding to the sadness by rendering the

grave an object of disgust and dismay? Rather, let us make o>ir burial-grounds pleas-

ant and attractive
;
places where we shall be inclined to go often, to muse upon life

and its grandest concerns, and upon death and the glorious rewards awaiting the good

after death,— to reflect upon the virtues of those whose dust sleeps around us, and to

consider how we may imitate those virtues. The spirit of Themistocles was fired by

visiting the tombs of the illustrious dead. " The Romans buried their most honored

citizens along the Appian Way, that the youth as they entered the city might be

moved to emulate their virtues and shai'c their renown." The early Christians wor-

shipped near the graves of the martyrs, that they might be filled with their spirit

so, may not we, while walking among the tombs of the good departed,

something of their spirit and be filled with aspirations after a better life ?



There should be nothing in the place or manner of their interment, to detract from

our tender and respectful veneration for the de^. But this can hardly be avoided, if

their fjraves are dug in a dismal and unsightly spot. How much better to choose

some retired, sunny sIo})e, the most beautiful in the region around us, and make it

sacred as a burial-j»lace forever. Here, let there be trees with their grateful and soul-

subduing shade ; there, let us see the open lawn and cheerful sunshine ; around us, on

every hand, let us behold the opening bud and springing seed, types of the resurrec-

tion ; and in the distance, let there be, if possible, glimpses of blue hills, suggestive of

the mountains where the departed walk.

But leaving these points, let us turn to some more practical aspects of this subject.

In choosing a site for a rural cemetery, land moderately elevated and dry should be

selected. If the soil is not naturally dry, it should be made so by thorough under-

draining. It should be as near to the center of the population as it can be without

exposing it to the liability of ever being encroached upon.

A proper site having been obtained, the grounds should be laid out by persons com-

petent to the task. The usual committee or trustees having the charge of founding a

cemetery, can not do such a work, nor can an ordinary land-surveyor, nor every "old-

country gardener." Before a single stone is turned, an artist should be secured, if

possible, who can appreciate all the capabilities of the place, and can use them to the

highest advantage. lie should be instructed to prepare a plan suited alike to the

nature and situation of the place he has to work upon, and to the wants and means of

those whom he serves ; and then his plan should be faithfully carried out. But where

a professional landscape gardener can not be obtained, let the matter be entrusted to a

committee possessing reliable taste and judgment. They surely will not commit the

folly of mapping oft' the ground into squares, like a checker-board, with straight roads

and walks, and these bounded by stiff Balsam Firs at regular distances. On the con-

trary, they will lay out certain main roads, leading by easy curves to all parts of the

cemetery, and from these, gravelled walks will lead to every grave. These roads will

wind, not for the mere sake of winding, but because nature will indicate, here and

there, that they should do so ; as, for example, to avoid a tree, or hill, or rock, or pool

of water. Moreover, a portion of the ground should be reserved, where the poor can

buy lots at small expense, and where the friendless and the stranger can be suitably

interred.

As to the trees suitable for such a cemetery, it is obvious that some variety should

be sought for. Evergreens should form an important part; but were none others

])lanted, a very sombre eft'ect would be produced. Nor should the weeping varieties

of deciduous trees predominate, as this would render the place gloomy, and give it a

very unnatural appearance. There should be much of that variety which nature shows

us on every hand, modified somewhat by the peculiar character of the place and the

uses to which it is to be devoted. Trees planted in masses occupy too much ground.

Heavy, round-topped trees, are less appropriate than those with conical, pointed heads.

Pendent, drooping trees, are suitable for planting at intervals in all parts of the ground.

Evergreens of every name are appropriate, intrinsically so, and because they have been

associated from time immemorial with such places. For small lots in cemeteries, none

are so suitable, in these cold latitudes, as the Norway and Hemlock Spruces, the



rian Arbor Vite, and Red Cedar. Where the climate will admit of planting them, the

various Junipers, Yews, and Arbor Vitses, dftbrd a wide selection.*

" The Cypress funerall

;

The Laurel, meed of mighty conquerours

And poets sage; the Firn that weepeth still;

The Willow worne of forlorne paramours;

The Eugh obedient to the bender's wilL"

It seems to be generally conceded that flowers should have a place in the rural

cemetery. They have a cheerful aspect, and are emblematical of our immortality.

But a continual digging of the soil above the dead, suggests the unpleasant idea of

maltreating their remains : it at least conflicts with the idea of their complete repose.

Is there not more real beauty and grandeur in simply well-kept trees and grass and

monuments, lighted up here and there with gleams of sunshine ? If flowers are intro-

duced, it should not be for a gaudy horticultural display, but as an expression of affec-

tionate remembrance ; and they should be few in number, and delicate in form, size,

and color. A white Rose by the side of a tombstone, the Violet, and Daisy, and

Myrtle, are always appropriate and pleasing.

On the subject of monuments and their inscriptions, we will presume to oflfer only a

few suggestions. A very common and unpleasant feature of our ordinary grave-yards

is that of monuments leaning over and falling to the ground. The only way to keep

grave-stones erect, in our climate, is to imbed them in sohd mason-work laid below

frost; or, better still, on stone piers built up from the bottom of the grave. The most

durable monuments are those composed of the fewest blocks of stone, thus exposing

only a small number of joints to the action of the weather. Care should be taken,

also, that the stones have no cracks or seams or visible defects of any kind. As to the

material best adapted for monumental purposes, the writer will not undertake to give

an opinion. The best marbles of this country are perishable ; and even the finest of

the Italian, which in Southern Europe stand unharmed for centuries, under our harsher

skies soon corrode. Granite, sienite, and some other of the older and harder rocks, are

very durable ; and for plain, massive monuments, are quite appropriate. Experiments

which have been tried with the red sandstone of New Jersey, seem to indicate that it

will prove to be one of the best stones for monuments that can be used in this country, f

As to the character and style of monuments, it would be presumptuous to lay down
any universal and invariable rule. What would be suitable for a king, or an eminent

statesman, or a great public benefactor, would not, probably, be suitable for a private

citizen, whether he were rich or poor. A huge monument piled to the sky, and be-

decked with ornaments, simply because the occupant of the grave beneath it, or his

friends, had money enough to build it, is vulgar in the extreme. Monuments which

are miniatures of certain ancient and famous structures, are also objectionable ; for,

what looked well on a foreign shore, and when built of lofty height and corresponding

proportions, often appears ridiculous when reduced to a few feet, and imperfectly cut

and balanced. When a work of this kind is attempted, it should be entrusted only to

the most skillful hands. Objections may be urged against altars, and tablets placed

an editorial on this subject, in the JToriicuUurht for April, 1S54.

a paper on the subject of " Monuments," published by the Greenwood Cemetery Association.
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EURAL CEMETERIES,

horizontally, that their inscriptions are liable to become defaced, and that they soon

Idso their horizontal position, and that they seem to lie heavily on the breast of the

(lead, and to confine and shut them away from us. This last, however, is a matter of

mere foelinij and taste, and may not prevail with all minds. The broken column and

the reversed torch deserve also a passing criticism. These certainly are beautiful sym-

bols, as might liavG been expected from the country of their origin, Greece. ]3ut are

they appropriate for us ? Greece had no Bible, and knew almost nothing of the resur-

rection nor of the Christian's heaven, and might well represent death with such gloomy

devices. But when a good man dies, we do not consider the coluu)n shattered, nor

the lamp of life extinct. The column ends just where the All-wise Auchitect saw it

most fitting to terminate it ; and the lamp still burns, only with a brighter flame. It

has been happily said that, " Those who will use the gloomy hieroglyphics of a per-

ished creed, should at least place near them the cheering emblems of a religious faith.

If Death be represented with downcast look and inverted flame, let Immortality, as in

the fine group of Thorwaldsen, stand by his side with torch high blazing, and eyes

ujiturned in love and rapture." But whatever style of monument be chosen,— obelisk,

pyramid, urn, cross, column, slab, or anything else,— let it be characterized by sim-

plicity. Ostentation is nowhere more disgusting than in a burial-place. \N"e walk

past the huge sepulchral stone of the merely rich man, with the trifling exclamation :

" How much this cost ! What vain man Ues hei-e ?" But when we come to the little

hillock which covers the remains of a child, though it have no headstone, our tenderest

respect and sympathy are at once excited. Nothing seems more beautiful than that

lowly mound and the Violets upon it, watered perhaps by a mother's tears.

In regard to this whole subject of monuments, the best general rule that we remem-

ber to have met with is this : "yl monument should betray no desire to eochibit great

costliness, and no endeavor to avoid a reasonable expensed

It is perhaps impossible, now, to change the prevalent custom of inclosing cemetery

lots w ith hedges, chains, and fences ; but, obviously, they are not needed to protect

monuments from injury by man or beast ; for, any one desirous of marring them, can

do so, in spite of such inclosures, and cattle are never allowed to range in a well-

ordered cemetery. Why not indicate the boundaries of lots by small granite posts at

the corners, a few inches above the ground, or by a slight elevation of the sod above

the surrounding soil ? Why not avoid whatever has the appearance of exclusiveness

and pride, in the place of graves, and let the prevailing s])irit and expression of the

spot be that all who slumber there are brethren of one common family ?

It is a pleasing sign of the times that so much attention is now being paid, in all

parts of the country, to the founding of rural cemeteries. It is an honor to the char-

acter and tastes of the people. We are not, then, wholly engrossed in the worship of

Mammon, forgetful of the amenities and tender charities of life. Let us encourage,

more and more, every movement which looks to the promotion of true social culture

and happiness. Let us seek to make our homes more comely and attractive; and, since

we are all appointed to die, let us smooth the passage to the grave by the comforts of

religion, by tender respect for the dead, and by beautifying their last resting-place.

-<^^
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"Weather, Crops, &c.—The spring opened unusually late over a great portion of the

country. At Rochester the ground remained frozen till about the 3d or 4th of April; and

in some parts of Western New York, much later. Snow banks were still seen on the 1st

of May. In the early part of April the weather became very suddenly warm, almost a mid-

summer heat. This was experienced very generally. It seemed as though we were to be

at once transferred from the frozen regions of the north to the neighborhood of the equator.

For a time people were quite alarmed lest their planting season should be cut short and their

various improvements be frustrated ; but a gladdening change came towards the close of

April, and from that time to the present, (May 22d), the weather has been cool and vege-

tation has come forward at a moderate and healthy pace. The change in Western New
York was accompanied with a hail storm which threatened to be teriffic, but did no very

serious injury. We never beheld such black and angry clouds ; between three and four

o'clock in the afternoon we had to light candles so see to read or write ; hail stones fell in

some places four inches in circumference ; windows were smashed and poultry killed ; but

it lasted only a few minutes. Since that gust the weather has been cool, with frequent

rains "V^ith occasional light frosts that have not done any harm. At this moment the country

looks very beautiful and full of promise. Never have we seen it, at this season, look better

in any respect, excepting Peaches. Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, and all the small fruits,

promise the most abundant crops that we have had in many years. The drouth of last

season, by checking the formation of wood, has brought even very young tardy bearing

sorts into a fruitful condition. The old Peach trees in this State are dead. We travelled,

a day or two ago, through the best Peach district in Western New York, and found thou-

sands of trees rooted up and prepared for the fire. Young trees, as we predicted in a late

number of this journal, are likely to survive ; but the disaster is a very serious one. We
know of single orchardists who have lost thousands of fine full grown bearing trees. We
have not yet had leisure enough to prepare an account of the injuries done to many orna-

mental trees and plants usually considered hardy. We subjoin a few notes from corres-

pondents.

Col. Wilder adds the following postscript to a letter dated May 18th:

"The prospect for fruit is good, with the exception of Peaches. Our Pears are now coming

into bloom and look finely. Among the new eorts I notice Emile d' JIe>/st, Calcbasse Fongord,

Pius IX, Sur Reine, Beurre Wetteren, Alex. Bivort, Madame Durieux, Vineuse d Esperiii, Mon-
siegneur Affre, Alexandre Dutilleul, dc, (fc."

Mr. CnoRLTOX writes from Staten Island May 10th

:

"The last severe winter has not left us unscathed. Now that Peaches are beginning to grow,

many of the branches are gummy fiom patches of injured bark. The hardy Roses of all kinds

are more or less cut on the ends of the shoots; this, however, will do no injury. Paulownia

flowers are quite dead, but the trees uninjured. A Cedar of Lebanon here is almost killed.



while the Deodorn is not eo much as toiicheJ, and both are in the same sitnation. Our fruit

treej" generally are now in fine bloom, and to oil appearance there is great promise of a plentiful

harvest."

" Trospects for all kinds of fruit nre most promising. Everything, more especially Cherries, is

profusely lined with flowers. Peaches never bloomed more beautiful The clear and fine

weather was in favor for all trees efflorescent. Jacob Cocklin.—Cumberland Co., Pa."

"This morning (May 9th) closes one of the most terrible storms ever witnessed here since the

18th of Maj', 1834. Everything like leaf or blossom was frozen perfectly stiff, and yet the fruit

ha? escaped, owing to the dense cloudiness and gradual thawing, f^ome Peach buds have fallen

off, but some will be left. In some instances Peach trees are full of blossoms here. Snow fell

about eight inches and lay about two inehes, taking leave at nine o'clock this morning. From
my experience in meteorological observations, I anticipate no more injurious frosts. 0. T. II.

—

Randolph, Pa."

" 'M,' of Trenton Falls, states that 'fruit is entirely cut off here ;' by which it might be inferred

that all the fruit in Oneida county was cut off. Whatever the case may be on the north side of

the Jlohawk, it is by no means true as to the south side of the valley. As far as I can judge

from the backward state of the blossom buds, fruit in this county bids fair to be more than an

average crop. The Pear trees, in particular, promise an abundance. Young trees only five

years from the nursery are literally covered with blossoms, and will, unless blasted by frost

after this date, (May 13th), set the tlie fruit so prolific that it will be necessary to thin them out

in order to get fair sized and perfect fiuit. The Apple promises equally as well, on the south

side of the valley; and we are flattering ourselves that we shall be able to furnish a fair share

of this fruit for the eastern maiktt, as usual. Grape vines of the hardy kinds, such as the Isa-

bella, and those equally hardy, do not seem to be injured in the least. Mine were not taken

down from the trellis, yet thej' are at this date bursting the buds all over the vine. The wood

of the Grape vine ripened well last fall, which probably accounts for the flourishing state they

are in this spring. If any parts were killed, the winter pruning in February cut them clear, so

that none of any consequence show this spring. I am inclined to think that all kinds of fruit

cultivated in the open air will be found, in this county, to have gone through the winter with as

little injury as in any former year. II. R. Hart.— Whifestcwn, Oneida Co., N. Y."

This is good news from Oneida.

TThat the Government is Doixo.—It cannot any longer be said that our Government

is indifferent to the i)rogress of fruit culture and arboriculture. Great (juantities of Prune

scions (it is not said what sort) have been imported and are to be distributed in such parts

of the country as the Curculio does not visit, for the purpose of encouraging the culture of

that fruit on a scale sufficiently extensive to supply home consumption. An excellent

idea ; let us have plenty of Prunes.

Then again, we are to grow our own Cork. The Wasliington Union says that a hogs-

head of acorns of the Cork Oak {Quercus suber) have been imported from the south of Europe

and distributed in the Middle and Southern States for experiment.

One thing we should like to know in regard to this matter, and that is, who has suggested

and conducted these n£,tional enterprizes. "We hope the head of the National Agricultural

Society will be consulted hereafter, for the Government has done some very foolish things

on this subject of distributing seeds, and always will do so until some capable person directs

it. "We have seen bundles of perfect trash sent out, year after year, as novelties, from

Patent Office. If our Government really desires to encourage experiments in this way



should at once found a national experimental farm and garden, and place them in charge of

men competent to direct and manage them in such a way as to be not only useful but cred-

itable to the country. Until this is done, the people should protest against money being

foolishly squandered, as it has been for a number of years. Why will not the agricultural

press take up this matter and agitate it thoroughly. "We clip the following items from

"Washington papers

:

"The Cork Tree.—About a hogshead of acorns of the Cork Oak have been introduced from the

south of Europe and distributed in the Middle and Southern States for experiment, or to test their

adaptation to the climate. This tree, in its native country, where it is an evergreen, usually

grows to a height of twenty or thirty feet: but in England there are specimens which exceed

fifty feet in height, with a diameter of more than three feet. The substance familiarly known to

U3 as Cork, is the epidermis or outer bark, and sometimes grows two or three inches thick. Should

the experiment succeed, it will be a subject of great national importance that plantations should

be established in various parts of the countiy for the purpose of growing this useful substance, par-

ticularly in the event of a war between this counti-y and Europe, in consequence of which the

supply would be cut off."

The JYational Intelligencer, reasoning upon the above paragraph in the Washington

Union, arrives at the following conclusion

:

"The Government is sensible how great an inconvenience it would be to the country to have

its supply of Corks cut off by a foreign war. Spain is the country from which we are chiefly sup-

plied, and as Spain is the country with which we are most likely to be involved, it is proper, as

well on the general principle of national independence as for the particular emergency, that we
should be rendered independent of importation by naturalizing the tree in our own country ; and

thus this large judicious importation of the Cork tree acorns. Further— the Cork Oak {Quercus

suber) does not attain its growth, so as to mature its cortex, in less than forty or fifty years ; and

we argue, therefore, that, as the Government is providing by the planting of the tree for the

interruption which a Spanish war will cause in our supply of Corks, the President does not expect

war to ensue much before our exotic trees shall come to maturity— namely, fifty years."

New Oil Plant.—This small tree {Castiglionia lobata), known in Peru under the name of P'lnon-

cello, and cultivated about Surco, Huacho, and Sambageque, al^o growing wild in great abundance

in those regions, it has been ascertained yields a valuable oil well adapted to the purposes of

illumination. Its bean-like fruit, or seeds, when roasted, have an agreeable flavor, preferable to

that of the Olive. When eaten raw, the etherial oil generated between the kernel and the outer

skin is a strong cathartic, the effects of which can only be counteracted by drinking cold water.

It has been ascertained that the seeds will grow in Baltimore; and, doubtless plantations of this

tree might be formed in many parts of the South, from which vast quantities of oil might be pro-

duced, and thus add another link to the great chain of our national wealth. We understand that

the Patent Office has taken measures to procure some of the seeds of this tree for trial in the South

and Southwest

—

Washington Union, May lOth.

Agricultural Division of the Patent Office— Cuttings of the Prune.—Tliere have recently

been imported from France the cuttings of several varieties of the Prune, which have been dis-

tributed in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Northern New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minne-

sota, and several points on the Alleghany mountains, to be engrafted on the common Plum ti'ee.

Why these places have been selected, is in consequence of the absence of, or comparatively few,

Curculios in these regions. In most other parts of the United States, this insect is a great bane to

the Plum trees, and often cuts off the entire crop. From the coolness of the climate in Maine,

most entire absence of this insect, it is the opinion of good judges tliat this State is

producing a sufficient quantity of Prunes for the whole consumption of the Union.
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ToTATo Seed.—A quantity of Potato seed baa lately been procured, by tlic A^rricullurnl branch

of the Tntent Oflloe, from Germany, with tlie view of exi>eriinentiiig in the United States with dif-

ferent varieties of this so important agricultnial staple.

A curious faet, not jjenerally known, connected witli the production of Potatoes from Bcedballt it",

that no two stems will possess precisely the same qualities, yet many of the tubers will appear so

much alike that when mixed together they cannot be distinguished by the eye, though it nr.ay

happen that one variety will be four times as prolific as the other, or may be much better in

other respects. The tubers raised from the seeds of the same ball are prodigiously diversified in

regard to color, being jiink, black, red, white, green, yellow, Ac; and as to shape, are round-

nobbed and varied in all proportions; as to size, some of them being no larger the first jear than

Peas', while others exceed the size of a pullet's egg; as to earliness, some of them completing their

growth in July, while otliers will not put forth their blossoms till October; as to productiveness,

some yield more than two hundred to one, while others will give only three or four-fold ; as to

spreading under the ground, some running out to a great distance, others growing quite near \<>

the stem, some descending quite deep into the earth, while others will rise to the surface; as to

quality, some will be tough and watery, some dry and mealy, some very pleasing to the taste,

while others will not be palatable ; as to the stems, some will eariy a single rod, others an im-

mense profusion of them, some being very luxurious, while others will be dwarfish. In short, as

is very remarkable, no sort of connection will be found to exist between any of the peculiarities

of the two specimens.— Washington Star.

There have been received at the Patent Office a quantity of the Cassabar Melon seeds, seven

years old, procured from Persia by the United Stales Dragoman at Constantinople. These Mel-

ons, it will be recollected, are of a very sweet and delicious flavor, very wholesome and nutritious,

and are so simple in their character that they may be eaten by invalids witli impunity. Those

who receive the seeds for cultivation, should bear in mind that if ]ilanted in the vicinity of any of

the Melon, Pumpkin, Cucumber, or any of the gourd-beaiing plants, they are liable to be hybrid-

ized or mixed, which will change the character of the seeds and destroy the purity of the variety;

consequently they should be planted in an isolated position when influenced in the manner indi-

cated above.

Gr.\s3 for Lawns.—"We observe in the grounds in front of the Patent Offic", a very vigorous

growth of beautiful Lawn Grass, the seeds of which were selected by the agent of the oflliee, in

London, some months ago, and sown a few weeks since. As heretofore there had been repeated

failures, it was a matter of doubt whether seed suitable for Lawn Grass in this region, could be

obtained ; but this case at the Patent Office places it beyond question. We give this as an

instance of the skillful and intelligent manner in which the office is conducted, which ought to

remove any prejudices which may exist in reference to the failures which have been imputed to

the seeds distributed from that source.— Wa^hinffton Union.

The Agricultural division of the Patent Office has introduced from France the cuttings of the

Zante Currant— a variety of small Grape— which have been distributed in the Middle and West-

ern States. This variety of fruit, so well known as entering into the composition of some j.ai ts

of domestic cookery, should it succeed will add to the numerous varieties of choice fruit which

have been introduced within the last few years into our country.

Green Peas from Charleston.—^Tlie steamship SoutJwrner, Capt. Foster, has arrived at this port

from Charleston. Among her freight, which consisted principally of Cotton and Rice, were one

hundred barrels of Green Peas, consigned to fruit dealers in New York. The price of Peas at

ston is $5.50 per barrel, while they are sold here at from $7 to $8 per bushel. New
ill probably be brought from Charleston in two or three weeks.

—

Xew York paper.



American Plate Glass Manufactory.—We are happy to learn, as we do from the fol-

lowing notice which appeared in the i^. Y. Courier & Enquirer of the 12th ult., that the

manufacturing of Plate Glass has bean commenced in this country with fair prospects of

success. As soon as it can be had at reasonable prices, we have no doubt but that it will

be used largely, in a rough state, in the construction of horticultural buildings. It is a mat-

ter of no little importance to all branches of architecture, and we shall watch its progress

with interest.

" Triumph of Peace,—It 13 pleasant in these days— when men read and talk so largely of

armies and fleets, sieges and bombardments, sorties and repidses, trenches and parallels— it is

pleasant, we say, to record a peaceful triumph of American skill and industry, which is destined

to do much to promote the manufacturing interests of the country. One of the few applianoes 01

taste and luxury for which we have been entirely dependent upon foreign production has been

Plate Glass. For this article we have paid tribute to the manufacturers of France, England, and

Germany, to the amount of many millions of dollars, and every attempt to establish the manu-

facture in the United States has hitherto resulted in disappointment and loss. The more than

French taste of our people for display in mirrors and huge window fronts, which has been so

largely developed within the last few years, has offered a rich prize to the Company that should

succeed in accomplishing the manufacture of an American article which would compete in quality

aad price with that imported.

" The American Plate Glass Company have achieved success, and on Thursday, in the presence

of a large number of gentlemen who take an interest in every progressive step of American

mechanical skill, several plates of glass three-eighths of an inch in thickness, and measuring sixty

by one hundred and twenty inches on the surface, were cast. The establishment is situated at

the foot of North Sixth street, Williamsburgh, and occupies a building of brick two hundred feet

by one hundred feet square, the whole being covered by an iron roof Here are fabricated from

the raw material the fire-brick, melting-pots, and furnaces. The capacious annealing ovens or

kilns, the huge casting tables, and cranes, railways, moveable tables and carriages occujiy the im-

mense area. The process of manufacture may be briefly described, thus:

"The melting-pots, of a capacity to hold six hundred pounds of material, are made of fire-clay

prepared in a peculiar manner and placed in the furnace, and when sufliciently hot are filled with

the alkali and silex, and the doors closed upon them. In ten or twelve hours the mass is ready

for casting. Near the furnace is an iron table a little more than five feet by ten, under which a

slow fire is placed so that it is moderately heated. At the head of the table is an iron roller some

two feet in diameter, and near that a swinging crane. The surface of the table is flush, but upon

its edges are placed bars of iron corresponding in thickness to the thickness it is desired to cast

the plate. These bars serve as bearers for the roller. The material being ready, the first step is

to remove the furnace door, which is accomplished by means of long levers and tongs. By simi-

lar means a pot is extracted from the furnace and placed on a carriage or truck. From the out-

side of the vessel all adhering substances from the coal is scraped off, and the Surface of the

matter is also skimmed by ladles of all impurities. A collar, with two long handles, is then

lowered by the crane, and encloses the pot just under the projections or shoulders upon it, and by

a windlass, it is raised some six feet and swung directly over the table. The projecting handles

are then seized by two men, and in a moment the six hundred pounds of melted glass flows like

a sea of lava over the iron surface. Two other men instantly send this ponderous roller on its

way from the head of the table, reducing the mass to the thickness of which the iron bearers are

the guage. In fifty seconds the mass is sufficiently solidified to permit it to be pushed rapidly

upon a table having a wooden surface, resting upon rollers, which is at once pushed blazing and

g to the mouth of a kiln, into which the glass is passed, there to remain from three

when it emerges, annealed and ready to be trimmed. Tlie edges, even if the glass



inch thick, are stnoothlj* cut by a diamond, and then it is ready for market in a statu known
' roiijjii plato glaaa.' The whole process of ciistinjj is not only interestini^ but exciting. The men
are drilled to move promptly and silently, hrindling tlicir ini|iK'mcnt8 with great adroitness. The
process d<'?cribcd does not occupy more than four to five minute-'*, and ever} tiling is immediately

ready for another casting.

"The comj.nny do not as yet polish their glass to fit it for windows or mirrors, but are about

to introduce the machinery necessary for that purpose. At present there is sufficient demand for

the rough plate, to be used in floors, roofs, decks, Ac, to keep their Works constantly employed.

They can produce plates two inches in thickness, and one hundred and twenty by two hundred
and forty inches square, a new table weighing thirty-two tons being in readiness for castings of

the latter dimensions. It is believed that plate glass of great thickness, at a low price, will be

introduced for many purposes for which iron and stone have hitherto been used.

" The duty on imported glass is thirty per cent.; but so bulky and fragile is the article that the

duty, expenses, and breakage, amount to near ninety per cent. Tiie fact that the company own
a water front, and can ship directly from their works, is an important consideration in avoiding

loss from breakage, affording at the same time advantages for receiving fuel, sand, and other

material, direct

"The construction of the works commenced on the 1st of February, and the first casting was
made about the Ist of May, giving proof of a well digested plan and vigorous execution. The
works are at present capable of producing seven hundred feet of three-eighths inch glass per day.

The furnace holds twelve pot'', and there are twelve annealing kilns, each forty by eighteen feet

The fires, kept up by Cumberland coal, are not allowed to go down until the furnaces are

destroyed, which generally occurs after a year's use. The pots after a casting are at once

returned to the furnace and re-filled ; they usually last a month. The temperature of the estab-

lishment is decidedly high, above the top of oidinary thermometers. The furnace fires are

watched, as i? a solar eclipse, through dark colored glass, the intensity of the light being nner.-

durable to the naked eye. The appearance of the 'sea of glass' when poured over the table is

extremely beautiful. At first of bright whiteness dazzling to the eye, it rapidly changes to pink,

scarlet, crimson, and a dark murky red, streaked with black, in which state it is thrust into the

kiln.

"It would be unjust in alluding to previous attempts to manufiicture plate glass, not to men-

tion the Cheshire Company, whose success was comparative, but whose failure was positive.

Under grave difiiculties they did produce some plate glas«, but ultimately abandoned the scheme,

submitting to a loss of nearly two hundred thousand dollars."

Parks in the Cities of New York—The Great Central Tark.—T\'hen the time shall come that

enterprising men on the Desert shall enclose one of the Oases for a pleasure ground, there will

be a propriety in designating it as— Mungo Park. Before adventure and enterprise shall have

gone thus far, the labors of our Commissioners will have been completed, and this city will pos-

sess a Park, one that will realize all that its friends have uttered in fivor of the project, and one

at which howsoever heartily this generation may scold, the New York of the next century will

prize beyond any other remembrance of our day. The eminent and honorable gentlemen who
are now engaged in the labor of averaging the titles and conveyances necessary for adjustment,

before the people shall possess their own, are of those whose highest object it is to do that import-

ant work so well that their names shall be identified with its complete success. Gov. Bradish,

to whom all the pleasure grounds of European cities are familiar, means that this emerald, in

rock-setting, shall be worthy of admiration even from those to whom the great Parks of London

and Vienna are familiar.

strange it is, that only in Kew York, in the gi'eat Metropolis, where land has value, so

ward could almost be suitable barter for a western State sovereignty as it is, only in this
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costly latitude has there been any effort to form a Park. It is a truth which is sadly proved

by looking over our sister cities. Brooklyn is not enumerated, because that is so soon to be a

section of New York as to be included in it ; and even Brooklyn, or its latest annexation, Williams-

burgh, has but scanty thought of furnishing the future. There was commotion enough made

concerning Washington Park, in its inception, to frighten from further effort for a century. The

dead in Brooklyn offer amid their marble record the scenes that sooth even while they sadden.

Albany took a clay hill, tough, dark, blue clay, and by coaxing the State, which in those days

was as penurious as upon similar requests it would now be princely, and by teazing the owners

of adjacent lots, who were incredulous as to future value— by all this, by bringing soil thither,

sand and loam, even as the earth was brought to the vineyards of Mettermcu, in panniers on

the backs of men and women,—in this way, what are called the Capitol Park and the Academy

Park have been formed.

Admirable success has attended the effort at foliage, and in mid-summer even the Capitol itself

is secluded behind the luxuriant trees. No Park work has been done under greater disadvan-

tages, for a more bleak plain of clay than was this in the commencement, could not be found.

It was the favorite place for the summary hangings of Collonial and Revolutionary days. Politi-

cal strangulation now takes place within the walls of the Capitol.

But in truth, Albany has no Park, for the whole area of its open grounds would not be thought

excessive for the lawn of a gentleman's country house ; nor is its energetic neighbor, Troy, more

favored.

And as for Schenectady, unless the domain of Dr. Nott be so designated, it has nothing but its

streets— one or two of them rural and quiet enough for a meditative man's musings. There is,

it is true, a noble promenade near the College, and beneath the grove adjacent I have heard,

while a superb sunset was kindling the western sky with peculiar splendor, the words of elo-

quence from Wright, and Doane, and Potter, and Spencer, such as Oxford might have aroused

itself to hear.

Has Utica a Park? It has fine broad avenues, and there is space and verge enough for the

pure rushing of the life-breathing winds ; but since the day of Fort Schuyler even until now,

when so many prosperous thousands gather around the old Fort's site, I cannot find that there

have been spared from the builder any extent of pleasure grounds.

And it is even thus of Auburn— more excusable here, however, as so much of pleasant gar-

dens surround these pleasant homes, so that in visiting the elegant dwellings of Governor Sew-

ard, and Mr. Christopher Morgan, and others, the transition is easy from the ornament of the

house to the luxuriance of the field.

Rochester has near to it its Cemetery with such admirable judgment placed in such ease of

approach as that it may find the step of the wanderer easy of access, even from the town's busy

centre— and here there is beauty of rural form, and space abundant; but yet it is among the

tombs. In and about its dwellings of the living, Rochester has reserved but little, if any, of

open area.

That City of Inland Seas— Buffalo— most like New York in all its commercial movements,

has been so accustomed to consider every foot of ground precious, that it has forgotten that

there is a time to breath and rest, as well as to labor. It has noble opportunity for ])leasure

ground and Park upon the water side, so that the whole panorama of the lake and its commerce

would be in view. Nor is it yet too late for such good work to be done, and taste and opulence

and enterprise are finding permanent home in this great Western City.

London has held its great Parks since the days of that termagant old king— Harry the YIH
— a monarch who scolded out more good tlian other sovereigns now by persuasion. When Hyde

belonged to the Abbot of St. Peter, it may have rejoiced the demure dwellers of his monastery

at Westminster, but it did not promise much for the people. It was fortunate for the citizens

of the World's Metropolis that this Eighth Harry was not so intently occupied with brief love
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and quicker anger of the Kattierines, but that he liked the chose of partridge, and pheasant, and

heron, bo well, that he preserved for his hunt, the Parks.

A simple taste, and a less ro5'al lineage, must secure our own groat Park. It shall be the gift

of this century of New Yorkers to the next, for it will be by the long and slow, but inevitable

process of many years, that hill-side, and vale, and jdain, and terrace, and mound, shall be shad-

owed by the huge and brave trees. When it shall have been declared ofl'uially, the Park, then

comes its severe trial, for then shall issue out upon it all manner of experimenters and essayists

in landscape.

I have already heard it declared that there must be a general leveling of all the rocks ! Doubt-

less the crags must be crushed, afterwards to be rebuilt, as did our romantic neighbor of the

Bowling Green, in piles of very ludicrous slielvings. I'erhaps there may be good sense to save

(his great area of surface from invasions of men, who, not being able to see what is really beau-

tiful, go to work to create it. Let not our new Park be included among the spoilt.

With due humility towards our associate, venturing on a field he has won so well, I would

ask our Honorable Commissioners Bradish, Kent, and their worthy associates, to let us remember

them as A.nthony uttered of C-esar :

" all his walks,

His private arbors, and new iilantcd orchards,

On that side Tiber, he hath k-fl tlium you

And to your heirs forever, common plea.sures

To walk abroad and recreate yourselves."

-Sextixel, in iV\ Y. Courier (b Enquirer, Maxj 12.

The Dielytea spectabilis.—This charming plant is now (May 20tli) in full bloom here

in the open ground. Young plants— last spring's cuttings— have come through the winter

safe, without the slightest protection of any kind. We can safely say that it is perfectly

hardy. In a note just received from Chas. Dowxing, Esq., he says

:

" Dielytra spectabilii proves to be one of the hardiest plants. While many other hardy plants

have scarcely survived, this has not been injured in the least It is now in full bloom and makes

a splendid show."

We have been thanked over and over again for bringing this plant to notice through the

Horticulturist. We give the following letter entire

:

The Dielytra spectabilis.—The Dielytra spectabilis figured in the Horticulturist last year,

induced me to send for a plant immediately, as your recommendation was given it. On the way,

or in unpacking it, it became so much broken— top and roots, pot and all— that I despaired

keeping it alive. But with care in the green-house, it was brought out again, and about the

first of August it was planted in rich soil in the garden. It grew finely, but did not bloom, last

summer. Without protection, it was among the very first things to make its appearance this

spring, and now it is in bloom. The jdant is about two feet high, and about the same in diam-

eter— the admiration of every one who beholds it. I could sell dozens of plants, at almost any

price, if I had them
; but there is but that one on hand and that can't be bought. Fifty cents was

what it cost, but ten dollars would not even take it on loan for a week. There is no getting

tired of looking at it, no matter whether coming to meals or going from them. Coming home

from abroad, or going to the nursery, the Dielytra must be looked at. Ko wonder you gave it

such a tlowery description in the Horticulturist.

But to wind up, I would merely say to whoever has not got it, go and get it. Until you have

seen the Dielytra spectabilis in bloom, you have yet to see, for the first time, one of the

superb flowers under cultivation. For description see page 300, in the Horticulturist of



The spring is unusually late with us. The Cherry is only now in full blossom— one month

later than some years. The thermometer is down to 44 = — 9 o'clock P. M. The prospect for

fruit the coming season is yet quite cheering with us ; but a late frost may blast all our hopes

of eating Cherries, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, <fec. Samuel Miller.— Cahndale, near Lebanom

Lebanon Co., Pa., May 9, 1855.

Effects of Cold.—In this region we raise Peaches about two years in five ;
the rest of the

time our buds are killed by the extreme cold in the winter. In the year IS'il I became con-

vinced that the common opinion was incorrect, that the fruit-buds were killed in the spring by

having cold weather after some warm days had swelled the buds. The first snow that winter

fell the Ist of January, nearly one and half feet, and ended with a gale from the nothwest which

drifted the snow very much. During the winter we had a snow-storm almost every week, and

then a drift ; so that by mid-winter the fences were covered. My father had a small nursery of

Peach trees which were seven or eight feet high and branched within two feet of the ground.

These were covered five or six feet with snow till March. An uncle of mine, in this city, had

some bearing Peach trees that branched within three feet of the ground, so that some of the

branches were covered with snow all winter. In the spring the tops of all these trees that were

exposed were killed ; and below the snow, sound blossom-buds and wood, so that both nursery

and other trees bore fruit. I did not keep a thermometer then, so that I cannot tell how cold it

was ; but the newspapers said it was many degrees below zero.

In the fall of 1829 I began to keep a record of the thermometer three times a day, and found

that when it was 10 * or more below zero our Peach fruit-buds were killed. If the thermometer

was only three or four below zero, early in December, it caused more injury than five or six

degrees lower would in January or February. I also found that sudden thawing was a great

evil. As a general rule, the mornings after our coldest nights are clear, with a bright sun, till

about ten o'clock, when it clouds over for the rest of the day. I observed that trees which were

protected by some building from the morning sun, till after ten o'clock, saved some fruit-buds

even in our coldest winters, when on exposed trees all were killed. I saw an example of this

four or five years ago at the Shaker village nine miles east of us. One of the famihes had a fine

Peach orchard loaded with fruit in August, and was situated on the west side of a knoll that

protected it from the morning sun. Our buds about the city had been killed the previous winter.

In the fall, some eight or nine years ago, I tied a bundle of straw around an Apricot tree and

a Nectarine that had born one or two seasons, in the same way you protect Rose bushes and

other tender things. They were seven or eight feet high. In the spring, when uncovered, they

were sound in wood and bud and bore fruit, while older Peach trees in the same garden, which

had been exposed all winter, bore no fruit, the buds having been killed.

As to the protection of snow.—A few years ago, in November, I shortened the young wood of

my Peach trees and left the trimmings under the trees. In the winter, when the ground was

covered with three or four inches of snow, we had the thermometer low enough below zero to

kill the Peach buds. A few days after the snow melted away, and on examining the fruit-buds

on the trimmings that had been covered by snow, I found them all sound. Several years ago a

Scotchman told that his brother, who was gardener to Mr. Burden, of Troy, one fall laid down

some young Peach trees, that were ready to bear, by cutting off the roots on one side so that he

could bend them to the ground ; he then covered them with some Pine boughs, and in the winter

they were covered with snow. In the spring he righted them up, and they blossomed and bore

fruit, while other Peach trees near them, which had been exposed, bore none.

Since I have kept a record our Plum-buds haye been killed twice, and the Cherry once.

About four miles below this city there is a rapid, of a mile or more, in the Mohawk, which does

eeze once in twenty years. The banks are a hundred feet or more above the riv

who lives there, raises more or less Peaclies everj' j-ear, as the warmth given out fr



river makoa it ten degrees warmer than with us in the city. East of us the ground ri/.es gradu-

olly for three miles and tlicu descends towards Troy. On that ridge they raise I'eachos almost

every year. A farmer who lives there told mc, lately, that he has a tree that has borne every

year for the last twenty years, and hist year bore two bushels. Some of its fruit-buds have sur-

vived the past winter.

The fall of 1835 was very mild, and, before the ground was frozen, eight inches of enow fell on

the 23d of November; immediately the winter set in, and on the .'id of December the thermom-

eter was four degrees below zero ; on the IGth, fourteen below in the morning, ten below in the

middle of the day, and fifteen below at nine in the evening. The 9th of January, 1836, more

than two feet of snow fell ; on the 25th, two and a half feet. During the month the thermometer

was six times below zero—three times, fifteen below. In February it was nine times below zero

— the lowest, eighteen and nineteen. A great deal of snow fell, so that it was five or six feet on

a level. In March it was four times below— the lowest, five, on the 0th. The ground being

deeply covered with snow, and no frost in it, the trees were not prepared for the severe cold,

and our Peach trees were killed. Three out of five Quince trees in our garden were killed ; the

other two were killed to the ground, but sprouted again and have borne fruit to this time.

As to the past winter, the thermometer was two below zero the 19th of December; twelve

below, the 20th; at zero, the 21st; five below, the 22d; and ten below, the 23d. In the out-

skirts of the city, it was three or four degrees lower. I examined the trees a few days after and

found the Peach fruit-buds all killed, and two-thirds of the Apricots. The few Apricot buds

that escaped are swelled out and beginning to open. Tlieir impunity is owing to their being

protected by buildings from the morning sun ; they are young, being only five feet high. The

wood of our Peach and Apricot trees is sound to the very ends of the branches. C)ur Plum buds

are safe ; so are the Cherries, except a few on the Elton. The 5th of February the thermometer

was two below zero ; on the 6th, twelve below; on the I7th, seventeen below— at College Ilill,

twenty-two below. The past winter the ground was frozen from three to four feet. My friend,

who lives near the rapid spoken of before, has just told me that his Peach buds are nearly all

alive. Our Pear trees are safe. Charles IL Tomlinsox.—Schenectady, X. Y

Magnolia coxspicua.—In looking over Mr. Prince's new catalogue, he says: " Tlie above

Mcynolia conspicuas are grown from seed, seven years old, well branched, very vigorous, and

perfectly hardy, and are splendid specimens. They are the only ones of this character ever

ofi"ered for sale— all others being grafted and weakly."

As an offset to grafted or budded trees being weakly, I send you an account of my tree, which

is six years growth from the bud. It measures over sixteen feet high from the ground; width

of branches, eleven feet in diameter, which commence at twenty inches from the ground, and

it has on now (May 4th) nine hundred and eighty perfect blossoms and is a beautiful sight. If

Mr. Prince, or any other person, can show as large and perfect a specimen grown from seed in

six years, or even twelve, I hope they will give some notice of it. My experience is, that Maynolia

connpicua and Solangeana grow twice as fast budded on M. acuminata stock as they do from seed,

and nurserj'men would find it to their advantage to proj»agute them in this manner. These

Chinese Magnolias are yet scarce and in demand, and will find readj' sale at good prices for

many years to come. Cuas. Downing.—Xewburgh N. Y

Mowing Machines for Lawns.—Your Hartford subscriljcr must be mistaken in Shanks A Sons

address. I have seen the mowing machines used in small places where there were no regular

gardeners, to mow short grass. I think Shanks & Sons advertised them some years since in

Arbroath, Scotland— not New Brunswick. A Nurseryman.—Mt. Pleasant, C. W.



Raising Korway Spruce from SEED.y-Having been a reader of your journal for some time, and

often had a desire to pass a remark on many of your practical observations, has induced me to

do 80 at this time.

I perceive in the April number of the Hortieiclturist your directions to " A Subscriber " how
to raise " Norway Spruce from seed." I would therefore beg to differ a little from your method

In the extensive seedling nurseries of Scotland, where they are very successful, their system is,

previous to sowing, should the weather incline to be dry, (such as we have in this chmate), they

generally immerse the bags of seed in shallow ponds of water (with a stone to keep the bags

under) for eight or ten days ; it is then turned out of the bags, on a deal floor, in a cool, tempe-

rate place, for forty-eight hours, to dry gradually.

In preparing the ground there is a great deal of nicety and judgment required. The ground

should be well under-drained and well thrown up roughly with the spado, the fall previous, in

such a manner as to catch the frost to pulverize so as it may crumble down when the spade and

rake enters again at sowing time. The ground is not all dug over and then raked, as is gener-

ally done by many when preparing for garden seeds. After two or three spades are turned

over, a coarse rake is applied to break the clods ; a second comes after, and a third, to level—
that is only where there are a number of spades are going at the same time. The ground is then

marked off into four-feet beds and fifteen-inch alleys, with a heavy, square, or round-headed, rake.

The operator (technically called cuffing) stands sideways, one foot before the other, at the right

hand alley, and commences, with the head or back of the rake, to move back the soil fiom the

center of the bed to the opposite alley to the depth of three or four inches, taking care to keep

in a straight line to form the edge of the bed, and keeps moving on around the bed in the same

way until all is thrown back, which soil is to serve as the covering for the seed. In cuffing

much depends on the weather— if moist, shallow; if dry, a little deeper. The seed is then

thrown regular on th& bed by the person taking up one-balf and down the other, at the same

time being careful not to tramp on the soil cuffed out of the bed. When all is sown, a small

roller the width of the bed is drawn over the seed, or it is pressed in with the back of the spade.

A short-toothed rake is then introduced to draw the cufied soil over the seed, which must be

done with a smart jerk of the right hand; a little is then thrown up out of the alley and finally

a fine rake traces over the top of the bed to make it a little regular. Sometimes in dry weather

any waste small nursery stock is laid thinly over the bed to shade and keep the birds off while

it is coming through the ground. A Nurseryman.—Mt. Pleasant, C. W.

Nurserymen's Reputation.—I think it is high time for the public to know what a nurseryman

is, and how a respectable nursery is conducted, as their regular and systematic way of pruning

and transplanting, to insure success to the purchaser against those quack impostors that stiik a

thing in to grow as a stick and then sell it for gain, with all top and no bottom, the same as a

well grown tree, to people that know no better than to buy for its fine top and low price.

I have found many such as the Country Gentleman and Mr. Prince describes among country

people, with high-colored plates, (fee, telling great tales about tliis and that, and where from,

in my opinion that knew more about the properties of winning a dollar than eitlier a tree or

shrub. It makes one almost disgusted with his profession when such comes in his way. What
is wanted, is a register of all the trade, such as Glenny, of London, publishes yearly in his Gar-

dener's Almanac, or an association of nurserymen and seedsmen such as was formed some ten or

twelve years ago in Scotland, when there was so much fraud, called the North British Associa-

tion, for the protection of an honest man against a quack selling a counterfeit for a low price,

which I believe was of great benefit to the public by getting good and genuine seeds, plants, <tc.

A Nurseryman.—Mt. Pleasant, C. W.
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Loor. Herewith I send j'ou a few seeds of a vegetable called " Loof," brought from Grand

Cairo, in I'l^vpt, lost year by my uncle, Uev. Dr. Dmru, of riiilinlclphin, which he has just sent

nu' for cultivation.

The fruit is described as resembling a Cucumber, from which, after the ripe and decaying pulp

has been washed awny, a fibrous substance is left very much in appearance like fine inanilla

grass, but woven by the great Architect into a beautiful woof with three ornamental rows of seed

celi--<, slightly raised from the ground-work, in admirable adaptation for the purpose to which it

is api'licd. This is used by the Turks, in their batiis, as a was^h-cloth ; or, wlien dry, as a flesh-

brush of which I have a specimen about eleven inches long by three inches wide, (which I shall

be happy to show you hereafter,) the full size of the fruit, cut longitudinally, which I am told

grows on a vine resembling our common Gourd.

Please plant the seeds in your green-hou£e and see whut they may come to. J. Dokr.—Scotls-

ville,N. Y.

Mr. DoKU will accept our thanks for the seeds; they are put in the way of growing.

Notiits of Boo?i5, 19amp!)Uts, ict.

Homes for ttte People in Subcrb anp CorsTRT, the Villa, the Mansion, and the Cottage. Adapted to American

Climate and wants, with examples showing how to alter and rc-model old buildings, in a ecrics of One Hundred

original designs. By GeuvaSk Wheeler, Architect, Author of liural Homes, &c. Kew York: Ciias. Scbidneb.

1S55.

Eomes for the People is indeed an attractive title for a hook, in these times when people

are really beginning to realize the meaning of that word— Home. The book itself is no less

attractive than its title, for, like all of Mr. Scribnek's books, it is presented in beautiful

style. Paper, type, and illustrations, are all excellent. In size it is about equal to Down-

ixq's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America. It is divided into five parts, thus: Part 1, The

Villa ; Part 2, The Mansion ; Part 3, The Cottage ;
Part 4, The House on a Farm ; Part 5,

Constructive and Miscellaneous details.

Each of these parts is again subdivided into chai)ters, in which the various branches of

the subject are separately discussed. The arrang€ment seems to be all that the reader could

desire ; and this, in the making up of a book of this kind, is a matter of no small importance^

The want of leisure has prevented us from perusing this book so fully and carefully as to

enable us to offer any lengthy account of its contents; but w^e can cheerfully say this much

— that it is one ot the most practical and comprehensive treatises of the kind which has yet

appeared in this country. Every man who intends to build a house, whether the cost be

$1,000 or $20,000, and all who contemplate alterations or improvements in their dwellings,

should immediately consult it. More than this, it will be found a most interesting book to

all classes of readers, whether they intend to build or not, for Mr. Wheklek possesses

the faculty of expressing his ideas in refined and very agreeablo language.
,

"We are informed that Mr. Chorlton is preparing, and will very soon have ready for the

press, a new, large, and greatly improved edition of his treatise on Grape culture. It will

be very acceptable at the present time, when sound, reliable information on this branch of

culture is much sought for. The appearance of good, practical works on rural affairs is the

best sign of our progress.



Snsfajjcrs to Q^oxxiSfoninntg.

(D. H. P., Lyons, Iowa.) Tuk Bark Louse.—To get rid of this pest on the small branche?, you

must prune them in closely ami wash all the remaining parts as you suggest.

f (A New Jersey Subscriber.) Pears.—The Bergamot Sageret is a large roundish Pear of second

quality, melting but insipid. It keeps till January, and is not likely to prove of much value. It

is very similar to, if not identical with, Belle Connaise, another of Sagerkt's varieties.

Willow Hedges.—If " H. H., of Winchester Center, Conn.," will have a little more patience,

we will give him some information about Willow Hedges as soon as the experiments are more

advanced. In the meantime he can prepare the ground and plant the cuttings, in a single row,

six inches apart if for a very close fence, otherwise ten inches will answer for ordinary farm pur-

poses; but in each case let only two shoots grow from each cutting until two years old. Cuas.

Downing.—Newburgh, N. Y.

(J. G., Clark Co., Ohio.) Wash for Trees.—Soap suds make a very good wash for young fruit

trees.

Top - Dressing.—Leaves make a good top-dressing, if mixed with some earth and lime and laid

in a heap until they are pretty well decomposed. Apply in the fall, or very early in the spring.

Pears.—You will find the varieties you mention described in Downing'sof Thomas' pomological

works. None of them can be recommended for orchard planting.

CimouLio.—My attention lias been attracted to Mr. Adair's article in the April number of your magazine, on the

Curculio and the mischief occasioned by the little " Tiirlc," and it occurs to me to inquire of you whether any one in

your region, or in the vicinity of Avon, has ever treated the olfactories of the Curculio to the perfume exhaled from the

water of the Sulphur Springs at Avon, by syringing the Plum tree with the water thereof as soon as the fruit sets, and
afterwards—and if so with what effect?

Allowing the theory to be correct, that the Curculio can be kept at bay by nauseous etiluvia, is it not worth the trou-

ble of an experiment to see how efficacious it may prove of offering him a few doses of this, in your region, cheap

perfume. Perhaps I may have been anticipated by the observation of some of your friends residing at or near Avon,

as to the fact whether or not the Plum, and other smooth-slcinned fruits, where the atmosphere is partially saturated

with the exhalation from the Springs, escape the attacks of the Curculio. Natuaniel II. Bacon.—New Haven, Cann.

We possefs no information on this subject. Will some of our Avon friends look into the matter

and let us hear from them ?

JHotti'tuItural Sottttits, ^t.

Hunt Botanical Garden.—A meeting of the trustees of the Hunt Botanical Garden was held

last evening, at the Athenaeum, corner of Atlantic and Clinton street, and the Chair was occupied

by John W Degrauw, Esq.. President of the Association.

John W. Degrauw, Esq., who had been elected President of the Hunt Botanical Garden Asso-

ciation, addressed the meeting as follows:

" Gentlemen—Before assuming the duties to which I have been elected by your partiality and choice, permit me to

ask ynur acceptance of my most grateful feelings for this manifestation of your confidence, and I foe) most fully sensi-

ble that without your most cordial co-operation and friendly aid, my efforts will be unavailing; and I trust that with

them, the enterprise in which we are engaged, and in which we have all shown so deep an interest, will reflect the

highest honors on its promoters, as well as aiJd to the enlargement of science, and to the beauty of our city.

" This cnterprize is not one ofa day, a year, or a life-time— it is one that is to throw a brillianey into the far extended

futur It is one sacred to a science which has eng:igcil the attention of the most distinguished men in every age ; it

Is s;i<r.d in promoting the moat humanizing and kindly influences; and sacred in creating the most inspiring

that til" charms of I>eauty can shed around the heart.

" %\' liile we yield to the emotions that are produced by the most distinguished liberality, and which has placed
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• condition for the promotion of icicncp, constantly niiiltiplying in Its allurcmoni*, and bent suited to man's lilf;hoi)t

onrtlily (lostlny, ns wull us fiirnisliing tlio Inlollort wilh the most alMimliint source of rfllfi'lion. Those who have

coiiirilmloJ to the adviincenicnl of such a noble end, must always njipear before the worlil ns lis bcsl benefactors.

" III the perspective we see a pnrden not only tilled wilh native plants from the niounlains and valleys of our own
far extended Kepublic, but with the best speeiiui'ns of the most new and valuable exotics from every ellmc, and, like

the dew of Heaven, it is within the reach of all, and it is emphatieally to be a garden for the pcojde, within whose pre-

chits all may be taught lessons of refinement and wisdom.

"But notwithstanding the brilliant prospects that have attended our progress thus far, we have still before us a work

of some magnimde, and one that should most zealously engage our immediate and undivided attention. The season

is fast approaching that should induce us to put this entepri/e in rajdd motion, and still we cannot with propriety com-

mence until the maximum of stock is subscribed, $100,0(to, of which J.'iOjOOd still remains to be taken ; and it would

not be very complimentary to a city a-s wealthy as ours to admit for a moment that it could not be very readily obtained.

It appears to me that it only rcipiires llie ttTorl and the amount will be procured in a ^ery short time.

" It will not be expected that on this occasion I shall consume your time wilh any elaborate remarks; you have the

different deiiarlments placed in the hands of gentlemen of 7.cal and ability, and they will from time to lime present

you with the most desirable plajis and most efflcienl sources of information.

"The able and eloquent inaugural address of the llev. Dr. Vintcin lays on your table, and it is rich In reasoning to

inspire us wilh the most fervent zeal in the promotion of our cause and it8ami)le attainments.

" I w<pu1(I on this occasion indulge my feelings in the most devoted ejaculation, that this garden, so magniflcent in

design, so well suited to the comlilion and happiness of our race, may not fail in its accomiilishments, but prove equal

to the sublime conceptions of the great patriarch in botany, and become as reverenced as the academic gardens and

rural retreats of the ancient philosophers and their students in search of science."

This address was received with great applause.

The Committee on Deeds reported that they had received the deed? of the several plots of

ground upon which the Botanical Garden is to be laid out^ and they were received and ordered

to be recorded in the proper office.

On motion, a Committee of three was appointed to get the Charter, By-Laws, and names of the

Officers printed ; and Messrs. Meade, Degkaiiw, and the Secretary, were appointed as said Com-

mittee.

On motion, the Finance Committee was directed to petition the Common Council to grade the

5th Avenue, or so much of it as would facilitate the operations of the Association.

Officers.—The following officers of the Association were elected at the previous meeting of the

Trustees, and they have commenced to perform their duties:

Patron—TnoyiXf, HUNT. FresiJeni—Jouy W. Df.gkauw. Vice Presidents—Ut, "Wm. C. Langlet ; 2d, J. 8.

T. STEANAnA.v; 3d, Wilson G. Hunt; 4th, ETiiELnERT S. Mills; 5th, E. B. Litchfielu. Treasurer— Joaif B.

Cocks. Pecording Secretary—flAmi^ L. ScuAErEE. Corresponding Secretary—A, J. 8. Dugbauw. Librarian

—Henbt Stakr.

Committees.—J^jnance Committee—Vim. C. Langlcy, Jas. ITazlehurst, Addison G. Jerome, Wm. Spencer, Chas. R.

Marvin, Alfred Large, Ira Smith. Execuiite Committee—Uitwry A. Kent, Ethelbert S. Mills, Wm. C. Langley, .1. 8.

T. Stranahan, A. J. P. Degrauw, E. Litchfield, L. B. Loder. Conntruction Covimiiice— John Maxwell, J. A. Terry,

J. 8. T. Stranahan, II. A. Graef, 11. A. Kent, J. E. Eauch, E. W. Fiske. Plant Committee— Teler B. Mead, H. A.

Graef, J. E. Kauch, J. W. Towt, W. S. Dunham, Geo. Ingram, M. L. Schacfer.
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%a % |lc;ii)crs of % |ortiailtuiist.

THIS number of tlie Horticulturist will convey to its readers the intelligence

of an important change in its affairs, and this change closes my engagement as

Editor.

I make this annoimcement with mingled feelings of pleasure and regret— with

pleasure, because it relieves me of duties which I had not the leisure to discharge

with efficiency ; with regret, because I feel as if the ties which bound me to a wide

circle of friends were partially severed.

For my own part, I should have been glad if this change had been deferred until

the close of the current volume ; but this is a- matter over which I had no control,

and for which I am not in any way responsible. I say this, not because I have any

apprehension that the patrons of the work will feel themselves wronged, but because

I prefer to fulfil every engagement I enter into as far as it may be possible.

It was in the first place with very great reluctance that I consented to take the

editorial charge of the Horticulturist, as successor to the lamented Downing. I

knew how warmly his readers were attached to him, and how ardently they admired

his taste and talent as a wi'iter. On all sides I heard it declared, " there is no

one to fill his place," whilst I was fully conscious of my own want of the requisite

qualifications and leisure to sustain the character and usefulness of the work, and

satisfy the expectations of the public.

My friend, Mr. ViCK, with whom I was at the time associated in conducting the

'' Genesee Farmer,'^ purchased the Horticulturist of Mr. Tucker, during my ab-

sence at the meeting of the Pomological Society in Philadelphia, without having

advised me of his intentions. On my return he informed me of his pui'chase, and

that he relied upon my assistance. I declined and hesitated for some time, but

finally to save him from disappointment and probable loss, I consented to undertake

the duty for a time, and do the best in my power for him and the patrons of the

work.

How I have succeeded is not for me to say, but I have the gratification of know-

ing that the circulation of the work, to-day, is more than twice as large as it was at

the time of Mr. Downing's death. No journal of the kind has, or ever had, so

wide a circulation in this country. I mention this not in a spirit of boasting, for I

am quite free to confess that this result is not wholly due to my humble exertions,

but in a great measure to the good taste and liberal co-operation of Mr. \ick, the

publisher, to the zealous and efficient aid of contributors, to the kind encouragements

of the press, and of the friends of horticulture in general. I feel that my labors

have been estimated far above their value, and for all this kindness and partiality I

tender my grateful acknowledgements, I do not relinquish my charge as one sick

disappointment, on the contrary I am well pleased ; and when my business can



be so arnin!_'<'<l tliat I t-au withdraw a pnrtioii of my altciitiuM from it, T may aj^in

offer my services to the public in some similar way. The labors of my life, whether

it be long or short, arc pledged to the interests of American Horticulture in one

w^ay or the other.

The future of this journal will, 1 hope ami trust, be no less piosperous and useful

than the past ; indeed, I have reason to believe it will be much more so. The

gentlemen who assume its management possess ample facilities for doing justice to

every department.

John Jay Smith, Esq., who takes the editorial charge, has manifested a lively

interest in the welfare of the Ilurticullurlst from its commencement, and has

contributed ably and regvdarly to its pages. For many years he has devoted the

greater portion of his time to horticultural pursuits, as a zealous amateur ; he enjoys

abundant leisure, and is well read in the literature of Gardening, both of this

country and Europe.

The duties of the editorial chair w ill be to him '' a labor of love," and I have not

the slightest apprehension but that he will discharge them creditably to himself and

acceptably to his readers.

The Publisher, Robert Pearsall Smith, Esq., is also eminently qualified for

his duties. As a proof, I need only refer to " The North American S^lca," which

he has issued, and is now issuing, in such magnificent style. He is a master of his

profession, and I am quite confident will not allow the appearance of the Horticul-

turist to suffer in his hands, but rather that he will augment its attractions.

In this vast country of ours, with more than twenty millions of inhabitants, a very

large majority of whom are engaged in the cultivation of the soil, there are but

three Horticultural journals, with an aggregate circulation that does not exceed ten

or fifteen thousand I believe. This is really astonishing, when we consider that so

large a proportion of the population are remarkable for their general intelligence, so

keenly alive to their own interests, and so greedy of information on all subjects.

The Horticulturist, conducted as it has been, and as I presume it will be, on the

broad plan of an American National work, appealing directly to American feelings

and interests, should have a circulation in these United States of not less than fifty

thousand, and I hope to see this result consummated.

I hope to see it circulate as freely amongst our people as Harper^ s or Putnam^

a

Magazines do now, and even more so.

P. BARRY.

THE EDITOR TO THE READER.
Downing—we never write the name without emotion— said in reply to an an-

nouncement that we had pitched our tent in a rural home, now in the limits of the

city of Philadelphia, "You are now one of my parish." AYe often wish that the

man could be named on whose mantle his fine and noble spirit and refined taste had

we cannot do this, but we can trace his influence on the present generation

is parish, then a small one, has grown, though not in the same ratio, with



THE EDITOR TO THE READER.

growth and prosperity of the country; it continues to multiply, and the greatly

increased and increasing numbers of the readers of this periodical is the evidence.

The duties of the late publisher have called him from the exact niche which

would enable him to devote the time and thought necessary to the circulation of a

periodical widely spread and esteemed over the Union, from Texas to Maine, and

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Where shall the work be localised, was the

question among its friends, and where seek for an editor to supply the consequent

resignation of Mr. Barry, whose most able management is now forbidden by

commercial engagements. Philadelphia, the geographical and climatic, as well

as the horticultural centre of the Union, was believed to be the most desirable

point of issue, and it was further decided in a council of the well-wishers of the

work, that most of the qualifications of information and practical knowledge could

be found in the correspondents of the journal, and in a city which first formed and

still continues a most useful Horticultural Society, and where is contained a corps

of enthusiastic lovers of niral adornment and botanical science ; a centre, in fact,

where Downing' s parish was much enlarged— accessible to all travellers from

North, South, East and West—where contributors and facts were numerous, and

varied illustrations could be commanded— central also for correspondence and for

distribution.

Thus far all seemed smooth, but for editing and controlling the printed contents,

a selection was thought to be more difl&cult, till at length the expedient of a com-

bination of qualified contributors was suggested.

It is that combination which the controlling editor, with many misgivings, has

undertaken to assist in canying out. With the aid of a number of veteran Bota-

nists, Pomologists and Horticulturists, and with eveiy wish on our own part to be

the medium of information to our countrymen, and thus to extend the list of those

who are doing so much to form a national taste essential to the nation's character,

we have come before the public to perform what is in our power, and to conduct

the Horticulturist in an American and national spirit ; to make it the vehicle of

no personal ambitious, the mouth-piece of no clique. Our object is to impart

knowledge and taste through the means of the best informed correspondents,

and the most able and practical writers of the age of every country where rural

aff'airs have become a fine art, and by the devotion of our time and some little

experience, united to an overshadowing love of the subject, to render the Horticul-

turist, if possible, at least as acceptable a visitor to its numerous patrons as here-

tofore it has been. For success we rely most on our contributors, old and new; and

with this avowal, we invite their aid and co-operation, for without them we are

entirely sensible we must fail— with them, success, we feel assured, is certain.

Possibly there may be a few of this our newly settled parish, who will not object

once more to meet in consultation an old friend in his newer studies, the editor of

"Waldie's Select Circulating Librai-y.'^
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BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS, GERMANTOWN, I'llILADELPIIIA.

To arrange the improvements of a country residence judiciously and economically,

is an intercstinp; question to all who anticipate building. It is evident from the

many cxtrava_L'ant expenditures of frequent occurrence in the layintr out of country

places, that the spirit of improvement is entered into without sufficient reflection
;

for althtiULih it may be considered that all have their own ideas of comfort and

convenience in the abstract, yet few can carry into execution all the details, or

satisfactorily introduce and fit all the disjointed parts so as to form a complete

whole.

This is more strictly applicable to the improvement of the grounds. Few are

their own architects, although they may have peculiar conveniences which they wish

embodied in the construction of their dwelling; the whole is left to the discretionary

approval of a competent professional person. On the contraiy, most people fancy

themselves perfectly qualified to lay out their grounds. In some cases we have

known heavy sums expended in the endeavor to secure the indiscriminate imitation

of some popular or approved style, altogether unsuited to the (jcnliis of the place,

and the ei*ror has not been found out until it was too late to derive much advantage

from the discoveiy. Such instances are to be regretted, inasmuch as they tend to

retard the general improvement of grounds under the mistaken notion that a

pleasing landscape cannot be developed unless at enormous expense, while the truth

is, that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred where heavy sums have been expended

in the so-called improvement of grounds, it will be found that the result is far from

being commensurate with the expense, and that a change of scenery is not necessarily

an improvement.

The art of Landscape Gardening and the art of Landscape Painting are somewhat

similar in their results, although the practical application of details and mechanical

arrangement of materials are widely different. The gardener must not only possess a

high degree of refined and cultivated artistic taste, but he must also have a thorough

knowledge of the habits and requirements of plants, their general and special com-

binations, and evciy thing in connection with their culture and management. In

his compositions he must have an eye to future as well as immediate effect, and his

best efforts are liable to become tame and uninteresting from causes which he can

neither foresee nor remedy. The painter, on the other hand, can cull from nature

many of her matured and richest scenes, and so dispose of them on his canvass that

they fonu one complete and enchanting picture.

That a higher degree of care and skill must be brought to bear upon the arrange-

ment of a place a couple of acres in extent, than in one of fifty acres, is well known

to all who have any acquaintance with the subject. Many persons have an idea,

and we have frequently heard it confidently asserted, that the same general effect

be produced in both, by following a similar method of arrangement



impression is quite as erroneous as its production is practically impossible. As well

miglit we expect to derive as true an idea of the magnificent proportions of the

Washington monument from the exhibition of a five-foot model, as from the con-

templation of the great original, so great is the difference between imagination and

reality.

But much can be done to render small places interesting; their confined and

limited extent suggests a method of arrangement by which a great variety of

interesting features can be introduced, and although they may not arrest the

attention and admiration of the spectator by their magnificent grandeur, they afford

more pleasure in the examination of details. "Unity in objects is essential to

beauty, from the limited nature of the mind, which can only see and understand

one thing at one time, and variety is equally necessary, from the expansive nature

of the mind, which can see and understand an indefinite number of objects, provided

they are presented to it in succession." The leading features to be kept in view

are variety and contrast, or distinctiveness in the various objects introduced. The

converse of this is well exemplified in many places where the trees and shrubs are

so numerous, and planted in such a regular and systematic manner, as to convey the

idea of a nursery rather than of pleasure ground. There is nothing to arrest

attention ; turn which way we will there is the same unmeaning assemblage, and

we are lost in the vain endeavor to discover the design or intention of the planter.

Many persons have vague and indefinite notions respecting the dispositions of

trees and shrubs in pleasure grounds. It is not uncommon to see shnibs of the

smallest size, and even herbaceous plants, placed in isolated positions on the lawn.

This mixing up of grass and small plants is veiy prevalent, and where it is adopted

any thing like striking effect cannot be produced. Shrubbery should be considered

and treated as quite distinct from the lawn proper. The ground occupied by masses

of shrubbery should, at least while the plants are yoimg, be cultivated and kept

clear of grass and weeds. A few years of such treatment, until the plants are of

sufiicient size to shade and prevent the growth of weeds, is all that will be found

requisite. Shrubberies, more especially in small places, where a feeling of extent

and intricacy is desired, should be allowed to grow into dense masses, so as to form

a screen or thicket impenetrable to the eye. This is one of the finest features of a

small place, and the only way in which it can be made to appear extensive, so that

in walking through the grounds all the paths are concealed except the one occupied

at the time. By this means a vai-iety of interesting views and scenes may be of

constant occui'rence, and the attention of the spectator is directed to the variety and

intricacy, rather than to the extent of the whole.

Further to secure this illusion, recourse may be had to the frequent occun-ence of

striking objects, isolated, although apparently connected with the principal groups

of planting. Hare trees and shnibs, or those of botanical or historical interest,

flower vases, statuary, rastic seats, &c., may be effectually introduced, but they

require to be skillfully managed, otherwise what is intended for variety may result

in confusion and absurdity.

The most expensive improvement in grounds, and in most cases the least satisfi



toTy, is that wLich involves the removal of larj^e quantities of soil. With many of

our im)d(.'rii imj)rovcrs, to grade and level «eenis to be synonymous with taste and

beauty. There are, however, instanees where artificial elevation.s and depressions

are strikingly valuable. We have seen two walks running nearly parallel, only a

few yards apart, completely hid from each other by the intervening space, being

elevated and planted as in the Derby arboretum, &c. The effect of several years'

growth may thus be obtained in a day, and walks brought (juite near each other

without being obtrusive, or out of place. Shrubbery, to be effective, must be

thickly planted. Plant with a view to a periodical thinning out of the least desira-

ble kinds. Our shrubberies are all too thin; they cover too much space. We have

seen wonderful effects produced in grounds where all appeared scattered and confused,

by simply gathering in a few of the outside plants and placing them in the main

body. In planting with reference to future thinness, the experienced planter will

find no difficulty in locating each kind in its proper situation, both with regard to

future and immediate effect; for however desirable it may be to fonu a feature

which will stand as an example for future admiration, it is no less desirable that we

should endeavor to supply the wants and claim the approval of the present.

The style of the building invariably suggests the method of arrangement, as well

as the most suitable trees and shioibs for its immediate vicinity. The house being

the principal feature in the composition should be treated as such, and trees of the

largest growth may be placed in connection. Both the kind and quantity of this

class of trees will, of course, depend upon the size of the building and extent of the

grounds. Shade is indispensable to a pleasant country residence. The introduction

of trees, therefore, combines effect and utility in an eminent degree. We shall

probably recur to this subject, with a select list of trees and shrubs for a place of

moderate extent.

THE AQUARIUM.
BY THE EDITOR.

Some years since much interest was created by the invention of Dr. Ward for

growing plants in closely glazed cases. It afforded much pleasure to scientific per-

sons and to invalids, and was altogether a valuable and instructive in-door ornament.

Its chief value, however, was from its adaptation to the transport by sea of new and

rare plants. All Fortune's new discoveries were sent from China in this way, and

the Tea plant was forwarded thus to be domesticated in India. Consignments are

continually arriving from all parts of the world in England and America in Wardian

cases, which exclude the sea air and spray, and thus enable the Captain to carry the

package on deck, so that plenty of light can be admitted.

The Aquarium is an adaptation of Ward's principle of compensation to the

ing inland of sea animals, fishes, shells, &c., in a healthy condition. The
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trivance may be made highly ornamental for the study, or even the drawing room.

Philip Henry Gosse, a naturalist, has issued in London a beautiful duodecimo

volume with highly ornamental plates, from which our wood cut is selected of

This glass case enables

- -^A-^. ^^^ the possessor to study the

':,.

,

^
habits of marine animals,

to carefully note their

^^^r^-^ various actions, and their

^ "
- A behavior under different

circumstances. A result

often most curious and

unexpected has rewarded

the student. The most

interesting parts, by far,

of natural history, are

those minute but most

graphic particulars, which

have been gathered by an

attentive watching of in-

dividual animals; witness

Wilson's picture of the

mocking-bird; Godman's

of the insects in a small

pool ; Vigors' of the Tou-

can; Broderip's of the

Beaver '<Binney;" WoL-

laston's of the water-

shrew ;
Bennet's of the

bird of Paradise; and

multitudes of others.

The inhabitants of the

deep sea have hitherto

THE fountain AQUARIUM.

been almost inaccessible to such obsei*vation, which must, after all, be the foundation

of all correct generalization. The Marine Aquarium bids fair to supply the required

opportunities of study, and to make us acquainted with the strange creatures of the

sea, without diving to gaze on them.

The idea of maintaining the balance between animal and vegetable life on chemi-

cal principles is not so novel as was at first supposed. Priestly first advanced the

opinion that plants, in certain circumstances, emitted oxygen gas; and Ingenhousz

soon after discovered that the leaves of plants, when immersed in water and exposed

to the light of day, produced an air which he announced as oxygen gas. Professor

Daubeney in 1833 elucidated the subject. He regarded light as operating upon th

green parts of plants as a specific stimulus, calling into action and keeping



those functions, from which the assimihition of carbon and the evolution of oxypcn

rt'sult ; tliat in fine weather a phiiit, consistinf^ chiefly of leaves and stems, will, if

coiifini'tl ill the sniiie portion of air, niirht and day, and duly siiiii)liod with carbonic

acid durinj^ the sunshine, go on aihliiKj to thr pnipoillan nf <i.ii/<j<n present, so loiijx

as it continues healthy, at least up to a certain point. Considering; the (juautity of

oxygen generated by a very small portion of a tree or shrub introduced, he SJiw no

reason to doubt th<it the iujhuncr of the rcijctdhle mir/ht serve as <i eomplete compen-

sation/or (hat of the animal kinydom.

Dr. "Ward in 1S37 was "(juite certain that a great number of animals would live

and thrive" under the treatment we now see perfected by the Aquarium, in which

the animal and vegetable respirations counterbalance each other; the volume of air,

with the quantity of vegetable matter required, as compared with the size and rank

of the animal, is the problem now solved. The result is, the public exhibition in

the Loudon Zoological Gardens of lobsters, fish, shells, corallines, sea-anemones,

sponges, and lithophytes, &c., in their natural state, with their brilliant colore and

peculiar habits all revealed through the glass which surrounds them. Great care

has been found necessaiy in procuring pure sea water, and that the barrel in which

it is brought, even to the bung itself, should be free from any vitiating subsUmce.

The decay of leaves in a fresh water Aquarium was obviated by introducing a few

common pond snails (Limnea), which greedily fed upon the decajdng vegetable mat-

ter and slimy mucous growth, so as quickly to restore the whole to a healthy state.

Experiments have demonstrated the kind of sea weeds necessary to keep up a regu-

lar compensation for many months without change of water, and this scientific toy,

if toy it can be called, when its beauty and value, with the possible discovery of

new coloring matters, modes of propagation of fish, &.C., are considered, is now quite

a fashion. Beautifully has the American poet sung

:

"Look on this beautiful -world, and read the truth

In her fair page : see every season brings

New change to her of everlasting youth
;

Still the green soil with joyous living things

Swarms ; the wide air is full of joyous wings
;

And myriads still are happy in the sleep

Of ocean's azure gulfs, and where he flings

The restless surge. Eternal love doth keep

In his complacent arms the earth, the air, the deep."

Bri/ant.

The Domestic Aquarium is not usually accompanied by a fountain as shown in the

wood cut, but is simply a glass water-tight case, filled, as represented, by various

marine auimals. It is somewhat amusing, and we have no doubt true, that individ-

uality of dispositions has been discovered in the specimens of the same family, even

amou"; the smallest.



WATEKINa TEANSPLANTED TEEES
BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA.

T is very customary with many horticultural magazines, to

sum up at the end of the season all the improvements

which may have been made in gardening during the

preceding year. This enables us to see at a glance how

}, much we have progressed, and how far we have left our

forefathers behind. Still it must have occurred to many

readers of these summaries, that our progress must have

been exceedingly slow if all we have been learned to

avoid or improve has been noticed in these retrospective

sketches. But the fact is, we have advanced faster than

our own journals have given us credit for. Ideas that

ai'e reallyj sound and valuable creep about amongst gardeners like ivy over old ruins,

till, once well established, no one knows when or by whom it was planted, or how

they originated.

I was strongly reminded of this by reading in an old "Gardener's Calendar" the

following advice : " Should dry weather prevail, apply frequent waterings to all

newly transplanted trees and shrubs." I venture to say, that there are very few of

our many intelligent gardeners of the present day, who would give such advice ; and

yet it seems so reasonable that when a plant is likely to wilt, it umist require water,

that we cannot wondA- that the practice still extensively prevails.

It is, therefore, a perfectly natural and legitimate enquii-y, that, " If we must not

water plants under such circumstances, what must we do to save them ?" The an-

swer will be best understood by being given in detail.

That a plant must have a certain amount of moisture to enable it to live, is well

known to every one ; and that this moisture must be absorbed through the instru-

mentality of the fibres, or small rootlets, is a no less widely disseminated fact.

When a tree is ^^toell establislied" that is, has been growing for some time in a

given situation, the rootlets pierce the soil, so that they are in a manner encased by

it. In this position how easy it is for them to draw in their required supplies of

water. The communication between them and the soil is unbroken, and moisture

passes from one to the other by a process nearly akin to capillary attraction. How
important then that soil thrown in aroimd the roots at transplanting should be finely

pulverized, and that every means should be taken to induce it to enter every " hole

and corner." But with the greatest possible care, this can never be done to a

perfect degree. The soil will still have an opportunity to sinic ; that is, will be filled

with large air spaces; and whatever roots may be in these cavities, or air spaces, will

cither get dried up or injured.

It is a first-rate plan, and one which, in critical cases, I have often employed to

dvantage, to fill the hole intended for the tree with water, throwing in soil enough

make it of the consistency of thin mortiir, into which the tree is put, and
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romaiiiinti soil drawn in withmit tran)])infij or pressure of any kind. A tree so

planted will never recjnire watering afterwards; but it will reipiire other treatment,

whieli will be yet noticed before the end of this chapter.

Surface water should never be applied to a transplanted tree in the manner usually

given, for the followinjjr reasons : Every one knows that there are certain substances,

which do not absorb heat readily, and which are termed good non-conductors ; and

others which are soon heated, or condurtors. Wood is a tolerably good non-

conductor, because it will not become as readily heated as iron ; while a brick is a

better conductor of heat than clay or other soil, because it sooner becomes warmed

through. A large clod of earth, also, becomes heated through in much quicker

time, than the same bulk of soil would have done in a well pulverized state. This

absorption of heat would not, perhaps, be of so much consequence to the plant, were

it not for the increased impetus it gives to evaporation. A large clod of soil not

only soon heats through, but soon dries through,— it is a Letter conductor than

pulverized soil.

It is obvious, then, that a soil is in a good condition to retain moisture about the

roots of newly transplanted trees, when it is as far removed from a clotty condition

as possible. But water, when frequently and forcibly applied to the surface, tends

to harden it, and renders it liable to "bake" by a very little sun, therefore, surface

watering should, if possible, be avoided; as, indeed, should every thing liable to

pi-oduce this effect on soils.

The question now occurs, that if a tree has not been watered at transplanting in

the manner above described ; and if it is evidently suffering, or likely to suffer, for

want of moisture, how is it to be applied, except through the surface ? The mode

is this : Draw away the soil from around the stem of the tree with a spade or hoe,

until the roots are nearly reached, and in such manner as to form a basin around it

;

fill in water to the brim. An hour or so afterwards, when the water has soaked

thoroughly away, draw back the dry soil forming the brim of the basin to its former

position as lightly, and without pressure, as possible. It is all the water it will

require that season, if properly performed.

And now that we have seen our trees well planted, and those that need it after-

wards well watered, how shall we proceed to aid the soil in retaining the moisture

supplied to it ? Simply by keeping the surface well pidverized, and in the best

condition of a non-conductor that we can bring it into ; but it is necessary not to

mistake what pulverization means. Stirring, or ''loosening up" a soil, is not

pulverizing it, though often supposed to be. It is, however, the first step towards

it. In farming, the plough stirs up the soil ; the roller, or harrow, pulverizes. The

heo and the sjmde are the gardener's plough; his feet form his roller, or clod crusher.

The operations of ploughing and rolling, and of loosening and pressing, in gardening

should always go together ; and, in relation to tree planting, whenever a soil is

getting hard, or in a "caky" condition, it should not only be hoed or stirred up,

but as soon as the loosened soil has become a little dry, it should be pressed with the

and crushed to atoms.



This is the whole secret of the business. Get the soil once well encased around

the roots,— once well watered,— and all that is necessary afterwards is to keep the

surface soil well pulverized, that is, its little atoms well divided, in perfect dual if

you will ; and there will seldom be a failure, if the tree be healthy otherwise.

I do not imagine I am offering any thing new in this article. The facs are well

known to practical gardeners ; but I presume that amongst the thousands of readers

of the Horticulturist, there are many novices and amateurs to whom the hints may

be acceptable.

DIERVILLA JAPONICA, DC.

BY W. D., WEST CHESTER, PA.

Dear Sir :—In compliance with your request to be furnished with some account of

the history, synonyma, &c., of the pretty flowering Shrub, known among our Florists

by the name of Wei(/elia rosea (or Weigehi, as it has often— and perhaps was ori-

ginally— written),— I take pleasure in sending such notices of the plant as my
limited resources enable me to offer. It appears that this shrub was announced, by

the London Horticultural Society, as "one of the new plants" sent home to England

from China, about ten years ago, by Mr. Fortune. See Downing's Horticulturist,

vol. 1, j>. 48. A further account of it, with a figure, is given in the second volume

of the Horticulturist, -pages 359-60. The description is tolerably good,— except

that, with us, the branches, loaded with beautiful flowers, are rather erect, and do

not " hang down in graceful and natural festoons." The plant is also briefly noticed

in volumes 3 and 4,— and still as if something new. It would seem, however, that

the same plant was made known by Kaempfer, as long ago as 1712, by the names

(probably aboriginal in Japan,) of Sima utsugi, and Nippon utsugi. Thunberg,

in his Flora Japonica,— supposing it to be a new genus— published it, in 1784,

by the name of Weigela JajMnica,— in honor of Prof. C. E. Weigel, a German

Botanist. Willdenow, in his edition of the Species Plantarum, vol. 1, p. 836,

gives it by the name of Weigelia Japoniea. Professor De Candolle, being satis-

fied on a closer examination, that it really belongs to Tournefort's previously

established American genus, Diervilla, referred it thither; and in 1830, published

it in the 4th volume of his Prodomius, page 330, by the name of Diervilla Japoniea,

— retaining, according to the received canon, the specific name imposed by TllUN-

BERG. By this name, of course, it will be hereafter known among Botanists— and

all others, who are duly posted up, or desire to be correct, in the use of the authentic

nomenclature.

This species is stated to be indigenous at Jeddo,— at or near which place, Com-

modore Perry negotiated the recent treaty with Japan.

I observe the plant, under cultivation here, frequently sports flowers with a four-

lobed corolla, and four stamens,— the normal number being five.

lere is another species in Japan— referred doubtfully to this genus,

—



Diirrlllti Coraecnsts, Dc. (^Welgrla Corareimn T/niuh.),— which, if established,

will make, with our J). Canadensis, Willd., three known species altofjether.

[Tiiaiiks to our correspondent for his lucid account of a plant we much admire'

and which will undoubtedly take a permanent place in all pirdens. The name
which it generally receives is a fruitful subject of discussion from its awkwardness

and uncouthness ; as a Rose by any other name, &c., so the "NVei'/clia will be as

beautiful under its proper name of Diervilla, thouph we cannot but wish that it had

a designation as easily remembered as the old favorite Lihic.—Ed.]

NOTES ON CINCINNATI.

BY P. BARRY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

Cincinnati is renowned for her Strawberries and Strawberry Growers and for her

fine Catawba Vineyards, but these are not all her horticultural attractions. She has

within her environs a large number of charming private residences— the country

seats of her merchant princes— of which she may not unreasonably feel proud.

This "Queen City" is surprising the world by her rapidity of growth, and the

traveller who visits her cannot fail to be surprised at the indications of wealth and

refined taste which are scattered so profusely around her outskirts.

I spent two very pleasant days there, the last of May and first of June— not

only pleasant days but profitable ones, for I had an opportunity of examining satis-

factorily the numerous and extensive Vineyards, which are not to be met with

elsewhere. All appeared to be in a most flourishing condition ; the vines had

passed out of blossom, and an abundant crop of fruit was set, giving promise of a

rich harvest. A light frost had left some traces of its blight, but the injury was not

regarded as of any moment. Nothing can afford a better proof of the successful

results of this culture than its rapid extension. The hills are all dotted over with

Vineyards, and I found them even beyond the hills, on the deep and fertile plains.

The vine-growers are enthusiastic too in their business, and execute their work in

the most thorough manner; they seem to love it, as well they may, for nothing in

the way of cultivation can be more interesting or beautiful. It has a fascination

about it that cannot fail of awakening enthusiasm.

I had an opportunity of inspecting the cellars of ]Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Long-

worth, the leaders and early promoters of vine culture. Mr. Longworth has

recently built additions to his at a cost of some $30,000, and the entire cost of his

cellars is estimated at some $60,000. Every part of this vast cavern is occupied

with some branch of the business. I was told that at the present time it contains

more than 150,000 bottles of wine, besides a great number of casks. In the ab-

sence of Mr. Longworth, his gardener, Mr. Pendleton, and ]Mr. Fournier, the

head of the wine depai-tment, bestowed upon me the most polite attention. Mr.

Longworth's specimen Vineyard is very interesting. He has there assembled the

most diversified collection from all parts of the continent, with a view of testii



their fitness and value for the production of wine. If it be true, as some people

honestly believe, that this native wine is to be one of the most powerful aids to the

temperance reform, then Messrs. Longworth, Buchanan, and those other gentle-

men of Cincinnati, who are prosecuting this business with such zeal, are genuine

philanthropists. At any rate it is pleasant to see those fair hill tops and steep hill

sides covered with luxuriant vines. It seems like converting an arid waste into a

fruitful and delightful paradise, and with all our heart we wish it success.

Turning from Grapes we pass to the Strawberries. I had a great desire to see

those famed Cincinnati sorts in full bearing on their own ground, and in their

greatest excellence. McAvoy's Superior and Longicorth's Prolific are the two of

greatest note— the great prize takers—and I felt particularly anxious to see them.

I was not so fortunate in finding good collections as I had hoped to be. The nur-

serymen have sold themselves so close that they have but few left to bear, and these

afibrded no just criterion. Among the private gardens I found but two where these

sorts were well grown. In one of these, especially that of A. J. Wheeler, Esq.,

the beds were in fine order. The Superior was the principal crop, having a few

rows of Prolific amongst them ; the plants of the latter were young, and had not a

full crop. I am satisfied that both these varieties are valuable, hardy, productive,

and of fine flavor. The Superior, as to flavor, would rank second only to Burr's

Neio Pine among our American varieties.

I took several occasions to examine the market. I found immense supplies, con-

sisting in most part of the loica, generally called " Washington" by the market-

men ; Hudson, the old favorite sort, and Hovetf s Seedling. The last named were

in all cases the best, and sold at twenty-five cents per quart, while the others were

offered at fifteen cents : I state this fact with some hesitation, lest it may cause our

friend HovEY to explode in a fit of joy. I hope, however, he will take it coolly.

The first words I heard on the subject of Strawberries were, "Hovey's Seedling has

beaten us all this season ;" and judging from the samples in market, we should say

this was really so. The growers who supply the market, informed us that the

'* Superior" would prove too tender for market, and would not be extensively

grown. Hovey's Seedling, they all said, was not a great bearer, but looked well

when gathered, and sold at a high price.

So much for Strawberries. The market is abundantly supplied with Vegetables,

some good, but the great bulk of very indifferent quality. I observed a few heads

of nice Cauliflower. It is very probable that the best articles do not reach the

market stalls, but go directly from the gardens to private houses. The markets are

not always conclusive evidence of the state of gardening.

The Nurserymen and Florists of Cincinnati are all prosperous, and are extending

their operations with more or less rapidity. I visited Messrs. Kelly, Heaver,

Sayers, Jackson, and Williams, and found their grounds all in excellent order,

with a fine stock coming forward. Mr. Kelly is branching out vigorously. He
has built some excellent houses, and every department seems to be well sustained.

Mr. Heaver is establishing a branch nursery at Hamilton, and Mr. Jackson is



out of town some five or six miles in a fine healthy situation, where he has built

hiuisolf a larj;c and commodious dwelling house, green-houses, and with abundance

of excellent land, is getting up a line nursery stock. The grounds of A. II. Ernst,

E.sq., 1 found particularly interesting, as they contain a large collection of bearing

fruit trees. The ornamental trees and shrubs cover portions of the ground thickly,

and make it a real wilderness of beauty. Mr. Ernst is one of the pioneers of

Horticulture at Cincinnati, and has done much to lay the foundation of that taste

which is now acquiring such development there.

Spring Grove Cemetery is another evidence of the wealth and taste of this young

city. It is only second to Greenwood in beauty and good keeping, and is even fully

equal in many respects. It is now under the direction of Mr. Strausch, one of the

most accomplished landscape gardeners in this country.

I would gladly give you some particulars respecting the beautiful suburban resi-

dences of Messrs. 11. B. Boweler, Wm. Hesor, A. J. Wheeler, II. Buchanan,

Mr. Hoffner, and others, which I examined with much satisfaction, and I would

also say something of the fine scenery that abounds everywhere around the city, but

my notes are already too long.

I was accompanied in my rambles by M. B. Bateham, Esq., of Columbus, (who,

by the way, is laying the foundation of a large nursery there,) and also by Messrs.

Kelly and Heaver, of Cincinnati. I am indebted to these gentlemen for great

kindness on this as on past visits of this kind, and hope to repay their courtesy when

I find' them in my neighborhood.

THE HAPPY POMOLOGIST.

BY EMILE THE ELDER, PHILADELPHLV.

Mr. Editor :—It is so rarely that we encounter in our 'go-ahead' country, tine

instances of rational contentment, which are the just result of wise and well regu-

lated efforts in life, that the simple record of such examples, given through a public

journal, may be productive of good ; and at any rate, some few warm hearts, among

your readers, will, I know, beat responsive in sympathy with the pictures I desire

to offer through your columns.

The season of fruit blossoms this spring, was the time appointed by a distin-

guished Pomologist of our city, to accompany him, as a friend, on a visit to the res-

idence of a gentleman, who practically and scientifically devotes his life and his fine

residence in New Jersey, to the culture and improvement of fruits. A sense of del-

icacy forbids the introduction here of names already celebrated in the annals of

American as well as European Pomology : but if my portraitures should unavoid-

ably bring my friend, our host and his family so vividly before the mind's eye as to

have them recognized, while I claim forgivness for the freedom, I shall not regret

simple attempt to do justice and honor to the man of genius.



We left Philadelphia in the afternoon cars for and beinc: at the end of

our Rail Road travel at 8| P. M., were met by the oldest son of the family with

their carriage and good strong farming team : although the distance was short, we

drove slowly,for the horses had performed their full share of spring labor at the

plough, as our gentlemanly guide thought it necessary to inform me. Perchance his

politeness in this apology for his team, was somewhat due to the fast driving he had

not failed to observe in the people among whom he had already resided for about

three years; he might mistake me, a stranger and by the dim light of the stars, for

one of the fast di'iving men of the age ; but on better acquaintance and by the

day light that social intercourse throws upon character, I trust he would place me
in a higher catalogue.

It was eleven o'clock when we reached the house of the Pomologist, and our par-

ty, consisting of my friend with his two little daughters, my son and myself, were

received with the warm frank welcome of old acquaintances, that puts the heart at

ease. The whole family had awaited our arrival for a comfortable supper— rightly

anticipating that the nocturnal drive would sharpen our appetites, and we were at

once made to feel at home around the abundantly supplied table, in the midst of the

family circle.

Retiring at a late hour, and sleeping the fast sound slumber that belongs so pe-

culiarly to the quiet of the country, I found myself wide awake, and what was still

more wonderful, loilling to get iq) at 5 o'clock in the morning; going to the window

of my chamber I found it looked out upon the gardens, and in a few moments I

heard low voices in conversation. The two Pomologists were soon visible, and had

started out with the early light of day to reconnoitre and compare notes, among the

young trees and the new grafts ; as they moved from Pear tree to Pear tree, from

row to row, and from path to path, even long after the sound of their voices was

lost by distance, it was not difficult to perceive by the gesticulations, or the delays

or rapid movements, the earnest interest with which they discussed their favorite

and engrossing science. My operations of shaving and dressing were so prolonged

by the time consumed in watching these friendly pomologists, that I did not join

them until it was the hour for their early breakfast. But I must not run ahead of

my subject; I desire to introduce my reader to the kind family, and the pleasant

home, in which I invite him to sojourn with me for a brief space.

The head of the house, a gentleman of wonderful activity, seems something over

fifty ; bright, energetic aud accomplished, he came from Europe about three years

since with his wife and two sous to settle in the United States. He had already

done much for the Science of Pomology in his own country, and was in the enjoy-

ment of its fruits both by the acknowledged merits ascribed to his labors in Pomol-

ogical literature, and the vast amount of new and valuable varieties due to him, in

the production of Pears. Rut the limits of a continental estate became too narrow

for his enlarged views, and his free spirit seemed cramped in a country where the

statistics reminded him of a density of population necessarily affording but little

ow-room" for each num. This motive was sufficient to bring to our country
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endless acres, our <;oo(l host the PomoldLnst—a host in himself, in more ways than

one ; and yet he may naturally have had other objects associated with the prospects

of his two sous, who have devoted themselves to separate branches of horticulture

—the elder to Aj;riculture, and the younjrer to the garden and Pomology. The

united etl'orts of father and sons, (united in the best and strongest sense of the

tiMin), are devoted to the cultivation of a fine farm of about three hundred acres,

situated upon an extendi J and beautiful plain, of good light soil, within a quarter

of a mile, or little more, of a mountain range, and which charmingly relieves the

landscape with its varied shades of light, as the sun brightens its prominent points,

or these cast their shadows of darker hue upon the vallies.

I cannot pretend to do justice, by description, to the farming department of our

host's estate ; I was kept too busy and too much interested for two days in the

gardens, to be able to go over the fields ; but I am informed that the wheat and

oats prosper in the best sense,—that they are habitually sold for seed grain at the

highest price, and the crops of field roots have been the wonder of the neighborliood.

The gardens and nurseries of young trees, as I have said, were the objects of my
particular attention and concern, and from the early breakfast hour until noon, I

walked beside the two Pomologists listening eagerly to their free interchange of

facts and opinions, as they successively reached the long straight lines of young

Pear trees ; then the nurseiy of seedlings, and the new grafts added to the number-

bearers, so excite my wonder in their variety and amount, as to make me fear a sus-

picion of exaggeration should I attempt to tell of them. But it may give some idea

of our host's labors to state, that this spring, the fourth, I think, since he began

his fniit gardens, he has grafted with his own hand over two thousand young trees

;

that he is the originator of many hundreds of new varieties of Pears, and that the

most rigid system and care is observed in every detail of labeling—registering

—

pnining and cultivating the orchards. And while refering to this division of our

distinguished Pomologist's industry, I must not omit to mention the quarto vol-

umes in which he has so beautifully and accurately painted, in water colors, all the

varieties of fruit he has originated. These volumes give evidence of no ordinary

genius as an artist, and especially do they prove most patient perseverance in the real

business of book-making—for these are ponderous books of which the letter press

and beautiful ilkistrations are the work of a single man—receiving no aid from

printer, publisher or machinery.

The Register or catalogue of the finiit gardens and nursery, contains painted

maps, in water colors, first of the general grounds &.G., then of each section upon a

larger scale; and in each of these every tx'ee is numerically and alphabetically en-

tered by the Pomologist ; so that no errors or confusion can result in regard to the

names or characters of trees. This Register—of royal octavo size and of about

three hundred pages, our host carried under his arm, as he conducted us through

the almost endless lines of growing trees of various ages and grafts ; but it was

very rarely that he had occasion to refer to the book, for he seemed to have an in

ve knowledge of the variety he was approaching, without looking at the lett



number of the label. But I must not attempt further particulars in reference to

the character of the gardens, or the scientific skill with which they are managed.

I have headed my pages with ''the lutjipy Pomologist," and in order to make good

its meaning and its ti-uth, I must tell of inward as well as outward influences— of

the glowing enthusiasm with which our host pursues his favorite science— his

hobby ; and I must follow him from the garden to the family circle, and even some-

what into his worldly position.

Our host (I have christened him the Prince of Pomologists), talks about his trees

as most men do of their children, or as good physicians do of their favorite pa-

tients ; he almost seems to talk to them, for he sometimes says—" I do this for liim

(the tree), now he must do something for himself—it is his business. " And then

the expression of his countenance varies with the associations, more or less interest-

ing, connected with his tree families, and denotes as much concern and confidence

in certain qualities that should belong to them, as though these were moral princi-

ples affecting the welfare or happiness of his whole generation.

And now with the warm noon-day sun, and the courtesy of a kindly heart towards

guests, we come into the ample drawing-rooms ; here the father and sons are soon

ready with piano—flute—violin or violincello, to give us delightful trios—music of

the best composers, and executed as such authors desire their compositions should

be. The 'Prince of Pomologists' is still the leader in this family concert, for he

was chief instructor of his sons, and is equally able to perform on any of the instru-

ments. To use his good wife's expression—"i7 est musicien dans Vame"—, and

surely he is no less a painter and Pomologist ''dans I'ame'/' such men do all

things with their whole soul.

The excellent lady whom I have just quoted, devotes herself to the true "wo-

ma?i's rights," in the good management of her household ; and, besides this, takes

great interest in the poultry. I should be deficient in good taste, as well as grati-

tude, did I not proclaim the entire success with which she accomplishes the first of

the womanly prerogatives— and should it be your good fortune, gentle reader, to

sleep beneath the hospitable roof to which I have reference, and to sit at the family

table, you will have delightful evidences of the comforts that belong to the exercise

of "woman's rights," as they are there understood; and even from the cellar you

will receive proofs, in "St. Peray" and old "Steine," that the good things of this

world are in the very best hands, when gentle woman rules her household.

I have yet many remaining proofs that my title of " the happy Pomologist " is a

just and appropriate one, but in nothing does it more strongly appear than in the

generous benevolence and philanthropy that fill to overflowing the heart of our host.

Without precisely knowing the ultimate designs of this distinguished gentleman, I

do know that pecuniary gain or commercial profits form no part of his objects in life;

that he only desires to do good by improving the fruits of the country, and finds his

own h-ippiness in constant occupation ; or, to quote one of his own impulsive, enthu-

siastic expressions, " I will make the best Pears as cheap and common as the poorest

II may enjoy them." Hence he takes pleasure in giving his grafts



wherever they are wanted ; aud to his trieuds he is even too liberal iu giving th*

best varieties of his trees.

Tlu' spirits of "Van Mons" and of "Esi'EUKN," the friends and instructors of

our IViiuologist, nuiy readily be iuiauiined as waLcliiiig over his eflorts in their science

•with pride and delight
J
and those who have opportunity of knowing him, and of

seeing his estate, will not fail to regard his coming to this country as a national

blessing. As one of these T may, at least, honestly pray that the useful life of our

excellent host be prolonged to a good old age, in the continued enjoyment of hi'

trees— his music— aud his happy home.

[We can heartily join in every thing here said of the "Happy Pomologist," who

unites in his own person the accomplished gentleman and the happy enthusiast ; a

day passed with him will long be remembered, and we may add with some feeling

of pride that he will give every aid iu his power to " TIlc Ilurticullurist.

"

—Ed.]

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.*
Gigantic Wellingtonia.

Of late, says Curtis^ Botanical Magazine, the curiosity of the public, as well as of

the Botanist, has been excited by a discovery of Mr. William Lobb, of a coniferous

tree in the interior of California of a most gigantic size, measuring three hundred

feet and more in height, aud from ten to twenty feet in the diameter (thirty or

sixty feet in circumference) of its tnink. Douglass' Pinus Lamhcrtiana of the

Oregon measured two-thirds of that height, and he described a species of Taxodium

two hundred and seventy feet long, and thirty-two feet round at three feet above the

ground. Some few he saw three hundred feet hio;h.

Happily Mr. Lobb sent home branches of his gigantic Conifer, bearing foliage

and cones, together with the following account of it, which appeared in the Gar-

deners' Chroniclr and Cwtia' Majazine; a drawing forms the subject of the present

illustration of the Horticxdturist.

Mr. Lobb says, " This magnificent tree, from its extraordinary height and large

dimensions, may be termed the monarch of the California forest. It inhabits a

solitary district on the elevated slopes of the Sierra Nevada, near the head-waters of

the Stanislau and San Antonio rivers, in latitude 38° N., longitude 129° W., at an

elevation of five thousand feet from the level of the sea. From eighty to ninety

trees exist, all within the circuit of a mile ; and these varying from two hundred

and fifty to three hundred and twenty feet in height, and from ten to twenty feet in

the diameter of the trunk. Their manner of growth is much like that of the Se-

quoih (Taxodium) Semjin-vireiis ; some are solitary, some are in pairs, and not

unfrequently stand three or four together. A tree recently felled measured about

three hundred feet in length, with a diameter, including bark, twenty-nine feet

See Frontispiece.



inches at five feet from the ground. The bark is of a pale cinnamon color, and

from twelve to fifteen inches in thickness. The branchlets are round, somewhat

pendent, and resembling a Cypress or Juniper. The leaves are pale grass-green
;

those of the young trees are spreading, with a sharp acuminate point. The cones

are about two and a half inches long, and two inches across the thickest part. The

trunk of the tree in question was perfectly solid from the sap-wood to the centre,

and, judging by the number of eccentric rings, its age has been estimated at three

thousand years. The wood is light, soft, and of a reddish color, like Redwood (or

Taxodium Semjyerv irens)
. '

'

Of this vegetable monster, a section was exhibited at Philadelphia about two years

since. Dr. Lindley says, " It must have been a little plant when Sampson was

slaying his Philistines, or Paris running away with Helen, or iENEAS carrying off

good Pater Anchises on his filial shoulders." Some seeds kindly sent to us, and

planted in the green-house, have unfortunately not vegetated ; but several individ-

uals have been more fortunate, and plants may now be bought in the United States,*

where they will no doubt become as common as Deodars. Dr. Lindley has deter-

mined that the tree belongs to a perfectly new genus, with foliage not very dissimilar

to that of the Juniper's, yet with- true cones, or stroholi, as large as those of the

Scotch Fir, but in structure veiy much resembling those of the Japan genus >S^cm-

dopitus of Siebold and Zuccari, Flora of Japan, ii. p. 1. t. 102,— which, however,

has leaves the longest (four or five inches long, and the broadest more than a line in

width,) of any genus in the northern hemisphere ; and so arranged in whorls that

each whorl is umbraculate, whence the generic name.

THE MAPLE AND ITS ENEMY.

BY A LADY.

Few trees in our varied forest claim more deservedly our admiration than the

Maples, for few have so much merit, or repay our care more satisfactorily. Unex-

ceptionable as shade trees in the highway or grove, and beautiful in their gorgeous

hues in autumn, the American turns to them with pride and pleasure, and unhesi-

tatingly plants a Maple wherever a roof is to be sheltered. Hitherto the Maples

have been free from the ravages of insects ; but an enemy has now appeared tliat

will mar their beauty, unless checked by the careful hand of the tree lover, who

may, if warned in time, restrain its further progress, at least upon his own grounds,

and perhaps his good example may induce the public to take care of the shade trees

in our streets, and by a timely pruning, rid the trees of their enemy.

The Dri/ocampa rubicnnda, heretofore known to science only in the winged state,

proves to be the parent of a green worm, that appeared in numbers on many of the

* As this is the most pipantic tree of our country It has been supgested to call It Washirtfftnnia Oigantea. but we fear

tlie name of Wdlinyloiiiu having been ap|)ropriate(l by the discoverer, we shuli have to oUbmlt, ami be coutcnteil wiUi

our large share of the California gold found at Us foot.
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Maples near Philadelphia, in the suiumer of 1S54, and most frcfiucntly on that

vahi.iMo species Acer (/(is^rarjmni.

Early in June, a careful observer may see groups of insect's ejrgs glued to the

underside of the leaves of the Maple, which soon hatch ; the worms are without

hair, and of a pale green color, with fine white lines extending the whole length of

the worm, interrupted by the deep rings that mark the segments of the body; two

black hair like spires grow, one on either side of the head, and when fully grown,

the worms measure two inches in length ; they feed in company, devouring the en-

tire leaf, even to the naked rib and foot stalk; they feed at first on the tender leaves

on the end of the branches, but as they grow older proceed downwards, until all the

foliage on the branch is entirely consumed. They continue to feed in a family group

until they have attained their full size, when they separate, and become very active

for some days, crawling about without any apparent object, but in reality to accom-

plish a two- fold purpose,— first the loosening of their outer skins, which are to be

cast off before their final change, and secondly to find a suitable place to enter the

ground, where they^ are to pass their chrysalite existence. When their active

exertions have sufficiently loosened the outer skin to make it easy to cast it off, they

enter the ground, and with muscular strength, that appears Herculean when com-

pared with vcrtebrated animals, they make their way through the solid earth, leaving

in their progress their outer skins, now useless to them; then, in common with the

rest of their tribe, they throw out a liquid, and at the same time move their bodies

rapidly around, forming in the moistened earth a commodious cell, with smoothly

plastered walls, impervious to frost or moisture. There they lie, secure from all

external injury, until the following spring, when from the last week in May to the

middle of June, they rise from their death-like slumber, and appear in their perfect

forms— moths of great beauty, clothed in down of the most delicate shades of pink

and sulphur colors.

Now in this attractive form, we shrink from injuring a creature so beautiful ; but

the syren allures only to destroy, for she is on her way, insiduously to place the

germs of blight on our fairest trees, and, unsuspected by her admirers, she is the

mother of the hateful brood of green worms, that in July and August deform the

Maples by their presence, and from which we shrink with disgust as they crawl

across our path, or drop upon us from the trees when least we expect such arro-

gance.

To protect these most valued shade trees from this disgusting pest, requires less

care than is generally necessary when an insect tribe makes its appearance. The

habit of feeding in numbers together soon exposes the family of the D. ruhicunda

to observation, and their situation on the ends of the branches, renders it easy for

the gardener to take them off with a tree-pruner before they begin to wander ; but

after that time all care is vain, as they elude our search and disappear in the ground,

there to remain until they rise again in the following spring to renew their ravages.

?^=
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TLANTING TREES IN ANTICIPATION OF A DEMAND FOR THE WOOD.

BY THE EDITOR.

ITH a liberality, if not a recklessness, which, while it

was natural in a country originally well wooded, may

hereafter be considered culpable, we Americans have

omitted a simple and pleasing duty, that our immediate

successors will have great cause to complain of. We
have thrown away, for want of forecast, opportunities

which it may not now be too late to remedy, unless it

should be found impossible to convince those interested

how easily they may repair the error. We have de-

stroyed with the axe and fire, under an impression that

coal would supply our future wants, and already our

artizans are obliged to send to distant parts at a greatly increased cost for suitable

woods; it will be a sufficient illustration that might be greatly extended, if we

adduce the fact that Cabinet Makers already draw their supplies of Walnut wood

for the Atlantic cities from the shores of the Ohio and more distant points,* where

the same process of destruction is in progress ; that the Whip Makers and others

find it very difficult to procure a supply of small Hickory limbs ; and, more impor-

tant, that the sleepers of Railroad tracks, and good lumber generally have become a

most costly article.

We are too apt to say that posterity has done nothing for us, and, therefore, we

vsill do nothing for posterity ; but we must recollect that it is to our successors we

are to look for the patrons of Railroads, and that it is for a future benefit and for

posterity we mainly invest our capital in these expensive undertakings.

The first directors of Railroads were naturally too intent on making immediate

returns, and too much pressed with other duties, to take into consideration the great

resu.lts that might be produced in a few years by planting a few nuts, seeds, or trees,

on their boundaries, to admit into their calculations this immense source of profit.

If the Locust, White Oak, Chesnut, Hickory, and Larch, had been planted liberally

on the sides of the embankments, and canals had been similarly treated ; if the bor-

ders of our turnpikes and plank roads had now growing upon them trees producing

the most useful woods, planted at the time of the constraction of these vast lines of

intercommunication, we as a people should have been the richer by many millions of

dollars. Now nothing of value is produced upon the sites we have mentioned.

State governments should long since have seen to this. No charter for a public

road or canal of any kind should ever have been granted in America without

the obligation that all the borders should be planted with suitable trees, and that

*In our edition of Micltaux's North American Sj/lva; vol. 1, page 68, will be found the following note:—"'The demand

Walnut wood In the Atlantic cities, and the want of attention to its cultivation, have made It necessary for the

malicrs. &c., to import from the Wc^t the greater portion of their supplies. This resource nmst fail In times,

wood may not improbably become nearly as costly as Mahogany, which it resembles in many of Its properties
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])laiitation maintained, or the charter become void. In the Southern States hen

wiuiKi have boon an ample provision for Live Oak timber— in the Northern for

Wliite Oak, Locust, &c., for national or private purposes. We need not say that

(he government itself could easily have made the proviso that the timber should

belong to itself, or the half of it ; nor need we urge the additional comfort of tlu;

traveller, though that is an important consideration which will have to be more

studied than it has heretofore been, in various ways ; it is sufficient to enforce the

necessity of producing valuable woods for future use, in a national point of view,

and to urge upon incorporated companies the large profit that would result.

And iirst of these profits at a rough calculation. ]5y planting the acorns or seeds

themselves, scarcely any cost would be incurred ; but it can be shown by practical

men, that at present prices, a mile of seedling Oaks one year old, planted ten feet

apart, which would give for both sides of a road, one mile in length, one thou-sand

and fifty-six trees, could be bought and planted for twenty dollars, and Locust the

same, if not for less. At a low estimate, we will assume that these trees in twenty

years would be worth, on an average two dollars each, or two thousand one hundred

and twelve dollars, (ornamental trees produce a much greater result in five to eight

years). If our route from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, with its branches, is four

l;undred miles in length, and was planted ou both sides, say eight hundred miles,

the value produced where nothing of value is now growing would, if we are correct,

yield eight hundred and fifty thousand dollars ! Apply this estimate to the whole

length of Railroads, canals, and turnpikes, in the Union, and the result is too start-

ling for figures. Let any one make a similar calculation for the finest fruits to be

sent by the rail to our principal cities, and the figures will be still more surprising,

while the profit would be infinitely sooner realized ; suffice it that we have made it

evident that we may have timber at every man's door sufficient for his increasing

Avants, instead of being dependent on Canada as we now are. When Canada has

exhausted her supply, which she must some time do, where are we to go ?

We have taken as samples a few trees of known mercantile value, but it is not

necessary to confine the selection to these ; we would even recommend varying the

kinds very considerably, and changing their character according to climate and the

soil, and the wants of the State wherein the line was constructed. The per centage

of profit is sufficient to touch stockholders in a point that has some scarified spots—
the pocket ; but if this inducement fails, we would recommend the formation in

every State of new companies, with charters, or privileges from the companies

already formed, requiring the performance of this cheap and agreeable duty. For

ourselves, we should prefer taking stock in the ''Tree Company" to that of the road

itself, and at the same time we should be doing our fellow men an immense service.

Ornamental trees interspersed would add immensely to the beauty of the route, be

very profitable, and would give to passengers, who are sadly in want of resources

for occupation, something to study and talk about, with examples for home

adoption.

The railroad or canal could deliver the matured woods at given points where most

required, very much cheaper than by the process now employed to haul them from= r̂ 4
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inland points where nature planted the nut. How often do we see ship and other

timber brought from great distances by horse power, or the lumlerin// process during

freshets, and subjected to great injuries and losses.

In France and Switzerland, and some other countries, government long since, with

paternal foresight, took this matter under consideration ; and the turnpikes and

canals now aiFord an abundance of timber for ship-building and other purposes,

distributed on the routes where it can easily be transported. As you approach the

latter country from Finance, over the Jura, you perceive that the roads are bordered

(and, of course, shaded,) with fine old trees of the English Walnut (Jiiglans regia^;

thousands of sacks of nuts are exported from thence, via the Mediterranean, to this

and other countries, forming a large source of revenue at our expense. The trees

and fruit are protected by law ; different customs as to ownership of the produce

prevail in different communities, but in all a source of wealth is evident.

In America, our turnpikes occupy much greater width than most of those in

Europe ; lavish waste in this respect marks our legislation, as it does in so many

enterprises, public and private. It is also common to have more thoroughfares than

are required. Now that the charters are obtained, it is not likely that any of the

width will be abandoned, bu.t this can surely be usefully employed.

It may be urged at first view, that trees on railroad borders or banks would be in

the way of the cars; but that it is not so is evidenced on very many embankments,

where, in the newly moved earth, worthless wood has sprung up from seeds of

neighboring trees, and is suffered to grow, sometimes having already attained a

merchantable size, but visurping the place of enduring materials for commerce, or

for the rejmir of the road itself. Sometimes the bank is so high as to extend into

the neighboring farmer's field; he finds it too steep to plough, but he might convert

it to tree culture.

The subject is a fruitful one, and perhaps we have said enough to awaken atten-

tion in the proper quarters. We are all rushing ahead with railroad speed ; it is not

amiss to stop the cars occasionally, and look around at the nakedness of the land.

It cannot be forgotten by recent travellers in Germany, that in some places the very

near vicinity of the track of the locomotive is cultivated, by the look-out men, with

cabbages, &c., to eke out their scanty salaries ; and who can but remember the

beauty of the station-house grounds, planted and adorned with trees and flowers ?

The station at Brunswick, in Hanover, with its numerous beautiful specimens of

Sophora penclula, is worth going to see.

Our duty, under the caption of this article, would lead us to read government a

lecture on the necessity of making some provision for the navy yards in the matter

of ship timber, and even for tar and rosin ; but we have already extended these

remarks beyond our original intention, by pointing out a practicable scheme of

economy and profit for private incorporations, from whose sagacity more may be

counted on than upon our ever shifting political Governors, who we have learned to

expect will look but little beyond their respective terms of salary and office. When
the time of foresight and paternal government begin ?

is not, however, private incorporations nor government alone, that should
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anticipate a great demand and profit by timely provision. The father of the late

Duke of Atliol lived to see a ship launched that was built out of the Larch wood

jilaiiti'd by hiuisolf on his naked Scotch hills There are tliousaiids of sites in this

country whore the larch and other useful wt)ods W(juld yield their thousand per cent,

upon a very slight outlay. .Alduntain sides should be enriched with hard wooded

trees ; Larch plantations have i)rovcd extremely profitable.*

A father sometimes buys from an annuity company, for a small sum, a large

amount predicated upon an infant's attaining majority— let other fathers plant trees

and be({ueath the result in the same manner; in the one case there is nothing

pro(faced for the benefit of the country— in the other there is a sure capital created,

which is growing faster than the child ; and if the latter dies, the trees survive for

a successor, while the sum for the annuity is lost to the family. A plantation of

Locust trees, costing five hundred dollars at the birth of an infant, on soil of

moderate price, would be equal to more than ten thousand dollars at its majority.

NOTICES OF TREES.

NO. 1.

Under this head it is proposed to give occasionally a sketch of such trees as may

come under the writer's notice, that are any way remarkable in size, beauty, or

rarity, with such remarks as may generally interest. As knowledge, like charity,

should always begin at home, the nearest interesting collection of trees is first taken

in order,— that of the Messrs. Johnson, Germantown, Penna.

These trees were planted by the father of the present proprietors, between the

years 1805 and 1812 ; and to those who imagine that they have to wait what they

term ''a whole life-time," in order to enjoy the fniits of their labors,— shade, shel-

ter, and retirement,— they have aflPorded for a long time an excellent example of

what a bountiful reward a few short years will heap upon them. The handsomest

specimen on the grounds is one of the European Silver Fir (Picea portinata), and

it would probably be not too much to assert that it is the most beautiful tree of the

kind in the United States. Its present height is ninety-six feet, and its circum-

ference is nine feet four inches at three feet from the ground. Near the ground

line it is eleven feet and nine inches, and the whole tinink perfectly straight, and

clothed with fine healthy branches to its very base.

* The last number of the London Quaterly Seview, which has come to hand since this article was penned, says :—" It

appears that the Larch yields the greatest profit of any description of tree, and in the hortest time. It Is proverbial,

in fact, that Larch will buy a hoise bel'ore Oak will furnish the saiUiie. The timber is said to be superior to foreign Fir

In the following respects: It Is clearer of knots; more durable, even the dead branches being never found rotten; It is

much less liable to shrink or split; it may be seasoned in a much shorter time: it is tougher, of a better color, and

susceptible of a polish superior to that of the fluost Mahogany, and bears exposure to climate ami moisture for many
years without undergoing any change. It has, however, been found open to objection for ship building."
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PICEA PECTINATA OR SILVER FIR.

is believed to be one of four trees first introduced into tlie United States by

late Mr. Prince, of Flushing, another of which was planted, and still remains,



at Bahtiiam's. It would be intercstinfj to know the fate of the others. Some of

the ".'I'litlomon still connected with that estublishiiient might be able to favor the

readers of the IlortnnUurist with some account of them. The Silver Fir is d<'-

scrvedly cominf;; into greater note than it has heretofore enjoyed. It is superior in

beauty and rapidity of growth to many more popular novelties. Its growth is rather

sluw while young, and at that stage of its existence is apt to have its leading shoot

and terminal bud killed or injured in severe winters. This injury is entirely pre-

vented by wrapping the part in danger with cotton wadding early in winter, taking

it off again early in sjiriiig
; a thin covering will suffice,—just enough to keep the

sun from thawing suddeidy the fro7X>n shoots.

Near to the Silver Fir is a very handsome specimen of the Snow Drop or Silver

Bell tree (ITalcsia fctnijjfcni^, a perfect snow storm of blossoms, which, at this date

(May 18th), are rather past their best. This beautiful tree has not one objectiona-

ble feature, a character possessed by few others ; and while it will grow as large as

an Apple tree is so accommodating in its disposition as not only to thrive in any dry

soil, but also to commence blooming when only a few feet high.

Another tree, which, with me, has always been one of the most interesting spe-

cimens on the grounds, is the Bladderuut {Staplii/lea trifolia). This, which in

botanical works is described as a shrub "six to twelve feet high," and which I have

never met in a wild state in any other condition than a thick bush, here reaches the

height of about twenty-five feet, and has a stem two feet three inches in circumfer-

ence. At the present time its large round head is a mass of greenish white, heath-

like, sweet-scented blossoms, and though its period of blossoming is of shoi't duration,

is very well worthy of claiming for the plant a place in every collection. It has one

fault— a great fault— but one common to many other very handsome ornamental

trees ; namely, a great propensity to throw up suckers, so much so as totally to in-

capacitate it from enjoying the privilege of being a lawn tree. Its proper place is

the tcilderness ; and as no garden of any pretensions ought to be without this inter-

esting feature of a landscape, no garden should be without the Staphylea.

The garden is so shaded by Pines and Spruces, which keep the atmosphere beneath

them humid and the soil so cool, that large masses of the Mountain Laurel (^Ehodo-

dendron maximuni) thrive in remarkable luxuriance under their branches. Some of

their leaves equal in size those of the English Laurel {Prunus lauro-cerasus). In

the deepest shade, the Periwinkle ( Vifica major') luxuriates in evergreen splendor

the whole year, where grass would not live a month,— an excellent plant for such

situations. A plant of the aucuha Japonica, that has been out many a year, comes

out of last winter's struggle unscathed, showing how much situation and circum-

stances have to do with the hardiness of these plants. A large Canadian Yew
{Taxus Canadensis), though indigenous ten miles from these grounds, has had

many of its leaves very much damaged ; as indeed the Wood Laurel (Kalmia

latifoli(i), a much commoner plant, has in many instances. The habit of this Yew
is to trail rather than to grow erect, and though probably covering a circle fifty feet

in circumference, is not more than six feet in its highest point.

One of the finest Catalpas (^Catalpn hi<jnono!de!<) is also here; its trunk at three
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feet from the ground is ten feet nine inches in circumference, and its large round

head every year produces a mass of gorgeous flowers equalled by few things of its

season, except the Paulownia. It is unfortunately a very late tree to put forth its

leaves in spring, and loses them again very early in the fall. Its beautiful flowers

and tortuous branches are its chief claims to the arboriculturist's notice.

There are many other very interesting trees on these grounds, well repaying a

visit from a lover of them, but not calling for special notice here ; except, perhaps,

a magnificent White Fringe tree {Chionanthus virginicd), and a large gold va-

riegated leaved Box tree. The former at the base, where its numerous branches

diverge, is four feet and a half in circumference, and the branches themselves have

a radius of fifteen feet. It is of the variety that never perfects its seeds, but is

most profuse in the expansion of its floral ti'easures. M.

[We are greatly indebted to M. for taking up the subject he has chosen ; he is

particularly well qualified for the task. The European Silver Fir has long been a

pet with us ; in general appearance, to an uneducated eye, it resembles most the

Balm of Grilead— now generally abandoned by those who know its worthlessness

after a few years of beauty. The Silver Fir retains its lower branches perfectly, is

one of nature's most glorious productions, and especially beautiful in May and June

with its new and superbly bright green growth. After it is established the leader

is uninjured, and it grows quite rapidly, though slow in the first two or three years

after transplanting. Were we compelled to choose but one evergreen, it is more

than probable the Picea pectinata would be our selection.

M. has scarcely done full justice to the grou^nds where this tree is found ; they

were planted with great judgment and taste, and are maintained in their delightful

repose with piou;s care sud elegance.

—

Ed.]

CULTURE OF SUCCORY AS A WINTER SALAD.

While we see around us abundant evidence of the fostering care of Horticultural

Societies in the improved appearance of our grounds, and the increasing attention

to the cultivation of the finest kinds of fruits, we regret that so little has been done

to improve culinary vegetables. Our zealous amateurs and enterprising commercial

gardeners keep us well posted up in the novelties suitable for the pleasure ground

and flower garden. We have select lists of fruits adapted to every section of coun-

try, presented to us in the valuable reports of the Pomological Society. Greenhouse

plants and their culture, have prominent positions in our gardening periodicals.

But we look in vain for an essay on Cabbage culture, or even for a reliable and res-

pectable list of the best varieties of vegetables. We think that one of the princi-

pal objects of Horticultural Societies ought to be the improvement of edible vegeta-

bles, and although this department of Horticulture is by no means neglected, still it

occupies a subordinate position in the schedules of most societies. Many of our

cultivated vegetables have run iiito numerous varieties, some of them quite inferior
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and unworthy of cultivation ; we hope some one of our competent vegetable growers

will favor the readers of the Horticulturist with a select list of the most esteemed sorts.

This is a loiiir pivface to a few remarks we have (d inukc relative tu the introduc-

tion of a new ingredient for a winter salad, whieh can be had in profusion, at tri-

fling cost, within the reach of every one, and pronounced by connoisseurs in these

matters as being a very superior article. It consists of the blanched leaves of Suc-

cory or AA'ild Kudivc, now become a common and in many cases a troublesome weed

in the fields and road sides in this neighborhood.

The Succory, Chiccory, or wild Endive, (^Oichorium Inf//lu!>), has long been cul-

tivated on the continent of Europe, the leaves as food for cattle, and the roots cut

in pieces, dried and ground, mixed with coffee; the leaves blanched, that is, grown

in the dark, is a favorite salad ingredient in France, known as Barhe de Capvcln,

and its use in this latter form we desire to make more extensively known, as we feci

assured it will be appreciated by all who like a good salad in winter.

Summer Treatment.—To procure good plants, seeds must be sown annually

about the first or second week in July, if sown much earlier they will run to seed,

which materially deteriorates the roots for the purpose in (juestion. The soil being

deeply spaded and moderately enriched, sow the seeds in shallow drills eighteen

inches apart. As they proceed in growth thin out the plants to stand ten or twelve

inches upart ; the usual operations of weeding and hoeing must not be neglected,

and should the weather prove very dry the soil between the rows may be forked

over to keep it loose and mellow, and preserve an uninterrupted growth, that the

plants may gain strength without running to seed. Towards the end of October,

the plants should be carefully lifted, and all the leaves cut off; it is now ready for

its winter quarters.

Winter Treatment.—To those familiar with gardening operations, it would be

sufficient to state that the roots are now gently excited to growth, and the leaves

blanched ; but to many it may be necessary to enter slightly into details. Those

who are in possession of a greenhouse, will find the floor underneath the plant stage,

an admirable situation for its growth, while those who have no such convenience,

will find a warm dry cellar equally suitable. Procure some common inch boards and

construct a rough box similar to a garden frame. The sides should be eighteen

inches deep all round. Fill in nine or ten inches of soil, tramp it firm, and plant

the roots in rows nine inches apart all over the surface. Water must be carefully

applied ; very little will suSice, and none until the plants are growing fi-eely. The

box should be kept constantly covered with boards ; unless light is completely ex-

cluded, the blanching operation is imperfect.

In gathering the leaves, those on the outside should be pulled singly off. Cutting

with a knife is liable to injure the heart which should not be disturbed. A frame

six feet by four, will afford a daily salad for nine or twelve weeks, sufficient for any

ordinary family.

In order to save seeds a few roots should be left out in the fall, or the best plant-

ed out of the box in spring ; the plant is a hardy perennial and seeds profusely



THE CATAWISSA RASPBERRRY.
BY JOSHUA PEIRCE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

HE Catawissa Raspberry is a native variety, entirely

new and distinct in its characteristics, in respect to the

manner of bearing, and the periods of maturing its

fruit, which promise to render it an object of general

cultivation. From its appearance and mode of growth,

I have no doubt but it is a seedling produced from the

common wild Black Raspberry of the country, which

grows in great abundance about the regions where it

originated; nor can I learn that any other varieties

native or foreign, wild or cultivated, ever grew near the

original plant, except, perhaps, the Thimble Berry, {Ruhus purpurea, or odorata,)

which, from the dissimilarity of the two, I do not suppose had any thing to do with

its production.

This bountiful gift of nature originated in the grave-yard of the little Quaker

Meeting House, in the village of Catawissa, Columbia county, Pennsylvania, situated

near the confluence of a stream of the same name with that noble river, the Susque-

hanna. The history of the discovery is simply as follows : The person who had

the care of the meeting house, from whose own lips I received the account, was in

the habit of mowing the grass in the grave-yard several times in the course of the

year; and on one occasion, some eight or ten years since, observed that a brier,

which he had often clipped with his scythe, showed symptons of bearing fruit out

of the ordinary season. For this time he spared the plant, bestowing upon it his

watchful care ; and afterwards removed it to his own humble cottage, to be fostered

and cherished, no more to waste its sweetness "on the desert air." From a plant

that found its way to this district, I was struck with its peculiarities ; and was

resolved to devote myself to its cultivation and increase, and am now prepared to

describe its properties, so far as two years' experience has allowed opportunities of

observation.

The fruit is of medium size, inferior to many of the new popular varieties, but is

sufficiently large for all economical purposes. Its color is dark-redish purple, when
ripe, and is of a very high flavor. It bears most abundantly throughout the season

after the young wood on which it produces its best fruit attains a height of four or

five feet, usually beginning to ripen early in August, but sometimes sooner. The
fruit is produced on branches continually pushing out from all parts, successively

appearing in its various stages of growth, from the blossom to perfect maturity; and

often there may be counted more than fifty fruits on a single branch. As the fruit

on each branch successively ripens, the later ones diminish in size, but there is no

suspension of its fruiting until checked by frost. If protected in doors, it undoubt-

would produce fruit during the winter months,

ne great advantage of this fruit over other varieties of the Raspberry is, that if



the stocks should be accidently broken, or cut off, or should be killed by winter

frostii, it is all the better for the crop ; and if all other fruits should fail from the

t'tlcL'ts of spring frost, wo would have this to rely upon as a substitute during the

fall months. Another great advantage is, that from a small space of a few yards of

ground a daily desert for a small family would always be at hand, at a time when

other Raspberries cannot be had.

[We hope Mr. Pierck's expectations will be fully realized in this Catawis.sa

Raspberry; time must determine its value. We have entire confidence in his

statements, but his experience with it is not quite such as to be conclusive with

the public ; several instances of supposed perpetual bearers having been found on

trial of more than doubtful value. Let us suggest that all new fruits and flowers,

candidatos for popular favor and high prices, be brought before some competent

and disinterested judges, and let them pass upon their merits.

Vi'e have suggested the above not to deter purchasers from testing the Catawissa

Raspberry, on the contrary we think it worthy of trial; but it is our duty to express

apprehensions when we really entertain them.

Hardy Raspberries of good quality are still desiderata, if every kind has been so

cut down as they appear to have been in this vicinity. It is to be hoped that the

readers of the Ilortirulturiat will report their experience in these matters as occasion

offers ; there is no more important branch of gardening in our country than that

which relates to the raising of hardy fruits every way adapted to the climate.

—

Ed.]

HORTICULTURAL TELEGRArHIC NEWS.

BY AN AMATEUR.

The increasing interest felt in gardening aud fruit operations I have sometimes

thought may yet become so great that information thereon may hereafter be consid-

ered of as much value as some of the items registered so carefully and at so great

expense by our newspapers. Who cares to know that Bill Johnson was hung at

Tuscumbia jail yesterday at twelve o'clock, or to learn who was present at the

terrible scene? Is it important that we should know in such a hurry that Ann
Jobson hung herself in Buffalo last evening, or that a lady presented her hu.sband

with four babies yesterday at St. Louis.

Let us instead have a Horticultural Telegraph, that will tell us what climate pro-

duced the finest Strawberries and from whence we are this year to expect our full

supply of fruits. The contrast would be something like the following; let the

numerous readers of the Horticulturis' decide which kind of information would

please them most :

—

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Daily Newshlower.

Tuscumbia, A1., June 10.—Bill Johnson was hung to day in the jail yard at

twelve o'clock. The Mayor and his aids with a number of respectable citizens



witnessed the ceremony. The rope broke twice and the sufferer lingered half an

hour.

THE CONTRAST.

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Daily Horticulturist.

Norfolk Ya., June 10.—Mr. Fraser, exposed for sale this morning at the

Plum St. market eight bushels of fine ripe figs of six of the best vai'ieties, for which

he obtained nine dollars a bushel. He contemplates devoting his whole farm to this

delicious fruit and next year will supply Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore

and Washington daily.

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Washington Jacobite,

Buffalo, June 12.

—

Ann Jobson hung herself last evening at eight o'clock

with a bed cord. The desertion of her lover was no doubt the cause of this rash act.

THE contrast.

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Daily Fruit Grower.

Cincinnati, Sept. 26.—Never before have we seen such a 3'ield of grapes as are

now coming in from the neighboring vineyard. Mr. Greatworthy housed before

two o'clock with men, women and children, forty tons of Catawba grapes, by means

of the new patent Grape picker. The whole will be passed through the mash-tubs

before night, except a basket of selected fruit to be forwarded by express to the

Fruit Grower. We are no longer dependent upon the Rhine or Bordeaux for our

beverages, and since spirituous drinks are abolished by public opinion, we see no

drunkenness in this State. Wine in moderation is the sole beverage of our happy

people.

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Barnumite.

Yera Cruz, June 13.—A whole flock of woolly horses was shipped for New
York this morning, where no doubt they will be appreciated. They were caught by

lassos on the plains of Guadalaxara. Accompanying the horses is a baby two weeks

old that weighs one hundred and sixty pounds, consigned to a well known house for

exhibition. The Barnumite will please begin to puff. It is a boy and has three

teeth.

the contrast.

By Magnetic Telegraph for the Apple Gatherer.

Boston, June 14.—The prospect for fruit in this region was never better. The

improved new varieties of June Pippins were in market to-day, and sold readily for

five dollars a peck. The June Bergainot Pear will be fully ripe to-day, and the

growers do not despair of so far improving this delicious variety as to have it fit for

the table in May. Mr. Grapeleaf has Peaches that will be on table next Sunday.

The new Lily, as large as a Sombrero, from Australia, bloomed this morning, to the

great delight of a refined audience \ the opening was announced by the ringing of

bells. Persons at a distance should hasten their visits.

This, Mr. Editor, is suppositious, but I suggest to your readers whether the

information we sometimes do receive is as worthy of a place as that which I

foreshadowed ?



[Our correspondent, by a delicate species of irony, fairly hits the newspapers, who

an- amply able to strike back, if so inclined. We must wait patiently for the public

to awaken to our topics ; that it is rapidly doinfj so is evident, in some cases from a

want of food, and in others from a love of the subject. There need be no fear that

our audience, though few, is "fitting," and numbers already a most intelligent and

progressive body of those who arc seeking in the true mode for useful and or-

namental knowledge.

—

Ed.]

RURAL ARCHITECTURE.

The following article from RejUon^s Landscape Gardening will answer several in-

quiries, and we have no doubt will be of interest to our readers generally :

"Notwithstanding the numerous volumes on Grecian architecture, from the days

of ViTRUVius to the present time, to which may be added all that have appeared

within the last century on the subject of Gothic antiquities, little or no notice has

been taken of the relative eiFects of the two styles, compared with each other; nor

even of those leading principles by which they are to be distinguished, characterized

and appropriated to the scenery of nature. It would seem as if the whole science

of Grecian architecture consisted in the five orders of columns, and that of Gothic,

in pointed arches and notched battlements.

To explain this subject more clearly, and bring it before the eye more distinctly,

we will suppose a house of moderate size, not exceeding a front of more than sixty

feet consisting of three stories, and five windows in a line. We will suppose this

building to be taken from the hands of the mere joiner and house carpenter, and

committed to the architect, to be finished either in the Grecian or the Gothic style.

For the for-

mer
frf^; 523 [.iijiMi .1 A recourse

is had to the

best speci-

^«i^«lll*^!i^ml^;,;^^5^dl 11 :[f ! 1 II i-:i^aEs^tLI .IL IJf .^iH?^' mens and pro-

portions of

columns, pi-

lasters, enta-

blatures, pediments, &e., represented in books of architecture, or copied from remains

of ancient fragments in Greece, or Italy: but, unfortunately, these all relate to tem-

ples or public edifices, and, consequently, to make the dwelling habitable in this

climate, modern sash-windows must be added to these sacred forms of remote anti-

quity. Thus, some Grecian or Roman temple is surprised to find itself transported

from the banks of the Ilissus, or the Tiber, to the shores of the Thames, or to the

tame margin of a modern stagnant .s/ice^ of toater.

If the ^Gothic character be preferred, the architect must seek for his models

among the fragments of his own country: but again, unfortunately, instead of

houses, he can only have recourse to castles, cathedrals, abbeys, and colleges ;
many



RURAL ARCHITECTURE.

of which have been so mutihited and disfigured by modern repairs, by convertinp;

castles into palaces, and changing convents into dwelling-houses, that pointed arches

and battlements have become the leading features of modern Gothic buildings. The

detail of parts is studied, but the character of the whole is overlooked. No atten-

tion is given to that bold and irregular outline, which constitutes' the real basis and

beauty of the Gothic character; where, instead of one uniform line of roof and

front, some parts project, and others recede : but wherever the roof is visible over

the battlements, it seems as if it rose to proclaim the triumph of art over science,

or carpentry over architecture. The elevation D, (Fig. 1.) represents one of these

spruce villas, surrounded by spruce firs, attended by Lombardy poplars, profusely

scattered over the face of the country. That at F, may be supposed the fragment

of some ancient castle, or manor-house, repaired and restored to make it habitable

;

and that at E is something betwixt the two.

The remaining part of this subject

more peculiarly belongs to the land,

scape gardener, whose province it is

to consider the eflFect of nature and

art combined : let us examine the two

different styles in the two landscapes

in the next plate.

In the quiet, calm, and beautiful 0 ^̂^
scenery of a tame country, the elegant ^Sgg

forms of Grecian art (Fig. 2) are,

surely, more grateful and appropriate

than a ruder and severer style ; but,
, , Fig. 2. A tame countrv, for which Grecian architecture

on the contrary, there are some wild is supposed to be most suitable.

and romantic situations, whose rocks,

and dashing mountain-streams, or deep

umbrageous dells, would seem to bar-

'--i^i^^ monize with the proud baronial tower,

?SS^i=^ or mitred abbey, "embosomed high in

tufted trees," as tending to associate

the character of the building with that

of its native accompaniment (see Fg.

3.)

The outline of a building is never

so well seen as when in shadow, and

opposed to a brilliant sky; or when it

T. , A K .^ ^ . < K, ., .», . „ . ^ is reflected on the surface of a pool :

Fig. 3. A bold rugged country, for which the castellated ^
oothic is considered best adapted. ^^Q^ tjjg grgfit difference bctwixt the

Grecian and Gothic character is more peculiarly striking.

^2t:



Grape Mildew.—"\Vo cut the fulhnving from a French publicaticm. With rcferenco to

tlie use of coal tar, we would enforce great care in its application ; its baneful effects on

iollage are well known. Skillfully applied to the stems while the vines are defoliated,

taking care to omit the buds, the remedy is with time, and may be interesting to those

wlio are troubled with this pest:

" M. KivKT states that in 1847 lie was invited by Dr. Lozk to examine a sort of wine to

which extraorilidary pvopertias were attributed. Another invitation to the same effect was

received in 1849 from M. Souleyet, wiio spoke highly of tlie efficacy of this wine in curing

some diseases. jM. Kivet found iodine in the wine ; and he learned that the vines which pro-

duced it were not attacked by the Oidium, and that M. JIouries had effected remarkable cures

among vines by manure containing iodine. Having made some experiments, the following facts

were elicited : 1st. Manure produced by the fermentation of marine j^lants has been employed

in sorae parts of Spain since 1835. The soil which has received this manure contains, on the

average, 1-60U00O part of iodine. The vines which grow in it have never, up to the present

time, been attacketl by the Oidium. 2nd. The wine made from these vines has some peculiar

qualities. In commerce, where it is rare, it bears the name of Malaga Rives de Mer. It is of

all vegetable productions the richest in iodine, containing on the average 1-50000 part of that

pi'inciple. 3rd. Iodine found naturally in plants or animals possesses an action which, by its

nature and intensity, cannot be produced by its chemical preparations. M. Diuot pointed out

the absence of Oidium on vines, the wood of which had been smeared over with coal tar.
'

M. LAPiERRE-BEAurRE Stated that according to his observations the mildew does not attack

the stem; the vines which were diseased in 1852 even appear to have for the most part escaped

in 1853. It was stated b}' M. Pascal that acetate of lead prevents the development of Oidium

and other cryptogams. M. Sourpette proposes a simple and inexpensive preservative, which

has proved successful in some experiments made during two years in the neighborhood of Bor-

deaux. In order to prevent and arrest tlie development of the Oidium, it is sufficient, three

weeks after pruning the vine, to smear the stem and shoots with pure liquid tar, applied with

a large brush. This operation costs very little, and has proved very successful on all the

plants on which it has been performed, even although they were in the midst of infected vines.

—Comptes Rcndus.

An officer of the Navy, lately at Valparaiso, writes us: "I thought of you the other day

when looking at an Araucaria Imbi-icata, forty feet high, which stands in the midst of a public

garden here— a sort of nursery garden, in which there are many things which would please

you and those of your friends who delight in ti-ees and flowers."

Indeed it would! Our own plants have stood the late trying winter better than some others

of the new Evergreens, and we confess to having some hope of naturalising this Araucaria to

our midland climate.

Novel Experiment.—Dr. Daube_ny lias been trying to throw light on a question often raised

by geologists: "Whether organic life ever existed in the scries of recks below the Silurian— in= - —m



other words, whether the lowest rocks were deposited before the appearance of animal life. If

not, the rock should exhibit traces of phosphoric acid under chemical analysis ; but chemistry

not having resolved the question, the doctor has made an indirect attempt to arrive at a

conclusion by sowing barley in tubs filled with comminuted fragments of the various rocks,

watching the growth, and testing the crop when ripe. The results hitherto are negative ; and

so far as they go, both series of experiments lead to the inference that animals did not exist at

the time when the rocks iu question were deposited.

New Silk AVobm.—Mr. Westwood has reported to the Entomological Society, that he has

received several pupae of Bombyx Cynthia from Malta, and finds them to be very hardy. The

silk from the carded cocoons 's said to be of "incredible durability." It appears too, that in

'ndia there are not fewer than one hundred and fifty species of moths, the larvas of which pro-

duce cocoons available for manufacturing purposes, and improvable by "education," to use the

term of the French sericulturists.

Generous Plea for Old-Maidism.—Your Pink of Perfection is always considered by judges

the best single.

—

Punch.

An Odd Coincidence.—The Gardeners'' Chronicle tells us that the war with Russia has

already increased the price of garden mats; adding "the great consumers of Russian mats

must find a substitute, for BAST is necessary to the business." We now clearly see the

importance of the war to the interests of gardening ; for is not BAST at least one-fourth of

Se-bast-o-pol."

—

Ibid.

Succession of Flowers.—The Blue-bell opens its violet blue spikes of blossoms, and all the

fi jwers that have preceded it recognise the signal and disappear ; their part is played— they

will come on again next year for a fresh representation. Look at them well, admire their

various forms, their fresh or brilliant colors, inhale their various- perfumes, you will perhaps

never see them again ; if fortunate, you have at most twenty or thirty similar representations

to behold.

But you see them depart without regret— they are replaced by so many others. In fact

flowers will soon be so numerous it will be impossible to count them ; every thing blossoms, or

seems to blossom— trees, herbs, butterflies; but each has its day, each has its hour

—

none

come before, none exceed the prescribed moment.—From the French of Alphonse Kars.

The Crystal Palace Plants.—The watering of the plants is a task of great nicety,

ensconced as they are among miscellaneous articles, and articles ill fitted to bear wet or soil,

while that of watering the 324 swinging flower baskets is a task of some peril. The upright

fire-escape-like ladders, self sustained, are nervous tottering things for a man to find himself

projected upon at fifty feet from the ground, with the additional weight of a heavy vessel of

water. Strong heads, therefore, prefer climbing along the girders themselves. Indeed the

ladder has more than once threatened to raise a rebellion, and ought not to be insisted on. In

order to case-harden the statues liberal coatings of paint are bestowed on them, and any

accidental share in the syringe-bath is immediately removed by a tender system of shampoou-

ing."

—

Quarterly Revieio.
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To CoRREsroNDENTS.—We particularly desire to retain as contributors the established

as well as occasional correspondents of the Horticulturist, who have favored the late

editor Avith their coniniunications. The truth is elicited from the mouths of many wit-

nesses, and every real experience is valuable. By general consent this periodical seems

to have become the repository of the thoughts, and wishes, and doings of a very large

circle of intelligent and active minds, whose writings we shall be happy to consider the

ivork as the medium of communication to its readers. There is a practical communion in

gardening pursuits, in which there are no concealments or patents ; all should be willing

to give their quota to the common stock, and where there is so much willingness to im-

part information as has heretofore been evinced, much knowledge will be disseminated-

It has been a beautiful and valuable feature of Mr. Barry's management, that so much
practical information has been elicited from all sections of the country, and we trust this

feature will, in no degree, be impaired.

The ladies, too, should be encouraged to take up their pens ; there are many who
know much that is worthy of telling. "We have many experienced readers among the

fair portion of the lovers of a garden, and trust that they will not forget this invitation

to our pages.

Intricacy in Gardening.—It would be difficult to select a more striking passage from

any author on gardening than the following from Sir Uvedall Price's noble work on the

picturesque

:

" Acconling to the idea I have formed of it, intricacy in landscape might be defined, that

disposition of objects, which, by a partial aud uncertain concealment, excites and nourishes

curiosity. Many persons, who take little concern in the intricacy of oaks, beeches and thorns,

may feel the effect of partifil concealment in more interesting objects, and may have experi-

enced how differently the passions are moved by an open licentious display of beauties, and by

the unguarded disorder which sometimes escapes the care of modesty, and which coquetry so

successl'ully imitates. Variety can hardly require a definition, though from the practice of

many layers-out of ground, one niiglit suppose it did. Upon the whole it appears to me, that

as intricacy in the disposition, and variety in the forms, the tints and the lights and shadows

of objects, are the great characteristics of picturesque scenery ; so monotony and baldness

are the great defects of improved places."

Hail Storm in May.—We witnessed nest morning the deplorable effects of a hail

storm which occurred at Plainfield, New Jersey, on the evening of the 24th ,f May last

It would appear to have been extremely local, as no notice of it appeared at the time in

the paoers* Hail stones as large as Hickory nuts, of every shape, fell in great numbers,
literally destroying the labors of the husbandman ; and the rain, as if from a water

spout, inundated the whole neighborhood to the depth of two or three feet. An
siastic Pomologist, residing on the spot, suffered most seriously. Nearly all his



Pears were indented by the hail as if by shot from a gun fired within a very few feet

;

Cherries and other fruits were either knocked or blown off, and the whole nursery of

young trees was imbedded in the young leaves and fruits ; the young grovvth of the trees

was incised by the hail stones as with a knife, and thousands of young grafts utterly

destroyed. Sympathy with the gentlemanly sufferer was met, however, by the cheerful

reply: "I am a man. It is not so bad as the shells at Sebastopol I"

Yellow Berrid Ivy.—A friend brought us from Rome last year two twigs of the

Yellow Berrid Ivy, from which several specimens were propagated. One left out durin ti-

the late trying winter has proved hardy. Loudon alluded to one specimen of this plant

in England as very beautiful, the yellow color of the berries giving the appearance in

winter of a wall of ripened fruit surrounded by green leaves. The several varieties of

Ivy, including the tree, which grows without support, deserves more attention than they

receive among us. The Irish or Giant Ivy grows so rapidly that in many exposed
situations around Philadelphia it lost its leaves and topmost branches last winter ; but
we consider it the best variety for this climate notwithstanding, as the old wood is not

killed, and it rapidly recovers.

Strawberries.—We have a note from Mr. William Stoms, of Cincinnati, on Straw-

l)erries, confirming what our friend Barry says respecting the success of Hovei/s Seed-

ling this season, which would have been inserted but for want of space. The next and
best fruit was McAvoi/'s Superior. Mr. Stoms promises next mouth to give an account
of the profits of Strawberry Culture, which we shall be glad to receive.

The Common Privet [Ligustrum vulgarc) is one of the best Shrubs for dry gravelly

situations, or arid hilly places. The writer frequently passes a noble specimen on a
steep stony knoll, which is quite ia model of beauty. It is very nearly evergreen, and
its agreeably scented white flowers in July are quite attractive. It is so readily propa-

L^ated by cuttings, that it is a matter of surprise that in situations so dry that few things

will grow well, such a cheap and handsome plant should not be more generally employed
than it is.

Self-Sealing Cans and Jars.—The preservation of Fruits, idthoui sugar or spirits,

is a matter of great importance, and we are happy to see it attracting attention. We
expressed the belief a short time ago that the ingenuity of our people, proverbial as it

ia, would soon perfect some method, and this is now so. Every family in the land who
grow fruits will soon be in the enjoyment of fresh Sti-awberrics and Poaches in the depth

of winter. New Self-sealing Cans are advertised in our pages this month; they strike us

as possessing some important advantages, and we hope to test them satisfactorily this

season. We recommend them to the attention of our readers.

July with its beauties from Nature is upon us ! The harvest anticipated with so

much deep interest by the farmer and consumer is all that could be hoped for, and glad-

ness fills the land with but one note of thankfulness. Fi-uits promise well ; Pears will

be more abundant than for many years ; Peaches in most of the Middle States more
an average crop, and Apples in most sections the same. Whether prices fi

of lile will materially recede is a question soon to be decided ; our own opiu
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thftt thny will, but disturhinp; causes abroad may disappoint the best foundod expecta-

tions. ^Vc shall as a producing; country have much to bcU, and it would appear that the

I'liitod Stntc's, us a whole, are just now in a most prosperous condlLiun, however much

individuals have been suffering:

"All nature is but art unknown to thcc
;

All chance, direction which thou canst not see

;

All diftcord, harmony not understood
;

All partial evil, universal good."

Lii!ERAT,iTV.—At a meeting of the Executive Board of the Pennsylvania State Agri-

cultural Society at liarrisburg, a communication was received from (Jen. James Irvin,

offering the Board from two hundred to two hundred and fifty acres of land in Centre

county, near the geographical centre of Pennsylvania, for the purposes of a State Agri-

cultural School, provided the same is located thereon. This species of liberality is but

too rare ; a gift of this kind in this neighborhood for a Horticultural Garden and School

for young gardeners would be gladly chronicled.

"It is one of the features of our rapidly progressive sub-arctic climate, that the summer fruits

are almost ripe, before one can report certainly upon the effects of the winter and spring freez

ing—we have now advanced so far into the summer that things may be considered established,

unless we get a very untimely frost which sometimes has happened even later than this.

The wheat in this region protected by the heavy snows has been but little winter killed and

looks unusually fine and flourishing—there has been a great deal of it sown and the yield will

in all probability much exceed the ordinary crop.

The Apple orchards blossomed in moderation, but the fruit has set remarkably well and there

is a prospect of an abundant supply. Pears and Quinces also make a good show of fruit. The

better kinds of Cherries did not bloom, though some of the hardier varieties seemed to have

suffered but little. The poor Peach trees showed a sad amount of dead wood in April, and May
has not much improved them—though the limbs are not killed outright; the buds, both wood

and blossom were nearly all destroyed and the trees will look ragged until a new set are formed.

I think the trees will survive the freezing they have got, although they will be enfeebled and

damaged by it. The lateness with which many of them came into leaf has saved them from

the curl, and if they are subjected to no unfriendly weather hereafter, the damage may be less

than we at first anticipated—a few stray blossoms here and there show themselves, but (except

from some of the hardy country seedlings which are good for nothing) it is settled we shall

have no Peaches. The Currant bushes are full of fruit, and the Strawberries full of blossoms,

though the latter as well as our meadows would be the better for rain.

The winter has acted singularly on vegetation—thus, the Pawlonia and Osage Orange, which

generally freeze in part, are putting out leaves to the very extremitj' of their branches.

We are having dry, musky, Indian summer weather at present, and though the subsoil is not

very dry, we need rain to establish the grass which started well, but which now threatens to

be light.

Knowing the interest you take in fruit culture generally, must be my apology for this inflic-

tion. Hoping you have as little to mourn over in your section, as we have in our orchards,

I remain, very respectfully, A. Huidekoper.—Meadville May 29, 1855.

P. S.—I have got my vines nicely in bloom and hope to make a good report of them in

August."

A day or two after our friend's letter was written, his section of country and indeed a

great part of New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, enjoyed the benefit of an abundant

rain.—B.

=(^^^



ThU Shank's Lawn Mower.—Mr. Henry W. Sargent, long a valued correspondent

of the Horticulturist, writes us under date of June 20th, the following interesting infor-

mation from Wodenethe on the North River:

"The most successful thing I have done this year has been importing Shank's Lawn Mowing
Machine, (horse power) cutting thirty-two inches ; this cuts, rolls and gathers the grass, and

keeps your lawn in a condition no lawn scythe ever did, and will in clear lawns, cut, gather,

and roll, a Scotch acre in one hour ! My experience has been that between 8 A. M. and 4 P.

M., it does what formerly occupied two men and a boy the better part of nine days to do, and
inliniteiy better too.

A clever mechanic in my neighborhood is about making an improvement even on mine, and

can afford to sell at the English prices, thus saving duty and freight. There are several sizes*

running from £5 to £10, the first being for man power, the second for horse, cutting, I think,

from twelve to thirty-two inches. There is also an intermediate size, called the poney size.

If generally introduced among our country gentlemen, as they unquestionably will be when
more known, they will produce the greatest improvement in our places."

Rochester, June 10.—The length of our Spring is exciting remai-k. Our Tulip beds are yet

gay and Horse Chestnuts, Lilacs, Thorns, Laburnums, the early Spiraeas, Azaleas, Rhododen-

drons, and such things as are usually passed and gone at this date, are now in all their fresh-

ness of full blooms. Fires and overcoats are yet indispensable. What with an intensity of

cold last winter and our spring extending itself into the summer months we begin to feel as

though we had slid off a few degrees north.

Strawberries from light sandy soil and sunny hill sides are just now beginning to appear in

our markets but I have not yet seen a ripe berry in the ground here—Early Scarlet begins to

color. The fruit cro"ps look well though backward and the trees wear a healthy aspect. The
peach trees that sui-vived the -.rreck are looking finely contrary to all expectation. Indeed I

think I never saw them look better; they are making strong shoots and the leaves are indica-

tive of perfect health, whilst the wood under the bark is the color of Rosewood or Mahogany.

In cutting through the bark I find the sap sticky and unnatural; what the final result will be I

cannot detei-mine.

Here and all over Ohio as fiir as I have obseiwed the peach tree is unusually exempt from

that disease known as the " Cui-i." This I believe is due to a steadiness of temperature at the

time of opening of the buds and subsequently. We have had no sudden and violent alterna-

tions of heat and cold as we generally have in the month of May.

I think it fortunate that we have had such a long cool spring; it has enabled many trees

and plants to recover from the injuries sustained last winter, that would otherwise have

perished. We have all along had refreshing rains and these with a mild growing temperature

have restored life and apparent health to many things that had been alreadj' numbered with

the dead. Deodars and Cedars of Lebanon that looked as though they had passed through a

fiery furnace are now covered with green leaves.

It is curious that Weeping Ash botli the common and Gold Barked were severlj' injured and

many of the latter killed outright, whilst Willows and Sophoras escaped unhurt. This reverses

the ordinary result. Pawlonias and Catalpas that we expected to be cut down are pushing as

strong as usual. Grapes both Isabella and Catawba on trellises are much injured. Tlie

Chinese Wistaria and even hardy Honeysuckles and many hardy Spireas are injured, but on

the whole we have suffered much less than we anticipated. Our loss of the peach crop will be

made up by an abundance of other fruits. B.

The Peach Ckop-—The Peach crop in New Jersey and Delaware gives promise of being the

ever known. Contracts have already been made for the delivery of large quantities of

uit at very low prices.
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CosTKABTS OH CoLous.—Allow me to suggest to those of your readers who coiitempliitc-

Lining out, planting, or altering, their ornamental or pleasure grounds, the importiincc of j^n

ill ranging and classifying the I'liints and Shrubs in clumps or beds as to have each to show ii

mass of bloom at the same season. For uistance, a clump for early bloom might be composed of

liogwood, White and Rose colored Judns trei'.s in the centre, AVhite and I'urple Magnolia, Wliite

and lied I'yrus Japonicn, Kibes Sanginneum, Double Flowering Almond, Forsythia Viridissima

Spirea I'runifolia, Calycanthus, &c. For later bloom, say White Fringe tree and Snowball in

the centre, Common, ^Vhite and Persian Lilac, Syringa, Spirea lleevesii, Wiegela Rosea,

diilerent varieties of Cractcgus or Hawthorn, Brown, Mahonia Aguifolium, A/alias, Roses, &c.

and so on throughout the season. The effect of such a variety and mass of bloom has a nui>^t

charming effect, far exceeding that of the same number of plants in isolated positions.

I have heard such frequent complaints of the want of hardy evergreen Shrubs for planting;

ih shrubberies and clumps, as to induce me to call the attention of your readers to that much

neglected, but very beautiful and hardy plant, the tree variety of the box. Many persons are

prejudiced against this plant in consequence of the formal appearance of most of the speci-

mens in this neighborhood. But if it is allowed to grow unmolested by the shears or knife, its

shape is as graceful as any other evergreen. It is easily propagated and at the same time so

perfectly hardy that I am surprised to find that it is not more popular. Put in cuttings very

e.irly iu the spring in rather a shady situation and by fall they will be well rooted, Yours, B.

R. K.

The eflfects alluded to are worthy of study ; the Forsythia viridissima (yellovr) contras-

ted with the Pyrus Japonica (two varieties), and the Spirea pru/t{/"Z.j?Z. (white), which

flower at the same time in early May, form a group which the smallest garden might

easily possess. The White Wistaria, if it blooms at the same time with the Blue, should

be planted with it. We have not yet been so fortunate as to see the former, which appears

to be still very scarce.—Ed.

Budding.—The period of innoculating having arrived, a hint to ameteurs and others

on the selection and preparation of buds for the operation will be seasonable. Rules for

securing a successful union with the stock are abundant; but how to prepare a bud so as to

make it shoot strongly the next season, is not so often noticed, and the consequence is that of

many buds which the operator succeeds in getting to "take," many of them either remain en-

tirely dormant, or shoot very weakly the next season. Whenever practicable the shoot selected

to supply the buds, should have its point taken out by the finger and thumb, a week or so be-

fore required for use ; this gives the buds a plumpness and imbibes them with a latent principle

of activity which aids them in starting into growth. To stop them too long a time—several

weeks before use—would induce them to break soon after budding, which is frequently an

injury, as the shoots so made are apt to get winter killed; besides, in the case of fruit trees

wliere a clear straight stem is desirable, the shoot is apt to grow crooked. In budding, the

liranch or stock should be headed back immediately after the operation, in proportion to the

fulness of the bud inserted. A full or plump bud requiring scarcely any ; one scarcely visible,

on the contrary, may be cut well back.

A New Oil Pl.\nt.—The small plant {Castiglionia lobala,) known in Peru under the name of

"Pionncello," and cultivated about Surco, Iluacho, and Sambageque, also growing wild in con-

siderable abundance in those regions, it has been ascertained, yields a valuable oil, well adapted

to the purposes of illumination. Its bean like fruit, or seeds, when roasted, have an agreeable

flavor, preferable to that of the olive. When eaten raw, the etherial oil generated between the

and the outer skin is a strong cathartic, the effects of which can only be counteracted

king cold water. It has been ascertained that the seeds will grow in Baltimore; and.
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doubtless, plantations of this tree might be formed in many parts of the South, from which

vast quantities of oil might be produced, and thus add another link to the great chain of our

national wealth. The Patent Office has taken measures to procure some of the seeds of this

tree for trial in the South and South-west.

—

Bath Sun.

The newspaper press generally pays so little attention to scientific affairs, that it is quite

refreshing to meet with a paragraph like the above, which can be understood. The plant allu-

ded to, is better known to gardeners under the name of Jatropha, or Curcas, its original name.

It is very closely allied to the Ricinus, or Castor oil plant so common in gardens, and like that

plant, the oil produced by it is of the most violently purging character. The whole family of

plants, to which the present subject belongs, Eupkorbiaclee, is celebrated for their oily and

gummy properties, and many of them might be made of more service in the economic arts,

than they even are at present. Plants of it might be obtained from some of the English old

Botanic gardens.

Academy of Natural Sciences.—The great additions and improvements to the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Broad street, Philadelphia, are now completed and

visitors are admitted as heretofore on Tuesdays and Fridays, from one o'clock until sun-

set, with tickets obtainable gratuitously from members of the society. There is not in

the United States a museum of Natural history better worthy a visit than this; its

collection of birds alone, entirely unique and very extensive and superb would well repay

a lover of nature for the longest journey. Modestly and scientifically conducted by a

few well instructed naturalists it forms a curious contrast to the be-mtisicked and be-pujfed

so called museums in some places that we could name. This Academy is a real thing,

and no sham, and therefore it is not much visited by the many ! We are a great people.

Catalogue of Seeds.—The Catalogue of seeds for sale by Mr. Thomas Meehan of

Germantown, Philadelphia, embraces nearly everything that can be collected, and will

prove of great value to nurserymen as well as amateurs. The prices appear to be very

reasonable.

The Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society have published their regulations for the

next exhibition at Harisburg. The days selected for the Fair are Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday, the 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th days of September. The Ploughing

Match will take place on Friday, the 28th, in the field adjacent to the place of exhibition.

Competition is invited from all parts of United States.

Corn in Tassel.—The Savannah Georgian of June 8th says : Corn is backward—it has only

just begun to tassal. Wheat hax-vest is over, and the crop is a good one.

Progress of Reaping Machines.—We have been informed by a manufacturer of agricul-

tural implements—on who is excellent authority—that between fifteen and sixteen thousand

reaping machines will be manufactured and sold this year in our country. The demand is so

"roat that manufactures cannot make them fast enough for their orders. This affords evidence

of agi'icultural prosperity, as the cost of these machines will amount to nearly two millions of

dollars. Our farmers exhibit wisdom in using and patronizing machinery. A reaping

machine will save the price of itself in one season.

—

Scientific American.
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Slnslucrs to CorrtBponbfnts.

QriNCE Trees.—If you want good Quinces manure the roots of the trees in NovcmlxT

by forking in five or six shovel fulls of fresh stable manure. In spring dig round iIk;

trees, and give a broadcast spread of salt making a light coat sufficient to half conceal

the ground under each tree. Prune in the autumn, after the fall of the leaf by cutting

out mainly old or decayed wood, or branches which make the head too thick or unsight-

ly. The finest Quinces we get are from Newport, 11. I., where either the climate, the

salt sea air or some quality of the soil produce both a tree and fruit eminently superior

to any known about Philadelphia; where the fruit is almost universally unsightly and

knotty. A Quince tree in full l)caring at Newport is almost if not quite as handsome an

object as an orange tree at St. Augustine, Florida.

Magnoli.\ Conspicua.—The finest blooming specimens of this glorious tree are grafted

on the acuminate; this gives them a compact habit, and with abundance of flowers.

The last spring was particularly favorable to the blooming of the Conspicua ; the cold

retarded it, and a profusion of flowers were entirely uninjured. St. Patricks day in this

neigliborhood usually produces flowers, and between the Saint and his wife and the snow

and blow that are all but universal, we have this favorite often terribly knocked about,

but if it bloomed but once in five years, we should consider it indespensable.

A correspondent who has a deep glen near his mansion inquiries hov/ he shall best fill

the deepest parts so as to present to the eye an evergreen appearance in looking down
upon it. Inequality of ground is often one of its greatest beauties, and care must Ijo

used not to obliterate it entirely. Trees grow taller in the valleys than on the hills and

will therefore not answer. A green, grassy appearance may be effectually produced in a

deep ravine by planting it with American Arbor vitae, placing larger plants in tlie

deepest parts, and the smaller on the sides; occasional shearing off the tops to keep

them nearly on a level, will produce the desired effect; the plants brought from MaiiK;

may with care, and a year or two preparation in nursery rows, be procured at very

moderate cost, and they will prove not only cheap but better than any other description.

Planted young with nothing to interfere with its side shoots, the American Arbor vitae

forms a charming screen or hedge in a few years, of eighteen feet in height. A slight

objection to this plant is that it becomes brown in winter, but its spring and summer
aspect is highly gratifying. It will be well not to neglect our native productions fir

semi-hardy evergreens which have given little satisfaction during the late hard winter.

AVhere the valley is large and deep, the Norway Spruce may be substituted ; this tree, the

gardeners say is on the whole the most generally satisfactory evergreen to the purchaser

that they sell. The next that comes into full fashion we hope may be the Hemlock,

respecting, the treatment of which we shall hereafter allude.

Will you please to inform me if Poconies will come up the first season planted in May, or

Tvlieu is the right time to plant, or if they require to be frozen before they will germinate, and
give me a few items about cultivating them. Please to give me imformatiou through the

Journal, Richard Speed.— Centreville Iowa, May 20th 1855.

e seeds should be sown as soon as ripe, and after one season's growth in the

may be transplanted into place for flowering. They are easily managed.
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(A. G. H.) Insects.—The Plum twigs sent are covered with the scaly aphis. Wash

the parts affected with the followino- mixture: Soft soap and water in proportion of one

q'^.art of formar to four of latter, with lime or ashes enough to make it of the consistency

of whitewash. Put on with a brush.

jH^ortiiuItural Sotttti'ta.

Springfield Horticultural Society.—Pursuant to a notice for a meeting of the Horticul-

tural Society, for the purpose of making arrangements for the annual exhibition, quite a large

body of young men met at the court house, on the evening of the 2Gth ult., to make such ar-

rangements as were necessary for the coming exhibition. Upon nominations for officers for the

ensuing year the following persons were chosen:

—

For President—Noah Divelbiss; Treasurer—R. M. Ridgelt; Secretary—H. Post.

Resolved, That our annual exhibition be held in Metropolitan Hall, and the secretary to

report at the next meeting, upon what terms the hall could be obtained.

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to confer with the officers of the different

railroads, to make arrangements for carrying to and from the exhibition, as is usual at such

times. Said committee to be Messrs. Mather, Christian and Dean.

Resolved, That a committee of twelve be appointed as a committee of arrangements, to meet

on Monday evening (28th inst.,) at this place, to make the necssary preparations for the exhi-

bition, appointing committees, &c., &c.

The following persons were chosen .-

—

Messrs. Conkling, M. Doyle, Primm, Mayo, R. Ridgely, Rayburn, Lloyd, Christian Kim-

ber. Dean, Conant and Butler.

Resolved, That the proceedings of the meeting be published in the city papers.

]\Ieeting adjourned to Tuesday evening, 29th, to meet at same place.

—

Noah Divelbiss,

President.—H. Post, Secretary.

Kentucky Horticultural Society.—A flourishing account of the Exhibition of this Socie-

ty, held on the second of June, has been received. It is quite cheering to hear of such doings

in Kentucky, where fruits and flowers appear to be as much appreciated as in our older cities.

The account reached our table just as the printer was going to press, and we ai'e consequently

deprived of the pleasure of giving publicity to this graphic account. Communications should

be sent as early in the month as convenience will allow.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—May Monthly Meeting.—Reported expressly for the

IIorticuKurist.—It is gratifying to notice the continued interest taken in these exhibitions by

the crowded concourse of visitors, and the increased value set on the efforts of the Society, as

shown by the enlarged list of competitors, and the value and beauty of the objects exhibited.

At this early season of the year, much could not be expected from the fruit department

;

but several very handsome bunches of Grapes from vines grown and forced in pots, were very

remarkable for the fine ^ze of tlieir berries.

Of flowers tliere were many rare and beautiful specimens. Perhaps the greatest amount of

interest was collected around the new Roses, which were for once not only tolerably new, but

superior to others already well known. They were chiefly hybrid perpetual or Bourbon varie-

ties. Mrs. Rivers was especially very fine. The others most worthy of note were Crystal

Palace, large vermillion, but rather loose, not so deep in color, but in other respects superior to

^= — -m
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the, now well known Geant des Batailles; Triomphc de Paris, also resembling the two lust namcil

Souvenir des Caves, crimson scarlet, with a very large round petal ; Lion des Combats, now

getting as deservedly well known here as the " Geant ;" Jules Marjotlin, a fine rose, and Col.

Toissey.

Amongst the new plants which we hivve not before seen in flower here, Esrallonia Macrantha

may be noticed. It was a Very large plant, five or six feet high, with a single spike of pink

flowers at the top, each single flower resembling one of Jlal/rot/itimnii/i in shape. Unless it

prove hardy, which we think <loubtful, it will not be a great addition to our collections, requi-

ring too much space to bloom freely. JovcUaua punctata seemed like a pretty addition; it had

]>urplish flowers, each nearly cloven in two parts, and something resembling an Angelonia, with

verbena-like leaves. It is considered closely allied botanically to the Calceolaria. A plant

allied to the Mela^tonias, Erioanema amena, was also exhibited. A small plant of the new

Chinese Potatoe, Diascorea Japonica, of which those who are acquainted with the leaves of our

common "Green Briar" [Smilaz rotundifoUa) will be able to form some idea of the appearance.

Gloxineas are so numerous that it is difficult to find distinct ones ; some very fine kinds were

present. P. Wilson's white, with carmine throat, struck us as being very large, and of free

blooming qualities.

Of plants, not for the first time seen on the tables, but still somewhat rare in collections

;

some specimens of Mussanda frondosa were very fine. One, which had never been topped or

cut back to form a " specimen," but which had its trailing shoots trained over a cylindrical

trellis about three feet high, was clothed entirely with flowers, and formed a most beautiful

object ; it will doubtless soon be very common in hot-houses, where only it will thrive well.

I'uya Alstentienii was in flower in two collections ; its Indian Corn-like leaves well set ofi^ by

a column of purple bracts gives it a peculiar appearance. Begona adorata, with white and

sweet scented flowers, was present in two collections.

An unusual featui-e in our exhibitions,— a large number of Orchideous plants oflFered a wide

field of interest to the lovers of the curious and beautiful. As showing what kinds bloom at

this season of the year, we append the names of the following as amongst the most beautiful of

those exhibited : Cypripedium barbatum, grown in a pot of charcoal and moss ; Dendrobium

nobile, grown on a block ; Catllcya mossem, pot of charcoal and moss ; Bletia hyacinlhina, pot of

peaty soil ; Camarotis purpurea, on a block.

There was a very fair specimen of a pretty white flowering plant, allied to the Myrtle*

which we do not remember to have met with before in such condition, called Leptospermum

bullatum, a green-house plant, and one deserving extensive culture. An Ixora cracata, with

brick-red flowers in large heads, (a stove plant) was very attractive.

The Pelargoniums were grown in a very superior manner. Two specimens of the fancy va-

rieties, Ytolmski, and Jenny Lind, could perhaps scarcely be excelled; the latter we consider

one of the most free blooming varieties. In spite of the fact that some of our best gardeners

believe they can grow heaths very well here, we seldom see them on our tables. On this

occasion we saw a small and healthy plant of E. perspicua erecta exhibited, covered with white

tubular flowers nearly one inch long.

There was a fine collection of Azaleas ; the plants not large, bat the flowers were of a size

seldom seen. A very poor criterion of excellent growth. Amongst them one, A. variegala,

was conspicuous for its beauty, in spite of the newer varieties by which it was surrounded.

A new Heliotrope, Beauty of the Boudoir, was exhibited ; its chief distinction seemed to be

in a larger and more compact truss of flowers. Gas-light, however, is a bad opportunity of

judging the merits of the colors of a Heliotrope. The same may be said of some cut blooms

of a new rose exhibited, labeled "Isabella Gray;" the flower very double and of a much deeper

color than any of the yellow roses we are acquainted with, but which by daylight we were

informed was of as deep a yellow as the Persian Briar. It had a delicious fragrance.

It would be an endless task to enumerate all the worthy things exhibited, A Deutzia



lis, particularly, strikes us as one of the handsomest of recent hardy introductions; and the

very handsome baskets of flowers, both native and exotics of the most costly description.

Pennsylvania Horticultukal Society.—3Tai/ loth, 1855.—The stated meeting of the Society

Tvas held this evening.

The President in the chair.

The following premiums were awarded by the committee of plants and flowers. Pelargoni-

ums—six varieties for the best ; to Robert Buist, specimen Pelargonium, the best to the same.

Cinerarias, six varieties, for the best and second best to J. J. Habermehl, gai-dener to John
Lambert. Roses, hybrid perpetual, twelve plants of six varieties, for the best to J. Allgeier.

Tulips, cut flowers single, for the best, to Geo. W. Earl. Collection of twelve plants, for the

best, to Robert Buist; for the second best to John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas.

Collection of six plants, for the best, to Wm. Thompson, gardener to John Tucker; specimen

plant, for the best to Wm. Sinton, gardener to Dr. J. RrsH ; for the second best to John Pol-

lock, gardener to James Dundas. Basket, for the best to J. J. Habermehl, gardener to

John Lambert; for the second best to Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin. Of indig-

inous flowers, for the best to Meehan and Saunders. Bouquets, one pair, for the best to J.

J. Habermehl, gardener to J. Lambert ; for the second best to Jerome Graff, gardener to

C. Cope. Special premiums—of three dollars to Wm. Thompson, gardener to John Tucker,

for a beautiful collection of Azaleas ; of two dollars to Mark Hill for Fusohias and Pelargo-

niums ; of one dollar each to John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas, for a collection of

Gloxinias and for two seedling Gloxinias and Orchids. The committee called attention to a new
Heliotrope variety. Beauty of the Boudoir, as worthy of notice, shown by Peter MacKenzie.

On motion ordered that a special premium of three dollars be awarded to James Kent, gar-

dener to J. F. Knorr, for a fine collection of plants.

By the Florist committee—Grapes, for the best three bunches, white Frontginac, to Wm.
Thompson, gardener to John Tucker.

By the committee on vegetables—Cucumbers, for the best six specimens to Wm. Thompson,

gardener to John Tucker. Rhubarb, for the best to Samuel Cooper ; for the second best to

Henry Cooper. Asparagus, for the best to James M. Tage ; display by a private gardener,

to Mark Hill, gardener to M. AV. Baldwin ; for the second best to Wm. Thompson, gardener

to John Tucker. Special premiums, one dollar to Jerome Graff, gardener to C. Cope for a

display of Beans, Tomatoes, Cucumbers and Asparagus; one dollar to Cornelius O'Brien

gardener to D. R. King for a dish of Mushroons.

On motion ordered, that the thanks of the society be tendered to A. H. Ernst, of Cincinnati,

Ohio, for the gift of a copy of Practical Landscape Gardening, by G. M. Kern.

On motion. Resolved,—that this society has heard with pleasure of the purchase of the

periodical called the "Horticulturist" by a gentleman of this city, and its future location and

publication here, and cordially recommend it to the patronage of its members and that of the

community generally.

Members elected—Thomas C. Tripler.

Objects Shown

—

Plants by R. Buist,—specimen Nuremhergia grandiflora; collection of twelve,

Cuttleia Mossiae var Camarotispurpurea, Cuphea platycentra, Mussaenda frondosa, Vinca occulata,

V. rosea. Polygala dalmasiana, Pelargonijim var orion. Specimen Pelargonium, Ytolmskii, six

varieties Pelargonia

—

Jenny Lind, Parodi, Lucille de Belmont, Mary, Ondine, and Sir I[arr>i

Smith.

By J. Pollock, gardener to James Dundas, specimen Ciiphea platycentra, two seedling Glox-

inias, Dendrobium nobilis, D. chrysanthemum, Cypripeduim barbatum ; collection of Gloxinias, of

twelve

—

Pelargonium var, Cerise unique, P. ivy-leaved, AUamanda neriefolia, Tropivolum iricolo-

rum. Begonia insignis, B. nitida, Tetratheca virticillata, Agapanthus umbellatus. Rhododendron

hybrida, four varieties ; also a collection of six.

R^^'
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By Wm. Thompson, gardener to John Tuckeu, six Azaleas

—

Variegata laterilia, Corronaia,

Iridica var, Si/metri/, Laterilia carnca ami Glortj of SunniiighiU. Collection of six

—

Ixora cro-

cala, Lophos})ermum builatum, I'ilcairnia uinltilata, Erica jjvr.tj>icua nana, J'clargoniurii var and

Azalea laterilia.

i\y J. J. IIabeumkul, gardener to J. La.mukrt, twelve seedling Cinerarias. V>y Jamkh Kknt,

gardener to J. F. Knouu, a large collection of fine Plums. My P. Alluiek, Hoses—a dozen

li.vbrid perpetual. By Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin, five Pelargoniums and three

Fuchsias. By Jeuome Guakf, gardener to C. Cope—new plants, Eriuncma amama and Escallonia

macrantha. By W. Linton, gardener to Dr. J. Hush—Sjxcimcn inussamda frondosa. By Pktee

.Mackenzie, a new llelictroiie, JJeuiili di> Boudoir. By Alex. Parker, a small collection of

Violets, cut Hyacinths and Tulips. By G. W. Earl, fine cut Tulips. By James Ritchie, cut

tluwers of the new yellow Hose ''Isabella (Jray.' By il. L. Trii'lek, JJtscurca japonica, the

new Japanese Yam.

Baskets and Bouquets, by J. J. Habermeiil gardener to J. Lambert, a basket and pair of

Bouquets. By Mark Hill, gardener M. VV. Baldwin, a basket. By Jerome Graff, gardener

to C. Cope, a pair of Bouquets. By Meehan and Saunders, a basket of indigenous flowers.

By Cornelius Ij'Brien, a basket of indigenous flowers.

jiYuit By Wm. Thompson, gardener to John Tucker, Grapes, three bunches White Fron-

tignac, and three Black Hamburg.

Vegetables By Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin, Potatoes, Lettuce, Cauliflower

and Radishes. By W. Thompson, gardener to John Tucker, Cucumbers, &c. By J. Graff,

gardener to C. Cope, Asparagus, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Beans and Rhubarb. By Samuel

Cooper, very fine Rhubarb. By Henry Cooper, fine Rhubarb. By John M. Laughlin,

gardener to I. B. Baxter, Rhubarb. By James M. Tage, Burlington N. J., two varieties of

very fine Asparagus. By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to J. Lambert, Rhubarb. By C.

O'Brien, gardener to D. R. King, Mushrooas.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—The notice of two monthly meetings in one

number leaves little room to say much of the last one,— pronounced to be the best July

exhibition ever held here. The Fuchsias especially were " exlra" Jbie, showing a vast

improvement in their culture over former years. Same of them were ten feet high,

clothed with flowers and foliage to the base,— perfect pyramids. They mostly averaged

six feet and one and a half to two feet diameter at the base. There seemed to be little

improvement in the quality of the varieties. Prince Arthur still leads the light colored

class, and Alpha stands "first" amongst the reds. A new light one exhibited separate-

ly however, in the way of Prince Arthur, called Duchesse of Lancaster, is a decided

improvement. The old Fuchsia arborea made its appearance in very good condition.

It .vill be long before it is entirely discarded. Amongst the numberless varieties of

Gloxinias exhibited, there were few remarkable for distinctive characters. "Mrs. Grif.

fitli," a purple variety with the lobes of the corolla, having a white blotch ; and Godfrey

of Bouillon, another purple, were well marked and distinct. Our old friend, G. Fyfiana,

was still conspicuous amongst all others.

Of the new plants for the first time seen on our tables, a Chirita, named " Achimenes

Chirita," was very ornamental ; Wkiilavia yrandifora, with its beautiful blue fl(jwers,

and conspicuous white anthers, showed to poor advantage by gas light ; three varieties

of Lilies had uprigJit flowers, striped in various ways like Tulips, and with the foliage of

the Tio-er Lily, which also they resembled in the color of the flowers ; three Gladiolus,

very good, one of them " Queen Victoria," largest, of a cherry color ; another, " General

Cavaignac," crimson, "very good;" a green edged Petunia, raised by A. C. Pkacuts,

Baltimore, best of its class.
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Of rare plants, Medinilla magnicfica, a stove plant, was highly attractive ; Cryptolepis

longifiora, a stove shrub, with white jessamine-like flowers, a first rate "thing;" Kulo-

santhes, (crassula) var "Phoenix," about two feet high, and fifty heads of flowers, beau-

tiful ; Tropteolum, " Lillie Schmidt," appears to be a variety between Lobbianum and

the common kind; Cattleija massice, an orchid, with fourteen flowers or unexpanded buds

thereon ; and several other orchids of less note.

A collection of seven kinds of striped Roses, and twenty, very distinct, of Moss Roses

attracted much attention. A stray Dahlia, having mistaken our recent rains for autum-

nal showers, was beautiful even in its loneliness.

The Strawberries were in much greater profusion than usual at this season. Hovey's

Serdling, very fine berries, were ths largest in size exhibited. Blnck Prince next, and

with its rich color seemed hardly to deserve its black reputation. Pennsylvania, amongst

the newer ones, had a showy appearance, though said to be deficient in flavor this season,

as indeed are most others.

Bunches of Grapes from pot-culture were finer even than usual, and Peaches, Necta-

rines, &c., ripe from the forcing-houses, gave us a foretaste of the " good time coming."

Eliza and David Hill, two of the kinds exhibited, are very good Peaches for forcing. In

the classes of Cherries, Gooseberries, Currants, &c., though the exhibition was very fine,

Ave saw nothing new to note.

Amongst the Vegetables, the Pea called "Tom Thumb" was exhibited— Peas, plant

and all. It is of the same class as Bishop's Dwarf, but said to be very early, and well

adapted for forcing, or where early crops are desired in small spaces. Some Cauliflowers

over eighteen inches in diameter, and very hard and solid, wora on the talles, and many
other flne and well cultivated vegetables.

Pennsylvania Horticurtueal Society.—June 19. 1855.—The stated meeting of this

Society was held this evening. The President in the chair. The display was rich in fine

Plants and fruits. The following premiums were awarded,—by the Committee on plants and

flowers Gloxinias eight plants eight varieties—for the best to Thomas Robertson gardener to B.

A. Fahnestock; for the second best, to Alex. Burnet, gardener to H. Pratt McKean. Fuchsias

eight plants and varieties—for the best to Thomas Robertson gardener to B. A. Falinestock; for

the second best to Mark Hill ; for the third best to John Pollock gardener to James Duudas.

Lilies three plants for the best to Robert Buist. Carnation American Seedling for the best to

H. A. Dreer. Herbaceous cut floicers for the best to Thomas Meehan. Collection of twelve

plants—for the best to Robt. Buist, for the second best to Thomas Robertson gardener to B. A.

Fahnestock. Collection of six plants, for the best, to J. J. Habermehl gardener to John Lam-

bert. Specimen plants—for the best

—

Medinella magniflca, to Thomas Robertson gardener to B*

A. Fahnestock; for the second best, the Rynchospermum jasminoides, to Robert Buist. New
plants—For Fuchsia Duchess of Lancaster $2,00, to Thomas Robertson gardener to B. A.

Fahnestock. Table design for the second best to A. L. Felton. Basket of cut flowers for the

best, to Jerome Graff gardener to C. Cope ; for the second best to J. J. Habermehl, gardener

to J. Lambert; of indigenous flowers—for the best to Thomas Meehan. Bouquets—for the,

best, to H. A. Dreer; for the second, best to Jerome GraflF, gardener to C. Cope. Special

premiums, three dollars to John Pollock gardener to James Dundas for seedling Gloxinias

:

1 hree dollars for Orchids &c. to the same ; one dollar for a collection of stocks ; H. A. Dreer,

one dollar, for seedling Verbenas to the same; two dollars for fine Roses &c. to Robert Buist.

The Committee noticed a very fine seedling Petunia, green edged, grown by Augt. C. Pracht

of Baltimore.

By the Committee on fruits. Strawberries two quarts, for the best to A. L. Felton ; for the

second best to Robert Buist. Cherries, three pounds—for the best, to Samuel Cooper ; for

=<^^S^^-^"
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the eccond best to Geo. W. Earl. Currants, two quarts for the best red to Isaac B. Baxter,

and f\>r tlic best white, to the same. Special preiniunis. Grajtm, pot-culture for three very fiiu'

bunches of Black Hamburg and Frankcutlml, two dollars, to >Vni. Thompson gardener to J<jlin

Tucker; for three buuchos Black Hamburg &c. two dollars to Mark Hill gardener to M. \V.

Baldwin; for three buuchcs of white varieties two dollars to the same. For a collection of

Neclarincs and I'eachcs two dollars, to Jerome Graff gardener to C. Cope. For very fine Moya-

nuMising Strawberries, one dollar to A. L. Fclton ; and for superior Pennsylvania Strawberries,

one dollar to Gerhard Schmitz.

By the Committee on Vegetables

—

diajAaij by a market gardener for the best to A. L. Felton

Special premiums of two dollars, for a very fine collection of Cauliflowers to John Riley gard-

ener at the Insane Asylum one dollar; for two dishes of Muslirooms to Alex. Burnett gardener

to H. Pratt McKean. Six gentlemen were proposed for membership.

Objects shown.—Plants—by Thomas Robertson gardener to B. A. Fahnestock; Gloxinia.i

:

Fuchsias ; Specimen plant Medinilla magnifica ; Collection of twelve plants ; Display of

Gloxinias ; and a Fuchsia shown for the first time—the Duchess of Lancaster.

By John Pollock gardener to James Dundas—Collection of twelve plants ; eight FucJisias ;

Orchids; eight Gloxinias— twelve Seedling Gloxinias; a collection of Fuchsias; Spccinun

plant—Cuphca platycentra, and Achimcnes chireita shown for the first time.

By Robert Buist—twelve plants

—

New—Gloxinias—Franklin ; large rose and Duke of

'Wellington Lilies—Duke of Sutherland, Nabob and Titian and cut-flowers—fifty-six sorts oC

hybrid perpetual and hybrid China Roses including new and rare kinds—twenty Moss Roses,

and seven Variegated and striped Roses: Gladiolus—Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and Gen.

Cavaignac ; also a new Japan hardy evergreen Honeysuckle, very fragant ; some branches

producing all white, others Yellow flowers.

By J. J. Habermehl gardener to John Lambert—six plants. By ]\Iark Hill gardener to M.

W. Baldwin—eight Fuchsias. By Henry A. Dreer— three Seedling Carnations, six larj,^'

flowered German Stocks, cut flowers of Salpiglossis Variabilis, new colors and a collection of

Seedling Verbenas. By Alex. Burnett gardener to H. P. McKean—Gloxinias. By Thomas

Mcehan—A new green edged Petunia, Pracht's, "Domocilia" new Whitlavia Grandiflor.i,

collection of Belgian Sasies and cut herbaceous plants.

Designs, Bouquets, &c.—By Jerome GraflF gardener to C. Cope—A fine Basket and two hand

Bouquets. By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to J. Lambert—A Basket and Pair Bouquets. By

Thomas Meehan—A Basket of indigenous flowers. By A. L. Felton—Cone Bouquets. By H.

A. Dreer—A Pair Hand Bouquets. By James Kent gardener to J. F. Knorr.

Fruit—By A. L. Felton, Strawberries, eleven varieties, and some of them of great size—
Currants—Gooseberries, and Mulberries. By Isaac B. Baxter—White and Pi,ed Currants, and

two varieties of Cherries. By Jerome GraiF gardener to C. Cope

—

Peaches—Shanghai, Eliza

and David Hill

—

Nectarines—Elruge, Downton, Pitmaston Orange, and Early Newington. By

JIark Hill

—

Grapes, Pot-culture—six Bunches of Black and White varieties. By Willisini

Thompson gardener to John Tucker, three Bunches of Black varieties. By Gerhard Schmitz

—Strawberries—Pennsylvania very fine. By Robert Buist

—

Strawberries—Seedling resembling

Black Prince. By Samuel Cooper

—

Cherries Bleeding hearts. By Geo. W. Earl

—

Cherries

Amber.

Vegetables—By A. L. Felton—A fine display. By John Riley, gardener at Insane Asylum

—

seventeen very large Cauliflowers. By A. Burnett gardener to H. P. McKean, fine Mushrooms.

By Samuel Cooper—Peas Pennsylvania growth. By H. A. Dreer.—Tom Thumb Peas.
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HE importance of suitable enclosures for farms and gar-

dens, as well as for ornament and screens, has long

exercised the thoughts of cultivators, and the best has

not yet ceased to be a problem that many are seeking to

solve. In some sections of this immense country, it is

a topic of the first consideration, and well deserving

attention. The thorn in most portions of America

has been abandoned on account of its diseases and the

attacks of insects, and various efforts have been made to

find a substitute. Good authorities have recommended

from time to time the Osage Orange; this comes tolerably near to possessing all the

requisites, but we regret to say it, not all. Efforts are still making by various

patriotic individuals, and at length our different sections and climates may find the

desideratum. We shall endeavor to impart such information as is now possessed,

and in doing this must acknowledge our indebtedness for examples of fine hedges to

Mr. William Reid, of Elizabethtown. New Jersey, who possesses^ within his re-

markably well kept nurseries specimens of various descriptions, in the highest

keeping and beauty.

An English writer says justly, "As to the beauty of a fine hedge, it is impossible

for any one who has not seen it to form an idea ; contrasted with a wooden, or even

a brick fence, it is like the land of Canaan compared with the deserts of Arabia."

The delay in bringing a hedge to perfection should not discourage the pi'ovideut

improver, for it is an everlasting fence, "at least," says Downing, "in any accepta-

tion of the words known to our restless and changing countrymen. When once

grown, the small trouble of annual trimming costs not a whit more than the average

expense of repairs on a wooden fence, while its freshness and verdure are renewed

with every vernal return of the flower and the leaf."

As the hedge grows up, repeated cuttings are necessary, so that a wide bottom

may be gained, without which none can be considered either useful or ornamental

;

for if broad at the top it retains water and snow to the great injury of the plants.

Proper management will remedy most of the evils attendant upon the operation, but

in America, with its costly labor and the rush of work at trimming time, farmers

are still to be found who will twice or thrice a year go over long hedges with proper

care and precaution, to procure a permanent and elegant enclosure. Wood for fences

is becoming very scarce, and there are prairie lands where no timber can be had for

post and rail or the worm fence, and sections where the land yields no stone for

and where ornament is to be considered, hedges are essential.



The Osage Orange (^Madura ouran'iaca).—This plant has some very good

4ualitios fur the purpose, but it requires great attention— more, it has often been

found, than the gcnomlity of busy farmers can afford to j^ive to it j if neglected, it

runs ^Yild, loses its lower branches, which at the best must be interlaced after the

first cuttings, or they will admit the smaller animals. Another disadvantage is that

it is "a greedy feeder," extends its roots far and wide, and exhausts the crop of its

proper food to some distance in the field ; the roots are also of an extraordinary size,

frequently as large and thick as the wood above ground. It is, however, hardy, and

if it loses the tips of the young shoots in a severe winter, it soon fills up with proper

cutting. This plant is seldom liable to the complaint of sending up suckers. Where

there is a determination to have it as a hedge, and to give it the proper yearlij

attention, it may do very well ; but it is open to some objections, and it is late in

coming forward in the spring and early in shedding its leaves. Our own opinion is,

that in a vast portion of cases the Osage Orange, withoiit great attention, will prove

a disappointment; we express this with regret, for it has been extensively introduced.

The experience of our friends at the west may be different.

The Buckthorn {Rhamnus Catlun-ticus) is a strong, quick-growing plant, and

makes a good, close hedge ; it is very hardy, and when properly cut looks extremely

well. Botanists agree that it is a native of America, even as far north as Massachu-

setts, as well as of the north of Europe and Asia. Its bark and leaf are offensive to

insects, and the borer, which has ruined nearly all the thorn hedges in this country,

will not touch it. It will grow in the shade, and in almost every description of soil.

It is easily grown and transplanted, of long life, has a thicket-like habit, has few

diseases, and bears shearing into any shape. Its berries, the pulp mashed in a box

with a light wooden pounder, sifted in water two or three times and then dried, are

ready for planting. Dig good garden soil, and give it a dressing of manure, and

plant them as you do peas or beans, placing the seeds two or three inches apart.

They should be covered about an inch and a half deep, and if the rows are three

feet apart the horse-cultivator may be used to keep the ground in order. One year's

growth in strong land, or two in inferior, will make a growth that will give you

plants fit for transplanting into hedge rows. Two seasons of shearing will develope

its thorns, and commence to reward your labors.

The Buckthorn has been pronounced by those who have tried it, of very great

utility and beauty, and it certainly comes as near to our wants as any plant which

has yet been introduced. In the Essex (Mass.) Agricultural Society's Transactions

of 1842, a correspondent says : "I do not hesitate to pronounce the Buckthorn the

most suitable plant for hedges I have ever met with. It vegetates early in the

spring, and retains its verdure late in autumn. Being a native plant it is never

injured by the most intense cold, and its vitality is so great that the young plants

may be kept out of the ground, or transported to a great distance without injury.

It never sends up any suckers, nor is disfigured by any dead wood, needs no inter-

lacing, and is never cankered by iinskilful clipping." The desideratum for a good

defensive and, at the same time, highly ornamental hedge, would seem to be solved

in the Buckthorn and the Honey Locust. The seeds are collected and sold by the
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Shakers, and could probably be procured tbrougb the agency of any seedsman. Its

bark and berries are powerful cathartics. Mixed with alum the sap of the berries

makes the color known to painters as sap-green, and the bark yields a fine yellow dye.

Privet (Ligustimm vulgare).—Mr. Reid's Privet hedges are the best we have

seen ; he has planted them extensively near his house, where they grow freely and

make a truly beautiful spring, summer and fall hedge, leafing very early and retain-

ing the foliage until the end of the year, being in fact almost evergreen, and truly a

treasure.

The Honey Locust {Gleditchia trtacanthos).—This plant Mr. Reid has always

considered the best for farm hedges, and we are disposed to agree with him ; after

twenty years trial he is satisfied that it is more easily kept and better adapted for a

fann fence than any thing that has yet been used. When properly cut it looks as

well us any deciduous hedge plant that is grown. When rapidity of growth and

economy are both desirable, plant them six inches apart in the row, and let them

grow four years without cutting ; then crop them all to a heighth of five feet, which

will produce a live fence of young trees ; with one cutting every year, though two

would be better, they will prove a protection for the life time of the owner. Planted

four inches apart they might prove a perfect defence for a long time without the

shears, but no hedge will long answer a good purpose of any kind without at least a

careful annual cutting. The Honey Locust we consider preferable to the Osage

Orange; in planting the seeds of each, care must be exercised to prevent the ravages

of mice. Both may be sown where they are to grow pennanently.

Japan Quince (^Pyrus JaponiccC).—This beautiful plant grows very readily from

cuttings, and forms a superb hedge. Mr. Reid exhibits about four hundred feet of

it in the highest perfection, a portion of it well grown about four feet high ; it forms

not only one of the most beautiful flowering hedges, (there being very few hedge

plants that flower when cut,) but it is also one of the most valuable and close defences

of any plant yet tried. Interspersed with a few running roses, such as the Multiflora

or Prairie, it will produce the most ornamental of screens. No one who has not

seen it can properly estimate its great value.

Beech, Hornbeam, and Hawthorn hedges may also be seen at Mr. Reid's in a

highly ornamental state, and each of these plants is deserving of attention. The

French employ them, as well as the Elm with great efiect.

Arbor Vitje {Thuja occidentalls).—For an evergreen ornamental hedge, the

Arbor vitjB is extremely vakiable ; for a screen to protect particular plants of a

garden, a hot bed, &c., it has no I'ival; the American is the only one suitable for

this latitude and further north. It makes a superb hedge, and is of rapid growth

;

purchased young, it is economical. It is offered every spring, from Maine, at one

cent a plant for one year old seedlings, is easily removed from a distance, and, with

the single slight objection of its getting somewhat brown in mid-winter, is among

the most desirable for an American ornamental hedge. It will acquire great beauty

even without any use of the shears, and is altogether less troublesome than any

we know. Other Thujas, especially the Stricta are also valuable

The Hemlock (^Pinus Canadensis).—Of all ornamental plants for this climate



the lloinlock stands aiiionp: the first iu beauty, but like all the most beautiful thiiif;s

in tliis beautiful world, it is among the most expensive and tedious to proeure.

(Irowint; it from seeds is perfectly practicable, but nuraerymen have not yet turned

their attention much to its culture. In neighborhoods where it is indigenous, the

pnietice is to proeure from its native spots one and two year old seedlings, taking

great care to bring as much of the leaf-mould and earth with them as is possible, and

never to allow the exposed roots, if there should be such, to become dry. Plant

(^not too deep) at once, either in double or single rows; the latter is sufficient; shade,

and mulch with stones, and in three or four years, with occasional trimming iu

June and August, you will begin to be rewarded by the most exquisite tints of any

thing grown for this purpose. Great care must be exercised, as in all hedges, to

give the proper tapering form to the mass. AVe can show iu this neighborhood

specimens of the Hemlock hedge that will defy criticism; unfortunately it is not

a defence from cattle.

The Juniper (Juniper is communis') treated as a hedge plant is highly ornamen-

tal, almost equal to the above, but it is more transient and is apt to get too thick,

and without much care to die out in places ; this the Hemlock rarely does. The

Juniper too is only adapted to the Middle States. As a single coned shrub, well

eared for, opened every year, and cleaned of its fallen leaves which collect in its

centre, it deserves a place in every garden.

The Yews.—The English and Irish Yews would undoubtedly make fine hedges

in our climate. Mr. Reid has commenced his experiments with these, and sees no

reason why they should not succeed as well here as in Europe ; in very severe

winters they become a little brown, but when placed in hedges they will stand the

severity of winter better than as single plants. These like the Juniper would be

only for ornament.

The Norway Spruce (Ahies excelsa) makes a rapid hedge row, and where

shelter from winds is required, we know of no plant better suited for that purpose,

especially in northern latitudes. It will take much space if allowed to attain its

full beauty and height ; if a low screen be wanted, the leader may be annually

stopped, and the side branches trimmed back the entire last year's growth ; this

makes a heavy, thick, blackish-green fence of great importance where high winds

are offensive or injurious.

The Deodora will probably make a handsome hedge plant, but has not yet been

sufficiently long in use, and is still too expensive.

Red and White Cedar.—These look well for a time, but in a few years drop

their lower leaves and become unsightly.

We now come to our own favorite, and to our proposed

PREMIUM.

The Holly (Ilex opaca).—Among the neglected evergreens of our country, the

American Holly stands conspicuous, both for its beauty at all seasons, its patience

of the shears, and the red berry, valuable as it is for the eye, and acceptable to the

winter birds. It is somewhat difficult to propagate from seed, at least to the unin-

itiated, but a little observation of its habit would overcome this. From two bushels
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of seed, whicli we planted some years ago, but seventy-five plants were procured,

though a variety of situations, in doors, and in frames, and out, were tried. These

few came up in a Black Hamburg Grape vine border, in rows under the drip of the

glass, giving a hint as to their wants. These plants were formed into a short hedge,

which already gives evidence of its value and beauty, and will undoubtedly be a

protective defence. The English Holly, most probably, would be hardy in a hedge.

However that may prove, the HorticuUurht hereby oifers a premium of Fifty Dollars

for the first perfect Holly hedge of the American variety, not less than one hundred

feet in length, and four in height, that shall be exhibited ; the plants to be raised

from seeds of this year's growth.

Trimming.—All the hedges we have named above should be trimmed twice

every year to produce the finest results, viz : in June and the middle of August ; with

the exception of the Osage Orange, which may be left till the middle of Septem-

ber. The last trimming is not only beneficial to their future growth, but it greatly

improves their appearance, as they are not likely to push after that period ; if not

cut at this season they are loose, and have an unsightly appearance through the fall

months. The trimmer before he uses his garden shears sets, with a crowbar, two

poles, one at each end of the hedge, so that the tops are a little above the top of the

plants ; he then stretches a line from pole to pole as near the centre as possible, and

settles it to a level. This gives the centre of the hedge, and is a good guide. The

sides are then cut without other guide than the eye ; the best form is that imitating

the shape of a sharp gothic window. A hedge of this form ought never to be wider

at the bottom than thirty-three inches to three feet j the pointed top will prevent

snow from lodging. A pair of large hedge shears is usually employed by the

trimmer, but a practiced hand will do it equally well and more rapidly with a liooh

made like a sickle, but with a sharp edge. We employ it advantageously to trim

the Juniper into a cone after it is tied up. By a little practice an apparently large

job is soon finished.

Hedges are important both as useful and ornamental objects; in the latter depart-

ment they are too much neglected, as well before as after planting. We shall be

contented if we have stimulated a few of those who have seen them in perfection to

go and do likewise-ly.

For garden hedges there are many plants that suggest themselves for use. The

Honeysuckles, particularly the Chinese evergreen, may be thus trained to great

elegance ; the Evergreen Euonymus, or Strawberry tree, the Tree Box, the Althea

frutex, Syringa and Lilac, the Snowball, and the Deutzia scabra, the Yucca,

especially at the South, Savin, the Phillyreas, with various others, may be adopted

on a small scale to great advantage. The Pyracantha, with its beautiful berries,

should also not be forgotten, and the small golden Willow makes a neat little hedge,

looking remarkably well even when the foliage is gone.

In some of the foregoing remarks we have been obliged to difi'er from previous

writers, but as our object is solely to elicit the truth, we shall be glad to have the

results of experience from well informed correspondents in the varied climates

penetrated by our pages
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THE HOWELL PEAR.*
BY P. BARRY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

E have no hesitation in pronouncing the Ilowdl as the

most beautiful, and one of the finest Pears of American

oriirin.

The first published account we have of it is in vol. 15

(1849) of Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture, by S. 1).

Pardee, Esq., of New Haven. The seed was planted by

the late Thomas Howell, Esq., in his garden in New
Haven in 1829 or'30. Mr. Howell's premises lay adjoin -

ing those of the late Gov. Edwards, some of whose seed-

ling Pears have obtained such celebrity, and it was about

the time when the Governor's first seedlings began to bear that Mr. Howell planted

his seed. The variety from which the seeds were taken was called the Jonah, a hard,

tough winter Pear, producing enormous crops every year— on one side of the Jo-

nah, from which the seeds were taken, stood a Summer Bonchretlen, and on the

other a Virffcdieu ("White Doyenne); we may therefore presume the Howell to be a

cross between these. The original tree, appears from Mr. Pardee's account to have

borne when eleven years old, and at the present time, if alive, cannot be over twenty

five years old.

The fniit has borne with us for several years, and under various circumstances

;

it has also borne in various parts of the country, and we have not heard a single

unfavorable report of it. We are inclined to believe that it will prove to be one of

those varieties which can be successfully grown in eveiy Pear growing country and

locality.

The point is large, obovate, pyramidal, very regular, and uniform in shape. Stalk

about one inch and a quarter long, curved, moderately stout, and inserted without

depression. Calyx open, in a shallow, smooth, regiilar basin. Skin very smooth,

greenish, becoming pale lemon yellow or straw color at maturity, sprinkled with

small russet dots, and has a faint blush on the sunny side, in some cases a clear red

cheek. Flesh fine-grained, white, juicy, melting, sweet and pleasantly but^ not

highly perfumed. In eating, from the first to the last of September, and sometimes

into October.

Last season we gathered from a single graft set on an old tree in 1852, three jiccks

of magnificent specimens. We picked a few on the first of September, and the

balance on the tenth ; they were then quite green, but being exposed to the winds

we feared some accident, and took them ofi" sooner than we should have done other-

wise : but they were picked just at the right time, they ripened off to the highest

perfection in a cool closet off a living room, and kept a month. The tree is an

upright, vigorous grower, with beautiful wood and foliage, succeeding equally well

Pear and Quince.

* See Frontispiece.



It was brouglit before tlie last Pomological meeting at Boston, and ^e extract

from the proceedings the following description which it elicited

:

Mr. Manice of New York. I think it is premature to place it on the list for general

cultivation.

Mr. Barry of New York. I regard it as a very fine variety,and should be in favor of

its adoption on the list for general cultivation.

Mr. Lines of Connecticut. It has been in cultivation for a number of years, and is

regarded as a very superior pear ; has all the desirable qualities of a good fruit, large

in size, and is a good and uniform bearer. I do not think there would be any hazard

in putting it on the list for general cultivation.

Mr. Berckmaxs of New Jersey. In my opinion it is one of the best of pears. I can

compare it favorably with any other in my garden. The tree is vigorous enough, and

the fruit possesses excellent properties.

Mr. Clark of Connecticut. I have paid considerable attention to the cultivation of

this pear for a few years. I find it to grow admirably on the quince, as well as any on

my grounds. It is a very early bearer. I have found the trees, two years from the

graft, to produce fruit on small stocks. I consider it a very valuable variety ; not,

perhaps, so good as some others, but think it well worthy of being put upon the list for

general cultivation.

The President. I entertain a very favorable opinion of the Howell. We esteem it

one of the very best we have ; having all the characteristics of an excellent, hardy tree,

the fruit adhering well, and, when properly ripened, a very fine variety.

Nr. Hancock of New Jersey. I have a very favorable opinion of it. But it strikes

me that it had better go on the trial list.

Mr, HovEY of Massachusetts. So far as that is concerned, I believe no one will say

it is not one of our finest pears. But I would not adopt the rule of putting pears on the

list for general cultivation which have been but a few years cultivated. I can say,

however, that this pear is unexceptionable in regard to its general qualities, but I am
not prepared to say that it is as good as the Lawrence. It comes in September, in

a season when we have an abundance of pears ; that is the only objection I know of.

Mr. Reid of New Jersey. I would second Mr. Hancock's motion to put it on the

trial list.

Mr. Manning of Massachusetts. I have tested it, and have a high opinion of it. I

think it rather premature to place on the list for general cultivation ; but should be glad

to see it on the list of those that promise well.

Mr. Walker of Massachusetts. I do not feel anxious to put pears on the list for

general cultivation, unless they have been well tried ; but was ready to sustain the

committee who reported that as being one of the pears for general cultivation, and at

the recommendation of persons well acquainted with it, put it on the list, that it might

come before the convention in due form. I should feel rather better pleased to have it

placed on the list of those that jiromise well, than to have it, at once, on the other list.

As I am up, it may be well to say that it is one of those varieties that produce the fruit

uniformly, and of a fair size. There are no small ones on the tree—all are large, and

apparently cast in one mould; and the more I have seen of the pear, the more I am
disposed to think it will bo advanced among the best pears in the country.

It was unanimously voted to place this variety of pear on the list of those that

promise well.



BKIKF IIKMAKKS ON CULTURE OF TUB LUCULLIA URATISSIMA.

HIIIKF IIKMAKKS ON CUhTl'UE OF THE LUCLLLIA (JIIATISSIMA.

BY WM. BEROnOLZ, GARDENER TO H. CHAPMAN, ESQ., MONTREAL, C. E.

In many <^ardens this precious species of the Rubiacesc is treated as a stove plant

c'xrlusivcly. The result of it, however, in most instances, is not satisfactory; the

lilossouis appear but scanty, and as it is subject in a great measure to those various

insects— general nuisances of hot-house«— the gardener soon abandons the idea of

cultivating it, having no time to attend to the regular cleaning of it. Though a

native of the East Indies, the LuvnUia yratissima does not require the same high

degree of heat as other tropical plants, and I have generally cultivated in a tempera-

ture of from three to six degrees Reaumur, amongst Camelias and New Holland

plants ; the result of this treatment is quite difierent. Its beautiful bright rosy

Itlossoms, however, a little later are perfect, and the plant is not molested with its

destnictive enemy, the black fly. The month of April, the time when its dormant

state is over and its growth commences, is the proper season for repotting. It likes

a rich soil, and thrives best in a mixture of one-third old rotten cow dung, one-third

peat, and one-third loam, with a proportional addition of river sand. A good

drainage is a great matter, and the pots should be filled one-fourth with crocks and

peat cnimbs. After repotting, the plant should be placed as near as possible to the

light. Another important matter is the pruning. The proper time for that

operation is soon after the repotting, when the plant shows signs of the young roots

having spread. The pruning done at an improper time, for instance immediately

after the blooming, or perhaps at the time of the repotting, proves generally fatal.

The middle of June is about the time when it should be taken into the open air

;

however, this depends on the season. There forced to gather new strength, it is

necessary to apply a gentle bottom-head, and as soon as sufficiently accustomed to

the open air, mild rains and sun may have free access. In hot weather it is

advisable to syringe in the morning and evening. As soon as nature obliges us to

bring our tender wards back to their winter quarters, it should be made a point to

give the LncuUia gratissima a place as free as possible, and near to the light, in a

house similar to the one recommended above. In a short time after, the blossoms

will make their appearance, and special care should be taken never to let nourishment

be wanting. Not seldom will it be observed that the blossoms wither and drop off

before opening, but a careful examination will show that it always is the consequence

of some want of either light or nourishment. After it is done flowering the plant

requires rest for some time, and should be supplied but very seldom with water until

April, when the culture as above described should be recommenced. Its propagation

is easy by cuttings of half ripened wood under hand bells. It is altogether a plant

that well deserves a place in our affections, its culture being easy, and its beautiful

fragrant flowers for weeks a precious ornament to our green-houses at a season when

flowers are generally scarce.



IMPOSTERS.— THE LAWTON BLACKBERRY,
BY A. C. HUBBARD, DETROIT.

For one I feel under great obligations to the Horticulturist for your very sensible

remarks in your leader for June, exposing the many frauds and species of deception

practiced upon nurserymen and the public. In passing around the corner from

Jefferson Avenue towards the post-ofl&ce in Detroit this spring, I observed something

of a crowd upon the sidewalk, and going near and looking over to see what attraction

was there, I saw a flaming picture of the Connecticut Mammoth Grape fastened

inside of the lid of a large black trunk, which was thrown open— the trunk being

filled with the roots of Grapes, represented to bear fruit of surpassing excellence,

and size enormous. Knowing the description, I passed along, when a friend called

to me, with one of the roots in his hand, and said, see here, what do you think of

this Grape ; they are selling them for two dollars and a half a plant. Said I, don't

you buy it ; it is certainly worthless, and besides if you wish that variety we have

the same kind we should sell you for twenty-five cents. Well, says he, I am sold

;

I have just paid two dollars and a half for it. The same man kept his station there

for nearly or quite two weeks, and invariably had a crowd around him ; how many

he sold I am not informed, but he did a large business—his trunk was replenished

every morning. Now I venture to say, that if it had happened that a nurseryman

had by some accident sold a Connecticut Grape of the same kind as above described,

for an Isabella or a Catawba, for imo or three dollars, he would have been set down

as a gross deceiver, and a man not to be trusted.

A word with regard to the Lawton Blackberry. We had a large pot of these

Blackberries in the green-house this spring, which was observed by a Scotch gar-

dener whom we had just employed; aye, he says, and here you have the Scotch

Bramble. No, I said, it is a new variety of the Blackberry; a seedling, a very

superior kind. Aye, but it is the Bramble ; I know it ; I have seen them filled,

just filled, with fruit as big as that (measuring ofi" two-thirds of his thumb) ; aye,

he says, you would have to make two bites to every berry. He went on then

describing how it branches out, and how it was completely filled with fruit, so that

the branches would bend over to the ground, and described the enormous quantity

obtained from one branch, their delicious flavor, &c., &c. Upon reading the com-

munication from U. Adrian, Michigan, it occurred to me that it might be after all

the Bramble, and have been imported from England with shrubbery by the former

proprietor of the farm, where the plant was discovered.

RUSTIC ORNAMENTS
Many good pictures exist of Rural Ornaments for gardens, and yet strange to say,

rarely are perfect and satisfactoiy specimens to be seen. The fastidious eye is

off'ended by some detail in many instances ; in others the wrong situation has been

selected, or the place is in disorder with neglected vines. Some one has happily



RUSTIC ORNAMENTS.

said that it i.s iliflitult to look at any objects with pleasure (unless

from brutal or tumultuous emotious,) without feeling that disposition

tends towards kindness and benevolence, and

surd}' whatever creates such a disposition, by

increasing our pleasures and enjoyments, can-

not bo too much cultivated. Every one has

seen specimens of castings in Berlin iron, but

large examples rarely fmd their way to this

country. Tlie annexed Fig. 1 represents a

garden gate between the residences of two

intimate friends on the banks of the Elbe near

Dresden, in Saxony ; each family has a key, and

the gate being kept always locked intruders are

excluded. The material is Berlin iron of the

finest kind; the taste appeared to us perfect, and

may safely be imitated. The castings of lamp-

posts and various other things in Berlin are

often examples of perfect beauty.

whore it

of mind,

y,

EIG. 1.

In the same garden occurs

a beautiful summer house.

Fig. 2. The front with the

statue faces the house; as-

cending the stairs you find

yourself screened from the

dwelling and overlooking the

beautiful Elbe below. The

summer house stands on a

terraced wall at a bend of

the river, and you enjoy a

view up the stream towards

the virgin castle of Kcienig-

stein and Saxon Switzerland,

^^^^:^= small steam and sail boats

^ passing almost at your feet

*!)••^_

\f/ilr

MBii

FIG. Z.

ur third example (Fig. 3) is a garden arbor, partly of carved wood, which
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Stands near tlie avenue leading from the Brandenburg gate to tlie Tliier-garten near

Berlin.

FIG. 3.

Berlin is celebrated for its m?irafacture of rustic seats, tables, &c., no less tban
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%
for its drawinjr room furniture. They arc very tciuptin<:; to the traveller ; some of

(hoin fouiul their way by the circuitous route of IJrenieu to our own preuiises. Fig

4 ixivos a fair representation of the more rustic.

SOME NEGLECTED NATIVES, &c.

Diccntra spectahilis is justly considered one of the handsomest hardy herbaceous

plants ever introduced. But we must not lose sight of some of our own natives of

the same natural order, and little if any inferior in beauty. Dircntra curvhiritt,

and D. Ciniadcrisia, two white species, are very Vjcautiful. I), rxlinia, a purple

species, flowering most of the summer is quite a gem. Cori/doUs glauca, with

orange and purple flowers, produced in great abundance, and lasting nearly two

mouths, is very pretty indeed; and C. hulbofni, flowering early in the spring,

though of low growth, attracts every eye when in flower. AdJumia cirrhosa,

named after Adlum* the grape grower, though not particularly beautiful in its

flowers, for the graceful elegance of its foliage, and slender climbing stems, is

perhaps only exceeded by the Cypress vine; while the commoner forms of Fumarla

afibrd excellent materials to those who strive to excel in making nosegays, or— to

be more Frenchy— bouquets.

Myosotis palustris, the time "forget-me-not," I met this season in a friend's

garden in a more interesting way that I ever did before. At the entrance as we

went into the enclosure, an oval bed six feet long met us, and compelled us to

deviate from our course, as if determined that all should note well its contents

;

and there in the greatest possible perfection bloomed our humble friend, covering

the whole bed with its beauty. It was under the shade of some trees, and was, I

believe, frequently watered. It was a good idea to place such a mass there at the

entrance, to be like other beauties of our younger days, seen first and forgotten last.

Fanny Osgood gives the following anecdote of the origin of its name, which casts

a poetry around its history painfully pleasing :

"It is related that a young couple, who were on the eve of being united, while walking

along the banks of the Danube, saw one of these lovely flowers floating on the waters,

which seemed ready to carry it away. The affianced bride admired the beauty of the

flower, and regretted its fatal destiny. The lover was induced to precipitate himself into

the water, where he had no sooner seized the flower than he sank into the flood ; but,

making a last eSbrt, he threw the flower upon the shore, and at the moment of disap-

pearing forever, he exclaimed, ' Veryils mich nichi,' since which time this flower has been

made emblamatical, and taken the name of 'Forget-me-not.'

' Lay to thy heart this token flower

!

With love's own tears its leaves are wet.

^Twill whisper in its dying hour,

Do not forget !' "

The creeping Valerian (^Palemontum rcjJtans), the Virginian Lungwort {Pul

*More correctly perhaps Trom adlumino, to fringe with purp.e.—Ed.



THE CURCULIO.

monaria Virginica), and several otliei' plants, have also the name of '^ Forget-me-

not" applied to them. In ordering the plant of their nurserymen, our lady friends

should also note its botanical name. P.

THE CURCULIO.
BY HENRY CROFT, VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE TORONTO HORT. SOCIETY, TORONTO, C. W.

I NOTICE in your June number, just received, a short letter from Mr. Bacon on the

subject of the Curculio, and a proposition to employ sulphureted water, such as that

of Avon for syringing the Plum trees ; and it may not perhaps be altogether unin-

teresting to you to know that a series of experiments are being made on this subject

by a few amateurs of this city.

Some years ago in a paper published in the Canadian Agriculturist, I endeavored

to account for the supposed efficacy of the lime and sulphur wash by the formation

of a chemical compound— the sulphide of calcium, its gradual decomposition on

exposure to the air, and slow evolution of sulphureted hydrogen, a gas which is

well known to be highly destructive to animal life. My experiments on this

l^reservative were quite unsuccessful, and I was equally unfortunate in driving away

the " Turk " by means of assafcetida, a substance which you will allow is nearly

unsurpassed as to odor.

Last year a lady amateur of this town tried, at the suggestion of a chemical

friend, the action of sulphureted hydrogen, as evolved from the proper mixture,

and subsequently of a peculiar compound well known to chemists— the hydrosul-

phide of ammonium. The trees thus treated were loaded with fruit, those unpro-

tected had none

!

This year two or three persons are trying a quantity of the hydrosulphide, and as

soon as the fruit is thoroughly out of danger, I will send you the results. In my
garden I am trying it on several trees, leaving others unprotected. A few ounce

phials are half filled with the liquid hydi'osulphide, diluted with about two parts of

water; every three or four days I add a little more of the liquid, or as often as its

odor begins to diminish. It is scarcely necessary to remark, that the delicious scent

of the garden is by no means improved by the process.

It is almost too soon to say any thing with regard to the result of my own

experiments, but I may state that on several fine Plum trees, on which last year I

had to search for a quarter of an hour in order to find an unbitten Plum, I have

now to look almost as long to find a bitten one. On a " Lawrence " the result has

not been so favorable, about one-fifth or less being bitten ; last year I had none on

this tree.

At the end of the season I shall endeavor to obtain the experience of the different

amateurs who are now trying the experiment, and should you think it desirable, will

forward to you the results.

The substance employed could be made at a very small price, if there should arise

any demand for it. At present chemists generally make it for themselves.



A TOUR ROUND MY OARDKN.

A TOUll HOUND MY GARDEN.

IIY ALl'lIONSE KARR.

A Tour Round My Garden is the title of a little now Froiifh book, the name of

which attracted our attention, and from which we shall make a few extracts. It

may be said to be intcmtcij/ French and tolerably amusing, but instead of facts and

information, it is mainly humorous or satirical j the satire is however, so good

humored and self satisfied, that while it attempts to laugh at care and human

nature, and philosophises upon the follies of the world and nf all who do not prefer

a garden to everything else, we cannot but be entertained. The follo\ving is the

best we could select for translation.

THE ENCROACHING VISITOR.

"The sun has disappeared behind the high trees some minutes since, so that I should

not have recognized the fennel and the Angelica if I had not been pretty well acquain-

ted with them. The weather is hot and close : this is a capital opportunity for testing

the phenomenon of the fraxinella.

"Varai, bring me a taper."

"Monsieur, there is somebody knocking at the garden gate."

"Give me the taper then, and go and open it."

"Monsieur, I have lit the taper twice, and twice the wind has extinguished it. Only

hear how they are knocking!"

In fact, somebody did knock—almost enough to break the gate down.

"Yarai, go and open it, pray." A man presents himself, whom at first I did not

recognise.

"Well Stephen, my good fellow, what a while it is since I have seen thee ! I am
going to , and I could not pass so near thy hermitage without passing a

few days with thee."

Only at this moment I recognized Edmond. You know, my dear friend, or else you do

not know, what Edmond I mean. Perhaps, like me, it would be necessary for you to

have him before your eyes to remember that he ezists. He had never taken the liberty to

tutoyer me in his life. I remember that he once borrowed a few livres of me, of which

he never said anything since. Nevertheless, he gave his vaUse to my servant, and said,

"Thingummy ! What's your name ? Pay the coachman and give him something to

drink. Ah ! by-the bye, Stephen, I can't think wdiy thou dost not get the road put to

rights that leads hither, that is, if thou canst call it a road ; it's enuugh to break one's

back. Fortunately, I have not my horses here. I have left them at the top of the hill.

Hast thou dined?

I had been for some time endeavoring to recover from the stupor into which this

avrival or rather this invasion had plunged me, and I racked my invention for a sentence

in which there should be neither a iliou nor a you, not being willing that the said

Edmond should force me to tuioyer him, and being equally unwilling to offend him by

not thee and thouing him after he had made use of tliat mode of speaking towards me,

which would have appeared to me equivalent to witholding your hand from a person who

stretches out his to you, an insult that can only be caused by a deep resentment. I

ht I had discovered a sentence,

es, but I have not supped."
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"Ah ! thou suppest, dost thou ? Well, come, that is not too savage ; I shall find thee

better than thou art reputed to be. I am dying with hunger."

I made a signal to Varai to get supper ready, and we went into the dining room-

The cloth was soon laid. Edmond poured himself out two glasses of wine successively.

"What wine is this ?—Bordeaux—Dost thou like Bordeaux?—Hast thou no Burgundy?

Shall I confess my friend, that I felt myself blush whilst humbly stammering that I

had but one sort of wine? And I must tell you all, I was very near making an excuse

by saying that my wine-merchants had disappointed me, or some other such subterfuge

as is emploped by people in my situation.

"Why didst thou have thy dining-room of this dark-colored wood? I have a charm-

ing one ; it is all in white stucco."

"That must be very handsome."

"It is magnificent Upon a mahogany sideboard are Bohemian crystals of the great-

est richness.

At this moment I heard in th3 garden a noise like that made by a wild deer followed by

her fawn when roused from a thicket.

"What can that be in the garden ?"

"Ah ! cried Edmond, I'll lay a wager it is Phanor."

"What is Phanor?

"A superb ^oin^er, an English dog."

"But he is ruining my garden !"

I rose in haste. Edmond followed me after finishing what was in his plate, saying

partly to himself, "It's very astonishing ! he generally keeps to the walks." When we
gained the garden, we could hear a wild chase across the masses of flowers : a cat

first appeared followed by a great dog, which Edmnod called to in vain ; the cat dashed

into another clump of flowers, and Phanor followed closely at her heels.

"Ah ! I'm not astonished at it now ; he can't bear cats. Phanor ! Phanor ! here. Sir !"

The cat jumped over a wall. Phanor sat, eagerly looking after her, at the bottom of

it. At length he obeyed the voice of his master; but as he found he had a good

chance of being beaten, he slunk back and ran away.

"In the name of Heaven, Edmond, lay hold of your dog, he will break my best rose

trees."

"Phanor ! come here I'"'

"But if you show him your cane, he will not come."

"Ay, hut he must he made to come. Phanor, here ! Phanor, here !"

"Don't threaten him—call him."

"I must correct him here on the spot. Come here, Phanor !"

"Well, but correct him when you have got hold of him."

"No, no ; he must come in obedience to the cane. Oh, I never let dogs have their

own way. Phanor! Phanor, here!"

The dog took a few steps towards his master, but on seeing the cane, again set off.

Edmond, in a rage, threw his cane at the dog, which missed him, but knocked off the

head of a lilly in bloom. Edmond now pursued the dog exactly as the dog pursued the

cat some minutes before ; both trampling as if in emulation of each other, upon my
most beautiful plants. At length, Varai seized the dog in his passage and held him

fast. Edmond rushed towards a tree and tore of a large branch.

"Oh, my Toussaint cherry-ti-oe, wliich ripens its cherries in October !"

He beat his dog with the finest branch of my cherry-tree.

"Ah, master Phanor ! I'll teach you to destroy gardens !"

^;



The evil was done and was irreparable ; I demanded grace for Phanor, if it were only

for tlic sake of not hearing:; him cry. Bosides, the brandi of the cherry-tree was broken

on Phanor'a back, and 1 did not know what tree Pidmond would apply to next for a

weapon. "Come, come, Edmond, don't beat him any more, the evil is done ; besides, it

may not be so serious as you imagine."

"Oh, it's not for the few nonsensical bunches of flowers ho may have destroyed, my
dear Stephen ; it is because he disobeyed me that I correct him."

"Well, then, I beg you, Edmond, do not flog him any more !"

"Let him alone, let him alone ; I want to see if he will obey me now."

"I ask it as a favor, that you will not make the experiment."

"Phanor, here ! Thou shalt see that he will obey now. Here, Phanor ! Why here!

Phanor !—here ! here ! here !"

Phanor takes to flight once more, Edmond pursues him afresh, and the chase

becomes as warm as ever through my shrubs and flowers.

Varai picked up the gentleman's cane, and held it ready to give him when he wanted

to beat his dog, for fear he should borrow another from one of my trees. But Varai

was more ingenious than I was ; he opened the garden-gate, and Phanor, as he passed

near it, closely pursued by his master, perceived the chance, made a bolt and disappeared.

Edmond and I returned to the dining-room.

"It is astounding," said he, "a dog who obeys at the least sign ! Well, come, we must

make the best of it ; let us resume our supper. Thou shalt see how I will make up for

lost time. But, shouldst thou not send some one to look for Phanor ? I am afraid he

will be lost in this country of wolves, where he has never been before.

"Edmond, Varai is the only servant I have, and if he goes to look for Phanor, we shall

have no supper. We will think of him presently."

"Ah ! but I hope he won't be lost though !"

We resumed our repast. After Varai had, as usual, handed me some wine and water,

he offered some to Edmond. "No thank you ! no, thank you, my man of color, I never
drink water.

" All the wicked are drinkers of water.

As is well proved by the deluge."

Give me a little of that omelette. Hum! this is an omelette aux herbes! Now, dost

thou know how /like an omelette? The one that is good, really good, is an omelette

aux truffes ! that's what I call an omelette ! The table service is not bad ; I made

myself a present the other day of a pretty service in vermeil ; one cannot have anything

but vermeil, now porters eat out of silver
"

All the supper-time this was the nature of his talk; and, to my great joy, as soon as

the meal was over, he complained of being fatigued, and requested to be conducted to

his chamber. Varai was soon back; Mr. Edmond wanted another candle, being accus-

tomed to leave one burning ; he could not endure darkness. Then Edmond wanted his

bed warmed ; then he must have some eau sucree, in case of feeling thirsty in the

night ; then another blanket and an additional pillow ; and the chimney must be stopped

up to keep out the air. At length he got into bed, and I quickly sought mine, for fear

Varai should ask me any questions about this gentleman, as this would only increase

my ill-humor.

He is come to pass a few days. What does he mean by a few days ? Why did

not I at once think of telling him I was under an engagement to set out to-morrow

on a journey? Now it is too late.

The dog came back, was tied up, and passed the night in howling in such a horrible

and melancholy manner as would affect the strongest nerves.



A TOUR ROUND MY GARDEN.

In the morning, when Varai informed him that breakfast was ready, Edmond cooly

replied, "he could not get up so early as that;" breakfast was put off an hour. When
he came down, I asked him if he had heard his dog?

"Oh! yes," said he; "poor Phanor ! it's only because he does not know the house; he
will behave better in two or three days. Tell mc, now, blackey, what you have given

him to eat?"

"I got him some dog biscuit of a neighbor."

"Oh, that will never do ; he must have some soup, and that made thick, mind.
Poor Phanor! he is not accustomed to dog biscuit—"that's all very well for nif"-er

dogs."

We went into the garden ; Varai brought us pipes. He condescended to take

notice of a large cherry-tree pipe with its amber mouthpiece, of the size of an egg,

and said, "Ay ! I have one with a mouthpiece twice as large as that. Thy garden
is pretty, Stephen ; it is not large, but it is pretty. Well, well, well, and so thou

amuseth thyself thus, eh ? in cultivating flowers in this way, eh ? Poor fellow ! I have
an uncle, now, just in the same way ; he has a handsome garden, water and woods ; I

must bring Master Phanor into order before we go there ; my uncle would not laugh if he
played the same game in his garden that he played on his arrival here last night."

Whilst saying this he plucked a rose and put it into his button-hole.

" What are you about there ?"

" What am I about? why, I have gathered a middling sort of rose to wear in my but-

ton-hole."

"A middling rose! it is the last that tree will bear this year, the most beautiful of

white roses, Madame Hardy. I hoped to see that for five or six days longer ; I shall not

see another for a year to come."

" Why, thou art worse than my uncle ! Don't gather thy roses ! Well, I won't touch

another. What dost thou do here ? How can we amuse ourselves ?"

" We do not amuse ourselves here."

" Ah ! well, never mind ; I can read, I can walk. I suppose thou dost not keep thy

horse ?"

" No."
" That's a pity."

Such is my present melancholy condition, my dear friend—when it will be over I can-

not tell. I seek every justifiable means of getting rid of this intruder, but he does not

even tell me %chen he means to go.

Two shots in the garden caused me to hasten to see what is going on.

Nothing less than my friend Edmond practising in the garden, and who just killed a

beautiful blackbird. This blackbird was, when alive, the leader of my band : I felt

more sorrow than I will venture to tell you when I saw him lying on the ground, with

his glossy black feathers stained with blood. All the cares I had taken for several jears

that the birds should find in my garden a sure and tranquil asylum were rendered abor-

tive by this firing of the gun,—the more so from its appearing a kind of perfidy, a

meditated murder. In every part of the neighborhood, the trees are cut down, birds are

taken in snares and traps, or shot with guns. Here alone I have preserved large trees

and thick bushes; here I have multiplied service and holly-trees with their coral berries,

hawthorns with their garnet fruit, elders and privets, which bear umbels of black berries,

the burning-bush with spikes of fire-coloured berries, ivies whose fruits become black

frost, laurustincs with dark-blue fruits, azerolias or small medlars covered with

ed apples,—in order that they might find food in abundance during the whole win
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ter. In certain parts of my rivulet, I have even lessened the depth that they may bathe

without danger.

And how richly have all these cares been repaid ! In Avintcr, the redbreasts come and

live in my greenhouse, and familiarly hop about in other parts of my dwelling. In sum-

mor, the linnets make their nests in the bushes, and the wrens in the angles of the walls.

All allow themselves to be approached and to be seen; all seem to fly around me without

Hying away, and all fill my garden with enchanting music.

Instead of being seated, crammed into a theatre without fresh air, to liear for the

hundredth time the same tenor, with the same apricot-coloured tunic and the same

chocolate boots, sing the same air, accompanied by the same cries of admiration of peo-

ple who wish to make part of the spectacle, I had three operas a day.

In the morning, at the break of day, the chaffinch warbled upon the highest branches

of the trees, whilst the flowers open their corollas, whilst the rising sun tinted the heavens

with rose and saffron.

Amidst the ardour of noontide heat, the male linnet, concealed beneath the shade of

the linden-tree, raised his melodious voice, whilst his mate sat upon her eggs in her little

nest of hair and grass.

But in the evening, when everything slept—when the stars sparkled in the heavens,

when the moombeams played through the trees, when the evening-primroses with their

yellow cups exhaled a sweet perfume, when the glowworms twinked in the grass, the

nightingale raised its full and solemn voice, and sang throughout the night its religious

and loving hymns!

And this Edmond comes with his gun to alarm, perhaps to send away all my musi-

cians, to falsify my long and careful hospitality, which is now nothing more or less than

treachery, since without it perhaps, without the confidence it had inspired, my poor

blackbird would not have allowed any one to come near enough to him to make him so

easy a victim.

What would I not have given to make all my birds, all my melodious guests, under-

stand that it was not I who had made that report, it was not I that had committed that

murder ! to make them understand that they might come back, that I am not a traitor,

that they will find peace and shade here again, that they may come in the winter without

mistrust to feast upon the berries of my trees.

How is this all to be repaired ?

That chaffinch, which yesterday came to my very window, will never come again ; he

will depart from me and from my house ; next year he will not again build his nest in

that great elm, in which he has been accustomed to built it every year.

I got as quickly to Edmond as I could, and entreated him to suspend his sport, and he

laughed at me. I was obliged to say that I insisted upon having no guns fired in my
garden. Edmond replied that I abused the circumstance of its being my garden. It

appeared to me that the abuse was on his part. Nevertheless, his reproach hurt me. I

left him in the garden, and shut myself up in my study. I then questioned myself

whether he really was in the wrong ; if hospitality did not impose duties, difficult, it is

true, but sacred, and if I had fulfilled them ? I inquired of myself what are the duties

of hospitality. After serious examination, I did myself this justice, that, with the ex-

ception of washing his feet, as the ancient Hebrews did, I had performed, with respect

to him, and in the most scrupulous manner, all the laws of hospitality. But still that

reproach wounded me ; he is in the wrong, but he believes that I abuse the circumstance

being my garden ; I have a great mind to go and ask his pardon!
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CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND WALKS.

BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GTERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA.

HE proper introduction of walks and carriage roads is a

matter of great importance in the general arrangement of

rural residences, and although few subjects in this con-

nection have been more frequently dwelt upon by garden

authors, there is still much room for improvement. We
ignore all exaggerated imaginary examples either in the

exposure of error, or the promulgation of truth, and en-

deavor to give all our statements a tangible basis, in order

to render them of direct practical application to the sub-

ject under investigation. This much is mentioned that

we may not be accused of "making a case," in stating that we have seen a path

leading to a house only a few rods distant from the street, forming a series of short

curves, although the boundary gate and the entrance door of the house were exactly

opposite. It is, however, much more common, and equally a perversion of good taste,

in such cases, to find a circular grass plat, or flower bed, which has to be circumam-

bulated before reaching the house. Similar unmeaning routes are frequently taken

with carriage drives. The furthest point from the house being selected for an en-

trance, the road traverses the whole extent of the place before reaching the mansion,

cutting up what would otherwise form a pleasant lawn, and preventing the introduc-

tion of private, secluded shade walks, so desirable in country residences. It is not

intended in this number to treat on the present head with regard to picturesque

effect, but rather to offer a few practical remarks on the construction of good,

serviceable roads.

A smooth, firm, dry walk is one of the greatest conveniences, as a soft, muddy,

damp walk is one of the greatest annoyances ; and although much personal comfort,

and enjoyment of pleasure grounds, depends upon good walks, there is much need of

information on their management, judging from what we daily see, and the many

complaints that reach us relative to their expense and inefl&ciency. In this, as well

as in many other operations connected with rural improvements, we shall be much

mistaken in the true value of a result, by a knowledge of its cost. There are roads

of the worst description that have been made so at great expense, while others of

great efiiciency have cost a comparative trifle. There are principles to be recognised

in road making as well as in every other operation, and when these are not attended

to by the constructor, a good road is as much a work of accident as design. The

construction of a road will of course depend, to a certain extent, upon the amount

and kind of travel for which it is to be used. We frequently see a narrow walk

made as strong and heavy as a public highway ; without advising superficial work

ip of any description, we would guard against unnecessary expense. A
traversed by light carriages will not require so strong a foundation as one
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the passage of heavy wagons; again, those for foot passengers may be of a different

character. As coming more directly within the scope of the " Horticulturist," the

first niul last mentioned varieties are those to which our remarks will be chiefly

directed.

The chief object to be kept in view to maintain a tcood road is to keep it dry; no

road can be kept in good order, or prove entirely satisfactory in all seasons, unless

carefully protected from water. This is best sccui'ed by leaving the surface slightly

convex, and keeping it rather above the adjoining ground level. Our remarks will

probably be better understood by reference to the following cross sections, Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Fia. 2.

being the most general method of forming carriage roads, and Fig. 2 tbe mode that

we recommend above.

All the rain that falls on a road formed similar to Fig. 1 either sinks into the

road or accumulates at the sides, washing the surface material, unless intercepted at

short intervals with cross gutters on the road and deep notches in the edgings, both

of which are unsightly and inadmissable in a well kept carriage drive. Expedients

in the way of underground drains running parallell with and having occasional inlets

from the road, are frequently resorted to, with a view of modifying these defects.

But we would promulgate as a dogma, that covered drains for the removal of surface

water will never prove satisfactory in this climate. We doubt not that all who have

had experience in these matters will willingly endorse this opinion.

Objections have been urged against rounding the centre of roads, on account of

the inconvenience of travelling on any portion of their surface unless in the middle.

When a road is rounded in an extreme degree this objection is very just, not only

on account of the inconvenience, but also from the injury to the road by the travel

being mostly confined to the centre, where, indeed, is the only place a vehicle can

run upright. A rise towards the centre of one inch to the yard will be found

sufficient to carry off water, and form no impediment to travel over any portion of

the surface.

It will be observed in Fig. 2, that the excavated surface upon which the road is

to be formed, is rounded in the same degree as the exterior surface of the finished

road. This form of excavation has often been recommended as a means of directing

the water that sinks into the road to the sides. A slight reflection will show that

no benefit of the kind can be obtained, since the water that finds its way through

the hard and compact material of which the road is formed, will not be arrested in

its downward progress by the soft soil. This supposes a state of things which the

chief aim is to prevent, for a road must be in a bad state when water finds a passage

thus freely through it. But we would give the foundation of the road this form to

allow an equal depth of material over the whole, that it may be equally strong

hout.

The outline of the road having been resolved upon the edgings should be brou;



to the desired heights and level. As already observed, the depth of material required

will depend upon the intended use. Twelve inches of material will form a road

sufficiently strong for all purposes required on a private residence. To secure a

solid foundation a layer of unbroken flat stones, averaging six inches in thickness,

should be laid with their broadest faces downwards, as close together as practicable,

and all interstices well rammed up with smaller pieces. This foundation will form

a compact pavement through which the under soil will never penetrate, as is the

case where small stones are used, the soil being pressed up between them alternately

mixing with the outer covering of the road. This understratum may in fact be

considered the actual road, but in order to keep it from derangement it is necessary

to form a compact homogeneous surface as a protection, for if the wheel of a wagon

or the foot of a heavy quadruped were to press on one extremity of a large stone, the

other end would be raised, and the whole disturbed. Hence fii-mness is necessary,

and to secure it we must reduce the surface material to a size below that of the

pressing point, that no disarrangement may occur from leverage or compound action.

To secure such a surface a layer of broken stone should be spread over the foundation,

and this in turn covered with gravel or something similar. These broken stones

should be procured of a tough as well as a hard nature. Many hard stones are

brittle, and by pressure are easily reduced to powder. A thickness of four inches

of small angular stones will be sufficient ; these would in time of themselves become

solid and compact, but to render the road more immediately agreeable, both with

respect to convenience and appearance, a further covering of gravel may be applied

to bind and solidify the whole.

Much depends upon the quality of the gravel ; rounded pebbles are by themselves

the worst description of material for road making. Independent of the facilities

which their interstices affijrd for the lodgement of water, there is a constant

tendency of their rising upwards. When pressed upon any point of their circum-

ference they move, and the smaller particles falling in around them they become

edged, and in time get to the surface. The best gravel for road making, therefore,

is that which contains a proper quantity of clayey loam as a binding property,

forming a close, compact, even surface.

A newly formed road will require occasional attention to prevent ruts until it

becomes firm. When ruts are once formed, they define a tract which carriages

follow ; and are thus continually widened and increased. They become filled with

water during rains, which not being able to escape softens the material and hastens

its dcstniction by each succeeding carriage, involving a greater outlay in repairs

than would have been required to prevent its occurrence, besides the inconvenience

of travelling on a road in such a condition.

The same general principles are applicable in the formation of walks for foot

passengers. The depth of material, however, need not in many soils exceed a few

inches. A porous, gravelly, or sandy soil is in itself a good walk if properly shaped.

Such walks admit of greater convexity than carriage roads, which is equivalent to a

saving of material. A gravelled walk is as apparently a work of art as a build

its outline should therefore be accurately defined. It should appear brimfull



L'nivol ; thoro is nothinj; (lisfij:;uros a walk or conveys so iiiea<rre an expresfiinn aH

ilei'l) raw odj^ings, looking as if tlicy had been cut with a plough. Attention to

this point would improve many places where the paths look more like water-courses

tlian comf'ortalile foot paths.

AlIu>;ion has already boon mado to tlic fact that gravel f^hould possoss a binding

property to form a good walk. 3Iueh inconvenience arises from gravel of a clayey

nature in wot weather, although it forms a hard and durable walk when it is dry.

To rouedy this a thin coating of sand should be thinly spread over it, which not only

makes it smooth and agreeable to walk upon by the wearer of the thinnest shoe, but

renders it passable immediately after the heaviest shower, and besides, gives a more

agreeable effect, the neutral tint of the sand harmonizing better with the grass than

the yellow and red gravel so commonly employed, which appears intrusive, and as

GiLi'iN said of a red brick house, **sets a landscape on fire."

THE STRAWBERRY QUESTION.
BY WILLIAM STOMS, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

It is estimated that, with the season just closed, there has been grown in this vicinity,

and sold in the Cincinnati markets, some three thousand bushels of Strawberries.

This is about one-third below the annual average, in consequence of a partial failure

ill the crop of Waaliingtons.'^ Of this variety, more is cultivated than any other,

Ijccause of their early ripening and hardy culture.

They are also a more certain crop than any other variety, as a general thing— Init

just in the nick of time, a severe frost, and prevalence of cold winds, while the fruit

was in bloom, cut them short for this season.

Among amateurs, this berry receives but little attention, on account cf its pale

.ippearance, and absence of flavor—though it is considered among field growers as a

money making berry. It rarely ever freezes out in winter, or burns out in summer.

The Early Scarlet is also extensively cultivated on account of its hardiness and

prolific bearing.

I promised in my last to give you the crop of, and cash receipts for. Strawberries

grown by John C. Youtcy, of Campbell county, Kentucky— eight miles from

(Cincinnati. I have selected Mr. Youtcy— not because he was the largest grower

—but because I could more readily obtain his statistics.

He has raised and sold about one-tenth of all the Strawberries vended in our

markets the past season. His varieties, &c., being the three following : Two acres

of Washington s which produced sixty bushels, and sold for four hundred and twenty

dollars. Five acres of "Hovey's Seedling," which produced one hundred and

seventy-eight bushels, and sold for twelve hundred and sixty dollars. Three acres

of ''Hudson," which produced one hundred and two bushels, and sold for five

lundred and thirty dollars. Gross receipts from ten acres, two thousand two

hundred and ten dollars. The expense of picking, including the boarding of hands,

* Known also as the Iowa.—Ed.
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was two hundred and twenty-five dollars. Expense of marketing seventy-five dollars

The probable cost of cultivation per annum is fifteen dollars per acre. Mr. Youtcy

cultivates all his Strawberries on new, but very hilly ground. In each variety, he

has the past season excelled, and defied competition. In "Hovey's Seedling,"

permit me to assure you without the fear of contradiction, that he never was beat

in this country— twice taking the first premiums at our horticultural exhibitions,

ati'ainst amateurs, market gardeners, and every thing else.

We regret that Mr. Barry did not find it convenient to spend one day while

here, with the Kentucky growers of Strawberries. There are some fifty acres in

cultivation in one settlement, within eight to ten miles from our city. More than

half the Strawberries vended in our markets are grown on that side of the Ohio

river. The receipts for sales by Mr. Culbertson, a neighbor of Mr. Youtcy, was

twenty-five hundred dollars.

I had intended saying something as to Mr. Youtcy's experience with impregna-

tors for his ''Hovey's Seedlings." He has tried several staminates, and thinks now

that he has hit upon the right. But this is dangerous ground for me to travel

—

and as it is conceded on all hands that our friend Mr. Longworth has the fixing

of sexualities in all Strawberry matters, I must desist from further elaboration on

this point.

By the way, I notice in the "Ohio Cultivator" of June 15th, that friend Bateham
sets down the "McAvoy's Superior" as being too pale in color. This, of course, is

news in this region—and we have no doubt McAvOY would be willing to treat his

friend Bateham to a bottle of "Native," if he will only make his berry two or

three shades paler than it now is.

PLANTING TREES FOR WOOD.
BY A SHIP-CARPENTER.

The article on this topic in the Soi-ticulturist for July has left a very strong impres-

sion on the mind of the writer, and he would be glad to learn that the same effect

has been produced on those best situated to benefit by the valuable suggestions

thrown out.

The calculations with regard to profit are by no means extravagant. Though our

railroads traverse in the first instance wooded districts, their first operation is so far

to enhance the value of cord and other woods, and of the land for arable purposes,

that the trees are immediately felled to supply the greedy locomotive, or to convert

the land into arable acres, and long before twenty years elapse fuel has become

extremely scarce; or perhaps the wood is of a worthless description, and fire is

applied, as may be seen on so many of the new routes to the West. Forecast or

anticipation of the wants of the next generation is forgotten, and whence our

children are to draw their lumber no one can predict; good telegraph poles, and

even the sleepers of the road when they require removal, will have to be sought at

great expense.
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Larch is undoubtedly a suitjible tree for such planting as has been suggested. It

occupies less space than many other trees, is conical, and would be less in the way

;

its wood is entirely suitable for the sills of the road, aud it is of rapiil growth. I

agree with the editor that st^ck iu the tree company olFors better inducements for

investment than that of most of our railroads, turnpikes or canals. By the way,

what a curious thing it was that just as lumber waa becoming very scarce, we should

all at once have gone to building plank roads.

One of the great expenses of lumber is its transportation. In the interior it is

remarkably cheap; railroads and canals offer the easiest mode of transfer, except

rivers, and the head waters of the latter are pretty well exhausted of their best

timber. "We must resort to railroad or canal transport for our future supplies, and

how fortunate will that company be which has its millions of hard wooded trees to

resort to in the year 1900, or even at an earlier date.

As a means of supplying fniit, the subject is worthy of deep consideration. Take

the Maron Chesnut, with its large fruit for roasting, so much esteemed, and so very

high priced. A railroad route planted with these trees, for a mere bagatelle, would

yield thousands of bushels in a very short time. Eight trees on one small suburban

lot yield the owner often one hundred dollars per annum. Peaches, Pears, Cherries,

and even Grapes, might very profitably be cultivated on the borders of our thorough-

fares. If the directors will not do it, they might oflFer to let the ground under

certain limitations and restrictions.

It is asserted that twenty-two hundred full grown trees, or the matured crop of

forty-four acres of woodland, are required to furnish timber for a single seventy-four

gun ship. This is a great couutiy, it is a true, but it is getting shaved very close of

its beard I

[In confirmation of the remarks on the above snbject, we cut the following from

an intelligent Illinois journal

:

"As to the growth of Wood, it is very generally estimated to equal the annual con-

sumption. But it ought to do more, much more than this. True, there is as much wood in

the State as is needed, but not where it is needed. Belts of timber skirt nearly every

stream, but there are thousands of square miles of choice prairie at least five miles from

the nearest grove or " opening." Every land-ower, every speculator, ought to realize the

moral obligation resting on him to plant timber. If the owner of each prairie quarter-sec-

tion distant more than one mile from the nearest timber were required by law to plant at

least ten acres of timber thereon within a year, and keep the fire out of said timber by

plowing a wide belt all around it, the total value of the lands of Illinois would be en-

hanced at least one-fourth within ten years. Let the seed sown be part Locust or some

other quick-growing wood, the residue Hickory, Sugar Maple, White Pine, Chesnut,

Cherry, Black Walnut, &c., and soon Illinois, from being the very worst, would soon be-

come decidedly the best timbered State in the Union."]
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BY H. B.

S many amateurs have a greenhouse which they conduct

themselves, a few words of advice may not be thrown

away. The writer often sees a greenhouse sadly neglect-

ed from the want of correct information on the part of

the owner; the plants are overgrown and covered with

mildew, untidiness reigns around, and the structure,

which, properly managed, would be an ornament to the

garden, is almost a blemish to it. At this season evety

preparation should be made for the months which miLst

intervene before the house can be emptied. What has

to be done in the way of cleaning and general aiTangement should be done at once,

and the following observations, if attended to, will help to secure for the amateur all

the benefit the greenhouse is calculated to give.

If not done before, the house should receive a thorough cleaning, and for this

purpose the plants must be turned out, or if the weather will not permit this, they

may be crowded together at one end, while the other receives the requisite purifica-

tion. The glass, paint, and floor should be scrupulously submitted to a woman

competent to do the thing in a business-like way. Every corner should be scraped

out, that all insects and their eggs may be destroyed. As pots acquire growths of

fungous productions, an application of soap and water will be of sei-vice to them.

This cleanliness will be found of great value, and will promote the well-being of the

plants in a high degree during the winter months, when the dampness of the atmos-

phere is more to be dreaded than frost. Mildew, mouldiness, et hoc genus ovine,

delight in dirty places, to say nothing of the thousands of insects which the smallest

greenhouse can harbor in its corners and crevices.

The next process is the arrangement of plants for the winter, a matter requiring

a measure of judicious thoughtfvdness. The plants of an amateur may be classed

into two kinds, those which are required to grow, and those for which a state of rest

is more desirable. The former must have the best of the light and warmth, while

the latter may be placed in the situations having the least of these advantages. It

is presumed that artificial heat is not to be applied, except for the purpose of exclu-

ding frost ; for if the house is kept too warm, no plants can be put into shady places

with impunity. The stock for bedding out next spring should be kept as dormant

as possible, and in a house without a fire this may be done by putting the pots on

the floor, and giving no more water than sufficient to keep the foliage from withering.

jMants to bloom during the winter, or early in spring—in fact, all which are required

to grow now—should be arranged as near the light as possible. In the arrangement

of plants in a house, care must be taken not to allow the foliage to become crowded;

to prevent this productions of low stature should be placed between those

taller. By this kind of sorting, the space will be economised, and a far



munltor of pots pjot in and kept healthy. Tt shoiihl have hoen stated a})ove, that it

is iiulisponsabic that the roof shduld be water-proof, for the drip will sericjusly iii-

coimnodc you, if it is allowed to come in.

Let it be seriously impressed upon the possessor of a greenhouse for general pur-

poses to be as liberal as possible in the admission of air on every practicable occasiuii.

No one thing is so inimical to the health of plants as the want of fresh air. A free

movement among the leaves, occasioned by the wind, is always to be desired, and

there are no days, except when frost exists, when this may not be gained. It is

surprising what a dread exists of fresh air among a large class of persons. They
exclude it from their bed-rooms, and on the same principle shut it out from their

greenhouses, with the same result in both cases. To drive out damp, or to prevent

its entrance, no plan is so effectual as that now recommended.

Ordinary frosts may be resisted without the application of fire-heat, if care is

taken to cover up the house with some material which is a non-conductor of heat.

If in any case a sharper frost than was anticipated should occur in the night, leave

on your covering until the sun has risen some time, or until you have ascertained

that any frozen foliage is thawed. It is astonishing how much a tender plant will

stand of cold, if light, and especially solar rays, are excluded until the thawing is

over. In all cases the object is not to give heat but to exclude frost, and to this

end the skill and attention of the amateur should be directed.

In the present state of the garden in general, while the foliage remains unmoved,

and flowers axe still brilliant, every amateur should take a survey of his domain,

whether extensive or limited, for purposes of future alteration and improvement.

Time will be well employed in noting matters which admit of a better arrangement

than they have yet received, and it is highly important that the various effects pro-

duced by the position and filling up of flower beds, and the allocation of trees and

shrubs, should be marked. In relation, for instance, to close planting, this is the

time to observe its injurious consequences, and to determine to correct them. In

winter, when the branches are destitute of their umbrageous coverings, there

appears to be space enough for each tree and shnib to revel in; but in the autumn

the conviction made by a survey is very different. Some plants touch each other,

others are becoming intertwined, others are fast hastening to incommode their

neighbours. Now, although it would have been wiser to have planted at a proper

distance at first, the quicker the evil is remedied the better it will be. Mark those

trees which are thus threatened with shortness of house-room, and let them be

moved with care, so that they may suffer as little as possible.

If the cropping of a kitchen garden is observed, and the arrangements which have

existed during the year in the plantations of Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries,

and Strawberries, it will be found that the best vegetables and finest fruit have been

secured where the most liberal space has been allowed for sun and air. A wet season

teaches capital lessons on this subject, for it is then seen how shade and contracted

quarters injure vegetation and deprive fruits of their proper flavour. One of the

last lessons learned by the gardener is, that if we are generous to Nature, she

be generous to us, but that if we restrict her she is amply revenged. Make
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observations now, and this fact will be impressed upon your memory. Crops of

Cabbages or Broccolies, rows of Peas and Beans, &c., wlaich have been crowded

together, are now the dens of mildew and insects, while those provided with plenty

of room have been kept in health by sweet air and bright suns. Determine which

rows of Raspberries shall be rooted up, which Strawberiy plants will be better away,

and, having formed the resolution, do not forget to execute it when the desolations

of winter have contracted the productions, and seem to give them space enough.

The eifects produced by the various colours of flowers in combination and in con-

trast, may now be advantageously recorded, either for imitation or alteration next

year. For example, I have in my garden some six-year-old scarlet Geraniums,

which I annually plant in various situations, generally surrounding them with

flowers of a more shrubby growth, and of a contrasted colour. This year I planted

round these tall stems some seedlings of a minor Convolvulus, of a much darker

blue than the common variety, and as its growth has been very rampant, the plants

have been twined with the branches of the Geraniums. The eifect of the brilliant

blues and deep scarlets, and the light and dark green of the foliage has been very

striking, and I shall endeavour to adopt the same arrangement next year. So in

reference to other things. Some combinations I have found to be any thing but

graceful, while others are worthy of being perpetuated. These various results will

fade from the memory unless now distinctly noticed, and the benefit of experience

in this manner will be lost.

Nothing teaches like Nature : and the amateur may receive fine lessons on taste

by watching and criticising her equisite painting. Observe the hedgerows at

various seasons, and you will learn what diff"erent new arrangements your parterres

admit of. Bend your attention to the lights and shades produced by the ever-vary-

ing combinations of the fields and the woods, and you may transfer some beauties to

your shrubberies. The eye and the heart in this way will find plenty to do, and

you will become not only an admirer but also a co-adjutator of Flora, the tasteful

observer of whose footsteps will often be able to heighten the beauty of his mistress

by a chaplet of his own creation.

ARBOBICULTURAL NOTES.—NO. II.

BARTRAM's garden, PHILADELPHIA.

It was the writer's intention to confine himself in these notices to those fine trees

in his own immediate neighborhood, and suggest to other pens the pleasure they

might confer on the readers of the Horticulturist by similar notes of their own

localities ; but being familiar with the far famed locality, Bartram's Garden, from

whence the artist has taken his present illustration, it will not come amiss to give

my subject a wider scope.

And first, omission must not be made to thank the present owner, Mr. Andrew
M. Eastwick, for the great care with which every thing any way related to the

great father of American Botany is preserved and cared for ; from the old house he
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lived in, and which with his own hands he built, to the stateliest tree or humbl<-

shrub which he planted. I^Iuch has fallen before the unrelenting scythe of tini*-,

but a great deal— a very great deal— still remains to reward a visit from all lovurs

of trees.

The large Cypress {Taxodium iJis(irJinm')

is well known, having been the chief

topic of every writer who has de-

scribed bis visits to the place.

The beight and dimensions of

'
. this specimen, an engrav-

ing of which is given

this month, were ta-

ken inl853 by the au-

;^/ : tbor of the"i7'a/(*/-

,'
""^ hookofOniumin-

tal Trees," from

whose little

work the
height of all

the trees no-

ticed in this

''sketch is

taken. The
beight there

stated is one

hundred and

twenty-five

feet, and its

circumfer -

encc twenty

feet. It is a

fine tree for

cool moist

soils.

Another
specimen that

always seemed

very fine to

the writer is

a Chinquapin

( c astanea
pi<mi7a)twen

ty-five feet
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high, and thirty-five inches in circumference. This, however, is fast going into

decay. Some specimens of the Mahaleb Cherry ( Cerasus MahaleU) are the finest

probably in the country— perhaps anywhere ; for they certainly do not grow as

large in their own native German woods, where it forms the St. Lucy wood of

the French cabinet makers, as it does here. One specimen is forty feet high, and

three feet in circumference,— rather a strong stock, one would think, to produce

the so-called "dwarf Cherries" of our nurseries.

Some of the finest Ailanthus trees (J ilantus glandulosd) are here. One measures

sixty feet high by seven in circumference. The female tree is very ornamental in

fruit, and quite free from the disagreeable odor of the male, and in situations where

its liability to throw up suckers is not objectionable, is perhaps one of the most

ornamental trees we have. A specimen of the Copper Beech (^Fagus sylvatica

cupreci) is a pretty picture, clothed with branches to the ground, a perfect pyramid,

and fifty feet high by thirty-six inches in circumference. Though it is not so

handsome a variety as the "blood-leaved," it is well worthy of general culture.

Adjoining this is a fine specimen of the Yellow Wood (^Virgilia lutea— or perhaps

more properly Gladrastis tinctorid) with several stems, which together at the base

measure four feet round, and is fifty feet high. It is too rare a tree for one of such

beauty, both of foliage and flower; but the seeds are not easy of access to our

niu'serymen, which is a fair excuse for its scarcity in their collections. A "China

tree" (Kolreuteria panicxdafa) is not near so fine as I have seen them elsewhere;

but I can never look on its fine large panicles of golden yellow flowers, or the rich

crimson and yellowed leaves in the fall, without a feeling of regret that a tree so

accommodating to various soils and situations should be so seldom seen. A Sorrel

tree {Lyonia arhorea) is, I think, very remarkable for its size; it is sixty feet high,

and four feet in circumference. A pretty tall " Shrub," and no disgrace to its specific

name. A congener, growing along side of it

—

Andromeda pulverulenta, next to the

Kalmia, I would place as the most ornamental Shnib we have, but which to our

disgrace Europeans alone seem to know how to do it justice. In the line of the

Magnolias, the 31. auricidata stands chief, seventy feet high, and five and a half in

circumference. There are also some fair sized large leaved specimens (^M. Macro-

pliylki), forming a very dense and most agreeable shade. The best Cucumber tree (3/.

acuminata^ is eighty feet high, and seven feet in circumference. A specimen of J/.

soulangeana, a hybrid kind, has every year hundreds of expanded flowers. Another

very rare tree is Sophoi-a Jajionica, which, though generally supposed to be rather

tender, has managed to live here to such advantage as to reach the height of between

forty and fifty feet, with a fine spreading head. A very pretty grafted specimen of

(Escidus rubicunda, every year presents a strong claim to the honor of being the

finest cultivated Horse Chestnut by the large clusters of brick-red flowers it unfolds.

Amongst the Oaks there is a fine variety to interest. A Qncrcus lyrata is sixty-two

feet high, and six feet in circumference. In very favorable seasons it ripens its

seeds even so -far north as this, though in "Meehan's Handbook," by a slight en-or

then known to the wi'iter, it is said never to do so here. The Over-cup White

(^Qucrcus macrocaqKi') measures sixty-three feet high, and six feet in circum



fcrcnce. This is the most interesting of the group for the beauty of its acorns
;

thouixh in the Bplendor of its foliage, and picturescjucness of its ai)pearance, it Is

int'cridr to the uiit'ortunatoly less kuowu ypccie.s (^(Jucrrus l/ico/tir), the mnssy cup or

swauip white Oak, the large leaves, and dense foliage of which have probably no

superior in beauty. Some very fine specimens of the British Oak (^Quercus rohur

ptduinnUila), and of the Anierieau "White Oak (^Q. olJut), are not bad. The former

is eighty feet high, and seven feet in circumference; the latter eighty-five feet liigh,

and thirteen in circumference.

Amongst the trees little known, but very beautiful, Stijrux <jr<nullf()Uum may be

especially noted. The specimen here thrives in deep .'^hadc, is twenty-five feet high,

and over one foot in circumference. In early summer it is a perfect nosegay of

sweet scented white blossoms. Another Styrax (<S'. liecigatuni) here, though a

very pretty looking shrub, I do not ever remember seeing in flower. Ilalesia dij>t<ra,

flowering nearly a month later than the H. tcfrajjicra, and with magnificent clasters

of large white flowers, is a very showy small tree ; it does not grow as large as the

common kind. Cyrilla racemifiora is another special favorite,— an Evergreen

laden with thousands of racemes of countless white and waxy blossoms, perfectly

hardy an.d very accommodating. What have cultivators been about to entirely

overlook its merits? Phyllyrea angustifolia, a European Evergreen, seems well

"at home" under the shade of the Pine trees.

The Hop Horn Beam or Iron-wood ( Ostrya Virginicfi) may also be here included,

for though somewhat better known, it is rarely seen in cultivation. A fine slender

Birch, covered with white looking Hops, w'ill give a very good idea of it. This

specimen is over fifty feet high. The Franklin tree (^Gordonia j[)ul>cHcens), with its

large white flowers like single Camellia.s, thrives very well here in deep shade ; a.s

also docs Stuartia pentafjyna, a beautiful shrub of the same natural order. The

odd looking Christ's Thorn (^Fuliurus acideatus) has here obtained a height of thirty

feet ; its awful looking spines even more horrid than those of a Gleditchia horridn,

yet when, in the fall, covered with large red berries, it is highly ornamental.

We might continue these notes of this highly interesting place, till the whole

number was filled, but we must find space to notice the beautiful Evergreen, Bigno-

nia capreolata, which, as a hardy vine of great beauty— in flower or out— as 3Ir.

Downing and others, in the pages of the Horticulturist, have long ago taken the

opportunity to notice. One excellent character in it is its doing so well in deep

shade.

To a Pomologist there is not much here to interest. There is, however, the much

celebrated fine old Petre Pear— the parent of all the Petres; and also the original

"Chapman" Pear, which, though not of high rank with Pomologists, tho.se who

like a fair sized juicy Pear of the old crassaune flavor, kiiow well how to appreciate.

M
[The great Cypress at Bartram's has been our admiration since boyhood; it stood,

when we first remember it, near a fine spring of water, but it seems to have appro-

priated the whole to itself, the spring having disappeared; its long spreading

up those curious large knobs which the Southern negroes appropriate for
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hives ; altogether this specimen forms the noblest tree within our knowledge.

Twenty feet in circumference is small, it is true, compared with the Wellingtonia

Grigantea, with a diameter of twenty-nine feet two inches, but it affords the mind

some little opportunity to judge what the latter must be, Bartram's Garden is the

cradle of American Botany; the best book and the most readable of its kind is

''Darlington's life and correspondence of Bartram and Marshall," which can be

heartily recommended to every lover of unsophisticated nature. We know of no

such instructive botanical biography.

—

Ed.]

THE STANWICK NECTARINE.
The sensation created in England and France by the introduction of the Stanioich

Nectarine in 1846 has had few parallels, but it has subsided on discovering that the

climate was not entirely favorable to its perfection. In our own country, however,

sufficient time has not elapsed fully to test its capabilities ; it is still hoped that it

may succeed on the walls of open gardens. At its first appearance it was supposed

it was " destined to throw out of cultivation most of the stone fruits so highly prized

by Europeans; also, that the Peaches of Paris, as well as the Nectarines of the island

of Jersey, were tasteless and worthless when placed by the side of the Stanwick

Nectarine."

We have received a single fine speci-

men this season from Mr. Caleb Cope,

successfully fruited by his gardener,

Jerome GtRAFf, and present an outline

of the fruit.

This Nectarine fniited for the first

time in the United States at Mr.

Cope's a year ago. The fruit was

exhibited at a stated meeting of the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

but the committee on fruit failed to

give a description, though the curiosity

of our horticulturists was excited to

know something respecting it. The

only notice taken was the award of one

dollar to Mr. Cope's gardener. It

seems to do well here, except its liabil-

ity to crack— a feature from which it

may be exempt when allowed to mature in a cold house : this will be soon tried, as

two plants are now growing in Mr. C.'s cold vinery. The plant from which our

figured specimen was plucked is small, growing in a ten inch pot. Last year it had

eautiful Nectarines upon it, some of them slightly cracked; the present season

produced but three, two of which decayed before maturity. The plant has labored

STANWICK NECTARINE.



under great disadvantages, in being forced two successive seasons, and without being

shifted. lu the flavor of the fruit we think it far surpasses any previous variety

knuwu to our cultivatoi-s. It has nothing of the insipidity of the Nectarine, and

less than usual of its peculiar odor; it may be pronounced a smooth skinnrd l\(ich

of the most delicate character, exceedingly tender, rich, juicy and sugary, without

the slightest trace of the flavor of prussic acid. When we speak of the odor of the

common Nectarines, we do not do so disparagingly, for the smell and the beauty of

the fmit have hitherto comprised its principal value. The plant is growing on a

Peach stock, and the fruit may be said to equal in size any of the melting varieties.

Mr. Graff deserves great credit for its introduction.

It may be as well to reproduce here some of the particulars respecting this novelty

from the Journal of the London Horticultural Society. Fruit of this new and ex-

traordinary production was received August 29th, 184G, from Lord Prudhoe, in

whose garden at Stauwick-park it had ripened. He obtained the variety from stones

given him by the vice-consul at xVleppo, then residing near Suedia in Syria, whose

favorable climate is peculiarly suitable for the cultivation of Asiatic or European

fniits. The vice-consul, Mr. Barker, brought to England Peaches and Nectarines

with sweet kernels like a nut, probably never heard of till their existence was an-

nounced by him. The fruit of the Peach and Nectarine, partaking so much as it

does of the qualities of the bitter Almond, must have been very deleterious in its

unimproved state. It was considered unlikely that amelioration would be carried

much farther. For at least a century little improvement has been efi"ected, and in

every variety hitherto the kernels have proved intensely bitter. But at last this

is overcome ; in the specimen above described, the deleterious quality considered

inherent in the species has disappeared.

The tree on its own roots is a strong and robust grower, and continues to grow

lute in autumn, and has hitherto retained its leaves in ]i]ngland throughout the

winter. Lord Prudhoe' s gardener has no doubt that when worked on Apricot,

Plum, or Almond stocks, it will prove quite hardy there, and bear well even in the

north. The original price was fifty dollars a plant.

What say our hybridisers can be done to give it an American constitution ?

CULTURE OF THE OLIVE IN AMERICA.

A recent number of the Cliarhston Mercury has the following correspondence and

remarks in relation to this plant : "It has long been the opinion of many observing

men that the Olive may be successfully raised here to as great perfection as in the

south of Europe. A resident of Philadelphia, three years ago, imported a quantity

from France for some plantations in Texas, but we have not since heard of their

fate."

Plants of it are very common in the green-houses of Philadelphia, and if our

Southern friends find it answer their purpose to grow them, our nurserymen would
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soon get up a stock, as they grow very readily from layers, or by grafting on the

common Privet (^Ligtistrum vulgare).

On the sea coasts of Carolina and Greoi'gia, the American Olive ( Olca Americana)

grows naturally. It is found only in light rich soils, and it is quite possible that if

it might not be improved so as to compete with the European, it may at least afford

some hints to those who wish to try that kind.

Of the Jujube also, one species (^Ziziplms voluhilis) is a native of the Southern

States, found, I believe, as far north as Virginia. P.

From the Charleston Mercury. ,

The communication of Mr. Chisolm, it is hoped, will attract general attention. He is

one of the most careful and successful of experimenters in the Low Country of our State,

and whatever he says may be relied on. The most interesting matter of his communica-

tion relates to the successful culture of the Olive, and in regard to this he affords us a

gratifying correction. Some twelve years since we received from one of the islands of

our coast, a branch of an olive tree, loaded with fruit, but wilted by a killing frost in the

early part of November. We have often seen the tree since, and seen abundant evidence

that it thrives well in our soil, but have never had a glimpse of the ripe fruit, or any report

from those who have cultivated it. The impression had grown upon us that our severe

autumn frosts were fatal to its perfect maturity. We are glad to be disabused of this im-

pression ; and venture to hope that the experience of Mr; Chisolm and others will lead to

the general introduction of the Olive tree into the Low country of the State. It is a tree,

which, like the Chinese Mulberry, rejoices in a light sandy soil. It would suit an exten-

sive region of South Carolina just above tide water.

The fruit is extensively used in three ways. It is pickled, and thus forms the most

agreeable relish in the world. It is dried, and in this state is a nutricious, wholesome

and pleasant article of food. It is pressed, and the Sweet Oil of commerce is extracted.

For the latter use Mr. Chisolm thinks there is not much chance of cultivating it profitably

in this country. Undoubtedly he is right, if it be taken up merely as a garden or fanc}'

culture. But whenever large fields are planted with the Olive, and all the appropriate

means ai-e used to economize the reduction of the fruit to oil, we feel sure that it may be a

profitable culture for this purpose alone, where the climate is such as to insure the

maturity of the fruit.

Mr. Chisolm's experience invites us to recall the attention of the public to the late im-

portation of Olive plants from Spain, which are still in great part undisposed of. The

most of these plants are in a healthy condition, and we hope the opportunity will not be

lost to disseminate them widely.

Beaufort, June 11, 1855.

Messrs. Editors :—I perceive by a late number of your paper, that you are under the

impression that the Olive will not ripen its fruit in our climate. I presume that you are

informed of the state of things in Charleston ; but I can assure you, from an experience

of ten or more years, that in this neighborhood it ripens its fruit fully, and I have never

known any to be at all affected by frost. I have some three hundred or more trees, most

of which are in bearing, and some have been for several years. The fruit begins to

ripen in September, and by the middle of November, little, if any, unripe fruit can be

found. My trees are of two kinds, and were procui-ed from the neighborhood of Flor-

ence, and thus far, bear fruit every year, and abundantly. Labor is too dear, and cotton

too profitable, for oil making to pay, and until some great change takes place in the

VOL. o. II o.
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of labor, or our market crops, I do not think that sweet oil will be made to any extent

in tlio Southern States.

1 luivo had the Jiijubo in cultivation for twenty years, and it grows as readily as the

Spanish pai«er mulberry, and in the same way. It suckers freely, and the suckers grow

very readily, and I believe that this is the best way of propagating it. Its foliage is

ijuitc ornamental; its flowers small, but very numerous and fragrant; and its fruit very

pleasant, having the merits of a nut without being one. Beyond a tree or two, I do not

think that any one would care to cultivate it. The Capers plant has proved able to stand

our climate for twenty years past, and has borne fruit cvi n in a low clay soil on the sea-

board, though its favorite situation is rocky hill sides. It is propagated principally by

layers, but thus far I have not succeeded in getting any layers to take, though I have

never used any of the means used by nurserymen for layering, which may be the cause of

my failure. Yours, respectfully, R. CnisoLM.

'^^^'^^^^'^M^

Obituary.—Mr. James Wilson, of the firm of Wilson, Thorburn & Teller, nurserymen, died

in Albany, on the 29th of June, aged sixty years. Mr. Wilson came to this country from

Scotland thirty years since, and by his honesty, industry and perseverance raised himself, from

an humble beginning, to the possession of an ample fortune, and the good will of all his fellow

citizens and acquaintances. Mr. W. was at one time gardener to the late H. B. Picrrepoint, of

Brooklyn, and aftewards became connected in the nursery business with the late Judge Buel of

Albany, to whom he succeeded in that line of life. He was a benevolent man and aided nobly

the cause of education in his neighborhood.

Ohio State Fair.—Every arrangement seems to be completed for the Ohio State Fair,

to be held at Columbus on the 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st of September next, and great

enthusiasm exists upon the subject. The premiums arc most liberal.

»/

TnE Pittsburg Premiums announced by the Horticultural Society are liberal and ex-

tensive. They make a very large handbill.

Famine akd Wives.—The grasshopper seems likely to destroy the entire crop of the

Mormons. The time comes to the best of us when "the grasshopper is a bnrden;" but

we apprehend that when no grain is to be had, repudiation will commence in earnest,

and a dozen wives, in addition to the grasshopper, will be found a burden too heavy to

bear. When there is nothing for the mill-lioppcr, the ladies will have to skip harem-

scareiim. Eve was declared to be taken from the side of Adam, but only one Eve
; tooi

many in a famine will create a stitch, which modern Adamites will be glad to drop. If

they had a Pimch in Utah, he would first express his astonishment that women would

voluntarily make Judy's of themselves.

The Onion, according to Johnston's Chemistry of Common Life, contains from twenty-five to

thirty per cent, of gluten, ranking in this respect with the nutritious Pea and the grain o" '

East. It is not merely as a relish, therefore, that the wayfaring Spaniard eats his Onion



his humble crust of bread, as he sits by the refreshing spring. It is because experience has

long proved that it helps to sustain his strength also, and adds (beyond what its bulk would

suggest) to the amount of nourishment which his simple meal supplies.

Somebody advices, in a note to us, that the blossoms of the Ailanthus be clipped off every

year before they begin to give their nauseous odor. If the gentleman would just trim a couple

of dozen by way of pastime, perhaps he would change his mind as to the labor, to say nothing

of very decided if not satisfactory effect of such cutting upon the trees. The place to cut is at

the roots, Mr. Clinton-place ; cut off the dog's tail about an inch back of the ears, if you

would be sure to prevent him from running mad.

—

N. Y. Paper.

Prize Awarded.—The Society for encouraging National Industry in France, which had

instituted a prize of 3,000 francs for the introduction of the most useful plants into the mother

country or the colonies, has just decided that the above sum shall be this year divided equally

between M. Diard, who has introduced a new kind of sugar cane into the island of Keunion,

and M. Fery, who has established extensive rice plantations near La Teste, in the landes of

Bordeaux.

Useful Investigations.—The Commissioner of Patents has sent Mr. Glover to Florida,

where he is to pass some months in studying the insects pei-nicious or beneficial to rice, tobacco,

sugar cane, orange, the cotton plant and other staple vegetables. Mr. Glover's investigations

into the habits of the destructive insects in the Middle States will be published in the next

agricultural report.

Cotton Seed Oil.—Mr. Shephard, of Galveston, Texas, it is announced, is perfecting a

valuable invention by which he can produce oil by compressure from cotton seed. One hun-

dred pounds of seed yield from twelve to fifteen pounds of oil, which, when properly clarified,

is equal to sweet oil for machinery, and is superior to ordinary lamp oil, while it can be sold

at one half or one third the cost of either. Another source of income is the cake formed of the

seed when the oil is pressed out. It is said to be valuable for feeding hogs and other farm

stock. Cotton seed has heretofore been regarded as entirely useless.

Wine Making is getting to be a profitable business in Lower California, where the vineyards

are extensive. One proprietor last year had twenty-five thousand bottles of wine from his

vineyard, and this year he expects a greater yield.

The above we clip from a newspaper. No doubt but the climate is entirely suitable

for the manufacture of wine in California as well as here. In a little trip through

Chester County in this State lately, we observed a large number of vines in growth in

large fields on the European plan, no doubt intended to supply this market, or for wine

making. Will some of our correspondents inform us?

Camellias in Cornwall, Eng.—In the gardens of J. S. Bedford, Esq., of Pendrea, near

Penzance, I noticed a splendid Camellia just coming into full bloom, and bearing upwards of

2000 buds and flowers, all fine and perfect. The size of the plant is 7 ft. high, 1 1 ft. in

diameter, and 33 ft. in circumference. The gardener informed me that it has been in the open

air throughout the past very severe winter ; but a slight covering is now thrown over it, to

protect it from the cold east wind and hoar frost. When planted in 1848, it was only a foot

high.

—

{Gard. Chron., p. 317.)

WiKE Worm.—This can be entirely extirpated, by using hog manure. So says a correspon

^|cnt of the Rural New-Yorker.
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Anstters to Correspoxdexts.—(G. F. S., Battle Creek.) By the portion of a leaf and

tlic description sent, your Strawljcrry would appear to belong to the "Boston Pine," but

fur your assertion that the fruii is "much more delicious than Burr's Pine," which in our

opinion the Boston Pine never is. Send us a few berries at the proper season, and you

shall have a more decided answer.

(T. M.) If you want a rapid, even rampant grower, plant in tolerably rich soil the

Wistaria Sinensis, and give it time to get a good root. It exhibits best its rare beauty

when trained up the trunk of a tree, or better still, a strong pole or upright wire trellice,

so that many of its smaller branches may hang loosely in "graceful negligence." Ex-

posed to the light on a trellice the flowers are of a brighter color than when in the shade.

If the young shoots are pinched back in the spring, this plant will flower again in the

fall. Framed on the walls of a house to extend round several sides, a succession of

flowers, commencing from the warmest aspect, may be had for weeks. The honey from

the flowers is poisonous to bees and bumbles.

(J. II. B.) The vine you find so much to resemble the Grape in leaf and habit is the

Ampelopsis cordifolia; it attains a great size, running over the highest trees in the man
ner of the wild Grape. It is not considered either useful or particularly ornamental, but

it is curious for its remarkable "imitation," if we dare to use the word, of a productive

vine.

(P. T.) Gold Fish.—It is true that the gold fish has become naturalised in the

Schuylkill above Philadelphia, or rather perhaps we should say in the Fairmount dam

—

a distance of miles. They were introduced by the breaking of a fish pond many years

ago. The boys offer them for sale in winter of a large size, and fit for stocking your

lake, at from ten to fifty cents each. There are hundreds of natural lakes and artificial

dams where they would multiply enormously. Last winter, while constructing some

dams on a small stream of spring water which empties into the Schuylkill, we requested

the Irish laborers to purchase any gold fish that might be offered, and place them in the

dams. A few days only elapsed before the works were completed, and on taking a view

of them our intelligent superintendent related the following adventure. The cold had

been intense, and had frozen the river to an unusual depth ; the gold fishes, big and

little, repaired to the mouth of our little stream in great numbers, probably for the

greater warmth of the water ; the freshet having meantime subsided, the man went to

the river to see its effects, when lo ! the ice had fallen and had caught in a trap at the

creek's mouth, ten dozen fine large "goldies," which were taken by the hand, filling a

large washing tub, and thus our new water was stocked at once. Why should not the

smaller lakes of Western New York be stocked with these beautiful pets?

(L. D. DuRGiN, Washington Territory.) We have sent you catalogues of seeds and

scions may be sent by careful packing, if you indicate the route by which they

travel.



A Kentucky Subscriber -will find three several notices of the Hydraulic Ram in

vol. 7 of the Horticulturist, and drawings in vol. 2. Where there is sufficient povrer an

overshot, double-action water wheel, has the preference over a ram.

(M. M.) It will be an improvement to your process in resisting the Apple borer, if

you cover the cloth which you wrap round the boll of the tree, on one side, with a mix-

ture of one ounce of grease to two pounds of rosin. The cloth is placed with the rosin-

side outward, and overlapping ; the adhesive qualities will keep it in its place, and assist

much in repelling the pest of our fruit trees. The process will be less troublesome than

looking up the grown enemy with knife and crooked wire.

(H. C. M., Zanesville, Ohio.) TVe have received your interesting communication,

which has many truths in it to be hereafter elaborated.

(M. J., Ohio.) Received and contents noted.

Pleasures of Planting.—Where shall we find so pleasing an appreciation of the

pleasures that attest the lover of a garden, as in the following extract of a letter from the

venerable Dr. Fothergill

:

"PLanting and gardening supply a fund of entertainment, the most lasting and reasonable

of any occupation in this life, pleasures not to be purchased. The trees -which we ourselves

have planted, the fruits we have raised, the plants we have cultivated, seem to be like our

children, a kind of new creation. Their shade, their taste, their fragrance, and their beauties,

affect us with a richer repast than any other. What a pleasing scene lies open to a young
man of fortune devoted to such amusements ! Each succeeding year produces new shades,

other fruits, fresh beauties, and brings besides most certain profit. To behold the rising

groves, barrenness made fertile, our country improved, ourselves made useful and happy, and
posterity enriched ! I have seldom known a man possessed of a taste for such pleasures, who
was not at the same time temperate and virtuous."

The Floral Fete at the London Crystal Palace in June last was probably the greatest

heretofore seen in Europe. Five thousand dollars were distributed in prizes. Of course

all the skilled gardeners of the kingdom rallied round the head of their order. Sir Joseph
Paxton, each vying to excel. In the fruit department, owing to a cold spring, there was
a disappointment. A great portion of the transept was devoted to Rhododendrons,

which it must have been well worth a voyage to see ; those who have seen even a com-
mon exhibition of these plants at Chiswick will understand us.

Fruits in Wisconsin.—Mr. A. G. Hauford wrote us in June from Waukesha, Wis-

consin, but a gloomy report of the prospects of fruit in that region. The spring opened

unusually early and expectations were raised for a beautiful crop, but late frosts destroyed

much in the blossom; this was succeeded by severe frosts that cut ofi" the greater part of

what was left. Mr. II. reports very favorably of the Early Purple Guigne Cherry, as an

early and constant bearer.

Lucy Fitch's Seedling Strawberry is declared by a competent witness who writes

from South Bend, Indiana, to be a four fold better bearer than lluvey's Seeding, Early

Scarlet, Burr's New Pine, or any other sort he has tried. If it suit your soil and climate,

well and good.

Seventeen Year Locusts appeared in vast numbers in parts of Ohio in June
great damage.



IIamamelis ViRoiNiCA lias been met with on the Ncslianiuiiy Creek, near Doylestown Pa.

t\vi>uty-live foet in Iiei^lit and with a trunk a few inches Inim three feet in circumforence.

It was j^rowin.:; in tlio l)ed of a creek, amuugst rooks and largo loose stones. Ilavo any

uf our botanists seen it of this siicc ?

The Charter Oak. Grate.—Mr. J. D. IngersoU writes us that this grape has been

iiiVered in his vicinity and sucessfully sold at a high price by " humbuging pretenders as

adcliciuus muscat; say two to five dollars a root according to age and (jitalUy !" This

grape is utterly valueless, and the sale of it around the country among ill informed peo-

ple is rank imposture. Every man should set his face against it.

The "Wonders of the Shore was the title of a most attractive article on Natural

History in a late North British Review. It has been reprinted and the authorship is

avowed by that accomplished scholar the Rev. Charles Kingsley.

Grattan and Trees.—Some of Grattan's sayings are characteristic of the deep poetry

of his mind, so brilliantly described by Sydney Smith. He loved trees^ and used to say,

" Never cut down a tree for fashion sake. The tree has its roots in the earth, which

fashion has not." A favourite old tree stood near the house at Timebinch. A friend of

Grattan's thinking it obstructed the view, recommended him to cut it down. " Why so?"

said Grattan. " Because it stands in the way of the house." Grattan. "You mistake,

it is the house that stands in the way of it, and if either must come down, let it be the

house."

"I thank God," wrote Sydney Smith to Lady Mary Bennet, "who has made me poor, that

he has made me merry. I think it is a better gift than much wheat and bean land with a

doleful heart."

—

Life of Sydney Smith.

The Heat.—Nothing amuses me more than to observe the utter want of perception of a joke

iu some minds. Mrs. Jackson called the other day, and spoke of the oppressive heat of last

week. "Heat, ma'am," I said, "it was so dreadful here that I found there was nothing left

for it l>ut to take ojf my flesh and sit in my bones." "Take off your flesh and sit in your bones,

sir ! Oh, Mr. Smith ! how could you do that ?" she exclaimed with the utmost gravity.

"Nothing more easy, ma'am ; come and see next time." But she ordered her carriage, and

evidently thought it a very unorthodox proceeding.

—

Ibid.

A Dog's Breakfast.—Miss , too, the other day, walking round the grounds, exclaim-

ed, "0, why do you chain up that Newfoundland dog, Mr. Smith ?" "Because he has a pas-

sion for breakfasting on parish hoys." "Parish boys!" she exclaimed, "does he really eat

boys, Mr. Smith ?" "Yes, he devours them buttons and all." Her face of horror made me

die of laughing.

—

Ibid.

Virginia.—The Season.—Our correspondence this month extends over a large region

of country, and much of it is occupied by accounts of the effects of last summer's drought

and the extreme variations of the past winter's climate. From Loudon County, Va.,

Yardley Taylor writes

.

"As the last year has been remarkable with us, some statement of the effects may not be

unacceptable ; and first the drought, it is believed, was never surpassed. The depth of rain

fallen for a year past certainly does not exceed two feet, more probably only twenty

ittle snow occurred during the winter, and but one rain for twelve months that wet



nary ground plough deep. Pastui'es were constantly dried up, so that farmers had to com-

mence feeding stock a month earlier than usual, with our corn not one-third of a full crop.

Though the wheat and hay crop was tolerably good, provender run out before the pastures

were fit to turn in upon, and serious consequences for the coming year are apprehended. The

grass in the early part of the season was very impoverishing, and in some places there is not

half a crop. Virginia and Maryland usually send large quantities of corn to market, but the

past winter and spring there have been tens of thousands of bushels brought up from tide

water, so that the high prices of beef have had a cause.

The winter's effects on fruit trees have been remarkable. At mid-winter, two weeks of mod-

erate weather swelled the buds and started the sap, and the severe season that ensued produced

the results we now see in our trees ; some branches of Apple, Peach and Cherry trees failed to

put out leaves. The twigs seemed plump and green, but no circulation of sap. Some Peaches

opened but few blossoms, while the leaf buds opened freely, except on the outer branches ; the

Grosse Mignone suffered most. The Cherry trees almost entirely failed to set their fruit ; what

could be the cause ?

A singular circumstance is observable on some fruit trees this year : a tendency to produce

double fruit in both Plums and Peaches ; one of my Peach trees has produced several instances

of treble fruit from a single blossom, and on several small branches every bloom has set double

fruit. AVhy is this so ? has it been that the amount of organisable matter usually laid up in

the fall in the body of the tree, had to expand itself in the spring in less compass in conse-

quence of the short growth of last year, and thus giving more support to the fruit buds. The

same effect has been observed in other States.—Y. T."

It is observable that when Pear and other trees are forced to a second bloom the same

year, those branches are unfruitful the next ; the forcing the trees received in winter

produced the same effect. The setting of double fruit our correspondent has satisfactorily

accounted for. The present favorable season will probably put all to rights.

—

Ed.

Illinois.—A correspondent, Mr. M. Doyle, at the Sangammon Nurseries, Springfield,

Illinois, says

:

"The locust borers have made their appeai-ance to some extent in our locust groves, some

of which are very extensive in this part of the country ; in fact, we have scarcely a plant or

vegetable but has a pest peculiar to itself. We are in need of all the information we can pos-

sibly get on the subject."

The West.—A correspondent says :

"The Horticulturist is a great favorite of mine ; in travelling thi'ough some sections you can

easily tell its subscribers by the appearance of their farms
;
you can see the beautiful young

orchards springing up m fine order, while their neighbors, who could as well afford it, have

not a tree or shrub on their places, although they have been what is called improving for the

last fifteen or twenty years, yet their homesteads look as though they had squatted down last

spring. They now begin to inquire of their neighbors how they derived such information

;

they, of course, refer them to the Horticulturist.

The crops look well, yet we are not without trouble, as we are subject to the ravages of in-

sects to a frightful degree. About the middle of June, the woods in Illinois swarmed with

locusts; they have punctured the small limbs of fruit and forest trees, and deposited their eggs;

they are now beginning to disappear. There is also the insect, described by Professor

Harris, page 43 of his report. They could be seen depositing their eggs in crevices in the

bark of fruit and forest trees, all of which suffer severely from these borers while in the grub

state, particularly the Apple, Peach, Mountain Ash, Horse Chestnut, Elms and Oaks

;

latter they seem only to attack stunted trees."
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Washington Terrifory, away off on the Pacific, is knocking to bo admitted a member

of our hurticultural imrisli. If there were any evidence wanting to prove the progress

wo arc making, tho following letter might be adduced from

Guam. Moi ni., W. T., March JOth, 1855.

I am hiipi)y to iicknowlcdgo the receipt of your Horticulturist for the jmst year with the

exception of the November No, our mail of that date being lost between this place uiul Oali-

fornia ou the steamer Southerner. I being the only ouc who takes your Journal I have loaned

my numbers to distribute for examination, and it has been attended with good success consider-

ing the newness of our country and by whom it is peopled. I think ere the year is out we can

give you at least twenty names from our vicinity ; once get an interest taken in Horticulture and

the Horticulturist will take like Hot Cakes. I will assist llev. Mr. Wuitwoetu all I can in

increasing its circulation.

Wc have many native fruits in this country which I think would be quite an acquisition to

you in the eastern States for grafting or biulding upon. I have seen Gooseberries in the woods

here at least twenty-five feet high ; this is a small, black berry when ripe ; we have another

variety which grows very large, the stalk resembling the currant in its growth ; this is quite

a large berry of an oblong shape measuring f of an inch in diameter in a wild state ; color

dark red when ripe and said to be very rich and pleasant, I have not yet seen any of them, but

] have secured some of the bushes from the woods and I will be able this year to fruit them,

and if they prove as good as represented it will be quite an acquisition even to us. We have

berries in profusion of all kinds I believe, except the high bushed Black Berry, Salmon, Service^

Salal, Thimble Cran. Blue, Huckle, Straw. Rasp, and running Blackberries wild in the woods.

We also have wild Hose Bushes which are very large and high. I have them on my claim some

ten or twelve feet high and onc-uud-half inches in diametei'. I am cultivating the most of the

wild berries which I think will greatly improve them. I find it is quite difficult to get any

new varieties from the States. I am very desirous to see this country abound with every thing

adapted to the climate. Many things do much better than in the Eastern States ; vegetables

grow in profusion. And I think we shall be able to grow the staple varieties of fruit. L. D.

DURGIN.

More evidence in favor of Gas Lime :

—

3fr. Editor:—My limited experience, in the use of

refuse lime from gas works, as a manure, is much more in accordance with Mr. Maxwell's

views than yours, and for the following reasons.

In the spring of 1853, a lot in this vicinity was filled up some two feet or more, with earth

from a hill side, and was covered with grass sods, without any soil or manure of any kind,

being put beneath them—the grass was watered occasionally, during the dry hot season, but

presented a very sickly appearance.

In the autumn of that year, it Avas covered with refuse lime from the gas works, and

during last summer, it produced a most luxui-iant growth of green grass, [Poa prateusis]

and now, without any other application, is as pretty a sod, as anyone need wish to see.

In consequence of this experiment, I covered my own grounds, last fall with it, and

notwithstanding the cold backward season, I had on the 14th inst., a stout swarth taken

from them, the gi-ass being of a much deeper, and more healthy green than heretofore. I

have also tried it in compost, with sufficient encouragement to repeat the trial, but it is more

difficult, to form a correct judgment of its effect when combined with other manures, than when

it is applied per se.

I have seen no analysis of the refuse lime, produced by the gas works at this place, but that

it does contain, as suggested by the Agriculturist, a large per ccutage of caustic lime, (hydrate)

I think may be shown, by stating the process adopted at the works. I am told the custom is, to

remove tbe lime, many hours before it is saturated, with the impurities it is intended to arrest.

Is not the effect of this, to leave a large per centage not saturated, and consequently caustic.



editor's table.

Again, according to Prof. Johnson's analysis, as quoted by Mr. Maxwell, more than one-half is

carbonate of lime, about one fifth is sulphate of lime, and three per cent, alumina and oxide

of iron—here then we have about seventy-five per cent, of vegetable stimulants. I think it

probable, that much of the caustic or kiln lime, used as a manure by our farmers, does not

contain much more of the essential stimulants, than this sample.

The transition limestone, that abounds in this vicinity, contains, in some localities, thirty-

six per cent, of impurities, chiefly magnesia, which is obnoxious to vegetation. Now as I

presume they use stone lime in the gas woi'ks at Toronto, may not the samples, used by the

intelligent gentleman of whom you speak, have been of this character, and not rendered

worthless comparatively, by passing through the gas works.

The sample analysed by Prof. Johnson, as quoted by you, must necessarily have contained

a large excess of water, as it is used by the gas manufactux'ers, in the form of hydi-ate, other-

wise it would not have been one-half water.

The mode of managing the lime here, I believe, is, to put it under cover after it has been

used in the purification, and allow any excess of water it may contain to pass ofi^, and so great

is the demand for it, that the orders from the farmers are sometimes many months in advance

of the supply, and so fully are they convinced of its value, that they pay six and a fourth

cents per bushel, and haul it five or sis miles, when they can purchase the fresh or kiln lime

for ten or twelve cents.

As an evidence, that they are not behind their neighbours in the proper management of

their farms, their beef is much sought after, and commands the highest price in the metropolis

of New York, as their butter does in the cities of Baltimoi*e and Washington, this I have

heard them attribute to the superior pasture afl'orded by the green grass, the growth of which

appears to be much promoted by this " vile refuse which should be buried many fathoms deep,

in some barren region." Let us not, Mr. Editor, condemn it noleiis volens as Dr. Ure appears to

have done, but give it a fair and impartial trial, and if it should then be found to be

worthless, reject it, and "strike it from the list that promises well." Youi's repectfully M.

West Chester, Pa.

We are much obliged to M. and shall be to all who favor us in this way with their

experience. We desire nothing so much as light, and above all the light of experience.

We shall have still more information on this subject by and by.

The Carob Tree, or St. John's Bread.—Among the recent importations from Alicant,

Spain, were some seeds of the Carob tree, the pods of which, when ripe, contain a few drops of

a substance resembling honey, and on that account supposed to be the sort of food used by St.

John in the wilderness. It blooms twice a year, and attains a large size; a single tree, some-

times, yielding a ton of pods. It afi"ords most nutritive food to cattle, horses and mules, who

thrive wonderfully upon it, and it will, doubtless, succeed well in the Southern, and perhaps in

the Middle States

—

Newspaper Paragraph.

The Carob tree, [Ceratonia Siliqua) would doubtless be a valuable addition to our Southern

States, coming as it does from the same latitude as the " Pride of India" [Mclia Azedarack)

and other things which are found to do well in the South. In the middle States it would pro-

bably rank with the julibrissin in hardiness, no further. The fruit is about the length of our

Honey Locust, about half as wide, but considerably thicker; aijd, instead of a "few drops

resembling honey," is filled with a sweet pulpy mass, at least such were those eaten by the

writer.

The cattle "tc/io" hrive well on it, doubtless find nothing deleterious in the seeds, in which

case it could not fail to be nutritious. I have occasionally met with specimens in Phila. and

New York collections, not " recently imported." P.

Whitlavia grandiflora, has flowered in this vicinity, and proves a very pretty addition

hardy annuals. The habit and appearance of the plant is similar to the Eutoca ; but
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flower is of a deeper blue, tubular, hnYing the appearance of a rniniiturc Glnxinea. It

will become popular. P.

Onothava MacTocarpa, is a a very fine dwarf perennial "livening iirinirosc.' Tlio yellow

flowers are three inches in <linmeter, and, being borne on long footstalks, are elevated above

the recumbent branches. It should be classed with the Dicentra sj^cctaliilis in a collection of

fine hardy plants, though this only gives us a spring welcome; while the »* primrose"

smiles on our evening walks, and morning rambles the whole summer long. P.

Weigela amabiliji, turns out very like a rogue. lie has not at any rate answered the expect-

ation I formed of him. To give it what is due, it seems botanicalhj distinct from W. rosea,—
the leaves are wedge shaped at the base and somewhat petiolate, and the flowers are on long

slender footstalks ; but in color and form as near alike to the common one, as two marrowfat

peas are to each other. P.

The Compass Plant.—Botanical travellers tell us, that in the western States there is a plant

the leaves of which always present their several opposite edges north and south to such a cun-

stant degree, that the Indians can travel by it with certainty. This has been received as a

"travellers tale." In the writer's garden, about a dozen seedlings are growing strongly; every

leaf on them exhibits the propenisity noticed. As the leaves of the Gum trees (Eucalyptus) and

some other trees of Australia, " choose" to grow vertically, there is no reason why one of our

own plants (Silphium Sp.) should not enjoy some other vagary. . P.

The Tamarind.—We hope the following from an exchange paper may be true :

The Tamarind has grown in Virginia from seeds, and is highly spoken of as promising to be

a valuable acquisition to our fruit trees, especially on the prairie lands of the West. Its

growth is rapid, its appearance very ornamental, and it is perfectly free from blight and from

the depredations of insects. Last season the trees in Virginia produced fruit as good as the

imported.

New American Cherries.—In the Revue Ilorticole for Jlay 16, we find noticed under the

head of " New American Cherries" by M. Naudin, the seedings of Mr. Walsh of Charlestown,

near Boston which were briefly discussed at the last meeting of the Pomological Society.

M. Naudin describes them as being remarkable for theii- size, agreeable flavor, and parti-

cularly for their lateness, all three ripening in October and at intervals of one week. M. Naudin

has either committed a great error, or has been incorrectly informed. We believe Mr. Walsh's

seedling which is described as being similar to the "Black Bigarreau of Savoy," ripens about

the same season as that variety, the last of July.

Vi^e copy the discussion on this variety, from the proceedings of the American Pomological

Society pages 196 and 197. B.

Mr. Cabot of Massachusetts. We have a cherry seedling in this neighborhood raised by

George Walsh of Charlestown. He states that there are three difi'erent seedlings ripening at

intervals, of about one week from each other ; but they are so much alike that it is difiScult

to tell them apart, except by the time of ripening. It is a very valuable large sized black

cherry. I propose that we call it Walsh's Seedling.

Mr. Walker of Massachusetts. I have been acquainted with this cherry some fourteen

years. When it was first exhibited at the tables of the ISIassachusetts Horticultural Society,

there was some doubt as to its being a seedling, from the fact that a Mr. Brown of Danvers

had presented a cherry very much like it, which he called the Black Bigarreau of Savoy. I

happened to be upon a committee which was sent out to examine the tree. We did not make a

very thorough examination, but satisfied ourselves that the trees were not budded. We after-

came to the conclusion that it was a seedling of Mr. Walsh, as some years elapsed

such cherry was brought in by any other person. I think Mr. Walsh called it No. I.
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well known as being a large black cherry, equal in size to the Black Tartarian ; a very firm

fleshed and excellent cherry ; I should say of the best quality.

Mr. Prince of Long Island. Some years ago Mr. Walsh sent me gi-afts of these cherries, I

inserted them, and called them Walsh No. 1 and No. 2 ; but was afterwards satii^fied that

they were the same as the Black Bigarreau of Savoy. The chen-y is large, round, and jet

black.

JMr. HoTEY of Massachusetts. I introduced the Black Bigarreau of Savoy to the public

here ; and think it an entirely difiFerent cherry from Mr. Walsh's, which was put into the

catalogue as the New Black Bigarreau, and is known to Massachusetts Society as such.

Mr. Waikee of Massachusetts. Does the gentleman consider Mr. Walsh's cherry a

seedling ?

Mr. HovET of Massachussetts. I cannot say.

Mr. Cabot of Massachusetts. Mr. Walsh presented two varieties of cherry here, which he

stated to be seedlings, and I do not now see that the gentleman denies them to be so.

Mr. Walker of Massachusetts. If Mr. Walsh's cherry is not a seedling, why have we not,

in fifteen or twenty years, found it imported from Europe ? When a gentleman presents a fruit

as a seedling, and that length of time is given for contradicting him, the chances are that he

wiU be contradicted. But there is nothing againstj the claim of Mr. Walsh here, except the

statement of Mr. Prince, which can undoubtedly be explained. I think Mr. Walsh, who raised

the seedling, is entitled to give it a name.

Mr. Lines of Connecticut. I move that it be placed on the list of those varieties which

promise well, under the name of Walsh's Seedling.

The motion of Mr. Lines prevailed.

The Necessity of Drought, and its Benefits.—The State Agricultural Chemist of Mary-

land, Mr. Higgins, publishes a paper, showing the necessity of droughts to replenish the soil

with mineral substances, carried off to the sea by the rains and also taken up by the crops, and

not returned by manure. These two causes, always in operation, would, in time, render the

earth a barren waste, in which no verdure would quicken, and no solitary plant take root, if

there was not a natural counteraction by drought, which operates to supply this waste in the

following maimer. During dry weather, a continual evaporation of water takes place from

the surface of the earth, which is not supplied by any from the clouds. The evaporation from

the surface creates a vacuum, so far as water is concerned, which is at once filled by the water

rising up from the subsoil of the land ; the water from the subsoil is replaced from the next

strata below, and in this manner the circulation of water in the earth is the reverse to that

which takes place in wet weather. With this water also ascend the minerals held in solution,

the prosphates and sulphates of lime, carbonate and silicate of potash and soda, which are

deposited in the surface soil as the water evaporates, and thus restores the losses sustained as

above stated. The author of this theory appears to have taken considerable pains to verify

the fact by a number of interesting experiments. The subject is worthy the attention of men

of leisure and of education, who pui'sue the rational system of blending chemistry with agricul-

tural science.

The above notice by the Phila. Public Ledger of Mr. Higgin's experiments, calls our

attention to a vcell known fact, though in a somewhat new light. Practical men are

well aware that a subsoiled piece of ground will hold a larger body of water in suspen-

sion than it would in its natural state, and that this moisture rises to the surface in dry

weather through its tendency to endeavour to equalize its distribution through all

media containing it
;
precisely as a dry sponge " sucks" up water from a shallow vessel.

That it should take up mineral salts at the same time is so very probable " on the face of

that it is surprising not to have occurred to our scientific agriculturists before. It

give a new turn of thought to our subsoilers.
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A Goop Bkoinninq.—Trkes on the Illinois Railboap.—Dr. Egan, of Chicago, lUinoi

liius made a contract with the Illinois Central Railroad, to plant three rows of Locust trees on

each side of the road for the distance of one hundred and twenty miles south of Chicago. The

rows arc to bo set five feet apart, and the trees about three feet from each other.

33ooks on our (Eailt.

The AoRicuiTURE op MASSAcnrsETTS ns sbown In return' of Iho Agricultural Societies 1854 : Edited by Charles L_

Flint Scctretary of Board of Agriculture.

AVe are indebted to the Hon. B. V. French of Braintrcc for a copy of this vol. "Wc

have had little leisure to examine its contents but in a hurried glance we see many items

that merit a notice in the Horticulturist such are reports upon Orchards, Hedges &c.

which we shall refer to hereafter. This handsome volume is illustrated with cuts of the

great Barn of David Leavitt Esq., at great Barrington, and that of B^ V. French Esq., at

Braintree. The last is described as " an almost faultless model,"—cost above §6,000

—

besides drawing of animals &c.

A Practical Treatise on the Culture and Treatment of the Grape Vine, By J. Fiske

Allen. Sixth edition, enlarged and improved. New York, C. M, Saxton & Co.

A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. By A. J. Downing.

Fifth edition. New York, C. M. Saxton & Co. 1855.

The Mineral and Thermal Springs of the United States and Canada. By John Bell,

M. D. Philadelphia, Parry & IMcMillan. 1855.

American Flower Garden Directory. By Robert Buist. Sixth edition. New York,

C. M. Saxton & Co. 1855.

The Practical Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Gardener's Companion. By Patrick Neill.

Edited by G. Emerson, M. D. New York, C. M. Saxton & Co. 1855.

Botany of the Southern States. By Prof. John Darby. New York, A. S. Barnes &

Co. 1855.

The World a Workshop ; or, the Physical Relationship of Man to the Earth. By

Thomas Ewbank. New York. 1855.

S;lortituIturaI Soiittus.

Errors of the Press must be forgiven in the hurry of new beginners, and the absence

of the editor. We doubt not some few of the last pages of the July number were Greek

instead of Latin to some of our readers ; errors of this kind are not indispensable, and it

is hoped may not occur again. Leaving an unpleasant subject, let us make up for errors

of omission. The proceedings of various Societies were received too late for notice, and

others were crowded out by attempting a full report of the Pennsylvania Society ; the

Horticulturist was a month in arrears with this Society, but being now all square will

hereafter occupy less space with a local affair.

Pexxsylvania IIoTicuLTtiRAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.

—

Juli/ monthly Meeting.—Reported ex-

pressly for the Horticulturist.^K very fine monthly meeting for the season of the year, and

very gratifying to the cause of horticultural progress.

The most interesting feature was in the fruit department, and principal amongst these, a

collection of grape vines grown in pots. Those who Lave never seen grapes grown in this

can form no idea of its many advantages. On the twenty plants exhibited in pots ranging
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ten to fourteen inches in diameter, there were one hundi-ed bunches, and the whole probably

would produce a weight of seventy or eighty lbs. A collection of Pine Apples grown in pots

was scai'cely less interesting,—the fruits being considerably larger than the the half ripened

cholera breeders of the stores. It is very remarkable that more attention is not given in our

country to raising such fruits. The flavor of a store bought pine bears no comparison to that

of fruit raised artificially. A fine dish of the Cherry Currant places that variety amongst

these fruits in the same position Hovey's Seedling occupies amongst strawberries; though there

were some remarkably fine Red Dutch present, the Cherry was double the size of them, both

in berry and bunch. It is rather " tart" in flavor. The Beurre Giffard Pear feasted the eyes

of Pomologists, and some of their tastes. In size and shape it resembles fine Seckel, and will

perhaps prove for some time our best early Pear. The Gooseberries ,were principally of the

light class. Blacksmith, Green Rib, and Yellow Rib being the largest. The cut grapes

though fine, presented nothing of unusual interest, except perhaps being better colored than

we have often had them.

The increasing taste for the cultivation of orchideous plants, gives us more summer bloom-

ing plants than we once had. Saccolabium Guttatum, one of the pi'ettiest and most easily

grown, was flowering amongst blocks of wood in a basket. A Cattleya crispa, with one very

large and handsome flower; Dendrobium Chrysanthem, with several of its pretty orange and

crimson floivers ; Cymbidium Aloifolium, a kind for potculture, with one long pendulous spike

of crimson and white flowers ; Acropera Loddigessii, with its curious curled flowers and pepper

and honey odor ; and Phajus Maculata, not so pretty as some others of the genus ;—were

amongst the best.

There was little new in the plant line. Some seedling gloxinias attracted much attention,

through their size chiefly; one of them like the old G. digitatiflora, had the merit of novelty

in the ordinary shape. The much neglected Hollyhock had some very beautiful representa-

tives, named and much admired. Of the many Petunias exhibited, there was nothing new in

color or form.

Besides the usual fine display of vegetables, there were some good specimens of Fairbeards

Champion of England Pea, perhaps the best summer pea we have.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—The stated meeting this month was held in Con-

cert Hall, July 17.—The President in the chair.

The Committee on Plants and flowers—awarded the following Premiums

—

Petunias for the

best display to J. J. Habermehl gardener to John Lambert; for the second best to John Gray.

Collection of twelve Plants—for the best to Robert Buist: for the second best to Thomas

Robertson gardener to B. A. Fahnestock. Collection of six Plants—for the best to Mark Hill

gardener to M. W. Baldwin. Sjyecimen Plant—for the best, to John Pollock gardener to James

Dundas: for the second best, to Robert Buist for Clerodendron KampliCTii. Basket of cut

flotoers—for the best, to Jerome Graff gardener to C. Cope : for the second best, to J. J.

Habermehl gardener to John Lambert : of indigenous flowers—for the best, to Thomas

Meehan : Bouquets pair, for the best, to J. J. Habermehl gardener to J. Lambert : for the

second best, to Jerome Graff. And pi-emiums of one dollar each, to John Pollock, gardener to

James Dundas, and Jerome Graff gardener to C. Cope, for new plants. Special premium of

two dollars to AVm. Hamill gardener to C. Henry Fisher for a show of cut Seedling Gloxinias.

The Committee notice some choice and new varieties of Hollyhocks by J. L. Darlington & Co.

West Chester.

By the Committee on Fruits

—

Grapes:—for the best three bunches of a black variety, to

Mark Ilill gardener to M. W. Baldwin for purple damask, for the second best to AYm. Grassie

gardener to C. P. Fox for Black Hamburg. Plums for the best twelve specimens to Alexander

Parker. Figs for the best twelve to Jerome Graff gardener to C. Cope. Pears for the best

Collection to John McLaughlin gardener to I. B. Baxter. Gooseberries for the best to the

same : for the second best to A. L. Felton. Raspberries for the best to the same. Special
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J^finiums, one of ten dollars, to Wm. Thompson gardener to John Tucker for the most

epleudid collection of Pino Apples in pots ever shown at our meetings. Three dollars to C.

Suthorlaud giinloiicr to John Anspach Jr. for two Pine Apples in pots. And ten dollars fur

iiu unusually beautiful collection of twenty pots of Grapes to Wm. IJright gardener to Joseph

Lovering.

The Committee notice with pleasure fine specimens of Cherry Currant from C. Cope's grounds

and the Boston 131ackbei-ry by Dr. IJrinckle.

By the Committee on vegetables. Tomatoes for the best to A. L. Fcltcn : for the second

best to Herman Berlin gardener to Mr. Stoever. Display by a market gardener for the best,

to A. L. Felton. The Committee called the attention of the Society to a specimen a New Pea

called "Champion of England," and new English Blocd-red Lettuce shown by James O'Neill

gardener to J. E. Mitchell.

The Treasurer submitted his semi-annual statement of accounts.

Miiubcrs Elected, John S. Ileyl, Tho. Hildeburn, Tho. Shrivcr, James D. 'Whetham, John O.

Pierce aud Richard M. Marshall.

Objects Exhibited.—Plants by Robert Buist—specimen plant, Clcrodendron Kaempherii

;

collection of twelve

—

Coleus Blumei, Clerodendron speciossissimum, Clethra arborea, Fuchsia

Ariel, Gardenia Foriunii, Stephanotis floribunda, Ixora crocata, Veronica Lindleyana, Vinca

rosea, V. occulata, V. alba, and Tremandra verticillata.

By Thomas Robertson, gardener to B. A. Fahnestock

—

Allamanda cathartica, Medinella ura-

phylla, Cyrtolepis longiflora, Crassula Beauty of Sharon, Gloxinia imperialis, G. cerina. Fuchsia

Psyche, F. Sontag, Russelia jiincea, Clerodendron Bethuniana, C. fallax odorata, and Achimenes

Leipmannia.

By Mark Hill, gardener to i\l. W. Baldwin

—

Dipladenia uraphylla, Agapanihus sp., Cattleia

crispa, Acropera Loddigiesii, Conoclinum ianthemum, Coleus Blumei, and Phaius maculala, first

time shown.

By John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas—a collection of twelve and a specimen plant:

also a new orchid.

By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert—a fine collection of Seedling Petunias, and

a collection of six plants ; also a display of cut Hollyhocks.

By John Gray—a fine display of sixteen seedling Petunias.

By Jerome GraflF, gardener to C. Cope—new Cymbidium aloi/olinni, cut flowers of Bignonia

picta, Acacia julibrisin, and Glycine rosea.

By J. L. Darlington & Co., West Chester, Pa.—a fine display of cut double flowering Holly-

hocks, very choice.

By William Sinton, gardener to Dr. Rush—cut flowers of Quisqualis Indica, Cereus, and

Gardenia Foriunii.

By Wm. Hamill, gardener to C. Henry Fisher—cut flowers of seedling Gloxinias, fime varieties.

Baskets and Bouquets—By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert—a basket of cut

flowers and pair of bouquets. By Jerome GralT, gardener to C. Cope—one basket and a pair

of bouquets. By James Kent, gardener to J. F. Knorr—a pair of bouquets, not in competi-

tion. By Thomas Meehan—a basket of indigenous flowers.

Fruit—By Wm. Bright, gardener to Joseph Lovering—twenty pots of grape vines in full

bearing, of many varieties, an exceedingly beautiful display. By William Thompson, gardener

to John Tucker—six pots of pine apple plants, remarkably fine ; the kinds were four Queen,

one Sugar-loaf Enville, and one smooth Cayenne. By Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin

—three bunches of purple damask Grapes of large size. By William Grassie, gardener to C.

P. Fox—three bunches Black Hamburg and two White Chasselas Grapes. By Jerome Grafi",

gardener to C. Cope—a dozen Brunswick Figs, a large Peach, and a dish of Cherry Currants

Isaac B. Baxter—Gooseberries, Currants and Pears. By A. L. Felton—Raspb
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black and red Currants. By J. F. Knorr—Gooseberries. By Thomas Meehan—Currants.

By Alex. Parker—Plums, a red seedling.

Vegetables—By A. L. Felton—a very fine display. By Herman Herlin, gardener to Mr.

Stoever—fine Tomatoes. By James O'Neill—specimen of a new Pea, "England's Champion."

and new blood-red Lettuce. By Robert Buist—a tile for pot and greenhouse flues of his own
manufactui'e.

The New York Horticultural Society held a very successful meeting in June, at

which the poet, W. C. Bryant, was to have made an address, but was prevented by
indisposition. In his letter of apology, he said many happy things ; among others he

remarked that

"The fruit of the American Blackberry is naturally of a finer flavor than the European, and

greatly varies in quantity even in the fields. We may yet have as many varieties of this fruit

as of the Raspberry. No attempt, I believe, has been made to improve the fruit of the Amer-
ican Plum, whether the Chickasaw, the red or the peach Plum, while the art of the gardener

has been exhausted in obtaining from the Plum of the Old World varieties most remarkably

difi"erent in size and flavor, from the little mirabelle, of the size of a bullet, to the magnum
bonum, vieing in dimensions with the Peach. If the custard Apple of the West had been a

native of Europe, can we suppose it would not have been brought into the gardens centuries

ago, cultivated with care, rendered prolific, improved in size and flavor, and made a common
table fruit in its season ?

One of the most splendid of garden flowers is the pansy. Its parent is the little three-

colored violet of Europe, pretty, but too small to be conspicuous. By crossing it with other

species of the violet, and pampering the hybrid plant, a dazzling combination of glowing colors

has been produced ; the stalks have become tall and the petals broad. We have among the

flowers of our own fields a little white violet of intense fragrance. By the same process of

hybridization, it is probable that its size might be enlarged and its fragrance retained, and a

new ornament be added to our gardens."

The Rev. Dr. Osgood was good enough to take Mr. Bryant's place. He said

:

"He (the speaker) remembered once to have read in the Persian poet Hafiz the story "that

the poet once went into a garden, and saw what he thought a clod there, but the clod was very

fragrant. Said the poet, ' What is this ? are you musk, or are you amber, that you are so

fragrant V Oh no, poet, I am nothing but earth, but the roses have dwelt near me, and their

sweetness has penetrated all my being.' [Applause.] So then he asked to be listened to,

although he might be the clod among flowers. Who, however, could be so adequate to speak

on the subject of flowers as he who had been appointed to address them to-night ; and whose
poetry exhibited such a genuine appreciation of nature in his frequent allusions toj^flowers ?

Old cent-per-cent. in Wall-street himself could hardly fail to be softened by such an exhibi-

tion."

The exhibition of fruits and flowers must have been a most creditable one. The best

collection of hot-house Grapes, raised by A. S. De Graw, received a premium of $5, and
our old and valued correspondent William Chorlton took premiums for Muscat of Alex-

andria, Grizzly and White Frontignac, Black Hamburg, White Tokay, Rose Chasselas,

Chasselas, Fontainbleu, &c. Strawberries and Cherries were in great perfection.

At the Brooklyn Exhibition, Mr. Chorlton exhibited Muscat of Alexandria, weigh-

ing two pounds two ounces, Grizzly Frontignac one pound one ounce. Black Hamburg
one pound nine ounces. White Tokay one pound six ounces, and Cannon Hall Muscat
three pounds one ounce !

We rejoice to find these Societies in a prosperous way, and wish them every success
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There is in t'lc vicinity of New York much to encourago the lover of fine fruits, but sonio

guod cultiviitors whom wo could name, do not appear in the reports, not yet being aware

of tho importnncc of competition as an encouragement and example to others.

At the Adrian (Michigan) Society, June 15, there was a bri-k competition in Straw-

Ijerries—Ross' Pho?nix, McAvoy's Superior and Extra Rod, Lonj^worth's Prolific, Monroe

Scarlet, Burr's New Pine, Black Prince, llovey's Seedling, Prince of Orleans, Scotch

Runner, Pine Apple, Early Orange, Crimson Cone, and Boston Pine. llovey's Seedling,

as has been the case almost everywhere, better than usual, but Burr's New Pine, very

large for that variety, bore the palm from all for its high flavor. In fact, the show of

this delicious fruit was the first the Society has ever made, and indicates increased at-

tention to its cultivation. We cannot but say to the members of this Society—we wissh

we had been there

!

Pittsburg, by the hands of its President, Robert McKxicnT, Esq., has forwarded a

glowing account of its June meeting, with the awards. Mr. McKnight says "the good

cause is making great progress in this transmontane region. We had a fine display of

flowers and early fruits ; for three days there was spread before the eyes of an admiring

public a spectacle of rare flowers, choice fruits and vegetables, which satisfied every one

that in the production of the kindly fruits of the earth, our own county has advanced

pari-passu with other garden spots in our land. In the floral department the great at-

traction was the Night-Blooming Cereus from the conservatory of C. F. Spang, Esq.

]Mr. S. also furnished a fine display of foreign Grapes, large, beautiful and well ripened.

Next, the Strawberries attracted the most attention, and I can say without presumption,

Alle<^heny county. Pa., can challenge the world on the Strawberry question. Most of

the berries measured over four inches in circumference, very many over five, many over

six, and some seven inches. Perhaps the greatest favorite was McAvoy's Superior, being

large, sweet and productive. It is objected to it as a market berry, that it is soft, and

becomes crushed in transportation ; for the same reason it is not a desirable berry for

preserving : for this purpose llovey's and Buist's have been the favorites. Burr's New

Pine is coming into favor ; Myatt's British Queen promises to be one of, if not, the finest

of all our berries. The collection of Cherries was very attractive. Mr. Howett's

eleven varieties of Cucumbers astonished the uniuiated by their size and appearance, as

well they might, the smallest being eleven inches long, and weighing one pound ; tho

laro-est eif'hteen inches and weight two pounds seven ounces; We hope to have another

exhibition in September next, when we should be glad to see our distant horticultural

friends, whether as competitors or spectators."

This is in the true spirit, evincing that Pittsburg is "going ahead" on the right foun-

dation.

Frcit Growers' Society of Western New York.—This interesting and important

Society organised by appointing its various committees in June la,t. AYe hope the

country members are now mindful of their duties. We have entered upon the season of

fruits, when every day will bring to notice some fact worthy of being recorded. Wo
shall be pleased to receive all their reports. Why cannot we have a Fruit Growers'

Society in every State? Pennsylvania' should be up and doing.
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|r0pcss ill lortltulture.—|s i\}tn gnir?

'T is not an uncommon thing to hear people say after at-

tending a horticultural exhibition, and luxuriating their

eyes upon the display of exquisite fruits, "Oh yes ! it is

F\V%\ /^^\til)Jt!';^^^!M '^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ people and amateurs, who can
~ >s w

; 2, afford to keep expensive places and gardeners, but why is

it we never see these things in market i"' The question

would appear to be a reasonable one ; will the questioners

be contented at present with a reasonable answer?

The progress of all great improvements is slow ; it has

taken some ten years to introduce successfully that obvi-

ously economical instrument, the mowing machine. The captains of the Thames

and other English steamboats keep a boy always on duty to hollow "stop her," "go

ahead," &c., and they contend that a bell "would not answer;" so that we see even

where it is of the strongest pecuniary interest, slowness marks the progress of a

good thing. In the case of luxuries this onward movement is necessarily more

tardy.

The improvement in fruits, however, it can be seen, is progressing with great

rapidity; "the first day" in the creation of new races, and the taste to appreciate

better supplies is just passing over our country, or perhaps we might say, is past.

Its evening shadows have been marked in our principal cities by a few good fruits,

such as very superior Pears being seen for sale, especially in Boston, perhaps at a

high price, but still they were there; improved Apples almost everywhere; and the

opening of a second day is about to commence. Very superior Strawberries are

noticed by our correspondents from all parts of the Union, and what are they but

the results of Hovey's, and Burr's, and McAvoy's talent and industry ? Does any

one suppose for a moment, that the introduction of fine fruits of all kinds is to be

limited to the exhibition tables of societies; or that when a sensible man has eaten

of the new Pears, such as the Bartlet, the Duchesse D'Angouleme, or the Howell,

that he will plant the Catherine, or the poor old varieties ? In the meantime, you

and I, gentle reader, who may have, more providently than our neighbors, got a

little stock of trees just coming into bearing, admire them too much, and take too

much pleasure in giving a little basket of the produce to our friends;—in short, we

1/(1 have too few to hi able to part with them; but we can recollect with satisfaction

that this year, and for several past seasons, inquisitive neighbors, who were going

on in the old routine, spied over the fence our superior show of Governor "Wood and

La Heine Hortense Cherries, and were humble enough to ask for grafts, which are

now growing and will soon bear fruit for the market. Master Slowgoer stole an

"Evening Party" Apple last fall, and his father was so pleased with its saleable
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look, th:it he scut Joe for cuttinfrs to «rraft on liis old stocks. We feel pure th

"KvoiiinL' Party" will ere inatiy years be in the rhiladelphia market.

lias our (|uestioner this year seen the new Currant.s, hanging "thicker" than

ropes of onions, and twice the size of the old sorts—they are in the market; and so

are better Raspberries—Dr. Brinckle's "Orange" ha.s been extensively cultivated,

as well as many other fruits for which we are indebted to his science; Blackberries

are coming there too very soon, along with Pears that will gratify your taste as much

as the exhibition tables delighted your eyes. Col. Wilder is preparing a feast for

you, but you must have a little patience, and let those who have done this great

work partake themselves, with their friends, of the first fruits of their labor. How
long was your father alive before he saw, much less tasted, a Black Hamburgh

Grape? The groat conservatories of his time were perfectly content if they ripened

a washing tub full of Lemons, or a few miserable Oranges in a year. Astonishment

was at its height in Philadelphia, when it was whispered that Mr. Pratt's gardener

picked two washing tubs full of Lemons, to make that atrocious mixture called

lemonade, for a party. A similar space occupied by those Lemon trees is now made

to produce five hundred pounds and more of the finest descriptions of luscious

Grapes for the benefit of the world, and at no greater cost. Every one who has

attended an exhibition may be comforted with the assurance, that in all these mat-

ters the day is about to dawn when fine fruits will be accessible to the many. It

takes no more space to grow a good Cherry tree than a bad one, but a countryman

is not likely to cut down his old Blackheart, which has regularly yielded him a few

dollars, and plenty for his family, till the new varieties have come to maturity; thus

the old Cherry will continue in the market for some time. Perhaps, too, the new

will be so much esteemed at home by the youngsters about, that some years must

elapse after bearing commences before the Louise Bonne de Jersey Pear travels to

the Market street stalls. But take courage from facts already developed, and hope

for better things.

Gratitude is eminently due to those enthusiasts who are working in private, like

"the Happy Pomologist" of our July number, to improve the races of fruits. It is

a work of both time and labor to fertilize the flower, plant the seed, and await the

result, but this is the process by which what has already been done has been accom-

plished. The next task is the acclimating the new kinds by scientific reproduction,

and giving to our fruits American constitutions ; the foreign Grapes are now under-

going experiments to fit them to our climate, and we entertain no doubtof a successful

result. It is the aim of the intelligent workers in this field to make good fruits as

common as inferior sorts. That they will succeed everywhere, and in every garden,

in the life time of this and the next generation, is not to be expected. But that

wonders have been accomplished, and are in the course of accomplishment, in fruits,

flowers and vegetables, no one who remembers our markets thirty years ago can for

a moment doubt.

It is one of the missions of this particular period, to discover what vegetable pro-

ductions are adapted to the various climates of the L^nion; when this has been even

partially successful, every portion of our country will yield its fniits in its season.
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and the luxuries of the garden, now confined to the industrious and discriminating

few, will penetrate to every community. Our sun is better adapted to the ripening

of fruit than that of any large portion of Europe; with the same skill in cultivation

we ought therefore to have better articles; we have them already, and the means

for their vast increase are now maturing. In many sections the advance is extreme-

ly rapid ; nothing can stop it. We are

"A people marching with a giant's stride,

To giant empire—in a region, born

Of grandeur worthy of the free and brave,

Whose lowliest peasant holds in equal scorn.

The throned despot and his groveling slave."

This journal, commenced so lately as July, 1846, has chronicled the formation, if

we mistake not, of all or nearly all the Horticultural Societies west of the mountains;

now they are very numerous, and each is exerting an influence which is incalculable.

In a philosophical point of view they serve to attach our restless population to home.

•'In horticulture lies the most powerful philtre that civilized man has yet found to

attach him to one spot of earth. It transforms what was only a tame meadow and a

bleak aspect into an Eden of interest and delights. It makes all the difference

between 'Araby the blest' and a pine-barren. It gives a bit of soil too insignificant

to find a place in the geography of the earth's surface, such an importance in the

eyes of its possessor, that he finds it more attractive than countless acres of unknown

and unexplored 'territory.' Whoever lives to see the next cycle of our race, will

see the great vallies of the west the gardens of the world, and we watch with inter-

est the first development, in the midst of the busy fermentation of its active masses,

of that beautiful and quiet spirit, of the joint culture of the earth and the heart

that is destined to give a tone to the future character of its untold millions." It is

not a little remarkable, that just in proportion to the intelligence and settled char-

acter of a population, is the amount of interest there manifested in horticultural

pursuits.

There is one matter connected with this subject respecting which we desire to say

a few words. One reason why the varieties of the best and most tempting fruits

are not seen in the markets, may result from the circumstance that the more inde-

pendent and successful cultivators of them possess no suitable mode of making sales.

It would be easy to point out several private gardens where more of some kinds of

fruit are produced than the family consumes, or cares to give away. It may be

Grapes, or Cherries, or Pears, that are in superabundance, but these parties have

neither time nor inclination to seek a market, and their fniits are suffered to decay.

In every large community there is a cry of want of occupation by numbers who

will not help themselves ; it would not be difficult to show that full remunerative

occupation could be found for many hands, if they would ascertain in the early part

of the season where a superfluity of fine fruits could be purchased in the walks of

private life, and at the proper time go and take them to houses, stoi'es, or stands,

where they could be seen and purchased. The wealthiest men in Europe regularly

dispose of their superfluities, whether Pine Apples, Grapes, or other desirable fruit
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tliis is not done here to any extent, because of the trouble of seeking a market,

whereas tlie market should seek them. Intellij^ent men and women may liiid proiit-

able employment in this business around every principal city and village; they will

have to do so, not only for purposes of their own but to be useful ; the bee visits

every flower, picking up a little here and a little there to add to his store; let human

industry imitate the bee, and carry its collected store where it will be appreciated.

Our word for it, there is much to be had in this way, and there is a sure and profit-

able market somewhere for it all.

MAJOR MADDEN'S RHODODENDRON.

Every one has either heard or read of Dr. Hooker's discoveries of Rhododen-

drons, in the Himalayas. So very beautiful are they, that the Doctor's journey

would have been amply repaid had he found no other novelties. The desire to

own these amongst our enthusiastic amateurs is so strotjg, that in many cases no

sum would be considered too great for the favor of being allowed to possess the

coveted treasure. Many of the species alreadv exist in our collections, and we

have no doubt from their rare beauty, they will in a few years be as common as the

7i'. Arhoreum. The greatest misfortune is, that they will probably not prove hardy

with us; though it seems rather playful in the country which has already given

us a hardy Deodar, Morinda, and others, to keep back from us one hardy

Rhododendron. As soon as they become common enough to risk, we trust some

of our cultivators will see to this matter. In the meantime, we are sure our

readers will thank us for placing before them an opportunity to judge for them-

selves, of the value of these plants. We may, however, remark that the illustration

given, will go very little towards giving an idea of the other kinds; as they are

unusually varied in the form and color of their flowers, as well as in their foliage,

and general appearance. We append Sir W. Hooker's remarks on the present

subject:—
''Next to R. Dalhousice, this is perhaps the noblest of the Sikkim Rhododen-

drons which rewarded Dr. Hooker's researches in Northern India. Its flowers are

nearly as large as in that species; fragrant, very much in general form and size

resembling the white Day Lily (Lilium Candidum), but the Corolla is delicately

tinged with rose. Fine as is the original figure of the author above quoted, it is

quite equalled by our flowering specimens at Kew, which were in perfection in May
and June of 1854, in a cool and shaded greenhouse. The large delicate flowers

contrast well with the ample dark-green foliage, which is rusty beneath, and has

deep red petioles. It is a rare species in its native mountains, only found in the

inner ranges of Sikkim Himalaya, in thickets by the Lachen and Lachoong rivers,

at Choongtam, at an elevation of six thousand feet above the level of the sea. We
cannot venture to consider it a hardy plant. The species, Dr. Hooker says, is

named in compliment to Major Madden, of the Bengal Civil Service,— a good

accomplished botanist, to who.se learned memoirs on the plants of the tempe
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and tropical zones of north-west Himalaya, the reader may be referred for an

excellent account of the vegetation of those regions. The same gentleman's paper

on the Coniferae of the north of India may be quoted as a model of its kind."

EOSES.

BY C. G. WILKINSON, WESTERN ROSE NURSERY, EALING, ENGLAND.

For the last season or two there has been no paucity of novelties among Roses,

many of which may fairly claim, not only distinctness of color, but decided improve-

ment in form.

Of those which have been introduced, and naturalized sufficiently to enable them

to be spoken of with something like confidence, as to their various habits, &c., those

here particularized may safely be added to collections without fear of disappoint-

ment.

Starting with the gems of the season (1853-4), '' Prince Leon" and "Paul Du-

puy" fairly claim that title, the first a clear cherry crimson, not very double, but

with petals of a substance which give its autumnal bloom quite a non-fading char-

acter, retaining its form and colour four days in perfection, beside which, it is a

model of the cup shape, with a robust habit; the other, a rich shaded crimson, with

a full centre, its guard-petals giving it the cup-shape also, but shallower; they are

both sweetly, though difi'erently scented.

Of clear pink varieties there are several good ones. "Baron de Heckheren" and

"Louis Peronny" are our choice; both are nicely formed, the habit of the latter is

however the stoutest. "Baron de Kermont" is also a good variety, in the same

style, but rather vase than cup-shaped. Of "Ptose colours," deep, bright, rich, &c.,

&c., we had received a host, the cream of them, however, may be considered to be

included in the following:—"Joseph Descaine," "James Veitch," "Comte de

Bourmont," "Inermis," "Dr. Julliard," and "Eugene Sue,"—all being of the old-

fashioned colour, with nicely formed flowers,—the last is a fine Rose, but rather a

"hard opener." "Duchesse d'Orleans" must not be forgotten in the Rose colours,

being of a shade tinged with lilac, and is a fine, bold, and perfectly formed flower.

The various shades of carmine are so generally admired, that good varieties of

that colour are sure to be acceptable. "Alexandrine Bachmetiff" and "Souvenir

de Levison Gower" are both nicely formed and richly coloured. "General Castel-

laine" is, however, rather darker, and of model form, but not of over robust habit,

and "Charles Boissiere," of a reddish tinge, is large, and very double, and an ex-

cellent pot Rose.

In Crimsons we have certainly a glorious flower in "Le General Jacqueminot," a

rich velvetty petal, not quite so bright as "Geant des Batailles," nor quite so double,

but larger, with very much better form. "Souvenir de Reine des Beiges" is a nice

flower, in the way of "Prince Albert" H. P., but brighter, and somewhat like

"Rivers." "L'Infant du Mont Carmel," a light crimson, is desirable, where large

robust ixrowing varieties are essential.



Of rcal/i/ dark Hybrid Perpetuals there has bceu k)n<r a want, and in "Triomphe

de Paris" we have a variety many shades darker than any of its predecessors, its

colour being as near an approach to the crimson Boursault as possible, it has also

tlie shallow cup form to perfection.

The new white Damask Perpetual ''Celina Dubos," with very pale blush centre,

thounh believed to be a sport from ''Hose du Koi," is very constant, and is the

nearest approach to pure white amongst the Perpetuals, the raising a Hybrid Per-

petual of that colour (?) having yet to be accomplished. The two brightest II. P.'s

that may be depended on are "Mrs. Rivers," a beautifully shaped and scented Rose,

—a counterpart in colour and shape to Alba "Le Seduisant;" the other, "Rosine

Margottin," is also well formed, but the petals are not so deep as the former, and

may be described as "Duchesse de Montpensier" much improved.

The new white Damask Perpetual, although supposed to be a sport from " Rose

du Roi," has proved quite constant, and is a very great acquisition.

To the Bourbons we have several additions, the best of which is undoubtedly

"Vorace," a rich beautifully formed crimson, shaded with purple. "Prince Albert"

(^Paurs), a bright deep cherry colour, is good ; as is " Souvenir de 1'Arc^uebuse,"

and the peculiar crimson, shaded with purple, of "Reveil" is novel, besides which,

"Louis Odier," a bright I'ose colour, of strong habit and good shape, is a useful

variety.

In Tea Roses the greatest recent novelty is "Gloire de Dijon," and certainly the

colour, an ochreous yellow, the size, as large as "Jaune Desprez," and the Tea

scent, make it a great acquisition. "Madame Willermouz/' in the way of, but

hardly so stout as " Devoniensis," has a nankeen centre, is a nice rose, and

" Canary," the name of which well conveys the colour, is very pure, but it is rather

delicate, and not very double.

In this list I have purposely confined myself to those wliieh have earned the

characters here given of them in an exposed situation and a cold stiff soil. There

are, I am aware, several which I might, perhaps, have included with safety, but I

would much rather delay those here omitted, that I may include them with equal

confidence in a list that I ti-ust I shall be spared to prepare.

THE BIG TREE OF CALIFORNIA.—SEQUOIA GIGANTEA OF

TORREY. (WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA OF LINDLEY.)

BY P. BARRY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

I THINK the readers of the Horticulturist should have further particulars respecting

this wonderful tree, not only the "Monarch of the Californian forest" as it has been

styled, but the Monarch of the vegetable kingdom. Only think of trees ninety feet

in circumference and /our hundred and Ji/fi/feet from the roots to the extremities

branches'! Imagine a hollow tree that a man can enter on horseback and

through for a space of two hundred feet, as if he were in the Thames Tunnel.



THE BIG TREE OP CALIFORNIA.

The idea of such magnitude in a tree is ahuost beyond comprehension, and really

becomes oppressive. Nothing short of the most accurate and reliable statements

which we have now had in abundance, can compel us to regard these prodigious

measurements as any thing more than mere fiction.

To this add the remarkable fact, attested by various travellers and persons who
reside in California and have explored the forest, that this tree occupies a circum-

scribed locality of some two hundred acres in extent, forming a sort of natural

grove, beyond which it has nowhere been found, nor is it likely to be.

It was evidently intended to be one of the wonderful productions of nature,

which like the Falls of Niagara, the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, or the Giant's

Causeway on the coast of Ireland, should be remembered and spoken of to the end

of time. Nothing connected with the natural history of that golden region is so

well calculated to arrest the attention of the more enlightened portion of mankind

than this amazing tree, and the fact that it has excited comparatively little curiosity

here, only shows that our sylvan taste has not reached that degree of culture

necessary to a just appreciation of the wonders and beauties of the vegetable

kingdom. In Europe it has set thousands of persons in ecstacies; it has been

lectured about and written about with far greater enthusiasm, than was the

discovery of gold either in California or Australia. And why should it not?

What is a mine of yellow metal to a grove of such trees, whose age is reckoned by

the thousand years, and whose size is of almost incredible magnitude ?

This gi-eat continent has been most bounteously dealt with in the distribution of

sylvan treasures; look at our long list of the noblest trees in the world, more than

forty species of Oak, and as many and more of Pine. As Downing once said

—

''What a forest of wealth compared with that of Europe!'' Now to crown all

comes this glorious Seqicoia Wellingtonia or whatever the world may please to

call it.

Ah ! that Downing had but lived to record this latest and grandest discovery,

in his bold and brilliant style. How his blood would have warmed with enthusiasm

over such a theme, and how stirring and irresistible would have been his portraiture

of this monarch of the woods !

W^hen Dr. Lindley connected the history of the oldest Wdlingtonia with some

prominent historical events, he set the English lovers of trees in a frenzy. "What
a tree is this!" said he, "of what portentous aspect and almost fabulous

antiquity!" "They say that the specimen felled at the junction of the Stanislau

and San Antonia, was above three thousand years old, that is to say it must have

been a little plant when Sampson was slaying the Philistines, or Paris running away

with Helen, or JEneas running away with good pater Anchises upon his filial

shoulders." He closes with the euiphatical remark that "it is an important

acquisition ;" and so to England and to all the temperate and highly cultivated

parts of Europe, it is an important acquisition. Is it not important to us also ?

Surely it is. It may not, perchance, resist the rigors of our extreme northern

tors, but over all the continent south of, say the 38° or 39° of latitude it

??ia// stand at New York. The "Big Tree" grove stands at an elevation of



thousand feet above the sea level, and where they have snow for two months

A friend who resides within two and a lialf miles of the grove says, the soil

is a sandy loam, moderately dry', and he thinks the trco will succeed in the soil and

climate of western New York. I trus^ it will, but taking its near relative the

Sequoia (^Taxoilluvi) scvipervirens as a guide, I do not entertain strong hopes.

But what if it cannot be grown in New York or ]*ennsylvania, or in an}' part of

New England, if it will, a.s it undoubtedly will, flourish in Virginia, Kentucky,

and all the States south of 89°. If we fail with it in the North, our chivalrous

patriotic, tasteful brethren of the sunny South, must take charge of The Big

Tree. Let them plant it at once beside that loveliest of all Evergreen trees on

the earth, the Magnolia cvandijiora, and then they will have, side by side, the most

gigantic and the most beautiful of trees—trees that in the heathen ages would have

been Deified. "NVhci let me ask is to become of this grove ? Will the people of

California, I mean the government, guard it against destruction? The men who

flock there as to all new countries, are too eager in search of wealth to bestow any

thought upon trees, and it is greatly to be feared that unless some protecting power

be thrown around it. the Big Tree grove will fall beneath the ruthless hand of

speculation and in^.provement.

AVhat a calamity this would be ! These glorious living monuments whose history

dates so far back in the records of time. There are men in California however, who

do appreciate these trees, and we sincerely hope they will awaken a public sentiment

favorable to their preservation.

Now as to the name. I see you have adopted Lindley's view that it is a new

genus, and give his title " Wellingtonia. " This may be correct, but I think

otherwise. There is no real ground for creating a generic distinction between this

tree and the sequoia senij>ervirens.

It is true that they differ in foliage, that is, the foliage of a full grown ;S'.

gigantea is different from the foliage of a full grown S. semjyervirena, but among

the Junipers, PcJocarps, and other families of Evergreens, we see differences quite

as strongly marked.

Then the cones are precisely alike except in size; that of the sempervirens being

about the size of a hickory nut, and that of the gigantea, as shown in your plate

about the size of a pullet's egg. The cones of both have the same persistent

wedge-like scales, with a transverse depression on the outside, the seeds of both are

the same in number, situation, and appearance, and the trees contain the same red

coloring matter which has given the name of "Red wood" to the sempervirens.

For a time the absence of the male flowers prevented botanists from arriving at a

complete decisioE^ and when Dr. Lindley gave the name Wellingtonia, he had

not seen them, or I believe he never would have named it a new genus.

Last February Dr. Torrey received specimens of the male flowers from

California, and these enabled him at once to place it without hesitation with the

sequoia both he and Prof. Gray, are agreed in this, and these two gentlemen as

e aware, stand at the head of Botanical science in this country. I see

31. Decaisne, M. Carriere, and several other learned botanists
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arboriculturists reject the name Wellingtonia, and adopt that of Sequoia. Let us

do so in this country. We can afford to drop the name of Wellingtonia, and

especially as the tmth of science demands it.

EDUCATION—WHAT IS IT?—GIRAED COLLEGE.

In the following communication from one of our far seeing philosophers, we recog-

nise an idea of much importance. The example of great institutions with liberal

endowments are of great import ; man is imitative, and our people especially so

;

every point, therefore, where example tells, should be studied by those who assume

the vastly important task of teaching. That much has been done we freely admit;

that every thing cannot be done at once is an axiom we are not disposed to dispute.

But that there are some things, which, if done early, will give earlier results, is no

less true than that many matters neglected for a few years will require as many to

repair the neglect. Such is the project so long ago suggested by our valued corres-

pondent of planting the grounds of Girard College with trees that would not only

shade the orphans there assembled with such beneficent views, but that would teach

them valuable lessons to be carried into their various walks in future private life.

Education is of various kinds ; on some, knowledge acquired through the study

of books makes no valuable or lasting impression. In others, the mind is so active

as only to require guiding, while in many the heart and the moral feelings are alone

deficient; to these mainly, no doubt, we should turn our attention. But example

is better than precept, and those examples which are daily before us are the ones

which will influence the future. The plan proposed in what follows is one among

many which have been neglected, of so simple and easy accomplishment that wonder

may be expressed at its long omission. Once done it would be completed for a

century.

Not two miles beyond this rich college, will be found an example of a public

school set down on the side of the Ridge Road, with the boundaries enclosed by a

handsome iron railing (a job for some partisan probably), and here the care of the

grounds has entirely ceased; it has a few old decrepid fruit trees without fruit ; no

grass, but on the contrary it is overrun, where not beaten down into mud-holes, by

the worst description of weeds !

What sort of education for neatness and order will the little fellows taught here

carry to their homes?—none whatever; and who is to be blamed for it? The city

distributors of Girard's bounty, who have not set the example of the highest im-

provement, that of an Arboretum, in those palatial grounds

!

Of the thousands who visit the college every year, it may be conceived that very

many do so to learn what improvements can be carried home to their own communi-

ties ; did they see a little science brought to bear upon the art of planting, they

would be delighted, and they would take to other places ideas to be promulgated

and acted upon in their own neighborhoods. It is on this account as much as for



the beauty of the grounds, and the benefit of the boys of Girard College, that we

n'ji)ic.'C to have the opportuuity of presenting the following remarks from an author-

itative source to our roadors:

To THK Editor of the Horticulturist,—Dear Sir :—Soon after the Girard
' College was organized, and put in operation, I ventured to urge a favorite idea upon

tlio Managers of the Institution, respecting the iniprovcuient of the grounds thereto

belonging. This was done in a letter to the accomplished architect of the building,

who was then a member of the Board having the premises in charge. I know not

whether the suggestion has been acted upon; but if nof, I presume to think it is

still worthy of attention, and trust it may be still practicable. Under this impres-

sion, I beg leave to invite your attention to the subject; believing that if presented

as you can present it, in the pages of the Borticidturist, to the consideration of an

appreciating community, the good work inay yet be performed. As my views were

explicitly, though hastily, presented in the aforesaid letter, I take the liberty of

submitting to you a copy of the same,—in the hope of reviving the still cherished

project, and enlisting the effective co-operation of your valuable journal in its behalf.

I would here respectfully add, that if the proper authorities can be prevailed with to

carry out the plan, it is important that every tree, so introduced, should be allowed

ample room for its complete development. The almost universal mistake, in the

Arhorctums of this country, is in crowding the trees so that they injure each other

before they are fully grown. The noble giants of our forests—such as the Cypress,

as seen in the Bartram Garden ; the Mountain Magnolia, in the old garden of

Humphrey Marshall, and the Vegetable Mammoths of California—should all have

space sufficient to display their branches in perfect symmetr}-, until they attain to

their utmost dimensions.

Trusting that you, and all those more immediately concerned, will excuse this

seeming officiousncss in an outsider, I am, &c., W. D.

West Chester, July 11, 1855.

to THOMAS U. WALTER, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA.

West Chester, March 2, 1848.

Dear Sir :—I am not sure that the subject on which I am about to trouble you,

has not been already presented to your notice ; indeed, I have a faint impression on

my mind, that I have seen or heard something to the same effect. But, as a repeti-

tion can do no harm, I beg leave to suggest to you,—and through you to your col-

leagues of the Board of Trustees of the Girard College,—that the said Board have

now an opportunity (and such a one as can rarely occur), to do a beautiful thing for

their own credit, and a valuable thing for the future pupils of that institution. I

allude to the planting of the grounds belonging to the College, with one or more

specimens of every kind of Forest tree in our land, which will grow in that soil,

or live in this latitude. By adopting early measures, and employing a competent

person, you may soon behold on the college grounds a national Arhorctuni, which

will be an ornament to the establishment—a perfect treasury of educational means

occupants—and a monument to the good taste of its Managers, almost

ig as the magnificent fabric committed to their charge: a classical Sijl
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compared to which the Groves of Academus will be proaouuced mere clumps and

copses

!

Entertaining this view of the matter, I cannot but indulge the hope that so pre-

cious an opportunity will not be neglected. The cost of introducing a specimen or

two of every tree in our forests, would be a mere trifle. It only requires a little

attention at the pr-oper season, and a person who will engage in the work con amove,

to ensure the accomplishment of the noble design,—and thus give the finishing

touch to the premises which you have so splendidly adorned.

Reflect, for a moment, upon the advantages of knowing, with certainty, the

various timber trees with which our country abounds,—of understanding their true

character and value in the arts, and all economical purposes ; and then consider how

easy it will be, for eveiy boy who sports or rambles over the college grounds, to

become familiar with the aspect of every tree in the proposed Arhoretum ; and also

to learn, from his teacher, or his books, the character and economical value of every

species. By attaching a suitable lahcl, or painted board, to each tree—showing the

scientific and most common name of the same—the pupils could read as they ran;

and would learn to know, and distinguish them, with the same ease and certainty

that they become acquainted with the features and names of their comrades.

They would thus acquire a knowledge, without an effort, which would always be

interesting—and in many cases highly important—in the pursuits of after life.

But I have neither space, nor time, to set forth the many inducements which call

for the improvement I have thus referred to; and I trust it cannot be necessary to

amplify, or enter into details, with gentlemen so well able to comprehend the sub-

ject, and appreciate its importance in every aspect of usefulness and elegance.

Believing that you will excuse the freedom of these suggestions, in consideration

of the motives which prompted them, I now submit them to the better judgment of

yourself and colleagues; and am, Dear Sir, with the highest respect, your friend and

obedient servant, AYM. DAllLLXGTOX.

DESIGNS FOR IMPROVING COUNTRY RESIDENCES.

NO. I.

To lay out a rural residence satisfactorily, it is necessary to study the form and loca-

tion of the ground, as well as to consult with, and ascertain the paiticular require-

ments of the family. It would be an easy matter to ofier a series of designs, many

of which might be useful to those in need. I conceive, however, that it will sers'e

a more useful purpose to select occasionally sketches as they occur in practice, as

many opportunities are presented of taking advantage of existing features and turn-

ing them to account in the general improvement. Individual taste must be recog-

nised in the disposition of the various adjuncts to a dwelling. While some desire

purely ornamental character to predominate, others have more utilitarian obj

icw. The most numerous class are those who wish to have a little of
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tl,in,r—vegetables, fruit, floworf, and ornaiiiciital trees—as shown in the following

dosi'Mi. It was re<iuired to arraiij^e tlietrniuiids. altlicmirh limited in extent, so as to

appropriate a small spot for flowers, as well as have a few of the most desiral^le

ornamental trees disposed on the lawn with eonvenii-nt walks for their inspection.

Flowering shnibs had also to be kept in view; a small space was also desired for

eultivatinf]; some of the smaller kinds of fruits, and lastly a portion had to be reser\'cd

for veiretable culture.

1 ri arranging these va-

rious parts, the principle

ot'diatinclivciicss has been

kept prominently in view.

On the west side, the

short walk leading from

the street to the principal

entrance of the house

leads through a small

flower garden, consisting

of a few simple figures

geometrically arranged.

The grape arbor forms a

very appropriate division

between the ornamental

and vegetable ground,

and its proximity to the

house renders it useful

and convenient as a shady

resort in summer. The

open spaces of grass form

a relieving conti'ast to the

groups of trees and shrubs

and suggest a feeling of

extent; a principle that is

^ seldom adopted in small

^ j
ilaces, although it is most

C^ important; the same space

ofground dotted over with

plants would appear con-

fused, monotonous, and

confined. The fruit gar-

den, which is separated

S 10 '2b 30 35 sa from the ornamental plan-

ting by an arbor vitiB hedge, is adapted for dwarf pear trees, strawberries and rasp-

Thc pears are arranged parallel to the walks, enclosing a space for straw

The raspberries are planted on a narrow border close to the fence

Street.
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rant and gooseberry bushes are planted along the walks in the vegetable garden, the

whole beiug excluded from the stable yard and road by an evergreen hedge.

References to Plan.—A. House. B. Barn. C. Rose clumps. D. Central

figures of flower garden. E. Lawn. F. Grape arbor. Gr. Vegetable grounds. H.

Fruit department. K. Yard. L. Piazza. S. Rustic seat. V. Vase. The ground

measures 120 feet by 200 feet.

The entire ground is level and elevated ; in order, therefore, to improve the archi-

tectural appearance of the house, the first floor is elevated three feet six inches above

the surface, and connected with it by a small turf terrace.

A few of the principal trees are named below, with reference to their location.

Owing to the method I have adopted in indicating the position of the plants on the

lawn, I could not conveniently refer them to numbers on so small a scale. They are

selected chiefly in regard to color and diversity of foliage. Those nearest the walks

are mostly deciduous shrubs, planted sufiiciently apart to allow full development.

An annual pruning in of the strongest branches will improve their appearance when

thus arranged, but not clipped into a formal shape. The masses of shrubbery shown

by distinct outlines are thickly planted in the first instance, attention being given

in the arrangement with a view to a gradual thinning out of the least desirable, as

may be found necessary to allow space for the more select kinds. The line of shnib-

bery included between the walk and boundary north and east of the house is planted

in like manner, with the addition of a few hemlock and Norway spruce firs and other

smaller sized evergreens on purpose to shelter from cold winds.

The following named trees are placed as indicated by the figures on the plan : 1.

Magnolia purpurea. Purple Magnolia. 2. Magnolia conspicua. Chandelier Magno-

lia. 3, 4. Cedrus Deodar, Deodar Cedar. 5, 6. Abies canadensis. Hemlock Spruce.

7. Liquidamber styraciflua, Sweet Gum. 8. Fagus sylvatica purpurea. Purple

Beech. 9. Acer campestre, English Maple. 10. Chionanthus Virginica, Virginia

Fringe Tree. 11. Magnolia tripetala. Umbrella Magnolia. 12. Rhus cotinus,

]Mist Bush. 13. Cytisus laburnum, Golden Chain. 14. Virgilea lutea, Yellow

Wood. 15. Halesia tretraptera. Silver Bell. 16. Larix Europea, European Larch.

17. Celtis occidentalis. Nettle Tree. 18. Acacia julibrissin, the Julibrissin Tree.

19. Juglans regia, Madeira Nut. 20. Berberis purpurea, Purple Berberry. 21.

Pyrus Japonica, Japan Quince. 22. Buxus sempervirens arborea. Tree Box. 23.

Euonymus Japonica, Evergreen Euonymus.

At D in the flower garden, a plant of the weeping cherry, and the * shows the

position of sugar maples for shade. WILLIAM SAUNDERS,
Landscape Gardener, Germantown.



CULTUUK OF ASl'AllAGUS.

BY H. B.

TIAT there is a greater difference between tlio product of

a properly cultivated Asparagus bed and a neglected one,

than between any garden vegetable that is vended in our

markets, is well known to the accurate obsen'er. We
are free to say that the majority of market asparagus in

this region, is almost good for nothing. It is tough, not

one third being edible ; this is the result of careless or

cheap culture, and ought not to be.

It is my experience that asparagus beds, from seed

planted where it is to remain, come as early into bearing

as those from transplanted roots. The seed is sown in autumn or early spring, in

drills about half an inch deep in heavy soil, and an inch in light soil, the ground

being rich and well manured, and at the time of planting not higher than the

surrounding ground : raising the surface by top dressing from the walks, and by

successions of the best manures, will give it a better chance than transplanting,

which proves always a drawback; but in this case the subsoil should be trenched

and highly enriched for a depth of nearly two feet before sowing the seed. The

next autumn, cover the bed three inches deep with manure. For two years let the

plants grow to strengthen the roots, keeping the beds clean, raking off the dead

stalks in the fall before manuring, and forking in the manure in the spring; if the

soil contains much clay, a top layer of sand will be beneficial for the roots to come

through instead of a baked surface. Salt is essential, but it must not be sown over

the bed before the seeds have well germinated and begin to be established; then it

is essential to perfection and should be liberally employed at least twice a year— in

the spring before vegetation commences, and during the summer before a rain.

The grand rule to be observed is, do not cut too much at any period, but

especially when the plants arc young. Weeds, even the dandelion and nettle, if

their shoots are removed as they appear, become gradually more feeble until they

disappear altogether. The roots are as dependent upon the leaves as they are upon

the root, receiving from them the elaborated sap which they form by means of solar

light, and convey downwards for future purposes. When therefore, leaves are not

allowed to be developed, the root is weakened, and if the process is continued long

enough, it will inevitably die. Now there is no difference between the Nettle and

Asparagus in the essential arrangements of their physiology. The shoot of the

latter is the stem destined to develop foliage, and if cut off, nature makes another

effort and produces a duplicate to replace that which is removed. If a bed of

Asparagus were left to itself, a few strong stems would be produced, which are

multiplied ten-fold by cutting, each succession being weaker than that which

preceded it.

Every cutting therefore is injurious, but the damage is replaced to some extent
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by a high artificial cultivation, and within certain bounds the shoots may be cut off

without materially deteriorating the plants. "Knowing when to stop is therefore the

grand secret in growing this delicious vegetable, for the less the roots are stimulated

by the effort of reproduction, the finer will be the product next year. In order,

therefore, to have sufiicient for a family, it is desirable the beds should be so

extensive as to allow of enough being gathered without weakening the plants. In

large gardens I would suggest a succession of beds, one set out this year being

allowed an almost uninterrupted growth till next year; in this way Asparagus could

not degenerate.

It is a practice with some gardeners to plant lettuce in the vacant spaces in the

beds, and to allow weeds to obtain a footing, abstracting from the soil that nutriment

which its exhausted owner so much needed. Every weed should be kept down,

and as the growth proceeds, liquid manure should be applied. The properties of

salt in relation to Asparagus ought to be well understood by this time. Before rain,

all the bed should be strewn over with salt, so as just to cover the ground. This

repeated two or three times while the stems are growing, will be productive of great

good. Thus with the aid of the sun, air, and manure, it will gratefully repay you;

sufficient nutriment will be stored up in the roots, to push forth fine Asparagus

shoots next year. Moderation in cutting, and skill in growing the stems and foliage,

are thus the two grand conditions to be observed.

An objector at my elbow declares it is his belief that the salt and the manure

added to the labor, will make every mess of Asparagus cost as much as what he

buys in market. I have no doubt of it, but then— what do we get in repayment;

an article four times as good, one quarter of which is worth the whole bunch that

you buy; you get nourishment, instead of a very bad temper, to digest your food.

One more observation should not be omitted— keep your plants at some distance

from each other, for the stalks can never grow so large when crowded together, as

when they have space to receive the sun and air on the surface.

WALKS ROUND MY GARDEN.
BY ALPUONSE KARR.

The Sausage Tree.

A man was once pointed out to me whom credulity had rendered absolutely mad. At

first, a person had innocently said to him, pointing to a peasant with some flax-seed in

his hand, " There is a man sowing shirts." He smiled. It was then explained to him

seriously and truly, that from this seed would grow a plant, which, by means of pre-

parations, would become excellent cloth, and that from this cloth shirts would be made.

This idea did not find entrance into his brain without causing a little tumult there, and

the people around him continued to amuse themselves with cramming him with the most

absurd ideas upon the vegetable kingdom.

day they told him that there was in the king's garden a sausage-tree of great beauty

What do you mean by a sausage-tree?" asked ho.



What's a siuisn^o tree ? there's a question ! What's an apricot-tree 1"

" A tree that bears apricots."

'• Well ?"

"Woll!"
" AVcU ! why, the sausage-tree is a tree that boars sausages."

" Pouh ! nonsense! Porkbutchers make sausages."

'• I know very well that porkbutchers make sausages
;
porkbutchers make sausages, it

is true ; but what sort of sausages ? It is just the same as little Eulalie, who lives near

you; she makes flowers; but in stuifs or wools. Are you astonished that because

Eulalie makes roses, that rose-bushes should produce them likewise? Eulalie makes

artificial flowers."

"What! do porkbutchers then make artificial sausages?"

" Exactly so, my good friend ; but the sausages of the porkbutchers are like the

roses of Eulalie to nature, what the false is to the true. If you had ever eaten the

fruit of the sausage-tree, you would never allow your teeth to touch the gross imitation

that you have hitherto eaten."

" Ah ! but, now tell me, are there really any sausage-trees ?"

At this mark of wavering incredulity the friends only deigned to reply by

shrugging up their shoulders, and continued to talk among themselves about the sau-

sage-tree, without appearing to be willing to admit incredulity any longer into their con-

versation.

" Is it the garlick variety which is in the king's garden?" asked one.

" Yes," replied the other.

" Ah, that's the most rare of all."

" But the tree had very little fruit on it this year. You are aware that the sausage-

tree originally comes from a hot climate ; and the winters here try it severely
;

part of

the blossoms were destroyed by the late frosts."

" It is a pity we cannot get one, to convince our sceptical friend here."

"I could easily get one, because I am intimate with the head gardener; but I don't

think it worth the trouble to convince him ; I hate these upstart minds, that are so dis-

dainful of the beliefs of the vulgar ; who aim at producing an effect by giving faith to

nothing ; who appear to take men for simpletons, amongst whom they form a brilliant

and solitary exception."

" But," says our hero, " I ask nothing better than to believe when I am convinced

by proofs."

"Proofs! Havel not already told you that shirts were sown and reaped? Do you

not know that cotton grows upon a cotton-tree, and that sugar is the produce of a reed ?

Perhaps you don't believe that."

" I ask your pardon
;
yes, I do."

"I will be bound you doubt that hemp is the seed of ropes, or that snuff is the seed of

the ideas which we sow in our brain through the nose. Or perhaps you do not believe

that peaches grow upon peach-trees
; you prefer believing, no doubt, that porkbutchers

make peaches ?"

" No, I don't say that."

"Neither do you believe, I suppose, that rose-bushes produce roses; you think that all

roses are made by Mademoiselle Eulalie, do you not ?"

Not at all. I know very well—

"

" Y"ou really know nothing at all. Do you know that gunpowder is the seed of

death ? Do you know that apples come from trees ? But you say you will believe
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nothing without proof, and will doubt next whether braces grow upon the Indian brace-

tree V
"Well, I certainly did not know that. What, do you say that braces grow upon a tree

like apples ?"

" I do not tell you that the tree is like an apple-tree ; on the contrary, it is a fig-tree,

which is called ^cws elastlca, because whilst cutting the braces which it produces, they

draw Indian rubber from it."

"Ah! that's a difi'erent thing; I thought you were speaking of braces with metal

springs."

"That's the way in which you always believe. Those metal springs are artificial

springs, a wretched imitation of the Jicus elastica, or brace-tree of India ; so with the

roses of Mademoiselle Eulalie ; so with the sausages of the porkbutchers."

" Let us prove to him that braces grow upon the brace-tree.—With all my heart ; here

is a botanical work, look for th« word Ficus.

'^Ficus. Ficus religiosa— that's not it. Ficus bengalensis— nor that. Ficus virens,

Jicus scahra, ficus mauritana— none of them. Ficus populifolia, ficus ulmifolia. No.

Ficus laurifolia, ficus citrifolia, ficus crassinervia, ficus ferruginea, ficus racemosa, ficus

phytolacccefoUa, ficus glaucophylla, ficus scandens, ficus ruhigiaosa, ficus macrophylla,

ficus ngmphceifolia. No. Where can it be ? Ah ! here it isficus elastica."

"Well fictcs elastica, does it ex.ist 2 Yes or no. Answer. Can you read? What is

that before you. "

" Ficus elastica.
"

" Well, do you believe that India exists? If you do not believe that India exists, why
we must show it to you on a map ; besides you know what Ponies d' Inde (turkeys)

are? You know what Marons d' Inde (large chestnuts) are? Now here are braces

produced from the ficus elastica; they are good for nothing, they grew at the greenhouse

at the Jardin des Plantes. There are none good but such as are brought from India

every year, just the same as they grow pine apples ; all foreign fruits are in the greatest

perfection in their own country. It is said the crop is excellent this year, the brace trees

are loaded. Well, do you believe me now ? Have you proofs enough of that ?"

" Oh, yes, when you produce good reasons—

"

" Well it is just the same with the sausage-tree. Is that more surprising than braces

on the ficus elastica 1 If you are only willing to believe what you have seen, you will

not believe much my good friend. "

The next morning they had a large cervelas a V ail (a large sausage seasoned with

garlic) served for his breakfast.

"Well my friend, we have been fortunate enouf^h to get one; as nothing could

convince you but proofs, here it is.

"

They tasted the sausage and found it excellent.

" Do you imagine a vulgar porkbutcher could make anything like that?

Rlen n'cst beau que le vrai ; lo vral seul est ainiable'
(Nothing is beauUlul but truth ; truth alone is lovely.)

" And yet this even is not half so good as it might be ; in the first place, it did not

grow in its native country, and then it is not quite ripe, but such as it is, it is quite

another thing from those the porkbutcher eo coarsely imitates."

"Well, but this is V3ry astonishing."

"What is there astonishing in it? You know very well tliat garlic grows in the earth.

Does not nature produce pig ? Thus you admit that nature has produced the two

elements with which porkbutchers make their bad garlic sausages, and you are not wi

to believe that she has produced these elements united in one and the same fruit?"
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lias not nature given corUiin arums the odor of a leg of mutton, that has hung too

King? lias she not given to tlie IJuddloa the color and the odor of the stamens of the

palTi'in ? Has she not? But you must have proofs! Monsieur Vje'.ievos nothing

without proofs. In good sooth, my friend, I must tell you the truth, you become quite

unsociable; there is no such thing as holding a conversation with you, none of the

ingenuousness of friendship; everything assumes the air of a thcorum, you must have

proof of everything. It Avill not be long before you will require proof that the sun

shines, or that it rains. And truly, I don't know how we shall furnish you with it,

&e., &c.

This nonsense uttered with the utmost confidence by five or six men, and all directed

against this poor fellow, whom they constantly accused of incredulity and Voltairanism,

whom they style a skeptic, strong minded, or M. Arouet, ended by completely turning

his brain.

INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL AGENTS ON VEGETATION.

FROM darby's botany OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.

The agents which exercise a decided influence on vegetation are li^M, heal, water, and

earih.

The concurrent influence of all these agents, in a greater or less degree, is absolutely

required for the perfection of vegetable products; and according as some of them exist in

excess, or in diminished quantity, is the functional operation of the vegetable organs

injured or destroyed. Dificrent plants require these agents in very difi'erent degrees, and

hence the distribution of plants over tha face of the globe; some flijurishing near the

snow line of the mountains, or near the limits of perpetual snow, north or south, while

others can exist only under the influence of tropical heat. Some grow amidst the sandy

deserts, others only immersed in water. Some grow in the caverns of the earth while

others must have the direct rays of the sun. Some require a rich soil, others grow sus-

pended in the air. From this adaptation of vegetation to every variety of influence, the

earth is covered with verdure ; from the perpetual snows of the mountains or the arctics

to the equator, each position giving existence to its appropriate flora.

Light.—The most obvious effect of light on vegetation is the production of colors, and

this it effects by decomposing carbonic acid, and depositing the carbonaceous matter. In

most cases, certainly, light is absolutely necessary for the deposition of the green color-

ing matter, since most plants become perfectly colorless by growing in situations in which

they are deprived of light. There are cases, however, in which plants deposit the green

chromule, when excluded from the light. Green vegetables have been found in cares of

the earth, fr 'm which the light of day was excluded, and we have seen the cotyledons of

the Mustard and the Impatiens balsaraiua green, when the seeds have germinated within

the perfectly closed pericarp ; and I have now before me a large onion in which several

of the central layers are as green as the leaves, while the parts above and around them

are perfectly white. That these are exceptions to a general rule is manifest from in-

numerable examples to the contrary, constantly occurring within the observation of every

one. If a board lies upon the grass for a short time, the grass becomes blanched
;
plants

growing in a dark cellar are colorless ; the interior of the cabbage is white, while the

other leaves are green, and if these are ronioved, those that are exposed soon become

green. Plants, which in their natural situation are white, by accidental exposure become

green ; the side of a potato from which the soil has been by chance removed, soon
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changes its color from white to green. It may then be hiid down as a general principle,

that light is the great agent in the production of vegetable colors. All parts of the solar

spectrum are not equally efficient in the production of vegetable colors. The yellow

rays, according to Draper and Hunt, are the most powerful in the production of colors.

Light, Raspail says, influences plants to produce vascular tissue, and to make them

combine with earthy bases ; while in darkness they produce the cellular tissue, and com-

bine with ammonlacal bases. That light exercises an importaot agency over the growth

of vegetables and their secretions, cannot be doubted. An equal amount of light and

darkness seems to be the proportion in which the greatest amount of vegetable vigor is

attained. This is seen exhibited in the equatorial regions, where the days are uniformly

twelve hours long, and the nights of equal length, and there we find the most luxuriant

vegetation.

If, according to the hypothesis, light acts in producing the firmer and more compact

parts of vegetables, and in its absence the more yielding and succulent parts are generat-

ed, we should be led to suppose, that where these periods were equal, the perfection of

vegetable products would be found ; and if the light is in much greater proportion than

that of equality, just in the same proportion should we expect to find the products of such

regions harder, smaller, and less symmetrical. This is the exact state of vegetable pro-

ducts in high latitudes. Trees become harder, smaller, and less luxuriant the higher the

latitude, for during the period of their growth, the sun is a great part of the time

above the horizon. That this is owing to the action of light, is proved by the fact,

that by transporting vegetables into higher latitudes, from equatorial regions, and

keep them in an atmosphere, at the temperature of their natural situations, by means

of the hot-house, they flourish during the summer ; but during the short days, and

long nights of winter, they droop, exhibiting their suffering from the due influence of the

Bolar rays.

Baspaii's theory above noticed receives confirmation from the fact, that those vegetables

which consist entirely of cellular substance, are produced only in the absence of the light

of the sun, such as mushrooms, &c., their growth ceasing at the coming of light. And it

is a common notion among gardeners that melons, cucumbers, and like pulpy fruits, in-

crease much more at night than during the day. Although Fungi grow only in dark-

ness, they will never produce spores capable of germination, without the action of

the sun's light, and in cases where the light of day never enters, there may be Fungi,

but they never increase or perpetuate themselves by the production of spores.

It is during the direct action of the sun's rays, and by their agency, that the most

important vegetable products are generated. It is by their influence that water and

carbonic acid are decomposed, the oxygen being mostly liberated, and the elements com-

bining in other proportions, for the formation of the various oils, resins, &c., including

the most important and abundant of the vegetable products. What is generally termed the

sleep of plants, that is, the folding up of compound leaves, and the closing of flowers, is,

no doubt, in most instances, occasioned by the want of the stimulating action of the solar

rays; for we see leaves and flowers, that were folded up' during the night, expand with

the first rays of the morning sun.

We have upon record many instances of the singular phenomena of flowers during

twilight emitting flashes of light. It is said the daughter of Linnaeus first observed this

emission, exhibited by the Tropceolum Mcijus or Garden Nasturtium. The flashes occur

only during twilight, in the morning or evening; those of the evening being much the

brilliant. The plants, from whose flowers these flashes have been observed to i

frequently, are the Marigold, Calendula officinalis, Orange lily, Lilitim bnlbifeni
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African nif\rij;old. Tafjcfee patuln, and Siniflotrer, IfeliaiifJnit annnvs ; Init Mr. Trimmer,

in im .article in tho 2d vol. of " Pivxton's Ma<;azine of Botany," p. 103, observes tlint he

had observed it in many other flowers.

The cause is supposed to bo electrical, as the flashes are more brilliant, when the atmos-

phere is the most highly charged with electricity. " In walking in my garden," says Mr.

Trimmer, " in which was a considerable quantity of Nasturtium in bloom, not at a'l

thinking of the flashing of plants, I was struck with the very vivid flashes that proceeded

from them ; the scintillations were the most brilliant that I had ever observed, at the

same time the sky was overcast with a thunder-cloud ;" and he further remarks, that ho

always found them most brilliant under such circumstances. The lower orders of plants,

as the fungi, have long been noticed as giving light under particular circumstances.

Some in New Holland, species of Agaric, are said to produce light enough to read

by. In the mines of Germany certain fungi have been long celebrated for the light they

emit.

PRIVATE ARCHITECTURE.
The institutions of a nation may be inferred from its buildings much more certainly

than a man's character from the bumps on his cranium. Castles on hill-tops, huts in the

open fields, a few grand churches and walled towns, imply a society composed of lords,

vassals, an influential priesthood, and insecure artisans and traders. Provincial towns of

mean buildings, in a country whose capital is beautified with monuments, palaces and

public gardens, indicate a centralized despotism. The solitary temple, the clumps of

small dwellings, opening into a common garden, represent fairly the theocratical govern-

ment and polygamy of the Saints of Utah; while State capitals, county buildings, separate

dwellings and numerous small churches, are the natural products of our States-Rights

Federation, local legislation, family institution, division into sects and religious tolera-

tion. Political philosophers have reconstructed the government and social condition of

Ilerculaneum from its houses and furniture, as well as Cuvier did the mastodon from a

single bone.

Architecture marches abreast with education, science, arts, wealth, taste and political

freedom. If one advances, all advance. AVc excel the last generation in public schools,

learned bodies, painting, sculpture and music; we are richer, demand a higher standard

of comfort, and do not whip Quakers, drown witches, or disfranchise Catholics. Owing

to the same general causes, we build better houses. Compare those of modern erection

in our city with those pulled down to make way for them. Our hotels are more spac-

ious, churches more imposing, stores more elegant, and dwellings more convenient. In

these last, the superiority is particularly striking. Chemical science has sent to the buyer

of findings and old iron the grease-dropping, expensive and dangerous lamp, and given

us the neat, cheap and safe gas-burner. Physiological science has settled the point, that

cleanliness is the best preservative of health, and good dwellings are provided with bath

houses. The invention of improved furnaces is gradually doing away with fire-places,

grates, stoves, and their suite of coal-scuttles, pokers and "helps." Dumb-waiters,

speaking-tubes and bells contribute their share to the increasing convenience of domestic

life. Ventilation is better provided for ; a child may lower or throw up a sash. The
ceilings, too, are higher, the stair flights are not so steep, and there is a decided effort

a better style of exterior ornamentation.
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These improvements, however, are confined, for the most part, to the dwellings of per-

sons in easy circumstances. Under the present system of extravagance, credit, and no

homestead exemption, the poor are tenants—and landlords build houses with reference to

the percentage of probable profits, and not to the convenience, health, or economy of

living of the occupants. Mean dwellings yield the highest rents in proportion to their

cost. Hence they abound. Their walls are thin as the lips of Avafice. How tenderly

the mason treats them until the joists are laid, which he hopes will hold them up! How
carefully the carpenter draws up his beams and rafters ! he fears to dash the shell of the

frail structure. How happy are both to finish up and have the bills settled before the

walls settle and crack! The tenant moves in. Luckless man ! he is an unwilling witness

to the family affairs of his neighbor, on either side of him. He hears all the loud tones,

noisy children, squeaking beds, and creaking shoes. If he could spare money, he would

present each of them with a carpet. He is afraid the walls are not solid, for they crack

at the partitions, and over the windows. He would fear to invite many friends into the

upper story. Foreigners find our family circles dull : they would have more dancing and

lively games. But, we ask, is this reasonable, when a Polka Redowa makes the house

shake, and an old-fashioned contra dance might land the whole family in the streets,

under an indefinite quantity of shivered household gods, lath and plaster, and roof-

timbers? There is not one tenant house in five that stands two years without cracked

walls. In conflagrations, they come crashing down, as soon as joists and rafters are

burnt through ; sometimes sooner. How many valuable lives have been lost in our city

owing to this cause! As we write, the loved and honored dead pass in solemn review

before our mind's eye. The hands we pressed, and the forms we admired, were crushed

under the smouldering masses of brick and mortar. We have aided in digging their dis-

figured remains from heaps of rubbish. Why should our laws give the right to set man
traps on every lot ?

Our style of building is fairly open to the charge of monotony. The German emigrant

as he leaves Antwerp or Havre, takes a lingering look at their slated roofs meeting at

every angle, shooting up into pinnacles, or sloping to the lower story, their steep sides

relieved by dormer windows—at their irregular buildings, with the lights and shadows

playing about their angles—the arched gateways—the niched and sculptured facades,

with their mullioned window^, arched at every angle, trefoil, eliptical, round or oblong,

in rich variety, and running up into gable ends or turrets, as the taste of the architect

may have dictated. He will not see such a sight when he lands at New York, nor when

he reaches Philadelphia. View Market street, from the Schuylkill Bridge, and each side

looks like a block of buildings, its straght top line broken only by the rising at intervals

of an additional story. All the houses are oblong squares ; the visible section of each

roof is of the same shape ; each presents the same dripping eave ; doors, windows, sills

and shutters are all square. They are almost as uniform as a row of brick* set up on

end. We say " almost," for there are a few, of recent construction, upon which the eye

reposes with pleasure. These owe their attractiveness to the variety of form exhibited

in windows, doors and front, and to the relief of the facade, by columns and other

ornamentation. The streets devoted to private residences are scarcely more varied.

There is an endless repetition of the square window, door and front, and the " three-story

front and two-stoi-y back." Unless you know a street well, it is ten to one that you mis-

take it for another. There are whole blocks in which the houses resemble each other as

closely as pigeon holes. A tenant of one shall enter another, hang up his hat, make him-

home in the parlor, ring for tea, scold the hired girl, and not discover his mistake

he asks why his wife don't come to kiss him

«i



rhiladelphia genius has not exhausted itself in the inveution of the square window and

tlio "ihree-slory front and Iwu-slory l)ack." Something belter is in store fur the genera-

tion growing up, who have studied the arts of design better tlian their fiitlicrs. We
cherish hopes of living to see somebody liold enough to l)uild a house unlike others on

the same street—anything to break this wearisome iteration of the square, even were it a

Chinese pagoda for a tea-store, or a Swiss cottage for an ice-cream saloon. Who can tell

but that, before many years, we shall seo a Gothic arch here and there, or a projecting

window, or a few steep roofs, or a gable end or two turned to the street, or the sunken

entry, sheltering the visiter from the rain or sun, while ho waits for a tiirdy " help" to

answer the bell. Stained glass may be introduced. There are even now among us, in

West Philadelphia and on Schoolhouse lane persons who appreciate that promise in Holy

writ: " Behold! I will lay thy stones with fair colors, and thy foundation with sapphires;

and I will niuke thy windows agates, and thy gates with carbuncles, and all thy borders

with pleasant stones."

We recommend this wl)olc matter to the Academy of Fine Arts. A painting on the

Academy walls pleases the few who will pay twenty-five cents to see it. A beautiful

building or window gratifies thousands gratis. Architecture has, too, the advantage of a

wide range. Painting and sculpture are imitative arts, limited by the outlines of the

objects they represent. Architecture is limited by nothing but the laws of matter and

the inventive genius of man. It is capable of inexhaustible variety.

['] he foregoing we clip from the Public Ledger as worthy of preservation in our

columns. It is not often that more just sentiments on the subject discussed, are

condensed within the same space.

—

Ed.]

PLANTS FOPt HANGING VASES.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTOWN, PA.

HILE our architects and citizens are debating the propri-

ety of originating a perfectly new style of American Ar-

chitecture,—necessity—the mother of invention—is lead-

ing our villas and country residences out of the time worn

track, by the force of circumstances alone. Wc cannot

do without shade. It is the one idea that pervades all

our visions, and enters into all our calculations of ease,

luxury and comfort. In no other country besides ours,

and where the pursuit of happiness leads men so ration-

ally to the delightful pleasures of country life, is shade so

much sought after, or so very desirable. I'rotection from our scorching summer's sun

is almost born with us,—and has become one of the prominent phrenological "bumps"
on our national cranium. Shade trees surround all our houses of any pretensions; and

porches, verandas, and piazzas in every direction, tell us that our houses have many
striking peculiarities which distinguish them from those of foreign lands. Let the

style be what it may,—Gothic, Grecian, Norman, or Elizabethan, the piazza or

anda must not be forgotten or set aside.

s[lcr^i^«2^-



PLANTS FOR HANGING VASES.

It occurs to me tliat while enjoying the shade the piazza affords, we may at the

same time have the gratification of being surrounded by our floral pets, and that too

iu a manner that will give a pleasing variety to our gardening operations. Not only

may we have beautiful climbing vines and flowers trained to the posts, pillars or

connecting lattice work, but over our heads and around us the most interesting

effects may be pi'oduced by growing flowers in suspended vases or baskets. Nature

has kindly provided us with the means of enjoyment, under even apparently the

most unpropitious circumstances, and here she aflords us a large list of plants, which

not only grow well in the shade, but from their drooping or pendulous habit seem to

have been as expressly designed by her for this very mode of culture, as a watch

from its works seems designed to measure time. As she has provided the plants,

we cannot do less than supply the baskets, and accompanying this article, we



give skctchos of vory pretty patterns made of pottery ware, which or siniilar, may

be had of the principal horticultural stores in the large cities. Some very handsome

articles may also be made for the • ame purposes out of branches of trees ; Oak, Cedar,

or of some durable wood. Common boards may even ]jc nailed together, and

taste and ingenuity exercised in covering it with bark, or the scales of Pine cones.

In these vases, and in the partial shade aflforded, the following plants will thrive

well, reijuiring but little water or other attention; and at the approach of winter may

be taken down, and hung in the parlor, hall or entry, to add an additional charm

to domestic pleasures for the rest of the year.

1. Linaria cymbalaria; (^Ivy leaved Sncqidragoii.^ Well known to European

travellers from its frequency on the walls of shaded ruins. It is a delicate

and graceful grower bearing a profusion of small purple flowers the whole season.

2. Lysimachia numularia (^Yellow creeping Loosestrife) h'ds n \cry pretty habit

of growth in its slender stems and small opposite leaves, bearing as it grows in their

axils yellow flowers about the size of gold dollars.

3. Saxifraga sarmentosa (creeping Saxifrage.) Its foliage is very prettily veined

and marbled, and the spikes of white flowers it throws up, are curious as well as

handsome.

4. Fragraria Indica; (Jl/bc/i; >S'<rauJerry.) Its fruit though as insipid and tastele.=s

as the food of ghosts might be supposed to be, is so very pretty, and it does so well

in the shade, that there are few things I would sooner recommend for our

purpose.

5. Vinca major; {Large periwinlde.) An evergreen with leaves one and a half

to two inches long by one broad, and large blue flowers opening only in the spring;

best adapted for large baskets.

(3. y. minor, (Lesser periwinkle.) Smaller every way than the last; yet very dis-

tinct and handsome.

7. V. perenne, (Creepijig periwinkle.) A very distinct species, with long

slender creeping stems, small leaves, and small very early blue flowers.

8. Cereus flagelliformis ; (^Cats tail or creeping cereus),—grows well in the shade

in summer, and when removed to the parlor in winter, flowers well near the light of

a window.

9. Scdum Sieboldii; (Siehold's stone crop)) with pale puq^lc flowers and glaucous

leaves ; requires little water or pot-room, and is well adapted for a small vase.

10. Sedum acre; (^Yelloiv stone croji, or " IjOvc entangle"), doing well in either

sunshine or shade, and a most abundant bloomer.

11. Viola odorata arborea, (Tree vio?e<), which, with strong central stalks send out

numerous slender branchlets, hanging over the sides of the pot or basket, and bear-

ing a profusion of very sweet double blue flowers.

12. Calystegia pubescens, (Double convolvulus). A pretty flowering plant and

not likely to be so much objected to on account of its creeping roots here as in the

open ground.

Epigea repens, (Ground laurel^, a hardy evergreen with deliciously scented

white flowers, very pretty.
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14. Mitchella repens, {^Partridge hcrry), another evergreen with sweet scented

white flowers, succeeded by numerous holly like berries.

15. Polemoniura reptans, {creeping valerian), erect spikes of blue flowers, from

branchlets which hang over the sides of the basket.

I have confined myself to hardy or very nearly hardy plants; and which will thrive

and do well in the shade—any of the above may be depended on.

[Our correspondent has noticed a mode of growing a very interesting variety of

plants, and might have extended the list very greatly. We merely indicate a few

more here, with the request that Mr. M. v/ill pursue the subject, and give a list of

plants suitable for hanging in the greenhouse, to be thence, if required, transferred

occasionally to the drawing room or conservatory.

Coboea scandens as a basket-suspending plant does well, but requires a largish pot

and plenty of space to droop in.

The LoplwRjyermums. Every species of this genius will answer well.

Maurandia. All the species and varieties.

Nierenihevgia. All will do well in baskets.

Roses trained downward, particularly the Visconitesse des Cases, will grow and

flower well in baskets in greenhouses.

The Ivy-leaved Geranium in suspended pots quite covers and conceals them.

The Verbena, and even the grateful Strawberry, might be cultivated in this way,

under glass, and would yield to few other plants for beauty in bloom and fruit, be-

sides yielding a dish now and then of one of the most health-giving fruits we possess.

—Ed.]

CULTIVATION OF THE GRAPE.

BY M., NEW YORK.

The very unusual attention which is now being attracted to the cultivation of

grapes throughout the United States will perhaps render acceptable to your readers

the results of a ten days survey of some of the best vineyards of our country and an

indefatigable questioning of their gentlemanly prepi'ietors.

My field of observations was chosen where, as is well known, the grape has been

most extensively and most successfully cultivated—upon the picturesque hills of the

Ohio, environing the Queenly City of Cincinnati.

Here within a radius of twenty miles are planted fifteen hundred acres of vine-

yards, two thirds of which are in bearing. The average yield will not be estimated

at less than two hundred and fifty gallons of wine per acre, which will give at the

present yield two himdred and fifty thousand gallons of wine worth from one dollar

to one dollar and fifty cents per gallon.

The rapidity with which this cultivation increases, may be inferred from the

statistics which show that this year were sold in Cincinnati tico millions of grape

uttings am\ four hundred thousand roots; a quantity sufficient to plant more than

ndrcd acres of vinevards.
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These were distributed to every part of the Union, from New York to Missouri

and as far south as CiCurjria and Texas. The average prices were, fur ('uttiuj^s

two dollars and a half per thousand and for roots forty dollars per thousand.

It is interesting to know that while the increase has been so large in the quantity

of wine manufactured, the demand increases in a still greater ratio. The first

cultivators found considerable difficulty in obtaining a market for the produce of their

vines but now they have a ready market for their vintage at good prices.

In addition to the amount under cultivation for grapes above stated, other parts

of the south and west are extensively employed in the same manner. At Hermann

Mi.ssouri—there are five hundred acres and in Indiana, Kentucky, Tenncss( >

North Carolina and Georgia are probably as many acres more.

"We who admiringly glance over these thriving vineyards scarcely think of the

many difficulties which surrounded the introduction of the grape into our country.

Many years were spent in unsuccessful attempts and not a few instances of severe

loss and disappointment to the early cultivators occurred before success was

attained.

Immigrants from the Vine-Clad hills of Switzerland, France and Germany brought

with them both the European vines and the skill to cultivate themj fondly hoping

to reproduce here about their new homes, that which had become to them the

emblem of peace and plenty; the name of which like the "Hearthstone" of our

more northern ancestry was the word around which clustered all the associations (»f

Hovie.

Although from the earliest settlements of the west various efforts were made to

cultivate the vine, both by importing foreign varieties and by selecting the best pro-

ductions of our native wilds; not one of these early vineyards is now in existence and

no one has to this day, in any part of the United States, been successful in obtain-

ing even a tolerable vineyard from any foreign grape.

Nor has any one of the hundreds of nurserymen and amateurs who have been

and still are industriously striving to obtain new seedling varieties yet produced

one which has been sufficiently valuable in all respects to come into general

cultivation.

The only source then from which has been derived those two or three varieties

which have formed the basis of American success, has been our native grapes.

While this infant enterprise was maintaining a doubtful conflict with difficulties

seemingly unsurmountable ; it received the timely aid of Mr. N. Longworth, even

then one of Cincinnati's wealthiest citizens who after spending more than one small

fortune in fruitless attempts to introduce the foreign vine and vinedressers, obtained

and proved the value of the Catawba Grape which now constitutes nine tenths of the

vineyards cultivated in the west. It is a native grape obtained from the mountains

of North Carolina.

In the manufacture of wine Mr. Longworth has rendered to the country no less

signal service—for without any experience to guide him, which was adapted to our

new circumstances, a multitude of vexatious disappointments and losses must be met

and overcome. Even after years of successful manufacture a year or two since
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through some untoward circumstances he lost by bursting in a single season thirty-

six thousand bottles valued at one dollar per bottle—enough to have ruined any

ordinary fortune.

No wonder then that all the vinedressers of the country regard Mr. L. as the

father of wine culture in the United States; he having accomplished by his own private

fortune and untiring enterprise, that which must otherwise have failed or only suc-

ceeded by slow degrees. Mr. Longworth is still extending his arrangements for the

manufacture of his "sparkling Catawba" by building yet other cellars where the pro-

cess peculiar to the manufacture of this wine may be perfected. His cellars furnish

this year one hundred and twenty thousand bottles of the ''Sparkling," and

next year he expects to increase the amount to two hundred thousand bottles.

The "Still" or "dry" wines are the kind chiefly made by other cultivators, indeed

no vineyard, however small the cellarage of its proprietor, seems to be without its

casks of wine, but the manufacture of the "Sparkling" requires a deep cellar with

large tuns for its fermentation.

Great efforts are being made by the most enterprising cultivators to produce and

introduce new varieties of the grape but at present none have been sufficiently tested

to entitle them to a very prominent place in general cultivation. Thus far the

Catawba stands unrivalled. The Isabella in that climate ripens its berries unequally;

and the " Cape" is even being dug up as not worth cultivation.

Mr. Longworth, Mr. Buchanan, Dr. Mosher and all who have tried it

express great hopes of the "Herbemont" and it is forming a large share in the new

plantations now being made. It is said to blossom about eight days later than the

Catawba, and to mature its fruit several days sooner. It is a small, nearly black

berry, growing very close on the cluster—very sweet with tender pulp and thin skin

and not as liable as other varieties to be affected by the "roi."

The most approved method of preparing the ground for a vineyard is by

trenching with the spade two to three feet in depth during the fall and winter pre-

vious to planting.

Cuttings are mostly used and are by many preferred to roots even at the same

price. The argument in their favor being that the roots which are produced from

the foot of the cutting when once disturbed will not readily grow again and these lowest

roots are for the grape admitted to be the most important. The cuttings are planted

two in a hill in the place where they are intended to remain and if both grow one is

cut off or removed to fill vacancies. The usual distance being about three by six

feet apai-t.

The cost of trenching a vineyard varies with the nature of the soil, the amount of

stone encountered in the subsoil and the amount of under draining, from sixty to

two hundred dollars per acre—and the planting including the cost of cuttings from

fifteen to twenty dollars more.

The labor required during the first three years is very slight; thorough hoeing two

or three times in a season and spring and summer pruning is all that is necessary.

In the second year the vineyard is supplied with stakes, usually of good white oak
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I was much gratified also by a visit to Mr. Charles Reemelin, formerly a member

of the State Legislature, and quite prominent as a politician. The more quiet

pleasures of his farm and vineyard have, however, of late years, won him from his

public life, and he is enthusiastic and energetic in his cultivation of the grape.

He adds to an extended European observation, an intelligent American experience,

and in his enthusiasm has actually prepared a Manual of the Grape, a work much
needed, giving in its minutest detail the instruction necessary for beginners in vine-

yard culture.

This work will soon be issued by C. M. Saxton & Co. of New York, whose

extensive list of agricultural works your readers are already acquainted with.

Throughout the country there is no new branch of agriculture receiving more

general attention than Grape culture, and at the present rate of increase, the next

decade will find our production of wine, a very considerable item in our agricultural

statistics.

It is an interesting question how this will affect our population viewed in

relation to the subject of intemperance. I would not attempt to decide this

question dictatorially, but it does seem to me that the manufacture of wine in all

its concomitants is a thing so utterly unlike the surroundings of those pests of

every neighborhood where they exist, the brewery and the distillery, with their

hoiTid stench and their bloated and filthy laborers, that the two things are in all

else as opposite. The occupation of a vinedresser, is one requiring a higher grade

of intellect than even the ordinary branches of farming, and all pertaining to

the vintage is chaste, joyous, and beautiful. Rarely a besotted vintner can be

found, and in the wine districts of Europe, there is not a tithe of the drunkenness

that prevails where the ''Worm of the Still" supplies without competition the

beverage of the people.

STRAWBERRIES.
BY P. BARRY, ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

A note or two concerning this season's experience here with some of the more

recent varieties of strawberries, may be of some interest.

/Scott's Seedling, of which we had but a very small bed, and consequently a trial

not quite satisfactory, has not come fully up to its Boston reputation. It is large

and handsome, and very distinctly characterized by its long conical form ; crop

moderate, and flavor rather indifterent. I hope to report more favorably of it next

season.

Longwortli s Prolific and McAvoi/'s Superior, of which we had good beds, in

fine order for a fair trial, have both turned out poorly— the crop has been light,

and the berries of both imperfectly tilled out. This by the bye, is a general failing

of all the Cincinnati varieties. Whilst I still rank these two varieties as good, I

dedly prefer, for our section. Burr's new Pine and Walke7''s Seedling.

variety is of undoubted excellence and value, as a staminate.



Afo^a7ncnsiiiff iiin»roves by acquaintance, and is really a productive and excellent

fruit.

Ji<u'a, "Iowa male" as some call it, and "Washington" as many of tin;

(Mnirinuati growers have it, is a prodigious bearer (staniinate), of a pale red color and

rather indifleront ilavor, very hardy and valuable for market.

Join I/' s Srcdling when fairly treated is an abundant bearer, and a frood berry,

hardy and vigorouB. Gnicsce has been pretty extensively tested, and proves to bo a

groat favorite. It is a staminate, uncommonly hardy and vigorous, the berry large,

roundish oblong with a long neck, color light shining red, very beautiful ; flavor

medium. Monroe jS'car?t7 continues to prove whenever tested, an immense bearer, of

good size aud fair quality. Tlie " Ora7i(j(' jrro/ijic' is a prodigious bearer, bright color,

firm, and quite late. Of Jenny lAnd, ]*ennsylvania, aud some other new American

sorts, I cannot speak now, not having given them a full and fair trial; another season

will prove them.

IIovkcrR SciiJIlnfj, raised by H. E. Hooker, of llochester, a large conical, dark

crimson berry like Jilack l*rince, evidently a seedling from it; very productive, of

good quality, will rank among the best new sorts; a good match for Walker's, which

is also from Black Prince no doubt.

Two years ago, I received from some one in Steuben county, N. Y., a few plants

called " Steuben's Seedling. " This season they have borne well; fruit dark red,

firm, and of good flavor; plant very hardy, vigorous, and productive. I think well

of it, but it now requires more than ordinary merit to entitle a new sort to attention.

We have tested many new foreign sorts so fully as to warrant an opinion on their

value here.

Bicton pine I still think well of; indeed I think more of it than ever. It is like

most other foreign sorts, not so hardy as our native varieties, which liave mostly

the scarlets for their type, but with a trifling protection, it may be wintered safely

anywhere, and bear a good crop of large handsome flesh colored berries, having an

agreeable musky aroma.

Crcmont Perpetual, which created a sensation some years ago around I'aris,

proves to be not a perpetual as the famous "Crescent Seedling," but we have

gathered from it this season a crop of magnificent berries.

Bdlc Blanche from France, proves to be identical with Bicton Pine.

Tr'iompli de Gand from Belgium, is a large handsome light crimson fruit, of

rather indifferent flavor, and bears well.

Due de Brabant from Belgium, rather large, long conical, bright shining red;

flavor musky and agreeable. Very early, well worthy of trial.

Oolii Prolific, (English) shows a wonderful profusion of bloom and ?ets a fair

crop of berries; large, roundish, slightly flattened, dark red, flavor medium.

Trollopes Vietoria, promises better than any other English variety ever received

here. The plant is hardy, vigorous, and bears a large crop of magnificent fruit,

rivalling the British Queen in its best condition; roundish ovate, light shining red,

flavor would rank as good. Among fifty sorts this has borne away the palm in

appearance. Jiifjram's Prince of Wal^s from England, Jlonncur de Bchjiqur, and
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Compte de Flanders from Belgium, all give sufficient promise to warrant more

extensive trial.

I may state here that the season was remarkably favorable for the production of

large crops of strawberries, and large fruits. Riiiny, cool weather, more English

than American ; flavor was not so good as usual. I have been told by a gentleman

whose word I cannot doubt, that from an acre of land under Large Early Scarlet,

over one hundred and twenty bushels of fruit were gathered, and sold at an average

to the dealers at about ten cents per quart. An accurate count was kept of one

hundred bushels ; the balance were estimated.

This was not a bad yield. The land, which lies adjoining the pretty little village

of Newark, Wayne county, N. Y., is a dry sandy loam, on a sandy subsoil.

REVIEW.
Botany of the Southern States. In two parts. Part I.—Structural and Physio-

logical Botany and Vegetable Products. Part II.—Descrijjtions of Southern

Plants. Arranged on the Natural System. Preceded hy a Linncen and a

Dichotomous Analysis. By Prof. John Darhy, A. 31. New York, Cincinnati

and Savannah. 1855.

It is no part of the mission of the Horticulturist to enter extensively upon minute

Botanical descriptions; but it has a duty to perform by keeping its readers informed

regarding the sources of information, and with this view we notice with pleasure the

appearance of Professor Darby's new and important work. It forms an admirable

introduction to Botany; as such it is adapted and intended for the assistance of

learners, and may safely and profitably be introduced into schools. Its descriptions

and instructions are brief and clear, perhaps the most so of any work that has fallen

under our notice, having the advantage, too, of being fully up to the knowledge of

the present day on the subjects of which it treats; as an instance we refer to the

chapters on Fertilization and Fruiting, which are treated of in a popular manner.

Witness the following

:

"The constitution of the fruit differs materially in its ripe from what it wag in the

green state. Water and lignine diminish, and sugar incrcaseg. Water diminishes

from two to ten per cent, in different kinds ; lignine generally in a greater proportion.

Sugar increases in Currants from 0.52 to 6.25, it being twelve times the quantity in a

ripe from what they possessed in a green state. This the remarkable changes in taste

v;ould lead us to suppose without analysis. In many cases we know that sugar is pio-

duced at the expense of starch, but no starch can be discovered in those fruits which

generate the greatest amount of sugar, such as Currants, Apples, Peaches, &c. That it

takes place at the expense of the otlier proximate principles, aided by watei', is certain,

since it goes on without any increase of weight, and even when separated from the parent

stock, and also in the process of cooking. It is a well known fact in chemistry, that the

action of various vegetable substances on each other, -ndcd Ijy moderate heat, will produce

saccharine principle. Tlie vegetable acids, with gum and mucilage, will produce

These principles are contained in all succulent fruits, tartaric acid, malic
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gum, and various other 6ulj8t:inc€>9 peculiar to each fruit. The act of riponinf;, tliero-

foro, is a clitmiical process, which consists in convcrtin;^ tlie various unpleasant and

injurious principles of the green fruit into the most nourishin;; and licaltliy of vegetable

products.

Although the above conveys the general principles on which, we believe, the ripening

of fruit proceeds, yet in some cases these substances from which we suppose the sugar

to be formed increase at the same time
;
yet wc believe that in all cases either the acid

or the other principles diminish, and never both increase or remain stationary in the

same fruit. If the acid increases, the other principles diminish. If the other principles

increase, the acid diminishes.

For these processes to go on, an atmosphere containing oxygen is necessary ; showing

that this active agent is required in these operations, and performs some necessary oflSce

in the conversion of the crude materials of green fruit into the palatable one of the ripe."

The chapter on " Germination " will reward an attentive perusal. We are em-

barrassed in selecting extracts, so uniformly interesting is the portion of the work

which treats of Physiological Botany, but must be indulged with the following :

"The principal food of plants is water and carbonic acid and ammonia, which arc

received through the roots in a liquid state, and through the leaves in a gaseous form.

Besides these various salts enter in a greater or less dcsrec into the composition of

vegetables.

To determine the food of plants, it is an important element in the investigation to know

of what the plant is composed. This has been determined by various philosophers with

great accuracy. The following is the constitution of some of the most common plants,

taking 1000 parts of the dry vegetable

:

Carbon

Wheat 455
Oats 507
Peas 465
Turnips 429
Potatoes 441

Ouie a uniformity will be observed in these elements ; about one half being carbon, less

than half oxygen ; about one-twentieth hydrogen, less than one-twentieth nitrogen, wiih a

much greater variation in the ashes, which consist mostly oi potash, silcx, lime, utilphur,

prospliorus, and some other elements in minute quantities.

The first four elements are called organic elements, or organogcns ; the materials of the

ashes, inorganic elements. The most abundant element is carbon, and no organic product

exists without it, although either of the others may be absent.

The plant derives its carbon from carbonic acid, C02. It cannot take up carbon

in an uncombined state, as it is solid, and it can obtain it from no other compound

of carbon, as no other exists in sufficient quantities. The carbonic acid in the air, the

result of respiration of animals, the combustion of wood and coal, and the decay of

carbonaceous substances, and that contained in the soil from the action of manure,

affords the plant its carbon. It is chiefly derived from the air. Numerous facts prove

this position. Originally, before there was any vegetation, there could have been

carbonic acid nowhere else. Plants grow in the air and deposit carbon. The growth of

plants increases the carbonaceous matter in the soil where they grow. Plants will grow

and increase in carbon in distilled water. These well-known facts prove that carbonic

acid in the atmosphere supplies most of the carbon to plants."

irogei
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through most of the suuimcr and autumn, in bloom. IJoth this and the precedin<.

uiiike handsome little bushes, fluwerinir freely, as do all the Spincas when quite

young.

The cultivation of this genus is so exceedingly simple, that nothing could be said

on that point. They are easily propagated from layers made of the young shoots

during the summer months.

SPORTS.
BY ALAN W. CORSON, NORRISTOWN, PA.

There is in the garden of William llamill, at Norristown, Montgomery county,

Pa., a ring 'willow tjee that has stood there many years; last year it sent out a shoot

having all the appearance and habit of the common weeping willow; the shoot is

now about one and a half inches in diameter at the largest part, and several feet in

length. I had hitherto doubted from the difference in habit and growth that the

ring willow was a variety of, or sport from the weeping willow; this seems to me

to be conclusive evidence that it is so. This tree will have to be removed shortly,

the street is to be widened so as to include the place on which it stands.

I have in my garden an Althjea of many years growth, and large size; the flow-

ers are of the common single purple; it has a branch of about two feet long,

probably two or three years growth, that has flowers of the very common kind of

single white with red bottoms; the diff"erence in the flowers has not been noticed

till this vear.

DIOSCOREA JAPOXICA, OR JAPAN POTATO.

BY "WM. R. PRINCE, FLUSUING, LONG ISLAND.

I HAVE a fine patch of this plant now about four feet high and growing vigorously.

The foliage resembles very much the Dioscorea villosa, so common in our low

grounds. I can see no reason why it should not be extensively cultivated, as it

flourishes without any special care, and seems well suited to our climate.

Chinese White and American White Wistaria, ii;c.—We have several vigorous

plants of the Chinese White, the shoots of which are remarkably strong, but do

not expect any bloom until the ensuing spring. They have withstood the last two

winters without the least injury. The Snow White variety of the Wistaria frutes-

cens is a very hardy and rapid climber, and regularly blooms twice during the

summer. But the most vigorous of all the species and varieties, is the Florihunda

,

the shoots of which will run thirty feet in a season. The flowers are of a pale

cenilcan hue, borne on 'very long and profuse racemes, which are produced in great

abundance. The common Wistaria frutescens and the Chinese blue flowering

well known to describe, but there are others less known, such as the rosea,

olacea, serotina, &c., of which I will speak in a future communication.
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LETTERS FROM THE EDITOR.—NO. 1.

Red Sulphuk Springs, Virginia. August, 1855.

Mr Dear "Horticulturist."— I little expected when our fortunes were linked

together some few weeks ago, that I so soon should have found myself five hundred

miles away from your new home, but the medical advisers decided for me, and

after preparing nearly as much mental pabulum for you as your appetite seemed to

require, I find myself drinking the "Red Sulphur Water" in this delightful mountain

region, and feel disposed to have a little chat with you. Your own example of roaming

from place to place might excuse my doing likewise, for to tell you a home truth, you

have been a little unsettled in your residence yourselt ! Your education begun on the

North River under an able master ; it was completed by taking a full " pomological

"

course at Rochester, and now you have come to Piiiladelphia to see what can be learned

there. I will not conceal from you that there are difi"erences of opinion respecting your

career, and that some of your admirers even think you have been a little too " pomologi-

cal," but you are prepared, I know, to meet these differences, and will, probably, like all

wilful youths, take your own course after all.

But do you know there are others who would fain lujhridise you ? It is true ; I brought

with me a letter or two positively advising this ; they would make a compound of you

between a monthly magazine, a newspaper, and a Horticulturist. They wish you, my
dear H. to contain matter like Putnam and Harper, and an abstract of the news of the

month! What think you of that? Will you cheerfully yield your already crowded space

to lengthy biographies, such as Abbott's Napoleon ? And would it be agreeable to ypur
habits of mind to retail the entire history of the Kinney expedition, and the controversies

about Neil Dow, and the liquor question in general? Would you after so much prepara-

tion like to "know nothing?" Have your previous studies qualified you for this ? Or
would your fastidious taste put up with it? I know what your private opinion is about

all this, and perhaps it will be better for your health if I drop the subject.

But touching these removals from place to place, you believe, I know, that the climate

of Philadelphia is agreeing with you, and think it likely to be a pleasanter winter, and

a more permanent residence than Rochester, because you can delight in your out-door

occupations later in the fall and earlier in the spring ; though your duty is to tell all

?i.\)0\it pincliing the dwarf pears, you see no reason why your own nose should be pinched

off every winter in the hyperborean climate so near to Canada as your late residence.

This is all very well, and I am rejoiced for you that you have moved into a warmer
atmosphere, and among a people that are inclined to make much of you.

But I must ask you a serious question ; are you so fond of " moving " that you must

repeat the operation ? If so, and the habit is a confirmed one, wliich I am happy to

think is not however the case, let me give you a little advice. I am not entirely convin-

ced that a "move" now and then, such as you have already made, might not

wholesome and useful, so that if your medical advisers should ever again rccommenc



such ft stop, which I hdiovo their {j;oo<l nonso will prevent them from doin", I will toll

voii lit onco how I think it wonltl l)o prndent to i>rocoo<l. liy wandering; occasiona'ly to

new scenes, j'ou may very probably pick up kninvli>d;ro and information tiiat will tend to

your usefulness as a public teacher; you can ascertain all tiiat is known in each city

where you reside, and gain an amount of sound education that will make jou a

phenomenon of the first water in your older age.

I think it might bo advisable that you should live a year sometime in Boston. Those

eastern sag'^s know a great deal, and they are learning every day something to advance

your favorite studies ; they are practical people, these Boston and Jloxbury cultivators
;

they will treat you well and give you plenty of pears and apples, however they may be

inclined to deny you perry and cider.

Whether six months or a year's residence in the city of New York would form an

agreeable or useful variety in your career, I am not now prepared to decide. That city

has many enthusiastic lovers of horticulture, who are also your friends, and I have not

the least doubt they would give you a warm welcome. Your readers are rapidly in-

creasing there, so that arrangements have been perfected to report more particularly

than heretofore, their " sayings and doings."

I think you would perhaps do well after leaving Boston to cross the mountains, give

Pittsburg and Cincinnati the benefit of your experience, learn all they know about the

raising of grapes and the manufacture of wine, all about the great question of straw-

berries; and while you are on this excursion it would be proper to tarry a suitable time in

Louisville and St. Louis. There is much to interest there.

I now come to the most serious part of your journeyings. I want you, if you must

ramble, to pass a year at least in California, Oregon, and Washington territory ! Don't be

alarmed at the journey. It will soon be a safe one, such as you can conveniently make

with your " types " about you, though if your issue is regular, you might have to

print one number on a stump on the route, or, say at Mormondom, where they have

done but little for any good cause as yet. One number at least I want issued from the

grove of big trees ! ! They say the "discoverer" and "describer" of a tree or plant

has a right to name it ! But you may turn the tables on that Xo?y6-ying fellow, and

take the right upon yourself as the first printer under their branches, and as soon as

you do this, I know you will change the name to Washingtonia, and we will support you

in it, be assured

!

While in California I want you to make popular descriptions of all their desirable

trees and other productions, and toll us what we shall adopt in our eastern plantations.

Oregon and Washington, too, require more delineations in your line, and you will

doubtless pick up many valuable plants and trees on your journeys there and back,

that have never been popularised. Now all this looks truly formidable to you, does it

not? If so, let us see whether we cannot jog on together in Philadelphia, and accom-

plish all this great work by means of our numerous correspondents.

All these things we will talk over together when I get well, and we have a quiet even-

ing over a basket of Pears together. I must leave them now to tell you how I got here,

and what sort of a place and people I have found. But I had almost forgotten that it is

a favorite scheme with me, for you to li\e a year under the tropics, to learn all about

the vegetation and cultivation ; as soon as Cuba is acquired, I design a winter cottage

there. To Cuba, perhaps, we can go together ; if not, it will be easy to consult the

Sandwich Islanders, and ascertain if they have any horticultural secrets to communicate

little party of three cheerful invalids, had a world of difficulty to discover from

reliable source the best modern route to the "Virginia Springs." They have hith
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erto been so difficult of access, that I suspect your Rochester acquaintances would much

more readily have been persuaded to go to Baden-Baden, among our old enemies the

Hessians, than to undertake a journey hitherward that involved so much inquiry and

stage riding. Now all this is changed ; we arrived here by rail and steamboat, with the

exception of thirty-eight miles of staging, with very little fatigue. You at the North are

so absorbed with your own sayings and doings, that you scarcely take a thought of the

travelling facilities hereaway, except for special purposes. All inquiries proving fruit-

less, we determined to go on by easy journeys, and enquire as we proceeded; a very good

plan, my dear friend, and one that I trust you will always remember. There was a

slight idea in some minds that these enterprising Virginians were making a railroad from

Richmond to Knoxville, Tennessee, but it was only when we arrived very near to the

capital of the State, that we could ascertain positively that it was so far completed as t j

bring us nearly to this, almost the most distant of the rejuvinating waters of Ilygeia.

But it does so, andjrom here we can take stages to the other watering places over tolera-

bly good roads.

The route to Baltimore and Washington you have often travelled, and you must have

observed that the planting done near the President's house shows already that what was

commenced so scientifically by your founder, is to produce an example of value to the

nation. The climate of Washington admits of the cultivation of various beauties, which,

in none of your residences, have you enjoyed the full value of; for instance, the Magnolia

grandiflora flourishes there and at Richmond in most glorious beauty, shining and spark-

ling in all its elegance. The Crape Myrtle, Lagertromia, attains the height of fifteen

and twenty feet ; it was in all its glory. Various other interesting plants and trees, of

which I have memoranda for you hereafter, attract the eye of the Northern planter, but

I want to ask the authorities at Washington not to cultivate any more great quantities of

Abele trees, and to rub off as soon as may be, the worn out whitewash that has been so

regularly dashed over the trunks of the ornamental plantations. Even the trees around

the capitol have been disfigured with this unnatural substance. Whether the increasing

taste for statuary of Italian marble has brought about this love of white columns or no, I

leave for your solution, but it would be well for you to lend all your well established

authority to abolish a negro custom,

Washington, dull as it is when there are no contracts to give out or of&ces to let, has

its attractions, and the grand republican custom by which we were all enabled to shake

the hand of a most affable President, has its advantages in making each feel a little

touch of sovereignty ; but would you believe me if I were to tell you the truth, that I

was entrusted with a verbal despatch to the Secretary of War ! now here, to the import

that every thing was right in his department, and that he might remain and drink these

salubrious waters as long as he pleased! You might take advantage of this circumstance

to become a little newspaperish, as one of your friends proposed to me, and write an

"ofiicial" article to prove that the war with Spain is not imminent, and that Colonel

Kinney's late shipwreck has given the administration a breathing spell ! Try it, and

thus ascertain how your gardening friends relish politics in your pages.

I doubt much, from appearances on the route, whether you are very popularly known

between Washington and Richmond. The soil, to be sure, is not propitious, but I think

if your face was sometimes turned hitherward, you would be very usefully employed. A
steamboat of respectable pretensions will convey you to Aquia Creek, some fifty miles,

leaving at six in the morning, and as you are not subject to fatigue, you can easily reach

leaving your new home the previous afternoon. They will tell you various periods

route as to the hour of reaching Richmond, varying from one to five o'clock, and
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YOU will roiilly arrive at two; if it be on a Saturday you must necessarily stay over till

Monday at tlio "American," or the "Exchange;" the former will suit you from its

excellent attendance.

On landing in A'^irginia, yon will bo struck with the abundance and beauty of the Big-

nonia radicans, or trumpet flower, which throws up its showy red blossoms from every

stem it can find, and even soon entwines the multitudinous wood piles '."hich attest your

theory that the railroad is a desperate destroyer of tlic native trees. As you pr()gress,

the growth is Pine, Birch, Tupelo, Oak, Magnolia glauca, and Sassafras; the Holly is

rarely seen. Altogether the cultivation wears the appearance of requiring some assis-

tance from such editors as those of Farm Journals.

In Richmond you will sec much to admire. The grounds of the Capitol and around

the Governor's house are well planted, (though variety has not been sufficiently studied),

and have a noble appearance. The Washington monument is only waiting for the

weeping figures to be placed around it ; and this reminds me of a touching incident on

the Potomac, as our boat passed Mount Vernon ; we were a silent little company sitting

on deck; and as we came opposite the depository of the sacred remains of our greatest

benefactor, the bell was tolled, as is its regular custom ! Even you might have dropped

a silent tear as the thought of the cause accompanied this solemn memento !

The popular street tree in Richmond seems to be the Tulip poplar, and I am inclined

to advise you to recommend it, both for its great beauty and freedom from pestiferous

insects.

The route from Richmond to the Red Sulphur is now much more easy of accomplish-

ment than formerly: You take the railroad that is to connect Knoxville, Tennessee

with tide water two hundred and ten miles to Newborn, Virginia, whence over a desper-

ately bad road this place is reached by a day's ride of only thirty-eight miles.

The Red Sulphur is famed for curing incipient consumption, and I see so many getting

better here that I believe it to be true. But my letter is getting too long, and I must

defer till next month what I have to say to you on " spring" topics ;
perhaps you will not

object if I bring my letter in my pocket.

Answers to Correspondents.—Ohio Subscriber.—It has been recommended for the

rot in grapes to uniformly bury the leaves and the young stems cut off in pruning in

shallow trenches four or five inches deep at the rojts of the vines, sprinkling with

gypsum. Treated in this manner, instances are known where the tendency to rot was

stopped. It would appear to stand to reason, rot or no rot, that the trimmings of the vines

should be returned to the root for its future support. To change your inferior sorts of

grapes for better a good and easy method is to graft them. Cut the old root off, some

two inches below the ground by a horizontal cut; choose a gimlet the size of the scion

to be inserted and bore several holes two or three inches in depth ; insert the scions first

removing the loose lark ; failure in this mode is rare, and old kinds may be changed in

two years, sometimes in one. Be careful to remove all suckers that come up from the

old vine.

Dcane's Purple.—"Who is in the right as to the origin of Duane's Purple plum, the

Horticulturist of June 1855 or volume 1, page 115?" It is believed to be a foreign

variety.

R. Peet, Pittsburg.—AVe shall endeavor to look up the subject you name, but fear it has

escaped us.

any communications received shall be attended to in our next.
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A Pound of Cotton, was manufactured and exhibited at the Crystal Palace into four

thousand two hundred hanks of the same number of yards each, making two thousand

miles from the single pound ! If therefore we multiply the produce of one year or one

billion four hundred and eighty million pound'i only by four hundred and thirty, the

length of thread that a single crop of cotton could make, would be over six hun-

dred billions of miles, or sufficient for a web of stout calico, a yard wide, and containing

eighty five threads to the inch that would be more than enough to reach from us to the

sun.

—

Ewhank.—"The World a WorTcsliop-'

A Belt round the Sun.—And yet the above is from cotton alone. In the rapidly

increasing demand for material for woven fabrics and for machinery to manufacture it,

but a few years would be required for our looms to fill an order for webs of double belting,

sufficiently long to connect the sun with each of the planets, in the way motion is com-

municated from the large drum of a factory to a number of smaller ones. We enclose

our bodies in artificial cocoons ; in winter a lady is enwrapped in a hundred miles of

thread, she throws over her shoulders from thirty to fifty in a shawl. A gentleman winds

between three and four miles round his neck and uses four more in a pocket handker-

chief. At night he throws ofi" his clothing and buries himself like a larva, in four or five

hundred miles of convolved filaments.

—

Ibid.

Cemeteries.—Mr. Philips who dates his letter from Edwards, Miss., says:—A. D. G. of

Clinton. N. Y. on "Rural Cemeteries" in a late Horticulturist, gives so much good sense and

to my notion evinces so much true taste, that I beg to ask your readers to read over again,

and treasure up its principles. I have witnessed so much false taste, that I would like to

impress the article on the minds of every citizen in America. To see a marble column, with

gilt letters over the grave of a man who was a working man all his life, savors more of

ostentation, gingerbread-work than of true taste. The will quoted by A. D. G. should be

engraven on every entrance to a cemetery. "A monument should betray no desire to exhibit

great costliness, and no endeavor to avoid a reasonable expense. " I would as soon propose a

monument of loaf sugar surrounded with red, blue, and yellow plumes, as such as are too

often erected.

I should propose for instance in South Carolina, to place in memory of her great statesman,

as large a block of granite, a native of her hills, as could be conveyed to the spot ; it ought

to be in Columbia, in front of the State House, without a chisel mark, no carving, no gilding,

nothing save an immense block, if possible to convey it, with CALHOUN, deeply engraven

thereon, in large letters and filled up with a black cement, so as to give perspicuity to the

name. The material would cost nothing, the drawing to the spot might cost largely. Suppose

ten thousand dollars. What of it. M. W. Philips.

As an oifset to the tawdryness of some memento's, I have seen a plain slab on which was,

'•Our Son;" another, "Our Daughter lies here. Died ." Such

simple memento's are sweeter than carving and gilding. "Sweet Alice is no more— She lies

buried here."

The United States Agricultural Society.—We would call especial attention to the

grand scale of preparations for the approaching show of the United States Agricultural

Society at Boston. Under the direction of Mr. Wilder, backed by the liberality of the other

merchant princes of Boston, we fuel confident that it will surpass any Exhibition that has

been yet held.

and national exhiliition of Stock—Horses, Cattle, Sheep and Swine—open to co

all the States of the Union, and to the British Provinces, will be held by the
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StAtcs Agricultuml Society, in the city of Boston, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday ami

Friday, October 2:Jrd, liJth, 2"jth, and liClli.

Twenty-thousand dolhirs have been guaranteed by patriotic gentlemen of IJoston and its

vicinity to defray tlic expenses; the city of Boston has generously granted to the Society for

present use, a fine public square of fifty acres ; and ten thousand dollars will bo offered in

Premiums in various departments.

Tiie previous Exhibitions of this Society—at Springfield, Mass., in 185:3, and at Springfield,

Ohio, in 1854—were eminently successful, and no eff'orts will be spared to make tlic present

Show, combining as it does, the Four Great Departments of Farming Stock, superior to its

predecessors.

The Premium List, -with the Rules of Exhibition -Nvill be forwarded to all who will

address the President, or Secretary, at Boston, to that cff'cct.

It is earnestly hoped that all Breeders, and owners of Fine Stock will feel it to be a duty,

as it certainly is for their interest, to contribute to the Show.

The List of Entries, Exhibitors and Award of Premiums, and all the proceedings of the

Exhibition, will be published in the Journal of the Society, for 1855. Annual members of

the Society who desire to receive the Joui-nal, should remember to renew their subscriptions.

William S. Kino, Secretary. Marshall P. Wilder, President.

TuE North-Western Fruit Grower's Associatiox.—The Annual Meeting of the North-

western Fruit Grower's Association will be held in Burlington, Iowa, on Tuesday, September

25th, 1855, and will continue in session four days.

This Association, organized for the purpose of facilitating and encouraging the propagation

of Fruits and Fruit Trees in the North-Western States of the Union, and composed of

Nurserymen and Fruit Growers from these States earnestly solicits the favorable attention of

all persons from the North-AVest, interested in the cause for which they will assemble.

It also respectfully solicits the attendance from all such persons from all portions of the

Union, and requests them to furnish the Association with specimens of such fruits as are

indigenous to, or are cultivated in their respective localities, with contributions giving the

experience of cultivators as to diseases, destructive insects, &c, as may facilitate investigation,

and add to the public information on these important topics.

In many portions of the Union the season has proved unusually propitious, and there will

be a heavy yield of fruit. In others, frosts early in the season destroyed the hopes of culti-

vators. Those who have been successful in raising fruits will please forward specimens of

their varieties to the Association at this place, to care of E. E. Gay.

Carriage or freight, by express or otherwise, will be paid by the Association.

P. Barry, Esq., of Rochester, N. Y., late editor of the Horticulturist, and one of the most

extensive and widely known Nurserymen and Fruit raisers in the country, has kindly prom-

ised to be present and address the Association, and also to contribute speciijiens of the fruits

of Western New York.

As Burlington is connected with St. Louis and Minnesota by means of the Mississippi river,

and with Chicago and the East by Railroad, we indulge the hope that there will be a large

attendance of persons interested in Fruit Growing, from all sections of the Union.

The AVixter &c. in Virginia.— My Dear Sir.— The last winter was remarkable for its

unusual severity here, as in other sections of the country, December was an intensely cold

month, and there being but little snow upon the ground, the earth froze unusually deep and

hard. For several mornings in the month, the mercury stood from 8° to 12° below 0.

January was milder, there was more snow. Early in February the cold attained its greatest

intensity ; on the morning of the sixth of that month, the mercury stood at 15° below 0.

It did not rise to zero through the day, a circumstance which I do not remember having before
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happened -within my observation. At seven o'clock P. M., it was 17° below 0, and on the

morning of the seventh, 21° which was the greatest cold in the season at my residence, though

on that morning at a few miles distant, it was several degrees colder.

To say nothing of other cold days and weeks, which ordinarily would have caused alarm for

fruit and fruit trees, it may well be supposed that our fears in their behalf were reasonably

excited. In fact, we gave up our Pear trees which were so bountifully loaded with delicious

fruit last year, as a dead loss, and with misgivings in regard to our young fruit trees, through

fear the sudden and severe frosts of December had destroyed the roots, it really made us

nervous.

Spring came on slowly with many fluctuations of temperature, though no very warm days

until June. In its developments we found we had been anticipating losses that

were not likely to be realized. The wood of the Peach suffered severely, owing perhaps in

part to the exhaustion caused by excessive bearing last year, but the healthfulness of the

roots, new shoots have been vigorously sent from the main branches, and from present

appearances they will be in bearing condition next year. Young peach trees suffered but

very little, and are giving a fine luxuriant growth this season. The fruit buds on such were

nearly all killed, so we must wait patiently another year before we can feast on peaches of

our own growing.

Our next fears were for our beautiful dwarf pears, especially the setting out of 1854.

Now we could not find a single twig or bud of these injured in the slightest degree. They

bloomed freely and the fruit set abundantly for young trees, and they are making a growth

that would lead us to suppose that winter had only been a night of rest to them. Our expe-

rience so far is decidedly in favor of growing dwarf trees for pears, and we believe the

great want of success in it, wherever it may exist, is owing in the first place to purchasing poor

trees from nurserymen who are willing to palm them off, and in the second place, from the

careless manner in Avhich too many set their trees, and in the third place, from a want of

proper, not extravagant, culture when they are set. We have also realized the fact that

trees when raised by responsible nurserymen in Western New York, will succeed as well on

the bleak hillsides and in the deep vallies of Berkshire, as those grown at home, or brought

from any locality whatever.

In the matter of cherries, the bloom was never better, nor the harvest more abundant than

in the present season. The two great objections to their culture, the boys and the birds, we
are happy to say, promise ere long to be overcome, by setting trees enough to supply all.

Several within our knowledge have set fine rows of trees by the wayside as well as in their

gardens, which not only furnish beautiful shade, but a bountiful supply of fruit to the insect

devouring songsters that build among their branches. If unruly boys happen to light upon

them, we hope they will appreciate the value of good fruit on tasting it, so that they will

be induced to "go and do likewise" in planting out, and cease in due time, from luxuriating

on the labors of their industrious neighbors. Yours truly, W. Bawn.—Piichmond, July 7,

1855.

More about the Big Tree. — The following communication is dated jMogadon, Summit

Co., Ohio, July 10, 1855. Editor of the Horticulturist.—I see in the last issue of your work
a notice of the " AVellingtonia Gigantea" of California. It is spoken of as a discovery of

Mr. William Lobb. Now what entitles a man to the appellation of " Discoverer " I am not

prepared to determine. But the trees spoken of are as familiar to many residents of Califor-

nia, as any other tree in that State.

There are many statemonts of Mr. Lobb, not at all in accordance with facts. He says

:

"It inhabits a solitary district on the elevated slopes of the Siera Nevada, near the head

waters of the Stanislau and San Antonia rivers."

So far as I know from a residence of some time on the western slope of the Sicras, and



inqtiiries of others— the spot designated is the only one on the Sierns, where they are to be

found. But the home of the tree, and where they are to be found in preat numbers, is on

the western slope of the coast range of the mountains. They are found scattered over an

extent of country, for more than two hundred miles north of San Francisco. On Eel river,

anil the Kliimath, tlicy exist in great numbers and much larger than those described by Mr.

Lobb, on the Stauislau. They arc found there thirty feet in diameter. A company of men

cut one down (a small one), for a bridge; it w.'is fallen across an impassable stream. It

formed a bridge on which three mules packed could cross abreast, and was of sufficient width

for a wagon bridge. The Indians frequently cut into them through the sap, and l>y burning

excavate a hole large enough for a large family. A gentleman in whose word I have the most

implicit confidence, said a party of seven men slept in one and that he turned a pole fifteen

feet around in the hollow as high as his head horizontally, and this was one of the smallest

sized trees. But sir, I will not tell what I have the best reason to believe, and know to be

the truth about the size of some of these monarchs of the forest. The great object of my
writing, is to enter a remonstrance to the name given by the "John Bull" whom you

recognize as the discoverer. The tree has been for two years known by the name you

suggest " Washingtonia Gigantea," in California. A year since, a computation of the

amount of inch lumber in the largest tree that Lobb described, was made by a Yankee, and

that was the name then given.

I protest against the alteration by any admirer of the " Iron Duke" or any other foreigner.

Yours respectfully, M. Jewktt.

American Association for the Advancement of Science.—The meeting of this Associa-

tion will be held this year at Providence, Rhode Island, commencing on the 16th of August.

This is a most important institution—a yearly reunion of our most distinguished professors in

every branch of science. The papers read at the previous meetings have been highly credita-

ble to the nation, and a great deal of scientific information has been freely dispensed. It

appears by the circular before us that the funds of the society are nearly exhausted, and that

tliere is not money enough in the treasury, unless arrears arc paid up, to meet the expenses of

another year. We trust that so valuable a society will not be allowed to die out for the want

of a few hundred dollars.

Hartley Coleridge once being asked which of Wordsworth productions he considered the

prettiest very promptly replied, "His daughter Dora."

EriPOGON Gmelixi.—Our practical Botanists should keep a good look out for novelties in their

respective districts. In the immediate neighborhood of the longest settled localities much of

value to science may be discovered. Even in little and densely populated England, which one

would think explored to every square inch of its surface, new plants are occasionally met

with. The above plant, a pretty little orchid, supposed heretofore to be indigenous to the

continent of Europe only, has recently been discovered there by a lady botanist. P.

Amelanchier Botrtapium.—It is much to be regretted that this very beautiful shrub or

small tree should be so seldom seen in our ornamental plantations. As the "Snowy Mespilus"

it figures largely in the catalogues we receive from European nurserymen ; but the writer has

not met with it yet in one of our own. Passing the garden of an old Dutch farmer this

spring, before the last March wind had scarcely finished blowing I much enjoyed the sight of

a splendid specimen thirty or forty feet high, its flowers forming a complete " shower of

snow." I saw the same bush again in the end of June. Then it was as thickly studded with

brilliant red berries, as it had been with flowers before, and the myriads of those happy ad-

juncts to a "garden life"—the birds—showed that they at least knew how to appreciate the

tree by the merry twitter they kept up in and around it. P.
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A New Weed.—Our agriculturists should be on the look out for a new candidate for their

spite and ill will. It is a native of Peru, and probably Mexico, but begins to be pretty often

met with in the neighborhood of large towns. About the Woodlands Cemetery near Phila-

delphia, it is tolerably abundant. It is a composite plant, or of the same natural order as the

Kag weed, (Ambrosia artimesicefolia) named by Botanists, Galinzogoa parviflora, and is an

annual. It seeds when very small, yet grows one or two feet in height, and seems to be quite

at home in our climate. The leaves are ovate and very hairy, and the flowers with a yelloAv

disk, and five broad, but short white rays. It will reproduce hundreds of plants in a few weeks

if left to seed; but fortunately it is annual, and has no other mode of reproduction. Moreover

the least frost entirely destroys them for the season. P,

Hedge Plant.—Mr. Editok:—Now that some attention is being paid to the subject of good

hedge plants, I would beg to suggest for trial by those experimenting, a native, which seems to

have all the qualities of a good hedge plant, namely: *" Zanthoxylum Americana" (prickly

ash.) This plant has quite a shrubby habit and cattle do not browse on it, at least so far as I

have observed, nor do I think it throws up any suckers. What do those say who have observed

its habits in different localities? G.

—

Gait, Canada West, August 11, 1855.

The Usefulness of Birds.—The New Haven Palladium has the following striking

article

:

It takes mankind a great while to learn the ways of Providence, and to understand that things

are better contrived for him than he can contrive them himself. Of late the people are begin-

ning to learn that they have mistaken the character of most of the little birds, and have not

understood the object of the Almighty in creating them. They are looked upon as the friends,

and very great friends, of those who sow and reap. It has been seen that they live mostly on

insects, which are among the worst enemies of the agriculturist, and that, if they take now and

then a grain of wheat, they levy but a small tax for the immense services rendei-ed. In this

altered state of things Legislatui-es are passing laws for the protection of little birds and in-

creasing the penalties to be enforced upon the bird killers. An illustration of the value of

some of the winged tribe is now before us in a paragraph from a paper in Binghampton, (New

York.) A farmer in that vicinity wished to borrow a gun of a neighbor for the purpose of kill-

ing some yellow birds in his fields of wheat eating up the grain. His neighbor declined to loan

the gun, for he thought the birds useful. In order, however, to gi'atify his curiosity, he shot

one of them, opened its crop, and found in it two hundred weevils and but four grains of wheat;

and in these four grains the weevil had burrowed ! This was a most instructive lesson, and

worth the life of the poor bird, valuable as it was. This bird is said to resemble the canary

and to sing finely. One of our citizens, a careful observer and owner of many farms, called

our attention to this paragraph, and wished us to use it as a text for sermonizing, for the

benefit of the farmers and others who may look upon little birds as inimical to their interests.

He says he has studied this subject as a lover of natural history, as well as a hunter and a

farmer, and he knows that there is hardly a bird that flies that is not a friend of the farmer

and the gardener. We think the gentleman is riglit, and hope bis suggestions will have their

due weight.

The Caper.—We make the following exiract of a letter from a correspondent of the Patent

Ofiice, dated Washita parish, Louisiana, giving a short account of the culture of this product

in Louisiana.— Washington Union.

" Among other valuable plants of Europe which I have attempted to introduce into this

State is the caper, (capparis spinosa.) From some roots which I obtained from ^larseilles, I

raised two crops of buds (capers) equal to any I had ever seen in Italy. I lost the plant

*Sce Nuttal's North American Sylva, vol. 3.
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frost, being absent during the winter, when proper care should have been taken to cover the

roots with earth. I would remark, that three years ago I received some caper seed from

Naples, which did not germinate, owing, as I think, to packing them in air tight vessels.
"

The LixuMBOURO Orange Trees.—The pomegranate and orange trees of the Gardens of

the Luxembourg are at present being transferred into new cases of larger size. The

collection of orange trees belonging to the Luxembourg is one of the most remarkable of any

of the public gardens in France, both the number and age of the trees. Orange trees, it is

known, attain a vast age. In the famous orangery at Versailles, is one known under the

three names of Grand Cons-table, Francois I., and Grand Bourbon, which is more than four

luuulrcd years old. It comes from some pippins of a tree of bitter oranges planted in a pot

at the commencement of the fifteenth century, by Eleanora of Castile, wife of Charles the

Third, King of Navarre. The trees which sprang from them were preserved in the same case

up to 14'J9, at Pampeluna; they afterwards passed into different hands as rare and precious

objects, and then became the property of the Constable of Bourbon, who placed them in his

Chateau de Chantelle in the Bourbonnais. The property of the Constable having been confis-

cated in 1522, the orange trees were sent to decorate the palace of Fontainbleau, which

Francis I. had caused to be restored and enlarged. "When Louis XIV. had completed Ver-

sailles, and built that magnificent orangery, he gave orders that all the orange trees existing

in the ro^al residences should be conveyed to it. This was in 1G84, and the orange trees of

Pampehuia, which were among those removed, were then two centuries and a half old. The

Grand Constable, notwithstanding its great age, is still perfectly vigorous. Beutier.

A Correction.—In my notes on Cincinnati, I find that I omitted to make mention of several

places which I visited, and this, especially in the case of nurserymen, may very justly be

considered uncourteous if not unfair.

Mr. B.^teham and myself, had a very pleasant ride to the nurseries of Messrs. J. C. Ferris

& Co., at Pleasant Ridge, a little village in Hamilton county, some six or seven miles distant

from Cincinnati. Mr. Ferris has a commodious range of plant houses in which he grows

roses and soft wooded plants extensively. We observed around the house quite a large stock

of roses recently turned out. lie is also extending his culture of fruit and hardy ornamental

trees rapidly-, and has already a good stock of many things ready for sale. Tho country

around Pleasant Piidge is the fairest and most fertile I have seen in Ohio, and the prospect,

which embraces many miles on all sides, was charming at the time of my visit. The woods,

fields, and gardens, were all decked in their freshest and gayest attire, the weather was

showery, and the atmosphere fresh and invigorating.

The nursery of J. M. McCullough, Esq., who has a seed establishment in the city of

Cincinnati, is not far from Pleasant Ridge, and we intended to visit them on our way back to

town, but it threatened rain and the afternoon being somewhat advanced, we deferred it.

Saturday I intended to complete my visit among the nurserymen, and also among the more

extensive strawberry growers, but when I got up in the morning the rain was falling thickly,

with a prospect of continuing all day, and so I took my seat in the cars and was home at

midnight. I regretted leaving so much undone, but there's a good time coming. To see all

that is worth seeing in the way of nurseries, gardens, vineyards, &c., around Cincinnati,

would require a full week, and the weeks that I can spare away from home are "few and far

between." B.

Correction.—In describing the Howell Pear I am made to say "The point is large"

instead of "The fruit is large." See page 350 Aug. No.

In speaking of the Pyrus Japonica, you say "This beautiful plant grows very readily from

cuttings, " you ought to have added "of the roots" lest some people might experiment on the

shoots, which would be labor lost. B.



Pennsylvania State Fair.—The premium list for this fair, to be held at Harrisburg

the fall, offers cash premiums amounting to $5,059, ranging from $100 down to $1. There are

also embraced in the list thirty-one silver cups and goblets, eighty-three silver medals, and a

number of bronze medals.

Col. Wilder has been making another excellent speech at the celebration at Dorches-

ter. There can be no possible objection to this, but it would be very agreeable to his

friends, if he. would put pen to paper more frequently also on the subject he is so

capable of enlightning us upon—Horticulture.

Lightning.—M. Baudin, of the French Academy of Sciences, mentions some dozen instan-

ces in which the figures of trees, flowers, leaves, and other objects have been imprinted on

the human body by lightning strokes. The phenomenon seems to bear some resemblance to

photography.

TiiEES at the Side of Railways.—The Austrian government requests the directors of

the I'ailways in the Empire to plant young trees, of a description indicated, at convenient

distances along the lines, intending them eventually to replace the posts upon which telegraphic

wires are at present affixed. If this plan should be adopted in the United States, a graceful

tree would take the place and perform the service of the unsightly poles which are to be seen

along our railways and public roads.

The Rhode Island Horticultural Society has published in a very handsome form,

its charter, constitution and by-laws, and seems to be altogether in a prosperous way.

A Yankee Boy.—A few days since three boys in Norfolk, Ct., discovered a swarm of bees

settled upon a low bush. One of them immediately disrobed, and taking his shirt, tied up

the neck and arms, and then slipped it over the swarm, and in this manner succeeded in

securing and hiving it.

The American Institute.—The Directors of the American Institute announce that their

twenty-seventh annual exhibition will be held at the Crystal Palace, opening on the 3d of

October. Should this affair result favorably, it may result in the purchase of the palace for

the use of the association ; but the place is in such bad odor that the experiment of the Insti-

tute is one of doubtful results.

Short Horns.—AVe have not received the catalogue of " Short Horned Cattle" from

Elizabethtown N. J. alluded to in a note from R. T. Haines, the father of the

proprietors /. D. H. Toronto. The paper alluded to has not yet reached us, much to

oiir regret.

Professor Agassiz, proposes to publish the most important results of his scientific

labors in twelve volumes with plates, by subscription. The price will bo ten dollars

each volume. Large subscriptions have been made in Boston and New Bedford.

Little & Brown of Boston are to be the publishers. We wish the undertaking every

success.

The Wholesale Catalogue of Ellwanger and Barry for the present autumn is on our

table, and contains the usual and extensive variety of that enterprising firm. Their fruit

trees are justly celebrated.

CoRN.^A correspondent asks if we believe the story of a stalk of corn having

grown ten and a half inches in twenty-four hours. Yes ; in the Winchester Re-
publican.
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Jl'.orticulturnl .Sociftits.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—The Auf!;ust meeting of tliis Society

afforded few objects of special interest,—wlien we say that on the whole it wan an

improvement on the usual August exhibitions, we say a great deal in its favor. A very

fine and well bloomed specimen of Begonia xanthina, however attracted much attention

from its peculiar color. This is a stove species of the sub herbaceous class, throwing up

scapes of pale yellow flowers . Clerodendron Kcempferi, of which there were several very

fine specimens, though very like others known as fallax, specioisssima, &c., is probably

the best of them all, and a very showy stove plant.

In the class of new or rare plants we noticed yricsia splendens, a plant of the Pine

apple family, with black variegated leaves, and a flattened scape of purplish flowers

about one foot high. Fandanus javanicus fol. var. was exhibited for its foliage, which

is variegated in a manner similar to the well known Ribbon grass. An orchid, Pliaijus

alius, though exhibited before, is seldom seen here; it has pure white flowers, but does

not seem so abundant a bloomer as tlie other well known species. There were other

orchids exhibited, amongst which one marked Slanlwpea crispa, probably a variety

only of S. Wardii, with six expanded flowers suspended from a block, was the most

interesting.

On the fruit tables there appeared amongst the very fine things exhibited, nothing new

or calling for special remark. The " Orange Water Melon," with a very thin rind,

which it is said will peel off like an orange, was shown, the fruit being about half the

ordinary size of water melons. Amongst the Pears, the licurre Giffard, Jidienne,

and Bloodgood, were among the best exhibited.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society.—The stated meeting of this Society was held in

Concert Hall, Thilaclelphia, August 21, 1855 —The President in the chair.

Premiums awarded on this occasion were, by the Committee on Plants and Flowers—Collec-

tion of twelve plants—for the best to John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas; for the

second best to Thomas Robertson, gardener to B. A. Fahnestock. Collection of six plants

—

for the best to J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert. Specimen plant—for the best

to John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas ; for the second best to Thomas Robertson,

gardener to B. A. Fahnestock. Indigenous display—one dollar to Alexander Parker. New

plants a premium of five dollars to Jerome Graff, gardener to C. Cope, for Stanhopea criapa

and Phajus alius. Basket—for the best to J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert ; for

the second best, to Jerome Graff, gardener to Caleb Cope: of indigenous flowers—for the

best to Thomas Meehan. Bouquets—for the best pair to Jerome Graff, gardener to C. Cope;

for the second best to J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert. Special premiums of

three dollars for a collection of German asters. Fuchsia cut Balsams, &c., two dollars for a

large Bouquet and cut German Asters, to H. A. Dreer.

By the Committee on Fruits—Grapes :—for the best three bunches of a black var

Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin : for the best of a wliite variety, to John
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gardener at the Insane Asylum. Nectarines—for the best the Downton, and for the second

best, Eli'uge, to Wm. Ilamill, gardener to C. Henry Fisher. Plums for the best twenty-four

specimens six varieties, to John McLaughlin, gardener to I. B. Baxter: for the second best

to John Chambers, of Mount Holly, N. J. Peaches—for the best twenty-four specimens, to

Wm. Hamill, gardener to C. Henry Fisher. Pears—for the best collection of twenty of three

varieties, to John ISIcLaughlin, gardener to I. B. Baxter : for the second best to Mrs. Mackan.

Apples—for the best collection thirty specimens three varieties, to John Chambers; for the

second best to Saml. Noble, of Montgomery county. Special premium of one dollar for a

dish of very fine Washington Plums to A. C. Michener. Specimens of the Orange and

Tatooed Water Melons were shown but not fully ripe.

By the Committee on Vegetables—Display—for the best by a market gardener to A. L.

Felton. And a special premium of two dollars for a display to J. J. Habermehl, gardener to

John Lambert.

Members elected—A. B. Justice, and John G. Craig.

Objects exhibited—Plants—By John Pollock, gardener to James Dundas—AUamanda

aubletia, Stigmatophyllum ciliatum, Clerodendron Devonii, Achimenes longiflora alb., Vinca

rosea, V. alba,, Begonia semperflorens, B. parviflora, Angelonia gardneriana, Pentas carnea,

Adamia versicolor, and Cuphea platycentra. Specimens—AUamanda nereifolia, and Cleroden-

dron Kaempferi.

By Thomas Robertson, gai-dener to B. A. Fahnestock, collection of twelve—AUamanda

cathartica, Clerodendron squamatum, Eusselia juncea, Fuchsia Prince Arthur, Angelonia^

gardneriana Cryptolepis longiflora, Achimenes grandiflora. Begonia xanthina, Cuphea p'aty-

centra, Pentas carnea, Neirembergia grandiflora, and Mahernia Diana. Specimen—Cloroden-

drno Kscmpferi. Netv plants—Vriesia splendens and Pandanas jaA'anicus fol. var.

By J. J, Habermehl, gardener to J. Lambert—Collection of six—Plumbago Larpentce, Isora

rosea, Russelia juncea, Achimenes grandiflora, Begonia alba, pots of German Asters, and cut

plants of Balsams and Celosias.

By Jerome Grafl", gardener to C. Cope

—

New plants—Stanhopea crispa and Phajus albus

;

Gongora atropurpurea, and Oncidium Harrisonii.

By Robert Buist—Cut specimen of Poinceana Gilesii, a beautiful half hardj' shrub, blooms

from July to frost.

By Alexander Parker—A few indigenous plants.

By H. A. Dreer—Cut flowers of German Asters and Scabiosa.

Designs, Baskets and Bouquets.—By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert—Basket

and a pair of hand Bouquets. By Jerome Graff, gardener to C. Cope—a basket and two hand

Bouquets. By H. A. Dreer—A table design and pair of Bouquets. By James Kent, gardener

to J. F. Knorr—Bouquets, not in competition. By A. L. Felton—Bouquets. By Thomas

Meehan—Basket of native flowers.

Fruit—By Mark Hill, gardener to M. W. Baldwin—Grapes, three bunches Black Prince and

three of White Frontignac.

By John Riley—Grapes—White Frontignac and Hamburg.

By Isaac B. Baxter—Plums—Royal Hative, Reine Claude, Apricot, Schuylkill and Seedlings;

Pears—Bloodgood, GifiFard, and Julienne, also Washington, Bartlett, Golden B. of Bilboa, &c.

By Wm. Hamill, gardener to C. Henry Fisher—Nectarines the Downton, Elruge, and

another kind, and Peaches.

By John Chambers, of Mount Holly—Plums—eight varieties—Apples—Red Juneating,

^laiden's Blush, Summer Pearmain, and other varieties—Pears—six or eight kinds.

By Mrs. Mackau—Pears and Plums, a number of varieties of each.

By Samuel Noble, of Montgomery county—Apples and Pears.

^^-
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Ttv Goo. W. Earl—riunis, Green Gngcs, "Washinjjton nnd blue mnfmum honnm, nnd Julienne

l'i'!ir.s.

Hv A. C. Midioner—riunis, AVnsliinfjton very fine.

Hy Alexander Parker—reaches and I'hinis.

I5y A. L. Felton— Isaliella grapes, open culture.

]?y Henry Hay—Water Melons, orange and tatooed.

Vegetables—By A. L. Felton, a fine display.

By J. J. Habermehl, gardener to John Lambert, a sniall display.

Omo State Pomologicm, Society.—To Fruit Growers nnd Nurserymen.—As it is expected

that there will be a large display of fruits at the coming Ohio State Fair, and many fruit

growers and nurserymen will be present on that occasion, it has been thought best to hold a

meeting of the State Fomoloffical Societij at Columbus, at the time of the Fair. This meeting

will commence on Tuesday evening, September 18th, and it is desired that members of the

Society and other fruit growers wishing to participate in the deliberations, should be present

with specimens of their fruits, especially peaches and pears, and such other fruits as have not

been fully examined and discussed at former meetings of the Society.

Persons who maj' have new and rare specimens of fruit, which they wish to have examined

and reported on by the Society, and who may be unable to attend themselves, can send speci-

piens with a written statement of the names, history, &c., to the care of M. B. Bateham,

Ohio Cultivator Office, Columbus. It is expected that permission will be granted the Society

to tnke specimens of any new and rare vai-ieties of fruit that may be wanted for examination

from the tables at the State Fair,—and persons who intend exhibiting such fruits at the Fair,

Avill do well to add a few specimens for this purpose. A. H. Ernst, President. A. B.

Buttles, Secretary. M. B. Bateuam, Treasurer.

Chester County Houticultural Society.—August Wth, 1855.—The stated meeting for

this month was held in the Society's Hall at the usual hour. Vice President, J. H. Bull, Esq.,

in the chair.

The display of specimens was very fine, both in quantity and quality. The shows of Achi-

niines. Gloxinias, &c., were very ci'cJitable to the growers, and the collections of greenhouse

plants from the different nurseries were unusually fine.

Tiie display of fruit was poor, with the exception of the several fine plates of Pears and

Apples deposited by J. K. Eshlcman, M. D.
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ANDSCAPE Gardeners and Architects sometimes use

a phrase that has much meaning. "Expression of Pur-

pose" has a significance in many cases which no other

simple phrase conveys. The builder who erects a mansion

having a few little port-holes for third story windows, ex-

presses a determined purpose of making a hot chamber

for those who may have to sleep in the attic j the gar-

dener who omits to mow his lawn at the proper time, says

to the spectator, either that he is careless, or that his pur-

posed neatness has been interfered with ; and so through

the whole catalogue of building, planting, and garden or farm work. The com-

mercial gardener who is a beginner, and with his capital to make, if he erects a

grapery or a rosary of a height that is too small for ornament, or with inferior or

second-hand materials, until he can do better, violates none of the proprieties ; his

purpose is fully expressed, and we are not pained to consider how ornamental a few

hundred dollars more might have made his project.

Violations of the proper expression of purpose are so common that we are only

puzzled to keep down our illustrations. They result too often from ignorance, and

rom a want of observation when good examples are before us. We have lately seen

an attempt to conceal a kitchen which has a frontage on a parallel with the mansion,

by planting the Weymouth pine in front of each window, trees which notoriously

produce but partially the desired screen, and are almost certain to lose their lower

limbs ; hemlocks regularly sheared twice a year, would have a different and happier

result. The stable, again, is too often at a distance from the kitchen garden ; the

manure for enriching the crops is placed inconveniently, from the time employed in

transporting it; the kitchen garden is often removed far from, the dwelling, and the

fruit has to be carried to such a distance that it is injured, and when it is growing

it is not under the eye of the master; the purposed object of having fine fruit when

it is wanted, or a spear or two of celery for the soup, in a hurry, is defeated. We
pardon the nearness of the kitchen garden to the house, because the purpose is ex-

pressed, at the same time that the full exposure of the manure heap to the windows

is entirely needless ; the processes may nearly all be concealed, while the object is

fully attained; the growing fruit interspersed among the vegetables, will take off, to

the cultivated eye, anything like disgust; the stables within reach in stormy weather

also express the care which the inmates of the house exercise over their useful

animals.

Again, a distinction must be made between the words ornament and decoration.

''The former should include," says a judicious critic, "every enrichment bearing

the semblance of utility; the latter is supposed to have no relation whatever to the

uses or construction of the building ; thus, for instance, a house may answer all the

purposes of habitation without a column, a pilaster, an entablature, a pediment, a

VOL. 5. J 1.
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dome, an arcade, or a balustrade, which I cull the external ornaments of Grecian

art-hitecture. I include under the word dccornttonR— statues, vases, basso-relievos,

sculpture, i^'c, which have no use, but as additional enrichments to the ornaments

of architecture ; on the contrary, where these (ferorafions are applied to plain build-

intrs without oriKniirnfs, thay are marks of had taste."

Overloading a small garden with buildings, fountains, and statuary (stntulrx at

large, as a legal friend calls the latter), expresses a purpose of getting more delight

from the garden, and of a kind that it is too well known it does not often afford, es-

pecially when they arp dhplaycil with the utmost effort. A (juiet seat in a secluded

nook, sheltered from the sun and rain, with a book-shelf partially filled, and sur-

mounted by a modest bust of Thomson or Milton, expresses a purpose that no one

can mistake, and if the seat commands a view of interest— as of a busy city, at the

time when its toiling thousands are making up their bank payments, or thfc sailor is

unfurling his artificial wings for a distant clime, everything is combined to make

one hug his solitude, and to entice us to useful retirement and contemplation. Place

the same building in a conspicuous walk, frequented by every transient passer, in a

glaring sun, and looking upon an unsightly object, and the entire solace of agreeable

associations is lost, even though the same poets court your attention.

A double row of evergreens placed so as to keep off the northern blast, and fea-

thered to the ground, forms, on the southern side, a winter's walk, genial to the

mind as well as the body, where one can stroll defiant of nature's gusts, with the

feeling of admiration for the mind that planned and the hand that directed so pur-

posed and excellent a result. Visit this man's neighbor, who has not avSsisted nature

to come to his aid, and you find his family complaining of the bitter cold, afraid to

venture abroad least they lose their hats or their tempers, deprived of wholesome air

and exercise, without animation and devoid of purpose.

In the interior of a dwelling the same expressions strike you or not in proportion

as forethotight and refinement have planned and executed. Well-assorted colors in

furniture, hangings and carpets, are not combined without study aided by taste; how

often do we see green, purple, and orange colours congregated, without their owner

being aware that they are almost annihilated by mixture, and much improved by

contiguity with red, yellow, and blue colors respectively. The most expensively

furnished room may be utterly valueless and even painful to the eye of taste where

well-known rules in this respect are violated. The dining room should not be hung

with pictures calling forth melancholy associations, but rather with portraits of game

and sporting scenes; venison is a more agreeable thought at dinner than the head

of "St. John the Baptist in a charger," borne by an awkward damsel in a short

apron. The very paper on the walls should have its expression, and the light should

be admitted so as to cast cheerfulness over the guests; these are not such entirely

artificial feelings and results, but that they may be introduced more or less into the

humblest cottage where the owner thinks it due to his wife and children to sit down

to dine with clean hands and his coat on his back. y

The dining room naturally suggests the connection that exists between it and the

kitchen; where the latter is buried under ground, as we too often see in Country
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houses, the naked, solitary appearance of the house is unrelieved. Few things give

importance and consequence, and even variety to a mansion as the accompaniment

or attendance of the inferior parts in their different gradations. Even the stables

may be made to contribute to the beauty of the whole scene, and to raise, not de-

grade, the principal part. The "cellar kitchen" in the country is only tolerable

where the house is situated on a declivity; the expression of purpose is here pal-

pable and even agreeable, as we know at once the object, and do not feel that the

inmates are troubled with the dampness which more or less accompanies all under-

ground rooms, and is so needless where space is abundant in the country. A terraced

garden on a steep declivity has the expression we are enforcing, in the same degree

as a covered walk from the house to the conservatory j or a covered porch for the

carriage to drive under at the door; they may even be somewhat out of keeping

with the architecture of the place, but the expression of purpose satisfies the mind

;

the utility is at once apparent. An ambitious tower, too high for the mansion, has

evidently a purpose, but we never see one without reflecting on the toils of the resi-

dent, and of how very soon his ascending steps to obtain the view, give way to

ennui and fatigue; a view to be thoroughly enjoyed must be within reach without

fatigue; indeed, should present itself when the enjoyment of repose after needful

toil inclines to rest and contemplation. A high tower, after a certain number of

ascents, is apt to be only a part of the exterior aspect of the mansion and is then left

to its own enjoyment. The purpose was a cherished one to the builder; the view

is exhibited to visitors, and then forgotten ; whereas if it occurred in a stroll through

the grounds, or was the accompaniment of a bower in the garden, it would be a per-

petual source of delight. We have known a site selected purely because a great

city could be seen from the roof, and the owner has confessed that he goes wp on an

average but once a year.

THE RED ASTRACHAN APPLE.*

Among the most beautiful of Apples are a few varieties which it is said are of Rus-

sian origin.

These are the Red AstracJian, Duchess of Oldcnhurg, Borovilski/, Alexander or

Emperor Alexander, and Tetofsky, all summer apples.

None of. these can be classed as first rate table apples, but their great beauty, vi-

gorous habit and early and great productiveness, render them well worthy of attention.

The Red Astrachan is by far the most popular of them all, and the most widely

disseminated, indeed we believe it stands next to the Early Harvest. It has proved

successful through all the Northern, Middle, and Western States. The tree is sound

and vigorous, with stout dark shoots, and broad dark green foliage; no apple tree

can be more ornamental. It succeeds particufarly well on the Paradise stock,

making a large, luxuriant and prolific bush. We have seen specimens this season

* See Frontispiece.



prown on dwarf trees twelve iDches in circumference—and all covered with the

richest crimson without a single spot or defect of any kind whatever.

It is almost too acid, yet many people relish its ppritrhtlincss, and in the market

it carries all before it, commaniliug twice a.s nmch as any other variety of its season.

We add Mr. Downing's excellent description :
—

A fruit of extraordinary beauty, first imported into England M-ith the White

Astrachan, from Sweden, in 1816. It bears abundantly, and its singular rich-

ness of colour is heightened by an exquisite bloom on the surface of the fruit,

like that of a plum. It is one of the handsomest dessert fruits, and its quality is

good, but if not taken from the tree as soon as ripe, it is liable to become mealy.

Ripens from the last of July to the middle of August.

Fruit pretty large, rather above the middle size, and very smooth and fair,

roundish, a little narrowed towards the eye. Skin almost entirely covered with

deep crimson, with sometimes a little greenish yellow in the shade, and occasionally

a little russet near the stalk, and covered with a pale white bloom. Stalk rather

short and deeply inserted. Calyx let in a slight basis, which is sometimes a little

irregular. Flesh (juite white, crisp, moderately juicy, with an agreeable, rich acid

flavour.

TRANSPORTATION OF FRUIT TREES.

BY WILLIAM STOMS, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The time is near at hand when orders will go forward for Fruit and Ornamental

Trees, for fall planting, and fall sales. And as this is a subject so little treated upon

by Horticultural writers, and one at the same time so pregnant with vexation, tribu-

lation and loss, on the part of both vender and purchaser, I will venture a few

remarks on the subject, in hopes to contribute something towards arresting attention

in the right quarter, tending to a correction of a great, and, I may say, growing evil,

on account of the continued delinquencies on the part of transportation Agents.

The many abuses heretofore suffered, call aloud for some corrective—and I know

of no better way than to keep the matter constantly he/ore the public. In this way

the hardened transgressor may be induced to "chime in," on the same principle of

the Irish girl who married her persistent suitor, to get clear of him. Perhaps, how-

ever, after the subject is once opened up, some one of your numerous readers may be

able to suggest a remedy more effective than the following :
—

It is well known, I presume, to every dealer in Fruit and Ornamental Trees, that

Railroad, and other transportation Agents, are in the habit of putting aside bundles

of Fruit Trees, because of a little inconvenience in hauling, whilst flour, whiskey,

and many other articles not perishable, are sent along with accelerated speed.

With folded anns they seem to stand by and witness the perisliahle cargo of Fruit

Trees^ dry up on a sunny wharf or heated warehouse, until the very life is dried out

em.— That this has been a most shameful and inexcusable abuse, hundreds of
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sorrowing and disappointed hearts can truly testify. On our Western Waters most

especially, do our steamboat officers and crew seem to have as little judgment about

the transportation of Trees, as a New Zealander has of logic chopping. It is not

unfrequently the case that I have observed a lot of most delicate Plants and Flowers,

placed in close proximity to the steam boiler, with a long destination, but of course

a very short life. The officers seem to have very little conception of the value of

their cargo, or the design of its owner. It makes no diflferance whether the invoice

is for one dollar or one thousand dollars. "All are served alike." To deliver the

boxes unbroken, or the Trees with "the bark on," is the top of their ambition.

Among the several cases of neglect on one hand, and disappointment on the other,

that now repose on the memory, permit me to state the following, which may suffice

to demonstrate, or show up the bad system as heretofore practised.

Some three years ago, a friend of ours ordered an invoice of Fruit Trees and

Roses, from Ellwanger and Barry, of Rochester, New York. It was Spring, and

being a dealer, the Trees were designed for spring sales. The invoice amounting to

some hundreds of dollars, came to hand by due course of mail, with advices that "the

Trees, &c., were shipped, via. Buffalo and Cleveland to Cincinnati."

Our friend immediately began to take orders, and it was not long before all his

invoice was disposed of. But time, which is the arbiter of every man's fate, passed

on, and no Trees came to alleviate our friends sufferings. His customers called

repeatedly. The trees were expected "every hour," but like Hotspur "calling spi-

rits from the vasty deep," they "did not come." Spring was putting on her robe

of green— Roses were preparing to show their bloom— our friends patience was

quite exhausted— his customers withdrew their orders, in great disappointment to

him as well as themselves. As a last resort, application was made to the rail road

agents in Cincinnati to assist him in getting out of a dire dilemma— their good offices

were promised— the Telegraph was put into requisition, when return was made by

the agent in Cleveland that "the trees had not arrived." Sick at heart, our friend

gave up all as lost and abandoned the cargo to its fate. In this nervous repose,

however, he was not long permitted to remain. It was on a steaming hot afternoon,

when a compassionate gentleman stepped into the store of our friend, and informed

him that he was a resident of Cleveland— and that he had observed, for the past

two weeks, lying on the dock at that port, a lot of Fruit Trees marked to his address

!

The sun, most of this time, he represented as having shone out, each day, unusually

hot, and by that time he supposed the trees must be ruined ! And ruined, sure enough,

they were. The efforts of our friend to save them cost him more than they were

worth. Now we imagine the reader will say—"Why not make the transportation

line pay damages?" Well, this is just what our friend thought about, and talked

about, until he became so bewildered, as to give the whole matter up in despair.

Like Macbeth with Banquo's ghost, each line, would exclaim, " thou canst not say I

did it"— and so, to have danced out a suit in litigation, he would have had to com-

mence, I presume, at each end of the lines and closed up in the middle. Or like

who, when asked how he had taken prisoners such a company of men, ex-

laimed, '^faith an' I surrounded them!"
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Numerous instances of similar import to the above have come under our observa-

tion— but this will answer, at present, to demonstrate the principle of neglect and,

in some cases, utter recklessness on the part of transportntiou aL'onts. Something

should be done whereby the responsibility cannot be shifted with impunity from one

line on to another. For it is plain to be seen that to trace out the defalcation

—

prosecute and carry on a suit in law, some hundreds of miles distant from home, is

no easy task, and in the end is attended with more expense, in many instances, than

the amount at issue is worth.

Very often blame is laid at the door of Nurserymen for bad packing, when it

should attach to Carriers—and I have no doubt that this class of citizens lose an-

nually large amounts in having to duplicate orders without remuneration. The two

leading causes of complaint towards common carriers, are,— first, wilful detention on

the part of rail roads; and second, bad stowage on steam boats.

"We think if a convention of Nurserymen and dealers were to be held, and they

should give a decided expression of their feelings upon the subject, we would hear

no more of trees being detained, and exposed, on a sunny wharf for two weeks, when

only about ten hours from their destination.

[The evil complained of by our correspondent is a most serious one. We are now

suffering the loss of some of the products of fine fruit trees which might be in full

bearing at this moment, from the utter recklessness of transporters; the rail road,

which should be the greatest boon to producers and consumers of perishable articles,

has become a nuisance, by creating expectations and charging a remuneration for

services unperformed. An effort has been made to remedy this intolerable evil, not

without some success in certain quarters, and we endorse our correspondents sugges-

tion that a "convention" should proclaim the evil; the next pomological meeting

would be a suitable time to pass resolutions and address a circular to the Presidents

of eveiy road in the Union.

Conductors and agents arc fast becoming an irresponsible, careless class; baggage

of all kinds is tumbled about and mashed whenever practicable, with a gratification

that seems to say, " I would serve the owner just so, if I dare !" Poor human

nature, it can scarcely bear to be dressed in a little "brief authority."]

CULTIVATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE WATER MELON.

BY EDWARD DEEKER, GARDENER TO J. Q. JONES, NEW BRIGHTON,

STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK.

The Water Melon is unanimously considered the most deliciously cool and refreshing

fruit we can boast of, and perhaps with the exception of the Peach and Musk Melon

most sought after both by rich and poor, each grade of society being anxious for his

share of this most grateful summer beverage; the one taking his with wine, etc.,

fter a good dinner, and the other his at the nearest stall to be found at the corner

street in our large cities.
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The whole natural order, Cucurlifacece, of which the Water Melon is but an in

dividual variety, are so proue to fertilize with each other that when grown in company

with Messrs. Pumpkin, Squash & Co. they become so altered in general appearance

that we very much doubt if that renowned member of modern society, ''A Philadel-

phia Lawyer," could guess which would be the original package to sow for a future

progeny, without being sorely puzzled.

Not but that we now and then run across an old-fashioned Black Spanish or Sweet

Mountain, true to name and in their proper character, but then 'tis like angels' visits,

few and far between, and like them must be considered as something very novel, and

exceedingly rare. I would not wish to depreciate the character of our honest seeds-

men, many of whom do all in their power to give their customers those varieties

which are true to name and quality, but as they are often left to the tender mercies

of other parties for a supply, and the above-named peculiarities not having been at-

tended to, from the near proximity during blooming of those nearly allied subjects,

it often so happens that what should have been a favorite Sweet Mountain or Black

Spanish of fourteen to sixteen pounds, with solid and eatable flesh to the rind, only

proves a trifle superior to what Pumpkin pies are made from, and so large that a

wheelbarrow has to be brought into requisition to convey the tough body from the

place of its former development. The improvement of the Water Melon in a great

measure rests with the "Gentlemen's Gardeners" and amateurs, who may be con-

sidered as the pioneers of the Horticultural army, and who, by putting their

"shoulders to the wheel" with a hearty good will as to saving seed from the best in

shape and most highly flavored, would, in a few seasons so far improve them for the

better that the "Oldest Inhabitant" would turn up his eyes with delight at the very

idea of tasting a genuine Water Melon.

The Water Melon may then fairly claim to be classed A. 1 in the estimation of

the "million," and should be strictly prohibited from being seen in company with

any plants belonging to the same natural family.

Having made selection of a spot for your Melon patch, you will greatly benefit

your ground and forward yourself, by manuring in the fall, instead of stopping till

the busy spring time commences, and you find you have a dozen things want attend-

ing to at once. After giving your ground a middling coat of manure, dig it well

two spits in depth, throwing it up in ridges to enable it to receive the benefit of a

good sharp frost, which will mellow and sweeten the soil, besides destroying millions

of insects in the embryo state.

The last week in April, or the first in May, is the most desirable time to sow your

seed; having levelled and forked over the ground that was manured in the fall, com-

mence by marking ofi" your plot into squares nine feet apart each way— dig out the

soil two feet square, spreading it equally all round, then fill up the boles with good

rotten manure, and the top spit from an old pasture in equal quantities, well mixed

and broken with the spade is the best, but any good, light, moderately rich soil will

do ; fill the holes six inches higher than the surrounding ground ; over these place

your Melon boxes and sow from eight to ten seeds in each. If you have not



convenience of boxes, four bricks laid edgeways, so as to form a square, and covered

with a sheet of glass is a good substitute. As soon as you have sown your seeds,

iilace the sashes on the boxes, and let them roniaiii on till the seed is fairly up, then

coiniuence giving air on all favorable opportunities, not forgetting to pull the sashes

off in warm showers, and increasing as the plants progress in strength; thin thciii

out to four plants in each hill so soon as they have made two rough leaves; keep

them free from weeds, and draw the soil about the stems so as to strengthen them

against the winds. "When they have made four or six rough leaves stop the end of

each shoot to make them branch out. As soon as the weather becomes settled re-

move the sashes but let the boxes remain, as they prevent in a great measure the

plants from being attacked by a black and yellow striped bug, and can easily be

taken away when they become filled with vines. The best remedy we have found

for the destruction of this pest, is a slight sprinkle from the rose of a watering pot

of whale oil soap, diluted in water. Half a pound of soap to six gallons of water

every other day, from the time the plants make their appearance until they begin to

grow freely. As every foot of ground is valuable in small gardens, it is advisable to

sow a row of early Bush Beans, Turnip-Rooted Beets, etc., between the hills, and

they will be off the ground before the Melons occupy the whole; attending to hoeing

and keeping clear of weeds is all the further assistance they require.

THE CULTIVATION OF THE LETTUCE.

BY WILLIAM CHORLTON.

The Lettuce being so common a vegetable, your readers may think any thing su-

perfluous that may be said respecting such an every day article, but as we are con-

stantly filling the periodicals with all other departments of gardening affairs to the

almost exclusion of kitchen requisites, you will perhaps excuse a little "jog trot"

in this way once in a while ; and as a cooling, tender, crisp lettuce is so grateful

an accompaniment on the table amongst other things, let us see what can be said re-

specting its culture and the immediate connections.

The indigenous country of this edible now in its modern form is not positively

known, and its earliest history is wrapped in obscurity. Like many other things of

a similar character, we enjoy the luxury without being cognizant of the origin, but

thanks to our now more enlightening policy, we can proclaim to the world our pro-

gress, and instead of being trammeled by the mystery and exclusiveness of the dark

ages, our onward action or new discoveries can be handed down to posterity. It is

generally acknowledged that Egypt, the Island of Cos, and the Levant have furn-

ished many of the varieties. All the cultivated kinds are considered to have ema-

nated from Lactuca sativa, but the probability is that several species of that genus

have each furnished their quota to make up the general aggregate, and, that the

particular species named is only a conglomerated distinction. This is more
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when we examine the extensive geographical range of the family in a state of nature,

and it is most likely that each country where it was anciently cultivated, has had its

distinct type. This is partly proved by the difference of hardiness that exists be-

tween the different classes, and other peculiarities, even at the present day ; and

the time has not long gone by when the distinction was much greater, on account

of the lesser number of sorts that then existed.

The genus Lactuca, from the Latin word lac, from the milky juice with which

it abounds, belongs to the very numerous natural order Compositse, and was arranged

by Linnaeus in his nineteenth class, Syngenesia, and first order Squalls ; there

are aboriginal representations in various parts of the Eastern and Western hemis-

pheres.

In a normal condition some of the species are poisonous, but as we have the va-

rieties in cultivation, they are cooling and comfortable to the stomach if taken in

moderation, notwithstanding which, if eaten to excess, they will produce drowsiness

and a lethargic feeling. The dried juice furnishes a mild form of opium, which

may be given to advantage in disease, when that made from the poppy could not be

administered.

The Lettuce is divided into two classes, viz : Cahbage and Cos; the outside leaves

of the former spread out flat on the ground, and the inner ones incurve upwards so

as to form a solid head, the inside of which, from the compactness and exclusion of

light, become tender and free from bitterness; while the latter is more upright, and

requires the leaves to be tied together near the top some two weeks before use. In

temperate and cool latitudes some sorts of Cos do well, are of very superior flavor,

and grow large, but with us they are not hardy enough to bear the winter, and

sprout up for seed too soon in summer, which makes it necessary to adopt the cab-

bage varieties. The following descriptive list contains some of the best kinds in

cultivation.

Hardy Green or Hammersmith— Small, close, and solid head, leaves bright green,

very hardy, good for winter.

White or Curled Silesia— Heads well, leaves whitish yellow, curled and cut on

the edges, crisp, and good flavored. Best for summer, as it stands the heat well.

Malta Cahbage or Drumhead— Large, close head, leaves whitish green; tender,

crisp, and sweet flavored. A fine Lettuce for spring and fall use.

Uarlt/ White Ca^age or Butter— Yellowish green, does not head close, but a

good sort for forcing.

Loco Foco— Large, green, and like in leaf to Silesia, suitable for winter, being

hardy.

Brown Dutch— Close head, leaves brownish green, good flavor, and very hardy

for winter.

When fancy leads that way, the Brown Bath, and Paris Cos, are about the two

best of the class. The former is hardy and fine flavored, but the latter will stand

the heat of summer better.

The Lettuce delights in a mellow and rich soil, and if the best quality be required,



iho orpinic parts of the material ought to be well decomposed, consequently good

rotted barn-yard manure will not be lost when judiciously applied to this crop,

noitlier will the free use of it, if thorougldy disscniiiiatod, be contrary to cconuniy.

(Jood culture is indispensable in the production of the best quality of all kitchen

vegetables, and so in this. Work the soil well, dig deep, and break the clods line

with the spade, adding a sufficiency of dung, and our word for it, the extra labor

will meet with a corresponding return profit.

With a little foresight and management, this esculent may be had fit fur use the

year round, and the following few remarks are penned to show bow this may be

carried out. As the present is about the time to prepare for early winter, we will

l)egiu with the crop for that purpose first. About the third week in August, sow

the seed in drills a foot apart, and half an inch deep. If the weather be moist no

watering will be required; but if dry, a good soaking should be applied a short time

previous to sowing. When the young plants have grown five or six leaves they will

be ready for transplanting, which may be done in the usual way, about ten inches

asunder. As these will be ready for use a little previous to winter, and it is expected

they shall supply the early part of that season, it is well to forecast the situation, so

that it may be convenient to put box frames over them when severe weather is

apprehended; or where there is the advantage of a grapery, the plants may be care-

fully lifted with the balls of earth and planted therein. This stock, if kept covered

from frost, by placing marsh hay or straw inside the frames, or straw mats over the

outside, with a lining on the sides, will give a supply up to February. If another

sowing be made the first week in September and treated in the same way, excepting

that the young plants may be planted when large enough into their wunter quarters

in the frames, a further supply will be provided to serve through the remainder of

the winter. This latter crop may be put so close as six inches apart, which will

economise space, and, as wanted, each alternate head may be cut out, which will

leave room for those that are left to expand their size. It sometimes so happens in

very severe weather, that growth is suspended, and the plants do not progress in

consequence, when if a portion be placed in a slight hot-bed the deficiency will be

made up in a few days, for there is,, perhaps, no other plant which at this particular

stage is so much benefited by a little bottom heat. During the winter, light and air

should" be admitted on all favorable opportunities, which will not only prevent rotting,

but will also assist healthy growth. The next succession ought to be sowed early in

January, in a frame that is well protected by linings and mats, or in boxes in a cool

green-house and placed near the glass. These will be ready for transplanting into

frames by the beginning of March, and will give a further supply until the general

spring sowing comes in. So soon as the ground is in good working order, a portion

of seed may be sown in a sheltered aspect, and when large enough, the young plants

may be put out as described in the first recording of these operations, and at inter-

vals of a month, a still further quantity, according to requirements, which will give,

with proper care as to variety as stated above, a supply the whole year, and a refer

ence to the list of varieties will enable any one to select for all purposes.
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THE NEW ROCHELLE BLACKBERRY AGAIN.

BY CHARLES DOWNING, NEWBURGH, NEW YORK.

Ed. Horticulturist:— Mr. C. Hubbard, in the August number of tlie Horti-

culturist, speaking of impostures, relates a conversation of his Scotch Gardener

respecting the New Rochelle Blackberry, in which he calls it the Scotch Bramble,

and an old fruit he seems well acquainted with ; a species of bramble it certainly is,

but that he ever saw this identical Blackberry is a matter of doubt.

If it is an old fruit, and so well known in Europe, how is it that it has not been

introduced and propagated among the Nurserymen and amateurs here, along with

their other importations of new and good fruits ? One thing is certain, it is a valu-

able fruit, and deserves the attention of amateurs and fruit growers, and every per-

son who cultivates even a small portion of ground would do well to procure a few

plants. A dozen or so in full bearing will give fruit sufficient for an ordinary

family for some six weeks.

Having a desire to see more of it this season, in company with my friend Dr. C.

W. Grant I visited the grounds of George Seymore & Co., South Norwalk,

Conn., where we saw them in perfection, and the crop large and fine.

We also called on Mr. Wm. Lawton, Mr. S. P. Carpenter, and Mr. Lewis

A. Seacor, all of New Rochelle, and at each of these places we found the same

varieties in cultivation. The quantity of each bush is enormous; fruit large, and

all any one could desire.

If any one has doubts of its being a valuable Blackberry they should visit the

grounds of any of the growers between the 1st and 20th of August, and their doubts

will vanish like the dew.

The quality and productiveness of this Blackberry is as much affected by soil and

cultivation as any other fruit, deep tillage, rich and moist (not wet) soil are favour-

able to its greatest excellence.

The origin of this Blackberry is uncertain, but most likely is an accidental seed-

ling, and was found by Mr. Seacor on a farm in New Rochelle, and has been propa-

gated and disseminated by him— Mr. Seacor being absent we could not get his

history of it, but it has been published in journals of late, and especially in the

June number of the Horticulturist.



ARBORICULTURAL NOTICES.— NO. III.

In the hope that these notices may he the humble means of calling; attention to

many of our beautiful but neglected trees, I shall occasionally lay aside the rule I

adopted at the commencement,— namely, to describe only those fine specimens

growing in my immediate neighborhood. In the present instance, I have been so

impressed with the injustice which our White Oak suffers from planters of

ornamental trees, who very rarely indeed include it in their lists of "desirables"

which they occasionally hand to their nurserymen, that I have taken for the sub-

ject of this sketch one in the grounds of Springbrook, near Holniesburg, Pa. ; the

Country Seat of Caleb Cope, Esq., which contains one of the handsomest

specimens I have seen. It is not in its height (seventy-two feet), that it excels, for

I have seen taller ; nor in its circumference at four feet from the ground (twelve

feet) for there are occasionally some of greater dimensions met with; but as a

vigorous, healthy, symmetrical, and withal a very large tree, it has few superiors.

It has a very broad base (see sketch), measuring near the ground line thirty feet;

which adds materially to its grandeur and majesty. Its healthy vigor is no doubt

owing in great part, to its favorable situation. Located in the hollow formed

by two gentle slopes, and below the level of a near turnpike road, the washings

after heavy rains assist in affording nourishment just suited to it. The "White Oak

is getting so scarce in its native localities, that our posterity will speak of it as we

do of the Mastodon, and other famed lords of the animal kingdom which once

existed on this curious world, unless our planters pay more attention to it. Long ago

MiCHAUD wrote of it— "I must be allowed to hazard a conjecture on the conse-

quences of the neglect of all means of preserving this tree in the United States

;

consequences which neither the Federal government nor the States, take any

measures to prevent. From the increase of population and from the impoverish-

ment of the soil, produced by a gradual change in the climate, the White Oak will

—probably in less than fifty years—be most rare in the Middle States, where it is

now most abundant, and in Tennessee, Kentucky, Genesee, and further North,

where it is the least multiplied, it will be the most common, and will replace the

species which now compose the forest, but which the soil will then be too feeble to

maintain. " When by the apathy and neglect of our planters, the White Oak shall

have been lost to us, our descendants will thank the ''Horticulturist" for preserving

to them at least a sketch of this beautiful and noble tree.

Springbrook is comparatively a new place, having been made what it is quite

recently, and by the present public spirited proprietor. Little more than seven
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years ago, when the writer first visited the grounds, the "White IMnes and Kod

31aplcs lining the carriage road, could be nearly measured by the hand; most of

those are now thirty feet high, and three feet in circumference, showing what, by

careful planting and subsequent attention, a few short years may acconijtli.sh.

Tiicre is here also a tine specimen of the Aracui Julihrisfiin, now in full blonsom,

about twenty feet high, and its trunk about thirty inches in circumference. Some

pdrtions of this tree always suffer in most winters, but notwithstanding, it always

manages to increase each season "in grace and beauty." Though when leafless,

it is a very unpicturesque tree, there are few more plea.sing when clothed with

foliage. Near this an English bird Cherry (^Cerasus padus) exists, a favorite

small tree of mine. Its fragrant flowers in long racemes, appear a month earlier

than our own pretty Wild Cherry (C. serofina'), and serve to prolong a very

interesting season. Those who admire dense headed, compact growing trees, will

be pleased with a specimen of the English Maple (^Accr cam2)cs(rt'), a very fine

specimen. Its gooseberrj^-like leaves, and corky bark, give it a peculiar appearance;

and near it is a Turkey Oak, about twenty-five feet high, and clothed with branches

to the ground. Amongst the old trees that have long lived here, is a remarkably

handsome specimen of the European Linden (^Tllia J'Juropeci), about seventy or

eighty feet high, with a pretty conical outline, the lower branches sweeping the

ground for a wide distance around. Those who have ever seen this very pretty

tree, or enjoyed but a short period its pleasant shade, will not readily join in the

annual newspaper cry of "cut away the Lindens." A young but very vigorous

specimen of the weeping variety of the American White Linden, (^Tilia Mirhuu.ri,

Nuttal), admonishes us that this beautiful tree is not near enough known or

appreciated.

Amongst the younger trees, of which it is the pride of the proprietor to have a

specimen of each that can be obtained, I noticed as having stood the winter well

and making vigorous growth, Pinus ponderosa about four feet high; P. pttmi'Iio,

three feet; P. Uamiltoni, two feet; P. exceha,fo\XT feet; P. pinaster, ten feet

and bearing cones; Abies Smiihiana, three feet; A. Doiiglasii, three feet; Cedrus

Deodara, ten feet, making surprising growth; C. Africana, three feet; C. Lihani,

three feet; Picea pinsapo, assuming a spreading habit; Biota (Thuja) penduhi,

five feet; Taxus Dovastoni, weeping yew, three feet. M.
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STRAWBERRIES AND GRAPES IN MISSOURI.

BY H. M. MYERS, BOONVILLE.

I SEE in the Augnst number of the Horticulturist some account of the Strawberry

crop of Cincinnati, Ohio, by Mr. Stoms. Permit me to give you an account of my
own;— I have one and one-fourth of an acre in Strawberries, and sold one hundred

and two bushels ; used in my family say ten bushels, making one hundred and twelve

bushels, at 15 cents per quart, 3537 60 ; about one-half my ground is in Hovey's,

the balance in the Necked Pine; Hovey's are the largest, and of course sell best;

the Pine much the finest flavored and most prolific. In regard to the sexualities of

the plants, not one plant could be found in my Pines but were full of perfect berries

and but few among the Hoveys, but not as a general thing more than from two to

four perfect berries to the stem; the Pines would have from six to twelve perfect

berries to the stem; (the largest of my Hoveys measured four to four and a half

inches in circumference.)

We are also succeeding finely here with the Grape, the culture of which only

commenced in this county some five years since by the Germans, but now many

others are getting at it. I planted two acres five years since, mostly Catawbas and

a few Isabellas, but the Catawbas are a much surer crop than any others ; this year

I think I shall make one thousand gallons of wine from my two acres; the vines are

very full, and but very few have fallen off. Some vineyards in this county have

been troubled very much with the rot, others but little. The Germans have a Grape

that bids fair to do well here; they brought the slips from Germany. They are

earlier than the Catawba or Isabella, small but very compact bunches, now turning

red and black when ripe; make red wine, and are a fine table Grape, the last of this

month. Our Catawbas are fit for table use through September, and wine is made

from them from 15th September to 10th October. Isabellas ripen about the same

time.

PLANTING.

BY GEO. H. TAYLOR, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
-'J

It is pleasing to reflect that the great and good of all ages have been patrons of

arboriculture. One redeeming feature of the monkish orders was their charity to

the poor wayfarer : another, and of which the vestiges are yet apparent in the coun-

tries where those societies flourished, was their love of gardens and orchards.

Through these sometimes ascetic, now forgotten men, there is little doubt that much

of the improvement of our standard orchard fruits, such at least as it existed a cen

ago, originated and was preserved, in a state of society little adapted to



development of science. The largest fruit trees the writer ever beheld, colossal pear

and venerable apple trees, grow beneath the walls of the City of Chester, Kngland,

in what was once a part of the gardens attached to the Convent of St. John of Je-

rusalem. At Coutances in Normandy, an ancient archiepiscopal see, surrounded by

fj-ev massy walls, covered with the lichens of ages, which line a portion of the prin-

cipal street, is an orchard of anticjuated pear and apple trees, which look like deni-

zens of a medieval forest. And at Nantes, on the rich alluvion of the yellow Loire,

in the grounds of the Madeleines, and on the islands of the Sevre, are heavy cluni])3

of large old trees, pear and apple, medlar and chestnuts, many of which probably

budded and shed their leaves under the rule of Henri Quatre.

To descend to a later date— passing the period when Shakspeare planted his

mulberry and avenue of limes, to the time when the magnificent gardens of Chats-

worth and Trentham were planned and planted by their lordly owners, we find the

great English moralist advocating the cause of Pomona and Sylvaj and may we not

pardon somewhat of his bearish demeanor and dogmatic aristocracy for the help that

he has rendered ? There is a well-known and ludicrous conclu.sion to his first piece

of advice upon the subject, but which does not by any means detract from the value

of the recommendation. Dr. William Maxwell says, Dr. Johnson "advises me, if

possible, to have a good orchard. He knew, he said, a clergyman of small income,

who brought up a family very respectably, which he clikjiy fed xcith apjjie dumj)-

lings."

Johnson gave great offence to the Scotch by his animadversions on the want of

woodland in that part of Britain, and we know from Lord Hailes and Sir Alexander

Dick, that these very strictures were the primum mobile of the extensive system of

planting those sterile lands which have been in operation for the last sixty or eighty

years. His Fidus Achates, Boswell, tells us in his precise way, under date of 24tli

Sept. 1777, " He recommended me to plant a considerable part of a large moorish

(moorland ?) farm which I had purchased, and he made several calculations of the

expense and profit. * * * * \\q pressed upon me the importance of planting

at the first in a very efficient manner, quoting the saying, ' In hello non licet his

errare,' and adding, this is equally true in planting."

It would perhaps be well for the future of Northern Illinois if some more polished

Johnson of our own day and generation, would rake down on our farmers and specu-

lators in land in a manner to be felt. They have, indeed, recently taken the initia-

tive in planting in a degree, on the fence lines, and in front of city lots; but in

most instances, the '' subjects," trees I cannot call them, had better have been al-

lowed to dwindle out a pinched existence in the swamps from whence they were

dug. A poetical imagination on viewing a row of trees of this description, planted

in unbroken prairie, in holes eighteen inches in diameter, and well "boot-heeled"

in, would, I opine, be strongly reminded of Falstaff's army. Of course not one

half of such trees so treated can ever be expected to live, and those which do survive

only remain to furnish the idea of a sapling-hospital.



THE FIRE BLIGHT—CRACKING OP PEARS.

THE FIRE BLIGHT.—CRACKING OF PEARS.

BY J. H. ERNST, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

HAVE been a learner for the last fifty years, a large por-

tion of it devoted to Horticulture. My zeal has

prompted me to a close scrutiny of the various pheno-

r^^^ywir ViVa^I'IO* iiiena that often cross the Horticulturist's path, the so-

'

'"
lution of which has not always been as satisfactory as is

desirable. This is especially the case with the Pear, the

trees and the maladies to which it is subject. The cause

of the fire-blight, so called, I think I fully understand,

experience confirming the correctness of the views presented

by me on former occasions in the pages of the Horticul-

turist. This summer has afi"orded another opportunity for testing them. Those

who have paid attention to the matter will probably remember that I suggested,

that with the return of a wet summer, we should have the fire-blight, which seemed

almost to have disappeared for several years. This has proved so, most fatally so,

in some situations destroying very fine trees. I have had much of it in my own
trees this summer— some very severe attacks in large and small trees, on the Quince

and on their own stocks. I have however succeeded in checking it in every instance

and saved my trees. And as a knowledge of the saving or curing process is of more

importance to the cultivator, as that is a practical operation within his reach, and

the other, the cause of it, is not, with our present enfeebled stock of trees, I will

here give more fully my method of checking it than I have elsewhere, that others

may practice it if they will.

The moment I discover symptoms of Blight, I proceed with the knife ; if in the

limb, I lop it ofi" until I come to the sound and healthy wood, then I examine down-

wards ; I often find other branches, and sometimes the body of the tree afl'ected.

This is very readily discovered by the dark and unnatural appearance of the bark

;

this will sometimes be found in streaks up and down, at other times in blotches, at

times encircling the branch or body of the tree. If there is any doubt about it, it

is only necessary to cut into the bark a little, when its unhealthy condition will ap-

pear. Just so far as this is discoverable, I carefully take ofi" with my sharp knife,

the outward bark, to the sapwood, being careful to do this as little harm as possible.

It will be found that the injury is in this outward bark; that it has not yet seriously

affected the sapwood, and the inner coating of vitality, but which it soon will if per.

mitted to remain. I have invariably found when I have attended to this process in

time, that soon a new and healthy bark is formed, and the remaining unhealthy
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])arts are thrown off. The tree resumes its usual healthy action in the fomiinpj of

woiiil aiul the niaturini; of fruit. Tliis I have proved not only once, but in twenty

instances or more ; and not one year, but a scries of years. Trees treated thus years

a<xo, arc now healthy and full of fruit. I have been pained to witness the destruc-

tion of valuable trees in other collections for want of timely and proper attention,

the proprietors holding on to the old notion of inxcct poison, and in hopeless de.'^pair

looking on the work of destruction. It is not safe to delay one moment after it is dis-

covered to exist in a tree, but instantly to apply the knife. This disease may, with

great propriety, be termed veget-.ible mortification, which extends rapidly inward to

the sap vessels, to the vitals of the tree ; when these are once reached on the body

of the tree, all hope to save it is at an end.

A remark, if yim please, on the singular freak of my "White Doyenne trees, in

producing fine, splendid fruit for years after planting, then for the space of nine or

ten years uniformly cracking and producing only unsightly and worthless fruit ; then

suddenly to resume their former habit in the production of as fair and handsome

fruit as you could wish to look on, or to eat ; and this without any apparent cause,

or the least cbange to the soil or any thing being done to the tops. This to me is

altogether an unaccountable mystery. I had attributed the return to their former

habit, of the production of fair and good fruit to the last two or three unusually dry

summers, but this being an unexampled wet one, and my fruit being now fully

formed and grown, without the blemish of a crack, I am just where I started, a

"Imow nothing" on that subject. And I think the facts developed in my trees up-

set all the theories that have been started as to the cause. At all events, they prove

conclusively that it is not to the vai'iety having run out by old age, or that the trees

had absorbed from the soil all the particles necessary to their healthy action, and the

perfection of fruit. As I have observed in a former communication, my trees are

scattered over my grounds, some in cultivated land, and others in grass; the latter

have never been disturbed about the roots, some the first fruited ; the others have

shared in the benefits of the other crops in the cultivation, and yet all have acted

precisely alike. I feel very desirous for more light on the subject; can you or some

of your numerous subscribers furnish it ? I certainly shall feel myself greatly

oblijred for it.

Philadelphia has lately been visited, by a deputation of the Councils of Roches-

ter, New York, who have discovered that by the late connections or links of Rail-

roads they reside nearer to tide water via Pennsylvania than by their own roads,

and accordingly they had a good jollification. Ex-Mayor Smith of Rochester, made

the following remark respecting the nurseries of that place :

—

" Allow me to mention one oilier brancli of industry, whose results are permanent, and

which is in fact a growimj branch ; that is the cultivation of fruit trees, which already

employs in the vicinity of Rochester at least one thousand persons, with sales last year

reaching half a million of dollars. More fruit trees are raised in Monroe county than in

United States besides, and these find a market in every hamlet from the interior

ifornia to the northern borders of Maine."



RETROSPECTIVE.—CHERRIES, &c.

BY W. R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, L. I

ETROSPECTIVE.—In your August number, page 386, there

are notes on the following subjects, to which I will re-

spond.

Tamarind.—It is not true, that this tree is growing

and producing fruit in Virginia. It is so tender that it

would not survive there during even the mildest month

of one of their mildest winters. Some other tree must

have been thus misnamed, and described.

Weigelia Amahilis.—The flowers do greatly assimilate

to the rosea. The foliage is, however, larger and hand-

somer, and the growth much more vigorous than that species. Weigelia Splendens

has pale, yellow flowers, produced in long racemes.

Walsh's Cherry.—I tested this cherry, and the fruit is identical with the " Black

Bigarreau of Savoy," and in the whole catalogue of cherries there is not one

variety that bears any similitude to this, except the " Tradescant's Black," and that

is readily distinguishable by the growth of the tree, as well as the fruit. It was

imported by me about the year 1824, from the Nursery at Tonnelle in the Mediter-

ranean, France, afterwards from the Nursery at Milan, Italy. In their catalogues

now before me, it is called " Bigarreau noir de Savoie." It is a very large round

black cherry, of fine appearance, and strikingly distinct from every other variety

known among us, and no cherry like it could have been produced from any other

but itself. Mr. Walker asks—"If Mr. Walsh's cherry is not a seedling, why have

we not in 15 or 20 years found it imported from Europe?" The answer is very

simple and explicit. The Black Bigarreau of Savoy Cherry is not found in any

Belgian, or English, or Paris, or Angers, or Orleans Nursery Catalogue, and it is

from these that Americans make their selections. It is emphatically an Italian

variety, and seems to be but little known, except in that country, and in that part

of Mediterranean France close bordering thereto. I have never seen it named in

but two French Catalogues, both of that region. They know nothing about this

cherry at Paris or London. My specimen tree on mahaleh is now 30 feet high.

I will now refer to another most important cherry from the same region.

Large Red Frool, or Bigarreau de Prool a gros fruit.—This is the largest of all

cherries, and one of the very finest ; the tree is of great vigour, with large, some-

what pendulous foliage. It was imported at the same time as the preceding, and

my specimen tree on Mahaleb is 35 feet high. I have several times stated
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Dowiiiii"'s "Groit liiirarreau" was one or tlie other of these varieties, and that the

oriLrinal " llreat liigarreau" tree at Coldenliatn, whieh is an Mtiha/rh, was sold there

by my fat^^cr; and on a recent visit from Mr. ('Las. l>owning, he recognized its

identity with the Lartre Red Prool. At that period no other Nursery in the Union

u.^^ed the MahaK:b Stock but ourselves.

Culture of the Olive.—The Olive will support our ordinary winters here, by being

bound in straw, and will, at any place South of WiIniin<;ton, N. C, attain a de-

vehtpnient suthcient to become a valuable fruit-bearing tree. 1 noticed in the eleva-

ted and temperate regions of Mexico, many extensive orchards of the Olive, but

seemingly neglected and going to decay, like everything else in that benighted

country,—a decay from which even their Churches were not exempt. As to grafting

the Olive on the Privet (Ligustrum), it would be a most useless affair, for although

life could be retained, there could be no useful development. You might as well

ingraft an Apple tree on any diminutive Hawthorn. The only tree suitable to

ingraft it on is the American Olive, but it would be much better not to graft it ct

all.

WILL PEAR CULTURE BE SUCCESSFUL?

BY B., NEW JERSEY.

HIS much controverted question seems to have little chance

of being settled in the present general state of deficient

and rough cultivation. All that the author of these re-

marks has seen of pear culture in the United States,

satisfies him entirely, that this valuable fruit must suc-

ceed here far better than in Europe, under good cultiva-

tion, and by a judicious selection of such varieties, foreign

and native, as experience has shown us are fitted to our

climate and soil.

But if some understand by "cultivation" the mere

planting of a fruit tree, in holes as small as cigar boxes, in any soil or condition, and

of any variety, certainly the cultivation of the pear cannot and will not succeed,

any more than melon or lima bean culture would succeed in all kinds of soil, among

weeds and brushwood.

But if a judicious selection of varieties, adapted to your soil, aspect, and climate;

if the good management of your grounds, the healthy stocks, and a little care iu

praning and cleaning will not make your pear trees grow, you may safely conclude,

that the cultivation of any other fine product of nature and art combined stands no

better chance; "and that there is an unaccountable something, either in the

subsoil, or climate. Thus far I have not seen in the States an?/ unsuccessful



vation of the pear, at least wherever it has been undertaken with as much skill and

judgment as is required to raise asparagus, celery, nay, potatoes and corn.

In every latitude, from Maine to Georgia, fine native fruits have originated from

chance seedlings; we have the Raymond of Maine, the Dix, and a score of other

pears in Massachusetts; the Buffum in Rhode Island, the Lawrence in Long Island,

with many valuable varieties in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, which all

prove the perfect adaptedness of the pear tree to our soil and climate, many being-

superior in standard qualities, such as growth and delicacy of the fruit, to most

foreign varieties ; such are the Sheldon, Lawrence, Brandywine, Kingsessing, Seckel,

the noble Buffum, the Howell, the Philadelphia, and many others.

When we see so many peach orchards destroyed by neglect after four or five years

of prolific bearing, reduced to nothing by the absence of all care, pruning, or atten-

tion to insects and diseases, shall we conclude that "peaches don't succeed !" It

may be time, that the peach tree is generally more hardy, at least for a short period

of its existence, than the finest varieties of the pear; it can bear weeds and neglect

for a time, but no fruit tree can last long under such circumstances. Those who

have seen the pear tree in all its splendor, in such experimental grounds as the Hon.

Mr. Wilder's, Ellwanger and Barry's, Mr. Cushing's, Mr. Buist's, William Reid's,

Hovey's, and many other careful cultivators ; those who have seen these noble pyra-

mids yield, year after year, their golden and crimson treasures, "tempting to the

view," and luscious beyond all other fruits, must feel convinced, that under good

management, the pear is one of the surest crops we can depend upon
;
perhaps more

sure than the apple and the cherry, and at anyrate more so than the peach, the plum,

and the grape, in the Northern and Middle States.

And if the cultivation of the pear, that "queen of the gardens," required double

care and expense, the amateur of good and lasting fruit would not give it up ; but

happily for him and for the future supply of the markets, it is not so. The pear

tree is less subject to diseases, &c., arising from insects or climatic influences, taken

altogether, than the peach, the plum, and even the apple. With a judicious selec-

tion of varieties, adapted to your soil and latitude, grafted on the most suitable

stock, with such ordinary care as a gardener bestows on the planting of a rose or a

cabbage, with the cleaning, weeding, and mulching bestowed on a green-house plant

or a favorite flower, success is certain ; and perhaps more certain than with any other

fruit, as pear trees will bear, year after year, without giving out, or wasting their

vigor.

If, to all those advantages, we add the great facility of giving any size or form to

the bearing tree, its fitness to fill either a small or a large spot, to admit of its

shrubby, pyramidal, or wide-spread form, we could scarcely wish for a better pro-

duct. The writer has seen in Massachusetts, in Rhode Island, and about Philadel-

phia, handsome, vigorous pear trees, not only natives, but such varieties as require

the protection of a wall in England, in part of France and Belgium. He could

name some grounds, such as Clover-hill, for instance, where the Seckel and the

Virgalieu grow, in their full vigor, in the midst of grassplots, places where the hardiest



European variety would not succeed in its native soil. Such a soil, such a cliniate

must W fitted for the pear tree, and a little care and attentive culture would soon

put an end to all doubts and dissenting opinions on this interesting topic.

[Our valued correspondent knows what he .says; he is a devoted lover of all hor-

ticultural subjects, but especially has he studied the pear at home and abroad.

—

Ed.]

THE GRATE.

niLE writing the article on the " Progress of Ilorticulture"

in the last number, the cultivation of the Catawba & Isa-

bella grapes for market might have been successfully dwelt

upon. Dr. Underbill who supplies New York with these

grapes from his vineyard at Croton Point, on the North

River, writes to the author of that valuable work, *< A
practical treatise on the Culture and Treatment of the

grapevine, By J. Fisk Allen," that when the greater

part of the community who can afford it partake freely of

this delightful fruit, which they will in a few years, if

they can obtain it, it is my belief, from a close scrutiny into the vine and progress of

the grape culture on the Atlantic sea coast," (he might have said, in the United

States,) a hundred vineyards will not supply the demand for this fruit in New
York, Philadelphia, and Boston, at renumerating prices." It is understood that

his culture has been very profitable.

Mr. Allen's work may be perused with great advantage ; himself a successful cul-

tivator, the book would seem to have been the result of much practice, reading and in-

quiring, and in recently looking over it again we find the contents full of various

information and instruction. He quotes the remark of Dr. Underbill that " An
Isabella grape vineyard properly planted, with acclimated vines, and planted as they

should be, will, in this climate, r/ivc a more certain annual crop than Indian corn."

In fact, nature seems to have pointed out to us, by the abundant growth everywhere

of native grapes, that we might safely employ our time in America in producing wine-

If slow to improve the idea, now that the way to do so has been pioneered in the

West and the South, there is little doubt that it will be prosecuted to ultimate and

entire success in places where, as yet, it has not been thought of. Dr. Kirtland finds

on the shore of Lake Erie, at Cleveland, Ohio, the grape-vine ripens its fruit equally

well, if not better, than at Cincinnati, there being, in his opinion, a conservative

property in the waters of the Lake which suits the culture. We find the best native

kinds succeeding perfectly as far north as New York, and also in North Carolina,

west at St. Louis, and we can see no reason why it should not be a profit

ure in all the intermediate points. Mr. Allen has inquired, and he gives
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result of his inquiries as regards the kinds that will suit, as the Catawba and Isa-

bella in the north, and the Scuppernong in Carolina, while in Florida the Malaga



was pronounced as far superior to the imported as a ripe peach to a <ri*ccn one, and

the .^luscat of Alexandria has been produced in the open air weighing Hi pounds to

the buru-h. On this subject the reader will do well to consult Mr. Allen's book,

which we have been tempted to notice botli for its intrinsic merits and to afford an

opportunity to introduce a copy of his froutispiece, representing a drapery of a model

appearance, as it should look when the vines are properly cultivated, and as several

do look which we have this season been delighted to visit, and to partake of their

products.

Our author says of this house, "it had four sets of vines planted in it; it was a

matter of doubt with me at first whether or not the vines were too much crowded,

but since they have matured a fine crop of Grapes, and the fruit on the two inside

sets of vines was fully equal in quality and quantity to those where the roots were

in the open border, and had more room to ramble and extend themselves."

There is every encouragement from all that has passed, to plant the Grape vine

both in Graperies and in the open air, and this book will tell the best ways of doing

each.

NEW PLANTS.

Taxcs Lindlevaxa. a. Murray, in Edinh. neio Phil. Journal, i., 204.

" Leaves two-ranked, linear, flat, of smaller size and narrower than in the common
British Yew (T. baccata, L.) and the prickle at the end of the leaf is more developed.

Berries exactly like those of the Irish Yew, growing on the under side of the branch.

Seeds nearly globose, putty coloured. Branches exceedingly long and pendulous. Wood
almost as elastic as whalebone—a property which has been turned to useful account by

the Indians, who make their bows of it. As I have only an imperfect specimen of the

hranch and seed, I am sorry that I cannot give more than the above very meagre descrip-

tion. The tree is from 40 to 30 feet high. One which my brother measured was 50

inches in circumference at 5 feet from the ground. Another at the same height measured

5 feet 10 inches in circumference. It was found growing on the sides of a glen under

the shade of larger trees which grow higher up. It would consequently make a good

filler-up where ordinary underwood does not readily grow. I have named it after Dr.

Lindley, whose courtesy and kindness, both now and formerly, in examining for me and

reporting upon specimens sent from abroad, I take this opportunity of gratefully ac-

knowledging."

Ca'xna Warszewiczii Dieir. Warszewicz's Canna. (Cannaceae. ) Central America.

—

A stove plant
;
growing three feet high ; with scarlet flowers ; appearing in summer

;

increased by seeds and ofi'sets
;
grown in good rich soil. Bot. Mag., pi. 4854.

One of the finest of the Cannas, introduced into German gardens in 1849, by M. Yon
Warszewicz. from Costa Rica. The stem, and more especially the peduncles, ovaries,

calyx and bracts are of a fine blood red color, and the flowers of a brilliant scarlet. It

attains the height of three to four feet. This species is as easily cultivated as the com-

mon Indian shot, and in the German gardens it is planted out in the same way we set

dahlias, salvias, &c. The roots are perennial, and easily wintered in any greenhouse,

very brilliant species, and well deserves speedy introduction.

—

Bot Mag., June.



Spiraea Grandiflora.—Large Flowered

Spirea. Nat. order Rosaceoe.—Icosandria

Pantacjnia.

This remarkable plant was sent by Mr.

Fortune under the name of Amelanchier

Eacemosa, from the North of China ; and

it is certain that its conspicuous, large

flowers cannot fail to recommend it as a

very desirable, ornamental, and shrubbery

plant. The habit and foliage are that of a

an Amelancheir ; but the structure of the

flowers point to the Genus Spirsea. The

calyx-tube is remarkable in form, much

contracted below, then suddenly at the nar-

row faux expanded and recurved, and the

whole lined with a fleshy disc, at the end

of which the fifteen stamens are inserted

in threes. The species is extremely differ-

ent from any hitherto described.— Curtis's

Botanical Magazine.

[This plant was slightly noticed in a

former number.

—

Ed.]

The Big Tree, &c. :—At a late London exhibition Mr. Yeitch exhibited a good small

specimen of the great California tree to the adnuration of the amateurs. Also a clear

yellow, shining Rhododendron from Borneo, with leaves like an Oleander; and Emhoth-

rium coccineum, which is hardy, or nearly so, and the flowers of a crimson scarlet. A
Rhododendron Californicum , more in the style of older kinds, and a Weigelia amahilis, a

far better flower than rosea. For his newly introduced plants, not in bloom, he had all

the prizes. Here were Lomatia feruginea, and Sonerila Margaretacea, AncBctochilus

Veichii, a Saraccnia, a new variety of Maranta rosea lineata, called elegans, and Aralia

papyrifera.

The Messrs. Rollison had a most lovely new stove-plant, called, Meijcnia erecta ; the

accent is on the second e ; it was loaded with large Gloxinia-looking flowers, or rather

between that and the shape of a Maurandia flower, of soft blue-lilac colour, tinged with

purple, with a light bottom to the tube. The plant is a stifi" grower, with small oppo-

site leaves, like some old stove Jasmines. It belongs to the group of Thunbergias, and

was named after Meyen, a celebrated botanist, by Nees Von Esenbeck, the great author-

ity for Acanthads.

Mr. Ayres, had a large specimen of a Blandfordia, with twelve upright spikes, loaded

with drooping, orange-yellow flowers, and Impatiens Jerdonice, Sonerila Margaretacea,

not in bloom, and Ilgdrolea azurea, with only one flower open. It is one of the finest

plants of that style in the Mexican Flora, and would have been the lion of the day if it

been covered with bloom, as all showy plants ought to be when they * come out.';

same pains which dre taken with young ladies, for their first appearance at court,
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should be tnkoii to issue a ri'ivlly tino plant into our gardening world. Tins very plant

made a sensation all nvo.r tlio (•(nitincnt this time two years. It had the lirst prize at

Brussels for a new plant, in July, 1853, and so everywhere else abroad. Our amateurs,

and our trade, paid a high price for it, and now it is, or has been, murdered by " indis-

cretion ;" and it is ten to cue if one in ton thousand had taken the least notice of it. It

might bo called a soft-wooded greenhouse-plant; but it gets woody, with slender branches

and very small leaves, and when covered with its elegant liglit blue flowers it must
be one of the prettiest plants anywhere. The exact tint is halfway between the blue

!\einophila and our own JV/c»iim chuma'dnjn, with starry white stamens, and the flower

is two sizes larger than those of the said Veronica. Every body must have this plant,

when it comes to so many pence. It belongs to the same order of plants as the Nemo"
phila, Eutoca, and such like.

Standish and Xoble sent a fine standard plant of Rhododcndruii Dalhousiic, a grafted

plant, seven feet high, having had six trusses of blooms, but two of them had fallen off".

This extraordinary Jlhododendron blooms like a large Lily, with the scent and colour of

MaynoUa grandijiura- Also Azalea crispijlora, a unique kind, from the north of China.

It is, by nature, a July-flowering plant. It seems to be a natural species, an evergreen,

with large rose-coloured flowers, which are crisped on the edges like a frill ; the habit

is dense, the leaves good, but the quality for which I take so much notice of it is as a

father, mother, and nurse to an entire new race of evergreen Azalaes, which will bloom

out in the open garden just as wtll, and as gay and prolific as the present race do in

the greenhouse. This is only a question of time.

The same firm sent cut flowering-branches of the new Spine grandijlora, another

hardy plant for the British garden. They also exhibited, but not in bloom, four species

oi Evergreen Berheris, from China and Japan, and all of them are as hardy as our old

ones. B. Japonica intermedia, and Beallii, stood the last winter unprotected, but I b( -

lieve trifurcata, which is from a different part more westwards in China, was not exposed

to the frost. Messrs. Standish and Noble also exhibited a species of Lomaria, from

Yaldivia, after the manner of Magdianica, but with paler and broader leaves, not to use

the fashionable but most erroneous word, frond, for a Fern leaf ; and my own most

favourite evergreen, the Weinmannia tricosperma, also from Valdivia, and, therefore,

likely to be hardy. You might pass off the leaves of this beautiful plant for so many
Ferns among ordinary mortals, by calling them fronds. They are compound and ])in-

nate, just like so many Fern-leaves, the wings or little side leaves are opposite; and the

stipules between each pair of leaves are leafy and sawed, just like the rest of the

leaves; in fiict, a frond to all intents and purposes.— Gardeners' Chronicle.
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Fig Cuttings.—There have been imported from the south of France some choice varie-

ties of the Fig. They are designed for experiment in Southern and Southwestern States,

where it is known that this product thrives well. As the fig is a great luxury, either in

its green or dried state, we trust that before many years it will be multiplied to that

degree which will render it as common in Southern markets as the orange or any ether

fruit. From some experiments made in Alabama, it is found that, with suflScient enter-

prise and a judicious expenditure of capital, figs can be cultivated with great profit by

drying, for the supply of other States.

A seventh edition of Hooker and ArnoWs British Flora (Longmans, 145.) has just ap-

peared. It seems to have been carefully revised by the learned authors, and will be

found an excellent field companion. We rejoice to find here, as elsewhere in so many

places, fresh recruits for the new crusade against bad species ; and we hope to see, when

the next edition appears, that the genera Salix, Rubus, Rosa, &c., will be finally dealt

with as they require. Sir William Hooker in his " Flora Scotica," and Professor Lind-

ley in his " Monograph of Roses," began well ; but we cannot say conscientiously that

either has been true to his principles. The time, however, has evidently arrived when

a determined stand must be made against spurious science, and we trust that no more

time will be lost in drawing a clear distinction between botanists and botanophilists.

— Gardeners' Chronicle.

A Fact in Manuring.—A person carrying some orange trees from China to the Prince

of Wales' Island, when they had many hundred fruit on them, expected a good crop the

next year, but was utterly disappointed : they produced but few. A Chinese, settled in

in the island, told him if he would have his trees bear, he must treat them as they were

accustomed to in China ; and he described the following process for providing manure

:

—"A cistern, so lined and covered as to be air-tight, is half-filled with animal matter;

and to prevent bursting from the generation of air, a valve is fixed which gives way
with some difficulty, and lets no more gas escape than is necessary : the longer the

manure is kept the better, till four years, when it is in perfection ; it is taken out in the

cons'stence ne.arly of jelly, and a small portion buried at the root of every orange tree

—

the result being an uncommonly great yield." A person hearing of the above fact, and
wishing to abridge the term of the preparation, thought that ))oiling animals to a jelly

might have a similar if not so strong an effect. Accordingly, he boiled several puppies,

and applied the jelly to the roots of a sterile fig-tree : the benefit was very great — the

tree from that time for several years bearing in profusion Hints of this kind are well

worth preserving, for though a farmer may neither have the apparatus of the Chinese,

nor puppies enough to become an object of attention, yet the reduction of manure to a

mucilaginous state ought perhaps to be carried further than it is.
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Window Gardening.— It is only in Paris we cixn soo window-garJcninp; properly car

rieJ out. In tlio first place, the houses are remarkable for their streiif^tli and solidity,

and thoy all take a slojiinj; direction towards the top. In tlie next place, in no other

lar<;e town, or capital, wiiieh I have visited, are the balconies so numerous ; and what

particularly deserves notice is that here the balconies are always the largest at and near

the top of the house, where they may bo generally seen rising above one another like so

many terraces, loaded with plants and flowers, even to the sixth and seventh story.

GcERXSEV has long been foraous for its Lilies; it now promises to become equally

celebrated f.r its Ixias. We have l^efore us a handful of the most charming flowers of

that kind which it is possible to imagine, for which we are indebted to Mr. Carre, a

genthman fond of gardening resident on the island. They are mules between conica,

longijlora, we believe scillaris, and others, and look as if they had been gathered an hour

ago at Cape Town, such is their vigour, such their perfect health. Some are white with

a crimson eye, some wholly crimson ; others are white and rose-coloured, golden yellow

with crimson backs, pure yellow, or cream-coloured with a chocolate eye. Their fra-

rance is that of Roses. All are from the open ground, no shelter beingrequired in Guern-

sey. Can we have them here ?

—

Cottage Gardener.

Ferns have long been popular plants — nor is there popularity confined to one class

of society — and for this reason — whilst all Ferns are beautiful, some of them are so

cheap as to be within the purchasing power of all, and others are so scarce and costly as

to be worthy companions of all that is rich and rare among the gems of the Stove and

Conservatory.

The popularity of Ferns, however, does not rest only upon their beauty and their price,

fur they have, as an additional cause for their ready access to the good graces of the cul-

tivator, that there is scarcely any place in which Ferns of some genera refuse to grow.

Most of them thrive best in the shade ; others prefer the brightest light; a third group

will live only on dry walls and chalky rocks ; a fourth succeed nowhere, except in abun-

dant moisture ; a fifth revel in the freest air of the mountain top ; and a sixth flourish

verdantly for months, and even years, within the close confinement of a Wardian case.

Thus all purses and all situations — if neither the one nor the other are absolutely

barren — can command a supply of Ferns.

—

lb.

The Goosberry Caterpillar.—Some idea of the extent to which this pest has spread

may be gathered from the fact, that Mr. Morris, the extensive market gardener of Isle-

worth, has at the present moment, upwards of one hundred women daily employed in

picking these caterpillars from the Gooseberry bushes.

—

lb.

Sale of Orchids.—There was a large collection of Orchids ofi'ered for sale by auction,

at Mr. Stevens's Sale Rooms, King street, Cavent Garden, on the 4th inst. There were

two parcels, one consisting of East Indian, and the other Brazilian. Among the latter

there was a fine specimen of Cattlejja Leopoldii sold for £1 10s., and other £2 10s. A
large mass of Cattleya amethi/stina, £l 10s., and another of the same fetched £1 13s. A
a new species of Cattleya, £2. Lcelia purpurata, £1. Of the East Indian, Aerides, Fox-

brush species, a fine plant, brought £2 I7s, 6d., another of the same, £2 8s., and a third

£3. Saccolabium rubrum, £2 17s 6d., £2 Ss., and £2 4s. Dendrobium agyregatvm

£1 6s., and £1 23. Vanda, neio species, with yellow flowers, £2 15s., £1
•/s., and £1 10s.—76.
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Educatiox of Birds by their Parents.—Nothing is more striking than the efforts of

the maternal birds to tempt their young to make the first experiment of trusting them-

selves to their wings. The nightingale flutters around her nest holding an insect in her

bill at a little distance to draw her young to the edge of the nest and to incite them

through their appetite to make the first effort with their wings. The Iceland driver of-

fers a still more striking spectacle of maternal solicitude. The bird builds its nest on

the steepest summits of the mountains near the shores of the sea. As soon as her young

are fledged, she ceases to bring them food. But she continues to visit them, to flutter

about the nest, to show them the power of her wings, and to invite them to follow her.

The younger bird, oppressed by hunger, approaches the edge of the precipice, hesitates,

and finally falls into the air. Its wings are too small to sustain it, and it would dash

upon the rocks below. The mother summons the aid of the male. They spread their

wings in concert a little beneath their young, to allow free play to their wings. Thus

they gently lot the bird down to the shore, crowds of their kind assemble round the young

bird, and raise cries of congratulation at the view of this new companion, that maternal

love has emboldened to the first attempt at flight.

33,zhkbi.

The World a Workshop ; or the Physical Relationship of man to the earth. By Thomas

Ewhank, 12 mo. New Yo7'k, 1855.

Mr. Ewbank is a thoughtful and suggestive writer; his work on "Hydraulics and

Mechanics" met with less public appreciation than it deserved, perhaps because people

generally were not aware that it was very amusing, having popularised his sub-

jects so as to interest the least scientific. It is a book to be read and passed down to ones

descendant-i, as lull of facts no less than entertainment.

The present work is much smaller, and assumes more the form of essays upon man and

his connection with matter, being designed to prove that our relations to earth have

clearly adapted us to labor in the great workshop, designed and literally fitted up for the

cultivation and application of chemical and mechanical science as the basis of human

development. All, he contends, are workers in and modifiers of natter. To man, in

common with the rest, a task is given which, if fully understood, would place in a new

and a better light this much abused orb of ours. It is the opinion of many that decay

has seized its vitals, that its resources are approaching exhaustion, and the arts their

climax ; but our author strenuously and sensibly contends that in reality it is a spring of

physical truths which man can never run dry. Chemistry and Physics, as the exponents

of inorganic bodies, and Botany and Zoology of the organic, will pour, and continue to

pour forth new elements, combinations, forms, forces, and motions. We have had

pleasing illustrations cf this in our own day, which, so far from inducing fear of the font

failing, are prophetic of its fulness.

What then, he asks, was it that so conspicuously was to mark man's connection with the

earth, and more than anything else proclaim him lord or lessee of it? It was the char-

acter he was to assume as a Manipulator of matter. The earth was to be a manufactory
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and ho a nmnufiicturer. It was to furnish him with unwrought material, while the sounds

of Ills inipli'monts actinj^ upon it were to swell till thoir rovcrbcratioiis rolled over the

globe. The materials are placed in so accessil)le a manner tiiat they are, all ready for

use. Iron and copper arc not made in large mountains, or if they are he can scarcely

use thcra, witness the masses of the latter on Lake Superior which it has required all his

ingenuity and contrivance to remove, whereas in the form of ores as most generally

found throughout the world, they are within the means given him to work. If all the

rich materials so lavishly scattered everywhere, the most u.-icful the most abundant, if

they are indispensable to him and yet useless till manipulated, it must needs follow that

the earth was designed for a Factory. If it were wholly vegetable, it would be a F irm
;

if its products were objects ready for use, a Bazaar. But almost the whole is mineral

—inert, unshapen, and unwrought, while even animal and vegetable substances require

elaboration.

In the pursuit of truths to enforce his argument, Mr. f^wbank is sometimes extremely

happy and generally perfectly lucid, but the theory which he is working out with such

enthusiasm, occasionally leads him beyond his subject into the realms of abstruse specula-

tion, where however, it is not unpleasant to follow. Geology is considered with reference

to the production of materials for the wants of man ; the chapter on " the arrangement

of the earth's materials in strata" will arrest the reader ; that on fire is new and curious;

the adaptations of things in the matter of lire, with a view to keep it in human hands,

small as they seem, have a bearing on the general economy of the world ; the conditions

necessary to the evolution of a spark by friction and to nourish it into flame, are such as

to prevent any serious results from natural abraisicns. Had the necessary amount or

intensity of friction been double what it is, man had made but little use of fire, perhaps,

to this day. Had it been less than it is, we might scarcely have known wood as a fuel,

since nature might then have acted the part of an incendiary, and fired it as fast as it grew,

The verge of danger is approached nearer in hot than in cold climates, and yet we find

that whee vegetation is parched like stubble, the air glowing as in an oven, resins

oozing out of some trees, and heat and inflammability impressed on all, the violent col-

lision of trees with trees, and stems with stems, inflames neither the reed swamps of

India, nor the corn brakes of America, the pitch pines of the North, nor the unctuous

boles of equinoctial regions, so nice are the adjustments that prevent in such cases

ignition. If it ivere not for these the world wc uld be in constant danger ; the tread of

an elephant or buffalo's foot on dry reeds and grass, or the rushing of their bodies

through jungles, would fire them. Were the amount '^f friction required to produce fire

less than it is, great care would be indispensable in threshing and stacking grain and even

in working it. Indeed, as things are, the line between artificial attrition that produces fire

and natural attrition that does not, is so fine as to excite wonder that a barrier so frail

should be so po verful in preventing conflagrations. But the adaptations and adjust-

ments of everything in this wonderful workshop to the work, are everywhere, and abound

where least suspected.

As in the case of metals, timber is provided in manageable masses. The size of trees

is adapted for human, not Cyclopean artisans. Had they generally approached the

Gigantic Sequoia what could have been do e with them— -with logs, one of which

laid along the pavement of some streets, would fill them to the roofs of three-story houses !

The difficulty of felling, transporting, handling, and slitting such into beams or into

boards, would have been seriously embarrassing, whereas the most u.seful trees are never

large for easy control, rarely exceeding four feet in diameter, and a fair average
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would give from fifteen to eighteen inches nearly. The Mahogany tree is remarkable for

its magnitude, and yet the largest recorded log was only seventeen feet long by fifty-four

and sixty-four inches.

Another feature of the world's timber is—the heaviest woods are not found in the largest

bolls, but generally in the smallest, a provision that vastly facilitates man's control over

them. Fir is only as heavy as oak, while ebony, lignum-vitae, and box are rather shrubs

than trees. Hickory is rarely seen a foot in diameter, and exceedingly few sticks of Rose-

wood are met with as large. Thus the largest trees are light and easily worked. Had
they been light and porous as the cork tree, or heavy and dense as lignum-vitaj they had

been of comparatively little use to man. But we are ordained to be elaborators in wood
as well as in the metals ; and hence the facilities for its acquisition, its varieties of masses,

properties and adaptations.

Had the nature of minerals been such as to admit of the labour of man in their pre.

paration, it had certainly been required of him, but the processes of their formation are

so slow, that had the tenure of his life extended into centuries, he could not have

biassed their development. But the producing powers of vegetation are so active as to

induce greater changes in a day than do those that form minerals in a thousand years, so

that he has every opportunity to impress himself on them.

But is it his duty and has he the power? undoubtedly; although it may be there are

some who think he cannot meddle with nature's works without marring them. A great

mistake. In this department she produces nothing absolutely perfect without him, and

she will not. Designed for a nursery, it requires nurserymen. Forest^? and praries are

at large, what neglected farms are in little. They cover the ground with things growing

rank and wild, and choking each oth:r; they are what he himself is before being drawn

out of the jungles of ignorance and improved by cultivation. The principles at work,

and the soil they work on are at his service ; but like tools in a machinists shop, their

profitable employment rests with himself. They will cover his fields with wheat and fill

his gardens with fruit, if he so wills, by properly exciting them. If he fold his arms in

indolence, they will expend themselves in weeds ; superior fruits will never be produced

without work joined to intelligence ; spontaneous growth shows the working of nature's

agencies, but not their perfect working; that is left for man to bring out.

Such is an outline of our author's views, often in his own words ; as we observed in the

commencement, they are suggestive to thinking minds, and we wish we had the opportun-

ity of presenting the little volume to thousands.

-*^^
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LETTERS FROM THE EDITOR, No. 2,

Rockbridge Alum Springs, Aug., 1855.

My Dear Horticulturist :—A great wit said once, in a letter to a lady, " Correspon-

dences are like small ckthes before the invention of suspenders, it is impossible to keep

them up." I do not find it so, for I have much that I should like to communicate in this

way, but as I am to find on my return a large mass of interesting letters from others, it

will be safest to confine my own to as short limits as possible.

" The Springs of Virginia" is an indefinite term ; they are but little known by North-

ern health and pleasure-seekers, but when known, will be much patronized and admired

by the best classes ; and by the best I mean the most appreciative. The Southern

character, for afifability, kindness, and suavity, is here exhibited in its most attractive

colours. From the extreme South, Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi, come

the wealthy planters with their families to pass a few months in this delicious mountain

climate, in such contrast with their long and heated summer. A few years will see the

present numbers greatly increased, for then the time necessary to 'reach the " White

Sulphur," from New Orleans, will be but two days and a half, and from New Nork, the

same ; so that here will be a central meeting point.

" The Springs" are, by general consent, those called the White Sulphur; if you have

not seen them you have seen nothing ; thither all the fashion and the train of her fol-

lowers wend their way, to see a most beautiful scene, it is true, but to be badly accom-

modated, and badly fed and lodged ; to be told you pay twelve dollars a week for the

water, and to be so hungry after dinner as to resort to the restaurant and expend more

dollars to satisfy nature's demands.

Eschewing all such imposition, and still in the search of the fountain of youth, our

little party looked about for a conveyance which would take us leisurely through the

" circle of Springs," and set us down at the Rockbridge Alum, not far from the famous

Natural Bridge. A conveyance was at last discovered, which had stood out in the open

air, exposed to the sun and rains, apparently ever since the decadence of some first family,

who had parted with it about the time of the presidency of Mr. Jefferson.

I wish, my dear IL, I could give you a picture of this vehiculura and its appurtenances;

it was the only one to be had, and we concluded to give it a trial, abandoning any idea

of making a favorable sensation on our arrival at fashionable quarters. It had been

originally strongly built to traverse these rough mountain roads, but had been so often

disabled, that I am very sure it would have been mobbed in Philadelphia or New York.

Overturned, the doors had been mended outside with sheet iron, which was now terribly

rusty; the glass in one door was entirely gone; the other was cracked, and would

moreover, not pull up ; the curtains had seen no oil or grease for many a long year.



scarcely reached half-way to the buttons ; unlike the wit's small clothes, the difficulty

was to keep them doicn ; this was accomplished by white thongs ; the roof leaked sadly,

but the civil white driver, who was son to a farmer, and had a fancy for driving and

frequenting the nine-pin allies, " reckoned" it would not rain for the few days he engaged

to keep us on the road ! In twenty-four hours he made a sudden descent from his perch,

the bottom of which fell out, but he borrowed a saw of the eccentric Colonel Crow, re-

paired the seat with a plank, and " reckoned" it was as good as ever. The rack behind

was a " wrack" indeed, and let the baggage down into the mud and streams. The
wheels had been besjyoked so frequently as to have double tlie usual amount of timber in

them. You would not loilUnghj have made your entre into Broadway or Chestnut Sti-eet

thus ; but it was better than full stages and the uncertainty of getting even these, and

thus we journeyed to the Salt Sulphur and onwards.

At this beautiful spot, where the planting and laying out of the grounds have been

neatly done, we found every accommodation and comfort ; at the " Red Sulphur" we had

met mostly consumptive patients whose sad complaints, at least many of them, were im-

proving ; here the scene was less depressing. Good company and gay seemed disposed

for enjoyment and repose ; the table was attractive and even clean and elegant ; the

water less esteemed, perhaps, for its curative properties than some others, but still possess-

ing qualities in which many place great confidence. The number assembled here was

about the same as at the Red, not more than one hundred and sixty, while the "White,

near by, with its numerous discomforts and its fashion, counted little less than one

thousand ; and loaded stages were arriving every hour, the inmates fully informed that

there was no accommodation, but determined to say they had been to the " White Sul-

phur Springs ;" such is the force of fashion !

Our vehicle, shabby as it was, was received with respect, and if I am rightly informed,

presented about as respectable an aspect to the mountaineers as that of a former Presi-

dent, who travelled in one no better, and with four horses immensely inferior to ours.

The bad roads, and certainly, in many places, none could be much worse, and " I reckon

it will do" carries the day for every species of carelessness. *

The trees that have most attracted attention, are the Magnolia acuminata, the Ken-

tucky Coffee tree. Sugar Maple, Ohio Buckeye, and White Oak ; apples were very abun-

dant
;
peaches and melons as poor as they could be ; we should not consider the former

good enough to make into pies, but here they were eagerly bought and eaten ; black and

whortleberries -were the only table fruits. At the Salt Sulphur you will taste youv first

good butter; that it is to be had there, proves that it can be made in the mountains, and

you will be puzzled to know why it is not more general. The visitors here strike us as

remarkably well after the hospital look at our first residence ; the attendants are of a

better class ; the landlord most respectable, and altogether a stay at the Salt might be

prolonged with satisfaction, for the summer months.

Maple sugar constitutes a considerable article of manufacture and traffic, in Western

Virginia ; a "sugar orchard" is still a valued possession, and the beautiful tree assumes

hereaway its most beautiful form. The product of a single one is estimated from three

to ten pounds, and even more, where the limbs are abundant and tha age sufficient.

What a provision for man in his earlier stages of civilization is the " sugar tree !" A
bushel of sap makes a pound of sugar ; that the withdrawal of ten or more bushels every

At one of the Springs, there was not a corkscrew on the premises. The mode of liberating a liquid was to

bore through the corlc with an old rusty gimlet, and pouring out as you do your ink. Other deficiencies were

still more striking and inconvenient.

VOL. 5.
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spring does no injury to tho tree, shows emphatically, that it was placed there for a wise

purpose—an extra to be employed for man's benefit.

Our inspection of the " Sweet Springs," tho " Rod Sweet," and " Hot," was brief, but

sufficient to satisfy us that the first two possessed great attractions for visitors ; tho Ifatiis

nauied arc very groat curiosities, and doliglitful for use. Tlio " Hot" is loss attractive,

and being occupied nearly exclusively by invalids, fixshion frequents it not, and they do

say tliere are extra modes of squeezing j'our pockets ; but unquestionably great cures

have been effected. On this subject, as we progress, all learn a curious feature of tho

" Virginia Springs ;" at each one they have a celebrated case ready to inflict upon every

uilling hearer. At each, a man arrived once upon a time, who was so ill that he was

carried on a bed from tho stage and deposited in the hotel ; this remarkable man (some-

times he is a woman), weighed, on arrival, exactly eiglity-four pounds, most probahdy

bed clothes and all, as he was too ill to be separated from them. For a time he was

worse (which is a universal symptom), but in two weeks walked ; in three ate everything

ho came across, and in four weeks exactly, had a bloom on one cheek ; in five this symp-

tom extended to the other, and in six he sold his crutches and started on a pedestrian

excursion after the deer, that are abundant all through the mountains. This case is

patent to the landlord, his bookkeeper, and the " resident physician," at all the Springs,

and before we got to the "Rockbridge Alum" we felt quite interested in him, hoping

sometime to catch up with the individual. Probably we did so, for we saw numbers of

lazy-looking fellows, whose sole occupation was hunting. The sick man must greatly

prefer deer-stalking to being par-boiled and starved by Dr. Goode, at the " Hot," or

drenched with sulphur and alum every where he went. He weighed, when he started

for the mountains, one hundred and thirty-nine pounds, a great increase for six weeks

;

beyond doubt he is destined for immortality, and his story will be repeated at every

Spring to every open-mouthed visitor; he richly deserves the epithet of " the old man of

the mountain." The Doctor here began to tell me of this remarkable cure, but I re-

quested him to desist, as I had seen the scales in which he was weighed on every piazza

where we stopped, forming one of the daily amusements of young and old, thick and

thin.

One of the great charms of a mountain summer residence is the absence of insects

;

we have not seen a single caterpillar's nest or spider's web in this part of Virginia; flies

and mosquitoes, &c., are of the rarest; probably the nights are too cold, for very often

in August we have had fires.

Venison is an abundant article on the tables ; but so thoroughly are the deer now

harried by dogs everywhere, that it is by no means what it used to be ; an old resident

declares, that the deer are kept so constantly on the alarm that they have not time to got

fat. Much more attention to the vegetable garden would be useful and profitable to the

proprietors of most of tho Springs.

Various as are the virtues of the different Springs, their properties are well established,

and a knowledge of their peculiarities is widely spread throughout the Southern States,

while Northern people know comparatively little of them. Even our physicians give

them too often the cold shoulder, probably because they know not their value ; Northern

visitors are among the rarest exhibitions at all these important places. This should not

be ; we may hope that when the rail roads have brought Boston and New Orleans into

closer contact, the inhabitants of our wide republic will here meet and cast off their

sectional prejudices. We have had a romantic history, suflBciently so to unite us ; we

8".cak (wonderfully alike under the circumstances), the same language ; we have the

same good intentions to benefit the condition of man ; a separation for a crotchet would
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throw back the destinies of our race for centuries ; despots vrould exult ; the hopeful

would despair ; the history of the world would all have to be gone over again, and the

eljsium in which we have been brought up would be followed by wars and rumours of

wars; military despotisms would result, and the white man, no less than the colored,

would be enslaved. Avert it, heaven! avert it, man, for if it should result, your own

arm and your own tongue will have done the desperate deed.

A.t the " Warm Springs" you will find everything to your mind, and the bathing the

most delightful imaginable.

The llockbridse Alum water, where we leave six hundred guests, is among the most

reliable of these wonderful Springs ; its value is well understood as an alterative of the

system, curing, with perseverence, as it really does, the scrofula, and various intestinal

diseases. So much is it esteemed, that the water and its residuum, and the rock itself,

from which it trickles, is annually sold for a sum exceeding ten thousand dollars. The

proprietors are gentlemen, and they contemplate great improvements, horticultural and

ornamental, for the ensuing season. The rail road, next summer, will land you within

five miles of the spot ; comfortable carriages will then be in readiness.

I have left myself no space to descant upon the romantic ride to Alexandria ; by a

miracle of engineering you are carried over the Blue-ridge without a tunnel, and enjoy

from the "mountain-top," a scene which it is worth a voyage to see.

There must be an end to all things; I bring this with me to be in readiness to provide

for the wants, my dear II., of your October number ; will you, mean time, look out for a

better proof-reader, for I am obliged to conclude my letter with a quotation from one of

Sydney Smith's;—"I assure you, that little Jeffery sometimes, leaves the printing in

such a state of absolute nonsense as throws me into the coldest of sweats." This you must

see to, or I shall be chilled.

If you or your readers desire further accurate information, read " The Virginia

• Springs ; by John J. ^Moorman, M. D." It is an admirable and reliable guide.

Answers to Correspondexts.—" Cultor" says, please give me the names of the en-

closed thorns, marked A, B, and of the vine, marked C. In setting out native thorns is

it better to sow the seed and set out the young plants thus derived at two years old, or

should I go at once this autumn to the road-sides and woods where they abound, select

and take up for that purpose, plants already pretty well grown, say five or six feet high ?

"Would plants of that size bear cutting down close to the ground, or die under the opera-

tion ?

Are young locust trees liable to be depredated on by cattle?

A.—Crategus crus-galli.

B.—C. coccinea.

C.—Ampelopsis hederacea.

It is better, in planting a hedge of thorns, to employ 2 year old plants?, because when

cut down, they shoot fortli all with a nearly uniform degree of vigour. Large plants

dug from the hedge-rows may do well with great care, but some will probably shoot

stronger than others, and a few die entirely, and when a hedge once begins to require

patching, it can rarely be made to look well. Thorns seldom come up from seed the first

year ; and to have to wait 3 or 4 years for your plants is not very agreeable. Nur

serymen ought to be able to supply them at from 5 to 10 dollars per thousand ; though



thri)U"-li their having boon but little demand for them during the few past years, we can

searoely tell in whoso establishment they mey bo found— Crategus Coccinea docs not

make a good fence.

Horned cattle will cat locust trees, though not from preference when they can get an

abundance of other food. They would be more troublesome to them in hot weather, by

endeavouring to rid themselves of flioi, by rubbing against their branches, if there are

no woods already in your vicinity to afford them tliat protection, by which many trees

would be trodden down and destroyed. Would it not be better to endeavour to raise a

hedge of Osage Orange or Honey Locust, around the lot, before planting. If a ditch or

trench could be thrown out first it might protect the hedge a little.

Mumford asks, what descriptions of fruit are best adapted to be grown in Iowa, whither

he designs to remove and enter upon the nursery business.

The apple succeeds admirably in Iowa, and is the stajile crop. Peaches, Plums, Mo-

rcllo, and Duke cherries, the native grape, and in many districts pears, such as the Bart-

lett, Yergalieu, Stevens' Genesee, Bloodgood, Tyson, &c., &c. In short, he will find a

demand for most good fruits that succeed in his present home.-'

Geo. W. Fardich, Indiana.—We have written to inform you where the seed required

can be purchased. There is no separate book on the cultivation of hedges at present.

D. N. If your apple orchard does not succeed under the treatment mentioned, give up

the trees and try another set, or try an experiment for a y ^ar or two without other crops

around them ; but better still, lay on a heavy deposit of stable manure, this fall, pre-

viously digging in a peck of charcoal and a peck of lime to each tree.

B. is informed that though the Holly may not succeed in his hyperborean region it does

very well elsewhere.

JoJui W. Paine. We do not repudiate the Chinese Arbor Yita3 entirely, as a hedge

jilant, though the American is so superior as always to be preferred. All hedges should

be trimmed hcice a year, as recommended in the August number. See Michaux's Sylva.

CuUor. Live stock of no description should be permitted in a lawn where there are

evergreens. Sheep, tethered, or kept from the plants by hurdles, are admissible ; a wire

fence will keep them from nibbling. In the English parks there is what is called the

browsing line ; deer eat the leaves as high as they can reach.

C. n. S. desires to plant, this fall, an orchard of pears, with a view to profit, and being

a novice would like a good list of standards for a good mellow top soil, with a sandy loam

beneath. He docs not wish trees that bear small crops, or many, the fruit of which

would require to be ripened in the house ; also, he asks the most desirable manure to be

used at the time of planting; and whether the wild rose would make a good hedge.

The following are good fruit, productive and free-growing: Bartlett, Duchess d'

Angouleme, Glout Morceau, Paradise d' Automne, Alcar of Winkfield, Andrews, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, White Doyenne, and Lawrence ; the latter may be packed in barrels

like apples. All pears should ripen in the house, to be perfect in flavor. Give a good

dressing of barn-yard manure, plough it under and follow with a subsoil plough, if not

over the whole, at least for a breadth of ten feet under the rows of trees. Dig out holes

5 feet diameter and 18 in. in depth, throw the subsoil aside and plant with the surface

mould, first mixing it with superphosphate of lime, using a spade-full to each tree. A
little lime and spent ashes, will also be very useful occasionally. Guano water is much

used for small orchards, applied whcMi the fruit is swelling.

We have no experience with the wild rose as a hedge plant, and doubt its applicability

uch a purpose.



Arcldtecture. We may inform W. that arrangements are now perfected to give a new

series of designs for rural houses ; next month we shall insert a portrait of one just such

as he suggests he is in search of.

Keeping Sweet Potatoes, &C.—Q, W., of Fairhaven, Kentucky, will find that Sweet

Potatoes may be kept till April, by packing them when dry, carefully, and without the

slightest bruise in barrels. Place the barrels with the heads loose, in a kitchen or an

equally dry and moderately warm room. If any symptoms of decay are observed, sort

them over carefully and remove the injured potatoes. We keep them in this way with

entire success until spring. There are no monthly or weekly papers devoted to archi-

tecture exclusively.

Advertisements.—We have handed over to the publisher the advertisements of Richard

E. Fahnestock, and of J. II. Watts, to which we ask attention.

Apples.—We are glad to hear from J. II. Watts, of Rochester, New York, and to learn

that apples, the Northern Spy and Red Canada especially, will be uncommonly fine this

season. We shall not object to " the ripe specimens" at the proper time. It is gratify-

ing to know that there must be fruit enough this year for all to partake—an abundance

and variety, and at prices which no other country can approach.

To Dress Salads.—Mr. Chorlton has given in previous pages the true mode of raising

Salads, but our " Table" would not be complete without Sydney's Smith's receipt to dress

them. His daughter quotes him, saying

:

" But our forte in the culinary line is our salads ; I pique myself on our salads. Saba

always dresses them after my recipe. I have put it in verse. Taste it, and, if you like

it, I will give it to you. I was not aware how much it had contributed to my reputation,

till I met Lady , at Bowood, who begged to be introduced to me, saying she had so

long wished to knoAV me. I was of course highly flattered, till she added, * For, Mr.

Smith, I have heard so much of your recipe for salads, that I was most anxious to

obtain it from you.' Such, and so various are the sources of fame !

" To make this condiment, your poet begs

The pounded yellow of ^two hard-boil'd eggs

;

Two boil'd potatoes, passed the kitchen sieve,

Smoothness and softness to"the salad give.

Let onion atoms lurk within the bowl,

And, half-suspected, animate the whole.

Of mordant mustard add a single spoon,

Distrust the condiment that bites so soon ;

But deem it not, thou man of herbs, a fault,

To add a douVjle quantity of salt.

And, lastly, o'er the flavor'd compound toss

A magic soupcon of anchovy sauce.

Oh, green and glorious ! Oh, herbaceous treat

!

'Twould tempt the dying anchovite to eat

:

Back to the world he'd turn his fleeting soul

And plunge his fingers in the salad bowl

!

Serenely full, the epicure would say,

Fate cannot harm me, I have dined to-day."



Ti.c Vonntains at the Crystal Palace, England, are ncnrly ready for cxliibition. Thoy

conipri.se wlmt arc distinguished as the great cascades, aud associated with wliich aro

tlic vast douljlo series of circuhir jets, the centre plume of which will ascend to a height

of two hundred and lifly feet. Heretofore, the highest fountain in the world was at

Cliatsworth, but it rose only to the height of 180 feet.

TiiK PROurcE OF A Sixci.E Pea.—Last Spring, Mr. ^Idntyre of Northampton, Mass.,

planted a small pea which ho took from a lot of Western corn. It produced five main

stalks full six feet in height. From tliese there were twenty-five other stalks averaging

three feet in length, and from these there were other branches, so that the length of the

whole was full 150 feet. The vines bore 212 pods, which produced 900 peas, averaging

nearly 4} to each pod.

PEPrERMiNT IX MicniGAX.—The Detroit (Mich.,) Democrat says: "There is more

peppermint grown in St. Joseph county, Michigan, than in any other locality in the

Union. It is the staple product of one town. The oil is extracted and sold at §4,50

per pound. An acre will yield from fifteen to twenty pounds, making a very profitable

crop."

Fish.—The Ohio Fanner, published at Cleveland, Ohio, has commenced a scries of

articles, detailing the experiments of two physicians of that place, on the propagation

and rearing of fish artificially. The speckled trout, [Salmo funtinalis,) has been suc-

cessfully operated on. The details arc similar to the French method, but popularly

treated ; these gentlemen will have the merit of introducing the art among us.

The Onio Agricultural College has been permanently located at Cleveland, under

favorable auspices.

The Sciextific Ajiericax, published in New York, commenced its ninth volume on

the 15th of September last. This periodical has, as it deserves to have, a good reputation

and a large circle of readers. It is altogether creditable to the age and our country
;

and its success is a proof among a thousand others of the increased education of our

people ; the Scientijic American is read here by a class of intelligent working men,

whose compeers abroad never see anything of the kind worth perusal. Success to all

such enterprises. jMunn & Company, 128 Fulton street, New York, are the publishers,

(weekly,) at two dollars per annum.

AcKXOWLEDGEMEXTS.—From William 0. Shearer, of Philadelphia, large and fine seed-

ling peaches from a city garden, well worthy of name ; we shall call them the " Shearer

peach."

From a friend on Statcn Island, grapes and peaches of exti-aordinary beauty and

flavor, showing very superior cultivation.

The Brinkle grape from Mr. Ptaabc, promises to be a great acquisition, and is one of

several seedlings which probably are to revolutionize our grape culture. The specimens

were scarcely ripe; when completely so, they will surpass we think, the I.>-abclla and

probably all our present esteemed natives.

J. S. H., Delaware.—Pvcmarkably fine specimens of Bartlett and Washington pears

s. J.—The finest Seckle Pears we have seen for several years.

From Dr. Brinkle, the Philadelphia Pear from the original tree.



Mrs. Lawrexce, of Ealing Park, Eugland, -well known for her liorticultural fetes

and stove cultivation, died in xiugust last.

CuRcuLio.—It is stated that Mr. John Brush, of Brooklyn, N, Y., has saved the

plums on a number of trees, the present season, by binding bunches of tansy upon the

limbs, in several places. The fruit upon the ti-ees thus treated ripened to perfection,

w hilc that near by, not thus protected, was entirely destroyed by the insects.

Try it by all means, and everything that "promises well." For ourselves, the only

plums saved this season from the arch destroyer have been a few sewed up in millinet

!

Charcoal.—As an illustration of the sanitary powers of charcoal, and of the extraor-

dinary energy with which it acts upon the gases, thus furnishing a new power for

removing the agents of disease, &"., Dr. Stenhouse has exhibited in London, a machine

showing extraordinary deodorizing and disinfecting powers. An atmosphere rendered

highly oifensive by putrefactive decomposition going on within the chamber in which it is

confined, is drawn through charcoal filters, by means of a rotating fan machine, and is

passed into an apartment adjoining. Although this air is disgustingly foetid, it flows out

into the room perfectly free from smell. This experiment, though it exhibits no new
property of the charcoal, places the fact in a strong light, and may lead to most impor-

tant usefulness.

The Lawton Blackberry.—The following testimony regarding this fruit is from a

New York paper, of the first week of September. Here is another fruit making its ap-

pearance in the market

:

" We have before us a specimen of the fifth week of the picking of these berries : and

Mr. Lawton states that he thinks they will hold out three weeks longer. At present

there is no sign of failure or diminution in size, which is certainly remarkable, and so is

the prolificness of the variety. The fruit is picked and sent in every day, and sold whole-

sale at one dollar a gallon, and retailed at $1,25, without half supplying the demand.

The fact is with this as with all other first-rate fruit, this market cannot easily be

overstocked."

Pears and Locusts.—It is a curious ftict that old trees of the Butter pear, which pre-

vious to the last appearance of the locusts, had year after year produced worse and Avorse

fruit, until at last it was nothing but knots, are now returning to health and vigor : the

pears this season partake of their old character, though still inferior to those formerly

produced. We saw these trees dug around just previous to the last appearance of the

sevonteen-year locusts, and witnessed the fact that the roots were infested with thousands

of these insects approaching their perfect state ; they were hanging to the rootlets to

which they had attached themselves as thick as sucking-pigs, and no doubt took from the

tree the nourishment intended for itself. Here is a suggestive fact. As the locusts came

up, every effort was used to destroy them, as well as those which flew from neighboring

gardens, in order to prevent similar future depredations, AVe might wish that this dis-

covery by a lady of Germantown, Miss Margaretta Morris, an enthusiastic and discrimina-

ting naturalist, should bo turned to practical account. No doubt the larvje are now
attacking again the roots of millions of fruit trees, which will depreciate till they arc

liberated from these merciless suckers.



KociiESTER, N. Y., Aiif/ttst 20, 1855.

1 liiivo this (lay received from Mr. Jolin Lou<i;liry, of Adams county, Oliio, on the Ohio

river, a bivsket of the most magnificent peaches I have seen in many a year. Oldmixon

Clinij, uud Crawford's Late Mdoclon, some of which measured 10 inches in circumfer-

ence. These peaches give positive evidence of two things : first, tliat southern Ohio is

one of the finest peach districts in the Union, and second that Mr. L. is a thorough culti-

vator, lie says in his note to me, tliat he lias fruits which commanded 25 to 100 per

cent aliovc the market price in Cincinnati, and that their superiority was due to careful

pruning, thinning and culture of the trees.

Another thing worthy the attention of fruit growers and consumers too, is, that these

peaches were transported from the southern line of Ohio to Rochester, several hundreds

of miles within the past 30 hours, and arc now on my table as fresh and handsome as if

the}' had been just picked from a tree in my garden. This all shows Avhat can be done

and will be done.

I was in New York city a few days ago, and the thousands of bushels of peaches I saw

landed in the morning from Jersey, were mere trash. Five dollars per basket was asked

for tolerable fair sized and fair looking peaches, %1 for middling, and $1,25 for the very

rubbish. Much of the peach culture in New Jersey orchards is of the worst description,

and unless a new set of cultivators take the field, Jersey peaches will become a by-word.

I know the season has not been altogether propitious, but the defective culture is the

main source of the evil—this has been obvious for many years. The peach trees here

that we had almost given up as dead, never looked better, and are preparing to give us

an abundant crop nest year, provided the mercury dont fall to 26° below 0. B.

[When will our fruit fixrmcrs learn that it is their interest to take more care of their fruit

trees ? The same complaint of depreciation in the quality of our market peaches is all

but universal in Philadelphia. A few old kinds are occasionally to be purchased of tol-

erable quality, but as a rule, the peach crop is decidedly inferior to what it ought to bo;

careless culture, and sometimes a selection of kinds to produce the greatest quantity,

regardless of quality, are the sole causes. IIow much certain " fruit books" have con-

tributed to this, both in peaches and other articles, we shall sometime examine ; it has

been recommended by some to select one kind of fruit for yourselves, and another "for

market," because it looks heifer or produces a greater amount of saleable product. This

is wrong ; let us always have the best, even at a little advance of price.

—

Ed.]

Gardexia Laxdrethii.—In looking over the list of articles in the Horticulturist, exhib-

ited at the meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society in July last, I find it stated

that a flower of Gardenia Fortunii was exhibited by me; it was not a flower of G. For-

tunii, but of G. Landrethii, a variety I have known for sixteen or eighteen years, and

when first put under my care, was said to be a seedling of Mr. Landreth's ; now if not

identical with it, it is certainly equal to G. Fortunii ; I have frec^uently seen flowers on it

equal to an ordinary sized double white camelia. Yours, William Gixtox,

Gardener to Dr. Jas. Rush, Philadelphia.

Sensitive Plaxts.—M. Leclerc, of Tours, finds in sensitive plants not only a nervous

but a muscular system. The muscles are placed in the irritable portions of the plants,

and are tubei-culous and moniliform in their structure; one set connected with the nutri-

tion, the other with the life of the plant.
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EDITOR S TABLE.

Winter Parsley.—Our neighbor Mr. Wm. Saunders offers the following valuable

hint on -winter Parsley. This useful herb is much in demand in the culinary department,

especially is it so during -winter -when everything green is at a premium. A good supply

may be had by planting a glassed frame and protecting it from severe frosts. Those -who

have the convenience of a greenhouse, or grapery will find the following a desirable

method of cultivating a sufficient quantity of roots.

Procure an old flour barrel and pierce the sides of it

with holes 1 inch in diameter and about 9 inches apart-

Three or more holes should also be made in the bottom for

the escape of water. Prepare a quantity of light loamy

soil, mixed with a portion of well rotted manure or decayed

leaves, and commence filling the barrel by placing three

inches of oyster shells, or any other convenient material for

drainage; over this place a turf to prevent the earthy parti-

cles from mixing with it. Then fill in enough soil to bring

a level with the fii-st circle of holes, draw the roots of the

plants thi'ough from the outside, all but the tops. Proceed

in a similar manner until the barrel is filled, then plant the

top, when finely grown it is an ornamental object, as well

as a useful one. Although an old system, I had never seen

it practised, and my first attempt was almost a failure. I found a difficulty in keeping

the soil properly moistened, on account of the numerous holes on the sides through which

the water escaped without penetrating to the centre. This I remedied by building a per-

pendicular drain in the centre of the barrel. Having provided a quantity of small pieces

of brick, and charcoal I placed a cylindrical tin tube (an old quart measure minus the

handle and bottom) in the centre on top of the drainage, and filled it with these materi-

als, drawing it up and filling again as the planting proceeded. This had the desired

effect and allowed an equal distribution of moisture through the soil.

Young plants raised from seed the preceding spring are best; secure all the roots and

trim in the leaves close when planted. The stronger and more luxuriant the plants are

before winter the better will be the supply. The month of September will be early

enough to plant, and the barrel should be kept fully exposed and regularly watered untij

taken into the house before frost.

Aphis Brush.—The manufacturers in England are always on the alert

to supply unsupplied wants; even the Aphis must have a brush to des-

troy his life. From an advertisement in the Gardener's Chronicle, we

copy the portrait of this instrument, " invented by the Rev. E. S. Bull,

which in a very simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses the rose from

that destructive insect, the Green Fly or Aphis, without causing the

slightest injury to the bud or foliage. Price 2s. Gd."

RosES.—The London Cottage Gardener gives a preference to General

Jaqueminot, a hybrid perpetual, as " the best high colored rose ever exhi-

bited. Faul Eicaut, Duchess of Norfolk, and the Geant des Batailles," it

says, " must yield to it,

"



The Augusta Rose.—I infer from rojidin^ your last Magazine that you may not have

succociled very well with the Augusta Rose. I have succeeded so well with one which

I liavo, tiiat I thought you might be interested to see a specimen of the rose in their

ditlorent states of development from the bud to the full blown rose. I have accordingly

enclosed to you what I regard the finest which I have. Though not as large as the CJloth

of Gold it is more fragrant, and, what is more desirable, it is much longer expanding

from the bud to a full blown rose, than any rose which I have ever seen. I have had it

put out some 11 months. When it was put out it was some 1} feet long. It has iico main

stocks, about 7 feet high each, one of which the gardener says would have been 10 feet

high if he had not headed it down. The lateral branches would average near, or quite,

3U feet long. It had 48 healthy buds, which, from the time they were large enough to

be counted until they fall oiF, will be fully 2J month-. It is on its own root, and, from

the hasty description which I have been obliged to make to get the box to you by this

morning's express, you will sec that it is a strong grower and fi-ee bloomer. The beauty

and fragrance of the sample which I now send to you Avill, I think, establish its reputa-

tion as one of the most desirable roses which is now known.—I. Washburx, Worceater.

This letter of Mr. Washburn was mislaid, or it would have appeared before. W'c are

glad to have such good evidence of the character of this rose, which has been the cause

of much discussion among cultivators. Such testimony as that of Mr. Washburn and

Mr. Ivivers is sufficient to show the difference between the Augusta and Solfatare, Avhich

by many rose fanciers have been considered identical.

[We publish the foregoing, from Ilovey's Magazine of last month, with pleasure, but

it must be noted that there is a difference of opinion about the Augusta Rose ; many
think a comparison with the Solfatare shows it to be identical ; it appears that many do

not think so, and having been unfortunate with our specimen we shall leave the subject

where it is for the present.—Eu.]

The Gixko.—Salisburia adiantifolia, is one of the largest forest trees in China. The

fruit has somewhat the appearance of an almond, and is much esteemed by the Chinese.

To TEE Editor:—I notice that in the August number of the Horiiculiurist, you have

adopted Don's derivation of the genus adlnmia from ad lumino, to fringe with purple.

Rafinesque, whose rage for making new genera was even greater than his sagacity—and

he was no mean botanist—gave no clue to the name in the paper in which he founded

tliis genus ; and Don's derivation is a mere guess at what he thought would explain it.

There is no doubt however about the name being given in honor of Adlum, one of the first

large vine growers of the United States. This happy method of commemorating genius and

industry, will preserve for ages names that would otherwise have been long since sunk

into oblivion. When such men as our own Darlington, Torrey and Gray, as Bartram, and

Marshall, and Colden, receive the honors, we can all applaud the distinction. What a

pretty thought to have a commemorative garden. Sir James Edward has forestalled the

name in his Smiihia, or we might have a niche* in this floral Temple of Fame for the

Editor of the Horticulturist. A Rambler in the Woods.

* Instead of a niche only, why not have a mile of plants in the temple, so that all "the genus" might he commemo'

rated. i^'rAe—It is no longer considered fashionable to remark upon names, else we should ohservethat a scicutifio

writer in the Ohio Farmer, and a good writer he is, was named l>y his parents, Theodatus Garlick, and that gome

the learned have added M. D. to it ; we have too iu I'hiladelphia a Dr. Toothaker.



EDITOR S TABLE.

Ne\7 Gardex Pot.—The following account

of a new kind of garden pot appears in the

Eevue Horticole. An English amateur, Mr.

Keir, residing in Paris, has contrived a me-

thod by which the branches of trees can be

more conveniently layered than heretofore.

Pots with a slit on one side have been long

in use ; but difficulty has been found in their

use out of doors, on account of the want of

any good means of securing them in a fixed

position or at any desired height. Mr. Keir

proposes to make such pots with a tubular

projection on one side (a 6) through which a

staff may pass, and, being driven into the

ground, hold the pot perfectly steady.

The adjoining cut explains at a glance the

nature of the invention. In forming such a

pot, it is said that the potter must take care

that the slit c is so small as just to allow the

branch d to pass in without leaving room for

the earth to slip out. But this precaution

seems needless ; for it would be easy to pre-

vent the earth slipping by means of pebbles

or crocks applied to the slit after the branch

is inserted, and as the pot is being filled with earth

Large Plums.—The Farm Journal says :
—" One of our neighbors was recently show-

ing us a specimen of his fruit orchard in Philadelphia, only a few feet square, attached

to his dwelling, which illustrates how much can be done in a small space. They were

Cue's Golden Drop Plums of extraordinary size and beauty, one of them weighing two

and a half ounces—a luxury even to look on, to say nothing of the eating qualities, which

of this variety are well known to be unsurpassed. We have often observed the superior

quality of fruit grown in our city gardens, particularly pears and plums. The compara-

tive freedom of the latter, in the city, from the curculio, is no doubt partly owing to the

pavements admitting no harbor for their eggs, which are destroyed with the punctured

plums when dropped. We know of a case where air-slaked lime was applied once a week,

early in the morning, by dusting it over three plum trees. Adjoining were three other

plum trees, equally loaded with fruit, to which the lime was not applied. In the latter,

the plums were stung and all dropped off; in the other case they ripened and perfected

all their fruit. What has become of Matthews' remedy for the curculio ? Are not the

committee prepared to report 1"

The Strawberry " Sir IIarrt."—This new berry has received much attention of late

in England and France. One of our correspondents says he " has never eaten anything so

delicious. It is equally well adapted to forcing as to open ground cultivation. It was
raised by a Mr. Undcrhill, near Edgbaston. In flavor, size and color, it is said to surpass

s Seedling, British Queen, or any other variety, and is a prodigious bearer.'

of our amateurs or gardeners received it?



Ai.EXAMiER CnossE, Esq., died, recently, at his residence, near Brid;^ewatcr, Enp;land,

aged more than seventy. This gentleman has long been a great lover of Kcientific

rL'soarcli, and will be rcniombered for the commotion he madeby claiming to be a modern
Prometheus, having, as he believed, created an insect by the aid of galvanism ! The
insect was an Acarus, or Mite, and has since been proved to have been hatched from an

egg deposited on the mineral submitted to the galvanic action.

Iowa.—A correspondent of a AVcstern paper says :
" For health, Iowa will compare

favorably with the Western States. But few marshes or little wet land is to bo found in

her territory, but what have sufficient drainage. Her streams have well-defined banks and
rapid currents. Water power for driving machinery is abundant. The coal field

embraces about one half the territory of the State. Having a position favorable to com-

merce, possessing a good climate, a good soil, easy of access, and well watered, a rapidly

increasing population of industrious, intelligent men, Iowa is destined at no late day to

occupy a permanent place among her sister States. Iler institutions of learning, her

thriving towns and bus^y cities, fields of waving grain and cattle upon a thousand hills^

with a stirring population of near half a million, attest her present prosperity and future

greatness."

Year Book of Agriculture.—Childs & Peterson, of Philadelphia, propose to publish

in October, of each year, an Annual of Agricultural Progress and Discovery, to be edited

by David A. Wells. We like this project, and we think the farmers of the country will

like it. For six years past, Mr. Wells has issued an ' Annual of Scientific Discovery,'

wliieh is admirably gotten up, and we doubt not he is capable of doing justice to this

new project.

OxE Grain of Oats is declared In one of our exchanges to have produced the astonish-

ing number of 4,751 grains, all carefully counted!—See the Farmer's Friend.

Nuttall's Svlva.—In a hasty glance at my copy of Nuttall, with which I am greatly

pleased, I see doubts expressed at page 44 of volume 3, whether the Rhodendron Maxi-

mum and Kalmia Latifolia are found in Maine.

You may be assured that both grow here ; the latter near the line which divides this

town from Buxton ; the Rhododendron Maximum in the towns of Sanford in York

county, and Standish in Cumberland county, on the borders of Seliago lake ; whether in

other localities or not I cannot say. S. L. Goodall, Saco, Me.

Fuchsias with White Corollas, are amongst the novelties of the day. The following

kinds have been announced for sale in England.

Snowdrop, Mrs. Storey, Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, Empress Eugenie, Lady of the

Lake, Raffaelle, and Water Nymph.

Query.—To Builders and OlJiers.—Are the cells of Anchorites, do you think, hermiti-

cally sealed ?

—

Punch.

ox.—The Charming new Phlox Leptodachylon Californicum, the PTilox Speciostun

Pursh is in great favor at the English exhibitions.



EDITOR S TABLE.

€;atal05ucj5, |3ami)1jUls, $ct., on our ®ai)It.

A perfect shower of periodicals, books, &c., &c., occupy our table:—viz.-

MISCELLANEOUS.

A Circular, showing briefly the Necessity, Effects, Practice and Profit of Land Drainage.—
Wilmington, Del.

Agricultural papers have long labored to disseminate the true theory of drainage

among us, and probably they have convinced many farmers of its great importance.

Another step is necessary : tiles for the purpose must be made abundant and reasonably

cheap, and farmers must be told -where they can procure them vrithout too much cost.

One example is worth a hundred descriptions ; so that every person who demonstrates to

his neighbors the value of drainage—to his neighbors does a positive good. This has

been done in various places ; the tiles are now sold at most agricultural warehouses, but

they do not afford the vender a large profit, and you must ask for them, and perhaps

meet with discouragement in procuring them ; it is well therefore to go to head-quarters

fur a bulky article of little interest to the storekeepers. A letter with a stamp enclosed to

John S. Ililles, Wilmington, Delaware, will procure this valuable pamphlet, and the tiles

can be had from the same gentleman.

Address delivered before the Philadelj)hia County Bledical Society. By Thomas F. Betton,

31. D., President of the Society.

Characterized by his usual correctness of style and argument, and containing some

home-truths, that coming from a regular graduate and extensive and popular practitioner,

ought to sink deep into the minds of Trustees and Professors of Universities.

Report of the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane. By Thomas S. Kirkbride, M. D., Physician

to the Institution.

A succinct account of one of the most ably conducted institutions in the Union. Dr.

Kirkbride's reports are always satisfactory and to the point.

Catalogue of the Annual Exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. Philadelphia.

The members of this institution are earnest in their endeavors to disseminate a taste

for the fine arts, and so far deserve our praise. Their expenditures are liberal, and their

collection consequently extensive. We wish them every success.

Catidogue of Pure Bed Short Horns, oimed by B. tj- C. S. Haines, Elizabethtoicn, N. J.

This catalogue of valuable stock has been printed at considerable expense, and con-

tains portraits and genealogies of great interest. It may be had on application to the

proprietors.

Annual Revieto of the Commerce, Slanvfactures, Public and Private Improvements of Chicago,

with a notice of the System of Railroads, and a Topographical Vieiu of the City and Vicinity, with

reference to its capacity for Drainage, and the adaptation of its soil to the growth of vegetables and

fruits.

This curious pamphlet wo shall forward to one of our European correspondents, who

asked us once if we had ever been at Chick-a-go ! to show him what Americans can do

when they get a chance at a good " location" for a city. It will astonish him even more

than it has us.

Books for the Country.—Published by C. M. Saxton
.J-

Co., 152 Fulton street, Neio York.

Suitable for school, town and private libraries. Gratis.

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society in Boston, April, 1S55.

Neat and valuable.



Catalogue of A. S. Bumca .j- Co's. ritlilicdliunx.—Fur </rttluilou.f circulation.

John street.

A series of important scientific and school books.

Xew Jersci/ Medical Rc/wrtcr.

A monthly Journal of Medical and Surgical Science. Edited by W. S. Butler, M. 1>.

Burlington, 1855.

Arthur's Patent Air-tight Self-sealing Jars. For sale at 50 South lOlh street, Philadelphia.

This mode of sealing from its facility promises much good, and beyond doubt is the

best invention for preserving fruits yet introduced. It in fact makes easy what was

previously just so difficult as to deter private families from the enjoyment of preserved

fruits and vegetables, at periods when they are out of senson.

The Rabbit Fancier.—By C. W. Bemcnt. New York : C. M. Sazton ^ Co.

The fancy for rabbits, lop-eared and others, has just taken hold of a largo number, and

this work is well timed.

CATALOGUES OF FLORISTS AND NURSERYMEN.

Prince's Special Supplementary Catalogue of Bulbous and Tuberous Boots, and of

other new and rare species, comprising the most choice and splendid varieties. Linnacn

Botanic Garden and Nurseries, Flushing, New York.

William R. Prince, of the veteran Nurseries at Flushing, issues the forty-first edition

of a list that comprises much that is desirable to amateurs, and informs us by private

letter that he wishes to dispose of whole acres of ornamental trees and plants which the

encroachments of builders compel him to sell. Here is a fine opportunity for persons

beginning business or laying out extensive grounds.

B. M. Watson's price list of stocks, select fruit and ornamental trees, shrubs, climb-

ers, roses, grape-vines, straioberries, dahlias, bulbs, bedding and green-house plants for

1855. Old Colony Nurseries, Pbjmouth, Mass.

This list is valuable, as giving an account of each description of fruit and flowers, time

of ripening and blooming, and we have not the least doubt from the character of the cata-

logue, that the articles can be relied on.

Wholesale Catalogue of the Syracuse Nurseries, for the Autumn of 1855, aiid Spring

of 1856. Thorp, Smith, Hanchett & Co., Syracuse, New York.

This is a sheet catalogue of valuable and important trees and plants, for sale in quan-

tities by these enterprising gentlemen, which it will be well for purchasers to consult.

Select list of florists, flowers, consisting of roses, dahlias, verbenas, fuschias, gerani-

ums, salvias, chrysanthemums, &c.

Cultivated and sold by P. R. Frceoff, Auburn, New York.—This forms a valuable list

of a great variety of especial favorites, which all lovers of a garden are purchasers of.

Premiums and Regulations for the third annual Fair of the Illinois State Agricultural

Society, at Chicago.

Tompkins County Horticultural Society. Premiums, exhibitions, constitution, &c.

Ithica, 1855.

Thomas Meehan's Catalogue of his Germantown, Penna., Nurseries, with a select list

of new or rare plants, seeds, &c.



EDITOR S TABLE.

Jtlorticultucal "B^liiMions.

The Twenty-sevexth Annual Exhibition of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

was held in Philadelphia on the 11th, 12th, and loth of September. As no hall could be

found large enough to accommodate the Society, the City Councils of Philadelphia very lib-

ewlly granted them the use of one of the Public Squares, and in it the Society have made

one of the most brilliant displays our city has ever witnessed. The whole square was

covered with canvas tents and marquees, so as entirely to cover the trees growing in it

—

while to prevent any injury to the public property, the whole surface of the ground was

planked over
;
gas and water were introduced at great expense, and eveiy effort made to

render the exhibition worthy of our Horticultural farmers. That the exertions of the

Society were eminently successful, was attested by the continuous streams of human be-

ings that poured in and out during the whole period of three days and evenings. It was

estimated by good judges that not less than 30,000 persons must have attended the Fair.

All that we can do in this place to interest the genez-al reader, is to give a few notes of

anything that strikes us as novel or interesting.

A specimen of Nymphcea Cerulea, a water plant with blue flowers about 6 inches across,

was very attractive. It is* of very easy culture, and does well in the open air in summer

—

a leaf of the Victoria Regia was placed near it, but no flower. The pretty Bouvardia long-

iflora, seen here for the first time, gives promise of being a valuable introduction. It has

large white flowers, in size, shape, and odor, resembling the common Jessamine. Weigela,

or rather Diervilla amabUis, was also in flower ; this, though something like D. japonica,

(W. rosea,) will always be prized for its constant blooming property. Begonia umbilicata,

a very pretty individual of the herbaceous section, with brilliant scarlet vermillion flowers,

and leaves pretty much of the same hue. Eranthemum leuco-nervum, not exactly new,

but very sti'iking by its white veined foliage. Coleus Blumeii, though now rather common

in Philadelphia collections, was much admired for its finely variegated foliage, as also were

Tillandsia Zebrina, Hydrangea hortensis variegata, Echites nutans, Dioscorea variegata,

Maranta vittata, and M. albo-lineata. In the same class of variegated plants, we saw for

the first time, Aphelandra Leopoldii, a stove j^lant, and very pretty. The competition for

the best twenty specimens of plants in pots, was very brisk ; there being no less than six

entries, besides the exhibitors in the class of 12 and 6.

The Allamandas were in most collections, showing how popular they are with plant-

growers. Stignaphyllon cilicctum, Begona Xanthina, Bouvardia Leiantha, the Clerodend-

rons and Mannettias, also seem to be employed extensively to make good displays.

The display of Dahlias was very good, but the exhibitors having named their flowers on

loose strips of pai^er, which every little breeze carried around the tents, they lost much of

their interest with the fanciers.

The Orchideous plants were not as numerous this season as they have been in former

years. Odontaglossum grande, was the best present, and is one of the very finest serial

orchitis grown.

A collection of China Asters exhibited, was the theme of universal admiration. The poor

" Queen Margaret's" have fallen into something like neglect with cultivators, during the

past few years ; such fine specimens as these go far to resuscitate them.

The fruit department was as usual with our Society's exhibitors, brilliantly sustained.

Amongst the novelties, we noticed fine specimens of the Philadelphia pear, for it is a rarity

now with us
;
good specimens of the white Doyenne or Butter pear. Some pine apples

grown in pots were exhibited, one of which of the Providence variety, was said to weigh

8 1-2 pounds. There "were also a great many grapes exhibited in the pots in which they

were grown, each specimen having on about six fair sized bunches, well illustrating the

convenience and economy of this mode of cultivation.



The vegi'taVtlos were in the greatest profusion, hut though of tho best possible specimeuri

of culture, presented uo especial novelty calling for notice in this i)lace.

FnriT Gro\ter's Society of Western New York.—The first annual exhibition of this

Society was held at Buffalo on the 13th and 14th of September. Members were in attend-

ance from a considerable number of the twenty-three counties embraced within its limits,

and a rich and select collection of fruits, many of them new and rare, were exhibited on the

tables. Several competent persons gave it as their opinion for extent and variety, this ex-

hibition has never before been equalled in the State.

The report of the proceedings reached us one day too late to appear this month.

The Philadelphia Cocxty Agricultural ExmniTiON, held two weeks since, was very

successful. The show of cattle, agricultural implements, &c., was creditable to all con-

cerned. We noticed some fine fruit.

The New Jersey State Exhibition at Camden, followed close upon tho above. Tho hor-

ses, cattle, implements and fruits, all marked decided progress. The arrangements, as well

as those here, were on a liberal scale.

Pexxsylvania Hokticultubal Society.—At the last stated meeting of the Society, Jlr. i:.

W. Keyser in the chair, no premiums being provided by the schedule, no displays were

presented.

The Society had the gratification to inspect a new plant, to which the Committee called

the attention of the Society, from Caleb Cope's garden, the Billbergia thays'folia; also a

fine collection of cut seedling Dahlias, by Gerhard Schmitz.

The Reports of the Committees for awarding premiums at the 27th Exhibition, held on

Penn Square, were submitted and acted upon.

On motion, ordered, that the thanks of the Society be tendered to the City Councils for

their most liberal permission of using S. li. division of Penn Square, for the 27th Autum-

nal Exhibition.

On motion. Resolved, That the thanks of the Society are due to Mr. C. P. Fox, for the

tender of his lot at the corner of 16th and Market streets, for holding our Autumnal Exhi-

bition on.

Letters of invitation from several Societies to attend their exhibitions were read.

Mr. F. Trowbridge advertises this month, Cranberry Plants of the bell or egg-shaped

variety. See our advertising sheet.

The Season.—It has been a busy month with our friends, both Horticultural and Agri-

cultural, and October promises to be no less stirring. From every quarter the happy note

of the rewarded laborer has reached us. Had we been divided into numerous parts, it

would have been impossible to have been present at all the fetes and exhibitions to which

the kindest invitations and " complimentary tickets" have held out inducements to travel

,

from the famous afi'airs at Chicago and Boston, where we may yet find it possible to be, to

he Agricultural and Horticultural Meetings, North, South, East and West. Correspondents

and special reporters will aid us, we trust, in presenting an early abstract of proceedings,

and always if possible, with point and brevity. With such a season as the past, we are

reminded of the lines of Milton :

—

" Wherefore did nature pour her bounties forth

With such a full and unwithdrawing hand.

Covering the earth with odors, fruits and flocks.

But all to please, and sate the curious iasie."
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|niul]t an^ litsscngers 011 gail ^\mK

CORRESPONDENT last month related the difficulties

often experienced in the transport by railroads of packages

of nursery trees. The case stated was a hard one, and

not uncommon ; it is a matter that requires immediate

redress ; we have no doubt when it is properly brought

before the respective boards of management, they will

give directions to their agents to sin no more. But this

will not be sufficient to insure the proper care, if we may

judge by what is daily seen on some of the most prosperous

lines.

That railroad travel and transportation is yet in its infancy in America, must be

true, for we cannot believe that a civilized people will forever bear the hardships

which are imposed upon them by an irresponsible body of subordinate agents, (of

course we do not intend to assert that there are no exceptions to this general con-

demnation—every traveller will remember some ; we speak of the mass—of those

left in authority, while those who appointed them are out of the way,) to whose

unblushing wilfulness, travellers and freight are constantly subjected. Duties are

performed in a slovenly, careless manner; freight and baggage are treated as if

utterly worthless, or as a nuisance, and hence the necessity of employing sub-agents

or expresses, at a greatly increased cost. This is the case in the ocean steamers, the

railroads, and the steamboats on our lakes and rivers. It would seem at the first

sight of our heterogeneous methods of getting about—the pushing and jostling, the

impertinence and deceptions of hack-men, cab-drivers, and most of the employed

about our modern systems, that the human freight was looked upon as a drove of

cattle. We cannot always submit to this.

Remedy must come by degrees ; stockholders must be impressed with the need of

electing men as directors, who will attend to their duties ; for this purpose they must

not seek the wealthiest holder of stock, and ask him to merely fill a chair at the

meetings and declare dividends ; they must begin at the other end, and choose men

who will see that dividends are earned. You should enter a railway car with as

much certainty of cleanliness, civility, and safety, as when sitting down to your own

table ; if the present prices of travel are not sufficient to accomplish this, and to

accomplish it thoroughly, raise the prices. Freight should be delivered with the

certainty of a well-conducted po.st-office ; till this is done, railroad profits will not

meet the expectations of stockowners. Thousands of people now stay at home rather

than encounter the numerous inconveniences which are more or less attendant upon

every transit ; higher prices, we say, by all means, and more comfort; better pay to

VOL. 5. K 1.



officials, every rope in order, the wheels inspected and greased at every stop, the cars

dean, windows washed, a certainty of safety by years of impunity, and there is no

tolliiij:; the profits that would result.

The luxurious " sittings'' of some Continental rail-cars would astonish our easily

satisfied citizens, no less than it would gratify them. In Bclt^iuni, the works are

owned by government; the employed have the badge of government, and if anything

is amiss in their conduct, government corrects it; this cannot be here, but it Ls in

our power to have a government of active and intelligent directors, paid for attending

to the working of the road, and who are to be found when anything goes wrong,

instead of being at their distant country scats, or engaged in business of their own,

so large as to allow little time to that of others, who are thus subjected to inconve-

nience, untold discomforts, and ^^death. It is a good practice in many insurance

offices, banks, &c., &c., in London, that each director receives a guinea for a daily

attendance at the office, to see after the company affairs ; absent at the appointed

hour he forfeits his pay.

Let us suppose that this practice prevailed in railway organizations, and that five

dollars a day each, or more if necessary, was paid to a number of Directors on a

given route, provided they could prove that one at least was on the spot at the arrival

and departure of every train at every station on the road, prepared to see that the

time-tables were adhered to, and to hear complaints. There cannot be a doubt,

that with well chosen men, the economy to the company would be immense. Sharks

of all kinds, lurking about under any guise, would be detected. As it is now, when

a man breakfasts in Massachusetts, dines in Pennsylvania, and lodges in Virginia,

there is no authority to hear what he is subjected to, but on the contrary, it seems

to be everybody's business to be out of the way; the traveller is soon out of hearing,

and the consequence is that eveiy official does just as pleases himself.

These paid Directors would be of a superior class; to them appeals of all kinds

could be made, and if not redressed they would be removed ; they could inspect the

character of the freight, designate the perishable, and if there was a preference ne-

cessary by reason of a surplus, order it forward, and see that it went, or be themselves

responsible.

There must and will be more attention paid to the public by these monopolies, for

such they are apt to become by reason of their privileges, and till there is, good

people, and those who value their lives and limbs, tciU aUiy at home as much cts

possihle, have little to do with the murderous affairs, and risk no perishable freight

on them when they can avoid it. "VVe hope to live to see at least the same atten-

tion to the interests and comforts of those who employ railroads, as is paid by an

individual to the customers who support him. Why is it otherwise ?

Alabama vs. Turkey.—The Mobile (Ala.) Advertiser states that figs can be grown and

dried in Alabama, which, in two years' time, will equal, if not surpass the best imported

qualities.



DIACARPOMETER.

DIACAEPOMETER, OR INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING
THE DIAMETER OF FRUITS, ETC.

This instrument resembles, to a certain- degree, that known in the mechanical arts

under the name of callipers, but it diflFers from it materially in other particulars,

which render it more adapt-

ed to the uses for which it

is designed. It is 0-18 in

height, and from 0-12 to

14 in breadth. It can

measure objects of the

smallest dimensions as well

as those of a diameter of

0*25, within one millimetre,

which is sufficiently exact

for all the practical purposes

of horticulture. It is com-

posed, like the ordinary

compasses, of two brass

legs, 0-10 in length, united

by a rule joint, and which

terminate in the curved

steel branches, the points of

woich meet accurately when

the instrument is closed.

A graduated quadrant is

fixed by a screw to the right

brass leg, passing through a fenestrum in the left leg, which can thus slide over this

arc, until it is arrested at any point desired by means of a thumb-screw. The divi-

sions on the quadrant indicate correctly the separation of the legs of the instrument,

or rather the linear distance between their steel points. In order to measure a fruit,

the legs are to be separated until the opposite points rub on its greatest diameter,

the graduated scale then marks the extent of this separation, which is the diameter

of the fnait. In the same way its height can be measured.

It will readily be seen that, in addition to measuring the diameter of fruits, the

diacarpometer may be applied to many other uses in horticultui^ : one of which, as

recommended by its ingenious inventor, M. Abel de la Faroe, member of the

agricultural committee of Saless, is the determination of annular incisions in trees.

It will thus be perceived that the diacarpometer is not a fancy instrument, in-

tended only for amateurs and dilettanti, but is destined to a practical and daily use

in horticulture, to give more accuracy, grace, and elegance to the labours of the

gardener, and at the same time afford more exact results than have hitherto been

obtained in the exercise of this agreeable employment.

—

A. Remi/, in Revue Ilort



BIIANDYWINK CllKRRY. VKGKTATION OF I'ANAMA.

BRANDYWINE CHERRY.*
HY W. 1). BRINKLE, M. D.

^, IZE, above medium, } of an inch lonjj, " wide, -^ thick
;

form, broad heart shaped; s/.-/h, brilliant crimson, beau-

tifully mottled and hi}j;hly polished; f^tnllc, 1 J inches lonj:;;,

slender, inserted in a small shallow depression ; stone, -/,

of an inch long, u wide, « thick; flesh, semi-diapha-

nous, tender, very juicy; flavor, saccharine, refreshinj;,

and fine, with just enough sub acid flavor to impart

sprightliness; quality, "very good;" maturiti/, last of

June.

Jlhtory, dr.—The Brandywino is a native of Delaware.

It originated near Wilmington with my brother, Jno. 11. ]}rinckle, from a seed of

the White Bigarreau grown near the May-Duke. This fine and beautiful variety

fruited for the first time in 1851.

VEGETATION OF PANAMA.

A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer, who is employed by the Government as Ge-

ologist and Naturalist to the Pacific Coast Survey, has conveyed to his readers a

better account of the vegetation of Panama than the majority of travellers have been

able to report, as the following interesting matter will show :

—

Fruits.—And now for the fruits. There are Oranges, large, greenish, yellow, thin

skinned, juicy and sweet; Limes, which are small ; round, green lemons; Lemons like

our own; Bananas in the greatest profusion ; and the Plantain, a large coarse Banana,

which needs to be cooked before it is eaten, to be palatable. The Pine Apples are of the

size of the largest we get, bright orange yellow, and delicious, not fibrous nor acid ; they

can be eaten with a spoon, and require no sugar.

The Maxgo.—The famous Mango, considered the finest fruit of the tropics, resembles

a pear so closely that almost every one would say they were pears, if brought to our

market. They are about two and a half inches long, a litte flattened, and evidently

attached to the stem by what we should call the blossom end ; smooth externally, and

when green, of a dark, shining green ; within it is of a deep yellow, and until ripe, has

a disageeable terebinthine tase. It contains a stem like a large, flattened almond. When
ripe, the color changes to bright yellow, streaked with crimson, precisely resembling

some luscious, sun-ripened pear. On removing or biting through the skin of a ripe one,

you find within, a pulpy substance, resembling in consistence the paw paw, and flavored

with all the good and rich tastes in the world. One could hardly eat so many as of our

good, honest, simply flavored pears ; but the mango is certainly delicious.

The Avocado—It is also like a pear in shape, but large, rough and dark green ex-

ternally, has also a stone and pulp; but its flavor is neutral—to my taste, a little flat;

highly esteemed for a breakfast fruit.

* see Frontispiece.



Sugar Caxe.—Beside these, I saw on trees a large number of fruits, which are said to

be excellent but I had no opportunity to taste them. But I must not, in speaking of

fruits, omit to mention the sugar cane, which was voted by all our party to be the most

invaluable discovery we thirsty travellers made on the Isthmus. It certainly is very

palatable and very refreshing, a piece of it being better than a glass of ice-water to allay

thirst.

The Bamboo.—I did not, for a long time, recognize the bamboo, it has so many leaves

and branches. It is the very beau ideal of flexile grace—some of them fifty feet high,

and scarcely larger than one's arm.

Lilies.—Among the most beautiful flowering plants were two lilies, the one white, the

other yellow, growing in the marshes near Aspinwall, and equalling in beauty any of the

lily tribe.

Creepers.—There were many creepers, also, having the same general character with

the trumpet creeper, but with flowers larger, and much more delicate, of white, yellow,

and blue. One of the finest shrubs was from five to ten feet high, with large, dark, shin-

ing leaves, eighteen inches long, by six wide, springing from the stalk in verticles of

four, and having around their petioles a compact mass of flowers, which seemed, at a

distance, of the deepest crimson, but, on closer examination, I found that it was the calyx,

which was large, and fleshy, and beautifully crimson, while from it issued a tubular

flower of the most delicate straw-color. These are set in clusters ten inches in diameter,

around the axils of every whorl of leaves.

Passion Flower.—I saw one species of passion flower, very magnificent, six inches in

diameter, almost globular in form, so filled up by an immense number of stamens.

Sensitive plants.—Near Gatun, the ground was thickly covered with the sensitive

plant, precisely the same species which we cultivate.

Panama.—Plants clamber up every wall of masonry, burst in masses on every ledge,

spread over and possess the tiled roofs, wreathe chaplets and crowns on ruined towers,

and hang in festoons from every port hole of the bastion. They seem hanging out ban-

ners, and raising triumphal arches, to celebrate their victorious conquests over all that

man has dared to oppose to their existence, in this, their natural unlimited empire.

FRUITS.

BY J. H. WATTS, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

EocHESTER, N. Y., SO justly renowned for its gardens and fine fruits, is becoming

supplied with rare varieties, and it occurred to me that a memorandum kept of kinds

not familiarly known, might be the means of inducing cultivators and amateurs to

try those which are here mentioned, of apples ripe in August.

'< Summer Rose," '' Benoni," "Summer Queen," and "Early Joe," are first rate

to our taste, and when well grown a great luxury. Of those nearly ripe now, (13th

September,") the " Hawley," and " St. Lawrence," are excellent. There are few

better, and although we would like some of your " Sops of Wine," we are quite

content with the two above mentioned.

e " Summer Pcarmain" will soon be with us ; it is a very fine apple. "We have

cut a " Duchine of Oldenburg," a beautiful sample, and found it a pleasant,



FRUITS.

tart apjilc, juicy and melting. The " Alexander" is now in market, a very showy,

retl striped i'ruit, and iine fur cooking.

Pcai-n.—Ripe in August, the " Osband's Summer Virgcul," a native of New
York, is a most estimable companion, and although sure to hlink when ripened in

the sun, its modesty is overcome on a familiar ac([uaintancc.

The " Bcurr Giffart," ripe in August and first of September, is a superb fruit,

and we are glad to have made its acquaintance ; every one planting out the hast

number of trees should have it; its juicy and vinous flavor is refreshing. " Dear-

borne's Seedling"—what a pity any objection is made to it. Its small size does not

disqualify it from being a choice morccau. If size constitutes merit, where would

the 'Seckel" appear, and who would exclude it from the lists—not a vote could be

had to do that. "Julienne," a small, but juicy and pleasant pear we have admired,

and the '' Summer Franc Real," is a condiment such as all lovers of fruit will be

sure to have.

The Bartlett Pear I ! ah ! here we have a noble representative of a famous fruit

;

grown on the quince stock, how excellent they are. To pick them early and put

aside to ripen, and occasionally look in upon them to withdraw one once in a while,

so beautifully colored with their red cheeks, is a pleasure we are willing to wait a

whole year for.

''Swan's Orange, or Onondago," this season bids fair, and will ripen in all of Sep-

tember; when well grown, it is all Mr. Hovey has claimed for it; we admire its

large, showy, vinous blush, and it is very juicy.

We are looking forward for the " Sheldon," the prince of all pears. They are

rare, and a great lover of fruit here has monopolized all that is yet grown to any

extent. The only blame possibly to be attached to our friend is, that he gets too

many of the ^oo([ peam, the '' Sheldon" I mean; and others can only have them in

thought—^but the good time will come when they will be plenty.

" Flemish Beauty," well named. We know of a tree of this variety, in the gar-

den of L. Farrar, (who grows a great deal of fruit,) which is worth a trip from

Philadelphia to see. It is a large pyramid, beautifully shaped, and hangs full of

hcautics. We wish thousands might look at it.

Cost and profits of an apple orchard.—A. Preble, of Lincoln Co., Maine, makes

the following estimate, which will be nearly correct in all good apple regions, allowing

for some variation in prices :

One hundred trees planted on an acre of land will cost, on an average, $25- The land

should be kept in a state of cultivation whilst the trees are coming into bearing. About

?25 expended in care and labor, besides the crops taken from the land, will bring them

into a bearing state. When an acre of trees is in its prime it will average 400 bushels

per annum, provided the land is kept rich and loose, and the trees well managed. Ave-

rage price, 66 cents per bushel. Our surplus apples are valuable for all kinds of

particularly to winter store-hogs. Sweet apples are worth about as much as potato
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WHEN AND HOW TO PLANT TREES.

BY WILLIAM SAUNDERS, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GERMANTOWN, PA.

EE,Hx\PS some of your readers may think tliat enougli

has been written upon this subject, especially those that

are aware of the amount of valuable information that has

of late years been given through the cviltural press, but

when we consider that thousands are annually directing

their attention for the first time to rural affairs, who have

never read a page on the subject, and that there is still

much to be learned even by the most experienced ; inter-

change of observations and ideas is a necessary stimulus

for our mutual advantage, as well as proving highly ben-

eficial to all who need instruction.

Many experienced and successful cultivators are deterred, or at all events excuse

themselves for not giving publicity to their knowledge, on the grounds that they

cannot ofi"er anything new, but the record of experience and facts is always valuable,

as corroborative of good or bad results. It is indeed diificult to ofiier new principles,

for even with the vinquestiouable advantages derived from chemistry, and the physi-

ological investigations of scientific men, during the last twenty years, we have not

much improved in tree culture over our forefathers. In a work now before me,

bearing date 1785, the whole process of rearing, planting, and managing trees is

treated as clearly, concisely, and in as practical a manner as can be oifered now.

In his introductory remarks, the author is equally to the point; he says, "We beg

to caution the planter in the strongest terms against a want of spirit. A slovenly

planter ranks among the most extravagant order of slovens; the labor, the plants,

and the ground are thrown away. We therefore advise all such as have not indus-

try, spirit and perseverance to go through with what they undertake, to let it alone

;

and we recommend to such as are possessed of these valuable qualifications, to begin

upon a small scale and let their operations increase with their experience.

" Whilst, however, we caution against entering prematurely upon the business of

planting, we cannot refrain from mentioning the pleasures which result from it.

How rational, and to a contemplative mind how delightful, to observe the operations

of nature ; to trace her in every stage, from the seed to the perfected plant, and,

from beneath the leaf stalk of this, through the flower buds, the flower, and the seed

vessel, to the seed again. Man must be employed, and how more agreeably than in

conversing with nature, and in seeing her works, assisted by his own hands, rising

into perfection.

Nor do we mean to hold out pleasure alone as an inducement to plantin

profits are great, when properly executed, and this idea adds solidity to the
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ineiit. Pleasure aloiic may satiate ; but profit ami pleasure united, seldom fail in

producing a lasting gratification.

"There is another incitement to planting which alone has been lield out as a suf-

ficient inducement. Wo are .sorry to confess however, that we know too much of

mankind to believe that patriotism, unaided by personal interest, will ever j)roduce

a supply of timber for marine or other national purposes. Far be it from us, li(»w-

cver fashionable it may be, to speak irreverently of patriotism—we consider it as

the noblest attribute of the human mind. Young men, to whom we more particu-

larly address ourselves, are seldom without some share of it, and we flatter ourselves

that this virtuous principle, assisted by the pleasure, the profit, and the popularity

which attends planting, will induce the young men of the present age to study and

practise it, not more for themselves than for future generations."

The practical advice in the body of the book, shows very conclusively, that

however much we have gained in knowledge with regard to the princi-

ples of cultivation, our improvement in practice has been very trifling.

The most fitting .sea.son for transplanting trees, has long been one of the " vexed

questions" in Horticulture. Diff'erenee of opinion with regard to successful culti-

vation, could, in most cases perhaps, be reconciled, were the whole facts and cir-

cumstances connected with them clearly produced. But these are items difficult to

obtain.

The influencing agents of vegetation are subject to such a vast variety of modifi-

cations, which can neither be foreseen nor prevented, that no single observation,

however truthfully expounded, will suffice as a guide for the establishment of defi-

nite rules.

Reasoning on theory alone, we arc led to the conclusion that autumn is the best

time to remove trees. A plant cannot be taken out of the ground without necessa-

rily injuring its roots more or less. In consequence thereof, of thus destroying the

balance that existed between the branches and roots, the latter are not able to sup-

port the stem, and this decrease in power will be proportionate to the extent of muti-

lation the roots have received.

But there are certain seasons when the roots are less important to the life of a

plant. They are most essential when the tree is in full foliage and vigorous growth,

and their destruction at this period would speedily show diminished growth. When
the leaves have fallen, perspiration is less active, and the roots are not so impor-

tant. It is thus evident that the proper time to plant is between the fall of the

leaves in autumn, and the bursting of the buds into growth in spring, or, during

what is termed the dormant season. Now, a tree is as completely dormant immedi-

ately on the fall of the leaves as at any other period, unless perhaps during severe

frosts; the sooner therefore the roots are disturbed after this change, the longer

time will be given them to repair the injury, and heal over at the wounded parts

before the cessation of root growth.

There is another circumstance that I have long con.sidered as influencing the

season of planting, viz : the relative temperature of the atmosphere and the

Some years ago I took daily readings of two thermometers, one being buried
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teen inches in the soil, and the other hanging four feet above the surface. In the

month of October, the soil aven^ged 10 degrees warmer than the air, a condition

most favorable for newly planted trees ; the increased heat of the soil over that of

the atmosphere tending to the formation of roots, the branches being in a colder and

less excitable medium remain comparatively inactive, and the plant recovers to a

certain extent the balance destroyed in the loss of roots by removal. On the other

hand, the temperature of the atmosphere and the soil in spring is completely re-

versed, the former increasing rapidly in heat while the soil absorbs warmth slowly,

the branches are thus excited in advance of the roots, leaves are produced which in-

creases the evil by exhausting the plant, which as yet has no roots to supply that

demand ; hence we frequently observe spring-planted trees coming out into leaf, and

be in apparent health, wither up suddenly under the influence of a few bright, warm

days.

Further advantages might be claimed in favor of fall-planting, on account of the

superior hygrometrical state of the air, which in general contains more moisture than

during early spring months, when we frequently experience dry, piercing winds

highly destructive to the roots of plants subject to its influence.

The disadvantages of fall-planting may now be considered. In the first place,

unless it is done early to allow a new root formation before frost, no gain can be de-

rived from it. In this locality, from the first to the middle of October is the period.

Large trees that can be removed and planted at once, may very safely be operated

upon as soon as the leaves change color. This I consider the best time for such

removals. Then again, should the ground to be planted contain much water, it will

soon become cold, not only retarding root gi'owth, but endangering the life of the

tree during the inactive winter season. Further, should we have high winds in

spring, with the thermometer in the neighborhood of zero, as occurred for several

successive days last March, the plants will be dried up or the buds destroyed. I

have this day, (August 25th,) examined trees planted the middle of last October,

which have not produced a single leaf so far this season, the bark is quite fresh and

green, but the buds are all destroyed. Even those that have grown are making

slow progress, compared with others in the same situation that were planted last

April.

Some kinds are more hardy than others j I have always found the Peach, Apple,

Quince, and Pear on Quince, among fruit, and the Maples, Poplars, Willows, &c.,

among ornamental trees, succeed best in spring-planting ; while the Cheny, Plum,

and Pear, Oaks, Hickories, "Walnuts, Chesnuts, &c., are more generally successful,

when moved in autumn.

These remarks apply so far to deciduous trees. Evergreens should be removed in

spring. They may be removed at all seasons with success, if proper care is taken

to save most of the roots ; the season seems unimportant. I have moved large sized

Norway and Hemlock Firs in July, when the ground was baked hard and dry, taking

up large balls of earth, and watering thoroughly after planting. I have also seen

successful planting on what is termed the frozen-ball system in mid -winter.
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loaviiiir asiilo specialities, wo will find that eversxreons removed durintrthe last lialf of

the iiiuiith of Ajiril and on through May, will seldom fail even in the hands of the

merest novice in tree-planting.

Everirrecns are more liable to be destroyed in winter than deciduous plants. Their

foliage presents a large, evaporating surface, wliich must be supported by roots. 1'hc

past winter was more than usually severe here ; few evergreens that were removed

last fall survived, every leaf being stripped of Norway and hemlock spruces, and

Arbor-vitics browned past recovery, while those that I planted the last of May have

succeeded almost without a failure.

{To be Continued.)

THE MANGOSTEEN.

"We have shown by actual experiment that our climate is superior to that of either

England or France for the production of various foreign fruits and vegetables; the

Victoria Kegia was found to produce larger flowers and leaves than abroad ; already

the Stanwick Nectarine has fruited in Boston and Philadelphia better than in Eng-

land or France. The Mangosteen must next be tried by some enterprising cultivator.

We find the following in the Gardeners' Clironide; it may prove a stimulus to our

fruit growers; the Mangosteen should be tried also at the South:

The opinion of practical men concerning the merit of bringing the Mangosteen fruit

to maturity in England, has now been pronounced in the strongest manner possible by
the award of the Judges of the Horticultural Society on the 16th, when a Gold Banksian

Medal was assigned to the beautiful specimen sent from Syon to Gore House by order of

the Duke of Northumberland. We believe there is no other instance of a medal equal

in value to the Horticultural Society's Gold Banksian having been awarded to a single

fruit, nor could anything have justified so great a departure from custom except the com-

bination of the greatest skill in gardening with results as important as those obtained by

the production of fruit like the Mangosteen. Had the Horticultural difficulties been

fewer, or the quality of the fruit been below the highest, the advent of the Mangosteen

could not have been celebrated in such a manner.

It is not surprising that those who have had no opportunity of tasting this delicious

fruit should be incredulous as to its excellence. It is difficult indeed to speak of it with-

out an appearance of exaggeration. Nevertheless it will be found that the statements of

every traveler who has written about the Maylay island, assign it the highest place at the

dessert ; and, so far as our own taste can be trusted, we wholly concur in that opinion.

Not to ocupy space with quotations frcm English works we will merely cite the words of

RuMPHius, the celebrated Dutch Governor of Amboyna, who speaks of it in these terms:

" When ripe the fruit is delicate and agreeably sweet as the finest Lansehs (another

famous Malay fruit tree, of which a variety called the Dulcu is the domesticated repre

sentation which ought next to engage the attention of the wealthy), and may even

mistaken for ripe Grapes. It is at the same tiae so juicy, that many people can
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eat enough of it, so delicious is its fragrance and agreeable its sweetness ; and it is be

lieved that the sick, when appetite or the power of eating is wholly gone, are nevertheless

delighted with this fruit ; or at least if they will not take to Mangosteens their case is

indeed hopeless."

The question still to be considered is whether — the ducal garden at Syon having

proved equal to the ripening this fruit, and its excellent quality having been ascertained

beyond dispute — it is likely to engage the attention of others, and to become of impor-

tance as a general addition to the dessert.

To this, we think, one answer only can be returned ; and that in the affirmative. Now
that the great preliminary difficulties are overcome, there should be no more reason for

failing in obtaining a crop of Mangosteens than of Peaches ; the difference consists in the

expense, which however most certainly need not exceed that of a house of Pine Apples.

During a period of 22 years the Dukes of Northumberland have patiently awaited the

result of various costly experiments instituted to determine under what conditions the

plant can be kept in health, well knowing that in the end it would bear its fruit ; for it is

as certain as any other fact in natural history, that all trees will do so when they have

acquired sufficient age, although the length of time demanded by Nature to produce fer-

tility is uncertain, and varies from species to species. In the course of these experiments

it has been ascertained that the conditions necessary to the Mangosteen in a domesticated

state are abundance of warmth, moisture, light, and above all fresh air, skilfully regu-

lated, as is described by Mr. John Ivison, the present gardener at Syon, at page 819

of our volume for 1854 ; where the manner in which fresh air, that most important of

all agents, is admitted is fully explained. These conditions anybody can imitate. The

difficulty is to obtain fruiting plants, and for these we must look either to supplies in War-

dian cases from Penang, or to propagation in this country by cuttings or layers. Per-

haps grafting on such stocks as Xantliochymus pidorius may also succeed, but it is doubtful

whether specimens so obtained will either thrive or "stand." Plants "on their own

bottom," as gardeners say, are alone to be trusted. If such could be produced, they will

come into bearing immediately, for that maturity of organization which is necessary to

the formation of fi'uit is transmitted by subdivision, along with every other quality.

That the Syon Mangosteen tree has really attained complete vigour, and a power of

bearing fruit hereafter regularly, is proved by the fact that the fruits hitherto ripened

are perfectly organized. It is true that no seed was found in the fruit that was first gath-

ered ; but one lobe had a seed in the third specimen which had been examined, and

RcMPHirs expressly declares that in Amboyna, where it arrives at perfection, usually

only one lobe contains a seed, and very often no seed at all is formed.

There is no country within reach of our shores that can produce it naturally; it must

always, therefore, be a tender exotic, and confined to the wealthy, as Pine Apples once

were. It possesses the valuable property of keeping well and travelling well. That

which was shown at the meeting of the Horticultural Society had been gathered several

days, and yet proved excellent when opened.

We take the present opportunity of repeating that it is no small triumph to the Duke

of Northumberland that his Grace's garden at Syon should bo the only one in the world

in which Vanilla, Cloves, Nutmegs, Litchis, and Mangosteens have been brought to equal

perfection. We do not mean that no one has fruited Vanilla and Litchis except the

noble proprietor of Syon : for the first has long ago been produced in other gardens, and

the Litchi, ripened formerly in the forcing house of Mr. Joux Knight, of Lee Castle

AVhat we do say, and what wo think is a most striking illustration of what we



inteligonco, ank skill may effect, is that all the five important productions we have enum-
erated were never before brought to perfection in one and the same establishment : unless

perchance in some Dutcli Island in the Malay Archipelago.

A SUMMER HOUSE.

The JTorticuIfurist has, from time to time, ever since its first number, given occa.

sional designs for ornamental rustic buildings. On looking over tlie past volumes

Ave find a considerable amount of this kind of illustration, and occasionally in our

rides we observe instances of successful imitations of the engravings ; an encourage-

ment to continue.

Extremely ornate summer houses are only admissible in a highly finished scene in

first class country residences, where the house and all its appurtenances are in a high

'^.
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style of art ; but the modest gardens of suburban amateurs may possess the orna-

mental objects and rural buildings, as spirited in design and as well proportioned as

the more expensive and ornate villa.

We present an original design which may be varied in the construction where

expense is an object; the turned posts, for instance, might be supplied by cedar in

the rough state ; the sawed ornaments around the top may be made by machinery,

and the whole filling in, if necessary, may be composed of lath neatly colored.

To a gentleman fond of handling tools, rustic work offers a field of amusement in

the winter months, and he may easily form himself into a master builder; with a

little exercise of ingenuity, and a good model, efi'ects may be produced that will

prove highly ornamental.

i'he present structure is well adapted for running vines.

THE O-SAGE ORANGE AS A HEDGE PLANT.

BY JOHN GAGE, GAGE'S LAKES, ILLINOIS.

J. J. Smith.—Dear Sir : I have just received the Horticulturist. In the August

number, page 34:6, are some remarks about the Osage Orange so much at variance

with my experience here, in Northern Illinois, lat. 42° 20' north, that I deem it

important to notice it.

This great western prairie country, from here to the Rocky Mountains, has not

one-fourth timber enough on it to fence it; and it is a matter of vast importance for

people to know that there is a plant thoroughly tested that will make a good and

cheap hedge.

You say, "This plant" (the Osage Orange,) "has some very good qualities for

the purpose," (of a hedge) "but it requires great attention—more it has often been

found than the generality of busy farmers can afibrd to give it; if neglected, it runs

wild, loses its lower branches, which at the best must be interlaced after the first

cuttings, or they will adiiiit the smaller animals. Another disadvantage is that it is

a greedy feeder, extends its roots far and wide, and exhausts the crop of its proper

food to some distance in the field. * * * Qur own opinion is, that in a vast

portion of cases the Osage Orange, witliout great attention, will prove a disappoint-

ment."

You want the Horticulturist to do as much good and as little harm as possible,

and so do I. A good hedge plant xocll and generalhj used, would be worth millions

to this vast prairie country, but it is worth nothing until it is used, and it will require

long time to bring even the best plant into general use ; therefore, those who have

public ear should be careful how they throw obstructions in the way of so im.
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portaiit :i suliject. Had an unknown writer made the diseourapntr remarks about

the Osage that you liave, I should not have thouglit it of mueh courjequcnce, but

"One blast upon your bugle horn

AVas worth five hundred men."

Now, I desire to express my opinion of the plant in this prairie country as far as I

have seen it, 300 miles south of Wisconsin, a few miles north of its south line and

almost to and across the Mississippi, and I would say of this Osage Orange plant as

God said of everything that he had made ; and if it is not the plant made for the

hedge plant of all this country, I do not know what the plant is. I have made dili-

gent search for the past 8 years for the best hedge plant, have traveled all over the

northern states to find it, and I have found nothing that bears any comparison to the

Osage Orange. I have seen the famous hedges in New Haven, Springfield, around

Boston, &c., made of difi'erent kinds of thorn, privet, buckthorn, &c., and almost all

were protected by a good fence, and many had a fence both sides to protect them,

and I have never seen 100 rods of good hedge fence, except the orange, only around

Gardens, and built at great expense ; but I have seen many hundred rods of good Osage

Orange hedge. I will proceed to contrast my views of the plant with yours. You

say "but it requires (jreat attention," &c. I planted two miles last year, and have

planted eight miles this year; after my ground was prepared, my men set 40 rods a

day. -I go four or five times over it in the summer with the cultivator, and three or

four times with a hoe, enough to keep the weeds down all the time , and after the

first year I cut it twice with a scythe; and it takes four or five years to make a fence,

costing one days' work for forty rods in planting, as much for cultivating and hoeing

as it would cost to hoe a row of corn, and no more ; say a half day for cutting and

hoeing forty rods yearly, which for five years would be two and a half days, making

in all three and a half days for forty rods, at §1 a day would be 68 50. The cost of

preparing good dry ground, and the cost of the plants for forty rods would not ex-

ceed S4 50, or 20 cents a rod. There is a company here who set out thousands of

rods of Osage hedge yearly; they charge 60 cents a rod, but get but little pay down,

they guarantee a good fence, and wait for most of the pay till the fence is perfected.

It is true that the ground should be well prepared, and all the work well done and

in season to make a good hedge row; so it must to make a good row of corn, and

there is no more difficulty, and but little more labor, in cultivating the Osage row

than the corn row. I agree with you that it is a greedy feeder, but with us it does

not "extend its roots far and wide and exaust the crop," &c. ; but on the contrary,

the roots run right down, growing to twice the size of the stock, and drawing its

support from deep down in the earth, and you cannot strike the roots with the

plough, and I never saw a sucker grow from it ; and further, the lower branches do

not want inteilacing as you say.

Day before yesterday I was on the grounds of my neighbour Capt. James Moore,

is an intelligent horticulturist, and has sixty rods of Osage Orange hedge
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he planted five years ago. I do not believe that any animal larger than a rat, or

smuUer than a Camelopard, can get through or over it; the lower branches are so

throughly interlaced, clear down to the ground, that you cannot see through it, and

I think a snake would be badly scratched before he could get through it. I asked

Capt. Moore if he considered it any advantage to interlace the lower branches; he

said, " no, that won't do, I interlaced some of mine and found they chafed each

other : so I took a bush scythe and cut them all out, and now you see nature has

done the work much more perfectly than I could. Well ; we walked along the

border of his fence thirty rods. First we came to some Isabella grapes the row run-

ning down clear into the hedge, the Osage Orange limbs brushing the grape, as the

wind moved them about; (we had just read your article,) but we could not see but

the grapes were as thrifty, bore as well, and every way as good, as further from the

hedge, except not quite as forward : nest came strawberiies, then sweet potatoes,

then nursery trees, all growing clear down to the hedge thriftily, none of them

retarded in growth, more than any other green shrub would have done by its shade.

The Osage Orange is much more extensively cultivated in this than any other state.

The great scarcity of timber calls for hedges, and the plant was thoroughly tested

many years ago by Prof. J. B. Turner, of Jacksonville, 111. ; and after testing it

himself, he wrote about it, talked about it, raised the plants extensively, and spread

them all over the state, with thorough instructions for their cultivation ; so that we

are, or ought to be, well posted in the best manner of raising the Osage Orange hedge.

But still there are thousands of men amongst us who are so much afraid of being

humbuged, that an article like yours would prevent them from setting the plants,

though they could see a perfect hedge by going a few miles.

[Our correspondent is enthusiastic, but omits to observe that in our article on the

Osage Orange we said, " probably our western friends can give a different account,"

and here it is ; the ploughing up the roots every year, one part of the attention re-

quired, has prevented one of the objections to this plant, which otherwise does ex-

tend itself injuriously to the adjoining land in this vicinity.

—

Ed.]

The Cork Tree.—About a hogshead of acorns of the cork oak have been introduced

from the South of Europe, and distributed in the Middle and Southern States for experi-

ment, or to test their adaptation to the climate. This tree, in its native country, where

it is an evergreen, usually grows to the height of 20 to 30 feet, but in England there are

specimens which exceed 50 feet in height, with a diameter of more than 3 feet. The sub-

stance familiarly known to us as cork, is the epidermis, or outer bark and sometimes

grows 2 or 3 "inches thick. Should the experiment succeed, it will be a subject of great

national importance that plantations should be established in various parts of the

country for the purpose of growing this useful substance, particularly in the event of a

war between this country and Europe, in consequence of which the supply would be

— Union.
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PRESERVING PLANTS IN WINTER.

BY H. B.

Nothing has more discouraged the cultivation of flowers than the supposed difficulty of

preserving them in winter ; and as this apparently formidable obstacle dinappears as the

amateur acquires experience, I h'hall endeavor to detail some of tiic methods I have em-

ployed, and their successful results. Of course, my remarks are intended for those who

garden on a small scale, and who have not greenhouses for winter protection. At the

same time, the principles of the treatment about to be described will apply to the largest

collections, and may be of service to all whose object is to secure the beauties of the

spring and summer from the desolations of winter.

Those whose stock of flowers consists of a few greenhouse plants, which they have

cultivated in windows, have a very easy task to perform in protecting their favourites, as

far as frost is concerned ; for a very small amount of care will sufiice when the plants

are in a dwelling-house. The temperature of an occupied sitting-room will always be

suflSciently high to keep out the frost in the day time, even if the plants are close to the

light, and they may easily be removed in the evening to that side of the apartment which

is furthest from the window. If the the amateur has a large number of plants (young

Pelargoniums, for instance) arranged on shelves close to the window, to remove these

would be troublesome, and they may therefore be allowed to remain in their places in

ordinary frosty weather, the precaution being taken to interpose the blind between them

and the window. I once preserved 200 plants in good health through a severe season^

in a room having only one large window, which admitted a good deal of sun. Some of

the pots (which were all small OO's) were placed on narrow shelves, ascending to the top

of the window, and as near the glass as possible; the others were set on a table. An
Arnott stove \^as lit when required either by very damp or very cold weather; air was

given as often as possible ; the v;hole collection was often moved, that light might be

equally dispensed, and advantage was taken of mild rains. I succeeded in preserving

the whole, without any sickly growth being developed, and was rewarded by having an

abundance of strong plants for bedding out in the spring. Most of these were Pelargo-

niums.

Many plants may be more summarily dealt with. Cactuses and Scarlet Pelargoniums

will do well in any dry cellar, provided no Avater is given them. The latter, when taken

up from the flower-garden, I have preserved by shaking off the soil, and hanging them,

root upwards, in a shed or coach-housse, from which frost could be excluded. In the

srping they were found in full possession of their vital powers, and on being trimmed

and potted, mode handsome plants. In all the cases to which I have alluded, it will be

seen that care and forethought are the requisites demanded of the amateur. Attention

must not be remitted for a day. I have always found that more plants are lost in the

winter by damp than by frost. Much water, therefore, must not be given ;
indeed it

should be altogether withheld so long as the plants do not flag. A plant in a moist

growing state will yield easily to frost ; while, if it had been kept dry and dormant, its

powers of resistance would have been great.

But no plan of preserving plants from frost, independent of a greenhouse, is equal



well-regulated pit or frame ia the open air. I have tried this in various ways and always

found it succeed, if properly attended to. At the present time, all my plants intended to

be put into the borders next year, or brought into the house, are in a large two-light

frame, the management of which I will endeavor to describe. The frame stanis about

two feet from the ground, sheltered by a south wall, on an exhausted hot-bed, on which
Cucumbers were growing in the spring. The mould of this bed having been kept from

rain in the early autumn, at the close of October the pots were sunk into it up to the

rims. A double light was then put on, by which wet and frost are more effectually ex-

cluded, and in the following December the soil around the pots was quite dry. Around
the frame long stable dung is piled up about eighteen inches in width, and level with the

top. Over the whole an old carpet is thrown when necessary ; and I have no appre-

hension that I shall lose anything if dampness does not defeat my efforts. Every day
when it is not frosty, air must be freely admitted, and dead or mildewed leaves must be

carefully removed. When frost sets in, two or three extra mats may be laid on, and the

whole kept on till a thaw takes place. On no account remove the coverings until at

least a day after the frost is gone. This is a very important rule, for the admission of

light may be fatal if any of the leaves should be frozen. When plants are found frozen

in windows, &c., let them thaw in a dark cellar, and they will often sustain no injury.

In this way I have preserved Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Hydrangeas, &c.

;

and the freshness of the whole collection after the winter has passed away has always

been encouraging. Ordinary greenhouse plants may therefore be preserved by every

one during the hardest winter.

THE NEW CHINESE POTATO, OR YAM.

FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

We have all of us our favorite theories on particular subjects ; and there are few people

who have not cherished one of their own concerning that precious esculent, the potato,

and its mysterious " disease." Having arrived at last at a crop of theories on the subject

as multiform as the varieties to which that singular root itself has yielded in the progress

of cultivation — and it yields a number from the seed of every plant — the bewildered

public will be scarcely less glad of the chance of escaping from it altogether to a new and

preferable substitute, than they would be of the actual discovery of a remedy for the for-

midable disease by which it is afHictcd. To the French—who are, next after the Chinese,

perhaps the best and most enterprising as, difficulties considered, they are doubtless the

most successful gardening husbandmen in the world— we are indebted for the fairest

prospect of this refuge from potato famine that has yet been propounded. We would not

bo ungrateful to the potato, and could not find it in our heart to despise it; and if wo are

about to relinquish it, diseased or not, we could only consent to renounce the root for a

better. Cobbctt's rash abhorrence of it was political. He did not understand its history ;

we may be allowed to say its history, notwithstanding the amusing anecdotes with

it teems, has always been misunderstood. Thus if the Irish adored, and adore it,
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thoy had the most undoubted right. Turn to any work of general information that we

like, the attempt \>* con tautly made to deprive Ireland of tlie glory of giving the potato

to Europe— on its introduction from "Old Virginny," in 15S4, by Sir Walter Raleigh —
because the name given it by the Spaniards, " battata," is a corruption of some name

given it by the inhabitants of Guito ; and because we directly derive our name " potato '»

from that which was applied to a root grown previously in the gardens of Spain and

Portugal. Now this is all erroneous. It was a convolvulus—the Spanish sweet potato

—

which in the beginning of the sixteenth century was introduced into Spain, and cultivated

under the Indian name of battata. Old Gerrard, our famous English herbalist, knew

this very we!l, and sets us all right. In 1590 he describes the potato (convolvulus) roots

as " common and ordinary meat among Spaniards, Italians, and many other nations

;

which," says he, " no doubt are of mightie nourishing parts, and so strengthen and com-

fort nature ; whose nutriment is, as it were, a mean between flesh and fruit, though

somewhat windy ; but being roasted in the embers, they do lose much of their windiness^

especially being eaten sopped in wine. Of these roots may be made conserves, no less

toothsome, wholesome, and daintie than of the flesh of quinces ; and likewise those com.

fortable and delicate meates called in shops morcelli, plancentuloe, and divers others such

like. These roots may serve as a ground whereon the cunning confectioner or sugar-

baker may worke and frame many comfortable and delicate conserves and restorative

sweetmeats." Even so, Shakespeare — who, by-the-bye, has been noted as ignoring

llaleigh and all his works, and never once mentions tobacco, although Ben Jonson often

does—makes FalstaflF, in allusion to the sweet convolvulus, say, in the " Merry "Wives of

"Windsor "

—

"Let it rain potatoes, and hail kissing comfits;"

and it is evident that the connection of the meteorological phenomena thus invoked would

be unintelligible with reference to the potato ; whilst it is obvious enough, from what

Gerrard says, that kissing-comfits and all such sweets were made of the Spanish potato.

Evelyn was urged by the Koyal Society to treat of their cultivation in his " Sylva," pub-

lished under its direction ; and it is not a little remarkable, in connection with what we

are about to mention respecting the new Chinese potato, the probable successor of the

Virginian, that he recommended exactly the course which is not found advantageous in

the case of the latter, but is nevertheless indicated as the means of rendering the new

root most productive, namely, to leave the parent plants in the same spot of ground from

year to year, covered up with litter to shield them from the winter's frost, and only ab-

stracting a few tubers for use in the autumn.

Although the calamity which has descended on the heads of these potato-eating mil-

lions, by the failure of the root of their dependence, has superadded to the picture a

strange phasis of alteration, it would be no product of ordinary pretensions by which we

could ever expect to see it superceded. Yet it would be a still greater blessing to Ireland,

if a substitute less incident to this alarming casualty could be introduced ; for the latest

accounts of the 400,000 annual outpourings of the exodus to New York is couched in

the prayer of a Transatlantic Hibernian to the Times, like that of the French paterfami-

lias on the increase of his olive branches, " to put a stop to dis," since sickness and des-

titution threaten their annihilation, even in the land of refuge. Well, the new Chinese

potato, or Dioscorea batatas, is alleged to be the substitute required.



THE NEW CUINESE POTATO.

This new potato was, several

yeai-s since, transmitted, along

with other useful and promising

agricultural plants, by M. de Mon-

tigny, who is C nsul for France at

the Port of Shanghai, in Northern

China. The name which he be-

stowed upon it was that of Dios-

corea japonica; but it has been

considered by Professor Decaisne,

of the Parisian Museum of Natural

History [Jardin des plantes), and

acknowledged by Professor Lindley

and others, that Dioscorea batatas

would not only be a more popular

and familiar, but a more appropri-

ate name, seeing that although the

plant may in its origin be Japan-

ese, of its cultivation in that dark

interior we know literally nothing;

whilst its culture in the northern

parts of China, and in latitudes

assimilated to our own in point of

climate, being a fact quite acces-

sible in all its details, ought not to

be submerged under the name that

associates it with the very exclu-

sive territory of Japan. The plant,

or rather tuber, is doubtless a Di-

oscorea, or yam ; and yams in ge-

neral are tropical productions.

The various species— D. alata, sa-

tiva, and aculeata— yield tubers,

which in warm countries are sub-

stituted for the potato, and the

order is accused of combining with

the farinaceous matter existing in

its tubers a prevalent acridity,

which is sometimes even purgative.

Still a few genera are found in

temperate climates. Our black

bryony, of the English hedge-rows

(Tamus communis), is one, though,

to be sure, it is no great bargain;

for though its fruit is red and succulent, its root is very acrid. Yet all this is nothing

The Solanum tuberosum, our cultivated potato itself, is, it is well known, quite a poison

plant in a state of nature. Culture may readily ameliorate all this acridity
;
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M-e can credit all that has been stated in favor of the new importation, has far more than

done 80. Certain it is that it holds the same place in the North of China, and is found to

comprise the game nutritive properties, as the potato in this country. Mr. Henderson, a

Devonshire horticulturist, by wliom it is introduced amongst us, designates it, in fact, a

potato, just because with us ordinary yams cannot be grown except by means of stoves.

31. de Montigny has stated that the Chinese, at taking up the crop, set aside all the

smaller roots for seed. It is well known that this is a practice now preferred by our

market gardeners to cutting large potatoes into sets, simply because they like ajuicysetj

and find the immature tuber most favorable for their purpose. This is, so far, fortunate

in the case of the new potato, admitting, as we shall presently learn, of its rapid and

unlimited propagation; for the Chinese place these tubers first in pits or trenches for

preservation (and they are said to keep far better than potatoes all the winter, covered

Avith straw and a coating of earth, never losing weight or developing exhaustive shoots);

and in spring, being laid out horizontally in beds of prepared mould, they speedily ger-

minate, and send forth long trailing stems, like those of the kidney bean. In six weeks'

time the stems attain six feet in length, and are planted out afresh, and layered—that is,

the plant is laid lengthwise along a slight furrow, on the top of a ridge, and all except

its leaves covered over with earth. Immediately after rain, it begins to take root, or in

dry weather is watered until it grows ; and in fifteen or twenty days it produces tubers,

throwing out at the same time long trailing stems, which are, however, carefully prevented

from taking root, and producing a second set of tubers, to the prejudice of the main crop.

Sometimes the shoots are simply pegged down, without removal of the plant, over the

sides of the ridge on which it grows, at intervals of six or eight inches, and there striking

root, throw out tubers. By this means it is stated that immense quantities of roots, of

the size of our early kidney potatoes of the garden frame, are raised on comparatively

small pieces of land. To obtain large-sized tubers, small ones, or portions of large, are

planted in ridges, at from ten to twelve inches apart; and the plants being allowed to

grow freely in autumn, the tubers thus attain an average weight of one pound and up-

wards. This is the plan which has been pursued at the Museum of France, the only

place in Europe where the new plant has hitherto been cultivated. And in the report of

]M. Pepin on the subject, it is conceived that a few years must yet elapse ere we shall

know to what extent the roots left in the ground will acquire weight and bulk, and how

long they may remain in the sod without deterioration of their quality ; for it is one of

their peculiarities that, like the roots of the Jerusalem artichoke, they will remain in the

o-round several years, acquiring weight, size, and nutriment, instead of deteriorating, and

requiring, in fact, little or no cultivation, whilst yielding at all seasons aliment within

the reach of every one. A tuber taken up at the end of three years, in France, had its

cellular tissue healthy to the centre, where it was neither hard nor woody. A root was

also preserved in a cellar from Oct., 1852, to 30th May, 1853, without any development

of shoots, unchanged, without loss of weight, and might have been kept so nearly through-

out the year, which is not the case with either the common or sweet potato, since they

always sprout in spring. Moreover, Decaisne believes this Dioscorea richer in nutrition

than, and superior in quality to the potato; its roots are white as snow, having no visible

fibre or woody matter within, and, cooked by steam or roasted, look and taste like the

best potatoes. This is not their whole culinary advantage, either ; for two pieces of

tubers, the size of a hen's egg, of Dioscorea and Batate blanche, being put into boiling

water simultaneously with a Dutch potato of similar size, were " done " in ten minutes

whilst the Dutchman took twenty.
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The strongest point, perhaps, in favcr of the new candidate for cultivation is the fact

it will grow best on sandy downs usually considered Uarren, and may be regarded as a

messenger sent by Providence to reclaim our most extensive wastes, in advance of the

onward strides of population. It is, indeed, pointed out by its partisans as a probable

means of converting waste land to a useful purpose, as well as profit. Neither does it

require strong or liquid manure—items expressly forbidden in its culture ; but pits filled

with earth and a mixture of decayed manure, and treatment similar to that bestowed

upon asparagus, are strongly recommended as the means of producing the most abundant

crop, the question of the expense of manual labor being asserted to be of little conse-

quence, compared with the remunerative results.

[Tlie following description and details in regard to this most important vegetaLle

acquisition, are copied from a publication recently issued at Paris.

The flesh is white, very mealy, and equal in quality to the potato. The stems of

the plant are twining, and grow to the height of 4 to 6 feet, the leaves heart shaped,

the flowers very small, dioecious, of a yellowish color, and produced from the axils of

the leaves. If planted in April, the Dioscorea will by the ensuing October produce

tubers 15 to 20 inches long, slightly swelling at the ends, being club form, and

weighing from 10 to 14 ounces each. Of all the plants which have been proposed

as substitutes for the potato, the Dioscorea is the only one which presents claims

sufficiently strong to sustain the competition, for if the Dioscorea can enter into a

successful competition with the Potato for the quality of its tubers, it can most as-

suredly do so by the quantity of its crops. The plants when placed at a distance of

12 inches by 8, will, according to the authority of Professor Decaisne and M. Paillet,

yield about 290 cwt., (per acre, we suppose,) or 14i tons when growing from April

to October, or 48 tons if allowed to remain two seasons in the ground, that is, to

occupy the ground from April of one year till October of the subsequent one. In

the latter case, the roots attain a much larger size, and are often of two pounds

weight.

Although we can scarcely realize that so great a product may be obtained, we

nevertheless think that this plant deserves in every respect to be fully tested, and

the other circumstances that would recommend the Dioscorea Batatas to the serious

attention of every cultivator, are the facility of its culture, and its extraordinary

hardihood, which latter enables it, as the experience of the two past winters show,

to sustain in open field culture 5° of Fahrenheit, and probably a still more intense

degree of cold. Being of a perennial character, the most profitable course would

seem to be, to grow crops of two years, as there is by this mode a much greater yield

from the increase of size of the tubers.

This plant is growing in various places in the United States. We shall soon have

reports respecting it here. Next month we shall give a portrait of the root, and

communicate a full account of the mode of culture.

—

Ed.]



RHEUM NOBILE.

RIIEUM NOBILE.

"The present is certainly the most striking of the many fine Alpin(^ plants of Sik-

kinij and th(iu<;h in every botanical character, as also in the acid juice of the stem,

a genuine lUnibarb, it differs so remarkably in habit and general appearance from

any of its congeners, that at first sight it could not be recognised as one of them.

T first saw it from a distance of fully a mile, dotting the black cliffs of the Lachen

A'alley at 14,000 feet elevation, in inaccessible situations, and was quite at a loss to

conceive what it could be ; nor was it till I had turned back the curious bractea 1

leaves and examined the flowers, that I was persuaded of its being a true Rhubarb.

"The individual plants of llheum nobile are upwards of a yard high, and form

conical towers of the most delicate straw-coloured, shining, semi-transparent, concave,

imbricating bracts, the up-

per of which have pink

edges; the large, bright,

glossy, shining, green, radi-

cal leaves, with red petioles

and nerves, forming a broad

base to the whole. On
turning up the bracts the

beautiful membranous, fra-

gile, pink stipules are seen

like red silver-paper, and

within these again the short-

branched panicles of insig-

nificant green flowers. The

root is very long, often many

feet, and winds amongst the

rocks; it is as thick as the

arm, and bright yellow in-

side. After flowering, the

stem legthens, the bracts

separate one from another,

become coarse red-brown,

withered and torn; finally,

as the fruit ripens they fall

away, leaving a ragged look-

ing stem covered with pani-

cles of deep brown pendu-

lous fruits. In the winter



THE SCALE INSECT OP THE APPLE.

these naked black stems, projecting from the beetling cliffs or towering above the

snow, are in dismal keeping with the surrounding desolation of that season."

Such is Dr. Hooker's account of this curious Rhubarb, of which the accompanying

sketch is taken from his recent work on Himalayan plants. The natives call its

stems "chuka," and eat them, their acidity being pleasant. Some of the seeds

which were sent to Kew grew, and the seedlings lived two years; but we regret to

learn that they have now been lost. Let us hope that the plant will be re- introduced

with more success.

THE SCALE INSECT OF THE APPLE.

Nearly every person who grows an apple tree, has observed that the branches of the older,

and stems of the younger trees, are frequently covered with a minute scale, showing in

general no appearance of life, and resembling nothing so much as a miniature oyster

shell. Tliis little scale is, however, an insect, and one of the many enemies of the apple,

belonging to a family that contains more anomalous forms than any other. It is the

Homoptera of Maclay. All this family are supplied with a suctorial mouth arising so

far back on the under side of the head as apparently to come from the breast in some

species. The present insect is included in the genus Coccus, and has for its near rela-

tions, some that have been useful to man from the time of the ancients, producing val-

uable dyes, the cochineal being one of them ; and it is calculated that in one pound of

this dye there are 70,000 of these little insects. It feeds upon the cactus.

Our Apple Scale has, however, no qualities to render it useful ; and a short account of

its life and habits will be all that is necessary. When first hatched from the egg it pos-

sesses considerable ambulatory powers, and can crawl all over a tree and select a situa-

tion. It th?n inserts its rostrum into the tender bark and draws the sap, and such a

constant drain, by the countless numbers found upon a tree, must be very injurious.

The insect remains in this position until death in the female, undergoing its transforma-

tions, which, instead of producing a higher state of development, as in most other forms,

has a contrary effect, it becoming in fact, a mere inert, fleshy mass, in some allied species

losing even the rudiments of limbs and all appearance of articulation. The male, on the

contrary, however, who is much smaller, in casting off his pupa skin, obtains pretty large

Agings, and well developed limbs, armed with a single claw, and his mouth becomes ob-

solete; he then sallies forth in search of his partner, of which he sees nothing but the

pupa envelope. The female afterwards becomes distended with eggs. She then gra-

dually dries up leaving the shell of her body for a covering to the newly hatched young,

of which there are two broods in a year.

Preventive.—Harris, in his " Tre tise on Insects injurious to Vegetation," recom-

mends the following as a preventive : To two parts of soft soap, add eight of water, and

mix as much lime with it as will make a stiff white wash, and apply with a brush to the

trunk and branches of the infected trees in the month of June when the young insects

are newly hatched. K.

ARKS.—This is a capital description of the Apple Scale, by one of the most promis

Entomologists in Ohio.

—

Ohio Farmer.



ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE SEQUOIA (WELLING-

TONIA) GIGANTEA.

TRANSLATED FROM THE REVUE HORTICOLE.

Our readers now know what to think of the giant trees of California, which so much

interested the attention of the horticultural public, and persons in general, during

the closing months of the past year. The various articles which have been pub-

lished in the Revue, and especially the learned notice by M. Decaisne, have removed

all doubt on the subject. We thought nevertheless that, on account of the peculiar

interest attached to this tree, it would be agreeable to amateurs to publish some new

details collected in August, 1854, by an American traveller, Dr. F. Winslow, who

communicated them to a journal published in San Francisco, the California Far-

mer, from which we have borrowed them through the medium of the Botanical

Journal of M. Hooker and the Gardener' s Chronicle.

We have said that the author of these remarks was an American ; this fact should

be known, inasmuch as it explains the somewhat emphatic tone of his narrative and

the exaggerations which have crept into it, probably from inadvertence or from excess

of admiration, and which may be readily forgiven him. lie is less excusable in the

impertinent remarks which, in a transport of misplaced natural self-love, he has di-

rected to Dr. Lindley, for venturing to give a name to a California tree without con-

sulting the Americans. The reasons for these objections will be seen presently; ad

interim, we shall proceed to give the most useful parts of his travelling reminiscences.

"The Great Tree, (thus he distinguishes the Sequoia gigantea,') is peculiar to

the Sierra Nevada, and grows no where else on the globe. I may even add, as far

as my information extends, that it is entirely confined to a narrow basin of 200 acres

at most, of which the soil is silicious and strewn with blocks of Lignite. This ba-

sin is very damp, and retains here and there pools of water; some of the largest of

the trees extend their roots directly into the stagnant water, or into the brooks.

There are more than a hundred which may be be considered as having reached the

extreme limits of growth which the species can attain. One of our countrymen, Mr.

Blake, measured one, of which the trunk, immediately above the root, was 94 feet

in circumference. Another, which had fallen from old age, or had been uprooted by

a tempest, was lying near it, of which the length from the roots to the top of branches

was 450 feet. A great portion of this monster still exists, and, according to Mr.

Lapham, the proprietor of the locality, (and who has undoubtedly appropriated to

himself all trees by right of occupation,) at 350 feet from the roots the trunk

measured 10 feet in diameter. By its fall, this tree has overthrown another not less

collossal, since at the origin of the roots it is 40 feet in diameter. This one, which
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appeared to me one of the greatest wonders of the forest, and compared with which

man is but an imperceptible pigmy, has been hollowed, by means of fire, throvighout

a considerable portion of its length, so as to form an immense wooden tube of a sin-

gle piece. Its size may be imagined when it is known that one of my companions,

two years ago, rode on horseback in the interior of this tree for a distance of 200

feet, without any inconvenience. My companions and myself have frequently en-

tered this tunnel and progressed some sixty paces, but have been arrested before

reaching the end by masses of wood which had fallen from the ceiling. Near these

overthrown o-iants others still are standing, not inferior to them in size, and of whieh

the height astonishes the beholder. I can mention three particularly, which, en-

tirely isolated, grow near each other so systematically as to appear to have been

planted purposely to produce the effect. A fourth is remarkable in having, between

50 and 100 feet from the ground, its trunk divided into three enormous branches of

the same size and nearly parallel, extending to a distance of more than 300 feet.

Others are distinguished by the straightness of their trunk, comparatively as delicate

and erect as that of a Pine-tree, and which are not less than 350 feet in height. At

some distance may be seen a species of knoll rising from the surface of the ground,

and which is merely a half developed knot, the last remains of one of these mon-

sters, which have fallen centuries ago and are now buried under the soil.

" I am informed by Mr. Lapham, that the wood of one of these trees is remarkable

for its very slow decomposition. When freshly cut the fibre is white ; but it soon

becomes reddish, and by long exposure to the air acquires a color nearly as dark as

Mahogany. Its consistence is rather feeble, nearly resembling the Pine or Cedar,

but the bark covering it differs materially from the latter. It is excessively thick

near the foot of the tree, sensibly elastic on pressure, and is readily divided into a

mass of fibres closely resembling those constituting the husk of the cocoa-nut, but

much finer. About this portion of the trunk it is split in every direction by deep

cracks, but at the elevation of 100 or ISO feet, it is almost smooth and not more than

two inches in thickness. At this point the bark is removed from the living tree for

exportation. (How can such a sacralege be tolerated !) A hotel has been built along

side of the " Great tree," the bark of which was exhibited last year at San Francisco,

and, on its overturned trunk a sort of ladies' pavilion has been erected, which serves

as an elegant promenade. In order to fell it the trunk was bored, by means of a

very long and powerful auger, with many holes very near to each other and arranged

circularly; but even when almost detached from its bases its immense mass resisted

all efforts to overthrow it. Four days subsequently it was blown down by the wind.

It shook the earth when it fell, and made for itself a deep furrow in the ground in

which it lies, at this moment, half buried."

It is useless to extend our quotations ; they would teach us nothing new ; we shall

merely observe that the remarks of the American Dr. contain useful observations on

the nature of the soil in which the Sequoia grows. This soil is siliceous and

swampy, and, as the tree apparently grows nowhere else, these two peculiarities

become very characteristic, and should be remembered by persons who may uu



take its culture. He also informs us, which we oniittotl to state, that the atmos-

pluM-o is damp, and very frequently fogiry in the region in which it grows.

Tlio narrator terminates his account by a violent diatribe against Mr. Lindley,

whom he does not spare. By what right has the latter taken the liberty to rob the

Americans of their (Jreat tree, in order to dedicate it, under the name of Welling-

tonia, to a hero with whom America holds no communion? The citizens of the

United States should boldly assert their rights ; like the English, they have a hero to

immortalize by the name of a tree, that hero is Washington, who from ocean to

ocean spread liberty over the New World. Without regard to the laws of botanical

nomenclature, the Great tree should henceforth be called Washin(/tonia Californica,

or at least, if it be merely a Taxodium, T. WasMngtonium.

We regret that the wish of this patriotic doctor cannot be fulfilled ; but the laws of

botany are stern and merciless ; the ''Great tree" will be the namesake of neither

the great citizen of America nor of the hero of England; despite its majestic pro-

portions, it must be content with the barbarous and almost trifling name of Sequoia.

It would certainly have been desirable to attach the name of Washington to this

prince of American trees; this talisman might probably have preserved it from the

brutal vandalism which will soon cause its species to disappear, if the Government,

or at least the enlightened men of the place, do not soon take it under their protection.

]Moreover, whose fault is it, that the Sequoia be so named ? Since it is a native of

America, the Americans should have discovered and named it. Were they not so

obstinately bound to the auriferous soil, and less solicitous for the sensualities of

matter, and had they occasionally raised their eyes to Heaven, they would have dis-

covered this wonder of creation, and not have been forestalled by Europeans. In-

stead, therefore, of indulging in useless recriminations, let them learn to preserve

these noble monuments of nature from destruction; that will be glory enough, and a

glory of which no one will think of depriving them. Naudin.

Myrtles.—"Mr. Jefifrey," writes Sydney Smith to the Countess Grey, "wanted to

persuade me that myrtles grew out-of-doors in Scotland, as here. Upon cross-examina-

tion, it turned out that they were prickly, and that many had been destroyed by the

family donkey."

Not UxXCOmmon.—"My situation is as follows : I am engaged," says thewitty clergyman,

" in agriculture, without the slightest knowledge of the art ; I am building a house without

an architect ; and educating a son without patience ! Nothing short of my sincere affec-

tion for Jeffrey, and pity for his transatlantic loves, should have induced me to draw my

goose-quill."

Happiness.—To Jeffrey he writes : I am truly glad to hoar of your pleasure in your

little girl and your chateau. The haunts of happiness are varied, and rather unaccoun-

table ; but I have more often seen her among little children, and home firesides, and in

untry houses, than any where else—at least, I think so.
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ToRRETA Myristica. — California

Nutmeg. Kat. order, Conifer(R. Dioecia

Polyandria.

A beautiful evergreen tree, thirty or

forty feet high, native of elevated re-

gions in the Sierra Nevada of Califor-

nia. The slightest glance at the in-

ternal structure of the fruit at once

identifies this tree with the Torreya of

the Southern United States, found only in

the Ashalaga and Apalachicola country

of middle Florida ; there has been

discovered the Torreya Taxifolia of Dr.

Arnott. On first aspect there is as

much difi"erence between them as there

is between the Cephalotaxus Fortuni

and the common Yew. The Cephalo-

taxus represents our California Nutmeg

with its large foliag3, and the common

Yew Torreya taxifolia ; in fact, the fo-

liage and fruit of Torreya myristica are

more than twice the size of T. taxifolia,

and thus the common observer will

never be at a loss to distinguish them.

Bot. Mag., tab. 4780. torreta myristica.

Cereus Lemairii {Lemaire's Ccreus.)—This is a native, probably, of Antigua. It is

night-blooming and fragrant. Flower very large, being one foot long and nine inches

across. The petals are white, and calyx yellow. It requires a stove, and blooms in

June. [Botanical Magazine, t. 4814.)

Ceanothus papillosus [Pim])led Ceanotlms.)—A hardy shrub from California, where

it was discovered by that martyr of Science, Mr. Douglas, but introduced into our gar-

dens by Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter and Chelsea Nurseries, who received it from Mr. W.

Lobb. It produces, in July, very numerous blue-petaled heads of flovsrers. It is a very

desirable garden plant. [Ibid. 4815.)

Knipiiofia uvaria [Saw-edged-leaved Kniplwfia.)—Long but erroneously known as

Tritoma iivaria ; but it has had many other names, such as Tritomanthe, Aloe, Atetris,

and Veliheima. It is of the natural order oi Asp)hodels. The leaves thin and three feet

long, grow in thick tufts ; the flower-stems are about the same length, each crowned

with a dense, branched drooping spike of bright red flowers gradually becoming yellow.

Although a native of the Cape of Good Hope, no plant can be more hardy, nor more

easily cultivated, and, assuredly, none more worthy of a place in every garden

blooms in August. [Ibid. 4816.)
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Ilvrovis i.ATiKoMA {Brood-haird Hi/poxis.)—Intniduccd, in 1S54, by Cnptain Garden

t>f till' hitli Kogimcnt, from Natal. It lias a Ijiilb-sliapod tuber, about the size and colour

of a siiuill {greened Turnip. The leaves, about six inches long, rise from it like those of

a Leek, and from their axils come the flower-stalks terminating in bunches of yellow

flowers. It will probably prove hardy. [Ibid. -^817.)

Ukkaria -kstuans [Ghnciii;/ Brfuria.)—This has been also called Acuua oblouf/a. It is

a native of the Andes Mountains in South America, where it was found by Mr. "W. Lobb

at about 8000 feet above the sea. It is a hardy greenhouse shrub. The name of the

genus is also spelt Bcjaria, under which it will be found in The Cottage Garuixeks'

Dictionary. [Ibid. 4818.)

LErronACTVLOx californicum. ITookcr and Arnott in Bcechei/s Voyage, p. 309 t. 89 J

alias Gilia californica, Bentham in De Cand. Prodr. ix. 31G.

When this beautiful plant was shown by Messrs. Veitch, under the name of Leptodac-

tylon californicum, we supposed that some change of tickets had occurred, so entirely

did it wear the appearance of the prickly Phloxes of Siberia and North America. Since

that time we have been enabled to examine its structure, and it really is what it has

been called. The genus Lcptodactylon was founded upon two North American plants,

one of which Sir "Wm. Hooker had previously called Phlox Iloodii, but which have been

found to differ from Phlox in the ovary containing a great many ovules instead of only

one or two ; to which must be be added the division of the leaves into linear digitate

segments, instead of being entire ; a circumstance easily overlooked in consequence of

the division being carried to the very base of the leaves.

Since Lcptodactylon was founded by Messrs. Hooker and Arnott, the whole order to

Aviiich it belongs has been re-examined by Mr. Bentham, who reduces the genus to Gilia,

calling the plant bofore us Gilia californica. "We own to a gi'eat difficulty in believing

tliat the alteration will be permanent, and therefore retain the name first given, which is

now beginning to be known in gardens. Into the botanical question of what is to be

done with Leptodactylon we cannot enter.

The plant before us is one of the most charming acquisitions of Mr. Lobb, who found

it on the mountains of St. Barnardino, in California, and who describes it as an evergreen

.shrub fi'om 2 to 4 feet high. We have before us some of his wild specimens, which en-

tirely bear out the statement. The wood is hard, the branches closely covered with bright,

green, stiff, finely cut leaves, and loaded with rose colored flowers as large as those of our

common Phlox. It may be compared not inaptly to a bush of Irish Furze loaded with

the blossoms of Plox maculata, only pale and delicate rose colour instead of deep purple.

We presume the species will be a hardy greenhouse or frame plant, requiring more air

and dryness than heat in winter. It has all the appearance of being well suited for

summer bedding out.— Gardeners' Chronicle.

" The foundation of good breeding is the absence of selfishness. By acting always on

this principle — by using forbearance and moderation in argument, even when you feel

sure that you are right, and by showing a becoming diffidence when you are in doubt,

you will avoid many of the errors which men are apt to fall into. Reader, bear in mind

is holds good in all things, and not only in Fishing, Shooting, and Chess."

—

Penn

on Angling.
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TREATMENT OF THE HEMLOCK.

Ix a former number we promised to give the results of some expei'ience in treating

that most beautiful of our native evergreens, the hemlock. Its value and impor-

tance is attracting much attention, both as a single tree, a screen, a hedge, or a

shiiib, and we know nothing more deserving attention from American planters.

It is a difficult tree to procure in many neighborhoods, (though it will be seen

several extensive nurserymen advertise it) and where that is the case it may be

grown from the seed, which is procurable from dealers in this vicinity. These are

to be mixed with sand, if you cannot plant them immediately. As soon as the

Spring opens, make a bed on the north side of a fence, where it will be shaded the

greater part of the day ; the bed should be composed of one-third sand, one-third

good loam, and one-third light leaf-mould, well incorporated and sifted. Plant the

seeds in drills, and cover the bed with a little old spent tan, or more leaf mould, to

keep it light and moist; water it regularly every evening in dry summer weather to

prevent the young seedlings from dying off. The young plants may be moved as

soon as they have vigor enough to take the positions they are designed for.

If they can be obtained from the woods, about eighteen inches in height, time

will be saved, but in this case it will be useless to remove them without a covering

of earth for the roots brought with them ; with a little care there is no difficulty in

this ; to make the removal certain, sprinkle water from the rose of a watering pot

upon the roots after you have got them into your vehicle. The operation should be

accomplished about the time they are first putting forth their beautiful young

growth, and on a cloudy day. In planting them use the same soil as recommended

above for the seeds, and mulch the roots for a foot or two around with stones; these

are to be raised every year and a little additional leaf mould put on and the stones

replaced, till the plant has made a growth of several years.

The best examples of hedges of hemlock that have anywhere come under our

notice, are those of Moses Brown, Esq., on Schoolhouse lane, Germantown, Phila-

delphia. They have been a labor of love, and the result of careful culture for many
successive years ; here may be seen hedges of various ages and modes of planting.

At first the double row, amd plants one foot apart, was adopted; this plan has pro-

duced handsome thickset hedges, but it consumes a great number of plants, and a

sinr/le row two feet and a Jia?/ ajyart has been found by actual repeated experiment,

to serve the purpose equally well, and to possess the advantage of exhausting the

soil much less. Mr. Browu brings his trees from their native habitat near by, and

subjects them to the shears at once to give them a trim look and to induce a close

habit. They make little progress for the two first years, but after that their beauty

becomes apparent, and they rapidly assume character and importance. Mr. Brown

ulches all his hemlock hedges with stone, and feeds them annually with

He does not trim them more than once a year, and that in the Sp
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preferrinti the luxuriaut full appcarant'e wliich nature produccK; but where a set

hed^e or .solicl loukiiig wall is desired, we should recomuieud, as heretufure, a close

cutting in September.

As a single shrub, regularly kept down by the shears, the hemlock is extremely

beautiful, as it also is as a screen without much use of the shears; as a single tree

nothing need be more ornamental, and standing alone their habit of growth is highly

picturesque. A visit to Mr. Brown's premises in the morning when the dew is on

the trees, or rather a shower of rain when the sua shines through the branches of

these beauties of nature, is highly gratifying; so fond is he of the hemlock, that his

place is a fair show, embracing the perfect large tree and all the various forms it is

capable of assuming. When once established the Hemlock, though not quite so

rapid in growth as the Norway Fir, is by no means to be classed with the slow-

growing evergreens, and remember it is green and perfectly hardy.

VILLA AT NEW HAVEN.

The accompanying design, in the old English style, is for a villa to be erected at

New Haven. The outside walls are of brick, 16 inches thick and laid hollow; the

inside walls are 8 inches and laid so-

lid; the bay windows and verandas

are of wood, with stone underpinning.

In the basement floor, under the din-

ing-room and close by the private

stairs, is the kitchen; also scullery,

pantry, laundry, servants' room and

cellars. The other arrangements will

be understood by a reference to the

drawings. The window blinds are

made to slide in the thickness of the

walls, while those for the bay win-

dows fold into each side of the open-

ing. The dining-room communicates

througb the butler's pantry with the

private staircase, in a recess of which

is a wash basin, while the green-house

is separated from the dining-room by

D. Library. H. Dining-room, slidinof sash doors. The butler's pan-
. Butlers Pantry, r. Wash- . . , , . , .

try, containing dumb-waiter and sink.

In three of the angles

A. Drawing-room. B. Vestibule.
I. Study. J. Green-house,
basin. 6. Sink.

is lighted by a window opening into the private staircase.



Linen Cloeet. h h. Closets, i. Hall. j. Closet, k. Bath-
yet to have free communication with '°°™- "" bedroom, m. Bedroom, n. Play-room. 0. Closet.

other floors. This secures a quiet place for the sick, with sufficient space
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^
variety wliilo eonvjilesccnt, jrrcat couveuicnce for bathiiij^, and speedy cominuni-

catiiin with the servants, without at any time interfering with the more public

rooms or lialls. The Ijuikling is to be coated externally with stucco in imitation of

stone, with sills, lintles, and arches of brown stone; the basement is of blue

stone, and the underpining, where exposed to view, is brown stone. Thorough

ventilation is ensured to every room by means of shafts in the hollow wall, which arc

afterward carried to a large ejector on the roof, and that is encased in appropriate

wood work. The rooms which have no fire places are warmed, along with the other

parts of the building, with hot air. The vestibule is to be laid with encaustic tile.

The bouse is to cost §10,000.

NEW AND VALUABLE BOTANICAL WORK.

Nothing has hitherto been made public so well calculated to impress the mind with ad-

miration of the Himalayan vegetation as a thin fulio volume* by Dr. Hooker which has

just appeared. During his residence in India the author became acquainted with the

late Mr. Cathcart, a most zealous amateur, who had formed at a great cost by means of

native artists, and a corps of Lepcha collectors in his pay, a very extensive series of

drawings of the vegetation that surrounded him. His residence is described as a sin-

gularly beautiful spot about 1000 feet below Darjceling and GOOO feet above the sea,

occupying a mountain spur overhauging the steep furest-clad gorge of the great Runjeot

river, 5000 feet below, and descending in steep jungly slopes on either hand. " Through

these forests he had caused the natives to cut paths, directing all their operations with

all the taste and judgment of an experienced and skilful landscape gardener. These

openings led through the tangled jungle and wound amongst tall trunks of giant

timber trees, which were clothed with climbing Palms, wild Vines, Potlios, Hodgsoitia,

and Ipomcea, and laden with masses of Orchids and Ferns, suddenly emerging on emi-

nences commanding views of 200 miles of snowy mountains, rising range behind range

in dazzling beauty, and again descending by zigzags to cascades fringed with Ferns and

Mosses, and leading thence along the margins of rippling streams, overshadowed by Tree

Ferns, Bamboos, and wild Plantains." Surely this must be a scene in Fairy land ! In

such retreats were collected the materials out of which has been made the selection of

drawings now laid before the public ; aided, however, by Dr. Hooker's own sketches and

reduced to an artistic form by the inimitable pencil of Mr. Fitch. Of the merit of the

plates it is difficult indeed to speak too highly. Undoubtedly they are the finest tliat

have ever yet been prepared by any English artist ; nor arc they in any degree inferior

to the drawings of the celebrated Austrian Bauer.

The high price of the work unfortunately places it far beyond the reach of many pur-

chasers; We shall therefore be doing our readers a real service by bringing before them

a short account of such of the plants as appear to possess the greatest horticultural in-

* "Illustrations of Himalayan Plants," chiefly selected from drawings made for the late J. F. Cathcaut, Esq.,

Bengal Civil Service. The descriptions and analysis by J. D. IIooker, M. D., F. K. S. The plates executed

. Fiicn. Folio. Reeve, bl. 3s.



terest. Passing by the tropical Hodgsonia heierocUta, a prodigious Cucurbit, with slender

climbing stems 100 feet long, and gigantic flowers, every petal of which terminates in

half a dozen corkscrews exceeding the span of any man's fingers, we arrive at the follow-

ing account of a hardy tree of such magnificent beauty that even the Victoria Lily is

eclipsed in its presence.

Magnolia Campbellii.—This is a large forest tree abounding on the outer ranges of

Sikkim, at elevations of 8—10,000 feet, appearing on the road above Pacheem, and
thence ascending to the top of Sinchul 8000 feet, and Tonglo 10,000 feet ; though occa-

sionally seen on the central ranges at the same elevations, it is much less frequent. The
trunk is straight, often 80 feet high, and 12 to 20 in girth, covered with black bark.

The flowers are produced abundantly in April, at the end of all the branches, Avhen the

tree is yet perfectly leafless; they vary from white to deep rose colour or utmost crimson,

and Mi size /ro??! 6 to 10 inches {in diameter.) In May the tree is in full leaf, and the

fruit ripens in October, when a few small and often deformed flowers are sometimes pro-

duced. The branch represented by Mr. Fitcu only bears three flowers and a bud, and
yet it is with difficulty included within the tpace of 224 square inches.

Meconopsis Simplicifolia.—The most beautiful and conspicuous of all the Alpine

flowers of Sikkim, if not of the whole Himalaya ; common in rocky and gravelly places

at 12,000 feet elevation and upwards, where it expands its large delicate deep violet colored

blossoms in May, exposed to the violent winds and snow-storms of those inhospitable re-

gions. It would be a most brilliant addition to out-of-door gardens, where it "would no

doubt succeed perfectly, provided it be kept damp and cool, and not exposed to too long

sunshine."

Meconopsis Nipalensis.—Of this grand species we have the following account :
—" This

superb plant, when seen from a distance, resembles a small yellow Hollyhock. It was

discovered by Dr. Wallich's collectors in Nipal, and I found it in the damp interior val-

leys of Sikkim, growing amidst a rank and luxuriant herbage, on the skirts of Silver Fir

forests (Abies Webbiana,) at 10—11,000 feet above the level of the sea. "We need not

say that the two last plants are Poppies, and no doubt cultivable without difficulty. Let

the reader imagine a mass composed of the scarlet Papaver hracteatum or oricntale, sur-

rounded by the golden bells of this Meconopsis nipalensis, and bordered with an edging

of the intensely violet Meconojjsis simplicifolia, and he will form a picture which, for

brilliancy of coloring and magnificent breadth of efi'ect, has never yet been realized.

Decaisnea Insignis inhabits wooded valleys in the central regions of the Himalaya.

Dr. Hooker first gathered it in the Lachen and Lachong valleys, at elevations of 7000 to

8000 feet, and afterwards at Chela, where it ascends to nearly 10,000 feet. Its green

flowers appear in May, and are scarcely visible amongst the leaves ; the fruit on the other

hand, which ripens in October, is very conspicuous and handsome, of a pale yellow

colour, and full of a white juicy pulp, that is very sweet and pleasant; its fruit is eagerly

sought after by the Lepchas, who call the plant " Nomorchi," and it is the " Loodooma"

of the natives of Bhotan. It would appear to be a plant of very uncommon aspect, re-

sembling a 3'oung and very slender fast grown ash tree, among ths feathery leaves of

which hang clusters of great yellow fruit, somewhat resembling ram's horns. Its

learned discoverer regards it as well worthy of cultivation in England for its fruit alone,

" It would require protection from spring frosts, but will, no doubt, prove otherwise

hardy."

Vaccinium Salignum and Serpens.—" The genus Taccinium, which is mostly repre-

sented in northern climates by deciduous-leaved shrubs with small flowers, assumes a
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very difTtTPnt habit and nppoarancc in the tropical mountains of both the old and new

world. In tiio lower Ka^torn Himalaya, Malay Peninsula, Java, and other of the Ma-

layan islands, especially, there is an extensive section—to which the two species here

fif^ured belong—which could hardly be recognized as having much affinity with the

Whortleberry of our raoore. They are all epiphytical shrubs, having the lower part of the

stem often stcelling out into a prostrate trunk, as thick as the hvman body or leg, and send-

ing out branching fibrous roots that attach it to the limb of the tree upon which it grows-

These trunks are soft and spongy internally, and are reservoirs of moisture and nutriment

;

tliey send out a few slender, generally pendulous branches, wiiich bear often gorgeous

flowers." The two plants which give rise to the above remark arc most beautiful siirubs

with large crimson flowers, and would be brilliant ornaments of a greenhouse should

they prove to be cultivable.

BcuDi.EiA CoLviLEi.—" This is very unlike any other Asiatic species of Buddlcia in its

size and form of flower, color, and the locality it inhabits, its congeners being almost

without exception tropical or subtropical plants ; in several respects it more closely re-

sembles some of the species of the Andes, but it has no'rival anywhere for beauty and

graceful habit. It is abundant towards the summit of Tonglo, from 9000 feet to the top

12,000 feet. This will probably prove perfectly hardy, as I have found it in very exposed

places as well as in woods ; and from the abundance of its flowers, and its lasting some

weeks in bloom, it would be a most desirable addition to our gardens." Let us add that

the flowers are as fine as those of Escallonia macrantha, and as deep a red, while they

grow in panicles as large as that of a common Lilac.

./EscHYNANxnus Peeli, found in the thick forests where there has been no clearance,

is'perhaps a more brilliant red plant than any of the gorgeous species previously met

•with.

To these have to be added a Rhubarb [Rheum nobile)* of most prodigious form, resem-

bling a giantess flounced from head to foot; an Oak [Quercus Z(2?n<'Z/osa) with magnifi-

cent leaves, comparable to those of the Spanish Chestnut, rendered hard and evergreen,

and acorns so woody as to render riding unsafe where they have fallen in large quan-

tities ; the Sikkim Larch now in our gardens, which appears to be tender only when

raised from seeds gathered at 8000 feet of elevation, but to be hardy if produced by seeds

from 13,000 feet; and Vanda Cathcarti, a fine epiphyte, with great fleshy flowers,

streaked with cinnamon-colored bars. Such things as these point unmistakeably to the

scene of a new collector's labors ; and it is to be hoped that the East India Company will

forthwith despatch a skilful person in search of them.— Gardeners' Chronicle.

Natural Barometers.—Chickweed is an excellent barometer. When the flower ex-

pands fully, we are not to expect rain for several hours ;' should it continue in that state,

no rain will disturb the summer's day. When it half conceals its miniature flower, the

day is generally showery ; but if it entirely shuts up, or veils the white flower with its

green mantle, let the traveller put on his great coat. The diS"orent specses of Trefois

always contract their leaves at the approach of a storm ; so certainly does this take place,

that these plants acquired the name of the husbandman's barometer. The tulip, and

several of the compound yellow flowers, all close before rain. There is a species of wood

sorrel, which doubles its leaves before storms. The Bauhinia, or mountain ebony, capial

and sensitive plants, observe the same habits.

* Of this we give an account in another page of the Borticiilturist.—Ed.
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lijfiiE's fi^m.

Answers TO Correspondents.—(W.) If you must have a rapid growing tree in the

place indicated, plant a Populus angulata. "We prefer it to all the poplars and it is as

rapid as any.

(The Provoking Thing.)— Sir—I have a neighbor who is very fond of gardening ; he

comes to see me every fine day when I am most busy, and with a bland smile asks to

walk with me in the garden. Now comes my trouble ; as I try to exhibit what is done

and doing, everything reminds him of his own garden and his own labors! We stand

before my greatest beauty, which he scarcely sees, but the name suggests what he is

doing and he has all the talk to himself! What shall I do?

Ans.—Listen to him, but next time endeavor to be out of sight about the time you

expect him ; or go to see him, do as he does, and see how he likes it. If he does not wince,

be always as patient as you can be.

(A. D. G.) In our next,

(P. S. J.) Your American arbor vitass are too near together by one half at least.

(A SuBCRiBER, MooRFiELD, Ky.)—Brick is the best material for cisterns ; 9-inch wall

with common mortar coated on the inside with hydraulic cement. The earth on the

outside should be well rammed as the work proceed?, as the weight of water would other-

wise burst the cistern. Stone is the next best ; but cisterns are sometimes made by dig-

ging a circular hole and then plastering hydraulic cement immediately upon the earthen

sides.

A simple action ram with drawing pipe, will cost 40 to 50 dollars.

You can use 75 per cent, of the power, 25 per cent, being lost in friction.

The amount of water thrown up is about one seventh of the supply to a height of five

times the fall.

Thus, if supply is 7 gallons per minute and fall 8 feet, you can throw 1 gallon 8 X 5=
40 feet.

A waterwheel and force pump is preferable, if you can obtain water and fall enough,

with a 9-feet wheel and a stream of 5 gallons per minute, 1000 gallons can be thrown to

an elevation of 60 feet or more.

Lawns.—When a lawn, from age, becomes filled with moss, its surface should be

loosened several times in Autumn with an iron rake, in order to tear it up. Not-

withstanding the grass will appear to be much disturbed, it will not 8ufi"er from the

operation. Should there be any vacant or exposed places, let them be sown with grass

seed, covering them with a thin sprinkling of vegetable earth. Small lawns should be

improved with a slight resowing every year, in order to keep them thick and fresh

Several communications were received too lat« for the present number.



J n. A. (Almont, Mich.) The outline ofyour Pear represents the Seckle, for which you received

it Your description, however, seems rather to belong to the Citron des Curraes which we take it

to be.

The Evcrgeen is Juniperus Virginiana, or Red Cedar.

II. Davis, ( Waten'illc.) Your leather shavings migiit be very serviceable, by being first

rendered with Charcoal either as a dressing for fruit trees, or as a fertilizer to land generally.

As a mulching for raspberries, etc., they are valuable ; buried in the ground they decay

slowly, but surely add to the productiveness of soils.

\V. S.—Your specimen leaf is Quercus Macrocarpa, the Over-Cup Oak.

Brownsville, P.v.

Mr. Editor:—The Fuchsia can bo cultivated like an ordinary herbaceous plant

with very little trouble. I have mentioned this to several amateurs and commercial

florists, and as they had never before heard of the fact I presume it is not generally

known. Having myself derived much useful information from the Horticulturist, I am

induced to offer my miie for the benefit of others.

In the spring, after all danger of frost is past, I take the plants (when in bloom) (rom

the oreen house, and after removing the pots plant them in a suitable border (one rather

shaded is preferable) in the flower garden, where I leave them permanently. After frost

commences in Autumn I cover them about their roots with spent tan to the depth of

ei"-ht or ten inches, which I remove upon the return of nice weather in the Spring. The

tops will then be dead, but they will throw up numerous sprouts from their roots which

will bloom in great beauty and profusion all summer, viz : from the first week in July

until checked by the frost in October or November. I have now several varieties in full

bloom, which have been bedded out since April, 1852. The soil in which I grow them is

but a good common garden soil. They should of course be watered in dry weather, but

require during the summer no greater care than any common border flower.

It may be as well to add, that I tried the experiment of covering with stable litter, but

without success, my plants all perished. Yours, &c.,

Nelson B. Bowman.

A New Esculent in this Country.—In May last I received from the Agricultural

Division of the Patent Ofl&ce, the " Chufas or Earth Almonds," known to botanists under

the name of "Cyperus Esculentus," with the following notice of the same:

" It grows spontaneously in the light humid soils of Spain, and is cultivated in Ger-

many and the south of France; If planted in May or June they arc ready to be har-

vested in October. They resemble in taste a delicious chestnut or cocoanut, and like

them may be eaten raw or cooked. They are chiefly employed for making an orgeat,

(orchata de chufas) a delightful, refreshing drink, much used in Spain, Cuba, and other

hot climates where it is known. When mashed to a flour, which is white, sweet and very

agreeable to the taste, it imparts to water the color and richness of milk. At Almacero

and Albarago considerable attention is devoted to the cultivation of this plant, eight acres

of land yielding a profit of §3,500 in five months."

I planted the tubers or bulbs according to the directions accompanying them. They

are now growing vigorously, and very easily cultivated, requiring no special care and I

have no doubt will be as productive as any vegetable grown in this climate. I hope to

have seed enough to plant some two acres of ground next season. It is worthy of culti-

vation as an ornamental plant. J. V. McCullough.

Cincinnati, Oct. 1. 1855.
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Free axd Easy.—A Western editor announces that his wife has gone among her rela-

tives "to recruit her jaded energies," and he himself is going to travel along the lino of

certain counties. He adds quaintly and familiarly, " Give us a nod and a shake of the

hand as we go along I"

A New Rhododendron is noticed in the last Southern Cultivator, as having been dis-

covered by S. McDowell, of Franklin, Macon county, N. C. It grows to the height of

five feet; the foliage larger and more rich than the Pontic, with larger panicles of flowers

and a more brilliant color, which is a bright crimson approaching scarlet. We have re-

ceived a draw ng, and shall publish it.

" Much Labor on Little Land," says the Rural New Yorker, " it has been observed

is the secret of successful farming, and the more we learn practically and theoretically

of agriculture, the firmer becomes our conviction that it is so."

Productive Crop.—The Salem (Mass.) Gazette says:—"We were inlormed by Mr.

Asa Bushby, jr., of South Danvers, that he lately gathered 6000 bunches of onions from

half an acre of land, which sold, delivered at our whaves, for more than $200."

Batard Taylor's India, China, and Japan contains less information of a positive or

scientific kind than could have been expected. The only gleanings from it we have been

able to make are the following :

—

" The husk (of the tamarind tree,) incloses a thick paste, wrapped around the seeds,

with an intensely acid, but agreeable taste." p. 52.

" The acacia and tamarind are occasionally met with, and the date and brab palms

thrive in the valleys. The tamarind frequently rivals the banyan in size, while its fo-

liage is wonderfully graceful and delicate. The leaflets of its slender pinnate leaves are

so small, that the Koran could not more forcibly describe the torments of Mahomedan
hell, than when it says that the sinners in the nether fire shall receive, to cool their thirst,

just so much water as will lie on one of these leaflets, once in a thousand years." p. 82.

" In the valleys is found the deodar, or Himalayan Cypress, which grows to a height of

more than 200 feet." p. 190. This is a brief notice for the Deodar !

The description of Agra and its architectural reamins, is the redeeming feature of the

work.

Pop Corn.—The horny or flinty portions of corn, when viewed in their sections under

a good microscope, will be found to consist of a great number of six-sided cells, filled with

a fixed oil, which has been successfully used for the purposes of illumination. On this

oil depends the popping qualities of corn ; for when the kernels are heated to a tempera-

ture sufficiently high to decompose the oil, a sudden explosion takes place, and every cell

is ruptured by the expansion of gaseous matter, arising from the decomposition of the oil

and the formation of carburetted hydrogen gas, such as is sometimes used in lighting

large cities, the grain being completely evolved and folded back, or turned inside out.

This property is remarkably strong in the pop corn, and is common in a greater or less

degree in all corn abounding in oil ; but those kinds destitute of a horny cover will not

pop under any circumstances. After the decomposition or extraction of this oil, corn is

more readily digested by man, though it is less fattening to animals.



LoNGKViTY.—Our forefathers entertained the erroneous belief that the loss by perspira-

tion abbreviated life. Manportius roconimcndcd that the body, therefore, should be

covered with pitch, and Garden actuall}' arj^ucd that trees lived longer than animals be-

cause they took no exercise !

Hedges of Old.—Homer says in his OJyssey, that when Ulyssus returned from Troy

to his father Laertes, after many years absence, the good old man had sent his servants

into the woods to gather young tliorns for forming hedges, and while occupying himself

in preparing the ground to receive them, his son asked him, " Why, being now so far

advanced in years, he would put himself to the fatigue and labor of planting that which

he was never likely to enjoy ?" Laertes taking him for a stranger, gently replied, " I

plant against my son Ulysses comes home !"

Poultry and Eggs.—Have our readers any idea of the annual value of poultry and

eggs in the United States ? The value of poultry in 1840 was estimated at more than

twelve millions of dollars, and three years later at twenty millions. It is estimated that

the city of New York expends yearly a million and a half in the purchase of eggs

alone.

lortitultiiral u^ gignculhiral (^vMbitimis.

The Ohio State Fair was most flattering to its promoters. The general appearance

of the people, says a gentleman who was present, indicated a high state of mental and
moral cultivation. The same individual remarks on the subject of young ladies compe-

ting for premiums on horseback—"If they get in the habit of managing so noble an

animal as the horse, and find it so easily done, won't they try their hand at man V We
can assure him there is not the slightest danger.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.—The twenty-seventh Annual EAhibition of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society was held at the Music Hall. The display, if not

quite equal in extent to some of those of former years, was decidedly the most neat,

tasteful and complete we have ever seen. A minute description of it cannot be here at-

tempted. "It was an affair which did equal credit to the exhibitors, managers, and

the citizens of Boston and vicinity. It is a subject of pride to a Bostonian that such an

exhibition should be thronged with visitors for four successive days—the number avera-

ging five thousand a day. It indicates the prevalence of a healthful sentiment among
our people—a taste for the promotion of an art which refines and ameliorates mankind.

If some one should be disposed to retort, that a different kind of an exhibition was largely

patronized here a few days ago, we would reply that the people who visited the Music

Ilall for the two objects, were generally of quite difi'crent classes ; and while we have

reason to regret that so many were found to justify the adage that " the fools are not all

dead," we rejoice that the class was far outnumbered by the intelligent votaries of Flora

and Pomona."
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Pittsburg Horticultural Societv.—At an adjourned meeting of the Society, Presi

dent McKnight said that the meeting was appointed to be held for the purpose of re-

ceiving the report of the Strawberry Coramitteo. The President being the chairman of

the committee then read a vahiable paper which we give entire below, as it must be of

great interest to Allegheny readers.

The committee appointed to report which varieties of the Strawberry were the best

for cultivation in this vicinity, beg leave to report as follows:

That they do not consider it advisable to recommend many varieties for general culti-

vation, but rather to select a chosen few, which may combine most of the qualities which

in their opinion should be deemed essential to constitute a good sort. These qualities

they think are flavor, size, beauty and productiveness ; to which may be added early

maturity, very late maturity and carrying well to market. The varieties agreed upon by

your committee have been selected from more than thirty which have been tested in this

vicinity or a locality similar as to soil and climate. And without any desire to glorify

our own growers, we would say that we have never seen the Strawberries of Allegheny

county surpassed. We would further state our belief that some of those named on our

list have been condemned in some other localities, because growers had not the genuine

plants. For two of the varieties chosen we are not quite sure of the correct name, but

give those by which they pass here, and those with which they are considered identical.

No. 1. First on the list they unite in placing " McAvoy's Superior" Pistillate, for

flavor, size, beauty and productiveness.

No. 2. "Buist's Prize," Hermaphrodite, size, beauty, productiveness, good for market.

No. 3. " Hovey's Seedling," P., size, beauty, and productiveness, good for market.

No. 4. " Victoria," thought to be the Princess Alice Maude," Herm-, flavor, size

and beauty.

No. 5. "Myatt's British Queen," H, flavor, size, beauty and late maturity.

Your committee would also recommend for early trial, an early scarlet berry, not that

known as the "Large Early Scarlet," nor "Virginia Scarlet," but a Pistillate variety,

called hero the Baltimore Scarlet, which promises well, ripening eight or ten days before

the other varieties, and being handsome and well flavored. They w.uld further recom.

mend for fancy cultivation, and as a Dessert garnish, the Bicton Pine, white, beauty,

eize and high flavor, though the plant is slender and unproductive. The above list con-

tains a succession, ripening through the season ; and from it, the private cultivator, or

market gardener can readily select in quality, and proportion, to suit his individual case.

Robert McKnight, Wm. II. Williams, J. Knox, Jas. S. Negley.

Some discussion ensued upon the question of precedence of difi"erent varieties, when,

upon motion of Mr. McKain, the report was unanimously adopted.

Annual Exhibition of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society.—The late anmial display

of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, was a complete triumph, so far as the articles on ex-

hibition and the liberal manner in which the Exhibtion itself was supported by visitors was

concerned. Such is the universal testimony of visitors, and if we might judge by the fine fruits

seen in the place after the exhibition was over, such as apples, peaches, pears, etc., we should

say, Cincinnati is on the topmost ladder of Horticultural fame. Mr. Ernst, showed us his fine

fruit room filled with Lawrence and other good pears, and apples in abundance. Mr. Long-

worth displayed his magnificent wine vaults, one tun in which contained 4,580 gallons of wine!

Success seems to attend whatever Cincinnati undertakes.

The Boston National Agricultural Show. — No report of this great event could reach

in time for this number. We shall notice it in our next.
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Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association.—Tho second annual exhibition of the Wis-

consin Fruit Growers' Association took place at Milwaukee, on the l>'th, I'Jth, 20th Scp-

toniber. Tlio -Milwaukee Horticultural Society united with the Association on this oc-

casion.

The display of fruits and flowers mif^ht have graced an older Society in an older State.

A broad table ran all around the hall and was completely filled with fruit and boqucta.

Above this extended a shelf for greenhouse plants, niakin*; a goodly show. Our florists

are not much behind their Eastern and loufrer established brethren in the obtaining new
and curious things from all parts of the world.

Of cut flowers there were several lots of " Remontant Roses," many varieties in each.

Also several collections of tender roses ; one of sixteen sorts. One lot twelve sorts

" verbenas." The exhibition of " dahlias" was fine.

Of grapes, there were but a few Isabellas and Cutawbas. The June frosts extinguished

our last hopes in the way of a grape crop.

AVe boast not much of our peaches this year, though there were some fine specimens,

especially of " Noblesse" and " Morris Red."

Plums were fine, though not so abundant as in more favorable years. I noted among
the best " Smith's Orleans," "Yellow Egg," "Golden Drop," "Columbia," "Frost Gage,''

and " Onondaga."

Pears were abundant, and looked deliciously tempting. There were 70 varieties in all.

varying from the little beauty " Forme de dclices," to a very large specimen of" Bartlett'

and "Steven's Genessee," very fine; "Flemish beauty," "Doyenne d'ete," " P>eurre

Goubalt" " Oswego Beurre," " Annanas d'ete," " Julienne," " Leon Le Clere," "Dutchess

d'Angouleme," " Beurre d'Amalis," " Swan's Orange." One twig of" Begi de la motte,"

twelve inches long, contained as many pears. " Seckles" were fine and often unusually

large.

Apples I considered as particularly noticeable ; the " Rambo," " R. I. Greening,"

"Seek-no-further," "Baldwin," "Belle-flower," "Summer Queen," "EsopusSpitzenberg,"
" Fameuse," "Northern Spy," " Fall Pippin," " Fall AVine," " Spice Sweet," " Beauty of

Kent," " Belmont," " Dominic," "Minister," "Vandcvere," " Bevan's favorite," large

specimens of the excellent " Ilawley," and that beautiful, delicious favorite, the " Autumn
Strawberry." Of " Crabs," the " Golden Beauty." Many fine " Russets," and some

beautiful " Wisconsin Seedlings."

" Utters," " Graniwinkle," " Yellow Redstreak," " Daniel," and "June Sweet," were

new to most, but were considered very good. I have here merely given those which

particularly pleased me, another might make the tour of the room and present a some-

what different list.

There were several tables devoted to vegetables, displaying fine specimens of almost

everything the kitchen garden affords—from the " 72 lb. squashes" to " fancy potatos.''

The Exhibition closed with an animated sale of fruits and flowers.

Wisconsin possesses a fine soil and climate for all the "staple fruits," and they are

frequently larger and higher colored than the same varieties at the East.

These Societies do much to correct the fruit nomenclature, which in new countries is

liable to confusion. Elsie.

The American Institute Fair in the Crystal Palace at New l''ork has been eminently

successful. We congratulate the Society on having so good a house. When shall

get a roof over our Horticultural Society again ?
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The Uxited States Agricultural Society appointed its third Exhilition at Boston,

for the 23d, 2ith, and 25th of tober.

The grounds selected for the show are located on Harrison Avenue, between Brookllne

and Chester streets, and contain about thirty acres.

The first object that attracts the attention of the passer by is a fine gateway, of impo-

sing appearance, designed by Mr. John R. Hall, architect to the society. Two noble

towers, each forty feet in height, support a splendid arch, that spans the entire width of

the street. These towers contain the treasurer's office, with twelve windows upon the

Avenue front, for the sale of tickets. Upon their summits were displayed the American

ensign.

Entering the field, we are treated to the the novel and excellent feature of a vast area,

graded to a perfect level. The field is now clothed in a most May-like mantle of green—

the oats which were sowed on the land being well up. This will serve not only an orna-

mental purpose, but a very useful one, in keeping down tne dust that the myriads of feet

and hoofs would otherwise create.

Nearly in the centre of the field appears a fine track for the trial of horses, describing

in its elliptical circuit an exact half mile. Midway on " the home stretch," a pagoda-

like tower, of beautiful proportions, rises to a height of seventy feet ; and above it the

American flag, thirty feet in length by twenty feet in width. The first story of the tower

is designed as a gathering ground for the officers of the society, marshals and invited

guests ; the second story accommodates the judges ; and the third will answer as a good

look-out for those privileged to enter it.

On the west side of the track, seats for six thousand spectators were erected, in the most

secure manner, capable of sustaining ten times the pressure to which they will be sub-

jected.

The Committee of Reception consists of Hon. J. V. C. Smith, Mayor of Boston ;
his

Honor Lieut. Gov. Brown; George M. Atwater, Esq., of Springfield; Charles L. Flint,

Esq., (Secretary Massachusetts Board of Agriculture ;) with others. These gentlemen

were to receive the guests of the society at the President's marquee, and show them all

needed attention.

Still further north was placed another beautiful tent for a Ladies' Saloon, where

ices and other refreshments were obtained. Connected with this saloon is a With-

drawing Room, where, with the assistance of an officiating maid, bonnets and collars and

curls may be becomingly adjusted, if disarranged amid the throng.

The Society's Committee Rooms were established in the handsome wooden building on

the notheast corner. Here are arranged tables with stationary and other codveniences

for every Committee.

More than three thousand feet of stalls were prepared, and with a canvass roof,

with festooned curtains in front. Additional accommodations, arranged for sheep and

swine, at the south end; and for neat stock, at the opposite extremity. At these points,

several ranges of tents, about one hundred feet long by twenty feet Avide, were stretched,

afibrding adequate protection from rain and cold to the animals, and presenting a pic-

turesque appearance to the observer. These tents, buildings, seats and stalls have been

erected or arranged under the constant personal supervision of the President and Sec-

retary, Marshall P. Wilder and Wm. S. King ; who are faithfully devoting to the great

work their entire time and energy.

Very numerous entries of stock, in the various departments, were early made ; and

some of the finest specimens of neat kine, both home-bred and imported, were on

hibition.



Tho officers of several of the New England Railroads expressed their readiness to

transport stock to and from the Exhibition free of charge ; and an announcement to that

elTci't was made accordingly ; but as tho arrangement was not general, it was

dc'oided by the New England roads, and by roads in other States, to convey stock at otie-

half the usual chanjc. Ilailroads on such occasions would find it to their eventual in-

terest to observe a more r/eiwrous economy.

This was expected to be the greatest agricultural oxliibition that America, and DorliajjS

the world, ever saw.

CoxvENTiox OF Fruit Growers OF WESTERN New Youk.—This body met at the

Council Chamber, Buffalo; about fifty delegates being present. The meeting was called

to order by Joii.v J. Thomas, of Macedon, Wayne Co., President.

Upon motion of Mr. Barry of Rochester, the following business Committee were ap-

pointed : Messrs. Barry of Rochester, Allen and Coppock of Buffalo, Barrit of Lockport

and Pinney of Brockport. Committees on Finance and membership were also appointed.

The afternoon session commenced at 3 o'clock, and Mr. Barry from the Committae on

business reported that the diseases of fruit trees would be discussed in the following

order : 1. Fire blight in pear, apple and quince trees. 2. Leaf blight in same trees.

3. Cracking of fruit. 4. Black knot on plums. 5. Mildew on early grapes.

Insects.—1. Curculio. 2. Apple borers. 3. Apple and Pear Insects. 4. Peach

Borer.

The discussion to be continued until 5^ o'clock, and from 8 J to 10 o'clock to-day, also

that the public be allowed admission during the afternoon and evening.

After a recess to allow exhibitors to arrange their fruit, the discussion of the subject

of fire-blight was commenced, and was participated in by Messrs. Allen of Black Rock

Thomas of Maceden, Townsend of Lockport, Cadwallader, Coppock, Eaton and Mason of

Buffalo, Barry of Rochester and others.

Mr. Allen thought the disease was the result of electricity in the atmosphere.

Mr. Thomas could not account for the disease, but thought it contagious and always

amputated and buried the affected limb.

Mr. Cadwaladcr was of opinion that frost had something to do with it.

Mr. Townsend thought the disease resulted from trees being gorged with sap and acted

upon by a moist atmosphere and intense heat, so as to rupture the sap vessels.

Mr. Barry had no theory of the disease. It was confined to certain localities, and

could not be accounted for any more than the cholera. He did not know of any cure for

it. Ilis way was to plant two trees for every one that was killed by the blight.

Mr. Hood, of Lockport, thought the disease was brought on by excessive manuring,

which generated an unhealthj^ gas, in some way causing the tree to overact. The only

way to avoid it was to endeavor to secure a healthy and even growth.

Mr. Thomas, of Macodon, wished to say a word about the theory of the sap bursting

the vessels, which had been assigned as the cause of the blight, and also of the rust in

wheat. He had examined into the case and was convinced that the rust was occasioned

by the growth of fungi. No pressure of the sap would burst the vessels.

Mr. Pinney, of Lockport, and Manley, of Buffalo, also related their experience in this

matter of blight, but no effectual remedy for the disease was proposed.

Mr. Thomas, of Macedon, suggested as a means of arriving definitely at the varieties

of pears most affected by the blight, that each member should in the morning bring in a

pears most liable to blight, with a description of the soil in which the trees were

and the mode of the culture.
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Friday Mormng, Sept. 14.

The convention re-assembled at 9 o'clock, Mr. L. F. Allen in the chair.

In accordance with the resolution passed yesterday, several members reported lists of

pears most affected by blight.

The lists of pears most subject to fire blight vrere then handed in and read by the

Chair. The following varieties were named in the greatest number of lists, those first in

order having the most votes against them : Madeline, Bartlett, Glout Morceau, Le Cure,

Passe Colmar, Stevens' Gennessee, Swan's Orange, White Doyenne, Lechel, Louise

Bonnre of Jersey ; none of the above having less than four votes.

A. discussion on the picking and ripening of fruits was then entered into, in which

Messrs. Barry, Coppuck, Townsend, Hooker, and Hood took part, each gentleman giving

his individual views and experiences in the same.

On motion of Mr. Coppock, it was agreed that members hand to the Secretary notes of

their experience in the ripening of fruits.

The subjects of black knot on plums and mildew on hardy grapes were passed over,

and the subject of the curculio was taken up.

Messrs. Thomas, Gardner, and Barry gave their methods of ridding their trees of the

curculio ; the former, by keeping pigs in the yard, the latter, by jarring the trees and

catching the insects on cloths.

Mr. Townsend stated that in Lockport great success had been gained by paving the

ground beneath the trees.

Mr. Allen attributed the exemption of his trees last year from the insect to the

drouth.

Mr. Hood stated that he had experienced beneficial results from the use of sulphur in

the destruction of the insects, although he was of the opinion that it was injurious to the

tree itself.

Mr. Hooker had found advantageous results by placing chickens in the yards, also

believed the insect to be migratory, and did not ascend from the ground to the tree as

suggested by Mr. Allen.

Mr. Thomas observed that in shaking curculio upon white sheets he had noticed them

fly from the cloth.

Mr. Allen stated that some kinds of his fruit had been stung by the insect, while

others were exempt from injury.

Mr. Barry was of the opinion that the insect exhibited a discrimination or instinct in its

attacks.

The subject of the apple tree borer was passed over, and that of " Insects attacking the

fruit of the apple and pear trees" was taken up.

There was a large attendance of members, and an exceedingly fine show of fruits. It

was said by several gentlemen well qualified to judge, that the collection of apples and

pears excelled any former demonstration of the kind in this State. The Councils of the

city liberally tendered the Society the use of their fine Hall, and every available space

was occupied by the numerous collections.

The following is a list of the exhibitors :

Lewis F. Allen, Bu



do.



editor's table.

Burlington, Iowa, is pleasantly situated on the west bank of the Mississippi, and con-

tains at this time some 9 or 10,000 inhabitants. Part of the city is in a sort of basin,

some 8 or 10 feet above the level of the river, with a bluff in the rear over 100 feet high.

In other places the ground rises gradually from the river to the top of the bluff. As we

crossed the river in the evening we were reminded of Newburg on the Hudson. The

broken character of the ground renders the grading of streets a work of considerable

labor, but it is going on vigorously. Spacious stores and comfortable dwellings are in

process of erection on all sides, and there is every indication of substantial prospierity.

Railroads have given this city a new birth, and her progress hereafter must be rapid.

The population is of a superior character, the situation healthy, and there is every induce-

ment for business men who are looking to the West to settle there. What interested me
most was the orchards and gardens

;
you will say, " Of course." I have never been taken

so much by surprise as I was in visiting some of the gardens around Burlington. My
curiosity was awakened by some specimens sent into the exhibition rooms of the Fruit

Grower's Society. Beurre Diels weighing a pound and a half ; Swan's Orange about as

large ; Louise Bonne de Jersey, and Vicar of Winlcfield, enormous. Some monster Bart-

letts had been preserved in ice. Such a sight in the way of pears I have never seen,

and I at once resolved to visit the trees and know all about them. Dr. Tallant, to whom
I feel greatly indebted for many kind attentions, immediately conducted me to the garden

of W. F. Coolbaugh, Esq., the well known Banker of Burlington.

His residence is on the top of the bluff and his garden contains scarcely an acre—there

I found the pear trees—beautiful pyramids, all on quince plants about 7 or 8 years, now
8 to ten feet, or 12 feet high. The early varieties were of course gone, but I found on the

trees Beurre Diet, Beurre d' Anjou, Vicar of Winkfield, Glout Morceau, Beurre d'Arem-

herg, and others, all nearly twice as large as good specimens grown in New York.

The trees were remarkably vigorous, and hung full of fruits—what a sight ! And all

this without any special manures or culture of any kind—the ground was merely kept

clean. One tree of Glout Morceau was blighted.

Dr. Tallant took us next to his own garden, which is situated in that part of the city

which I have described as being in a basin. The garden is small, but filled to over-

flowing with the choicest fruits and flowers, and all in the finest possible condition.

Ilis pear trees are still finer than at Mr. Coolbaugh's, and the specimens still

larger. Brandijwine I observed a noble tree, and the Doctor told me that it bore speci-

mens that weighed a pound ! The trees were the same age and the varieties much the

same as at Mr. Coolbaugh's. Quite near to Dr. Tallant's we were shown a garden which

was formerly owned and planted by his Excellency Gov. Grimes; planted at the same

time as the others. The trees looked well, but had not received proper care latterly.

The Governor has a new residence on one of the highest points of ground, commanding

an extensive and beautiful view of the river and surrounding country. His garden

contains a large and fine collection of fruits, but the trees are young and not yet in full

bearing. These which I have mentioned are all town gardens, and I assure you I do not

know anything here in our famous valley that can equal them. What do you think of

this?

The nurseries are no less wonderful. I observed apple trees one season's growth from

the root graft, nearly G feet high and stout in proportion.

Messrs. Comstock & Avery have, in various stages of growth, some 600,000 apple trees!

Messrs. Neely and Brother have also a fine nursery of some 30 acres, with a fair propor

the various fruits and ornamental articles. In these nurseries I observed that

Quince and Plum do not flourish on the deep prairie loam as they do on the



where the clay and limestone arc nearer the surface. 1 waH much Burprised to 6ee the

Quince do so poorly ; the shoots were slender us needles and had no leaves on. The

Peard had been leatless nearly a couple of months. There is something to study here,

and I wished for a month of time to look into the matter thoroughly.

You will see this matter touched upon in the proceedings of the Fruit Growers. The

exhiliition of fruits made by the society was a splendid one. I really mean .splendid, es-

pecially in apples. About 300 feet of tables were loaded with heaped-up dishes of mon-

strous fruit. You must pardon a free use of adjectiv-s.

In one collection, that of Mr. A. llillcry, I should think that the specimens ranged

between 18 and 25 ounces, and fair as wax work.

Yellow Belle-flowers, Ortleys, Maiden's Blush, llambo. Fall Pippin, Vandcrvcer, &.C.,

so large that I barely recognized them.

The large hall was most tastefully and conveniently arranged. There were between

40 and 50 contributors from Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, and New York. I have never

before seen so large a collection of fruits gathered together from so wide an area ; from

this you may judge how novel and instructive it was. I cannot go into any details re-

specting these collections farther than to say that the largest were

Messrs. Avery and Comstock, Burlington, -

W. Stewart L Son, Quincy, 111. - - - -

Edson Ilarkness, Peoria, III. . . - -

Finley & Dwire, Davenport, Iowa, - - -

John Belanger, Dover, 111. - -
.

-

A. II. "Whitney, Franklin Grove, Lee Co., 111.

Arthur Bryant, President of the Society,

D. F. Kinney, Rock Island, ....
A. G. Ilanford, Waukesha, Wis. . - - -

Messrs. Leonard, Burlington, ....
Messrs. Neeley & Brother, Burlington,

Rogers & Woodward, Marengo, 111.

Chas. II. Ilibbard,
" ...

A. Hillary, of Burlington, filled a table with superb specimens, forming the most at-

tractive collection in the room.

Of New York contributors, there were Messrs. Thorp, Smith, and Ilanchett, of Syra-

cuse, 71 varieties of pears and 41 of apples.

T. C. Maxwell & Brother, of Geneva, 48 varieties of pears, and Primate and Wagner

apples.

Manly & Mason, Buffalo, a collection of pears.

Ellwanger & Barry, 144 varieties of pears, 89 varieties of apples, and 79 varieties of

Plums.

Dr. D. T. Hull, of Alton, celebrated as a successful peach grower, 5 varieties of pears

and 2 of peaches ; his large collection of peaches intended for the exhibition did not ar-

rive in time.

These are but a part of the great display, enough to show what a gathering was there.

You will find all the details in the published proceedings ns soon as they get into print.

The discussions took a wide range, and will be read with great interest.

I had so many things to see in a short visit, that I was reluctantly compelled to absent

myself from the rooms a considerable portion of the time.

I can say that I have never seen a meeting of this kind devote itself to its proper bu-

siness with greater assiduity. The members were all men of real western energy of cha-

82 varieties of
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racter—workers, intelligent and communicative, as their proceedings will show. This

society has a wide field to labor in, and a great work to perform, but it is fully equal to

it. The people of Burlington must be accorded the highest praise for the liberality and

taste displayed in making arrangements for the meeting and for the gener.-us hospitality

towards the members and delegates individually.

His Excellency, Gov. Grimes, was with them from beginning to end, and participated

heartily in the pioceedings. At the close a supper was given at which his Excellency

presided. A number of appropriate sentiments were given and responded to by brief

and spirited speeches. That of Gov. Grimes and W. F. Coolbaugh, Esq., I have never

heard surpassed on similar occasions; both ^ere impromptu, but pertinent and effective.

The "Daily Democratic Press," of Chicago, was ably represented by Wm. Brosa, Esq.

and its "Rural" correspondent, M. L. Dunlap, Esq.

The Chicago Democrat was well represented by J. C. Brayman, Esq., who made a very

good report of the proceedings.

We all left Burlington well pleased. The Society had a pleasant and profitable meet-

ing, and we may expect to see it turn out in its strength to our Rochester meeting next

year. Then, if we live till then, we shall see something of American Fruits.

Excuse these hasty rambling notes and believe me, Yours,

P. Barry.

Chicago Exibition.—The Illinois State Fair held at Chicago last month has been one

of those events which the Horticulturist should not pass over. The pulse of " Young

America" beats so strongly in that direction that an old-fashioned doctor might fear a rush

ot blood to the head, did he not know the constitution of the patient would bear a con-

stant pressure of fever heat.

By invitation of the Society, and of the Central Illinois Railroad Company, we visited

the Fair, and can safely say that the half had not been told us regarding this portion of

our great Conlederacy. Chicago is reached from Philadelphia by continuous connections of

different railroads, via Pittsburgh, in forty to forty-four hours with ease and comfort.

The first view of the new city is striking, and we will add astonishing ; it may be doubted

if the world ever saw such rapid progress. Twenty-five years only have elapsed since

the Indian inhabited the site where is now a great city of eighty thousand inhabitants ;

fine houses of elegant structure, models in their way inside and out, skirt the lake and

adorn the interior of the city ; the depots are magnificent, and this is all aided by the

most beautiful building stone and fine bricks, the colors differing from any other Ameri-

can structures, thus giving that indefinable charm to the eye of the traveller, of novelty

when combined with good taste- We shall take occasion hereafter to return to these

subjects ; our business is now with the State Fair.

The collection of fruit surpassed in some particulars that at EIraira. The apples,

which seem to be thoroughly at home in the soil of Illinois, were surprisingly beautiful

and large ; the pears not so good this season as in Western New York, but still very fair.

The apples known at the eastward were so much larger and finer here that we scarcely

recognized them ; the Belle-flower which have deteriorated at home were in greater

perfection than we have ever known; the Newtown pippin and llambo deserved the same

praise. There were numerous seedling varieties not yet named, of great merit.

The Catawba grapes were particularly large and delicious, especially those from

Hennepin, Illinois, and Kelly's Island, in Lake Erie. The wines exhibited, Catawba,

Bland, and Isabella, were highly creditable.



The colloction of agricultutal implements was remarkable. Chicago seems to

manuftcturo almost every thliip;, and tlie wonder grew at every step at the progress

mado by t!iis "(.Jarden city," our visit to which will remain among our most agreealjlo

reminiscences, whore private hosj)itality, tlie most generous and kind, was mingled with

society of the truly intellectual and progressive.

From Chicago we proceeded to Galena, near the Mississippi, and examined the lead

mines, returning via the Illinois Central Ilailroad. which runs directly through the state

to Cairo ; stopped at St. Louis, and thence visited Cincinnati, thus having a fair view of

the West, and a never-to-be-forgotten ride through tlio immense prairies. Mr. Barry, in

another article, has forestalled us in admiration, and wonder, and adjectives, to which,

however, we fully subscribe, but must let our reminiscences subside into something of a

calm before we can record the wonders of this, onother New World, just opened to man

by that civilizer, the Railroad. Illinois has now a population of a million and a half,

acainst 157,445 in 1830 !

Pennsylvania Horticultdeal Society.— A stated meeting of this Society was held on

Tuesday evening, at Concert Hall. The display of vegetables was quite large. A fine dis-

play of grapes were shown by M. W. Baldwin, Isaac B. Baxter, and the gardener to John

Anspach, exhibited several clusters of the white Syrian grape. John Pollock, gardener to

James Dundas, received a first premium for the best collection of twelve plants. Robert

Kilvington received a special premium of $2 for a pair of bouquets, and a pyramid of indi-

genous flowers. A specimen of the Grasliu Pear, a foreign variety, was exhibited for the

first time, by Robert Buist. The Chairman of the Committee on the Twenty-seventh exhi-

bition recommends the society to purchase tents for future exhibitions, as the last one in

Penn Square was eminently successful. A communication from the Secretary of the Har-

monia Sacred Music Society was read, requesting the appointment of a committee on the

part of the Society, to confer with one emanating from their Association, to take initiatory

steps in the erection of a hall of larger capacity than any at present existing ; and, on mo-

tion, a committee of three was appointed. Absence must excuse a longer notice this month.

The Season Closes.—The great season of Exhibitions has now closed. Our journal has

recorded as much of their doings as was possible ; the greatest ethusiasm has prevailed every

where, and we close our number with the strongest impression that no Country and no period of

the world ever saw such a happy and industrious population as now peoples our continent. The

West bears oif the palm in some particulars, but we are not therefore disposed unjustly to un-

dervalue the activity of older settlements.
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Some UcglcttciJ frees ;in^ Sh'ubs.

^j^f^HERE are many beautiful and valuable trees that have not found their way

•pL generally into cultivation
; we can count but one specimen of Cedar of Leba-

non of commanding size in the United States, probably from the circumstance

that the seeds rarely, if ever, vegetate when imported. Our ancestors were not

much in the habit of importing trees, and we now lament the deficiency of the variety

that so much delights the traveller abroad. That single specimen is in "Westchester

County, New York, and is a noble and expressive, as well as historical tree. This

cedar should not be neglected by planters ; its growth is thought to be slow, and too

few of us are willing to purchase what will not attain some stateliness in the lifetime

of an individual. But it is usually starved and stunted in a pot before it is planted

out; then most generally ti'eated to a poor sandy, dry soil. In a good, firm, loamy

soil, at least in this country, it will nearly rival the Deodar in rapidity of growth

;

in a rich soil, rather moist, this beautiful tree is a fast grower, though this is con-

trary to the received opinion.

The most beautiful trees are frequently the most rare among us ; even some which

are native continue extremely scarce. As an instance, the Magnolia macrophylla, a

native of Florida and perfectly hardy here, is too seldom met with in perfection, and

is scarce in most nurseries, though a demand is producing its sure result, a supply.

The long leaves, peculiar growth, and superb flower, all point it out as one of the

most desirable and ornamental.

The Gordonia pubescens, and the lasianthos are rarely seen; we have a specimen of

the first forty feet in height, which annually sheds in September its thousands of single

camelia-like flowers, that fairly perfume the air. It is hardy in this latitude on high

ground, and after it is once established is never injured by cold.

The Magnolia grandiflora, that most superb of evergreens, is hardy in some situa-

tions near Philadelphia. Two large specimens are growing on the farm of Owen

Sheridan, Esq., at Chestnut-Hill, and have never been protected within the memory

of man. Annually it gives forth its superb blossoms, which are sent round the

neighborhood in profusion. Other specimens exist and flourish here ; but in lati.

tudes a very little south of this city they have nothing to contend against. At Nor-

folk and Richmond they attain great size, and fairly sparkle in the sun, yielding a

second bloom in August. Plant it, all who can obtain it, if only a single tree.

The Holly is a sadly neglected tree, but from the recent notices of it may become

ere long a favorite native. While wc are courting the growth of half hardy foreign-

ers, let us not omit the planting of one of the best of our own.

The Virgilia lutea, or Yellow-wood, is extremely rare and scarce in the nurseries.

A native of Tennessee, and indigenous to but a small district, the seeds have been

difiicult to procure, and hqre it rarely perfects them. Its fine racemes of flowers

beautiful leaf, peculiar stem, and the superb autumn yellow of its foliage, make
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favorite wherever kuowu. Efforts have been made to procure the seeds, and it may

become, ore long, more common. It should never be omitted where variety is con-

sulted.

The Celtis crassifolia is in the same list of the rare and biautiful, and for the

Southern States the Styrax grandifolium* and hcvigatum, the Andromeda mariana,

the Myrica cerifera, Ilopea tinctoria, Ostrya Yirginica, the June berry, the Itea

Virginica, the Cyrilla racemitlora of Virginia, the A'iburuum prunifolium, and a vast

many which should long since have obtained a footing among us,areyet known to few.

An enumeration such as we have briefly attempted may serve to call attention to a

list which could be greatly extended. Merely naming them here will probably call

out from some of our correspondents facts, and opinions, and experiences, which

will be valuable.

Of native fruits we have neglected to pi'ove the value of the wild Virginia plum,

which the Abbe Correa said, if cultivated, would equal that unknown article "the

nectar of the gods." The Custard Apple, Anona trilola, is rarely included in any

list for public or private cultivation, and yet it is one of the most remarkable of our

fruits—the only tropical looking tree product that we have; highly ornamental and

every way worthy of attention and care.

The Persimmon, Dia^pyros Virginiana, too, is a beautiful tree, and the fruit

eaten at the happy moment is worthy more attention than it has yet received. The

fruit of the Persimmon varies much even in the wild state. Some are so exceedingly

astringent that it takes a very severe frost to render them palatable even to an opos-

sum; others are so accommodating as to afford a glout morccau long before winter

pears are ripe.

The Persimmon has a fine green foliage, extremely grateful to the eye, and it should

be employed occasionally in ornamental planting.

The Buffalo Berry, Shej^herdia argentea, among the smaller trees, may also be

mentioned as one of our too long-lost natives. No plant with which we are acquainted

has berries which so universally please,—rich in their deep scarlet color,—and almost

transparent in their pure waxy hue,— the most unsusceptible to the pleasures of an

arboriculturist, could not pass it without loitering to admire. Its scarcity is perhaps

as much owing to the difficulty of obtaining good seeds as from any other cause.

Bearing seperate sexual organs in different plants, the berries are worthless unless

grown in the vicinity of a male tree. It may, however, be readily increased from

layers.

There are few small trees prettier than our Copal Sumac, Rlivs cojmUina, with its

peculiar winged leaves ; but though easily to be obtained in almost every state, it is

quite unknown in cultivation. Fortunately a foreign nurseryman, in his catalogue

got up for Americans, advertises it amongst his " Pfa7ites NouveUes," at "only" .75;

so having got a foreign reputation, we shall soon find our dollars flying in its direction

as a "new" introduction, and perhaps some society awarding a gold medal for its

exhibition for the first time !

might proceed with a list of many other neglected trees, and hereafter we may

styrax grandifolium is perfecrly hardy liere, and most probably would be in any part of the States,



do so. A study of tlie peculiarities and forms of trees in both their summer and

winter aspects, is one of the most agreeable, instructive and pleasing occupations ; it

gives pleasure wherever we are. In travelling, when time is not allowed to dip into

geological or botanical research, every tree you pass and can name, is recognized as

an old friend.

A beautiful tree, considered in point of form only, must have a certain correspond-

ence of parts, and a comparative regularity and proportion, while inequality and ir-

regularity alone will give a tree a picturesque appearance, more especially if the

effects of age and decay, as well as of accident are conspicuous : when, for instance,

some of the limbs are shattered, and the broken stump remains in the void space;

when others, half twisted round by the winds, hang downwards; when others again

shoot in an opposite direction, and perhaps some large bough projects sideways from

below the stag-headed top, and then as suddenly turns upwards, and rises above it.

The general proportion of such trees, whether tall or short, thick or slender, is not

material to their character as picturesque objects; but where beauty, elegance, and

gracefulness are concerned, a short thick proportion will not give an idea of those

qualities. There are certainly a great variety of pleasing forms and proportions in

trees, and different men have different predilections, just as they have with respect

to their own species ; but no person is to be found, who, if he observed at all, was

not struck with the gracefulness and elegance of a tree, whose proportion was rather

tall, whose stem had an easy sweep, but which returned again in such a manner that

the whole appeared completely poised and balanced, and whose boughs were in same

degree pendent, but towards their extremities made a gentle curve upwards, as in

many specimens of the Norway fir : if to such a form you add fresh and tendex fo-

liage and bark, you have every quality assigned to beauty.

EVENING PARTY APPLE.*
BY W. D. BRINCKLE, M. D.

IZE, small. Is of an inch long, by 2f broad; Form, round-

ish oblate ; Skin, nearly covered with red, in stripes on a

whitish-yellow ground, rich whitish-yellow at the eye, nu-

/^^* ^^^V^^^^^^^ merous light russet dots ; Stem, | of an inch long, by j'j

thick, inserted in a wide, deep cavity, occasionally russet-

ed ; Calyx, small, closed, set in a moderately deep, slightly

plaited basin ; Core, medium ; Seed, grayish brown, short,

plump, obtuse, ? of an inch long, \ wide, \ thick ; Flvsli,

yellowish white, tender, juicy; Flavor, pleasantly saccha-

^i'-^ rine and spicy; Quality, "very good" if not "best;"

Maturity, January to March; Wood, young shoots reddish, old wood grey.

[This apple, from its appearance no less than its qualities, is destined to become a

itc]
*See
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Continued from page 509.

The flowers are dicccious, (hat is, the sexes growin;;on different plants, disposed in speci-

forni branches at the junction of the leaves. The corolla of the ma'es is composed of six

petals of a pale-yellow color ; the three outermost ones rounded, and the three inner

smaller ones of a roundish oval. The stamens, six in number are extremely small, though

well defined ; and the anthers are oval and supported by short filaments, grouped freely

in the centre of the flower. As the male plant only has been introduced, the female can-

not be described, and consequently no seeds produced before the latter can be produced.

The roots, or tubers, vary in length and thickness, accord-

ing to the nature of the soil, in reference to lightness, depth,

and tenacity, which, no doubt, influences their form and

mode of development. The maximum size to which they

grow is about two inches in diameter, the larger end taper-

ing upwards to the size of the finger, as indicated in the cut

aside. They are covered by a brownish fawn-colored skin,

pierced by numerous rootlets. Under this envelop, is a cel-

lular tissue of a white opal color, very crispy, filled with

starch and a milky, mucilaginous fluid, with scarcely any

ligneous fibre. In cooking, this tissue softens and dries, but

to a greater degree, like that of the common potato, the taste

of which it much resembles. Each plant often produces

several tubers, though generally it has but one. They usu-

ally weigh about half a pound each, but sometimes three

pounds, running perpendicularly into the earth to the depth

of a yard. M. Decaisne, of France, says, however, that

those cultivated by him rarely exceeded 15 to 20 inches in

lengtli.

The cultivation of this yam appears to be easy and sim-

ple. M. Decaisne, in the " Revue Horticole," for 1854, has

dcf^'cribed the method adopted in China, which is nearly as

follows : In autumn they choose the smallest tubers, which

they preserve from injury by frost by covering them in a pit

with earth and straw. The spring succeeding, they plant

them near each other in a trench, in well-prepared soil.

When they have put out shoots one or two yards in length,

they cut of!" the joints and leaves containing the buds and

plant them for production. For this purpose, they form the

ground into ridges, on the top of which a shallow trench is

made with the hand or some suitable implement, in which these joints are planted, cover-

ing them slightly with fine earth, with the leaves rising just on the surface. Should it

rain the same day, they shoot immediately ; if not, they water them gently until they do.

In fifteen or twenty days, they give birth to new tubers and stalks, the latter of which it

necessary to remove from time to time, to prevent them from taking root on the

us injure the development of the tubers already formed.
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The method which has been found to answer best in France, according to " Le Bon

Jardinier," for 1855, consists in cutting the tuburs into fragments of moderate size,

placing their crowns, or eyes, in small pots, in April, and then transplanting them into a

deep, rich soil as soon as the spring frosts are no longer to be feared. Notwithstanding

the plant has a tendency to plunge its roots into the earth perpendicularly, any distortion

to which it might be liable in the pot will not be in the least prejudicial to its future

growth, as is the case with other yams. It is even thought that its cultivation in large

pots, buried under ground, might be successfully adopted in some cases, particularly

where the soil is of a permeable nature, which would allow it to extend its roots to a

depth of more than a yard.

If it is desired to multiply the plant rapidly, in a higli latitude, it can be done by

means of suckers, or slips. To this end, there may be cut in June or July as many slips

as there are sets of leaves on the vine, and plant them side by side under a glass in a

light, sandy soil, sufficiently deep for

the bud at the base of the leaves

merely to be covered. The better

way is to let the leaves remain entire,

unless they are disproportion ably

large. In about five or six weeks,

the slips will take root, and present

at the angle of each leaf a small tuber

about the size of a pea, as denoted in

the cut.

These scarcely increase in size

during the season, but become sufficiently ripened, on ceasing to water them, to replant

in the spring, when they will grow with as much vigor as if produced from the cut tubers,

as shown in the figures below.

In this manner, each plant may be made to yield a hundred fold. Th) reproduction

the vines, however, may be brought about in more temperate latitudes, by pli

in a garden in the open air. In this case, it is better nut to cut up the vines
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to bury them horizontally just below the surface, with the midrib of the leaves resting

on the ground. Should there not be sufficient rain, the soil must be kept moist by slight

waterings at the close of the day.

If \vc ma}' judge by the stagnation of its vegetation during drought, this plant seems

to rocjuire irrigation, or watering. The leaves and vines are small considering the size

of the roots, and will probably allow of close planting, say eight or ten to the square

yard. The vines in general, when not propped up, spread over the ground without taking

root, intertwining with each other; but do not grow to that length as when projiped up

by poles or stakes. In one instance, in France, a strong pole about ten feet in licight

above ground was inserted near one of these plants, which wound itself regularly around

it and soon overreached its top. This yam requires no cultivation other than that of era-

dicating the weeds, as the operation of earthing-up is regarded as quite superfluous.

What may be the result of meteorological influences on this product in different climates

and seasons cannot at present be determined. In the neighbcrhood of Paris, last year it

made rapid progress ; the long vines growing vigorously and putting furth an abundance

of leaves. Towards August, many flowers of the male kind appeared, and by the middle

of September the vegetation was insensibly checked, assuming a yellow tint, indicating

that the period of maturity of the tubers was near at hand, which, however, were not dug

before the 6th of November.

The expense of labor may be more than that of the potato, but it will be amply com-

pensated by the prolific result. To facilitate the extraction of the tubers from the earth,

it is recommended that they be planted as near as practicable in bunches, or hills.

This root, it will be seen, is voluminous, rich in nutritive matter, and can be cooked in

every respect like the common potato, and can even be eaten in the raw state. It also

bids fair to become a source of as much profit to the cultivator, richer in fact in nutri-

ment, and therefore is believed to be destined to render even greater service to the world.

Grapes is New York.—The New York market, says the American Agriculturist, has

been unusually well supplied with excellent grapes during the present season. The num-

ber of persons in the vicinity of the city who have a few vines .about the homestead

yielding a smaller or larger suplus of this fruit for sale, has wonderfully multiplied dur-

a year or two past. A gentleman residing in Brooklyn, stated to us the other day that,

although living upon a lot 32 by 100 feet, his two children have cultivated a few vines,

from which they gather and sell grapes enough to supply themselves with bcoks, pocket

money, and most of their clothing. "We do not remember any former season when this

fruit has been so abundantly offered for sale everywhere throughout the city, not only

in the markets and at the confectioners, fruit stores and groceries, but also on every street

corner. We introduced them into the regular weekly Prices Current during the past

month where the wholesale prices has been quoted at 3c. to 4c. per lb., for ordinary; 5c

to 8c. for medium, and 9c. to 12o. for superior.

But these prices have not referred to those now so well known in this market as " Dr-

Underbill's Grapes," for these have been wholesaled readily at 15 cents per lb. Judging

from the immense number we have noticed selling every where throughout the city, and

from the constant crowd of purchasers at the sales depot, (293 Broadway) we think the

Doctor is reaping a golden harvest in return for his patient and long continued experi

mental efforts to bring the cultivation of this delicious fruit to perfection, at his Croton

Point vineyards.



HINTS TO BEGINNERS IN ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.

BY A. D. G., CLINTOX, NEW YORK.

OW shall I lay out my grounds? Where shall I run my
walks and roads, where plant evergreens and where deci-

le
duous trees, where make groups and where not, where

put my summer-house, and where my flowers and vines?

Questions like these are repeatedly asked, throughout the

length and breadth of our land, but they are not always

satisfactorily answered. Loudon, and Downing, and

others, are consulted in haste, but a hasty reading of these

authors does not give the desired information. Our rural

improvers are bewildered amid the mazes of "The Beau-

tiful" and "The Picturesque," "Beauty of Expression," "Relative Beauty," "Re-

cognition of Art," &c., and the books which treat of them are thrown aside in dis-

gust. Now, there are a few general principles and rules to be observed in ornamental

planting, a simple statement of which may remove difficulties from many minds.

The writer of this article does not claim any superior knowledge of the subject, but

ventures to offer to beginners a few plain hints suggested by his own observation and

experience.

To make these remarks quite practical, let us, instead of stating principles in an

abstract form, suppose the very common case of a man who wishes to build a house,

and lay out grounds of small extent in the neighborhood of a town. The first thing

you will wish to do, my friend, is to determine upon a proper site for your dwelling.

If possible, let it bo on a slight elevation above the street, let your house stand

back several rods from the road, so that your parlor and bed-room may not be gazed

into by every passer-by, that you may not be disturbed by the noise and dust of the

highway, and that you may have room in front for a spacious lawn, in which to plant

ornamental trees, shrubs and flowers, and where your children may sport in safety?

If the ground immediately around your house has any unsightly roughnesses, re-

move them. But think twice before you alter materially any of the natural features

of your place— a wart on the cheek of beauty is one thing, and a dimple is another.

Are there any wet, "springy" spots in your ground? any that you may even suspect

of having a superabundance of water during the rainy months of the year ? Then
drain them thoroughly. If you do not, your trees and plants will die; or, if they

contrive to live, they will make only a stunted and unhealthy growth, and be a con-

stant source of disappointment and mortification. Draining completed, then deepen

your soil by trenching or subsoil plowing. You may at first think this all labor



but you will not think so in a few years. Break up your ground thoroughly, and

then all surplus water will pass off readily into your drains, j'our trees and shrubs

will sjiecdily bcfunio cstablislu'd. and grow luxuriantly in defiance of the fiercest

droughts, and your lawn will retain throughout the summer the beautiful verdure of

spring. A good lawn is one of the most desirable features of a country residence,

and no pains should be spared to secure it. Cirass is among the first things to glad-

den us in spring; its greenness, and the fragrance of its frc(iuent mowings are always

grateful to the senses during the heats of summer; and it talces on new shades of

loveliness amid the desolations of autumn. Provide, then, for a g(Jod lawn }iy a

liberal dressing of manure, deep plowing, and by sowing a sufficient (juautity of grass

seed and clover.*

This preparatory or foundation-work being done, you will wish to lay out your

walks and carriage road. In doing tliis, study convenience. Do not, however, set

your street-gate directly opposite your front door. A house appears generally to the

best advantage when viewed obliquely. Let your foot-path and carriage-road enter

the grounds a little one side of the middle of your residence, and approach it by easy

curves; and, if possible, let there be some apparent reason for those cur\"es. If you

wish a private path and a road leading to the kitchen and rear of the house, let them

run in straight lines through some retired part of the grounds. You will also need

paths leading from yonr house to the kitchen garden and flower garden; perhaps

also to an arbor, a water-fall, a rustic seat, a vase or other objects of interest within

your premises. Your main walks should be from five to ten feet wide, varying with

the dimensions of your grounds and your purse; the soil should be dug out one foot

deep, and the trench fdled with cobble-stones, and the whole covered with gravel.

In this way alone can you be sure of a dry and firm walk at all seasons of the year

and one free, in a good measure, from weeds. Your carriage-road should be made

in the same thorough manner. Your minor paths need not be as wide, nor be made

with the same care, as your main walks. For paths of this description it has been

recommended simply to remove the sod or top soil, round off the surface, put on sitt-

ings of coal-ashes, and finish with fine gravel. But do not be lavish in the number

of your walks and pleasure roads; it costs money to make them and keep them in

repair. They will not take care of themselves. Consult your purse before laying

out a single unnecessary path, and make only as many as you can keep in perfect

order.

A few words now about planting trees. If your house is expected to have a porch

or piazza, go stand on the ground it will occupy; look out, also, in imagination, from

the windows of your parlor and dining-room, and see what desirable views they will

command of the surrounding country,—distant hills, a sheet of water, a church-spire,

or peaceful valley—then you may consider it settled that no trees should be planted

which would hide or materially mar such prospects. Are there, moreover, any un-

sightly objects that you would wish to hide? If so, plant a dense screen of trees in

recommended by Downing and others, to sow three parts of red top grass seed to one of white clover,

ere immediate effect is wanted, at tlie rate of throe buphels to an acre.



such quarters. You will need also to surround your premises with a belt of trees

and shrubs for the sake of protection from cold winds and from the gaze of the public.

He who has had his choicest trees and shrubs broken down or beaten out of shape,

and his fruit and flowers scattered on the ground by driving storms, need not be told

of the importance of shelter from the winds. Moreover, a place is wanting in a

homc-JooJx, if all parts of it are open to the direct inspection of the street. Snugly

nestled among trees and vines, it has an air of peaceful seclusion and comfort. When
within the gates of our own premises, we wish to feel that we are lords of the soil,

that we may lay aside formal restraint, may wear our oldest coat and most shocking

hat, may romp and roll on the grass with children, and do anything we please, and

yet not be exposed to the stare and criticism of street-goers. Moreover, there are

few houses so perfect in proportion and finish as not to appear better if partially

screened by a drapery of trees and vines. Is not even the sky most beautiful when

seen through openings in the clouds, and the finest views of the ocean, are they not

those caught through vistas of mountains and forests? Indeed, nearly all objects

interest us most when a part of them only is seen, since the imagination conceives

greater things of what remains unseen. So, many a country residence, though faulty

in some respects, if it were seen standing bare and naked at all points, pleases the

taste and engages the heart when partly concealed, and allowing only glimpses of it

to be caught here and there from favorable positions. And if it might not seem too

harsh a judgment of others, I would say that the practice of leaving one's premises

open to the street, for the sake of being gazed at, implies a love of display on the

part of the owner which is far from being commendable. To see a lawn filled with

statuary, and vases, and miniature temples, and rock-work, and arbors, and gaudy

flowers, paraded like the wares of a tradesman to catch the eye of the public,—how

can one help feeling disgust at such vanity and corrupt taste ! A love of retirement

and modest seclusion is not exclusiveness, and should not be confounded with it.

For reasons like these, I would say, encircle your grounds (except at those points

where views are to be preserved,) with belts of trees. Let these belts run in irre-

gular, waving lines, and be composed of deciduous and evergreen trees mingled to-

gether, and of the latter the more the better. Before the openings left for prospects,

plant low trees or shrubs to preserve the privacy of your grounds, and yet allow one

to see the surrounding landscape. And these openings should not be stiff, square

places, cut out like windows in the side of a house, but should have flowing outlines,

the whole looking as though the trees were gracefully holding back their branches

to allow you a sight of the scenery beyond them. Wherever you can plant hedges

as substitutes for fences, do so; and where you cannot, set masses of shrubs with

clambering vines to conceal your boundries.

When riding in the country in summer, and passing, it may be, through valleys,

have you not sometimes noticed shady nooks, cool recesses amid thick, overhanging

boughs ? And did they not always excite pleasing emotions ? Then endeavor to

create some such scene in a quiet corner of your own premises. Have you not some-

times sat upon a hill-side beneath a spreading tree or grove, and looked off upon the



surrounding landscape ; and can you fail to remember the enjoyment of such occa

sions ? Then, if your grounds furnish any such point of observation, seize upon it,

and either build an arbor there aud cover it with vines, or plant trees upon it and

place beneath them a rustic seat.

Trees are beautiful objects when clustered in groups and mingling their spray to-

gether, or when standing singly and developing themselves fully on every side. If

you have room in your premises, plant several groups of difl'erent form and size.

In one, set the diflferent varieties of the same tree together; in another, different

kinds of trees, but those which harmonize in their general outline and branches and

leaves ; and in another, those which have a general resemblance, but the color of

whose foliage, especially in autumn, is strongly contrasted. And in your groups of

round-headed trees, set occasionally larch or fir-trees, whose pointed head shall rise in

bold relief to the rest and give an expression of variety aud spirit. Or, without fol-

lowing any prescribed rules, search out in field or forest some of natures finest com-

binations and endeavor to reproduce them. And whilst arranging your groups, have

an eye to the useful, and plant one or more so as to conceal the premises in the rear

of your house from the more ornamental grounds in front. At suitable intervals be-

tween your groups, plant single trees. And do not in all cases cut away their lower

branches. Here and there, let at least one tree grow, from its root to its crown, as

the God of nature designed it to grow, and see what a model of symmetry and grace

a tree will become where it is let alone. Let it " stretch its boughs upward freely

to the sky, and outward to the breeze, and even downwards towards the earth, —
almost touching it with their graceful sweep, till only a glimpse of the fine trunk is

had at its spreading base, and the whole topis one great globe of floating, waving, droop-

ing or sturdy luxuriance, giving one as perfect an idea of symmetry and proportion as

can be found short of the Grecian Apollo itself." And there is a great variety of

trees for you to select from. Some are desirable for their earliness in spring, as the

larch, mountain ash and the maples ; others for their gracefulness of form and the

motion of their branches, as the elm and willow ; others for their deep verdure in

summer, as the horse chesnut, sugar maple and linden ; others for their brilliaiit

colors in autumn, as the ash, dogwood, maple and oak ; others for the tenacity with

which their foliage retains its greenness, in spite of frosts, late into autumn ; and

others still for their beauty of proportion, the neatness and fine color of their branches

and twigs even in winter.

You will doubtless wish to plant evergreens as well as deciduous trees. They arc

desirable for the protection they afibrd and for their cheerful expression during the

stormy months of the year. Set a few of them among your groups of deciduous

trees
;
plant them here and there in seperate masses, mingling the different forms

aud shades of color. Reserve your finest specimens for planting singly upon the

lawn. By no means cut ofi" their lowest branches, for this class of trees are beauti-

ful just in proportion to their geometrical regularity from the branches which sweep

the ground to the apex.

Set the rarest and most delicate trees immediately around your dwelling, an



HINTS TO BEGINNERS IN ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.

larger and more common as you recede from it. Near your house, let there be occa-

sional patches of unbroken lawn, and as you go from it let the trees approach nearer and

nearer together until they mingle with the belts at the boundaries.* As an exception

to this general rule, however, it is well to leave openings, here and there, for views

from the house into the remotest parts of your grounds ; and let these vistas termi-

nate on some pleasing object, as an arbor, a shady dell, or favorite tree with a rustic

seat beneath it. But of tree-planting, I will say nothing further, except to quote

the advice of the old Laird of Dumbiedike to his son :
'' Jock, when ye hae naething

else to do, ye may be aye sticking in a tree^ it will be growing, Jock, when ye're

sleeping. My father tauld me sae forty years sin', but I naer faud time to mind

him."

Of shrubs and flowering plants, the larger kinds may be used as fringes to your

belts and groups of trees, some maybe arranged in masses by themselves, and others

separately by the side of your roads and walks. If you plant in beds by the side of

your walks — and this is a very good arrangement — set the largest in the rear,

and the smallest next to the walk. And if you set them alternately, running in

a zig-zag line, they will all be in immediate view from the walks. To twine about

the pillars of your piazza, or to clamber over your porch and windows, plant such

vines as the Chinese Wistaria, Virginia creeper, Trumpet honeysuckle, and perhaps

some of the climbing roses.

Let me say in conclusion, undertake nothing but what you can do thoroughly.

Do not plant with a view to please every body ; but let your work be an expression

of yourself. Make your place in keeping with your purse and condition. If you

have wealth to use in the gratification of your taste, do not make a display of it.

Remember, too, that a great establishment is a great care, and that the proprietor is

very apt to become a slave to it. Be content with a tasteful simplicity. Let your

dwelling place be marked with what painters call " repose." Make it the abode of

comfort and refined enjoyment, a place which will always aftbrd you cheerful occu-

pation, but not oppress you with care. Of this mode of moral life, it may be said,

as of Cleopatra's beauty.

" Age cannot wither, custom cannot stale

Its infinite variety."

Proceeding upon such a plan as this, you will certainly find in your work from year

to year, some of the purest enjoyment under the sun. And if, as it is said, ' there

are thirty thousand species of plants known, and at least thirty millions of varied

combinations of landscape scenery possible,' you will not soon lack for employment.

[The foregoing article is perhaps the most complete and satisfactory treatise for

its length, on Landscape Gardening that we have ever read. Those who study it

will possess the true outlines of the science. We trust our able correspondent will

frequently use his pen for the Horticulturist.—Ed.]

* Of a certain country-seat in Enprland, Loudon says : " Nothing can bo more judiciously disposed than the trees

in tliis ground. * * * * Iminodiately in frontofthe house the surface contains very fine trci's, hut at a sho

distance these commence, at first thinly scattered and sparingly grouped, and thou increased iu number

groups unite in masses, and the masses are lost in one grand valley of wood."



RKMAUKS ON COLD GRAPKRIES.

REMARKS ox COLT) GRAPERIES.

BY A. HUIDEKOPER, MEADVILLE, PA.

Ed. Horticulturist:— In the December number of tbe Jfortlcuhurist for '^)i I

gave some notes on a vinery without fire heat, erected for family use, only 20 by 22

foot in size, in which the vines were brought into bearing the second year; promising

the then editor to give also a report for the next season. The crop of the present year

was 410 bunches, all of which ripened well, except the Muscat of Alexandria ; a

part of which matured, but would, I think, have had a higher flavor if the season

had been warmer. The vines were taken up with the beginning of April—blossomed

on the 24th of May, and we commenced cutting the fruit on the loth of August,

and are still enjoying it, (October 16.)

About 150 bunches were cut out in June, at the period of thinning, and fully one

half of the berries removed from the stems. If I were to lay down three compre-

hensive rules for a new beginner, I would say, give your grapes plenty of scissoring.

"While the bleak winds of spring prevail, a cold grapery requires to be kept rather

dry, but with the advance of summer, heat and moisture are the two great agents of

development, and 85° and 90° degrees of heat are none too much. The removal of

half, and where they have set very thickly, even more of the berries, makes much

handsomer fruit, and ensures earlier maturity. It may be a matter of taste in which

I should differ from others, but I much prefer three pounds of grapes to be grown

on three different bunches, than to have that weight on one stem. As a general

rule, I think the fruit will be larger, the bloom better, and the colour deeper on the

small than on the larger bunches, and for practical convenience one pound bunches

are large enough.

With regard to mildew, I think if sulphur be liberally sprinkled on the floor of

the grapery as soon as the fruit has set, and repeated two or tliree times in the sea-

son, we would not be troubled with it one year in twenty. The error in using this

remedy, I take it, has been to wait until the mildew exhibits itself. Sprinkled on

the floor, the fumes of the sulphur reach every part of the grapery and the applica-

tion is much nicer than if made to the vines and fruit. I mention an accident that

occurred to me in the use of sulphur as a warning to others. The first half of June

was exceedingly unpropitious. Almost perpetual rains, with intervening light frosts

until the 13th. Fearing mildew might show itself before the solar heat would act

upon the sulphur, an iron plate was warmed on which to sprinkle it, a portion of the

plate had unintentionally got heated too much, and the sulphur took fire, and in a

few moments the foliage, wherever reached by the gas, was totally destroyed; so

that some of the vines were reduced to naked canes. In a few weeks the leaves

were reproduced, but the growth of the fiiiit was meantime interrupted; had it not



been for ttis, the Pitmaston and Sweetwater grapes would probably have been fit to

cut by the 1st, instead of the 15th of August.

My vines look well, and, if agreeable, I hope to report again next year as to the

effects of early cropping. The only suggestions in addition to the above, which oc-

cur to me to make to a beginner, are, that a vine for its proper development should

have at least six feet of room to itself; that a vine introduced into a border some

years later than the others will grow much slower than one planted cotemporaneously,

the first vines preoccupying the ground with their roots. And lastly, in planting a

small grapei-y, it is better to select varieties which mature their fruit at nearly the

same season, as a different condition of the grapery is required for growing fi-uit, and

for that which is ripe.

Thunder and Lightning.—In Arago's Meteorological Essays, lately published, many
latitudes are given where the phenomenon of thunder and lightning are unknown; those

among the inhabitants of Lima in Peru for instance, who have never travelled, can form

from their own experience no idea of thunder, and they are equally unacquainted with

lightning, for even noiseless and sheet lightnings never appear in the atmosphere of

lower Peru, often moist, but never showing true clouds. Arago sums up his inquiry

by saying that the most brilliant and extensive flashes of lightning which appear to em-

brace the whole extent of the visible horizon, have not a duration equal to the thousandth

part of a second of time !

Family Attachment.—Two little African children, who are connected by a strong

ligament below the spine, are <?xhibited in London ; they are called the African sisters,

and excite the interest of the Siamese twins. They are very lively, and laugh, chatter

and tumble about with as much enjoyment as other children.

Grapes in Georgia.— That able periodical, the Southern Cultivator, published at

Athens, Georgia, has a very encouraging article on the prospects of grape culture and

wine making in that decidedly progressive State. Mr. Axt has introduced vineyards

and hopes to make 2500 gallons of wine per acre, worth at least one dollar the gallon

.

The vine, it says, fairly revels in that climate, adapting itself to almost every variety of

soil. A correspondent of the same paper says :
" I feel confident that you and I will

live to drink plenty of Georgia wine, of better quality than Ohio can produce," to which

the editor replies, " and may the time come speedily." ]Mr. Axt and others have,

however, experienced difficulties with the rot. Mr. A. had a silver pitcher voted to him

for his labors at the Atalanta fair. This calculation of 2500 gallons is much too great.

Roses.—According to Agassiz, no fossils of the rose have ever yet been discovered by

lie thinks the creation of the plant is coeval with that of man.

-A Squash was on view at Chicago the other day, weighing 192J lbs

!



AN IVY COVKUKD lUIlAI- SKAT

AN IVY COVERED RURAL SEAT.

lANT or .Irish Ivy has frequently been rccoinmcnded in

this periodical for ornamental purpo.ses, a.s well as a beau-

tiful green plant which is perfectly adapted to warm rooms,

where it grows with great rapidity, soon covering a trel-

lisc to form a screen for a window. In the present cut is

represented its adaptation for a rural seat or bower. The

box is covered with bark, partly filled with chunks of

charcoal, leaf mould, and loam ; the more charcoal placed

r' r^^^'^i^rM^^ inside, the lighter will be the whole structure, which may

C 1^ "^^^^'iy ^ be placed on wheels, and taken to any part of the garden

required ; or under a large piazza or front portico, for a waiting seat. The supports

are composed, in our own instance, of basket willow interwoven by a basket maker,

ll

r^ 3

r>c

'^'vi^



PLANTS FOR HANGING YASES.

and the seat is supported back and front by setting it on the box. We have brought

this plant for one or two winters into the hall, where it forms a beautiful growing

evergreen ornament for the eye, no less than for an "expression of purpose." In

the heat of a furnace ivy requires a considerable amount of water, which should be

used at the temperature of the room.

In the cut the artist has scarcely preserved the proper perspective; it should con-

vey the idea, more perfectly, of a top spreading over the sitter in the form of the

top of a willow cradle, but much larger and higher. The box should be placed on

rollers or wheels.

PLANTS FOR HANGING VASES.

NO. II. THE GREENHOUSE.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTOWN.

In the September number of the Horticulturist, I offered its readers an article on

hanging vases, in so far as they were capable of affording a floral interest to the

comforts and pleasures our verandahs, porches, and piazzas afford us. The list of

plants I gave comprised only those which not merely grow well in the shade such

situations suppose, but which would do better than these in more exposed places. The

interest which has been taken in the subject induces me to extend my notice, so as

to embrace a list of plants that would do well in the sun light, so that an additional

charm might be given to the culture of greenhouse and conservatory plants.

It is rather a matter of surprise that more attention has not been given to this

subject by some of our cultivators, as many plants are in their most natural state

when drooping or reclining, and some, as is well known, will not flower freely unless

allowed a little wilfulness in their mode of growth.

It must not be denied that the culture of plants, in baskets for exposed situations,

is attended with some little difiiculty in our climate on account of the heat of our

summers, and the aridity of our atmosphere, which render it necessary to be con-

stantly watering them or constantly shading them, the first of which soon renders a

soil sour and unfit for the growth of sun-loving plants, while if we resort to shading

to save watering, a large growth of leaves with but few flowers is the result.

Fortunately for us we have a small list of plants, which, while they luxuriate un-

der our burning sun, do not desire a large supply of moisture to keep them in health,

and at the same time are more at home when allowed to trail, or hang from baskets

or vases, than "chained to the stake" as we so generally see them, and where like

tight-booted recruits at a drill, it seems so very uncomfortable to " stand at ease."



PLANTS FOR lIAN(iIN(l VASK8.

Foremost iu valuo perhaps, is

I. The Petunia.— There are many iinproveil varieties, and the list is increasinj:;

;

cuftiiijrs of desirable plants should be taken off iu the fall or throu}j;h the winter «o

as to be well rooted by spriu<^. They will commence to bloom soon after bein<^ planted

in the vase and cuntinucd till the following spring. New plants should be raised every

year.

'2. Neuremhcniia (jraclUs.—The well-known border plant, with pale lilac or lead

colored blossoms ; an old vine of great beauty, but which I have not seen for ycars^

X. intermedia, would probably do very well this may also.

3. Mannettia glabra.— "With shining green leaves, and scarlet tubular flowers,

bloinning from August to November, but dying back by spring. The same is to be

said of the next—
4. Boussingaultia baseUoides.—The "Maderia vine," with sub-suculent leaves,

and sweet white flowers in densely clustered racemes, does not require much water.

5. Torenia Asiatica.— Does pretty well this way; but does not like exposure to

a very dry atmosphere, yet desires a pretty high degree of heat. Young plants must

be raised every year, the old ones usually dying out.

0. 3Iesembri/anthemum crystallinum.—The common ice plant, and indeed the

whole of this family, make admirable basket plants, as do also any of the trailing

kinds of Cacti, Sediim, or Crassida, as they take little water, require little pot-room,

and seem to flower the more freely for a full exposure to the sun and air.

7. Bmsclia juncea.— Flowering at various times throughout the season, and is

very ornamental.

8. Pentas carnea.— Though not exactly a drooping or pendulous plant, if grown

in pretty rich soil, and supplied with an abundance of water, will hang over the sides

of the pot, and form a pretty object when not suspended too high ; as also will

9. Ileliotropium Peruvianum, with its varieties.

10. Vei-be7ias do very well in winter and spring; but become very shabby by the

summer season. The old "Robinson's Defiance" is one of the best scarlets for the

purpose, and "America" amongst the whites.

II. Iponiea ficifolia.— Has to be kept rather warm to get it to live over the

winter, but thrives very well in a greenhouse when once started, and makes a beau-

tiful object when in bloom, by the abundance of its rosy, purple flowers.

12. Solanum Jasminoides.— The jessamine-leaved nightshade will do well. It

will succeed even in partial shade, and though its flowers are something like potato-

blossoms, it is nevertheless a general favorite.

13. Cobea Scajidens.— Though somewhat of a straggling habit of growth, by

good management might be made to be something of a respectable basket plant.

14. Maurandia Bai-clayana.— Blue, and the white and pink varieties, cannot

perhaps be excelled in their capabilities for aiding in ornaments of this kind. They

are best when raised from cuttings or seeds every season.

15. Lophospermum Hcndcrsoni.—A spotted variety of the scandens^, but with

better foliage, makes a fine object suspended from a vase or vaseret.



PLANTS FOR HANGING VASES

16. Jasminum revnhitum.— In rich, sandy soil will trail and hang over the sides

of whatever it may be suspended in, forming one of the handsomest of yellow flow-

ering ornaments we can have in the spring of the year.

17. 3Ia]ier7iia odorata.— Another very handsome yellow early flowering plant of

the easiest culture.

18. Passijlora cerulea.—A rather loose and straggling plant, but by a little

pruning and training, would make a very pretty object.

19. Tradescantia zebrina.—An admirable plant for this mode of culture. Its

flowers are very diminutive, but the beauty of the foliage makes up for this de-

ficiency. It thrives well in the shade.

20. Lycopodium Ccesium Arhoreum.—Though not a flowering plant, always com-

mands attention, by the steel-blue tinge of its foliage. They will only thrive in a

warm, moist, and shady situation.

21. Tropcelum tricolorum, crimson, and T. azureum, blue, with care in cultiva-

tion, would make good subjects for suspending. They require a sandy, vegetable

soil, with little water, till very strongly in growth ; and after they are done flowering,

must be put away in a diy place, preserved from moisture till the growing season

returns.

22. Jloi/a carnosa.—The ''Wax plant," so called from its thick, wax-like leaves.

It is of very easy culture, but must not have a very low temperature in winter.

In cultivating plants in suspended baskets or vases, the fact must be constantly

borne in mind that they will require more water than the same plants grown under

ordinary circumstances. Every precaution, therefore, must be taken to render the

soil porous, by employing it of a coarse, turfy texture ; and the baskets should, be-

sides, be well drained. The frequency of the waterings would otherwise render the

soil sour, which is the great obstacle in the way of growing basket-plants.

The Garden.—No land pays a higher rate of interest than the humble, despised gar-

den.—The quantity of vegetables which it can be made to produce, almost exceeds belief;

and farmers may well open their eyes, when told that under good management two acres

of a garden will be more profitable than twenty acres of a farm, as it is usually conduct-

ed. In the vicinity of cities and large towns, the raising of vegetables for market is con-

ducted on a large scale, and is very lucrative, and even the poor man can, by his own

labors at odd times secure an abundance of food for his family, which is as good as money

savedi as well as earned.

Verbena in Yellow Fever.—The use of an infusion of verbena, both as a drink and

injection, has been tried in the South — especially in Cuba — for yellow fever and

vomit, with great success.
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WHEN AND HOW TO TLANT TREES,

BY WM. SAUNDERS, LANDSCAPE GARDENER, OERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA.

[Continuedfrom Page 498.)

»HEN planting is anticipated, the formation of a good com-

post heap should meet immediate attention. Sides of old

fences, where grass and weeds have remained for years

undisturbed, or old meadow bottoms, afford a soil of the

best description as a basis for such a purpose. Mixed

with a fourth-part of fresh manure, and frequently turned

over to assist decomposition, they form a suitable compost

for any description of tree or shrub. When it is a desi-

deratum to hasten the decay of such material, it may be

"^yvv^^ npsr watered with a solution of potash. One pound of potash

will be enough for a cubic yard of soil. It should be dissolved and used in as much

water as will thoroughly wet the whole mass. This will not only render it fit for

use in a few weeks, but also enhances its value, potash being largely appropriated

by plants, independent of its decomposing agency in the soil.

The pleasure and satisfaction derived from the contemplation of trees in a culti-

vated state, depends upon the evidences of health and vigor which they exhibit. A
well-formed, free-growing tree is at all times an object of beauty, while a stunted,

moss-covered one is as certain to suggest ideas of impoverished soil, or mismanage-

ment on the part of the cultivator. The nature and condition of the soil is there-

fore an all-important consideration; with regard to the latter quality, freedom from

superfluous water and aeration should be secured. Although perhaps not absolutely

necessary in all cases, yet it may safely be laid down as a rule that all soils are bene-

fited by judicious draining. It has been said that draining was really injurious in a

climate where droughts are of frequent occurrence, or in soils of a sandy or gravelly

character. Experience, however, proves the reverse : it has been shown, time and

again, that sandy soils are more productive and less liable to suffer from drouth when

properly aerated by underground drains, as they increase the porosity of the soil and

consequently enhance its capabilities for absorbing moisture and holding water in

suspension within its pores.

Clayey soils are equally improved by this method of underground ventilation ; an

adhesive subsoil is formed into a compact surface immediately below the cultivated

stratum, which retards the downward extension of roots, and prevents the admission

of the various gases useful for building up the vegetable structure. Air is indispen-

sable to the growth of plants, and must have free access to the roots and their

rounding soil. The soil must be sufficiently porous to part readily with water,

^



wise air is in a great degree excluded. A further advantage is gained from a perfect

system of drainage and increased porosity in the soil, in the ammonia and carbonic

acid conveyed into it by every shower. Kain-water absorbs these gases in its pas-

sage through the atmosphere, and the soil has the property of retaining them as the

water percolates through it. Air is also a principal agent in decomposition. There

are many unproductive soils that really contain all the elements of fertility, but in

the absence of decomposition they are useless for the purposes of vegetable growth.

In the absence of air and water, substances may remain unchanged, but under their

combined action the hardest rock must change and decay. When we reflect that

about nine-tenths of the whole bulk of plants is made up of gaseous matters, we find

sufficient reason for the luxuriance of plants in aerated soils, and the necessity of se-

curing them these conditions.

The great secret of getting trees into rapid and vigorous growth lies in the prepa-

tion of the soil. Pits ought to be dug out not less than six feet across and from

eighteen inches to two feet in depth. The surface soil should be thrown out and all

bad and inferior subsoil removed and replaced by an equal portion of prepared com-

post. The diiference in five years growth between trees thus provided and those

planted in pits half that size, is quite surprising. Carelessness in planting indicates

itself for many years, in the numerous dead branches, short, stunted-looking growth,

moss-covered bark, and frequently by the death of the plant, while those planted in

thoroughly prepared ground, if removed with ordinary care, scarcely receive a cheeky

or show symptoms of having been disturbed.

It is a common error, and a very pardonable one, for those who are anxious to

produce immediate effect, to plant the largest sized trees that can be procured. It

is quite possible to remove trees of very great age and size successfully. We have

well-authenticated instances of the removal of trees 300 years of age, and I have

seen a large plantation successfully transplanted after 30 years growth ; but to ensure

success in these extreme cases involves an expense which few would be willing to

incur. Neither is it practicable to bestow the same care and attention on trees that

are purchased at a distant nursery and have to undergo the perils and casualties of

transportation. There must be a certain proportionate balance maintained between

the roots and branches, and when the roots of large trees are severely shortened, the

branches must also be reduced to a corresponding degree. The question of size is

therefore dispensed with. So well is this fact understood in Scotland that the nur-

serymen there, annually commit to the flames thousands of pine, Norway spruce,

larch, &c., from three to five feet in height, which have out-grown a saleable size,

and for which there is no demand. All plants arc removed with least check when

young, and a uniform, vigorous and satisfactory plantation is most readily obtained

by early removal.

[To be continued.)



THERE IS PROGRESS,

BY T. C. PETERS.

"WAS very much pleased with an article in the Septciuber

number on the ''Progress of Horticulture/' and the

question ''Is there any?"

If you will allow a little time and space to a plain

country farmer he would be pleased to tell you some of

his experience.

While a boy, he was fond of good fnaits, and whenever

he found any or heard from others of that which was an

improved variety, he used to get scions, and set them in

the old, or rather then a young orchard. Last year he

picked upwards of twenty bushels of Rhode Island Greenings from a tree which he

budded as a matter of idle pastime when a young man.

In 1830 he had read some of Major Adlum's communications on the native grape,

and sent to him for cuttings. But not living much at home for some years after

they wore put out, and having no practical knowledge of cultivation, no fruit came

of them except ridicule. But after having seen vineyards and vine-clad hills, he

succeeded in raising a good supply of the Isabella, and they are as common to his

family as apples. A few years, only some ten past, he became a permanent fixture,

and then set his heart upon having some choice pears. For the last three years he

has had a very good supply, and this year he gathers several bushels, while neigh-

bors have none, for they said when he set out his trees, that it took them so long to

bear he would never live to enjoy their fruit. He has had some luscious morsels

from his Bartletts, and he has now some fine specimens of the Vergalied, Stevens'

Genessee, Maria Louise, Bonne de Jersey, Seckel, and some dozen other choice sorts,

and he finds among them daily enough that have ripened to make him pity those

persons who had no faith and planted no trees.

His cherry trees planted the same year have borne for some time, so that he is

now well supplied with choice fruit of his own -growing, and he can calculate upon

having it for the whole year, for his apples keep until the small fniits of spring come

in, and there is no cessation of the blessings of a good Providence, during all the

seasons.

He is sometimes vexed when his careless neighbors steal his fruit, but takes heart

in the hope that the taste may breed a desire to have it of their own growing. He
takes great pains to distribute grape cuttings and scions of choice fmits, and straw-

berry plants, but the demand is not as large as one would suppose. Still there is a

marked progress in Horticulture. The Horticulturist is silently and rapidly expand-



THERE IS PROGRESS.

ing the public taste upon this subject, and may its readers multiply an hundred fold

in Western New York.

[We had our artist to

prepare the annexed re-

presentation of one of our

own Duchess D'Angou-

leme Pear trees, as it ap-

peared on the 18th of

October, just previous to

its being stripped, and

after several pears had

been taken from it, leav-

ing thirty-two, all of a

good average size.

This tree, and several

others exhibiting this sea-

son equally prolific bear-

ing, was purchased only

four years ago from Ell-

wanger and Barry, of Ro-

chester, New York, and

was then one year old

from the graft. On three

trees we counted one hun-

dred fine pears. Equal

results may be recorded

from trees of similar age

of several kinds, though

as a "show tree" the

Duchess was the most re-

markable. After such re-

sults, instead of, as form-

erly, being obliged to wait

a life-time to see your trees

in full fruit, there is no

longer need to ask, "Is

there any progress ?" The

fruit of this tree, costing

less than fifty cents, could

have been sold for five

dollars readily.

—

Ed.]



A CIIAPTEll OX PEARS

BY 0. T. IIOBBS, CRAWFORD CO., PA

My bearing trees are nearly all dwarf, and contrary to the experience given by some

correspondents of the Horticulturist in a former volume, I find them productive to a

fault. I have about a huudrcd varieties, nineteen of which have borne the present

season, and many others which were loaded with blossoms dropped their fruit pre-

maturely in consequence of inclement weather.

^ly trees vary from three to five years of age from the buds, and I am so well

pleased with them that I intend to plant several thousand, mostly of winter varieties

for the city markets. I plant from eight to ten feet apart, and cultivate with one

horse, plow and harrow.

Our new soils abound in potash, and are well adapted to pear culture without the

addition of manures, (lime excepted,) until by bearing they tend to exhaust the soil.

There is little danger, however of making the ground too rich, but extra tillage is of

more importance in new rich soils than abundance of manures.

Those who plant on wet clay or green sward, and leave them to take care of them-

selves, will be sure to find fault with " Dwarf Pear trees." The quince, the currant,

and the rose, will pay beautifully for extra treatment, and will not well abide any

other and give satisfaction.

The season here has been one of the most unfavorable for the perfect develope-

ment and perfection of fruits that has been known for many years. We have in

this a lesson worthy of the attention of both tree and fruit cultivators. A fruit

which has proved itself superior to the climatic severity of 1855, may be planted

extensively without fear of failure.

My little experience with pears for the season, is as follows :

—

Madelain, insipid and acid.

Dearborn's Seedling, flavorless.

Bartlett, excellent above suspicion.

Summer Frank Real, acid and insipid.

Brown Goubault, sweet, juicy and good, and should entirely supercede Frank

Reals.

Seckel, quite indifferent.

Belle Lucrative, flavorless and insipid.

Long Green, very good.

Henry IV., high flavored and good.

Duchess d' Orleans, high flavored but astringent.

Bilboa Golden Buerre, good but not high flavored.



PROLIFIC CHARACTER OF FRUIT TREES IN CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST.

BufiFam, excellent

Duchess d' Angouleme, good, but lacks flavor.

White Doyenne, liigli flavored, acid, and astringent.

Buerre Diel, good but not high flavored.

Swan's Orange, a magnificent pear but a little too acid.

Bezfe d' Montigny, musky, perfumed and good.

Buerre Oswego, extremely acid and astringent.

Buerre d' Anjou, a few specimens have ripened, and are of fair quality.

All the above have shown more or less characteristics of good fruits, and under

favorable circumstances are all worthy of attentiau, but the favored few which have

withstood the severities of the season should have a conspicuous rank among their

fellows. First in the rank is Bartlett and Bufiam; next Buerre Goubalt, Long

Green, and Henry IV., also Duchess d' Angouleme, White Doyenne, Beze d'

Montigny, Swan's Oswego, and Buerre Diel.

As time rolls on I hope to be able to furnish the cultivators of fruits with reliable

information through the Horticulturist, and the good citizens of the Quaker city

with delicious fruits.

[Let your remittance be as soon as possible. Our citizens, as a general rule,

scarcely know what good pears are ; a hungry population, increasing at a monstrous

rate, will make you a fine market. You do not enumerate the Lawrence; first, we

call it, in excellence, and easy of transport. Cuttings are at your service.— Ed.]

PROLIFIC CHARACTER OF FRUIT TREES IN

CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST.

We hear it often remarked that the fruit trees of this State are remarkable for

tendencies to an over-abundant crop, and that it holds good in every description of

fruit. We know this to be so, not only in one season, or in one locality, but in all

California and Oregon there is a universal disposition in fruit trees to overbear, and

unless care is taken by growers to relieve the tree of a part of the fruit, the tree

will be seriously injured.

By a little observation any one can see, as the fruit is maturing, a portion of it

will grow more rapidly and of fairer form, leaving others of an inferior size and

form. Remove all the latter from the tree at once, and thus increase still lai-ger

the best fruit. This rule should apply to all fruits; to grapes, more particularly of

the finest varieties; not only remove inferior bunches from the vines, but small

es from the bunch.



PROLIFIC CHARACTER OF FRUIT TREES IN CALIFORNIA AND THE WEST.

In speaking of the prolific nature of fruit trees in California, in our examination

of the fruit jj:;artlcns in various sections this year, we have seen as follows, and very

recently: Bartlctt pears nearly ripe, and the trees blossoming again— not one, two,

or three trees only, but nearly all in the orchard; this at Briggs' orchard on the

Yuba, near Marysville. In the vineyards of Gov. Boggs, in Napa Valley, clusters

of grapes nearly ripe and the vines in full blossom again j this on nearly every vine.

At the large peach orchard of Messrs. Thompson, Suscul Valley, the trees loaded

with luscious ripe fruit, and a second crop of fruit coming on ; and this, too, on

numerous trees. Pear trees also, at llanch, have a second crop.

Those who feel any interest in these remarkable instances of the wonderful

fecundity of fruit trees and the desire to investigate the causes will do well to ex-

amine all these places. They can all bo seen and the proprietors will be pleased to

show them.

We can cite innumerale instances of peach trees where every peach on the tree tcan

double and several cases where the peaches were triplets. Apples and pears are found

double, and melons in handsomely formed pairs, twin grown. "We know, however,

that these facts are becoming so common, among those who are observant, that they

are of every day occurrence, but the great mass of the people should know the abun-

dance that is soon to be poured out upon us.

The Strawberry has already proved a jjopctual fruit. The Fig gives us two croj)s

and ere long will yield three ; and we hesitate not to say that by and by, at every

State Fair, there will be exhibited many kinds of fruit of a second crop, and several

also oiperpetual species, never before known of that habit. We shall also have on

exhibition the second crops of our cereal grains, for however much we now have to

boast of in this land of plenty, "the half has not been told."

—

Ccdifornia Farmer.

Iowa Monster Productions.—We at the East shall have to give up. Im-

mediatly on hearing the above from California, we took up the Iowa Farmer, and

read as follows

:

*' The productions of the West are rather of a wonder to those who have been accus-

tomed to see large vegetables or fine fruits only as the result of the highest cultiva-

tion. We take from western papers some notices of monster vegetables. At Eddy-

ville a tomato was raised 16 inches in circumference and weighing two pounds; at

Oskaloosa, a watermelon weighing 46 pounds; at Ottumwa, a radish weighing 51

pounds; at Burlington, also, a beet 261 inches in circumference. We ourselves

saw upon the tables at the late meeting of the Fruit G rowers' Association, a peach,

raised near there, 12 inches in circumference, also a pear, weighing 1^ pounds,

another, Beurre Did, raised by J. F. Tallant of Burlington, weighing 11 pounds, and

last though not least a pear raised by John B. TuU of Pontoosuc, Ills., weighing If

pounds.



PROPAGATION OF FISH.

Information of the highest importance on the artificial propagation of fish was laid

before the late meeting of the British Association. Experiments with salmon, made

at Perth, Scotland, have been extremely successful. Three hundred boxes were laid

down in twenty-five parallel rows, each box partly filled with clean gravel and peb-

bles. On the 23d of December, 1853, 300,000 ova were deposited in the boxes.

On the 31st of March, 1854, the first ovum was observed to be hatched, and in

April and May the greater portion had come to life, and were at large in the boxes

;

in June they were admitted into the pond, their average size being about an inch

and a half in length. From their admission to the pond the fry were fed daily with

boiled liver, rubbed small by the hand. By spring of the present year they had in-

creased in size to the average of three and four inches in length. On the 2d of

May a meeting of the Committee was held at the pond, to consider the expediency

of detaining the fry for another year or allowing them to depart, but it was thought

they had not assumed the migratory dress till the 19th, when the sluice communi-

cating with the river Tay was opened, and every facility for egress afforded. Con-

traiy to expectation, none of the fry manifested any inclination to leave the pond

until the 24th of May, when the larger and more mature of the smelts, after having

held themselves detached from the others for several days, went off in a body. A
series of similar emigrations took place until full half the fry had left the pond, and

descended the sluice to the Tay. It has long been a subject of controversy whether

the fry of the salmon assume the migratory dress in the second or third year of their

existence. So favorable an opportunity of deciding the question as that afibrded by

this experiment, was not to be overlooked.

In order to test the matter in the fairest possible way, it was resolved to mark a

portion of the smelts in such a manner that they might easily be detected when re-

turning as grilse. A temporary tank, into which the fish must necessarily descend,

was constructed at the junction of the sluice with the Tay; and as the shoals suc-

cessively left the pond, about one in every hundred was marked by the abscission of

the second dorsal fin. A greater number were marked on the 29th of May than on

any other day, in all about 1200 or 1300. The result has pi'ovcd highly satisfactory

and curious. Within two mouths of their liberation, twenty-two of the young fish

so marked when in the state of smelts on their way to the sea, have been, on their

returning migration up the river, recaptured and carefully examined ; the conclu-

sions arrived at are most gratifying, and proved what has heretofore appeared almost

incredible, the rapid growth of the young fish during their short sojourn in the salt

water. Those taken first weighed 5 to 5 J lb, then increasing progressively to 7 and

8 lb, whilst the one captured on the 31st of July weighed no less than 9 J lb. In

all these fish the wound caused by marking was covered with a skin, and in some a

coating of scales had formed over the part.



lAMIMAR (JOSSIP ABOUT THE NEW JERSEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The experiment has afforded satisfiictory proof that a portion at least of the fry

of the ?ahiiou assume the migratory dress aud descend to the sea shortly after the

close of the first year of their existence ; and what is far more important in a prac-

tical point of view, it has also demonstrated the practicability of rearing salmon of

marketable value within twenty months of the deposition of the ova.

There can be no doubt that the quantity of salmon (as well as other fish,) may be

enormously increased by the artificial breeding process, and we regard the experi-

ments of great importance. At Cleveland, Ohio, success has attended the first ex-

periments of Dr. Garlick and his coadjutor, who may do a vast deal for their fellow

men by fully populating our western lakes. In the salmon regions, east and west,

the subject deserves attention. And there is little doubt that in neighboring rivers,

where salmon are now unknown, they might be thus successfully introduced.
.
How

much more useful would it be if some of our sportsmen would take up the subject, in-

stead of devoting their hearts, bodies, and time to the poor enjoyment of shooting

useful birds

!

FAMILIAR GOSSIP ABOUT THE NEW JERSEY AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY—THE BROOKLYN HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY—THE HUNT BOTANICAL GARDEN, &c.

BY WILLIAM CnORLTON.

It is not often that your humble servant strays away from home
;

partly from the

required multiplicity of action around his own precincts, and in some measure owing

to the same enthusiasm that makes your late-mentioned "Happy Pomologist" give

such attention to his favorites. However, a little social intercourse with our " kith

and kin" endears us more closely, afterwards, to our chosen pursuit, and I send you

a few observations on two exhibitions visited in the course of my hasty peregrina-

tions. And first, of

The New Jersey State Agricultural Society.—It is not my purpose, neither does

it come within the limits of the Horticulturist, to descant upon the merits of cattle

and such kind, but he may judge somewhat correctly of the quality of his more im-

mediate interests— fruits, vegetables and flowers; to this part these remarks are

confined. With regard to the first department, there was a somewhat extensive dis-

play collectively, and a fair but not over mediocre quality. Apples, pears, and water-

melons were well represented, (one collection of pears from Mr. Reid, of Elizabeth-

town, which were not for competition contained 100 varieties,) but as to the rest

there was certainly a deficiency, particularly in the variety of peaches. The same

be said of grapes, both native and foreign ; only one collection of the latter

shown, and these, which, under the circumstances of being grown in the open

=f^
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air, were very creditable. Where was the produce of .the many glass structures

which have been erected of late years ?

It may be thought that the more delicate culture of flowers does not come within

the scope of an agricultural society, and consequently a fair display was not to be

expected, but giving every allowance that can be justly made, so long as a list of

prizes was offered, we may say that this portion was poor in the extreme.

A word about general arrangement, and we have done. It should be understood

by the committees of these exhibitions that, if the various classes be placed distinct,

yet approximate to each other according to the schedule, and the different competi-

tors' produce in each division put side by side, the decision of the judges would be

more correctly arrived at, and after disputes prevented; besides which, it would fa-

cilitate their work ; would enable the public to see at a glance the relative quality,

and intending planters to select more surely the best varieties. This want of sys-

tem was much felt at this meeting ; it is not mentioned here, however, for the pur-

pose of censure, but as a gentle hint to all societies, many of which commit the same

error. Altogether the exhibition seemed to go off very well, and gave much gratifi-

cation to the numerous visitors.

There was also exhibited a hand-glass by Flood and Rimmington, of Brooklyn,

that deserves mention, as it will supply a want long felt by propagators in particular,

and gardeners generally. It is of the old-fashioned, lead-jointed construction, but

with a pillar in the upper centre, which forms a support to the moveable top, and

which ean be lifted and made firm to any height, or lowered to the will of the ope-

rator, merely by the thumb and fore-finger ; such a contrivance has long been wanted,

and the wonder is how it is possible that we who "know something" have plodded

along so far and none of us have seen the sim^ilicity sooner.

The BroohJyn Horticultural Society held one of its more than usually successful

meetings on the 19th and 20th September, and I have no hesitation in stating that

there was here collected into one room the most select, well-grown and choice collec-

tions of plants that it has been my good fortune to see in America. Louis Menand's

lot showed an advance beyond his former reputation ; amongst his numerous varieties

was Gongora maculata, Zygopetalum mackayii. Erica vulgaris, (the true heather

bell), cerinthoides, mammosa, blanda, and mollis, Bilbergia thyrsoidcs, Aphelandra

Leopoldii, many rare Ferns, and their allies the Lycopodiums. Mr. Ranch, of

Brooklyn, had also a most splendid, extensive, and choice lot, in which was the

pretty Caladium pictum ; Mr. CoUopy, gardener to Mr. Prentice, had Cissus discolor

trained as a pillar seven feet high, and an Achimenes grandiflora from Mr. Edward

Decker, gardener to J. Q. Jones, Esq., was three feet across; Mr. Poynter showed a

collection of Gloxinias that were really superb in quality, amongst which were Rosa-

mond, Torenia, Klugii, Hackeyana, coelestinum, mignon. Our native and much ne

glected side-saddle flower (Sarracennia purpurea,) also looked no mean representative.

Goff & Day showed a collection of the plants of commerce which were interesting if

not beautiful, but I would advise such contributors not again to make the common

green curled endive into the true chicory, and recollect that if thd throng passes by



satisfied with such, that the scrutinizing eye of the botanist can detect the imposi-

tion. Cut flowers, both arranged and loose, were fine, particularly the former. The

fruit collectively was extensive and very excellent in ((uality. The pears, peaches,

and plums, extra; Messrs. Ellwanger and ]Jarry di.-^playod a fine lot of the latter.

One Flemish beauty pear from Alexander Gordon, gardener to Mr. Hoyt, measured

10 i inches in circumference. Native grapes were good, but the exotics only so-so,

con,sideriug the very liberal encuuragcmeut given by the society ; some of the best

growers, however, have not the privilege of ''coming out," excepting occasionally,

or the case would have been different. There was a fine bunch of a white grape,

named Ti/roUcur, shown by Mr. Morreau, which was evidently an exotic, and said

to be hardy ; if so, it will be a great acquisition, but I very much doubt, from the

appearance, if it had not been under a glass ease of some kind.

A word about the Hunt Botanical Garden.— This intended establishment was

first mooted amongst the members of this society, aided by the energetic determina-

tion of its worthy president, A. J. S. Degraw, Esq., and has met with such favorable

support from Mr. Hunt, Mr. Langley and others, that they have now at their dis-

posal $100,000, and eighteen acres of land gratis. The chosen committee for car-

rying out the object have offered a premium of 8250 for the best design for laying

out the grounds, and at the above meeting there were exhibited two well-drawn

plans, one from Mr. Augustus Hepp, and the other from ]Mr. Graef. An opinion

upon such matters ought to be supported by practical acquaintance with the details,

a thorough knowledge of the subject, and disinterestedness in the concern or the

competitors ; taking this view of it I do not hesitate to speak out plainly. The

plans are both pretty pictures, well executed upon paper, but each wanting in gene-

ralities. Mr. Graef 's is little more than a diversified promenade on a monstrous

principle, while Mr. Hepp's, to a great extent, is misapplied utility. "We want for

such an establishment, utility, and promenade, and grandeur combined, the whole to

be easily instructive, so that the student of science, or the lover of nature may each

receive enjoyment, yet at the same time to be partly self-supporting, and afford plea-

sant walks, secluded noohs, and a spacious area for display; such is not collected into

either of the designs ; both gentlemen might do well to take the hint.

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, allow me to say that the untiring perseverance of the

worthy president and his co-workers has been the means of instilling energy in^o the

surrounding districts, and if other parts of the country are not up and doing they

will be left in the back-ground.

Potatoes.—We saw, on Saturday, says the Newport News, 50 potatoes which weighed

50} pounds ; they were raised on the farm of J. Prescott Ilall, Esq., on some low swampy

land which has but recently been reclaimed. AYe saw them weighed and consequently

know that the statement is correct ; this exceeds anything that we have heard of

in the potato line.
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NEW PLANTS,

BuDDLElA Crispa. Crisped-leaved Buddlia.— This beautiful plant is from tlie

Himalayas, at an elevation of 5500 to 7500 feet above the level of the sea; it bears

the winters in England with only the

protection of a wall, and flowers from

the beginning of February until May,

scenting the atmosphere around with

its fragrance.

Description.—A shrub, twelve or

fourteen feet high. Branches oppo-

site, obtusely tetragonal, the younger

ones densely covered with tawny or

ferruginous down. Leaves on wooly

petioles, ovate or oblong, the lower

ones cordate at the base, upper ones

cuneate, thick, tomentose, densely so

beneath; the margins toothed and

crisped, rarely entire, except in the

upper leaves. Flowers arranged in

capitula, or in dense whorls, consti-

tuting spikes or racemes, and forming-

panicles. Corolla, salver-shaped, lilac,

with a white eye. Stamens four, in-

serted below the middle, and quite

included; filaments short, anthers

short, oblong. Pistil quite included.

Ovary ovate, downy, except at the very base. Style very short; stigma clubbed,

bifid.

Uncommon Growth.—There is hanging in our oflBce, the forked bough of an apple tree,

each part of which measures only 22 inches in length, on which there are one hundred

and forty seven apples ! thicker upon the wood than human ingenuity could possibly affix.

They are of an average diameter of two and a half inches, and the weight of the branch

is 13 lbs. It was cut from a tree on the premises of Mr. John Haley in the western part

of the city, and is called the " Anti-Know-Nothing Apple," from its great yield.—

.

Haven Register.
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VARIETIKS.

VARIETIES.

Microscopic PuoTOGRArns.—Some microscopic photographs exhibited at Manchester,

Eiig., the other day, excited much admiration. One, of the size of a pin's head, when

magnified several hundred times, nvas seen to contain a group of seven portraits of mem-
bers of the artist's family, the likenesses being admirably distinct. Another microscopic

photograph, of still less size, represented a mural tablet, erected to the memory of Wil-

liam Sturgeon, the electrician, by his Manchester friends, in Kirkby Lonsdale church.

This little tablet covered only l-900th part of a supeiiicial inch, and contained C80 let-

ters, every one of which could bo distinctly seen by the aid of the microscope.

Cautiox to Builders.—Mr. Branwood, according to the London Quarterly Review, has

stated his belief that, by long exposure to heat, not much exceeding that of boiling water,

215 degrees, timber is brought into such a condition, that it will ignite without a light.

The time during which the process of desiccation is going on, until it ends in spontaneous

combustion, is, he thinks, from eight to ten years. Pipes for heating buildings by steam

should, therefore, be clear of all wood work, and rest on metal brackets only.

Buttercups Poisonous.—The Journal de Clumie Medicale relates a case of poisoning

from eating the common buttercup. Some children were amusing themselves by making

crowns of this flower, when one of them was tempted to cat some of the flowers. Violent

pain, stimulating colic, and all the symptoms of poisoning supervened, but fortunately

the life of the child was saved. The root of the buttercup is of a very acrid nature, and

if chewed will blister the mouth.

Bees.—A question about " stupifying bees with nitre," may be perhaps satisfied by

the following advice :—If you will use chloroform they will find it perfect in its action

and preferable to the fungus. The way to proceed is to put two teaspoonfuls of chloro-

form into a cup, to soak a bit of rag in it, and to put the rag into the box or hive, of

course closing the entrance ; the bees will almost immediately begin to drop, and in less

than 10 minutes every bee will be stupified. They will come to themselves in about half

an hour.

Town and Country,—We wish that any hints we can offer might induce our stalwart

young men who are struggling for a livelihood in towns and cities, to go forth into the

country, throw off the livery of coventional life, put on the frock, and with uprolled

sleeves, seize, themselves, the plough, and " greatly independent " live. The prolific

bosom of mother earth has enough for all her children who will seek their supplies from

her abundancies, for giving doth not impoverish her ; and scattering her blessings but

increases her means.

Striking Rose Cuttings.—I have succeeded well in striking cuttings of the rose this

season by disobeying the usual routine, thus : The cuttings were placed in pots as

usually practiced, put out into the full blaze of a summer sun and watered six times

every day. Cuttings similarly planted and placed in the shade failed almost entirely.

Here is a fact for others to try. C. J. W.
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Celery.—It is a good plan to blanch a portion of your celery in the lollowing manner
Take hollow tiles, such as are used for drains, or two halves tied together if you can pro-

cure them more easily, and pull ofi" the small leaves of the celery plants
;
gather the rest

together in your hand and put them through the hollow of the tiles. The plants make
rapid progress, and after a time put some additional length in, thrusting a stick inside,

both into the ground, to prevent the wind from blowing them down, and in 25 or 30

days, the celery will be blanched. Celery may be thus procured three feet long and ten

inches in circumference. It would be an improvement to have the tiles so constructed as

to admit of a collar on the under and upper tile, so as to fit on each other and exclude the

air at their junction. The benefit that would result, would pay to have a set of tiles to

use from year to year. Will some manufacturer produce some and let us see a sample ?

It is not too late for the present season.

Profits of fruit culture in Oregon.—The following statement of P. W. Gillett of

Astoria, shows that the inhabitants of Oregon have not been idle in fruit culture, and

are likely to reap a fair reward for their labors :

—

Fruit-growing, the most pleasant, as well as the most profitable branch of agriculture,

is receiving increased attention with us. Indeed, no expense nor pains has been spared

in introducing and testing varieties. Oregon has now a splendid assortment of fruit

with a climate congenial to its growth. The summers are too cool, however, at the mouth

of the Columbia, to produce peaches of a fine flavor ; but the interior of the Teritory has

a climate adapted to the perfect development of the finest peaches, pears, and grapes.

Green apples are worth from $8 to $10 per bushel, and ready sale at that. At this

rate one acre of land in apple-trees, allowing 14 bushels to the tree, which is a low estimate

for trees of mature age, and forty trees to the acre, gives the enormous sum of $4,480 per

acre. This is a matter of fact, and not speculation- It is true, our orchards, being

young, yield but from one to eight or ten bushels to the tree ; but it is the opinion of

some of our wisest men that good winter apples will command, in the San Francisco mar-

ket, as high a price for the next thirty years.

JSoofes on our Qtailf.

Price Current of August. Van Geert, Horticulturist, Ghent, Belgium ; autumn of 1855

and spring of 1856.

Credentials of E. W. Bull, of Concord, Mass., the originator of the Concord Grape.

From J. D. Ingersoll, Hion, Herk. Co., New York.

The testimony to the value of this grape, is certainly very full, and from well-known

horticulturists. The grape may be pronounced " large, handsome and excellent."

Affleck's Soutliern Bural Almanac and Plantation and Garden Calendar for 1856.

—

Washington, Mississippi.—This neat little almanac is southern throughout, and as such

should be in the hands of all southern cultivators, to whom it will impart much informa.

tion.

Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, Plants, Roses,

&c., cultivated and for sale at the Hopewell nurseries, near Fredericksburg, Va. Henry
R. Robey, Proprietor.

Pescriptive Catalogue of Strawberries.—W. R. Prince & Co., Flushing, N. Y
1856
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Atkins' Automaton, or Self-Raking Reaper and Moicer.—This is an advertisement of

the "lion" ruachino at the Illinois State Fair at Chicago. It attracted more attention

than any other implement on the ground, and is certainly a most ingenious and useful

article. Twelve hundred, we were informed hy the proprietor, J. S. Wright, were built

for the harvest of 1855.

T/ie Railroads, History and Commerce of Chicago. 1855.—We indebted for this panipli.

jet to William Bross, Esq., one of the prominent and energetic citizens of that wonderful

city, Chicago. The whole story of this "new world" is astonishing, and beyond the

dreams ol eastern romance.

ilcbitto.

Japanese Botany; being a facsimile of a Japanese Book, with introductory notes and

translations, riiiladelpliia : Published by J. B. Lippincott & Co. $1.25.

AVhen the Japan expedition was first proposed, no class of our fellow citiizens felt a

greater interest in its success, apart from national considerations, than did we as horti-

culturists. Japan had been so long something of a sealed book, that our curiosity

-was excited at the prospect of a peep at the inside. By the prying of some enterprising

Dutch botanists we had already been delighted with a Paulownia, some fine Clematises

Hydrangeas, and many other acquisitions ; we hoped that our friend Perry, and others

of his command, would he able to minister still to our desires.

Nor have we been altogctlier disappointed. Many opportunities did net occur to them,

but the few that did were eagei'ly made available, and every thing that could throw any

light on the Horticulture or Botany of Japan, was carefully preserved and brought to us.

The present book we owe to the energy of Dr. Wilson of the expedition ; and while

it is an interesting contribution to the flora of Japan, it is at the same time a genuine

literary curiosity. The work is small quarto, and even including the binding, exactly

an imitation of the original copy. Forty papers are devoted to the drawings, which we

are surprised to find much superior as artistic productions to what we were led to believe

the Japanese capable of. Amongst the figures are several quite new to us, especially

two Caryophyllaceous plants, allied to the well known Chinese Pink, (of which also a

drawing is given,) and which appears to be very beautiful. Our old friends Onis Chi-

nensis, and Silium speciosum, with other stranger forms allied to them, we readily re-

cognize. One plate is occupied with a bunch of Chrysanthemums, representing pretty

well such specimens as were in cultivation with us twenty years ago. Could we send

our Japan brethren a collection of their favorite flowers, as modern French florists have

improved them, they would scarcely see in them the same species.

The work has other interesting features besides these we have specified. The editor

has translated the characters, and placed the interpretations side by side with the in-

scriptions, thus affording an insight into the nature and construction of their language.

We have no doubt that all interested in Japanese curiosities, especially floral and bo-

tanical ones, will agree with us in wishing the publishers a remunerative sale for their

spirit in getting up this treat for us.

Those Japanese are odd fellows at a dodge. We have opened a port or two and

thought ourselves in contact with them at last ; but they value our coin too low to make
lie an object, and moreover declare they have nothing to sell ! Of course no trade

and we must be content with their seeds and flowers. Artfid dodgers indeed.



DESIGX FOR A COTTAGE.*

BY M. B. BENTON, LEEDSVILLE, N. Y.

This design is simple in its plan and of symmetrical proportions. It is in the

Gothic style, and may be built of stone or of brick. If of brick, the buttresses

should be capped

with stone, and the

cornice of wood

painted to resem-

ble the cappings.

The entrance is

hrough an open

porch, with a broad

arch in front, and

smaller, unglazed

openings at the

sides. The parlor

and sitting-room

are both spacious

apartments, 18x24
feet, and each con-

taining a large bay-

window. If these

windows were filled

with choice house-

plants, they would

form very attract-

ive features of the

dwelling. The li-

brary is lighted by

a large window

at the end, which

opens to the floor,

affording egress to

the veranda.

The basement ar-

rangements would

vary greatly with

the situation, and
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THE VINWiAR I'llt^NT.

taste or convenience of the bnilrlcr. Supposing the pronnd to descend somewhat

from the front side, the lower rooms mij^^lit be liglited wholly from the back. The

dinin"'-room might be placed under the sitting-room, and the kitchen under the

library, and the room beneath the parlor might be partitioned for cellar, jjantry,

l)athing-roora, closets, &.c. A servant's bed-room might be finished off under the

porch.

The chamber arrangements embrace six large rooms, each with a closet. The

passage is lighted by a ground-glass window exactly opposite the one in the back

chamber. The windows of the side rooms open to the floor, upon the balconies

over the bay-windows. The height of the walls of the principal floor is twelve

feet, and those of the chambers six or eight feet under the roof.

We give no estimate of the cost of construction, as it woidd vary greatly in

different sections of the country, owing to the cheapness or convenience of mate-

rial, as well as with the style of finish.

THE VINEGAR PLANT.

For some time past, the vinegar plant has been used abroad as a substitute for

cider vinegar, to advantage. Frequent applications have been made to us to

know what it is, and whether introduced here. We cannot discover that it has

been. It is exhibited in a living state in the Kew Garden museum, and is called

Mother of Vinegar. It floats upon a liquid mixture of sugar and water, and is a

minute fungus, allied to the mncors, or moulds, Pencillium glaucura, of which the

mycelium, or spawn, forms a tough leathery web. A bit of this thrown into the

above liquid rapidly increases, induces acetous fermentation, and changes the

sugar and water into good vinegar. The yeast plant, or "mother of yeast"—

a

substance not so easily preserved—is also considered a Pencillium, and to its

action is due the formation of yeast.

It is a well-known fact, that much of the vinegar which is sold in the shops, is

either malt vinegar reduced with water, and strengthened with sulphuric acid, or

acetic acid, also diluted, neither of which is very acceptable or wholesome.

Under these circumstances, it will be a comfort to know that one can make his

own vinegar as well as yeast, and know what is in it. Take one gallon of water,

half a pound of sugar, half a pound of molasses, and boil them together for

twenty minutes; when cool, add a quarter of an ounce of German yeast; put the

whole into a jar, and lay the vinegar plant on the surface of the liquor. Cover

the jar with paper, keeping it in a warm place, and it will produce very good and

wholesome vinegar in about six weeks.

As it appears to be popular and useful in England, we have sent out to

deavor to procure it.
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A Greenhouse for Everybody.—Strange as it seems, -while every writer Las been inform-

ing the public how to make a pit for wintering plants, no one has mentioned a simple contrivance

that is within the reach of everybody who lives in a house with a cellar. If the cellar door is

opened and an old or new sash is placed in the aperture, a winter pit is made without more

ado. Close all the windows of the cellar, and open the cellar door on clear days, closing it on

cold nights. If the door faces the south, it will be better than north! In this "pit," lemon

and orange-trees, fig-trees, and, in short, rose-bushes, and almost every plant will be safely

protected, and often produce flowers and ripen their fruit. Remember this paragraph.

The Japan Bean.—Favorable reports regarding this bean reach us from several quarters.

In New Jersey it produces well, growing on a woody shrub, about two feet in height, and pro-

ducing from seventy to eighty white beans, perfectly round, and of the character of a pea,

which it was first called. They are so prolific that it is supposed an acre of land may produce

eighty bushels.

A Wasp Catcher.—Some nice gardeners, especially ladies, will find, in the accompanying

sketch, an admirable means of catching wasps

and other insects, troublesome to graperies and

greenhouses, and even bees where numerous

in a neighborhood, in house windows. It

is copied from the second volume of Jlackin-

tosfi's Book of the Garden, just published in

London.

Seedling Rhubarb.—The Prairie Farmer contains an account of a new seedling rhubarb,

raised in the garden of Mr. Cohorn, of Kenosha, Wisconsin, where he cultivates it on ground

that was lately a marsh. One root produced fifty-five stalks, of which the largest was two feet

in length from root to leaf, and would girt at least eight inches. Mr. C. cuts from four to five

hundred pounds a day, and receives $4 per hundred, in various western markets.

Nutmegs in California.—The Calaveras Chronicle speaks confidently of having seen a branch

of a nutmeg-tree, with fruit on it, grown in California, about fifteen miles from Mokelumnc

Flume. Will the California Farmer confirm this ?

Permanent Impressions of Flowers on Glass.—Mr. Robert Smith, of Blackford, England,

has contrived a very ingenious and effective plan of ornamenting glass, by producing thereon

permanent impressions of flowers, leaves of plants, and other objects. In this process of

ornamentation, the operator goes to work by first preparing the objects to be reproduced on

iss surface with a solution of gum. The details of the figure are thus attached
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gl!i«s, in the positions required by the device. The entire face of tlie glass tlius trcnlcd, is

then covered over with a composition of oil, tallow, and wax, in a warm state. When this

composition coat becomes solid, the objects arc removed from the glass, which is now sub-

mitted to the action of fluorine gas ; or liquid fluorine may be poured upon the glass ; or further,

the plate may be treated with fluor spar and sulphuric acid. This is the ordinary treatment

involved in glass-etching—the peculiarity of Mr. Smith's process being the mode in which the

design or the line of action of the acid is produced. The fluorine corrodes tlie glass only at

tiie parts where the flowers or pattern objects have been placed, and hence the forms of the

objects, however elaborate or delicate, are faithfully reproduced from the models supplied by

nature herself. The ornamental designs produced in this way are extremely beautiful ; the

figuring may be colored as fancy suggests, by the common process of " burning-in" in a

furnace.

DowsiNG-Hii.T. NrusERY.—The catalogue of this nursery, at Atlanta, Georgia, is received,

and appears to be worthy of the attention of Southern cultivators, from the proprietor having

selected his fruit trees for a Southern climate. We should be glad to hear more frequently

of Southern nurseries and planting.

The California Fair.—California exhibits, at the present moment, the most marked difi'er-

ence between the Anglo-Saxon and the Spanish race and habits. A fair on a grand scale has

been held at Sacramento, and the California Farmer discourses of fruit in a style which must

silence some boastful exhibitors among us. On one sprig of a pear-tree was a cluster of twelve

large pears; on another, a stem five feet long, wore no less than thirty magnificent peaches,

some of which measured seven inches in circumference. Double musk and water-melons,

monster pumpkins, 135 pounds in weight ; a Newtown pippin, 15.1 inches by 14 J inches ; lemon

oranges 19 inches ; seedling peaches a foot in circumference ; Hovey's strawberries, four inches

in circumference ; stalks of corn twenty feet in length, and so on, were some of their trophies.

It speaks, too, of parks six miles square, presenting the appearance of a magnificent English

domain, the handiwork principally of nature. What a variety of climate our people have to

enjoy; cultivation embraces every soil and latitude. When shall we receive specimens of

California productions over a good railroad ?

The Grape Dise.vse.—The devastation of this disease lias been more widely spread in

Europe, the passt season, than is generally credited ; indeed, the disease may be called sporadic,

and its fatality may be judged of when we state that the owner of a Portuguese Quinta, who

used to draw from one of his vineyards twenty to seventy-five pipes of wine every year, drew

but three the past season, and that these were of very bad quality. Various methods of treat-

ment have been suggested, tried, and abandoned as useless; the only course which gives promise

of any success, being that of restraining vegetation by severe pruning. A very interesting

new book has been published in London, lately, entitled Gatherings from the Wine Lands. It

says, among other clever things, to show there is nothing new under the sun, that the method

of imbibing that vinous preparation called "sherry cobbler," was practised by an Asiatic people,

with respect to their ale. Xenophon came upon a people who made the Greeks as weary of

laughing as they were of marching and fighting, by drinking their barley wine through straws.

The disease of the grape is said to have destroyed fifty per cent, of the Cincinnati crop, in

1855.

r)ARTLETT PEARS havc bccn Selling in New York market, at wholesale, at §9 per barrel.

cultivator of this delicious fruit realized at the rate of $9,200 per acre, from his orchar
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plants 104 standard and 436 dwarf pears on each acre. From one nursery near Rochester,

N. Y., fruit trees to the value of $15,000 have already be sent West this fall.

A Machine for Peeling Willows.—A machine for peeling basket willows has been invented

by G. J. Colby, of Jonesville, Vt. Its operation is very simple, the willows being passed

through between two or three sets of India rubber rollers, one set of which has a vibrating

motion wliich rubs the bark off very effectually; the others mainly separating the willows from

the loose bark. The rollers being made of India rubber, there is no possible chance for the

willows to be injured, and it will adapt itself to all sizes, so that from twenty to thirty rods

can be passing through at the same time. With one horse, and with two men to attend it,

it will peel from one to two tons per day, while to do the same amount of work by hand it

V70uld require thirty or forty men and boys. This is one of the greatest labor-saving machines

of the age, and if farmers only understood it they would soon plant willows enough, so that

we should not be obliged to send to Europe for them as we now do.

Cotton from India.—Threats are constantly thrown out by Europeans, that India will

supersede America in the growth of cotton. Funds have been abundantly wasted in the

attempt; no mistake can be greater. India is not, as many imagine, a conquered country to

be ruled as easily as an English colony. Asiatic princes have given way before British

soldiers, but the governed, at heart, remain what they ever were. The object of these people

being to keep their subjects in a state of abject dependence on themselves, it is of the highest

importance to their interests that no foreign government should be allowed to elevate their

condition. The Brahmins discouraged the cultivation of some cotton seeds from New Orleans,

distributed at Mysore, as it would cause the disappearance of the native plant, and therefore

"the evil eye" would be upon all their efibrts. To insure the truth of this prophecy, men in

disguises were sent into the fields at night, and were seen uprooting the plants. From this it

maj- be inferred that it is not the British government, and least of all an Indian government,

that can produce the necessary changes. Directors and capitalists may patronize, men of

science mny demonstrate, and culturists may execute, but all in vain, so long as things remain

as they now are—under Hindoo influence and foreign rule.

The Pulse Machine.—Professor Bierordt, of Frankfort, has invented a machine to record

the beating of the human pulse. The arm is placed in a kind of cradle, which keeps it steady;

a lever rests by one end on the artery, and at every beat a pencil, on the opposite end, marks

a cylinder of paper. If the pulse be regular, a regular zigzag line is produced ; if irregular,

the line is full of breaks and jerks.

Trees, kc, for the Banks of Railroads.—A gentleman wlio has passed much time in Ame-

rica, communicates to the London Gardener's Chronicle some remarks on the maclura aurattliaca as

a hedge plant, and recommends it strongly for the defence of railroads, and as useful to keep

up the banks by means of its powerful roots. He says that in the Southern States the wood

is preferred in ship-building to that of the live-oak [quercus virens). In addition, the wood of

the maclura is used in vai'ious articles of cabinet work, such as tables, bureaus, bedsteads, &c.,

and the chips serve as dyestuff, affording a yellow color which can be extracted by ebullition.

His remarks on its use for railroads are these: " It recommends itself particularly to railroad

companies as a means of defence of the roads, and particularly for preserving the slope of the

banks ; for its long, fibrous roots, extending horizontally, are a powerful barrier to the slides

occasioned by rains, or other atmospheric agents."



The Refue Ilorticole, rnris, takes up the subject and adds: " The macliira is not the only

wild plant A?hich may succeed along our iron roads, either to strengthen their slopes, or to use to

advantage on the vacant and often extensive plots of ground near them. Without neglecting

the American tree, we might think of more than one of our indigenous species which, while

they preserve the soil, arc cajiablo of being made profitable. Now that an excellent paper can

be manufactured from the fibres of several plants which were long considered useless, would

it not be well, for instance, to attempt the cultivation of the genistre, the spartiuni, or some of

the yuccas, along the arid slopes of the railroads in tlie South of France?"

Here are two valuable suggestions which we place before our readers for their consideration.

PiNCER TO Mark Trees or Bushes.—Tlie French have several little ways of verification,

which we have not yet put in practice. If j'ou purchase a looking-glass in Paris, the vender

hands you a candle, and asks you to write your autograph on the face; notwithstanding

this verification, we have never been quite sure that a purchase in that line was not somehow

(possibly by a transfer of the candle-grease to another glass) unverified. But let that pass. The

adjoining little cut represents an instrument for the verification of your tree purchases; where

suspicion exists, it will be it very handj- article to bring out of a waistcoat pocket.

The little pinccr allows you to place a marked lead above a knot, by a string or cord, by

which you verify your tree when it gets home. It is a

common pincer, having at its extremities two points,

upon which numbers or letters at a and b are engraved

;

pinched slightly into the knot or bark, your string sus-

tains a lead with a similar indentation, enabling you to

be perfectly satisfied that you have obtained what you

purchased. It is the invention of JI. Arnheiter, and

engraved for a late number of the Revue Ilorticole.

U4S—

ScrppERNONG Grape.—This seems to be the grape for the South, and for making wine,

which is in greater demand than any other made there from native grapes. John II. "WcUer,

Brincklcyvillc, N. C, makes and sells this article, at from one to four dollars a gallon.

Vermin.—Baspail, one of the best French chemists, states that a solution of aloes, washed

over the trunks and branches of trees with a brush, will destroy all vermin on plants and trees.

Soft soap is also strongly recommended to prevent the borer making his attacks, as well as to

give the tree a green and healthy appearance.

Guinea Fowls vs. Rats.—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer, who was much annoyed by

rats, tried shooting, poisoning, and everything he could think of; but they defied the whole

category. He then heard that they would not remain where Guinea fowls were kept, and

procured several, and now says that for over two years he has neither seen nor heard a rat

about the premises.

A Large Apple.—We are indebted to ]SIrs. R. S. McElory, of Tickens District, for a present

of the largest apple that has, as yet, come under our observation. It is fourteen inches in

circumference, and weighs one pound and a quarter, and only a fair sample of her own raising.

It is called the BuiF apple. Taking them all in all, we are sure they were the soundest and

finest looking apples we ever saw.

—

Greenville (S. C.) Enterprise.

P^--
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New Oil Plant.—A correspondent in the Pacific communicates for the Horticulturist the

following information :
—

"In the province of Piiira, Peru, grows wild a bush or plant, said to resemble the Palma

Christi. It is known commonly by the name Piuon. A countryman of ours, Alfred Duvall,

Esq., has produced from the seeds of this plant an oil, which for lubricating, as well as for

illuminating purposes, is fully equal to, if not superior to the best spermaceti oil, at least,

such is his opinion, after sufficient experiment. He is about erecting the necessary machinerj',

and making arrangements to collect the seeds, in ample quantity, for the purpose of producing

the oil in sufficient amount to supply the market, at a price very much less than that of any

other oil of equal quality."

^'Cotton.—The cotton grown in the province of Piura, is said to be, next after our Sea Island,

equal to the best gathered in the United States. I am assured that each plant, on an average,

yields at each crop four times as much as our plants, and affords two crops every year. This

plant does not require to be renewed oftener than once in five or six years. The quantity culti-

vated is comparatively small, from two to three thousand bales, owing, probably-, to the want

of facilities of transportation to a port for shipment, and also, want of population. One of

their political writers says : ' Peru is taking a siesta;' when she wakes up, she may do some-

thing towards developing her agricultural resources."

The New Potato.—We have devoted several pages in the present, and last number, to the

complete account of the Dioscorea batatus, respecting which short paragraphs have conveyed,

from time to time, more or less information. The first article is credited to the London Mark

Lane Express, which is the exponent of subjects on food; the present number contains an

account of its cultivation taken from the new Patent Office Report, and will be found full and

interesting. The trials yet made of this esculent in this country, are not yet conclusive as to

its importance, but there seems to be every probability of its adaptation to our climate and

soil; if so, it will become of the utmost importance, and not improbably the prairie land of the

West will become its home.

Vicar of Winkfield.—We are indebted to P. E. Freas, Esq., for specimens of this pear,

called by the French Monsieur le Cure, They are very fine, but to our taste, not equal to a

well ripened Duchesse, or a fine Lawrence in season about the same time.

Apples from our neighbor Keyscr, of several fine kinds, show emphatically that Pennsyl-

vania is not, utterly ivorn out, as some will have it to be.

Large Seckel Pear.—While all the other States of the Union are recording their triumphs

in fruit culture, the Key Stone must not be forgotten. We have to record the growth of a

Seckel Pear, which is probably unprecedented for its size. It was received by post, en-

veloped in cotton, and grew in the garden of Thaddeus Banks, Esq., in Hollidaysburg, Penn-

sylvania; its length was nine and a half inches, and circumference eight and three-quarter

inches. Mr. John Penn Jones will accept our thanks for this remarkable specimen, "which

was grown on a three years old graft, on an apple."

The Railroads.—We shall endeavor to give an early insertion to "Ilorticola's" article on

•TK "the Railroads in a social point of view." As at present m.anaged, they are a despotism, on a

C I
reduced scale, as bad as some of the thousand and one despotic institutions in the old countries
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of Europe. We are glad that somebody >Yill aid us in taking tbc jiait of the Lumbltd public

against tbc Lords of the rails.

United Statks Agriovltihal Society.—The cxbibition nt lloston, succcsMful as it was, will

be fully reported in those periodicals which especially devote themselves to its topics; except

iiK'iilentally, it scarcely fall.s to our lot to do more than give it a favorable greeting and to

record its advent. AVell did Colonel Wilder, its great promoter, remark:

—

"A prominent object has been to awaken in the public mind a just appreciation of their

labors and a stronger love for agriculture and rural life. IIow delightful the occasion! Huw
salutary its influences! Here the rough animosities of party strife, the asperities of political

dissensions and the bitterness of sectional jealousy are merged and lost in the love of a com-

mon pursuit, and a common country; and in proportion as we act in concert and harmony for

the advancement of the great industrial arts of life, we cement and strengthen the bonds of

our glorious Union. (Enthusiastic cheering.) Here we witness an illustration of the power of

voluntary associations, the grand characteristic of our age, the great engine which propels the

car of modern enterprise.*'

Again, he said: "We, of New England, cannot boast of a luxuriant soil like that of the

prairies and valleys of the West, nor of a genial clime like that of the sunny South, but in-

dustry constrains our reluctant soil to yield its increase; and though prominent among our

exports are granite and ice, yet these are no indications of the hardness of our hearts, nor of

the coldness of our affections. No! Ko ! .' We extend to you our friendly greetings, and our

most cordial salutations." (Cheers.)

The Boston Journal says: "This truly national affair has been successful beyond the most

sanguine hopes of those under whose auspices it was arranged. The display of stock has em-

braced some of the best cattle, sheep, and swine, ever exhibited in this part of the country,

and we doubt whether a finer collection of horses was ever brought together."

Our own city was well represented, and if eloquence had been entitled to a premium, our

brother editor, Morton McMichael, might have carried off the first.

Sixty thousand persons were on the ground at one time, and the cost of the liberal arrange-

ments were all met by the pay for entrance. This is very encouraging for the future ; on

one day the gates had to be closed, so great was the throng. Why not have the next ex-

hibition in Philadelphia? We trust it may be so.

Notices of Books. Flora's Dictionary.—Messrs. Lucas Brothers, of Baltimore, have issued

a new edition of Flora's Dictionary, by Mrs. E. W. Wirt, of Virginia, with fiOO wood engravings,

and 56 groups, colored from nature ; the title and presentation plate are printed in colors,

making a capital Christmas or New Year's book.

The Illustrated Annual of Rural Affairs and Cultivator''s Almanac for 1856, by J. J. Thomas,

has been published by Luther Tucker & Son, of Albany, N. Y., in a neat and handsome cloth-

bound duodecimo. It is a very useful manual for the country.

TVie Western Agriculturist is the name of a new weekly paper, published at Pittsburg, Pa.,

by David Ramaley. It promises to be a valuable addition to the agricultural periodicals now

so useful and numerous.

Downing' s Familiar Notes and Letters.—In the ensuing volume of the Horticulturist will be

published a short series of familiar characteristic notes and letters from the late A. J. Downing

to the present editor, written off hand, in the full tide of life and hope. We feel confident they

will interest all who peruse them, and revive in many hearts feelings of admiration for the

hand that is now cold !
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Answer to Corkespondents. {P. A.) Bleeding of Vines.—The Tine often bleeds excessively

when pruned in an improper season, or when accidentally wounded ; Mr. Knight, in the Horti-

cultural Transactions, recommends, from practice, "four parts of scraped cheese, to be added

to one part of calcined oyster-shells, or other pure calcareous earth, and this composition to

be pressed strongly into the pores of the wood ; the sap will instantly cease to flow, so that

the largest branch may, at any season, be taken off with safety."

The Smoke-house Apple has been twice described in the Horticulturist, which will account to

"B." for the non-appearance of his favor.

( TI''. ).—A good liquid manure for watering plants will be found to be, mixing 12 gallons of

water with four pounds of the best guano, and allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours.

This will suit flowers in pots. The same guano will serve three times, each time being covered

with twelve gallons of water.

[S., Illinois).—The "red" and "white Dutch" are considered, by many, superior currants

for the table, to the "cherry," "grape," "Victoria," S:c.

{Curculio).—This vile insect has attacked the cheri-y in some places.

{T. S.) The Box Tree.—In planting the tree box, use a half peck of chalk, broken up, and

freely mixed with the earth. It increases the rapidity of growth and the beauty of the foliage.

[G. H. r.)—Your "Black Apple" is the Red Canada.

A Beautiful Conceit.—Some author—we remember not who—informs us how we became

indebted for the red rose. They were all of a pure and spotless white when in Eden they first

spread out their leaves to the morning sunlight of creation. Eve, as she gazed upon the tint-

less gem, could not suppress her admiration of its beauty, but stooped down and imprinted a

warm kiss on its snowy bosom. The rose stole the scarlet tinge from her velvet lip, and yet

wears it.

Wheat Cultivation.—Prof. Mapes, in a recent address at the Indiana State Fair, stated

that the wheat crops of Ohio had fallen from 35 to 15 bushels per acre. This statement is

denied to be true by the editor of the Ohio Farmer. He asserts that the average amount of

wheat raised per acre in Ohio is now greater than ever it was, and he gives statistics to prove

his assertion.

Sundry Matters.—We have space left only to notice with commendation the new Patent

Office Report ; the Transactions of the JS'cw York Slate Agricultural Society, in one large vohimc;

and the Year Book of Agrictdture, by David M. Wells, issued in this city by Childs and Peter-

son. Report of the Pennsylvania Ilorticullural Society in our next.

The Country Gentleman fills a niche in periodical literature of great importance. The respec-

tive publishers of the above journal and the Horticulturist have made arrangements to issue the

two for the ensuing year for three dollars. This will meet the wants of a large mass of sub-

scribers, who will thus obtain at a "club" pi'ice two works that enjoy an extensive popularity.

—See Advertisement.
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CLOSE OP THE VOLUME.
We presume that tlicrc are few who look over the nature of our Table of

Contonts, its list of illustrations, and the varied nature of the horticultural

information collected during the year, but will agree that this is a very

cheap book. Such indeed it is, and we are safe in saying that one of its

size and containing its engravings, could not be afforded by a bookseller

for more than twice the price.

Arrangements for the ensuing year are now all completed; the editor

and publisher enter upon the new volume in January with their machinery

and tools perfected to a state much beyond what they were on the jounud

being suddenly transferred to Philadelphia. That event found the editor

without a single exchange periodical to consult or copy, and it has only

been within a few weeks that his stores of European works have fully

arrived. The publisher, too, was without prepared illustrations; yet,

notwithstanding these disadvantages, the Horticulturist has been more

punctually issued than formerly
;
and if reliance may be placed on public

and private notice, and upon subscriptions, it has been received with a

favor undiminished, nay, increased. For the future, it will be printed

under the superintendence of the best typographer in Philadelphia.

Under these circumstances we shall continue for 1856, we trust, to

multiply the attractions of the work, and certainly, if personal zeal in the

cause of horticulture can achieve success, or personal devotion of time can

command public approbation, they shall not be wanting; with confidence,

therefore, we ask for a continuance of patronage, and invite our numerous

readers to a renewal of their subscriptions—reminding them of the neces-

sity of their being in advance^ the mailing being discontinued with the time

for which it is paid.

The January Number will contain, "A short chapter on Gardeners

and Experimental Gardens," by the editor. " Ornamental Trees," by Lewis

F. Allen, of Black Rock, New York. "The Cultivation of tlie Pear

Tree," by Dr. Ward, of Newark, New Jersey. "The Seed Business of

the West," by Wm. Stoms, Cincinnati, Ohio. "Eailroads in a Social Point

of View," by Horticola. " Cultivation of the Raspberry," by Daniel Hughes,

Haverstraw, New York. " Effects of ^Eoonlight," by Professor Lindley.

"Grafting the Cactus Tribe," with a plate, &c. &c. The frontispiece illus-

trations will be " A New Rhododendron," from North Carolina, and "A
Design for a Country House."

ROBERT PEARSALL SMITH,
Publisher^ 17 and 19 Minor Street, Philadelphia.
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